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Introduction
Any organization that fails to respond to the changes and challenges in its business
environment cannot expect to remain in business for very long. The organization requires
adaptability, flexibility, and an ability to create variety in order to survive in a changing,
complex, and uncertain competitive environment.With the globalization of the world
economy, rapid advance of technology and rising customer expectations, sustain a
competitive advantage is become very difficult. Through the exploration of knowledge,
organization develops valuable competencies. (Moingeon & Edmondson, 1996) (Sanchez &
Heene, 1997). One of the ways to gain a comparative advantage in the market is application
of competitive intelligence in business enterprises (Wright, Eid, & Fleisher, 2009) The
ability to produce and use Competitive Intelligence will become a necessity in the near future
for most organizations (Bose, 2008).
Despite the importance of systematic Competitive Intelligence the concept is still trying to
find a footing in academic theory. The objective of this paper is to provide analysis of
definition of Competitive Intelligence and how it is related to the theory of Resource based
view of the firm.
Definition of Competitive Intelligence
Competitive Intelligence is not a new concept. Many competitive intelligence articles refer
to the work of Sun Tzu, who some 2400 years ago wrote “The art of war” a seminal text
which provides a detail description how to develop a military intelligence. (Rouach & Santi,
2001). In ancient time it was a practice of Spying and espionage. In 1815 Nathan Rothschild
makes a fortune on London stock exchange due to his timely intelligence about battle of
waterloo (Ferguson, 1998).In the modern era the Kelly’s Book “Marketing Intelligence: the
Management of Marketing Information” considered to be the pioneering work in competitive
intelligence. It introduced the field of Intelligence. Nearly 30 years ago Porter reported that
whilst companies were carrying this activity out informally, in his opinion this was nowhere
near sufficient. He advocated the need for a structured intelligence process at all times
inorder to continuously and systematically identify business opportunities and threats
(Porter, 1980).Although competitive intelligence evolved out of marketing the activities of
the discipline have come to serve all business functions. ``Research and development''
people seek to monitor rival organizations while safeguarding their own data. Possessing
information such as the production capabilities of a competitor's factories, furthermore, can
provide valuable insights. The financial health of a competitormay influence a decision to
confront the rival ``head on'' or (as an alternative) to strategically avoid direct conflict.
Although competitive intelligence began as a special area of marketing research, it has
grown beyond its origins and today it provides information in all these areas (Walle, 1999)
(Dishman & Calof, 2008).
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In business and academics there are many synonym terms for competitive intelligence used
by different researchers for example Environmental Scanning (Aguilar, 1967) , Business
Intelligence (Pearce, 1976), Competitor analysis (Ghoshal & Westney, 1991), Marketing
Intelligence (Kelley, 1965). Market Intelligence (Maltz & Kohli, 1996). Competitive
Intelligence helps companies to sustains and develop distinct competitive advantages by
using the entire organization and its networks to develop actionable insights about the
environment (customers, competitor, regulars, and technology). It uses a systematic and
ethical process involving, planning, collection, analysis, communication and management
(Calof & Wright, 2008). According to Kahaner “Competitive Intelligence is a systematic
programme for gathering and analyzing information about your competitor’s activity and
general business trends to further your own companies’ goals” (Kahaner, 1998). The Society
of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) defines the competitive intelligence as
follows: “Competitive intelligence (CI) is the process of monitoring the competitive
environment. CIenables senior managers in companies of all sizes to make informed
decisions about everything from marketing, R&D, and investing tactics to long-term
business strategies.Effective CI is a continuous process involving the legal and ethical
collection of information,analysis that doesn't avoid unwelcome conclusions, and controlled
dissemination ofactionable intelligence to decision makers”
The term “CI” has been in popular use and practice for two or three decades. It has
demonstrated staying power and is not viewed as “faddish.” A good number of associations,
authors, business departments, consulting firms, practitioners and/or scholars have for years
used the term with little ill effect and would see the costs, not benefits, associated with
changing it. Also, extending this argument suggests that competitive intelligence is now
viewed as an accepted, legitimate, and necessary activity in today’s global business world.
Competitive Intelligence and Business Intelligence
Sometimes CI is confused with business intelligence (BI). The difference between Business
Intelligence and Competitive Intelligence is that BI is internal intelligence about and within
the company, whereas CI is external intelligence about the firm’s competitive environment.
CI Examples include analysis of the manufacturing or service capabilities of the competitors;
analysis of alliances and/or joint ventures entered into by competitors; the competitor’s
future plans and strategies for specific markets, or product lines; reasons behind changes in
the corporate or business unit strategy (Britt, 2006).
Competitive Intelligence and Competitor Intelligence
The focus of Competitor Intelligence is on competitors and industry. It identifies and
understands the competitors, their strengths, weaknesses, and anticipates their moves
(Wright & Calof, 2006). It is the surveillance of the activities of rival firms whereas
Competitive Intelligence is a broader concept. Competitive intelligence adds value to the
organisation by connecting competitor intelligence with strategic planning. Competitor
Intelligence is a subset of Competitive Intelligence. Competitor Intelligence focuses on short
term effectiveness of the firms and problems associated with it, whereas Competitive
Intelligence focuses on long term sustainability of the firm (Badr, 2003).
Competitive Intelligence and Marketing Research
According to Walle (1999) Competitive Intelligence used to be a part of marketing research
called marketing intelligence now; it has been developed into a distinct business function
which serves all other business functions (Walle, 1999). Due to its origin as an activity of
marketing research, executives make a common error by considering it synonymous with
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marketing research (Dishman & Calof, 2008). Competitive Intelligence isn't confined to
occasional research directed by organizations as for their rivals, markets and client
inclinations. It is a continuous process which includes gathering and investigation of
information as well as incorporating it into the key decision making procedure of the
organizations (Bose, 2008) (Dishman & Calof, 2008). Owing to the accessibility of open
source data and computing revolution, competitive intelligence has been developed. The
other difference between competitive intelligence and marketing research is based upon
responsibility; competitive intelligence team is not only responsible for data collection but
also for defending the business's own proprietary information. Competitive Intelligence is
considered a more comprehensive discipline that simultaneously serves other business
functions (Walle, 1999).
The focus of marketing research tends to be on problems associated with the profitable
marketing of a firm's product and services. The scope of CI is broader. CI is a valuable added
concept that layers over the top of business development, market research and strategic
planning. CI is done for the purpose of driving companies business decisions regarding
marketing, products, prices, and marketing efforts in order to gain competitive advantage
and it must be a total effort, practiced on a continuing basis. This discipline is strongly linked
with marketing research and uses many marketing research techniques.
Theory of Strategy
The mechanics of how the firm can maximize its potential in the market place. Any
organization’s environment is the sum of all the external factors that impact upon it in any
manner and degree. There are different levels of environment of the organization like the
industry in which organization operates, the city, the country, indeed the whole globe. There
are also different kinds of environment: technological, economic, physical, social, and
political. These are all factors of which the business strategist is at least subliminally aware.
But the rates at which changes occur also vary - fastest in technology, less so in politics.
Change requires a company to continuously monitor its environment. Strategy is futureoriented, and those who formulate it must be sensitive to the ways in which their company
is vulnerable to change, and to how such changes will affect that future.
With the emerging era of rapid, systemic and radical change, Organization requires more
flexible, systemic and dynamic approaches to strategy formulation. The old linear and static
approaches require rethinking. Strategic competitiveness is achieved when a firm
successfully formulates and implements a value creating strategy but it achieved competitive
advantage only when competitors are unable to duplicate or find too costly to try to imitate
its strategy. Firms without a competitive advantage at best earn average return. The
probability of achieving strategic competitiveness in the 21st-century competitive landscape
is enhanced for the firm that realize that its survival is depends on the ability to capture
intelligence , transform it into usable knowledge and diffuse it rapidly throughout the
company. (Ethiraj, Kale, Krishnan, & Singh, 2005). Therefore firm must develop and
acquire knowledge, integrate it in to the organization to create capabilities and then apply it
to gain a competitive advantage. To be strategically flexible, a firm has to develop the
capacity to learn. A company has to learn and apply the knowledge throughout its business
faster than its competitors. There are two modern schools of thought which describes how
firms generate the information for strategic flexibility and Competitive Advantage.
• The Industrial/Organization(I/O) or Environmental Model of competitive advantage
• The Resource-Based Model of Competitive Advantage
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The Industrial Organization (I/O) model of Competitive Advantage
It explains the external environment’s dominant influence on firm’s strategic actions. This
model is grounded in economics and has four underlying assumptions. First the external
environment is assumed to impose pressure and constraints that determine the strategies that
would result in above average returns. Second, most firms competing within an industry or
within a segment of that industry are assumed to control similar strategically relevant
resources and to pursue similar strategies in light of those resources. Third, resources used
to implement strategies are assumed to be highly mobile across firms, so any resource
difference that might develop between firms will be short-lived. Fourth, organizational
decision makers are assumed to be rational and committed to acting in firm’s best interest.
The Resource Based Model of Above Average Return
The Resource based model assumes that each organization is a collection of unique resources
and capabilities. The uniqueness of its resources and capabilities is the basis of firm’s
strategy and its ability to earn above average returns. Individual resources alone may not
yield a competitive advantage. Resources are source of competitive advantage when they are
formed into a capability. Resources and Capabilities that serves as a source of competitive
advantage for a firm over its rivals are called core competencies.
Resource Based View and Competitive Intelligence
Wernerfelt argued that looking at firms in terms of their resources leads to different
immediate insights than the traditional product perspective. Firms can identify the resources
leads to high profit. Acquisition can be seen as a purchase of a bundle of resources in a highly
imperfect market. Strategy for a bigger firm involves striking a balance between the
exploitation of existing resources and the development of new ones. (Wernerfelt, 1984).
Firm’s resources are heterogeneous and immobile. In order to attain sustained competitive
advantage the firm’s resources should be valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and not
substitutable. These resources and capabilities can be viewed as bundles of tangible and
intangible assets, including a firm’s management skills, its organizational processes and
routines, and the information and knowledge it controls (Barney, 1991). A major
contribution of the resource-based model is that it explains long-lived differences in firm
profitability that cannot be attributed to differences in industry conditions. According to
resource based theory the firm performance is determine by the resources it owns.
Conclusion
Competitive Intelligence is defined in literature as a process of converting raw information
in to actionable intelligence. The process consists of following steps: Planning and Direction,
Collection, Analysis, and Dismination. The process of competitive intelligence can be used
as a valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and not substitutable resource to get the competitive
advantage.
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Investigation On Harden Property Of Concrete By Using
Copper Slag In Place Of Fine Aggregate With Percentage
Inclusion Of Steel Fiber
POOJA PATIL N
AKSHATA MUSALE
Abstract
A huge mass of concrete is used in construction field in entire world.Gradually the sand is
getting depleted and the natural resources are becoming scant hence Government is
restricting sand quarrying, thus resulting in a significant increase in its cost. In this present
study we are making copper slag as substitue for fine aggregate. Along with the copper slag
we are adding steel fiber at different percentage so as to increase the strength. Steel fiber
having aspect ratio of 50, and it is hooked end steel fiber.Test are done on compressive
strength and acid resistance test and their results are tabulated for 3,7 and 28 days.
Keywords:, fine aggregate, Steel fibre
1. Introduction
Concrete is one of the important Building Material used in our construction field for different
types of structure due to its Strength and Mould ability[2] .And it gives all requirements like
Durability, fire resistance and impermeability for development of infrastructure[3].As this
Aggregate acquires major part in concrete the scarcity of this material is increasing. Because
of this problem we are moving with substitution of fine aggregate by other industrial waste
materials, by this it contributes in reduction of use fine aggregate. Copper slag is one of the
material waste generated in refinery part during extraction of copper metal and its
appearance is like black glassy granular material[5] .It has huge quantity of iron oxide and its
density is comparable high that any other material It is said that in India around 25 million
ton of copper is generated per year. Only 15 to 20 % is used in construction industry and
remaining is dumped off[3]. . In manufacture of pig iron, the bi product which we get is
nothing but granulated blast furnace slag. It is used with ordinary Portland cement because
of its good durability, and it extends building life span. It avoids formation of cold joint and
gain strength at later period. By using granulated furnace slag the risk of damage is less and
also attack of corrosion to reinforcement is less.
Dr.T.Ch Madhavi et al (2015) [8]Studied on copper slag effect on concrete with different
percentage of polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete.study states that copper slag can be
used up to 30 to 50% exceeding that limit decrease strength, and fiber can be used up to
0.2%. Binaya Patnaik et al (2015)[3] studied the strength properties of concrete by using both
fiber and copper slag. Mix design is done for 20 and 30 grade,They say beyond 1% of steel
fiber there is decrease in strength. But for split tensile test and flexural test the strength was
increasing without any limit. As they used 2 grade of concrete for M20 they got strength of
11.5% increment and for M30 15.8%. Similarly for tensile test 12.45%, 18.94% for M20
and M30 grade respectively. And 22.97% and 22.38 %for M20 and M30 grade concrete for
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flexural test. The aim of this research is Study on percentage increase in strength of member
by replacement of fine aggregate. We used M40 Grade of concrete
2. Experimental Programme
2.1 Materials Used
The materials used were cement,sand,Coarse aggregate, copper slag and steel fibre. ordinary
portland cement of grade43 with specific gravity of 3.14.The fine aggregate confirming to
grading zone II as per IS 383-1970[7] .The specific gravity of the fine aggregate and
coarse aggregate were 2.64 and 2.66 respectively. Adopted steel fiber of aspect ratio 50.
Mix Proportion
Design was done as per IS 10262-1982 to achieve characteristic compressive strength of
49.53 N/mm2 .
TABLE 1: MIX PROPORTION
Fine
Coarse
Cement
Water
aggregate
aggregate
( kg/m3 )
(lit/m3)
(kg/m3 )
(kg/m3 )
350
707
1265
140
1
1.62
2.87
0.5

Fig. 1 Steel fiber and copper slag
2.2 Sampling and testing Methods
Specimen Preparation
The quantities of cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate were determined by weight.
By using slump cone test method workability was checked. For the determination of
compressive strength test, concrete specimens were cast in 0.150m x 0.150m x 0.150m cube
steel.The specimens were covered with sacks for 24 hours to maintain the humidity. After
24 hours the specimen were demoulded and allowed for curing till the date of testing we
have done testing on 3,7 and 28 days
2.3 Tests Conducted
Compression testAfter 28-days of curing the concrete cubes were removed from the
curing.tank and the surface was wiped off.The compressive strength,test was conducted on
a compression testing machine with a capacity of 200 Tonnes.For 1% steel fiber with 40%
copper salg we got maximum compressive strength of 58.76N/mm2
Acid resistance test
Cubes of dimension 0.150x0.150x0.150m were casted and kept for curing period of
28days,after curing they were kept in air for 24 hours. As wee doing acid resistance test we
had taken dilutensulphuric acid of 1% these cubes are immersed in this solution for 30 days
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care is taken the solution in maintained uniformity. After 30 days the cubes are removed and
strength is checked. and we have got maximum strength 40.23 N/mm2 for 1% Steel fiber.
3. Results and Analysis
In this we shall study on compressive strength and Acid resistance test which was conducted
by replacing fine aggregate. Achieved target strength results are studied based on our trial
mix. The replacement is in the from 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% for mix of M40 grade
TABLE 2: COMPRESSIVE TEST RESULTS

Days %
steel
added
3
0
0.5
1
1.5
7
0
0.5
1
1.5
28
0
0.5
1
1.5

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH N/mm2
Replacemnt Fine aggregate +Copper slag
100+0
80+20
60+40
20+60
15.89N/mm2
15.89N/mm2
15.89N/mm2
15.89N/mm2
30.56N/mm2
30.56N/mm2
30.56N/mm2
30.56N/mm2
41.9N/mm2
41.9N/mm2
41.9N/mm2
41.9N/mm2

17.11N/mm2
19.76N/mm2
20.84N/mm2
19N/mm2
32N/mm2
32.95N/mm2
34.79N/mm2
33.56N/mm2
46.04N/mm2
46.99N/mm2
49.61N/mm2
47.89N/mm2

17.98N/mm2
22.14N/mm2
25.5N/mm2
22.7N/mm2
35.29N/mm2
37.95N/mm2
42.11N/mm2
40.59N/mm2
49.56N/mm2
52.87N/mm2
58.76N/mm2
56.76N/mm2

16.32N/mm2
18.59N/mm2
9N/mm2
17N/mm2
31.99N/mm2
32N/mm2
31.92N/mm2
30.69N/mm2
43.18N/mm2
43.98N/mm2
44N/mm2
43.67N/mm2

Fig. 2 Variation in Compressive strength for 0% and 0.5% of steel fiber
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Fig. 3 Variation in Compressive strength for 1% and 1.5% of steel fiber
TABLE 3: ACID RESISTANCE TEST RESULTS

Days
28

% steel
added
0
0.5
1
1.5

Acid Resistance test
Replacemnt Fine aggregate +Cooper slag
100+0
80+20
60+40

20+60

0N/mm2
0N/mm2
0N/mm2
N/mm2

3.05N/mm2
4.96N/mm2
5.01N/mm2
4.22N/mm2

9.88N/mm2
12.14N/mm2
18.4N/mm2
14.29N/mm2

18.28N/mm2
26.18N/mm2
40.23N/mm2
35.46N/mm2

Fig. 4 Acid resistance test for 0 and 0.5% steel fiber

Fig. 5 Acid resistance test for 1% and 1.5 % steel fiber
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4.Conclusion
• The density of concrete goes on increased by adding copper slag.The slump value lies
between 72 mm to 100 mm.
• For 0.5 %steel fiber addition to concrete gives percentage increase in strength from 24.95
to 39% for all 3 .7, and 28 days. Highest strength achieved is 52.87 N/mm2 at 28 days;
hence 26 % increment is seen compared with nominal concrete. Similarly for 1% steel
we get increase strength of 58.76N/mm2 that is, 40.23% increment in strength is
achieved.
• At 1.5 % steel fiber we get decreased value in strength compared to 1%, the value
decreased by 6% for 1% steel fiber.
• It has been seen that there is decrease in strength by 5 % with addition of copper slag by
60%.
• The Compressive strength increased by 18.28% for 40% slag with 0%steel fibre. As we
go on adding steel fibre we were getting good strength but at 1.5%steel fibre and 40%slag
we found that strength goes on decreasing.
• For acid resistance test, as the percentage of steel fiber goes on increasing there is no
much variation in compressive strength Hence we can conclude that steel fiber concrete
shows good durability against acid attack
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Asset Management System: Criticality of Assets
Muhammed Shiyas.K.M
Abstract
Criticality assessment is a fundamental component of effective Asset Management.
Criticality rating uses in asset management to identify the criticality of assets in various
organizations throughout the world. Criticality is dealing with Asset Management and
Maintenancehowever it plays an important role infacilitating many of the Asset Management
functions. Through proper development of the criticality analysis,an organization will be
able to know how to manage their assets and how it is critical to its regular operations. Awelldeveloped Criticality rating is beneficial to the organisation it impacts positively on
decisionmaking and provides an objective guide when establishing appropriate responses for
various end-user scenarios. Assigning criticality enables every organization to begin
implementing the practice of Asset Management by providing a formal means to prioritize
work activities and investments and to implement an effective maintenance management
system.
Key Words: Criticality, Asset Management, Maintenance.
Introduction
Asset failures mainly arise from a lack of appreciation of the risk associated with operating
systems or asset. The likelihood and consequences of a potential failure are considered in
many instances only aftera significant failure triggers a retrospective assessment of a risk to
the organisation. The critical failure modes for each asset need to be determined so that asset
maintenance, planning and development, capital expenditure, and conditioning monitoring
can be planned. The different modes of failure complicate this planning because of incidents,
or accidents, or may be damaged during asset maintenance or any other reasons. Failure
modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) is a common approach used to determine
the maintenance or renewal required for any asset. The approach is used to determine the
primary failure modes, consequences of failure, and the probability of failure, and then
design the maintenance programs to prevent them.The practical approach for the criticality
in most of the modern organisation is to carry out a planned and structured assessment of
the known and likely risks associated with the operation of the organization .Starting from
the premise that there is no way to completely eliminate all risk from the organisation, the
responsible team in the organization must address the potential for negative impacts in a
systematic and scientific way rather than wait for an event to occur to draw our attention to
the risk. Assets with a high criticality index should be maintained based on risk management
principles. Assets that are not critical may be best managed by leaving them to Run to fail
and then replacing them on a reactive basis (e.g. Asset which doesn’t requires any
maintenance). To summarize, assets can be ranked by their criticality, i.e. their calculated or
relative risk for maintenance and management applied according to that priority. This
approach can generate significant savings over the asset lifecycle, ties in with a
comprehensive risk management program, and provides a basis for optimizing future asset
investments.
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Literature Review
It is very important to know the criticality of every assets owing by the organizations. It will
help mainly to improve the performance and life of the assets also to avoid the asset failures.
Criticality analysis is a process for determining the relative ranking of assets in a plant or
system. The purpose is to objectively rank assets and form a collective agreement and
analysis. The study based on Doha, Qatarand this paper outlines the development and
implementation of a Risk based assessment of Criticality and discusses the application of
Criticality in day-to-day Asset Management and Maintenance activities. A deeper
understanding and follow-through with asset criticality strengthen maintenance planning and
scheduling operations as industrial businesses learn how best to leverage predictive analytics
through their CMMS.
What is Asset Criticality?
ISO 31000:2009 - Risk Management - Principles and Guidelines defines risk as “the effect
of uncertainty on objectives”. The risk assessment process starts by first identifying risk
events. In turn, these risk events have two dimensions:
• The consequence of an event
• The likelihood of an event
The overall level of risk is determined by the combination of these dimensions, visualised in
a risk matrix.

An Organization can consider risk to be the combination of the severity of consequences of
an event, and the probability or likelihood of that event occurring. If we consider that the
asset criticality is the same as asset failure risk, then we had better be clear about what the
failure event(s) are that we are assessing. An asset may fail due to many different causes,
and the likelihood and consequences of each of these failure events will be different.
Failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) is a common approach used to
determine the maintenance or replacement required for any asset. However, it should be
noted that in this process, the criticality is determined at a failure mode (failure cause) level,
and is used as part of a process to identify the most appropriate action to be taken to minimise
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or eliminate the potential likelihood or consequences of each failure mode (cause). This
process is not intended to result in an overall criticality assessment at asset level.
However, assessing risk implies having to assess the likelihood of an eventwhich in turn
means that we need to be clear about exactly which events are being assessed, and how the
probability and consequences associated with multiple events on an asset item are to be
rolled up to an overall failure risk associated with that asset. It is always advisable to consider
the highest probability and consequences for the risk calculation. In other words, are we
supposed to assess the risks assuming that we do not have any controls in place to minimise
the likelihood or consequences of those failure events.
Why do you Need Criticality for Assets?
To determine the overall priority for performing a maintenance task
The priority for a maintenance task should be determined by the level of risk associated. The
level of risk associated with asset is higher, it indicates that the asset is very critical for the
particular organization. The higher risk is giving higher priority for the assets. The failure
on any critical asset may can affect the regular operation of the organization which will affect
reputation and other parameters affecting the performance of the organization.
To determine at a high level, the type of risk mitigation strategy to be applied to the asset
The key issue with this type of approach for determining whether Predictive Maintenance,
Preventive Maintenance or Run to Failure strategies are employed is that it fails to comply
with the Concepts of Preventive Maintenance Development. The selection of maintenance
strategy occurs at a task, not an asset level, and must be in response to the specific failure
modes (causes) occurring on the equipment. In any way it is strictly advisable to make sure
that a contingency plan are in place for very high criticality equipment items.
To determine the optimum spare parts holdings required for the asset
It requires to assess the risks (criticality) that we would be exposed to without holding the
spare part in stock, and compare this with the risks that we would be exposed to if we did
hold the item in stock. The level of risk reduction that results needs to be balanced against
the costs of holding the spare part in stock. The risk is higher it is advisable to maintain the
required quantity of the spares in the stock.
To provide input into the capital program to get high priority for upgrade or replacement
One of the major factors in determining whether to replace or retire an item of an asset in its
current condition. In addition, life cycle analysis will determine what the appropriate
replacement schedule for an asset. The criticality will give a priority list to upgrade and
replacement actives of the assets.
To support maintenance team for the improvement efforts on the most “critical” assets.
Asset criticality can be valuable in terms of providing direction to the maintenance team for
improving asset performance as to which asset items are more important, in an overall sense
to the businessand therefore where they should be directing their efforts. In general, the asset
is more critical to the business, then the team to be more careful regarding the decisions we
make regarding that asset and therefore apply more rigorous analytical approaches when
making decisions on critical assets.
How to Identify the Critical Assets
Critical assets are those that are essential for supporting the operation or business need of an
organization. These assets will have a high consequence of failure, but not necessarily a high
likelihood of failure. These assets should be identified separately and assessed in greater
detail as part of the asset management process. By identifying critical assets, the asset owner
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can target and refine investigative activities, maintenance plans, and financial plans at the
most crucial and critical areas. Critical asset considerations may also include access to assets
managed by third parties and sub-contractors.
Criticality can be assessed by applying broad assumptions about the implications of failure,
for example, whether the non-availability of a major asset would have a significant impact
on the operation of an organization. Depending on the criticality of the asset, the risk
management approach may be at a network level, by ensuring that diversions are available
and have minimal impact; at an individual asset level; or at a detailed component level, with
extensive consideration of failure modes.
Criticality Assessment
Criticality assessment is a structured methodology that provides a proactive approach for the
assessment of risks in the organisation. A comprehensive Criticality assessment
wouldprovide a ranked list of systems and/or asset (a Criticality Ranking) identifying
possible failure mechanisms, underlyingfailure rates, likelihood of impact from the failure
and the consequences of the failure. The outcome of the assessment wouldtypically lead to
risk management strategies for equipment which would benefit most from the application of
a particularmanagement, operating or maintenance strategy. Criticality ranking also assists
in making decisions about which equipment ismost important for planning and scheduling
maintenance work as well as other management functions.
Criticality assessments can be carried out using various techniques. The more common
systematic approaches to identifying and representing Criticality include ‘Qualitative
Assessments’, ‘Semi-Quantitative assessments’ and ‘Quantitative Assessments’. Within
each of these broad groupings a wide range of approaches are often used. Each approach has
its merits and disadvantages and should be clearly understood by those undertaking the study
before committing to a specific approach. For an initial assessment of criticality, or where
information is limited upon which to base the assessment, a Qualitative or Semi-Quantitative
approach is likely to be the most practical and can give effective results if well implemented.
It is likely that the initial assessment would highlight the lack of suitable data as being a risk
factor and the management of that risk may involve improved data collection and analysis
in the future.
There are a wide range of risks, and their identification and evaluation is a crucial part of the
asset management process. some common Criticality Ranking criteria include,
• Safety
• Reputation
• Operations
• Environmental
• Financial
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Operations
Operations having an effect on the operational process of the organization whether by
interfering with their customers, Clint’s, Stakeholders, infrastructure or punctuality.
Environment
Environment having an effect or with the potential to affect land and/or air and /or wear
equality or causing nuisance.
Finance
If the failure is realized, what is Organizations financial exposure, what is their total financial
liability, how much would it cost to restore normality? The financial impact is defined as the
loss of the company.
Reputation
Actions or incidents having an effect on the reputation of the company.
Safety
Actions or omissions having a safety consequence.
Risk Identification
in this step, it has to identifies the risks that could affect its objectives. These can be various
i.e. internal and external. Th external risks such as price changes, legislative actions,
Political, Social, Economical, extreme weather and climatic events, seismic events, or
malevolent acts. Risks also can be internal, such as operational failures, data failures,
conflicting internal program objectives, or a lack of trained personnel for key tasks. All risks
are generally recorded in a formal risk register.
Risk Analysis
This step evaluates the probability of risk with its consequence. The calculation can be
qualitative and based upon expert judgment, it can be quantified simply in a 1 to 10 scale, or
it can be subject to complex mathematical modelling. Most such analyses are relatively
simple. Regardless of the method used, the intent of this step is to understand the risks and
their magnitude.
Risk assessment involves a determination of the likelihood and consequence of an event.
Risk assessment allows the identified risks to be analysed in a systematic manner to highlight
which risks are the most severe and which are unacceptably high. A senior leadership team
in an organization can then determine its level of exposure to the risk and the actions
necessary to minimize that risk.
Overall, risk is normally described as follows:
Risk = Likelihood × Consequence
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Likelihood is the chance of an event happening, for example, a failure (asset as well as
organizational). It can be measured objectively, subjectively, qualitatively, or quantitatively.
It can be described using general or mathematical terms, such as frequency or probability.
Issues to be considered include the following:
• Changes in policy and funding
• Current and historic performance of the asset
• Severity of the environment, rate of deterioration, and/or current age of the asset
• Asset type, material type, mode of failure, extent of failure, etc.
• Exposure to incidents of all types
• Human behaviour and workmanship
• Vulnerability to climate change
• Quality of the asset management approach and system
The likelihood of physical failure of an asset is related to the current condition of the asset,
hence the importance of a realistic and accurate condition assessment. The likelihood of
natural and external events is determined less easily, but scientific studies are usually
available. The likelihood of other events, such as poor work practices or planning issues, can
be difficult to ascertain.
Risk management is the framework to define the necessary treatments for the reduction of
the different types of risk.
The steps of risk management occur within the context of continuous communication and
consultation and continuous monitoring and review. The communication flows up and down
the organization and into and out of it with stakeholders. Similarly, the monitoring occurs
within the agency as well as outside it from oversight bodies, legislators, the media, and the
public.
Understanding and management of risk is fundamental to effective asset management and
should figure strongly in training and development programs for asset managers.
A Criticality Analysis can be carried out by applying Risk Analysis techniques to identify
the Risk associated with particular equipment failure mechanisms in a specific operating
context. The risk can be calculated by applying a score to the likelihood of an event occurring
and another score to the expected consequences associated with each occurrence. These
scores are multiplied together to give a risk score which can be used as a measure of
criticality. The risk (or criticality) ranking is used to identify the most important assets in the
organisation. Depending upon the range of scores available (1...5 each for Likelihood and
Consequences in this example) and whether the scale is ascending or descending with
increasing importance, the Risk ranking can range from a score of 1 through to 25.
Applicability of Criticality
The criticality assessment will be beneficial to the organisation if it impacts positively on
decision making. In deciding how best to respond to various situations the criticality ranking
is a useful guide in establishing typical responses for various end user scenarios. The
development of project plans needs to take account of the criticality of different assets in the
proposed operatingsystem, if maximum advantage is to be gained from the plant at the lowest
cost. A clear and detailed understanding of an asset and system criticality is vital for
decisions on reliability and the need for redundant equipment to achieve the design system
reliability
One of the most useful outputs from the criticality assessment is the ability to identify where
the ‘system reliability’ iscritical and therefore should be subject to additional reliability
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studies. For example, when the system reliability requirements are greater than can be
achieved by one unit alone it may be necessary to install a stand-by unit to ensure the system
reliability targets can be met. The manner in which the equipment is used during normal
operations has a significant impact on the reliability that can be achieved from individual
machines and therefore ‘best practice’ operating practices must be enforced to maximise the
utilisation of an asset and achieve the ‘Maximum Sustainable Capacity’ (MSC) of the
equipment. Correctlyspecified equipment that is well operated and maintained has an
‘Inherent Reliability’ which sets the maximum reliability that can be reasonably expected
from the equipment over time.
Backlog management quickly gets highlighted whenever maintenance and operating
practices are being reviewed and is acommon point of conflict between the operations and
maintenance groups. Much of the conflict arises because of a poorunderstanding of what
jobs should be in the backlog and which shouldn’t. It is common practice in many
organizations to consider any job known about but not yet completed, to be included in the
backlog. The reason for keeping an inventory of spare parts is to control or avoid the
consequences of failure of the equipment. Spare parts have to be managed to maintain the
optimum trade-off between the cost of purchasing/holding spare parts and the consequences
of not having these spares available when required. When the cost of sourcing a spare part
off-site only when required (considering all costs especially downtime and lost product) is
significantly greater than the cost of holding the spare in-house, the spare is usually held on
site. This superficially simple cost-benefit analysis can be very difficult to carry out in
practice especially for those parts infrequently or irregularly used or if their impact cannot
be easily quantified in cost terms.
Documents such as operating manuals, maintenance manuals, drawings etc. are a vital
resource for the organisation and must be the subject of rational management strategies just
as hardware or other assets might be. Documents can be difficult and expensive to obtain
and in the case of drawings expensive to produce. Across the board reductions in budgets
have become almost routine in many organisations in pursuit of cost reductions and ever
better efficiencies. Most common is the percentage-based reduction over a previous budget
(e.g. 10% reduction in the maintenance budget compared to the previous year) which is often
repeated in subsequent years and by subsequent management team members.
Conclusions
Criticality is very important for operations and maintenance functions underpinning
decisions regarding equipment operating strategies, maintenance strategy development,
planning and schedulingof routine jobs and backlog management. In addition, the criticality
ranking assists in decision making regardingproject design, redundancy, spare parts,
training, document management etc.The Asset criticality can help the maintenance team
prioritize equipment, select the best economic maintenance program, prioritize work orders
despite resource constraints, plan to reduce maintenance costs, plan for design modifications
and upgrades, and increase productivity. For this reasons, it is importantthat an organisation
develops a clear indication of the criticality of its assets using a systematic approach which
is sufficientlydetailed, rigorous, auditable, and reviewable and can be updated over time to
time.
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Rough Generalized Minimal And Maximal Closed Sets
K.UTHRA
K.BHUVANESWARI
J.SHEEBA PRIYADHARSHINI
Abstract: This paper introduced a new class of sets called Rough minimal and maximal
closed sets and Rough generalized minimal and maximal closed sets in Rough topological
spaces which are subclasses of Rough generalized closed sets. Basic properties of Rough
minimal and maximal closed sets and Rough generalized minimal and maximal closed sets
are also analyzed.
Keywords: R-Min closed sets, R-Max closed sets, Rg-Min closed sets, Rg-Max closed sets
1. Introduction
In 1970 Levine[5] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets as a generalization of
closed sets in topological spaces. Rough set theory proposed by Pawlak [6] is a new
mathematical tool for data reasoning. The basic structure of rough set is an approximation
space such as lower, upper and boundary approximations. The lower approximation of a set
is the set of all elements that surely belongs to X, whereas the upper approximation of X is
the set of all elements possibly belong to X. The difference between upper and lower
approximation of X is its boundary region. Bhuvaneswari et al., [1] have introduced and
investigate Nano generalized closed sets in Nano topological spaces. F. Nakaoka et al.,[3]
[4] introduced minimal open set and, Some Properties of Maximal open sets. S.S.Benchalli
et al., [2] have introduced generalized maximal closed sets topological spaces. In this paper
we introduced a new class of sets called Rough minimal and maximal closed sets and Rough
generalized minimal and maximal closed sets in Rough topological spaces and the relation
of these new sets with the existing well sets.
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1[5]: A subset A of ( X , ) is called a generalized closed set (briefly g
closed) if cl ( A)  U whenever A  U and U is open in X.
Definition 2.2[3]: A nonempty subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is called a minimal
open (resp. minimal closed) set if and only if any open (resp. closed) subset of X which is
contained in A, is either A or φ.
Definition 2.3[4]: A non-empty open set A of a topological space X is said to be a maximal
open (resp. maximal closed) set if and only if any open (resp. closed) set which contains A,
is either A or X.
Definition 2.4[6]: Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an
equivalence relation on U named as indiscernibility relation Elements belonging to the same
equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair K=(U,R) is said to
be the approximation space. Let X  U .
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(i)

(ii)

The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can
be for certain classified as X with respect to R and its is denoted by U / R . That is,
RX = U{Y  U / R : Y  X } .
The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can
be possibly classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by U / R . That is

RX = U{Y U / R : Y  X  }
(iii)

The boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be
classified neither as X nor as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by
RB ( X ) = RX − RX
Definition 2.5: Let U be the universe, R be an equivalence relation on U and
 R = {U ,  , RX , RB ( X ), RX } where X⊆R.Then  R satisfying the following axioms:

(i)U and    R
(ii)The union of the element of any sub collection of  R is in  R .
(iii) The intersection of the element of any finite sub collection of  R is in  R .
 R forms a topology on U called as the rough topology on U with respect to X. We call (U,
 R (X)) as the rough topological spaces.
Definition 2.6[1]: A closed A of (U , R( X )) is called a Nano generalized closed set
(briefly Rg closed) if Rcl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is Nano open in (U , R( X ))
Definition 2.1[2]: A subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is said to be generalized minimal
closed (briefly g-mi closed ) set if cl (A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is a minimal open in
X.
3. Rough Minimal And Rough Generalized Minimal Closed Sets
In this section, the concepts of Rough minimal closed sets and Rough generalized minimal
closed sets are defined and studied some of its properties.
Definition 3.1: Let (U , R( X )) be a rough topological space. A non-empty rough closed
(resp. rough open) set A of U is said to be a rough minimal closed (resp. rough minimal
open) set if only if any rough closed (resp. rough open) set which is contained in A is Ф or
A.
Example 3.2: Let U={H,I,J,K,L} with U/R={{H,I},{J,K},{L}} and X={I,K,L}
Rτ(X) = {U, ɸ, {L}, {H,I,J,K}} which are the rough open sets.
Rough closed sets = {U, ɸ,{H,I,J,K},{L}}
Rough Minimal open sets = {Ф, {L},{H,I,J,K}}
Rough Minimal closed sets = {ɸ ,{L},{H,I,J,K}
Theorem 3.3: (i) Let R be a rough minimal open set and K be a rough open set. Then R∩K=
ɸ
or R⊂ K.
(ii) Let R and S be rough minimal open sets. Then R∩S = ɸ or R=S.
Proof: (i) Let K be a rough open set such that R∩K≠ ɸ. Since R is a rough minimal open
set and R∩K ⊂ R. We have R∩K = R.
(ii) If R∩S≠ ɸ, then we see that R⊂ S and S ⊂ R by (i). Therefore R=S.
Theorem 3.4: Let R be a rough minimal open set and K be a rough open set. If p is an
element of R, then R⊂ K for any rough open neighborhood K of p.
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Proof: Let K be a rough open neighborhood of p. Such that R⊄K. Then R∩K is a rough
open set such that R ∪ 𝐾 ⊊ R and R∩K ≠ ɸ. This contradicts the assumption that R is a
rough minimal open set.
Theorem 3.5: Let R be a rough minimal open set, then R=∩{K/K is a rough open
neighborhood of p} for any element p of R.
Proof: By Theorem 3.2 and the fact R is a Rough open neighborhood of p, we have R⊂
∩{K/K is a rough open neighborhood of p}⊂ R. Therefore R is a finite intersection of all
rough open neighborhood of p.
Definition 3.6: If (U , R( X )) is a Rough topological space with respect to X where X  U
and if A  U , then
• The rough minimal closure of A is defined as the intersection of all rough minimal closed
sets containing A and it is denoted by  R − min cl ( A) .  R − min cl ( A) is the smallest
rough minimal closed set containing A.
• The rough minimal interior of A is defined as the union of all rough minimal open subsets
of A contained in A and it is denoted by  R − min Int ( A) .  R − min Int ( A) Is the largest
rough minimal open subset of A.
Definition 3.7: A subset A of a Rough topological space (U , R( X )) is said to be Rough
generalized minimal closed set if Rcl  V whenever A  V and V is Rough minimal open
set in (U , R( X )) .
Example 3.8: Let U={H,I,J,K,L} with U/R={{H,I},{J,K},{L}} and X={L,H}
τR(X) = {U, ɸ,{L},{H,I,},{H,I,L,}} which are the rough open sets.
Rough closed sets = {U, ɸ,{H,I,J,K},{J,K,L},{J,K}}
Rough Minimal open sets = {Ф, {L},{H,I,}}
Rough Minimal closed sets = {ɸ ,{J,K}}
Rough generalized open set = {U,ɸ, {J},{K}, {H,J},{H,K},{I,J},{I,K},{J,K},{J,L},{K,L},
{H,I,J},{H,I,K},{H,I,L},{H,J,K},{H,J,L},{H,K,L},{I,J,K},{I,J,L},{J,K,I},{J,K,L},{H,I,J,
K},
{H,I,J,L},{H,J,K,L},{I,J,K,L}}
Rough generalized closed set={U, ɸ,{H,I,K,L},{H,I,J,L},{I,K,L},{I,J,L},
{H,K,L},{H,J,L},
{H,I,L},{H,I,K},{H,I,J},{K,L},{J,L},{J,K},{I,L},{I,K},{I,J},{H,L{,{H,K},{H,L},{H,I},{
L},
{K},{I},{H}}
Rough generalized minimal open sets = {U,Ф,{I}}
Rough generalized minimal closed sets = {U ,ɸ ,{H,J,K,L}}.
Remark 3.9: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space and A be a subset of (U , R( X ))
. If A is a Rough minimal closed set, then it is a Rough closed set. But not conversely. From
Example 3.3, U is a Rough closed set, but not a Rough minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.10: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space and A be a subset of
(U , R( X )) . If A is a Rough minimal closed set, then it is a Rough generalized closed set.
Proof: Let A be a Rough minimal closed set. But, every Rough minimal closed set is a
Rough closed set. But, every Rough closed set is a Rough generalized closed set and hence
A is a Rough generalized closed set.
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Remark 3.11: The converse of the above Theorem3.10 need not be true. From Example 3.8,
the set {H,I,K,L} is a Rough generalized closed set , but not a Rough minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.12: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space. If the Rough minimal open
set containing A in that Rough topological spaces are also Rough closed set, then the subset
A of {J,K,L} is a Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Proof: Lets consider the Rough minimal open set V containing A are Rough closed set,
A⊆V then Rcl ( A)  Rcl (V ) = V (Since V is Rough minimal closed set).Which implies
Rcl ( A)  V that whenever A  V and V is Rough minimal open. Hence from the definition
of Rough generalized minimal closed set, A is a Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.13: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space and A be a subset of
(U , R( X )) . If A is a Rough generalized minimal closed set, then it is a Rough generalized
closed set.
Proof: Let A be a Rough generalized minimal closed set. By the definition of Rough
generalized minimal closed set, we have Rcl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is Rough
minimal open. Since every Rough minimal open set is a Rough open set and hence V is a
Rough open set. Thus Rcl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is Rough open set. Hence A is
Rough generalized closed set.
Remark 3.14: The converse of the above theorem is not true. From Example 3.8, {I,J,K,L}
is a Rough generalized closed set, but not a Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.15: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space. Then  is a Rough
generalized minimal closed set, but U is not a Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Proof: Every Rcl ( ) =  subset of any Rough minimal open set containing  . So  is a
Rough generalized minimal closed set. But U is not contained in any Rough minimal open
set, so U is not a Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.16: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space and A and B are subsets of

(U , R( X )) . If A and B are two Rough generalized minimal closed sets in (U , R( X )) ,then
the intersection of A and B is also a Rough generalized minimal closed set in (U , R( X )) .
Proof: Let A and B be two Rough generalized minimal closed sets in (U , R( X )) .Then V is
Rough minimal open in (U , R( X )) such that B  V , which implies that A  B  V As A
and B are Rough generalized minimal closed sets in (U , R( X )) ,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 and𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆
𝑉.Now,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) = 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ∩ 𝑅𝑐𝑙 (𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉.Thus we have,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 whenever
A  B  V and V is Rough minimal open set in (U , R( X )) , Which implies that A  B is a
Rough generalized minimal closed set.
Remark 3.17: The union of two Rough generalized minimal closed set need not be a Rough
generalized minimal closed set. From Example 3.2, Let A = {H } and B = {I } . Now,
A  B = {H }  {I } = {H , I } which is not a Rough generalized minimal closed set. Hence the
union of two Rough generalized minimal closed set need not be a Rough generalized
minimal closed set.
Theorem 3.18: Let A be a Rough generalized minimal closed set in a Rough topological
space (U , R( X )) .If𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), then B is a Rough generalized minimal closed subset
of (U , R( X )) .
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Proof: Let V be a Rough minimal open set of a Rough generalized minimal closed subset of
(U , R( X )) such that B  V .As A  B , we have A  V .As A is Rough generalized
minimal closed set,𝑅𝑐𝑙 ⊆ 𝑉.Given that𝐵 ⊆ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), which implies that𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆
𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴).But 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉,which implies that 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 whenever B  V and Vis Rough
minimal open. Hence, B is a Rough generalized minimal closed subset of (U , R( X )) .
Theorem 3.19: If A is any Rough generalized minimal closed set in a Rough topological
space (U , R( X )) , then for each 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 ≠ 𝜙.
Proof: Let A be any Rough generalized minimal closed set in (U , R( X )) such that for
each 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴).Let 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 = 𝜙.Then 𝐴 ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 ,where [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥}]𝑐 is an open set
in (U , R( X )) But, A is Rough generalized closed set, and 𝐴 ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 .Therefore by the
definition of Rough generalized closed set, 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 , which is a contradiction to
the fact that 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴).Therefore 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 ≠ 𝜙.
Theorem 3.20: If A is a Rough generalized minimal closed set in a Rough topological space
(U , R( X )) then Rcl (A) − A contains no nonempty Rough minimal closed subset.
Proof: Let F be any Rough minimal closed subset of Rcl (A) − A. Then 𝐹 𝑐 is a Rough
minimal open set in X. Now F ⊆ Rcl (A) − A = Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 .Since Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 ⊆ Rcl (A)
and Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 ⊆𝐴𝑐 , we have F ⊆ Rcl (A) and F ⊆𝐴𝑐 , which implies A ⊆𝐹 𝑐 , where 𝐹 𝑐 is
Rough minimal open set. Since A is a Rough generalized minimal closed set, by the
definition of Rough generalized minimal closed set, Rcl (A) ⊆𝐴𝑐 .So F ⊆ [Rcl (A)]𝐶 . Also F
⊆ Rcl (A). Then F ⊆𝑅𝐶𝑙(𝐴)𝑐 ∩Rcl (A) = φ. Therefore F = φ.
4. Rough Maximal And Rough Generalized Maximal Closed Sets
In this section, the concepts of Rough maximal closed sets and Rough generalized maximal
closed sets are defined and studied some of its properties.
Definition 4.1: Let (U , R( X )) be a Rough topological space. A non-empty Rough closed
(resp. R open) set A of U is said to be a Rough maximal closed (resp. R- max open) set if
only if any R closed (resp. R open) set which is contain in A is Ф or U.
Example 4.2:Let U={H,I,J,K,L} with U/R={{H,I},{J,K},{L}} and X={I,K,L}
 R( X ) = {U, ɸ, {L},{H,I,J,K}} which are the R open sets.
R closed sets = {U, ɸ, {H,I,J,K},{L}}
R-max open sets = {U, {H,I,J,K,L}}
R-max closed sets = {U, {L}, {H,I,J,K}
Theorem 4.3: Let (U , R( X )) be a R topological space and A be a subset of (U , R( X )) .If
A be a R- max closed set, then it is a Rg- closed set.
Proof: Let A be a R- max closed set. But, every R- max closed set is a R closed set. But,
every R closed set be a Rg-closed set and hence A is a Rg-closed set.
Definition 4.4: If (U , R( X )) is a Rough topological space with respect to X where X  U
and if A  U , then
• The rough maximal closure of A is defined as the intersection of all rough maximal
closed sets containing A and it is denoted by  R − max cl ( A) .  R − max cl ( A) is the
smallest rough minimal closed set containing A.
• The rough minimal interior of A is defined as the union of all rough minimal open subsets
of A contained in A and it is denoted by  R − max Int ( A) .  R − max Int ( A) Is the largest
rough minimal open subset of A.
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Definition 4.5: A subset A of a Rough topological space (U , R( X )) is said to be Rough
generalized maximal closed (briefly Rg-max closed) set if Rcl  V whenever A  V and
V is R maximal open set in (U , R( X )) .
Example 4.6:Let U={H,I,J,K,L} with U/R={{H,I},{J,K},{L}} and X={L,H}
τR(X) = {U, ɸ,{L},{H,I,},{H,I,L,}} which are the rough open sets.
Rough closed sets = {U, ɸ,{H,I,J,K},{J,K,L},{J,K}}
Rough Maximal open sets = {U, {H,I,L}}
Rough Maximal closed sets = {U,{H,I,J,K}}
Rough generalized open set = {U, ɸ, {J},{K},
{H,J},{H,K},{I,J},{I,K},{J,K},{J,L},{K,L},
{H,I,J},{H,I,K},{H,I,L},{H,J,K},{H,J,L},{H,K,L},{I,J,K},{I,J,L},{J,K,I},{J,K,L},{H,I,J,
K},{H,I,J,L},{H,J,K,L},{I,J,K,L}}
Rough generalized closed set={U, ɸ,{H,I,K,L},{H,I,J,L},{I,K,L},{I,J,L},
{H,K,L},{H,J,L},
{H,I,L},{H,I,K},{H,I,J},{K,L},{J,L},{J,K},{I,L},{I,K},{I,J},{H,L},{H,K},{H,L},{H,I},{
L},
{K},{I},{H}}
Rough generalized maximal open sets =
{U,Ф,{J},{K},{H,J},{H,K},{I,J},{I,K},{J,K}.{J,L},
{K,L},{H,I,J},{H,I,K},{H,I,L},{H,J,K},{H,J,L},{H,K,L},{I,J,K},{I,J,L},{J,K,I},{J,K,L},
{H,I,J,K},{H,I,J,L},{H,I,K,L},{H,J,K,L},{I,J,K,L}}
Rough generalized maximal closed sets = {U ,ɸ,{H,I,K,L},{H,I,J,L},{I,K,L},{I,J,L},
{H,K,L},{H,J,L},{H,I,L},{H,I,K},{H,I,J},{K,L},{J,L},{J,K},{I,L},{I,K},{I,J},{H,L},{H,
I},
{L}, {K,},{J},{I},{H}}.
Theorem 4.7: Let (U , R( X )) be a R topological space and A be a subset of (U , R( X )) . If
A is a Rg- max closed set, then it is a Rg- closed set.
Proof: Let A be a Rg- max closed set. By the definition of Rg- max closed set, we have
Rcl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is R- max open. Since every R- max open set is a R
open set and hence V is a R open set. Thus Rcl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is R open
set. Hence A is Rg- closed set.
Remark 4.8: The converse of the above Theorem 4.7 is not true. From Example 4.6,
{H,I,J,K,} is a Rg- closed set, but not a Rg-max closed set.
Theorem 4.9: Let (U , R( X )) be a R topological space. Then  is a Rg-max closed set, but
U is not a Rg- max closed set.
Proof: Every Rcl ( ) =  subset of any R-max open set containing  . So  is a Rg- min
closed set. But U is not contained in any R-max open set, so U is not a Rg- min closed set.
Theorem 4.10: Let (U , R( X )) be a R topological space and A and B are subsets of

(U , R( X )) If A and B are two Rg-max closed sets in (U , R( X )) ,then the intersection of A
and B is also a Rg-max closed set in (U , R( X )) .
Proof: Let A and B be two Rg-max closed sets in (U , R( X )) .Then V is R-max open in
(U , R( X )) such that B  V , which implies that A  B  V As A and B are Rg-max closed
sets in (U , R( X )) ,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 and𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉.Now,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) = 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ∩ 𝑅𝑐𝑙 (𝐵) ⊆
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𝑉.Thus we have,𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴 ∩ 𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 whenever A  B  V and V is R-max open set in
(U , R( X )) , Which implies that A  B is a Rg-max closed set.
Remark 4.11: The union of two Rg-max closed set need not be a Rg-max closed set. From
Example 4.2, Let A = {H } and B = {I } Now, A  B = {H }  {I } = {H , I } which is not a Rgmax closed set. Hence the union of two Rg-max closed set need not be a Rg-max closed set.
Theorem 4.12: Let A be a Rg-max closed set in a R topological space (U , R( X )) .If𝐴 ⊆
𝐵 ⊆ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), then B is a Rg-max closed subset of (U , R( X )) .
Proof: Let V be a R-max open set of a Rg-max closed subset of (U , R( X )) such that
B  V .As A  B , we have A  V .As A is Rg-max closed set,𝑅𝑐𝑙 ⊆ 𝑉.Given that𝐵 ⊆
𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), which implies that𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴).But 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉,which implies that 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐵) ⊆
𝑉 whenever B  V and Vis R-max open. Hence, B is a Rg-max closed subset of (U , R( X ))
.
Theorem 4.13: If A is any Rg-max closed set in a R topological space (U , R( X )) , then for
each 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴), 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 ≠ 𝜙.
Proof: Let A be any Rg-max closed set in (U , R( X )) such that for each 𝑥 ∈
𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴).Let 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 = 𝜙.Then 𝐴 ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 ,where [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥}]𝑐 is an open set in
(U , R( X )) But, A is Rg-closed set, and 𝐴 ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 .Therefore by the definition of Rgclosed set, 𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ [𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ]𝑐 , which is a contradiction to the fact that 𝑥 ∈
𝑅𝑐𝑙(𝐴)..Therefore 𝑅𝑐𝑙{𝑥} ∩ 𝐴 ≠ 𝜙.
Theorem 4.14: If A is a Rg-max closed set in a R topological space (U , R( X )) then Rcl (A)
− A contains no nonempty R-max closed subset.
Proof: Let F be any R-max closed subset of Rcl (A) − A. Then 𝐹 𝑐 is a R-max open set in X.
Now F ⊆ Rcl (A) − A = Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 .Since Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 ⊆ Rcl (A) and Rcl (A) ∩ 𝐴𝑐 ⊆𝐴𝑐 ,
we have F ⊆ Rcl (A) and F ⊆𝐴𝑐 , which implies A ⊆𝐹 𝑐 , where 𝐹 𝑐 is R-max open set. Since
A is a Rg-max closed set, by the definition of Rg-max closed set, Rcl (A) ⊆𝐴𝑐 . So F
⊆ [Rcl (A)]𝐶 . Also F ⊆ Rcl (A). Then F ⊆𝑅𝐶𝑙(𝐴)𝑐 ∩Rcl (A) = φ. Therefore F = φ.
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A New Generalization Of Regular Semi Set In Nano Topological
Space
J.Sheeba Priyadharshini
Dr.K.Bhuvaneswari
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to define and study a new class of sets called nano semi regular
and nano regular semi generalized closed sets in nano topological spaces. Basic properties
of nano semi regular and nano regular semi-generalized closed sets are analyzed and their
relation with existing sets are investigated.
Keywords: nano semi regular set, nano semi regular open, nano regular semi generalized
closed sets
1. Introduction
In 1970, Levine [5] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets as a generalization of
closed sets in topological spaces. In 1987, Battacharyya and Lahiri [1] used semi-open sets
[4] to define the notion of semi-generalized closed sets. Mean while In 1987 Di Maio et al.
[3] have introduced the concept of semi-regular set. In 2010 Noiri et al. [6] have defined the
concept of regular semi generalized closed sets. Rough set theory introduced by Pawlak [8]
in 1982 is a mathematical tool that supports the uncertainty reasoning but qualitatively. In
Pawlak’s study, any rough set is replaced by the crisp sets called lower and upper
approximations of it. If the rough set satisfies the topological properties is called rough
topology/nano topology. In 2014, Bhuvaneswari et al. [2] have introduced the notion of nano
semi generalized and nano generalized semi closed sets in nano topological space. The
purpose of this paper is to define and study a new class of sets called nano semi regular and
nano regular semi-generalized closed sets in nano topological spaces. Also study the relation
of these new sets with the existing well known sets.
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 [7]: A subset A of a topological space ( X , ) is called a regular open set if
A = Int[cl ( A)] . The complement of a regular open set of a space X is called regular
closed set in X.
Definition 2.2 [4]: A subset A of a topological space ( X , ) is called a semi open set if
A  cl[ Int ( A)] . The complement of a semi open set of a space X is called semi closed set in
X.
Definition 2.3 [1]: If ( X , ) is a topological space with respect to X where X  U and if
A  U , then
(i). The semi-closure of A is defined as the intersection of all semi closed sets containing A
and it is denoted by scl ( A) . scl ( A) is the smallest semi closed set containing A.
(ii). The semi interior of A is defined as the union of all semi open sets contained in A and
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it is denoted by sInt ( A) . sInt ( A) is the largest semi open subsets of A.
Definition 2.4 [1]: A subset A of ( X , ) is called a semi generalized closed set (briefly sgclosed) if scl ( A)  U whenever A  U and U is semi-open in X.
Definition 2.5 [3]: A subset A of a space ( X , ) is said to be semi regular set if it is both
semi open and semi closed.
Definition 2.6 [3]: A subset A of a topological space ( X , ) is called a semi regular open
set if A = sInt[ scl ( A)] . The complement of a semi regular open set of a space X is called semi
regular closed set in X.
Definition 2.7 [6]: A subset A of a space ( X , ) is said to be regular semi generalized
closed (briefly, rsg-closed) if scl ( A)  U whenever A  U and U is semi regular in ( X , ) .
Definition 2.8 [8]: Let U be a certain set called the universe, and let R be an equivalence
relation on U named as indiscernibility relation. The pair A = (U, R) will be called an
approximation space. If x, y U and ( x, y )  R we say that x and y are indistinguishable
in A. Let X  U .
(i). The lower approximation of a set X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can
be for certain classified as X with respect to R (are certainly X with respect to R) and its
is denoted by R ( X ) . That is, R( X ) = U{Y U / R : Y  X } .
(ii). The upper approximation of a set X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can
be possibly classified as X with respect to R (are possibly X in view of R) and it is
denoted by R( X ) . That is R( X ) = U{Y U / R : Y  X  }
(iii). The boundary region of a set X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be
classified neither as X nor as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by
BN R ( X ) = R( X ) − R( X )
Definition 2.9 [8]: Let U be a certain set called the universe, and let R be an equivalence
relation on U named as indiscernibility relation. Let X  U .
(i). A set X is crisp (exact with respect to R), if the boundary region of X is empty. That is

R( X ) = R( X ) .
(ii).

A set X is rough (inexact with respect to R), if the boundary region of X is nonempty.
That is R( X )  R( X ) .
Definition 2.10 [8]: Let U be the universe, R be an equivalence relation on U and
 R ( X ) = {U ,  , R( X ), R( X ), BN R ( X )} , where X  U which satisfies the following axioms:
(i). U and  R ( X ) .
(ii).The union of the elements of any sub-collection of  R ( X ) is in  R ( X ) .
(iii).
The intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of  R ( X ) is in  R ( X )
.
That is,  R ( X ) is a topology on U called the rough topology/nano topology on U with
respect to X. We call (U , R ( X )) as the Rough/nano topological space. The elements of
 R ( X ) are called Rough/nano open sets.
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Definition 2.11 [8]: If (U , R ( X )) is a nano topological space with respect to X where
X  U and if A  U , then
(i). The nano closure of A is defined as the intersection of all nano closed sets containing A
and it is denoted by Ncl ( A) . Ncl ( A) is the smallest nano closed set containing A.
(ii). The nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano open sets contained in A and
it is denoted by NInt ( A) . NInt ( A) is the largest nano open subsets of A.
Definition 2.12 [9]: Let (U , R ( X )) be a nano topological space and A  U . Then A is said
to be
• Nano semi open if A  Ncl[ NInt ( A)]
• Nano semi closed if NInt[ Ncl ( A)]  A
Definition 2.13 [2]: If (U , R ( X )) is a nano topological space with respect to X where
X  U and if A  U , Then
• The nano semi-closure of the set A is defined as the intersection of all nano semi closed
sets containing A and it is denoted by Nscl (A). Nscl (A) is the smallest nano semi closed
set containing A.
• The nano semi-interior of the set A is defined as the union of all nano semi open subsets
contained in A and it is denoted by NsInt (A). NsInt (A) is the largest nano semi open
subset of A.
Definition 2.14 [2]: A subset A of is called nano semi-generalized closed set (briefly Nsgclosed) if Nscl ( A)  V whenever A  V and V is nano semi open in (U , R ( X )) .
3. Nano Regular Semi-Generalized Closed Sets
In this section, the definition of nano semi-regular set and nano regular semi-generalized
closed sets are introduced and studied some of its properties.
Definition 3.1: A subset A of (U , R ( X )) is called nano semi regular set if it is both nano
semi open and nano semi closed.
Definition 3.2: A subset A of a nano topological space (U , R ( X )) is called a nano semi
regular open set if A = NsInt[ Nscl ( A)] . The complement of a nano semi regular open set
of a space U is called nano semi regular closed set in U.
Definition 3.3: A subset A of (U , R ( X )) is said to be nano regular semi generalized
closed set (briefly Nrsg-closed) if Nscl ( A))  V whenever A  V and V is nano semi
regular set in (U , R ( X )) .
Example 3.4: Let U = {a, b, c, d } with U / R = {{a},{c},{b, d }} and X = {a, b} then

 R ( X ) = {U ,  ,{a},{a, b, d},{b, d}} which are open sets.
The nano closed sets = {U ,  ,{c},{a, c},{b, c, d }} .
The nano semi closed sets = {U ,  ,{a},{c},{b, d },{b, c, d }}
Nano semi open sets = {U ,  ,{a},{a, c},{a, c, d },{b, c, d }}
Nano semi regular sets = {U ,  ,{a},{b, c, d }}
Nano semi generalized closed sets are
{U ,  ,{a},{b},{c},{d },{a, b},{b, c},{b, d },{c, d },{a, b, c},{a, b, d },{b, c , d }}
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Nano generalized semi closed sets are
{U ,  ,{a},{b},{c},{d },{a, c},{b, c},{b, d },{c, d },{a, b, c},{a, c, d },{b, c , d }}
Nano regular semi generalized closed sets are
{U ,  ,{a},{b},{c},{d },{a, b},{a, c},{a, d},{b, c},{b, d},{c, d},{a, b, c},{a, b, d },{a, c, d },{b, c, d }}
Theorem 3.5: Let (U , R ( X )) be a nano topological space. If a subset A of a nano
topological space (U , R ( X )) is nano closed set in (U , R ( X )) , then A is a nano regular semi
generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A be a nano closed set in U and A  V , V is nano semi regular set in U. Since A
is nano closed, that is Ncl ( A) = A . So, A  V and Ncl ( A) = A imply Ncl ( A)  V .
Also, Nscl ( A)  Ncl ( A) implies Nscl ( A)  V , A  V , V is nano semi regular set in U.
Therefore, A is a nano regular semi-generalized closed set.
Theorem 3.6: Let (U , R ( X )) be a nano topological space. If a subset A of a nano
topological space (U , R ( X )) is nano semi regular set in (U , R ( X )) , then A is a nano regular
semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A be a nano semi regular set in U and A  V , V is nano semi regular set in U.
Since A is nano semi regular set, that is Nscl ( A) = NsInt ( A) = A . So, A  V and
Nscl ( A) = A implies Nscl ( A) = A  V . Therefore Nscl ( A)  V . Since A  V then
Nscl ( A)  V whenever V is nano semi regular set in U. Hence A is a nano regular semi
generalized closed set.
Remark 3.7: The converse of the above Theorem 3.6 need not be true. In the Example 3.4,
{b} is a nano regular semi generalized closed set but it is not nano semi regular set.
Theorem 3.8: Let (U , R ( X )) be a nano topological space. If a subset A of a nano
topological space (U , R ( X )) is nano semi closed set in (U , R ( X )) , then A is a nano regular
semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A be a nano semi closed set of U and A  V , V is nano semi regular set in U.
Since A is nano semi closed, Nscl ( A) = A . So, A  V and Nscl ( A) = A implies
Nscl ( A)  V . Also, A  V , V is nano semi regular set in U. Therefore, A is a nano regular
semi generalized closed set.
Remark 3.9: The converse of the above Theorem 3.8 need not be true. In the Example 3.4,
{a,c} is a nano regular semi generalized closed set but it is not nano semi closed set.
Theorem 3.10: The intersection of two nano regular semi generalized closed sets in
(U , R ( X )) is also a nano regular semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A and B be two nano regular semi generalized closed sets in (U , R ( X )) . Let V
be a nano semi regular set in U such that A  V and B  V . Then A I B  V Since A and
B are nano regular semi generalized closed sets in (U , R ( X )) , Therefore Nscl ( A)  V
and Nscl ( B)  V . Now Nscl ( A I B) = Nscl ( A) I Nscl ( B)  V Thus we have
Nscl ( A I B)  V whenever A I B  V , V is nano semi regular set in (U , R ( X )) which
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implies A I B is a nano regular semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Theorem 3.11: The union of two nano regular semi generalized closed sets in (U , R ( X ))
is also a nano regular semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A and B be two nano regular semi generalized closed sets in (U , R ( X )) . Let V
be any nano semi regular set in U such that A  V and B  V . Then we have A U B  V .
Since A and B are nano regular semi generalized closed sets in (U , R ( X )) . Therefore
and
Now
Nscl ( A)  V
Nscl ( B)  V .
Nscl ( A U B) = Nscl ( A) U Nscl ( B)  V . Thus we have Nscl ( A U B)  V
whenever A U B  V , V is nano semi regular set in (U , R ( X )) which implies A U B is a nano
regular semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Theorem 3.12: Let A be a nano regular semi-generalized closed subset of (U , R ( X )) . If
A  B  Nscl ( A) , then B is also a nano regular semi-generalized closed subset of

(U , R ( X ))
Proof: Let V be a nano semi regular set of a nano regular semi-generalized closed subset of
U such that B  V . As A  B , that is A  V . As A is a nano regular semi-generalized
closed
set, Nscl ( A)  V .
Given B  Nscl ( A) ,
then Nscl ( B)  Nscl ( A) .
As
Nscl ( B)  Nscl ( A) and Nscl ( A)  V , which implies Nscl ( B)  V whenever B  V and
V is nano semi regular set. Hence B is also a nano regular semi-generalized closed subset of
(U , R ( X )) .
Theorem 3.13: Let (U , R ( X )) be a nano topological space. If a subset A of a nano
topological space (U , R ( X )) is nano semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) , then A is
a nano regular semi generalized closed set in (U , R ( X )) .
Proof: Let A be any nano semi generalized closed set and V be any nano semi regular set in
U. Then Nscl ( A)  V whenever A  V . But Nscl ( A)  Ncl ( A) whenever A  V , V is
nano semi regular set in U. Therefore Nscl ( A)  V , A  V , V is nano semi regular set in
U. Hence A is nano regular semi generalized closed set.
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An Evaluation Of Juvenile Crime And Human Rights In India
Tapesh Singh*
Introduction
Children and childhood across the world, have broadly been construed in terms of a ‘golden
age’ that is synonymous with innocence, freedom, joy, play and the like. It is the time when,
spared the rigours of adult life, one hardly shoulders any kind of responsibility or obligations.
But, then, it is also true that children are vulnerable, especially when very young. The fact
that children are vulnerable, they need to be cared for and protected from ‘the harshness of
the world outside’ and around.
This being so, the adult-child relation, parents in particular, is said to provide ‘care and
protection’ – serving thereby the ‘best interests of the child’ and meeting their day-to-day
‘needs of survival and development’. The adult is presumed to be the guardian and in that
respect expected to take the responsibility of child’s welfare and development. Whether or
not, the premise underlying this is correct or not, the childhood ‘reality’ on the whole is
questionable, demanding critical evaluation.
Accordingly, idealistic notions and representations associated with children and childhood
have been challenged, especially in relation to poverty, disease, exploitation and abuse rife
across the globe. Many also believe that childhood is that period during which children are
subject to a set of rules and regulations unique to them, and one that does not apply to
members of other social categories. It is indeed a period in a person’s life during which
she/he is neither expected nor allowed to fully participate in various domains of social life.
It is thus not a world of freedom and opportunity but one of confinement and limitation in
which children are ‘wholly subservient and dependent’. This being so, childhood is nothing
short of a world of isolation, sadness, exploitation, oppression, cruelty and abuse.
To dichotomize and juxtapose these theoretical models of the child-adult relation reveals
fundamentally different ways of seeing and understanding the very essence of childhood and
children. In this sense, childhood is not a static, objective and universal fact of human nature,
but a social construction which is both culturally and historically determined. The history of
Hebrews, Greeks and Romans, whose cultures had a great impact upon the Western society,
*
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bears testimony to the fact that children, by and large, were taken for granted by their parents
and the patriarchal society at large.
The resultant effect of all this was that they were treated as objects of intervention rather
than as legal subjects in their own right. Many labeled them as a ‘problem population’
whereas others reduced them to being seen as property and thus treated them as non-entities.
The Roman law, for instance, provided for the patriae potestas whereby the father was
endowed with absolute power and authority over his family. It included just vitae necisque,
the power of life and death, and a fortiori, of uncontrolled corporal chastisement over wife,
children and other family members.
Ancient Greeks left girls and children born with disabilities on the wild hillsides, where
exposure or animals were sure to kill them and the practice was continued routinely in Rome
until Christianity became the State religion. The killing of unwanted children may have
become less common in the centuries since then, but it never completely disappeared. In the
given adult-child power relation, the usual cliché of childhood being a ‘golden age’ not only
seemed to be a myth but a distant dream for majority of these children.
Children are the future custodians of sovereignty, rule of law, - justice, liberty, equality,
fraternity and finally international peace and security. They are the potential embodiment of
our ideals, aspirations, ambitions, future hopes. They are the ‘future shoulders’ in the form
of great philosophers, rulers, scientists, politicians, able legislators, administrators, teachers,
judges, technologists, industrialists, engineers, workers, planners on which the country
would rest.
Nature has provided some inherent rights to every human being including children. These
fundamental rights bestowed in human being from the very inception. Human being is
endowed with rights since the stage of foetus. Foetus in the mother womb is the starting
point since then human being is guaranteed certain basic rights. These rights are intrinsic in
every one. State cannot give or nullify these rights, which are inherent. State has to recognize
and guarantee these rights.
Human Rights Instruments specific to the rights of the child: The Declaration of the Rights
of the child 1924, adopted by the fifth assembly of the League of Nations, can be seen as the
first international instrument dealing with children’s rights.
Millions of children around the world are exploited, abused, and discriminated against.
These children include child labourers, children affected by armed conflicts, sexually
exploited children, children in conflict with the law or in the care of the state, as well as
children living on the streets, coping with disabilities, or suffering from discrimination
because of their religious or ethnic-minority status. Undoubtedly, the child by reason of his
physical and mental immaturity needs special care and protection including adequate legal
protection. Children were recipients of welfare measures†.
It was only during the twentieth century the concept of children’s rights emerged. The rights
approach is primarily concerned with issues of social justice, non-discrimination, equity, and
empowerment. It is because of the unique vulnerability of children that their rights are of
priority concern within Canada’s foreign policy. Canada played a key role in the negotiations
that led to the adoption of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Child in 1989.
The UN has designated November 20 as Universal Children’s day.
Purpose of having children’s rights
†

Lansdown, G. “Children’s welfare and Children’s rights,” in Henrick, h. (2005) Child Welfare And Social Policy: An
Essential Reader.
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Children’s rights aim to ensure that each child has the opportunity to reach their full
potential. Children’s rights stipulate that all children – without discrimination (Article 2) –
should be able to develop fully, have access to education and health care, grow up in an
appropriate environment, be informed about their rights, and participate actively in society‡.
Children’s right is a tool to protect children from violence and abuse Children’s rights foster
mutual respect among people. Respect for the rights of the child can only be fully achieved
when everyone, including children themselves, recognizes that every person has the same
rights, and then adopts attitudes and behavior of respect, inclusion and acceptance.
The recognition of the rights of the children
Children’s rights were recognized after the 1st World war, with the adoption of the
Declaration of Geneva, in 1924. The process of recognition of children’s rights continued
with the adoption of the Declaration of children’s rights in 1959. The recognition of the
child’s interest and his rights becomes real on 20 November 1989 with the adoption of the
International Convention on the Rights of the Child which is the first international legally
binding text recognizing all the fundamental rights of the child. Children’s rights are human
rights. They protect the child as a human being. As human rights, children’s rights are
constituted by fundamental guarantees and essential human rights:
1. Children’s rights recognize fundamental guarantees to all human beings: the right to life,
the non-discrimination principle, the right to dignity through the protection of physical and
mental integrity (protection against slavery, torture and bad treatments, etc)
2. Children’s rights are civil and political rights, such as the right to identity, the right to a
nationality, etc.
3. Children’s rights are economic, social and cultural rights, such as the right to education,
the right to a decent standard of living, the right to health, etc.
4. Children’s rights include individual rights: the right to live with his parents, the right to
education, the right to benefit from a protection, etc.
5. Children’s rights include collective rights: rights of refugee and disabled children’s, of
minority children or from autochthonous groups.
Indian Constitution and Children Rights (Present Legal Framework)
The Government of India has articulated its commitment to children through various
provisions in the Indian Constitution. The Constitution of India is the basic law of the country
that includes the fundamental rights and directive principles for every citizen. The
fundamental rights in the Constitution of India impose on the state a primary responsibility
of ensuring that all the needs of children are met and that their basic human rights are fully
protected§.
Fundamental rights if violated can be brought before the courts. Directive Principles lay
down the guidelines the Government have to follow. If they are violated they cannot be taken
before the courts but because of judicial interpretation, many of the directive principles have
now become enforceable through legal actions brought before courts.
The Fundamental Rights in the Constitution that directly relate to children are
1. Article 15(3) requires the state to make special provisions for children.
2. Article 21A provides for free and compulsory education to all children of the age 6 – 14
years. In such a manner as the state may by law determine. This Article 21A of the
‡
§

Bajpal Asha, (2006). “Child rights in India: Law, Policy and Practice, New Delhi, 2nd Edition.
International Journal of Science and Research (IJSR) ISSN: 2319-7064 Volume 2 Issue 11, November 2013
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Constitution of India envisages that children of age group 6 to 14 years have a fundamental
right to education.
3. Article 23 prohibits trafficking of human beings including children.
4. Article 24 mandates that no child below 14 years can work in any hazardous occupation
or industry.
The Directive Principles of State Policy that directly relate to children are
1. Article 39(a) & (f) direct that the state policies are directed towards securing the tender
age of children.
2. Article 45 states that the state shall Endeavour to provide early childhood care and
education for all children until they complete the age of six years.
3. Article 51A mentions that it shall be the fundamental duty of the parent and guardian to
provide opportunities for education to his child or as the case may be, ward between the age
of six and fourteen.
4. 86th constitutional Amendment – Right to Education, is a fundamental right. It was after
a long struggle that the 86th constitutional amendment to make the right to education as a
fundamental right in 2001 was made. The State laws have not yet been drafted. The
Government of India has prepared a draft bill on the Right to Education Bill, 2005, seeks to
give effect to the 86th constitutional Amendment.
The Preamble of the draft bill states that it is put into effect the Right to Free and Compulsory
Education to all children in the age group of 6 – 14 years**.
Children in Need of Protection
Every child has the right to protection. This not only includes children who are in different
circumstances and those who have suffered violence, abuse and exploitation, but also those
who are not in any of these adverse situations and yet need to be protected in order to ensure
that they remain within the social security and protection net. Child protection is about
protecting children from or against any perceived or real danger/risk to their life, their
personhood and childhood. It is about reducing their vulnerability to any kind of harm and
in harmful situations.
Child protection is integrally linked to every other right of the child. The failure to ensure
children’s right to protection adversely affects all other rights of the child and the
development of the full potential of the child. Child protection is about protecting every right
of every child. It must also relate to children’s capacity for self-reliance, self-defense, and to
the roles and responsibilities of family, community, society and state. The need to protect
some children is certainly greater than others due to their specific socio-economic and
political circumstances and geographical location. These are the children who are more
vulnerable in term of the harm/danger/risk to their right to survival/
development/
participation.
1. Homeless children (pavement dwellers, displaced/evicted, etc.)
2. Refugee and migrant children
3. Orphaned or abandoned and destitute children
4. Children whose parents cannot or are not able to take care of them
5. Street and working children
6. Child beggars
7. Victims of child marriage
8. Trafficked children
**

Pandey J.N. (2016). “The Constitutional Law of India.
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9. Child prostitutes
10. Children of prostitutes
11. Children of prisoners
12. Children affected by conflict/civil strife
13. Children affected by disasters both natural and manmade
14. Children affected by substance abuse, HIV/AIDS and other terminal diseases
15. Disabled children
16. Children belonging to ethnic, religious minorities and other marginalized groups
17. The girl child
18. The unborn child
19. Children in conflict with law(those who commit crime)
20. Children who are victims of crime.
Recommendations: Prevention of Child Rights violation At Society
1. Sexual education for children
2. Punish those who commit the acts against child
3. Create support centers for victims
4. Set up free phone lines to break the silence
5. Ensure children’s safety
6. Educate children about sexual violence
7. Ratify and conform to laws protecting children
8. Create preventative laws and disseminate information about them
9. Create committees for eliminating violence against children
10. Find healthy ways for children to spend their free time
11. Limit TV Channels
12. Forbid harmful traditional practices by law
13. Launch awareness campaigns for the community
14. Create local committees for child protection.
At work place, in the streets and in institutions
1. sensitise employers about child rights and consequences of corporal punishment
to children
2. respect children
3. educate employers to listen to children
4. ensure employers to listen to children
5. ensure children’s safety at work
6. value alternative education methods
7. Encourage and support the development of child led organizations.
At School
1. increase the number of education advisers and sensitise teachers about corporal
punishment
2. create councils for discipline in schools that can work in partnership with
children’s organisations
3. establish and disseminate internal rules of conduct
4. sensitise education inspectors about corporal punishment
5. ensure children’s security in schools
6. parents have to accompany younger children to school
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7. offer alternative punitive measures.
At Home
1. sensitise parents about the consequences of violence against children
2. teach parents how to communicate with their children (parents’ school)
3. prioritise dialogue with children
4. train them on education without violence
5. offer alternative disciplining methods
6. inform parents about child rights and laws that ban corporal punishment
7. alleviate poverty and increase family benefits for children
Other Recommendations to Government of India to Prevent Child Rights Violation
It is just not possible for the government to fight the battle alone. Every individual in the
society should contribute to this effort. For a participative action, government should be
encouraging the following projects:
1. Start a scheme "Sponsor a child" and get sponsor ship from Individuals, business man,
politician, Cinema field etc. Give the sponsors some tax benefit to encourage sponsorship.
2. More child help line telephone numbers should be in place and popularize those by means
of advertisements campaigns.
3. Minimum Rs.1/- Project: Collect a minimum of Rs.1/- from every Indian (Close to 100
crores can be collected) and use it for poor child development - (Keep Hundi in Government
Banks to collect this)
4. Strict Law to be amended on TV Channels which telecast and encourages violence, sex
and vulgar programs.
5. Celebrate Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's birthday as "Children’s Rights Day" rather than
children’s day alone.
6. Release a postal cover / post card with campaigning information on Child Rights.
7. Special police stations for protecting "Child" (Like Women police stations).
8. Form local communities with volunteers for campaigning and creating awareness on child
rights.
9. Schools to have awareness classes for "Child Rights"
Challenges Ahead
Like many developing countries, India faces problems of infant mortality, child marriage,
maternal mortality and the phenomena of child widows, sex tourism, and child trafficking
even across national borders for prostitution, child abuse and child labour. There are several
challenges ahead.
Of all the demographic groups, the girl child are probably the most socially disadvantaged.
At every stage of her life cycle – from conception to adulthood – she is especially vulnerable
to human rights abuses. Recent incidents of Delhi gang rape and Pondicherry Acid attack
cases can be quoted as examples for the human rights abuse of girl child.
So, a child focused culture has to be developed. The legal system should interpret the laws
in the context of the rights and standards given in the CRC. This will give the child access
to justice through the court system. All the children’s legislations need to be reviewed in the
context of CRC and its standards and there has to be linkages between them. The Indian
legal system has to evolve a great deal for securing the rights of the child and providing
justice to the child.
Legal reform alone cannot bring justice to the child. Undoubtedly, the most effective
preventive measure is awareness of such possible abuse and how to deal with it amongst the
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various service providers – the doctors, teachers, lawyers, judges, police, volunteers, parents,
trade unions, and social workers – so that they can significantly reduce the risk of abuse, if
it does occur, by responding appropriately.
Thus to conclude these challenges have to be rapidly addressed. And above all, the core
value of the universal legal principle that policies be made, structures and processes be
established, and actions be taken that are always and invariably in the best interest of the
child should be followed. Child is a bud, let it blossom as a flower with nutrition of rights,
with fruits of freedom and with care and attention not only from parents but also from the
state under the auspices of the society. The struggle for realization of the rights of the child
is going to be a long journey.
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Right To Equality As A Fundamental Rights In Indian Scenerio
Dr. Sitaram
Relevance of Justice and Equality in Ambedkarian Thought Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar
is one of the greatest figures of modern India who liberated a vast section of the Indian people
from the debased, dehumanized, irrevocable condition of divine slavery. That is why; he was
called, with devotional fondness, Babasaheb, the father by the destitute who goes resurrected
into humanity. The Dalitbahujans, pay homage and respect, adore and worship their messiah,
Babasaheb.
Like the Buddha, he never made any compromise with injustice, never cared for prestige and
self-aggrandizement. He was an uncompromising rebel against social injustice and
inequality. He worked relentlessly for the regeneration of humanity, for the well-being of
mankind, for the transformation of man and society. He was a great social liberal. His vision
was to produce a new social order based on the principles of justice, equality and fraternity.
Thus, the idea of justice, equality, liberty and fraternity was the crux of his activities.
The purpose of this Article is to identify the general principle of “right to equality” the word
“Right to equality” need no explanation because it tell its meaning itself. And it is one the
fundamental right. But there are some hidden points which are needed to explain & this
research project highlights those points & exception, which are admissible by our Indian
constitution. It also helps to know why discrimination accepted under constitution law of
India.
Right to equality given under article 14 of Indian law. it is one of the fundamental right. It
ensure the guarantees to every person the right to equality before law & equal protection of
the laws .it is not only right of Indian citizens but also right of non-citizens .article 14 says
“The state shall of India.” article 14 define no one is above the law. All are equal in eye of
law.
Equality before law
“The state shall not deny to any person equality before the law.††
Meaning of right to equality
This means that every person, who lives within territory of India, has the equal right before
the law. The meaning of this all are equal in same line. No discrimination based on religion,
race, caste, sex, and place of birth. Its mean that all will be treated as equality among equal
.and there will be no discrimination based on lower or higher class.‡‡
Article-14 of Constitution of India
The state not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws
within the territory of India. Protection prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion,
race, Caste, sex, or place of birth. Prof. Dicey, explaining the concept of legal equality as it
operated in England, said: “with us every official, from the prime minister down to a
constable or a collector of taxes, is under the same responsibility for every act done without
any legal justification as any other citizen.”§§


Asst. Prof. in Law, Gyan Vidhi P. G. College, Bikaner, Rajasthan
Art.14 the Constitution Law of India.
‡‡
Pandey J. N., The constitutional Law of India. Ed. 2018
§§ Dicey, A.V., Law of the constitution.
††
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The phase “equality to the law “find a place in all written constitutions that guarantees
fundamental rights. “All citizens irrespective of birth, religion, sex, or race are equal before
law; that is to say, there Shall not be any arbitrary discrimination between one citizen or
class of citizens and another.” “All citizens shall, as human persons he held equal before
law.” “All inhabitants of the republic are assured equality before the laws.”
Pantanjali Sastri, c.j., has expressed that the second expression is corollary of the first and it
is difficult to imaging a situation in which the violation of laws will not be the violation of
equality before laws thus, in substance the two expression mean one and same thing.
According to Dr. Jennings said that: “Equality before the law means that equality among
equals the law should be equal for all. And should be equally administered, that like should
treated alike. The right to sue and be sued, to prosecute and prosecuted for the same kind of
action should be same for all citizens of full age and understanding without distinctions of
race, religion, wealth, social status or political influence.”
Equal Protection of Law
“Equal protection of law” has been given in article 14 of our Indian constitution which has
been taken from section 1 of the 14th amendment act of the constitution of the united state. ***
Meaning of equal protection of law: here, it means that each person within the territory of
India will get equal Protection of laws.
In Stephen’s college v. university of Delhiunder The court held that the expression “Equal
protection of the laws is now being read as a positive Obligation on the state to ensure equal
protection of laws by bringing in necessary social and economic changes so that everyone
may enjoy equal protection of the laws and nobody is denied such protection. If the state
leaves the existing inequalities untouched laws d by its laws, it fails in its duty of providing
equal protection of its laws to all persons. State will provide equal protection to all the people
of India who are citizen of India and as well as non citizen of India.
Exceptions to Rule of Law
In the case of Indra Sawhney the right to equality is also recognized as one of basic features
of Indian constitution. Article 14 applies to all person and is not limited to citizens. A
corporation, which is a juristic person, is also entailed to the benefit of this article. This
concept implied equality for equals and aims at striking down hostile discrimination or
oppression of inequality. In the case of Ramesh Prasad v. State of Bihar, AIR 1978 SC 327
It is to be noted that aim of both the concept, ‘Equality before law’ and ‘Equal protection of
the law’ is the equal Justice.
The Principle of equality is not the uniformity of treatment to all in all respects. it only means
that all persons similarly circumstanced shall be treated alike both in the privileges conferred
and liabilities imposed by the laws. Equal law should be applied to all in the same situation,
and there should be no discrimination between one person and another.
Rule of Law
The rule of law embodied in Article 14 is the “Basic feature” of the Indian constitution.
Hence it cannot be destroyed even by an amendment of the constitution under article 368 of
the constitution.
Meaning of rule of Law
The Rule of law has been given by prof. Dicey the expression the guarantee of equality
before the law. It means that no man is above the law, all are equal in eye of law. The concept
of rule of law comes from magnacarta. its means that law is equal for all in same line.
***

Wade & Phillips, Constitutional Law, 62
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Because state have no religion all are equal in same line. And uniformity will be applied for
all. Every organ of the state under the constitution of India is regulated and controlled by the
rule of law. Absence of arbitrary power has been held to be the first essential of rule of law.
The rule of law requires that the discretion conferred upon executive authorities must be
contained within clearly define limits. The rule of law permeates the entire fabrics of the
constitution of India and it forms one of its basic features.†††
Termination & Prohibition of Article 14
Article 14 permits classification but prohibits class legislation the equal protection of law
guaranteed by article 14 does not mean that all laws must be general in character. It does not
mean that the same laws should apply to all persons. It does not mean that every law must
have universal application for, all person are not, by nature, attainment or circumstances in
the same position. The varying need of different classes of persons often require separate
treatment. From the very nature of society there should be different places and the legislature
controls the policy and enacts laws in the best interest of the safety and security of the state.
In fact, identical amount to unequal circumstances would amount to inequality.
Thus, a reasonable classification is permitted for the develop society. Article is forbids is
class-legislation but it does not forbids reasonable classification. The classification,
however, must not be “Arbitrary, artificial or evasive” but must be based on some real and
substantial Distinction bearing a just and reasonable relation to the object sought be achieved
by the legislation.
Article 14 implied where equals are treated differently without any reasonable basis. But
where equals and unequal are treated differently, article 14 does not apply class legislation
is that which makes an improper discrimination by conferring particular privileges upon a
class of persons arbitrarily selected from a large number of persons, all of whom stand in the
same relation to the privilege granted that between whom and the persons, not so favored no
reasonable distinction or substantial difference can be found justifying the inclusion of one
and the exclusion of the other from such privilege.
New Concept of Equality for the Protection of Indian People
In the case of the Air India v. Nargesh Meerza‡‡‡ Regulation 46 of Indian Airlines regulations
provides an air Hostess will be retire from the service upon attaining the age of 35 years or
on marriage within 4 years of Service or on first pregnancy, whoever found earlier but
regulation 47 of the regulation act the managing director had the discretion extend the age
of retirement one year at a time beyond the age of retirement up to the age of 45 years at his
option if an air hostess was found medically fit .it was held by the court that an air hostess
on the ground of pregency was unreasonable and arbitrary, it was the violation of article 14
under constitution law of India. The regulation did not restrict marriage after four years and
if an air hostess after having fulfilled the condition became pregnant, there was no ground
why first pregnancy should stand in the way of her running service of the court said that the
termination of service on pregnancy was manifestly unreasonable and arbitrary on the basis
of this it was violation of article 14 of Indian constitution.
In John Vallamattom v. union of India, section 118 of the Indian succession Act, 1925 court
invalidated which prohibited the right of a Christian to make valid will for a religious or
charitable purpose only if he made it at least 12 months before his death. The court occurred
†††
‡‡‡

V.N. Shukla, The Indian Constitutional Law. Ed. 2015
AIR 1981 SC 1829
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the prescription of time and the application of the provision only to Christian artificial having
no nexus with the object of law.
In P. Rajendan v. state of Madras, court said that there was district wise distribution of seats
in state medical colleges on the ground of proportion of population of a district to the total
population of the state. Classification will be valid under article 14, there must be a relation
between the classification and the object sought to be achieved. Any one scheme of
admission rules should be devised so as to select the best available talent for admission to
medical college in the state. in reality discriminatory as a high qualified candidate from one
district may be rejected while a less qualified candidate from another district may be
admitted.
In D.S Nakara v. union of India, in this case supreme court said that Rule 34 of the central
services (pension) rules, 1972 as unconstitutional on the ground that the classification made
by it between pensioners retiring before a certain date and retiring after that date was not
depend upon the any rational principal it was arbitrary and the infringement of article of
article 14 of Indian constitution law.
Conclusion
Keeping in view of above mentioned statements said by the different courts, it is clear that
Article 14 gives the ensurity of equal rights without discrimination. It says equal everyone
is Equal in eye of law. Whether he belongs to different race, religion, social status or wealth.
As Dr. Jennings rightly said: “equality before the law means that among equals the law
should be equal and should be equally administered, that like should be treated alike. The
right to sue and be sued to prosecute and prosecuted for the same kind of action should be
same for all citizens of full age and understanding without distinctions of race, religion,
wealth, social status or political influence.” Right to equality is a one of the most important
part of our Indian constitution, which gives strengthen to all those people who belongs to
Indian nationality. It is necessity of the upcoming generation to secure their right & change
our developing India in to develop India.
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A Study Of Human Rights Violation In Police Custody
Rajkamal
Human rights are the basic rights of every individual against the state or any other public
authority as a member of the human family irrespective of any other consideration. Thus
every individual of the society has the inherent right to be treated with dignity in all situations
including arrest and keeping in custody by the police. Rights of an individual in police
custody are protected basically by the Indian Constitution and by various other laws like
Code of Criminal Procedure, Evidence Act, Indian Penal Code and Protection of Human
Rights Act.
These rights are also recognized by various international documents like Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment and Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of
Detention or Imprisonment. In spite of these international and national legal standards for
the protection of rights of persons in police custody, human rights violations in police
custody are endemic in India and are tarnishing the image of India abroad. Since the police
play a vital role in a democracy not only with respect to maintenance of law and order but
also in dealing with the rapid increase of crime rates in the criminal justice system, policy of
police must strive to attain objectives like fairness, consistency, tolerance of minority views
and other values which are inherent in a society. Being the visible symbol of state authority,
police should see that their actions are not affecting the liberty and freedom of individuals
and not infringing the basic human rights values of the suspects in custody, while fulfilling
the avowed objectives of prevention and investigation of crimes.
Ensuring liberty and upholding dignity of an individual is the paramount concern of every
democratic state. Living in this era of globalisation, any incident violating human rights is
of pivotal importance to the world at large. Expanding ambit of human rights on one hand
and increasing counts of crime rate on other hand, poses a challenge to all law-enforcing
machineries to strike a balance between the two.
Human rights and custodial torture are contradictory terms. Torture in custody at the hands
of protectors of law i.e. police is considered to be a harshest form of human rights violation.
Perseverance of human rights can be guaranteed only by curbing this unnecessary evil. The
expression “torture” has neither been defined in the Constitution of India nor in any other
penal law. Issue of custodial torture is concern of international community and a universal
subject.
Thus, custodial forcefulness, suffering and abuse by police authority are not peculiar to this
country but a widespread phenomenon. India, being the biggest democracy of the world,
embedded in its laws, protection of life and personal liberty as one of the fundamental rights.
Still, existence of cases of custodial torture and third degree upon under-trails and suspects
is an integral part of investigation. The former Supreme Court judge, V.R. Krishna Iyer, J.,
has said that custodial torture is worse than terrorism because the authority of the State is
behind it.



Ph. D. Scholar in Law, Tantia University, Sri Ganganagar, Rajasthan
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India is party to almost all the key International Instruments protecting human rights.§§§ This
give rise to question- why such incidents still prevail? This fact portrays a contradictory
picture of our country to world at large.****
Thus in this Article, the author aims to look at the various international instruments as well
as the efforts incorporated by Indian legislature and judiciary to curb the evil of torture and
what more can be done in this context.
In India, an attempt has been made since 1999 to gather information on details of cases where
human rights were violated due to Police excesses such as `Illegal Detentions’, `Fake
Encounters’, `Extortion’, `Torture’, etc. by National Crime Record Bureau, New Delhi and
National Human Rights Commission, New Delhi, Under Home Ministry, Government of
India.
The details are presented by NCRB’s Crime in India Report 2008, that as per the report 253
cases of Human Rights Violation by Police were reported throughout the country during
2015. Only 14 Policemen were charge-sheeted and only 08 of them were convicted for these
Human Rights Violations during the year. Chhattisgarh has reported the maximum 233 cases
(92.1% of such cases). 59 out of 253 cases were reported under crime head ‘Torture’. 39 and
33 cases were reported underthe head of ‘Extortion’ and ‘Failure in taking action’
respectively. 25 cases reported under the head of ‘False implication’.
On the other hand, also Asian Centre for Human Rights (ACHR) in its latest report Torture
in India 2009 states that in the last eight years (from April 2001 to March 2009), an estimated
1,184 persons were killed in police custody in India. Most of the victims were killed as a
result of torture within the first 48 hours after being taken into custody. The official data
available with (TwoCircles.net) says every second police encounter that takes place in the
country is fake. Colonial-era police laws enable state and local politicians to interfere
routinely in police operations, sometimes directing police officers to drop investigations
against people with political connections, including known criminals, and to harass or file
false charges against political opponents. These practices corrode public confidence.
The universal declaration of human rights was unanimously adopted and proclaimed by the
U.N. General Assembly on December 10, 1948. This universal declaration came into force
in the legal form on 3rd January 1976 known as international covenant on civil and political
rights. The international covenant on civil and political rights came into force on 23rd March
1976. India was one of the signatories of the universal declaration of human rights and
acceded to the two international covenants by depositing the instrument of accession on 10th
April 1979. On 25th June 1993, the Vienna declaration and programme of action adopted by
the world conference on Human Rights declared that ‘Human Rights and Fundamental
freedom are birth right of all human beings’.††††
Despite state prohibitions against torture and custodial misconduct by the police, torture is
widespread in police custody, which is a major reason behind deaths in custody (AHRC
Report 2014). The police often torture innocent people until a 'confession' is obtained to save
influential and wealthy offenders (ALRC 2014). G.P.Joshi, the programme coordinator of
the Indian branch of the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative in New Delhi comments

§§§

317Jaswal, Paramjit S. And Jaswal, Nishtha, Police Atrocities, Human Rights and Judicial Wisdom, HUMAN RIGHTS
YEAR BOOK, 2010.
****
JineeLokaneeta, Torture in Postcolonial India: A Liberal Paradox? (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author)
†††† H.O. Agarwal 2016.
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that the main issue at hand concerning police violence is a lack of accountability of the
police.
In 2006, the Supreme Court of India in a judgment in the case of Prakash Singh vs. Union
of India, ordered central and state governments with seven directives to begin the process of
police reform. The main objectives of this set of directives were twofold, providing tenure
to and streamlining the appointment/transfer processes of policemen, and increasing the
accountability of the police‡‡‡‡.
"All men are born free but everywhere they are in chains " - - Rousseau
"Human rights" as the expression goes, means certain rights which are considered to be very
basic for an individual's full physical, mental and spiritual development. Human rights
encompasses the fundamental principles of humanity and these are the rights which every
human being is entitled to enjoy on the basis of the fact of being born human. Indeed, the
conception of rights, which every human being is entitled to enjoy by virtue of being a
member of human society, has evolved through the history of struggles for the recognition
of these rights. In plain simple words, human rights are the rights which every human being
possesses by virtue of being a human.
The very idea of human being in custody saves for protection and nurturing is an anathema
to human existence. The word custody implies guardianship and protective care. Even when
applied to indicate arrest or incarceration, it does not carry any sinister symptoms of violence
during custody. No civilized law postulates custodial cruelty- an inhuman trial that springs
out of a perverse desire to cause suffering when there is no possibility of any retaliation; a
senseless exhibition of superiority and physical power over the one who is empowered or
collective wrath of hypocritical thinking.
The attack on human dignity can assume any form and manifest itself at any level. It is not
merely the negative privilege of a crude merciless display of physical power by those who
are cast in a role play of police functioning, but also a more mentally lethal abuse of position
when springing from high pedestals of power in the form of uncalled for insinuation,
unjustified accusations, unjust remarks, menacingly displayed potential harm, that can strike
terror, humiliation and a sense of helplessness that may last much longer than a mere physical
harm and which brook no opposition. The idea of human dignity is in one's sacred self and
that field is quite a part and distinct from the field of considerations of rights and duties,
power and privileges, liberties and freedoms or rewards and punishments wherein the law
operate. If a person commits any wrong, undoubtedly he should be penalized or punished,
but it is never necessary to humiliate him and maul his dignity as a human being.
The Universal Concern
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, adopted and proclaimed by the General
Assembly Resolution of 10* December, 1948 declared in the preamble that recognition of
the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human
family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world. Article 1 proclaimed that
all human beings are born free and equal, in dignity and rights. Article 3 proclaimed that
everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person, and in Article 5 that no one shall
be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The
presumption of innocence of a person charged with a penal offence until proved guilty as
contained in Article 11(a) is meant to insulate him against any high¬handed treatment by the
authorities dealing with him in the matter.
‡‡‡‡

DR. N. V. V Pranjape 2015.
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Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 adopted by the
General Assembly Resolution dated 16* December, 1966 covenanted that no one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Under
Article 10 of the said covenant all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with
humanity and respect for the inherent dignity of the human person and the accused persons
shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons and shall be
subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as convicted persons.
The minimum guarantees to which everyone charged with a criminal offence, is entitled in
full equality covenanted in Article 14(3), inter alia, provide that no one shall be compelled
to testify against himself or to confess guilt, which obviously will rule out use of force of
any kind on a person accused of any crime. Respect for human dignity is thus not a matter
for any deep study in axiology for an estimate of comparative values in ethical, social or an
aesthetic problem but a matter of acknowledging a simple truth already recognized by our
national document when opening chant exudes the cultural nobility of a fraternity that
assures the dignity of the individual. The Constitution recognized it to be fundamental in the
governance of the country that the State shall direct its policy to secure conditions of freedom
and dignity and insulates against all forms of tyranny against mind.
Accused right to Silencer
History of mankind is replete with instances where under every type of regime the accused
in custody was tortured within the four corners of the cell for forcing him to confess or
disclose information. When there is none to hear his cries or to his rescue. The right not to
be compelled to testify against himself is a universally recognized right of the accused under
Article 14 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights and is a fundamental
right conferred by the Constitution. Article 20(3) of Indian Constitution says that "no person
accused of any offence shall be compelled to be witness against himself. This is often
described as right to silence.
No person accused of any offence shall be compelled to be witness against himself as per
the protection granted by Article 20(3) of the Constitution. Therefore, a suspect of the crime
cannot be compelled to disclose facts, which he can recall from his memory, likely to
implicate him in a crime in which he was involved. A person accused of an offence,
therefore, cannot be compelled to subject himself to brain fingerprinting test for finding out
whether the information relating to the offence is stored in his brain. When on seeing the
object familiar to the offence, his brain emits a microvolt response of recognition, he may
refrain from disclosing that fact under the constitutional guarantee. If he is agreeable to the
knowledge of the crime being detected by subjecting him to the computer brain testing, he
would rather give his version in response to an oral interrogation. Before subjecting a person
accused of an offence to brain fingerprinting test, he should, therefore, be told in no uncertain
terms that the information connected with the offence if it is stored in the memory of his
brain get detected and this would be done without his becoming aware of such information
being extracted from his memory. Anything short of obtaining informed consent of the
accused might raise a constitutional issue of violation of the fundamental right guaranteed
by Article 20(3) of the Constitution. It is to be noted here that article 20(3) does not prohibit
the accused being questioned during investigation or trial. When questioned the accused may
deny or make a confession. The Supreme Court in Smt. Selvi and Others v. State of
Karnataka has prohibited the narcoanalysis test, brain mapping test and lie-detector test on
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the basis of right to privacy and right against self-incrimination. But the voluntary admission
of test is permitted under certain safeguards.
Right against Handcuffing
Handcuffing of accused persons by escorts taking them from jail to court and back in absence
of there being a compulsive need to do so has been disapproved by the Supreme Court in
Prem Shanker v. Delhi Administration , It has been expressed in no uncertain terms that to
handcuff is to hoop harshly and to punish humiliatingly and that it is necessarily implicit in
Article 14 and 19 of the Constitution that when there is no compulsive need to fetter person's
limbs, it is sadistic, capricious, despotic and demoralizing to humble a man by manacling
him. The minimal freedom of movement, which even a detainee, is entitled to under Article
19, cannot be cut down by application of handcuffs. A malicious use of the power to restrain
a person by handcuffing him or otherwise can bring Section 220 of the Indian Penal Code
into play. The object of imposing restraint on the person of the prisoner while in continued
custody is to prevent his escape and that object itself defines at once the bounds of the power
to keep the person in custody.
Right against Torture and Assault
"It has always been a mystery to me how man can feel honored by the humiliation of their
fellow beings. " - - Mahatma Gandhi
Violence and inhuman treatment to the prisoners under police custody is nothing new in our
country. There are thousands of examples where police himself is violator of human rights.
The arrest of the person suspected of crime does not warrant any physical violence on the
person or his torture. But when the captive exercises his fundamental right to silence against
self-incrimination during his interrogation, the police often abuse their authority by use of
criminal force to extort information. The tyrannical way of custodial interrogation that
exposes the suspect to the risk of abuse of his person or dignity has prompted the Supreme
Court to ordain that interrogation should not be accompanied with torture or use of "third
degree" methods, The Constitution as well as the statutory laws condemn the conduct of any
official in extorting the confession or information under compulsion by using any "third
degree" methods. A confession to any police officer cannot be proved as against a person
accused of any offence.
Right against Arbitrary Arrests
A large number of complaints pertaining to human rights violations are in the area of abuse
of police powers, particularly those of arrest and detection. It has, therefore, become
necessary, with a view to narrowing the gap between law and practice, to prescribe
guidelines regarding arrest while at the same time not unduly curtailing the power of the
police to effectively maintain and enforce law and order and proper investigation.
In modem society liberty is absolutely essential for progress. The exercise of liberty,
however, is only possible if some limitations are placed on it. Absolute liberty only leads to
anarchy and lawlessness. It is where we have to strike the balance which is the matter of
great importance. In Joginder Kumar v. State of U. P. and Others , the Supreme Court
observed: "To strike the balance between the needs of the law enforcement on the one hand
and protection of citizen from oppression and injustice at the hands of the law enforcement
machinery on the other is a perennial problem of statecraft§§§§".

§§§§

Pal, Rama, "Tackling custodial crimes - an over view", Human Rights Year Book, Universal Law Publishing Co. Pvt.
Ltd., Delhi (2014).
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In India the practice of police force is that whenever a cognizable offence is reported, the
police arrests the accused person without even making a preliminary inquiry whether there
is a prima facie evidence of guilt. This was rightly criticized in Joginder Kumar case in which
the Supreme Court quoting the report of the Third Report of the National Police Commission
held that on an average 60% of the arrests are either unnecessary or unjustified. In this
connection it may be pointed out that in Section 157 of Criminal Procedure Code it is
mentioned that that the police may make investigating of a cognizable case and if necessary
arrest the offender. Thus arrest is not must in every case where a cognizable case is reported.
Despite this clear provision the practice of the police has been to arrest the accused in all
cases of cognizable offences. Unlawful and unjustified arrest may irreparably harm the
reputation of a person. Arrest should not be arbitrary and in deciding whether to arrest or not
the police officer must be guided by the principles laid down in Joginder Kumar case.
An arrest during the investigation of a cognizable case may be considered justified in one or
other of the following circumstances:(1) The case involves a grave offence like murder, dacoity, robbery, rape etc., and it is
necessary to arrest the accused and bring his movements under restraint to infuse confidence
among the terror stricken victims.
(2) Accused is likely to abscond and evade the process of law.
(3) The accused is given to violent behavior and is likely to commit further offences unless
his movements are brought under restraint.
(4) Accused is habitual offender and unless kept in custody he is likely to commit similar
offences again.
The above guidelines have been followed in various other cases. It may be suggested that
suspected that suspected person should be arrested after preliminary enquiry. A basic tenet
of our criminal justice system is: 'Let hundred guilty walk free but do not punish an innocent.'
The police, which is a part of criminal justice system, functions exactly the other way round.
Liberty is an important feature of civilized society and it should not be lightly transgressed.
When we have to enforce the criminal law in a fair and just manner, we must never give up
our civil liberties which were won by our founding fathers after great sacrifices, as these are
essential for the progress of nation.
In the foregoing chapters an attempt has been made to analyse the origin and development
of the concept of police in India with special reference to Kerala and evolution and
development of the concept of human rights and various kinds of human rights violations in
police custody in different stages of history. A detailed description of legal standards for the
protection of human rights of persons in police custody is also made.
Interview with the victims of custodial abuses, police officers from the higher echelons of
the service to those at the cutting edge level, human rights activists and various voluntary
organisations reveals that there are so many factors contributing towards the causes of
violations of human rights by police. Sociological causes like ambivalent outlook of the
society with respect to the use of third degree methods by the police, economic causes like
meager salary and inadequate living conditions, rampant corruption in police service,
unnecessary political interference in the crime investigation, work load of police personnel
without any time limit and periodic holidays, unnecessary pressure from superior police
officers and the general public for speedy detection causing great mental strain to the
investigating officers, defective system of recruitment and training, imperfect system of
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investigation and lack of public co-operation are some of the factors identified in the field
survey towards the causes of violations of human rights in police custody.
Even though the Supreme Court and various High Courts in India, National Human Rights
Commission and State Human Rights Commissions, various voluntary organisations and the
media have contributed much towards ensuring custodial justice, it is found that the incidents
of custodial violence are endemic in India. Therefore it is high time to take immediate steps
for introducing certain practical measures to check this menace.
The problem cannot be solved through mere lip service or through the enactment of strict
laws. Similarly it is difficult to find a remedy without altering certain concepts as well as
certain social and legal realities which have emerged through centuries. Hence earnest efforts
should be made to bring in some changes in the behavioural pattern of the police. In addition
to this, vigorous campaigning from different angles and from various platforms is required
to eradicate the threat of violations of human rights of persons in police custody. Government
should identify the problems and the deficiencies and prepare a master plan regarding the
action that has to be taken to curb human rights violations in police custody.
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Square Multiplicative Labeling For Disconnected Graphs
P. Shalini
G. Visalatchi
Dr. D. Paul Dhayabharan
Abstract
Let G be ( p, q ) graph. G is said to be a square multiplicative labeling if there exists a
bijection f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p such that the induced function f : E (G ) → N given by

f (uv) = f (u )  f (v ) for every uv  E (G ) . A graph which admit square multiplicative
2

2

labeling is called square multiplicative graphs. In this paper, we investigated the square
multiplicative labeling for disconnected graphs.
Keywords: Labeling, Multiplicative labeling, Strongly multiplicative labeling,
Minimization of multiplicative labeling and Maximization of multiplicative labeling.
1.Introduction
In Mathematics, Graph Theory is the study of graphs, which are mathematical structures that
are being used to model pair wise relationship between objects. A graph is made up of
vertices, nodes or points which are connected by edges, arcs or lines. The graphs that are
taken in this paper are finite and undirected. A linear graph (or simply a graph ) G = (V , E )
consists of set of object V =  v1 , v 2 ,....... called vertices and another set E =  e1 , e2 ,.....  ,
whose elements are called edges, such that each edge ek is identified with an unordered

(

)

pairs vi , v j of vertices. The symbols V (G ) and E (G ) are denoted as vertex set and edge
set of a graph G . The cardinality of the vertex set is called the order of G , denoted by p
and the cardinality of the edge set is called the size G , denoted by q . Hence the graph is
referred to as ( p, q ) graph.
Graph Theory is applied in various fields such as Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer
Science, Operations Research, Social Networks, etc., Graph labeling is the assignment of
integers from its vertices or edges subject to some certain conditions. A dynamic survey on
graph labeling is regularly updated by Gallian 4 and it is published by electronic journal
of combinatory. Some basic definitions and notations are taken from Bondy and Murthy 3
. Beineke and Hedge 1 referred a graph with p vertices as strongly multiplicative if the
vertices of G can be labeled with distinct integers 1,2,....., p such that the labels induced on
the edges by the product of the end vertices are distinct. Shalini and Paul Dhayabaran 14
introduced a minimization of multiplicative graphs. In this paper, we discussed square
multiplicative labeling for disconnected graphs.
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Definition 1.1:
A graph G is said to be square multiplicative labeling if there exists a bijection
f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p such that the induced function
f : E (G ) → N given by

f (uv) = f (u )  f (v ) for every uv  E (G ) are all distinct.
2

2

Definition 1.2:
A graph G is said to be square multiplicative graph if it admits a square multiplicative
labeling.
Definition 1.3:
The union of two graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) is a graph G = G1  G2 with
vertex set V = V1  V2 and edge set E = E1  E2 .
Definition 1.4:
The corona of two graphs G1 and G2 is the graph G = G1 ʘ G2 formed by taking one copy
of G1 and V (G1 ) copies of G2 where the i th vertex of G1 is adjacent to every vertex in the
i th copy of G2 .
2. Square Multiplicative Labeling For Disconnected Graphs
Theorem 2.1:
Cm  Pn is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  2 .
Proof:
Let G be a graph of Cm  Pn .

Let Cm be the cycle and Pn be the path. Let  u1 , u2 ,...., um  be the vertices of Cm and

{v1 , v2 ,.......,vn } be the vertices of Pn .
Define a function f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p by
f (ui ) = i ; 1  i  m
f (vi ) = m + i ; 1  i  n
Then the edge labels are distinct.
Hence, Cm  Pn is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  2 .
Example 2.1
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Figure 2.1:

C5  P5

Theorem 2.2:
Cm  Pn ʘ K1 ) is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  3 .
Proof:
Let G be a graph of Cm  (Pn ʘ K1 ) .

(

Let Cm be the cycle and Pn be the path.
Let {u1 , u2 ,....,um } be the vertices of the Cm and {v1 , v2 ,.......,vn } be the vertices of

Pn . Let {w1 , w2 ,......,wn } be the vertices which is joined to the vertex vi , 1  i  n of the path
Pn .
The resultant graph is Pn ʘ K1 .
Define a function f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p by
f (ui ) = i ; 1  i  m
f (vi ) = m + 2i − 1 ; 1  i  n
f (wi ) = m + 2i ; 1  i  n
Then the edge labels are distinct.
Hence, Cm  (Pn ʘ K1 ) is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  3 .
Example 2.2
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Figure 2.2:

C5  (P5 ʘ K1 )

Theorem 2.3:
(Cm ʘ K1 )  Pn is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  2 .
Proof:
Let G be a graph of (Cm ʘ K1 )  Pn .
Let Cm be the cycle and Pn be the path. Let { u1 , u 2 ,....,u m } be the vertices of Cm and

{v1 , v2 ,......,vm } be the vertex which is joined to the vertex ui of the cycle Cm , 1  i  m. The
resultant graph is Cm ʘ K1 .
Let {w1 , w2 ,......,wn } be the vertices of Pn .
Define a function f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p by
f (ui ) = 2i − 1 ; 1  i  m
f (vi ) = 2i ; 1  i  m
f (wi ) = 2m + i ; 1  i  n
Then the edge labels are distinct.
Hence, (Cm ʘ K1 )  Pn is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  2 .
Example 2.3:

Figure 2.3: (C6 ʘ K1 )  P5
Theorem 2.4:
(Cm ʘ K1 )  (Pn ʘ K1 ) is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  3 .
Proof:
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Let G be graph of (Cm ʘ K1 )  (Pn ʘ K1 ) .
Let Cm be the cycle and Pn be the path.
Let u1 , u 2 ,....., u n  be the vertices of the Cm and let  v1 , v2 ,....., vm be the pendent
vertex joined to the vertex ui of Cm , 1  i  m.
The resultant graph is (Cm ʘ K1 ) .
Let  w1 , w2 ,......,wn  be the vertices of the Pn and let  t1 , t 2 ,......,tn be the vertex
which joined to the vertex wi , 1  i  n of the path Pn .
The resultant graph is (Pn ʘ K1 ) .
Define a function f : V (G ) → 1,2,....., p by
f (ui ) = 2i − 1 ; 1  i  m .
f (vi ) = 2i ; 1  i  m.
f (wi ) = 2m + 2i − 1 ; 1  i  n.

f (ti ) = 2m + 2i ;

1  i  n.

Then the edge labels are distinct.
Hence, (Cm ʘ K1 )  (Pn ʘ K1 ) is a square multiplicative graph for m  3 and n  3 .
Example 2.4:
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Figure 2.4: (C6 ʘ K1 )  (P5 ʘ K1 ) .

Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated some families of disconnected graphs which satisfies the

formula f (uv) = f (u )  f (v ) . Finally, we conclude that, the above mentioned disconnected
graphs are square multiplicative graphs.
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The Reasons Behind Widespread Unemployment Of
Engineering Graduates In India 2019
Kewal Singh Paneser
Gagandeep Singh
Abstract: Unemployment anywhere is associated with a plethora of factors. Some of these
can be: the quality of education, the extent to which the candidates are exposed to real life
situations, the economic condition of the country or region, the economic condition of the
countries where the candidates can migrate, the emigration laws of the home country, the
immigration policy of the countries where the prospective candidate can migrate. One of the
factors not mentioned above but in the opinion of the authors is most important is the quality
and standard of primary and secondary education of the candidates. Unemployment in India
has been growing at an alarming rate for the educated persons of all disciplines. This
presentation is an attempt to investigate into the reasons behind vast unemployability of
engineering graduates in India in 2019.
Keywords: Unemployment, commensurate, underemployment, human resources,
inadequate equipment, inept engineers, outdated syllabi, ghost faculty, computerization and
digitization, prestige, state of the art practical training, migration to cities, emigration, and
statistical data. Aspiring Minds, stakeholders.
Unemployment means a person willing to work but unable to find a job commensurate with
his educational qualifications and liking. In India Many graduates, doctors, engineers,
scientists are unemployed or underemployed. Due to unemployment our country’s human
resource are being wasted.
A. Broadly Speaking
1) Inept engineers: After obtaining a B.Tech degree many of the engineers are not capable
of working without having undergone training for at least 6 months or for one year. This
becomes additional expense and tedium for the hiring companies. This results in their
leaving the freshers aside with simple words “sorry, no experience”.
2) Inadequate equipment and workshops: Many of the colleges do not have the workshop
facilities for students for imparting practical experience on machines, tools and equipment.
Many times the facilities provided by these colleges are not adequate and not of the level/
standard adopted in the industry.
3) Outdated syllabi: The technology is changing drastically but the syllabus of colleges and
universities is not changing in line with present day technologies. It is therefore difficult for
engineers to survive with outdated syllabus and compete with shop floor professionals.
Nevertheless for some of the courses like mathematics, drastic changes in course contents
may not be possible, but imagine how one of the authors felt when he observed that one of
the books referred to at the end of the B.A. Maths syllabus had not been re-published for
over seventy years. In the age of computerization and digitization computer programming
can be incorporated in course contents of many courses.
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4) Ghost Faculty & Fake colleges: As a result of the recent raids conducted in the
Telangana state in India it has come to be known that there were 878 fake faculties. Also the
faculty present was also not competent. We should appreciate Telangana state C.M (K.C.R)
for taking a bold step by cancelling the licenses of more than 100 engineering colleges in his
state. There were also some colleges affiliated to IGNOU whose recognition was cancelled
on coming to light a similar scam.
5) Prestige issue: Some of the students feel that a B.Tech degree is more prestigious than
other degrees. The parents are also forcing their children to pursue engineering education.
In some states some boys undergo engineering education in expectation of good dowry. On
the other hand, parents of young girls, feel that engineering education is a means of finding
matches without having to give much dowry. Many young women complete a university
engineering degree hoping that they can find a marriage partner equally or more qualified
than them, in case they themselves cannot find a suitable job.
B. Present Scenario Of Engineering Graduates
1) Training for jobs: Engineers are moving to the nearby big cities for preparing for
competitive examinations. They are staying there and preparing themselves until they get
selected for a suitable job. Big cities like Hyderabad, Bangalore, Chennai and Pune are full
of graduate unemployed engineers. Many such centres are exploiting the prospective
examinees by charging exorbitant fees taking advantage of their unemployment.
2) Prepared to do any sort of work: You can find engineering graduates working as private
teachers, bank employees, lecturers at the institute from where they passed. In worst cases
you can find them applying for the job of a clerk or a peon.
4) Craze for Study Abroad: Most of the 12th class pass non-medical students are going
abroad for further studies for graduation and for post graduation in engineering programs.
They also get employed in foreign countries. This is one of the major reasons for fewer
students opting for engineering education in India.
5) Young people after a long time of unemployment falling prey to drugs and finding
wrong means of earning money. For example:- Young delinquents are taking to drugs and
they indulge in wrong illicit habits like snatching of gold chains and most of the teenagers
adopt felony crimes like murder, terrorism etc. The question is “Who is responsible for all
this: the government, the colleges, the friends or the parents?
6) Deficient in knowledge. Very few engineers actually know anything about their fields.
The uncle of one of the authors recently hired a CSE graduate as a system administrator. The
incumbent could not find his way around a UNIX terminal. He had no clue to the fact that
stuff like grep, cut and comm can be piped together to do something useful although he had
studied UNIX as part of his coursework. He could not write programs to change the format
of a CSV file. He had extremely good grades in at least 3 subjects in which he must have
studied different programming languages. Indian engineering education rewards rote
learning, not real knowledge or practical. There is no reason why employers should hire such
engineers?
C. Some Statistical Indices On Engineering Unemployability
Out of more than 6,00,000 engineers being pushed into the economy each year, only a
handful (less than 20%) are ready to be deployed as Software Engineers in the IT Services
industry. And the number drops to as low as about 3% for IT product roles. These statistics
are revealed in National Employability Report, Engineers by Aspiring Minds. Disturbing as
it may sound, but these numbers are a reflection of the current state of employability in the
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country. Why does this wide a gap exist between the number of engineers produced and the
number that can be readily deployed in jobs? Where does this supply chain break?
India has done a good job in terms of creating capacity - sheer quantity of educational
institutions. However the increasing quantity of institutions seemed to be inversely affecting
the average quality of education being imparted. It is imperative that the education system
takes a fresh look on the situation to understand how and what changes can be made to ensure
that the employability of graduates and post graduates passing out each year is increased.
The onus is on the education system to develop curriculum that is focused on imparting skills
that are relevant to the industry. Seriousness about education and sincerity in working
towards getting a job should be realised by the students at an early stage and not when they
have graduated.
D. Demand For Change In Engineering Education
“We need good teachers, good labs and infrastructure”.
The developer of the curricula and course contents should seek help from industry experts
through special seminar or lectures. Students can get a directional feedback on the type of
jobs he/she would do good in and also realizes his/her strengths and weaknesses and can
immediately get into action to acquire the missing skills. By the time he/she reaches the final
year of college when doors are about to open to the job world, they shall be equipped with
the right skill set and shall be job ready.
The National and the State Governments should encourage and develop the agriculture based
industries in rural areas so that the rural candidates don’t migrate to the urban areas. More
employment should be generated in rural areas for the seasonal unemployment of people.
The quality of Indian education should be improved. The current education system is not of
the level required in industry. The Governments should keep a strict watch on the education
system and try to implement new ways to generate skilled labour force. Government should
appoint a high committee to look after the schools and universities. The syllabus taught is of
no use to the industries. Therefore, the education should be as per the current requirements
of the industries. Before completing the education a great deal of practical knowledge should
be imparted to the students.
Summary: India's youth is very inspirational. It is on the stakeholders - the parents, the
mentors, the institutions and the governments to inspire and lead them in the right direction
in raising up the employability pyramid. Appropriately structured mechanisms are needed at
all levels to impart skills which will make India's demography more employable.
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An Analytical Study Of Executive Stress Management In
Selected Industries Of Thane District
Mrs. Saili Satyendra Narvekar
Prof.Dr.Anjali Kalse
Abstract: The relationship between gender and stress levels was studied, it was
hypothesized that Male executives experienced higher level of stress than female executive
in Manufacturing and Service sectors. Job stress scale & Perceived stress scale were used to
measure stress levels of Executives of both the sectors. The result was insignificant and did
not support the hypothesis, showing almost no difference between stress levels of males &
females in both the sectors.
Key Words: Gender, Job stress level, Perceived stress level
Introduction
Stress has become a pervading feature of people’s life in modern world. The modern world
is a world of achievement as well as a world of stress. Stress is everywhere, whether it
is in the family, business, enterprise, institute or any other social or economic activity.
Stress is universal element &individuals in every walk of life have to face it. Despite
tremendous advancement in science and technology and remarkable growth of economy
&sources of luxury, people all over the world seem to experience stress in various spheres
of their lives. The feelings of frustration & dissatisfaction with life in general reflects the
stress being experienced by people.
In the past also the societies were not entirely free from stress however the causes of stress
in those societies were episodic in nature, low in severity & frequency but during the last
decades the span of psychological stress has drastically increased.
The basic reason being changed. Physical & socio- cultural environment of the people.
People’s life has become more demanding, complicated, mechanical & dependent running
by the clock. Ever increasing needs & aspirations, cut-throat competition, pressure of
meeting deadlines, uncertainty of future & weak social support system have made the life
of the people stressful in modern societies. Stress never makes distinct between male and
female. Every walk of life we need to face it.
Objectives
The main aim of this study is to present the stress management activities in selected
industries of Thane district. Apart from this, below are the basic objectives of this study:
A.
To identify the causes of stress with reference to selected industries.
B.
To know the factors which are directly responsible in creating stressful situation at
the workplace.
Literature Review
Today’s workplace is very different than it was years ago..Now a day’s stress has become
one of the concern of today’s world. Workload & time deadlines put employees under
pressure & lead to stress. Many researchers such as Spielberger (1979) believe that
workplace stress is one of the important factors affecting productivity because of direct of
relationship between individuals behavior & stress experienced.
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Stress is scientific concept but practice of stress management is an art. It says that women
can handle stress better as compare to men. Women have much better memory than men,
mostly women attach their memories to their emotions and also their defense mechanisms.
Women’s ability to handle stress: According to Gaur and Dhawan (2000), women experts
employed dynamic method to handle stress, light-heartedness and taking the initiative as
methods to handle the stress. Furthermore, Aditya and Sen (1993) inferred that women dealt
with stress better compared to male executives. The cause behind this could be the fact that
women are more open to accepting emotional backing from others while dealing with stress;
on the contrary, men attempt to alter the stressor or employ a coping policy which is not as
efficient. The sex variation in the extent of the adverse association amongst work related
stress and contentment was analysed by Walshok (1981).
According to Deosthalee (2000), male engineers were found to experience more stress
compared to female engineers at the managerial level. No crucial variations were discovered
by Chattopadhyay and Dasgupta (1999) in the apparent function related stress amongst
female executives who were married compared to female executives who were single. Those
employed in nationalised banks indicated higher levels of emotional tiredness but did not
experience higher levels of burnouts compared to those employed in scheduled banks
(Tewari 1995).
Difference between American and Indian women
A study that contrasted individual and professional stressors encountered by American and
Indian executives employed in varied sectors (banks, textile mills, pharmaceutical,
engineering, petrochemical and electrical) indicated that the professional stressors in both
the nations were more or less similar. Individual stressors, on the other hand, varied in both
the nations; in fact, Indian executives complained of encountering more individual stressors
(Batliwala 1990). Likewise, a contrast of Indian and American female clerks indicated that
the stressors amongst American clerks were absence of control/freedom while amongst
Indian clerks, the stressors were related to absence of a framework and clearness of the job
at hand (Narayanan, Menon& Spector 1999).
Coping mechanism of women: A recent research has shown that women cope differently
with stress than men. After analysing data based on numerous behavioural studies of humans
and animals, researchers from UCLA concluded that women cope with stress by the means
performing behaviour that results in the protection of oneself and one’s children. This is
more commonly known as the ‘Tending and Befriending’ coping method, which are
assumed to be evolutionary responses, that our ancestors have passed on. Tending refers to
the taking care of oneself and others, and befriending refers to creating social networks, so
as to reduce stress, by the means of ‘social support’. On the other hand, it is suggested that
men respond to the stressor by expressing the fight-or – flight response and either confront
the stressor or flee from it. To substantiate these assumptions, a study reported by Repetti
and Wood (1997) suggested that, mothers are particularly caring and loving to their children,
when they experience high levels of stress at work, which stresses nurturing response.
Furthermore, in another study conducted by Repetti (1992), it was found that men who
experience high levels of stress at work, they tend to keep themselves away from home, and
thus expressing the ‘flight’ response. These findings suggest that women cope with stress
differently than men and therefore it can be stated that there are, to some extent, gender
differences in the ways of coping with stress between male and females.
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A recent study reported that employees in production, dales and service job have higher
stress because of their lack of work control.(Bureau of Labor Statistics Sep. Summary 1999)
when employee have at least one person from whom they can receive social support
(especially emotional support) they will experience lower stress. Female in particular not
only place more value on social support but seem to feel more comfortable and capable in
providing to others.
Purpose of Study
The main purpose of this study is to identify the causes of stress with reference to
Manufacturing and Service sector, analytical study of stress among male and female
executives and also the relation between levels of stress will be discussed deeply. Certainly,
the result of this study will be beneficial to manufacturing as well as the service sector. This
study will serve as the basis for future plans of action by both the sectors.
Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that ‘Male executives experienced higher level of stress than female
executive in Manufacturing and Service sectors’.
Methods
This research is based on descriptive method. Primary as well as secondary methods of data
collection have been used for research study. In respect of primary data collection, the
questionnaires were circulated between the executives of manufacturing & service sector.
The secondary data was collected through comprehensive review of existing literature.
Sample Design
The data was gathered using close ended questionnaires that were distributed among the
executives chosen from different industries of Thane district. 500 executives were selected
from different categories of industries situated in the area. The industries were selected on
random basis in Thane district. Out of the total 500 executives the sample of 250 executives
are collected from Chemical, Pharmaceutical and power station industry & the remaining
sample were collected from service sector industries. The service sector industries that were
taken for consideration are Bank, Information Technology and Hotel. The important reason
behind choosing these industry is ,as it contributes to biggest industry in Thane district.

Gender
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Limitations of the Study
This work is limited to Thane district only. While conducting study, the influence of mindset of Executives & working pressure made difficult to conduct interviews. At first
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Executives found to be reluctant to disclose any personal information due to confidentiality.
Sometimes, it took long time to convince them for interview or sharing details.
Result
Manufacturing as well as Service sector are exhibiting clear sign of job related stress.
From the following table we can see the major causes of job stress of both the sectors.
Table
No.
Major
causes
of Manufacturing
Service
Stress
%
%
1.
Inadequate staff
55..2
51.6
2.
Heavy Workload
58.4
55.2
3.
Poor working condition
56.8
49.2
4.
Mismatch between abilities of
58.8
49.6
respondents & demand of work
5.
Improper Training
56.4
50.4
Long working hours, inflexible policies, Dual responsibility, Being responsible for the
performance of others, having limited power were main causes of stress of male & female
executives.
Not recognized procedure to follow their complaints, unfavorable working
conditions(heat, chemical & ergonomics of work environment), burden of
responsibilities are main causes of stress among executives in Manufacturing sector.
Result & Discussion:
In this study, the independent samples t-test was used to test the hypothesis, if the data is
found as normal. If in case data has not fulfilled the normality and homogeneity conditions
then Mann Whitney test is used to test the hypotheses, related to select demographic and
stress characteristics in which the independent variable has two groups or categories.
Hypothesis: Male executives experienced higher level of stress than female executive in
Manufacturing and Service sectors’
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Manufacturing Sector
Mann Whitney U test
Descriptive Statistics

Job
stress
Manufacturing
Perceived
stress
Manufacturing

N

Mean

Std. Deviation Minimum Maximum

in 250

9.73

2.963

5

20

in 250

22.48

6.654

1

40

1.50

.501

1

2

Gender in Manufacturing 250

Ranks
Gender
in
Manufacturing N
Job
stress
Manufacturing

Perceived
stress
Manufacturing

Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

in Male

125

126.75

15844.00

Female
Total
in Male

125
250
125

124.25

15531.00

118.71

14838.50

Female
Total

125
250

132.29

16536.50

Test Statistics
Job
stress
Manufacturing

in Perceived
stress
Manufacturing

Mann-Whitney U

7656.000

6963.500

Wilcoxon W

15531.000

14838.500

Z

-.276

-1.487

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.783

.137

in

a. Grouping Variable: Gender in Manufacturing
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It is observed that Job stress level in manufacturing sector is higher among male executives
(Mean rank= 126.75) compare to female executives (Mean rank = 124.25). U= 7656, Z= 0.276 at P= 0.783,P>0.05) which is not significant.
Hence Job stress in manufacturing sector among male executives is higher than female
executives but it is not significant different.
Hence null hypothesis accepted and alternate hypothesis is rejected.
H02a: There is no significant difference in job stress among male and female in
manufacturing sector.
It is observed that Perceived stress level in manufacturing sector is higher among female
executives (Mean rank= 132.29) compare to male executives (Mean rank = 118.71). U=
6963, Z= -1.487 at P= 0.137, P>0.05) which is not significant.
Hence perceived stress in manufacturing sector among female executives higher than male
executives but significantly not different.
Hence null hypothesis accepted and alternate hypothesis is rejected.
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Service Sector
Ranks
Gender
service
Job stress in service

Perceived stress in service

Male
Female
Total
Male
Female
Total

in
N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

124
126
250
124
126
250

128.27
122.77

15905.50
15469.50

122.58
128.37

15200.00
16175.00

Test Statistics

Job stress in service

Perceived
service

stress

in

Mann-Whitney U
7468.500
7450.000
Wilcoxon W
15469.500
15200.000
Z
-.604
-.634
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
.546
.526
a. Grouping Variable: Gender in service
It is observed that Job stress level in service sector is higher among male executives (Mean
rank= 128.27) compare to female executives (Mean rank = 122.77). U= 7468.500, Z= -0.604
at P= 0.546,P>0.05) which is not significant.
Hence Job stress in service sector among male executives is higher than female executives
but it is not significant different.
Hence null hypothesis accepted and alternate hypothesis is rejected.
H02c: There is no significant difference in job stress among male and female in service
sector. It is observed that Perceived stress level in service sector is higher among female
executives (Mean rank= 128.37) compare to male executives (Mean rank = 122.58). U=
7450, Z= -0.634 at P= 0.526, P>0.05) which is not significant.
Hence perceived stress in service sector among female executives higher than male
executives but significantly not different.
Hence null hypothesis accepted and alternate hypothesis is rejected.
Suggestions
•
Company should give training through Seminars, now a day’s e-learning is an
excellent option to deliver international training.
•
A newly appointed manager needs to get proper training to handle the staff, to
motivate, to manage the people.
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•
An organization should create a learning & development program that address the
training challenges the respective organization and employee face. Inadequate staff is an
important cause of job stress, because inadequate staff leads to workload. Organization
should hire ‘Temporary employee’ to fill in when employees are on vacation.
•
Especially employees need support system during the period of hospitalized to their
family member, organization should provide such support system to needy one.
•
Due to changes in hormones after 40 or 40+ especially in woman brings several
issues regarding to their physical and mental health, organization may appoint lady
counsellor to help lady executive to overcome this delicate Menopausal phase.
•
Organization may provide a facility of Yoga room, nap room, meditation room or
regular counselling session which can help to eliminate stress among Executives.
Scope for Further Research
❖
Area of present study can be increased from district to state level.
❖
Research can be conducted in other sectors also.
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Impact Of Hrera On Real Estate Industry In Haryana
Padam Singh
Abstract
The real estate sector is one of the most globally recognised sectors in India. The
Government of India enacted the real estate (regulation and Development) Act 2016 HRERA
on 25th March 2016 and all its provision came into effect, from May 1, 2017. RERA is an
act which is passed by the Indian Parliament. Act to establish the Real Estate Regulatory
Authority for regulation and promotion of the real estate sector and to ensure sale of plot,
apartment or building, as the case may be, or sale of real estate project, in an efficient and
transparent manner and to protect the interest of consumers in the real estate sector and to
establish an adjudicating mechanism for speedy dispute redressal and also to establish the
Appellate Tribunal to hear appeals from the decisions, directions or orders of the Real Estate
Regulatory Authority and the adjudicating officer and for matters connected therewith or
incidental thereto.
Keywords: HRERA, Real Estate, Industry, Investment, Real Property, Regulations.
Introduction
The Government of India has enacted The Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act,
2016. The Act has come into force from 1st May 2017. The Preamble to the Act reads, "An
Act to establish the Real Estate Regulatory Authority for regulation and promotion of the
real estate sector and to ensure sale of plot, apartment or building, as the case may be, or sale
of real estate project, in and efficient and transparent manner and to protect the interest of
consumers in the real estate sector and to establish an adjudicating mechanism for speedy
dispute redressal and also to establish the Appellate Tribunal to hear appeals from the
decisions, directions or orders of the Real Estate Regulatory Authority and the adjudicating
officer and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto" Under the Real Estate
(Regulation and Development) Act, 2016, Government of Haryana has notified The Haryana
Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Rules, 2017 which came into force from
28.07.2017
Objective
* To regulate real estate sector for its harmonious growth and development.
• To bring transparency in the dealings between the promoters of real estate projects and
buyers of apartments.
• To ensure that the real estate projects are completed within the prescribed time frame
• To resolve disputes relating to the projects expeditiously.
• To enforce the provisions of law and the orders of the Authority.
Main Provision of HRERA
The Real Estate Act 2017 has several significant provisions for the advantage of buyers and
ensuring transparency in the sector. Some of these important provisions are:
1. Deposits: builders are required to deposit70% of the funds collected from buyers in a
separate bank account in case of new projects. 70 Per cent of unused funds in case of ongoing
projects.


(Assistant Professor Department of Commerce KLP, College Rewari)
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1. Mandatory Registration: All projects with plot size of minimum 500 sq.mt or eight
apartments needs to be registered with regulatory Authorities.
2. Penal interest in case of delay: Both developers and buyers have to pay the same penal
interest of SBI’s marginal cost of lending rate plus 2% in case of delays.
3. Liability: Liability of a developer for structural defects for five years.
4. Punishment: Imprisonment of up to three years for developers and up to one year in
case of agents and buyers for violation of orders of Appellate Tribunals and Regulatory
Authorities.
Impact of HRERA on Real Estate Industry
• HRERA will impact faced industry positively in terms of accountability, credibility and
trust between developers and consumers.
• Developers are required to register all new projects with the regulating authority. They
must adhere to the sanctioned plan and specification of the project. Developers are
responsible for repair of defects found within 5 years. This means that there will be clear
plan sanction and specification laid down for facade and fenestration works of any
project which brings a lot of clarity for budgeting, planning and execution.
• HRERA also brings accountability for not only developers but also for material suppliers
and contractors to deliver high quality work as per sanctioned plan and specifications
• It is optimistic and hopeful that HRERA would streamline the business activities within
the construction industry. Any project coming under the scanner on the timeline of
project completion.
• The developers will have to take initiative to get registered themselves first. With the
insistence on specifying carpet area, HRERA will give transparency in the actual usable
area and thereby the rate.
• The Government is to regulate and streamline the real estate industry. Many states are
yet to adopt it. Some states have been lenient on projects started before 2014. The real
effect of HRERA will be seen in the few projects currently registered under it. He is
hopeful that, since the developer has to maintain the building for 5 years, he would
choose products and vendors who have a good track record and offer good quality
products.
Impact of HRERA on Investor and End Users:The positive impact on Real estate investor and home buyer by HRERA Act. The Act make
favourism for buyer and it is make strict action for protection of right of investors. Some are
given below:1. Informing allottees about any minor addition or alteration.
2. Consent of 2/3rd allottees about any other addition or alteration.
3. No launch or advertisement before registration with HRERA
4. Consent of 2/3rd allottees for transferring majority rights to 3rd party.
5. Sharing information project plan, layout, government approvals, land title status, subcontractors.
6. Increased assertion on the timely completion of projects and delivery to the consumer.
7. All increase in the quality of constructions due to a defects liability period of five years.
8. Formations of RWA within specified time or 3 months after majority of units have been
sold. The most positive aspect of this Act is that it provides a unified legal regime for the
purchase of flat; apartments, etc., and seeks to standardise the practice across the country.
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Impact of Insurance cost for construction and Land Title
Land and approval costs to be meted out of internal accruals as prelaunch concept may end.
It may lead to a shift in equity financing from debt financing prevailing currently. The cost
of capital may go up as developers may now have to fund the land and approval cost through
equity. With frequent delay i obtaining approvals, debt funding may not be an ideal route for
developers.
Wit entry in the sector made difficult, the sector may witness consolidation. Strong financial
and execution capability is required to launch a project. The development model may gain
prominence. The project launch time may increase since a lot of time will be involved in
finalizing finer details before launching a project. All the details such as complete drawings,
utilities layout, etc., needs to be finalized before project starts.
Impact of HRERA on Real estate agents
Under the Haryana Real Estate Regulatory Authority (HRERA), real estate agents will need
to register themselves, to be able to facilitate a transaction. The broker segment in India is
estimated to be a USD 4 billion industry, with an estimated 5 Lakh to 9 Lakh brokers.
However, it has traditionally been unorganised and unregulated. It will bring a lot of
accountability in the industry and the ones, who believe in professionals and transparent
business will reap all the benefits. Now, the agent will have a much larger and responsible
role to perform, as they will have to disclose all the appropriate information to the customer
and even help them chose a HRERA –Complaint developers. With HRERA in force, brokers
cannot promise any amenities or services that are not mentioned in the Papers. Moreover,
they will have to provide all information and documents to the home buyers, at the time of
booking consequently, HRERA is likely to filter out the inexperienced , unprofessional, flyby-night operators , as proper’s not following the guidelines will face hefty penalty or Jail
or both .
Challenge for HRERA
The HRERA act is all- encompassing and aims to make the sector a fair ground for all
stakeholder including buyers, developers, promoters and agents. However, amidst the
several positives, the Act is believed to have certain loopholes.
1. No rules delayed project approvals: HRERA lays emphasis on penalising developers
for untimely projects deliveries. However, a majority of the delay in execution of
happens during the process of acquiring approvals and clearance from various
authorities. Currently, there are close to 50 odd approvals that developers need to obtain
before launching a project. The average time for acquiring all the approvals can range
from 1-2 years. The act does not make the government agencies accountable for the delay
and places fully responsibility on developers. It lacks stringent policy to force authorities
to meet timelines or fasten the process of granting approvals.
2. No provision for single window Clearance:
While the act asks for a formation of regularity body, it does not give celerity on establishing
a single window clearance mechanism, something that the industry is asking for very long
time. Lack of strict deadlines: the centre government lenient with the states regarding the
deadline to draft HRERA rules and their compliance with the centre regulations. Of the 14
States that have met the deadline, almost all have diluted certain rules, and thus, defecting
the purpose of strengthen the Real-estate sector.
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3. Ambiguity over state-specific content
There are certain provisions in the HRERA drafts of various states that lack clarity. For
instance, the rules framed by Government of Delhi, Karnataka, Haryana, Gujarat, Tami
nadu, and U.P do not specify the form and content of audit certificate to be issued by
architects, engineers, and C.A. This may lead to overlapping and duplication of roles of
various stakeholders and might lead to inconsistent verdicts. A few states have also failed to
give detailed information about the paperwork and the fees required to be submitted for the
registration of real estate agents. A few other points where the Act lacks clarity is the
definition of land cost, construction cost and whether garage space can be sold to allottees
projects will have their data listed within a single information source- the HRERA website.
Conclusion
For long, home buyers have complained that real estate transactions were lopsided and
heavily in favour of the developers. HRERA and Governments model code, aim to create a
more equitable and fair transactions between the seller and the buyer of properties, especially
in the primary market. HRERA, it is hoped, will make real estate purchase simpler, by
bringing in better accountability and transparency, provided that states do not dilute the
provision and the sprite of the central act. The act is activated in different state with different
rules. It may be effect the buyer’s expectation and their realization as the act has not a single
window clearance. It may be consider by government for further diversion of rules of
HRERA.
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A Study On Sustainable Management Of Fish And Fishery
Resources In Andaman & Nicobar Islands
Vijay Prasad
Dr. S. Allah Baksh
Abstract
Fishing has an impact on ecosystems. Targeting and removing biomass from a complex of
species feeding on each other is bound to affect the food web. This impact has a direct effect
on depletion of stock, juvenile fish and coral reef of the marine ecosystem.
Fishery resource is being the major natural resource of these Islands mainly depends on
onshore fishing in Zone- A Territorial water surrounding A&N Islands, up to 06 NM from
the appropriate baseline by using non-motorized and motorized fishing boats. The fishery
resources are exploited by untrained artisanal fishers in the uncontrolled way of fishing
within the coral reef and mangroves area, particularly juvenile/ pre-matured fishes. On the
other side, due to the tropical climate of these islands, southwest (April/May-September) and
northeast (October-December) monsoons / formation of cyclone and the average annual
rainfall is between 3,000 and 3,500 mm is also the cause for preferring onshore fishing,
which raises excess exploitation of onshore fishery resources particularly small fishes.
Illegal use of plastic made the net, ring net, mosquito net and violation of mesh size
restriction brings environmental concern as by this juvenile / un-matured fishes are caught
which led total depletion of fish species and the threat to the marine ecosystem. Strict
implementation and amendment of A&N Islands Marine Fishing Regulation 2003 and Rules
2004 for commercial fishing, as done for regulating sport fishing in A&N Islands Marine
Fishing. (Amendment) Rules, 2017. Illegal fishing by poaching by foreign poachers have
long been a problem in these Islands; rich marine resources are targeted by poachers, need
proper monitoring, surveillance and proper registration of fishing crafts. Lack of modem and
inadequate infrastructure facilities for landing, storage, processing, transportation of fish and
fishery products and remoteness of the islands from the mainland, constraints of having
limitations in marketing and trade, lack of inadequate data of stock, in proper fisheries
development action plan, management of fishery resources, pollution steered towards
environmental impact and contributed toward inadequate and unorganized development of
fisheries. There is a need for up-gradation of fishing crafts and gears, development of deep
sea fishing activity like tuna fishing and fixing quota of fish to be caught according to craft
with gear mesh size restriction for sustainable management of fishery resources. Bottom
trawling through the mechanized vessel and Letter of permit foreign vessels doing
uncontrolled exploitation of fish and fishery resources, then issues and challenges of
sustainable management emerges and to come out measures need to adopt, to sustain marine
environment and resources by effective resource management. In freshwater there exist
scope for development of culture fisheries in integrated fish farming and the possibility for
mariculture and brackish water aquaculture exists in these islands. The present study
highlighted the status of marine fishery resources potential, infrastructure facilities, fish
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catch/yield, various forms of exploitation of fish and fishery resources, management
mechanism and measures needs to be adopted for sustainable management of fishery
resources in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The study emphasizes that there is enormous
pressure and its impact is increasing due to our expanding population unless we start taking
more responsibility for the fish and fishery resource. The fishery resources we take for
granted today from coastal seas will not last for our future generation.
Keywords: Sustainable Management, Fishery Resources, Marine Environment, Capture,
Culture Fisheries, and Fishers
Introduction
Fishing in India is a major industry in its coastal states. The fishery is a developing sector
with varied resources and potential, engaging over 14.50 million people at the primary level
and many more along the value chain. Transformation of fisheries sector from traditional to
commercial scale has led to an increase in fish production from 7.5 lakh tonne in 1950-51 to
107.95 lakh tonne during 2015-16, while the export earnings from the sector registered at
around 33,441 crores in 2014-15 billion. The sector registered an overall annual growth rate
of about 4% during the 11th Five Year Plan period. It has contributed about 0.91% to the
National Gross Domestic Production. India has attained the second largest fish producing
and second largest aquaculture nation in the world. Blue Revolution, the Neel Kranti Mission
2016 (NKM 2016), being the year in which the vision to achieve economic prosperity of the
country. The fishers and fish farmers contribute towards food and nutritional security
through full potential utilization of water resources for fisheries development in a sustainable
manner, keeping in view the bio-security and environmental concerns.
The Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI), a union territory (UT)of India lies in the Bay of
Bengal, having a status of the archipelago, lying between 6° 45'N and 13 41' E and longitudes
97° 57' and 93° 57' E longitude. It consists of about 527 islands both only 38 islands are
inhabited, having population of 3,80,581(as per 2011 census) and as per Marine Fisheries
Census 2010 - conducted By Fishery Survey of India (FSI) total fishermen population of
ANI is 22188 (South Andaman- 10322, North & Middle Andaman-7723 and Nicobar- 4143)
and 7326 of active fishermen. The Islands consist of three Districts: South Andaman, North&
Middle Andaman and Nicobar. The Nicobar Islands are still inhabited by primitive tribes.
The area of the Islands is about 8,249 square kilometers. Of the total land area, 92% of the
land is covered with rain forests. The ANI has a coastal length of 1,912 Km, a coral reef of
2000 Sq. Kms, mangrove cover 906 Sq. Kms and the continental shelf area of about 35,000
Sq.Km. The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) around these islands is about 6,00,000Sq.
Kms, forming 28% of the total EEZ area of the country. Fishing as a commercial activity is
of a relatively recent origin. Fishery resource is being the major natural resource of ANI.
The original inhabitant of these islands consists of six aboriginal tribes who live on their
territory from others and occasionally do fishing and shellfish off the reefs surrounding these
islands. Fishing practices and grounds varied between the tribes, whose territories covered
large areas of the islands and nearshore waters which is for self-consumption, traditionally
managed using simple gear like bow and arrows and fishing equipment provided by
Department of Fisheries through Tribal Welfare Department. There is no traditional fisher
community in these Islands, as to start fishing activity in these islands, fishermen from West
Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and Tamil Nadu have come to these islands either through
settlement schemes of the Government or voluntarily in these islands. In view of the potential
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and scope for development, fisheries are considered as a thrust sector for the overall
development of the Islands. The crafts and gears used by the fishermen are of the traditional
type and of limited capacity with fishing confined to the limited area. Survival for high sea
fishing, exploratory and multi-day fishing, fishing for coastal tunas, oceanic tunas and other
spanning stocks are not started with the limited capacity of the crafts and gears. The potential
annual yield of tunas is estimated to be about 50,000 tonnes and all other fishes against the
current yield of 10,000 tonnes, which is only 10% of the harvestable potential. Major
exploitation of tuna and commercially important fishes is done by Letter of Permit foreign
vessel operating in the EEZ of Indian water.
The seas surrounding these islands are known for their marine fishery resources, with
approximately Pelagic 56000(MT), Demersal 3200 (MT) and Oceanic 50000 (MT), but the
marine fisheries sector has been largely depending upon inshore fisheries, there are legal
limitations on fishers accessing different fishing Zone-A -Territorial water surrounding ANI,
up to 06 NM from the appropriate baseline and Zone-B- Territorial waters surrounding ANI
up to 06 NM from appropriate baseline and extending up to 12 NM, provided they are not
within the islands Marine National Parks or the Jarawa Reserve area. The Administration
promoted upgrading fishing crafts from non-motorized to motorized- intermediary boat to
mechanized fishing vessel expanding their operation to deep sea fishing (from artisanal subsistence to commercial fishing) with a change in gear materials from natural to synthetic
fiber, hook and line fishing to long lines or multiple hooks fishing and gill net fishing. There
are 83 nos. of a mechanized fishing boat registered in these islands using long lines, gill nets
and trawl nets with limited eco-sounder or fish finder equipment.
Lack of adequate and modern infrastructure facilities, remoteness of the islands from the
mainland, limitations in marketing and trade, underdeveloped culture fisheries, in proper
fisheries development action plan and management of fishery resource steered towards
environmental impact and unorganized development of fisheries, culminated in depletion of
marine resources which bring issues and challenges of sustainable management . On the
other side, due to the tropical climate of these islands, southwest (April/May-September) and
northeast (October-December) monsoons/formation of cyclone are frequent with average
annual rainfall is between 3,000 and 3,500 mm is also the cause of preferring inshore
fisheries, which raise uncontrolled and excess exploitation of in-shore fishery resources
particularly juvenile or pre-matured fishes, creates environmental concern when fishermen
to fulfill the local market and export market demands of fishes, started excess exploiting by
use of illegal fishing activities to catch fishes by violation of A&N Islands Marine Fishing
Regulation 2003 and Rules 2004 and code for conduct of responsible fisheries.
Further, illegal fishing by poachers both by domestic and foreign poachers has been a
problem in the ANI. Rich marine resources are targeted by poachers. Various measures have
been adopted to apprehend the poachers.
On the other, the Government of India has granted Letter of permit to foreign vessels for
doing fishing in Indian EEZ, these Letter of permit vessels mainly foreign vessels are doing
uncontrolled exploitation of fishery resources like tuna and commercially important fishes,
were responsible for depletion of marine fish resources which bring issues and challenges of
sustainable management and conservation of marine resources. To come with a concrete
action plan and measures to sustain the environment through effective natural resource
management tools. The study highlighted various forms of exploitation of fish and fishery
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resources and measures needs to be adopted for sustainable management of fishery resources
in Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
Objectives
1. The study highlight the status of marine fish and fishery resources potential, infrastructure
facilities and fish catch/ yield
2. The study highlight various mode of exploitation of fish and fishery resources with
specified area, class of fishing vessel and type of gears used for protection of marine
resources and ecosystem.
3. The study emphasis legal measures adopted for the protection of fish and fishery resources
and marine ecosystem in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands:
4. The study emphasizes the development of captures and culture fisheries having
environment protection measures and schemes for socio-economic development of the
fisher community without causing damage to the marine environment.
5. The study highlighted the emerging issues and challenges relates to the marine ecosystem
by unregulated/destructive or illegal fishing activity.
6. The study highlighted the steps taken by government agencies to sustain marine resources
and environment
Methodology
The present study highlighted the status of marine fishery resources potential, infrastructure
facilities, fish catch/yield, various forms of exploitation of fish and fishery resources,
management mechanism and measures needs to be adopted for sustainable management of
fishery resources in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. For the study primary data collected
through field visit, secondary data has been collected from the Department of Fisheries,
A&N Administration and by review of relevant research articles, journals and local
newspapers.
(1). Status of Marine Fishery resources potential, infrastructure facilities and fish catch
The availability and distribution pattern of marine fishery resources is constituted by a large
variety of species under Pelagic-Anchovies, Sardines, Hilsa shad, Chirocentrids, Mackerel,
scads, carangids, Ribbon fish, Belonids, Barracuda, Mullets, Seer fish, tunas and others,
Demersal- Elasmobranchs, Silver bellies, Perches, Pomfrets, Catfish, Pomfrets, Catfish,
Polynemids,, Sciaenids, Gerrids, Upenoids, Silver grunt, Drift fishThreadfin
breams,Lizardfish, Flatfish, Bullseye, Cephalopods, Penaeid shrimps, Crabs, Deepsea
lobster, Deepsea shrimps and Deepsea fishes) and Oceanic fishes, Tuna, Billfishes (Marlin,
sailfish, swordfish), Wahoo, Pelagic sharks,, Barracuda, Flying fish, Oceanic squids and
others) and species of fishes found in ANI (Crustaceans- 580, Mollusks- 900, Echinoderms300 and commercially important species-350). Based on the FSI report the potential fishery
resources and available infrastructures in comparison with the country are:
Table-1: Potential fish and fishery resources of India including A &N Islands
S.No. Nation/U.T of A & N
Oceanic
Pelagic
Demersal
Total
Islands
(MT)
(MT)
(MT)
(MT)
1.
India
489200
1357500
458662
230536
2
2.
A&N Islands
60000
56000
32000
148000
Source: Department of Fisheries, A&N Administration
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Table-2: Continental Shelf, Fish Landing Centers, Coastline length & Resources
S. No Nation/U.T of & N Continenta
No. of
Approx
Resourc
Islands
l Shelf
Beach/
Length of
e (lakh
(‘000 Sq.
Fish
Coastline
tonne)
Km)
Landings
(Km.)
Center
1)
India
506
2,333
8,041
39.21
2)
A&N Islands
35
56
1,912
1.48
Source: Department of Fisheries, A&N Administration
Table-3: Taxonomic composition of the reported artisanal catch since1950 to 2010
Taxonomy
Composition (%)
195019802000
2010
60
90
Ariidae
Arius spp.
0.8
2.0
1.9
0.7
Brachyura
Charybdis cruciata
0.8
0.1
2.7
1.8
Bregmacerotida Bregmacerosmcclellandi
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Carangidae
Caranxspp
7.4
5.3
0.3
0.6
Scomberoidescommersonnian
0.8
5.8
2.6
7.8
Carangidae
Parastromateusniger
0.8
0.2
1.8
0.9
Cephelapoda
0.8
0.1
0.3
0.1
Chirocentridae
Chirocentrusdorab
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.2
Tenualosatoli
15.3
10.7
17.9
16.2
Other shads
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.0
Dasyatidae
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
Engraulidae
Anchoviella
7.4
6.8
3.1
4.4
Thrissocles
5.5
3.9
1.9
2.7
Exocoetidae
Exocoetusmonocirrhus
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
Istiophoridae
0.8
0.0
0.9
4.4
Leiognathidae
3.1
6.4
5.7
9.2
Mullidae
Liza spp.
3.1
7.3
5.2
3.5
Muraenesocidae
0.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
Myliobatidae
0.8
0.4
1.2
0.8
Palinuridae
Panuliruspolyphagus
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
Penaeidae
0.8
3.4
1.1
1.6
Non-penaeid
0.8
0.1
0.2
0.3
prawns
Pleuronectiforme
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Polynemidae
Eleutheronematetradactylum
0.8
0.1
1.6
0.1
Rhinobatidae
0.8
0.4
0.9
0.5
Sciaenidae
0.8
0.2
0.2
2.6
Scombridae
1.2
1.2
0.2
0.3
Rastrelligerkanagurta
3.7
7.2
5.0
7.1
Scomberomoruscommerson
3.1
2.4
1.6
1.8
Scomberomorusguttatus
2.5
2.2
1.5
1.7
Katsuwonuspelamis
0.8
0.4
1.2
0.2
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Selachimorpha
Serranidae

Epinephelusspp
Nemipterus spp.
Upeneusspp
Sphyraena spp.
Pampusargenteus
Saurida spp.
Lepturacanthussavala
Hemiramphus spp.

1.2
23.5
0.0
0.8
3.1
0.8
0.0
0.8
1.8

2.8
18.8
0.0
2.3
2.6
0.4
0.0
0.6
1.6

3.5
20.7
0.0
0.6
1.6
1.2
0.0
1.7
3.3

8.5
10.9
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.2
0.0
0.6
0.4

Sphyraenidae
Stromateidae
Synodontidae
Trichiuridae
Zenarchopterida
e
Marine fishes
0.5
1.7
0.6
2.4
Source: Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI)
Table-4: Fish catch for the last five years (Qty. in Mt)
S.No. Resource
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
1.
Pelagic
17295
18454
18231
18704
18978
2.
Demersal
15863
17005
16329
15405
16543
3.
Oceanic
3268
1294
2420
3016
3060
Total
36426
36753
36980
37125
38581
Source: Department of Fisheries, A&N Administration
The abundance of these stocks varies from region to region and from season to season with
large pelagic like tuna being more abundant around island territories and small pelagic like
sardines and mackerel supporting a fishery of considerable magnitude.
(2). Mode of exploitation and Specified area for fishing
Marine fisheries in the ANI can be classified into (i) coastal fisheries or inshore fisheries
(subsistence - artisanal) and (ii) offshore fisheries (industrial). In these islands, country craft
(non-motorized), motorized non-mechanical and motorized mechanized fishing boats
registered with Department of Fisheries for doing the fishing activity. There exist Andaman
and Nicobar Islands Shell Fishing Rules, 1978, having seven shell fishing zones demarcated
in the Andaman Islands and two in the Nicobar Islands. The licensee was expected to land
his catch at the specified port for inspection by an officer (Dorairaj and Soundararajan 1998).
Currently, there are no specifically demarcated fishing grounds for finfish resources.
Management and conservation of fisheries up to 12 NM in territorial waters is regulated by
A&N Islands Marine Fishing Regulation, 2003 and Rules 2004. The specified area for the
class of fishing vessels for plying and type of gear / mesh size to use which are:
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Table-5: Specified area, class of fishing vessel and type of gear used for fishing
Specified area for Class of fishing vessel for Type of gear/mesh size to
fishing
plying
be used
i.
Fishing Zone- A
All fishing vessels fitted i). Gill net not below 25
Territorial
water with either inboard engine mm mesh (knot to knot
surrounding
A&N (s) or outboard motor (s) diagonally)
Islands, up to 06 NM having engine horsepower ii). Hook and Line
from the appropriate below 30 HP
iii). Shore seine/drag net
baseline.
of a mesh size not below
25mm.
iv).Fish Traps.
ii. Fishing Zone-B
All fishing vessels fitted i). Gill net not below 25
Territorial
waters inboard engine (s) or mm mesh
surrounding
A&N outboard motor (s) having ii) Trawl net of standard
Islands up to 06 NM engine horsepower of 30 HP mesh size fitted with turtle
from
appropriate and above
excluder suitable for the
baseline and extending
trawl net
up to 12 NM
iii) Long Line, purse seine,
squid jigger
iv)Hook and Line
Source: Department of Fisheries, A&N Administration
Fishing beyond 12 NM is regulated by the Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India
under Letter of Permit (LOP). The main gear used a trawl net, drift gillnet and Long Line
having multiple hooks.
Legal measures for the protection of biodiversity in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands:
Several legal measures are made for the protection of the marine biodiversity of the region.
The Regulation of Fishing by Foreign Vessels Act, 1981, Coastal Regulation Zone
Notification, 1991 (last amended in 2011), Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972, etc. coupled
with establishment of 9 National Parks and 96 Wildlife Sanctuaries for a conservation
initiative, have all strengthened the enforcement regime in the region for protecting the flora
and fauna of these islands. Some of these National Parks are exclusively for the protection
of the marine species
(1). Andaman & Nicobar Islands Marine Fishing Regulation 2003 and Rule 2004
Andaman and Nicobar Marine Fishing Regulation 2003 and Rule 2004, promulgated to
provide regulation of sea fishing vessel in the water surrounding the Union Territory of the
ANI and for matter connected therewith. Besides this certain species of fishes are protected
under the Wild Life Protection Act, 1972
(2). Management Mechanism
Management mechanism can only be applied with active participation and awareness among
the fishery community about the environment and sustainable management of fish and
fishery resources, its habitat. Controlling the activities of individual fisher, it's fishing
operation by marine fishing rules and regulation and promoting towards responsible fisheries
which are categories as:
a. Control on input (licensing, regulated access, ownership etc.)
b. Control on output (imposing catch quotas, the size limit of fish to be caught)
c. Limited entry control (closed season, prohibited area for fishing)
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d. Technical regulation (mesh size regulation, limitation of fishing gear)
The first two categories represent indirect methods while the other two categories are
direction methods of regulation. For management of government policies and active
participation of the fishing community is essential as many of these responsibilities fall upon
the community, with involvement and devolution of power to local panchayat raj institution
in management to create participation of each member of society to get aware and involve
towards sustainable development.
(3). Fishery Resources protected under the Wild Life Protection Act, 1972
A total of 61 species of marine fishes including sharks and rays, all species of Syngnathidians
or Sea horses and one Giant grouper fish are protected under Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972
and listed in Schedule-I which prevent its collection and 3 species of sharks and rays are
protected under appendix-II which restricted the trade of these fishes in order to avoid
unsustainable utilization. The population of turbo seems to have been exploited to levels of
extirpation, due to increasing concerns about the plummeting stocks of Trochusniloticusand
Turbo marmoratusas a result of heavy fishing pressure and improper protection from
poachers, both species were added to Schedule IV of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972,
through the Ministry of Environment and Forests’ notification dated December 5, 2001.
Fishes Protected under Wildlife Protection Act-1972 are whale shark (Rhincodon Typus),
shark
and
ray
(Anoxypristis
cuspidate),
Carcharhinushemiodon,
Glyphisgangeticus, Glyphisglyphis, Himanturafluviatilis, Pristismicrodon, Pristiszijsron, R
hynchobatusdjiddensis, Urogymusasperrimus, Giant Grouper (Epinepheluslanceolatus),
Dugong dugong, Dolphin, Sea Horse- All Syngnathidae, Hippocampus hystrix,
hippocampus errectus and catching or collection of all animals covered under Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972 (Act 53 of 1972), which includes fish, crustacean, shellfish, seacucumber (beche-de-mer), Seagrasses and Corals (dead or living) and catching or collection
of all marine ornamental fishes. (Explanation Marine Ornamental Fish means and include
Butterfly, Scorpion, Damsel, Parrot, Angel, Doctor, Puffer, Cat Fish, Surgeon, Sea anemone,
Clownfish, Turbo worm, Sponges and any other fishes.
Development of captures and culture fisheries having environment protection
measures and schemes for socio-economic development of the fisher community
without causing damage to the marine environment
The Department of Fisheries is implementing UT plan schemes for development of capture
and culture fisheries, creating infrastructure facilities, welfare schemes, centrally sponsored
and accident insurance scheme for fisher community and development of fisheries sector in
ANI. There exists sustainable harvesting of underexploited straddling oceanic tuna resources
(migratory fish), by developing capacity building in the form of modernized crafts and gears
is in the developing stage. The Administration is creating infrastructure facilities like ice
plant, cold storage (few by private entrepreneurs) fish landing centers and fish markets at a
different location in ANI and 2 modern fish market at South Andaman is in completion stage.
(1). Registration and licensing of fishing craft
For the registration and licensing of fishing craft (ReALCraft) is a web-enabled workflow
based online application system for issuing Registration Certificate under Merchant
Shipping Act,1958 and Fishing License Certificate to fishing vessels operating along the
Indian Coast under MFR Act. With the objective of having a National database of all fishing
vessels, monitoring the movement of fishing vessels and crews at any point of time from
anywhere, through internet or SMS, strengthen coastal security, for fishermen safety;
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facilitate optimum utilization of fishery resources and intelligence to facilitate the decision
to strengthen our coast.
(2). Recreation /Sportfishing
ANI is known for natural beauty with the world's best beaches reefs and diving, also offer
world-class sport fishing and angling. Varieties of fish species are found around the
surrounding territorial waters. Incentives were taken by Administration by published
guidelines for sport fishing and notified port Fishing Rules in A&N Islands Marine Fishing
(Amendment) Rules, 2017 to regulate the sport fishing activities towards promoting tourism
and generate incredible scope for sports fishing activity through fisheries sector without
causing damage to marine resources and environment. Islands has vast scope for sport
fishing activity, there are 58 nos. of sport fishing boat registered with Department of
Fisheries, accordingly granted license and daily online permit provision for undertaking
sport fishing activities with allotted notified 22 selected sailing routes having operation
beyond 3 Nautical Miles from nearest Port / Jetty of Zone-A and in Zone-B, regulated to
maintain 10 knot speed of vessel in coral reef areas in Andaman sea and prohibited in
catching or collection of all animals covered under Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 (Act 53
of 1972), catching or collection of all marine ornamental fishes, catching or collection of all
marine fishes in notified National Parks, Wild Life Sanctuaries and tribal reserved area in
the territorial water of these Islands for protection of marine environment. In existence of
provisions under Wild Life (Protection) Act, Protection of Aboriginal Tribes and notified
Sport Fishing Rules in A&N Islands Marine Fishing (Amendment) Rules, 2017 makes
various provisions by imposing a penalty for the unregulated/illegal activities for protecting
marine resources and environment.
The use of artificial lures, barbless and circle type hooks minimize the chance of injury to
fish. Sailing in modern equipped sophisticated fiber boats, use of modern fishing techniques,
catch, hold fish for photographs and release of fish back to sea in live condition (catch and
release of fish in live condition)gives tourists a thrill, pleasure and a lifetime experience,
without causing damage of marine resources and ecosystem.
(3). Installation of Fish Aggregating Device
The ANA in association with National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT) has installed
10 Fish Aggregating Device (FAD) in these islands at the various location is anchored
objects that are placed in the ocean to attract fish and designed to have increased fishing
efficiency. For islands artisanal fisheries it has many advantages such as food security, vessel
efficiency, coastal resource management, climate change adaption and tourism.
(4).Blue Revolution
Creating enabling environment, for integrated development of fisheries with sustainable
improvement in the income status of fishers and fish farmers, keeping in view bio-security
and environmental concerns. Integrated development and management of Fisheries and by
a centrally sponsored scheme of GOI made subsidy pattern, 100% central share for Project/
Activities includes motorization of traditional crafts, procurement of fiber boats up to 10m
OAL, assistance for deep sea fishing vessel and providing insurance scheme and safety at
sea. Promotingmari-culture, cage culture, seaweed cultivation, pearl culture and inputs for
freshwater fish culture for promoting culture fisheries.
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Steps were taken by government agencies to sustain the marine environment
(1). Cleaning Beach and Fish Landing Centers
Creating awareness among fisher community about keeping their surrounding neat and
clean, the Department of Fisheries conducted cleaning of fish landing centers and municipal
council scheme to collect plastic (bottles, bags, wastes and nets) by person participation and
awarding Rs.2/- per kg. on deposit to municipal council, this will determine to keep the
surrounding free from plastic, this can reduce marine plastic debris are direct measures to
sustain marine environment.
(2). Protecting Coast
Earth System Science Organization, NOT an autonomous institute under the Ministry of
Earth Science with its mandate to develop and demonstrate technologies to tap the ocean
resources such as energy, food, water, minerals and coastal protection. Ocean science and
technology has established a state of the art laboratory in Chennai and Port Blair in the fields
of marine biology, molecular biology and biotechnology, the aim is to develop and transfer
technology in the area of sustainable exploitation of marine bioresources to the coastal
fishers.
(3) Oil Spill
Indian Coast Guard (ICG) conducts regional level marine oil pollution response exercise
titled Clean Sea- conducted at Sea off Port Blair. The objective was responding to a major
oil spill in line with the provisions National Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan with
resource agencies and stakeholders. ICG Pollution control vessel and Integration of ICG
Donier/ Chetak aircraft into the oil spill disaster management system for aerial
assessment/delivery of oil spill dispersant for spilled oil. ICG is responsible for marine
environment protection in the maritime zone of India and is the coordinating authority for
response to oil spills in Indian waters. The force has drawn up and has established three
pollution response centers at Mumbai, Chennai and Port Blair. Clean sea validated and
reinforced response mechanism for oil pollution incidents and enable ICG. Exercise extends
GOI policy of Swachh Bharat Abiyan to Maritime Zone of India through
SwachSagarAbhiyan as 64% of world oil trade pass through the Andaman Sea.
(4). Closed season for the fishing / Uniform fishing ban for conservation and effective
management of fishery resources
The Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, GOI, pleased to impose a uniform ban on
fishing by all fishing vessel in the Indian EEZ beyond territorial water on the East Coast
including ANI from 15th April to 14th June 2018 (both days inclusive) for 61 days and West
Coast including Lakshadweep islands from 1st June to 31st July 2018 for 61 days for
conservation and effective management of fishery resources and also for sea safety reason.
The traditional non- motorized unit shall be exempted from this uniform fishing ban imposed
in the Indian EEZ beyond territorial water. In ANI the period commencing from 15th day of
April to 31st day of May- 2018 shall be a closed season for fishing vessels employing bottom
trawling gear and for shark fishing in the territorial waters of ANI. All the registered
mechanized fishing boat owners/fishers are directed to comply with the closed season.
(5).Awareness and training programmes
All the nodal department and agencies are regularly conducting awareness programmes with
fishers community to follow the responsible fisheries and sensitized about the security
measures needs to be adopted while doing fishing.
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Emerging issues and challenges
Fishing has an impact on ecosystems. Targeting and removing biomass from a complex of
species feeding on each other is bound to affect the food web. This impact has a direct effect
on depletion of stock, juvenile fish and coral reef of marine ecosystem particularly when
island fishing heavily depends on inshore fisheries. From a conservation point of view
ensuring that the exploitation of various resources should not depletion of stock. Fishing
impacts on environment includes issues such as availability of fish, overfishing, bycatch
pollution and fisheries management; has its direct impact on other elements of the
environment and culminated in decline of yield, pollution and other environmental factors
that were reducing the fish population, growth and habitat at the same time as their
ecosystems were being overwhelmed. Following issues are part of fisheries resource
management and conservation.
(1). Overfishing
Overfishing is a major threat to the decline of marine fish stock, causes population collapse
because the survivors cannot produce enough young ones to replace those removed.
Overfishing has increases the volume of fishing hauls to feed a quickly growing number of
consumers. This has led to the breakdown of some sea ecosystems and depletion of fish
stock. Islands fishing is mainly depended or done on inshore fishing Zone- A territorial water
surrounding ANI, up to 06 NM from the appropriate baseline by motorized and nonmotorized boat. By these in-shore fishery resources is exploited in an uncontrolled way. To
fulfill the local market demand, the fisherman now started targeted the smaller fish species/
reef and juvenile fish. This led decreases fish populations as well as the genetic diversity of
the species, making them more susceptible to disease.
(2). Bottom trawling
Bottom trawling is done from mechanized fishing boat having specific area for fishing ZoneB Territorial waters surrounding ANIupto 06 NM from appropriate baseline and extending
up to 12 NM. Bottom trawling having the practice of pulling fishing net along the sea bottom
behind trawlers, removes around 5 to 25% of an area's seabed life on a single run, for a
moratorium on deep-sea trawling, a practice shown to often have harmful effects on sea
habitat and on fish populations. By bottom trawling, the sea animal’s aquatic ecosystem got
collapse due to the destruction in the food chain. The ANA earlier provided a license for
bottom trawling and no more license is granted, due report of depletion fish stock and its
harmful effect on the environment. In South Andaman as to avoid law taken a license for
trawling for pelagic trawler but operates for the bottom, trawling is due to poor monitoring
and control. It is also reported by small craft fishermen that bottom trawling crafts use to
operate in Zone-A is causing depletion of fish stock and fish catch.
(3). Ghost fishing
Ghost fishing is a major threat to capture fisheries. Ghost fishing occurs when fishing net
such as a gill or trawl nets is lost or discarded at sea and drifts within the oceans which still
act to capture marine organisms. According to the Code of Conduct for Responsible
Fisheries, States should act to minimize the amount of lost and abandoned gear and work to
minimize ghost fishing. Use of plastic made net and ring net is found in ANI, this plastic
made nets has more impact as compared to nylon webbing nets.
(4). By Catch
Bycatch is the portion of catch that is not the target species. By-catch in artisanal fisheries is
usually slight, it depends on the type of gear and mesh size used. Hook and line are very
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selective and the unwanted catch is often be thrown back with a low mortality rate or utilized
as bait. Anchored gill nets and shore seines with small mesh sizes are not selective and catch
a wide range of species specially shores seine. The most dangerous form is from trawling.
An analysis of FSI's landing data from 2003 to 2010 in Andaman waters by Kar et al. (2011)
revealed 30 species from 12 families being caught as bycatch. Varghese et al. (2010) have
included sea turtles as, bycatch species, they are often found entangled in trawl and drift nets
or hooked onto long lines.
(5). Climate Change after the Tsunami
The impact of climate change in marine fisheries is visible in the sea. The impact has brought
observable change on fish species. Climate change is one of the reasons for the change in
fish stock and depletion of fish yields after the Tsunami. Post-tsunami fisheries development
is accented to maintain ecological balance, protection of marine fish species and
conservative measures for depleting fish stock.
(6). Odors by fish drying, fishy smells and fish waste disposal
Dry fish has been one of the most common preserved foods used by people of all cultures.
Drying process came into being because of both the need to prevent spoilage and to provide
a food reserve.Drying species of fish in the open air gives contaminated. Odors are produced
mainly by bacterial decomposition, volatilization and chemical reactions during the fish
drying process. In ANI, fish drying done at fish landing centers or near to beach landing
centers, with the presence of municipal waste pollute surrounding air by generating odors,
but the wastes mixed with drying fish affect human health when consumed.
(7). Marine debris
Marine fishing debris such as nets, buoys, lines and majority of plastic bottles debris found
in the sea. Similarly, fishing debris is a major source of debris found on the shores. Marine
life interacts with debris in two ways; either through entanglement (where debris entangles
or entraps animals), or ingestion of the debris (either intentionally or accidentally), both are
harmful. Fishes and tortoise by assuming plastic waste as food consumed it which ultimately
resulted in death if this fish consumed by human being resulted in various kinds of disease.
(8). Illegal fishing by poachers
Poaching by both domestic and foreign has long been a problem in the ANI. Rich and
relatively unexploited marine life, numerous uninhabited islands with narrow creeks,
sheltered lagoons and proximity to other countries has encouraged poachers to fish in these
waters (Ganapathiraju 2012). The Myanmar landmass is roughly 280 km north of landfall
Island, with the actual southern extent of Myanmar’s territory separated by a few km by the
Coco Island. In the south, the distance between Great Nicobar Island and Sumatra is a mere
145 km. A wide variety of fish and invertebrates in the EEZ and territorial water of ANI are
targeted by poachers. Burmese target sea cucumbers, trochus and coral, Thai poachers catch
crocodiles, tuna, sharks, ornamental reef fish, and sea cucumbers; Sri Lankan and Taiwanese
fishers make incursions into Indian territorial waters to catch yellowfin tuna and sharks;
Indonesian poachers predominantly catch sharks (Ganapathiraju 2012). Although
enforcement agencies routinely apprehend them, it is believed that an even larger number
slip away undetected (Rajan 2003). Using small wooden boats escapes easily camouflaged
in creeks. With the Indian policy of repatriation after a certain time spent in jail, it has been
noticed that some poacher’s repeat poaching offend.
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(9). Letter of Permit foreign vessels fishing in Indian EEZ
The aforesaid issued and challenges for sustainable management for natural resources, the
grant of Letter of Permit (LOP) foreign vessels fishing in Indian EEZ is of greater concern.
These foreign vessels not only fishing in Indian waters, causing huge losses to the country’s
fish resources but also affecting the livelihood of domestic fishermen. The vessels of foreign
origin are misusing the LOP scheme of the Indian government to exploit lucrative Indian
fish resources. Under the scheme, the permission for the foreign vessel to operate in Indian EEZ
is issued once it surrenders its registration in the country of origin and 10 percent of its cost is
paid by the Indian firm to the original firm. The vessel is supposed to employ 25 percent Indian
crew used operated 70 vessels in Indian EEZ. According to the industry estimates a Tuna long
liner LOP vessel catches 200 to 250 tonnes of the fish in one season. The total annual catch of
one such vessel thus comes in crore and in return, the public exchequer receives a minuscule
proportion through deposition fee of Rs.10,000 and some taxes imposed on the catch. Besides,
due to overexploitation of Indian waters by the LOP vessels, the catches of local fishing
communities are constantly declining, Indian fishing communities for long have been
demanding the LOP scheme to be scrapped especially by Tamil Nadu government has
withdrawn its 2014 decision that allowed foreign deep sea trawlers to operate in EEZ of the
country.
(10). Lack of use of remote sensing, GIS tools used for Fisheries Management
Remote sensing is a multidisciplinary science of deriving information about an object from
the measurement made at distance far from the object without coming in contact with it. It
is the identification of earth features by detecting the characteristics of electromagnetic
radiation that is reflected /emitted by earth surface. Fisheries have been explicitly managed
in some places for hundreds of years. The fish resources and quantity of the fish habitats
need conservation. Fisheries management lacks in form of sustainable development
infrastructure facilities, marketing facilities, transportation, monitoring fishery resources and
management mechanism and in fresh water there exist scope for inland fisheries
development in mariculture and brackish water aquaculture which totally non-existent in
these islands.
Measures
Sustainable development is the management and conservation of natural resource and
orientation of technological and institutional changes in such a manner as to ensure the
attainment and continued satisfaction of human needs for present and future generation.
Sustainable development should be environmentally non-degrading, technically viable and
socially accepted. Sustainability to fisheries development is relevant to both capture and
culture, maintaining productivity, usefulness to society and measure to sustain the
environment as by:
➢ The island's fishing mainly depends on inshore fishing Zone- A Territorial water
surrounding ANIupto 06 NM from the appropriate baseline by a non-motorized and
motorized fishing boat. By these in-shore fishery resources is exploited in an
uncontrolled way which resulted in overfishing. There is the need for upgradation of
fishing crafts and gears and development of deep sea fishing activity and fixing quota of
fish to be caught according to craft and type of gears with mesh size restriction.
➢ Bottom trawling is done from mechanized fishing boat having a specific area for fishing
Zone-B Territorial waters surrounding ANIupto 06 NM from appropriate baseline and
extending up to 12 NM. By bottom trawling the sea animal’s aquatic ecosystem collapse,
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➢

➢
➢

➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

➢

➢
➢
➢

cause destruction in the food chain and depletion of fish stocks. All bottom trawler boat
registration should be immediately canceled as a precautionary measure to sustain the
marine environment.
Ghost fishing occurs when a net such as a gill or a trawl net is lost or discarded at sea
belt. This practice should be replaced by creating awareness and thereafter strict
imposing fines for the violation and for not maintaining the code of conduct of
responsible fisheries.
Bycatch of fish depends on the type of gear and mesh size used such as shore seine, gill
net. From mechanized vessels, the unwanted catch is often thrown back into sea having
the low surviving possibility, as a measure, it can be utilized as bait.
Fishing debris in the form of plastic waste found on the seashores. Awareness
programmes such as community interaction and participation with cleaning beach will
help in curtail the problems. Solar fish dryer needs to set up for replacing open-air fish
drying at fish landing and beach landing centers, which make the environment
contaminated and affect human health.
Promoting responsible fishing,non-destructive, improved fishing practices like tuna and
deep sea fishing through improved fishing crafts and gears by replacing traditional
methods.
Illegal fishing activity is controlled by monitoring. Strict imposing of A&N Marine
Fishing Regulation 2003 and Rules 2004 with implementing a code of conduct for
responsible fisheries. Provision of penalty exist in A&N Islands Marine Fishing
(Amendment) Rule 2017 meant for regulating sport fishing activities, such provisions
should be made for commercial fishing also.
Creating infrastructure facilities such as ice plant and cold storage, fish market, fish
landing centers, installation of the fish aggregating device with proper management.
A total ban on Letter of Permit vessel for doing fishing in Indian EEZ and bottom
trawling vessel for the conservation of fish resources, controlling depletion fish stock
and for protecting the marine ecosystem.
Proper fisheries management and conservation meant to control the activities of
individual fishers or fishing operations management categories by control on input
(licensing, regulated access, ownership etc.), control on output (imposing catch quota,
size limit on fish to be caught), Limited entry control (closed seasons, closing fishing
area etc.) and technical regulation (mesh size regulation, limitation of fishing gear).
Protecting fish habitats (such as coral reef and mangroves area) are essential, as fish
depend on habitat for survival and reproduction, it is important to protect the habitats
that sustain and enhance species of biological concern, measuring needs in form of
controlling pollution and by responsible fishing activities.
For developing sport fishing activities used of circle fishing hook by replacing barbed J
type fishing hooks, by this surviving chance of fishes will be more before been released
in the sea.
In ANI, the closing season for fishing is applied on mechanized vessels. The motorized
and non- motorized fishing crafts are exempted. As GOI directions, the closing season
should also be applied on motorized crafts.
Creating and spreading awareness programmes through people and community
participation with all do and don't issues and to conserve fishery resource (juvenile) fish
for future generation.
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➢ Promoting remote sensing, GIS tool used and ReAL Craft portal for fishery resource
management.
➢ Promotion of culture fisheries in form of freshwater fish culture as there 2605 minor
irrigation ponds can be used for integrated fish farming and composite fish culture and
on the other, mariculture and brackish water aquaculture is non-existent which has great
scopes in ANI.
Conclusion
Fishing has an impact on ecosystems. Targeting and removing biomass from a complex of
species feeding on each other is bound to affect the food web. This impact has a direct effect
on depletion of stock, juvenile fish and coral reef of the marine ecosystem. Fishery resource
is being the major natural resource of these Islands mainly depends on onshore fishing in
Zone- A Territorial water surrounding A&N Islands, up to 06 NM from the appropriate
baseline by using non-motorized and motorized fishing boats. The fishery resources are
exploited by untrained artisanal fishers in the uncontrolled way of fishing within the coral
reef and mangroves area, particularly juvenile/ pre-matured fishes. On the other side, due to
the tropical climate of these islands, southwest (April/May-September) and northeast
(October-December) monsoons / formation of cyclone and the average annual rainfall is
between 3,000 and 3,500 mm is also the cause for preferring onshore fishing, which raises
excess exploitation of onshore fishery resources particularly small fishes. Illegal use of
plastic made a net, ring net, mosquito net and violation of mesh size restriction brings
environmental concern as by this juvenile / un-matured fishes are caught which led total
depletion of fish species and a threat to the marine ecosystem.
Strict implementation and amendment of A&N Islands Marine Fishing Regulation 2003 and
Rules 2004 for commercial fishing, as done for regulating sport fishing in A&N Islands
Marine Fishing. (Amendment) Rules,2017. Illegal fishing by poaching by foreign poachers
have long been a problem in these Islands; rich marine resources are targeted by poachers,
need proper monitoring, surveillance and proper registration of fishing crafts. Lack of
modem and inadequate infrastructure facilities for landing, storage, processing,
transportation of fish and fishery products and remoteness of the islands from the mainland,
constraints of having limitations in marketing and trade, lack of inadequate data of stock, in
proper fisheries development action plan, management of fishery resources, pollution
steered towards environmental impact and contributed toward inadequate and unorganized
development of fisheries.
There is a need for up-gradation of fishing crafts and gears, development of deep sea fishing
activity like tuna fishing and fixing quota of fish to be caught according to craft with gear
mesh size restriction for sustainable management of fishery resources. Bottom trawling
through the mechanized vessel and Letter of permit foreign vessels doing uncontrolled
exploitation of fish and fishery resources, then issues and challenges of sustainable
management emerges and to come out measures need to adopt, to sustain marine
environment and resources by effective resource management. In freshwater there exist
scope for development of culture fisheries in integrated fish farming and the possibility for
mariculture and brackish water aquaculture exists in these islands.
The present study highlighted the status of marine fishery resources potential, infrastructure
facilities, fish catch/yield, various forms of exploitation of fish and fishery resources,
management mechanism and measures needs to be adopted for sustainable management of
fishery resources in Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The study concludes that there is
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enormous pressure on the sustainability of environment and resources; its impact is
increasing due to our expanding population unless we start taking more responsibility for the
fish and fishery resource. The fishery resources we take for granted today from coastal seas
will not last for our future generation.
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A Review Of Selected Antecedents And Theories Associated
With Customer Satisfaction
Dr. R. RAGU PRASADH
Abstract
Understanding the antecedents and outcome variables of customer satisfaction becomes an
important issue since there are few comprehensive studies conducted related to various
antecedents and theories of customer satisfaction as a whole. Therefore, the main aim of this
study is to review selected antecedents and theories of customer satisfaction with the various
literature supports. Perceived quality, perceived value, and brand image are identified as
antecedents of customer satisfaction through the examination of related theories.
Importantly, this study uses previous literature in business research, consumer research,
professional service marketing, services marketing, service quality with the aim of assisting
future studies related to customer satisfaction
Introduction
The service sector is the backbone of the economic growth of a country. The service industry
in India has been flourishing for the past two decades with a gradual transformation from the
agriculture and manufacturing sectors to the service sector. It is the fastest growing sector
chiefly contributing to the nation's economy and providing large-scale employment than
other sectors. The development of the service sector can be attributed to privatization,
urbanization, greater consumer awareness and rising demand for consumer services.
Customer satisfaction symbolizes a progressive tactic for performance and excellence in
organizations and contributes to the establishment of customer-centric business culture. It is
viewed as a significant area of discussion since it provides instant and objective feedback in
terms of customers' preferences and expectations (Mihelis et al., 2001).
Customers are the vital assets of any business and one that lacks this important asset can
head to the verge of dissolution. In any business, marketing begins with knowing the
customer needs and ends with satisfying them. Hence, marketers need to perfect the art of
marketing which is defined as satisfying customer needs (Kotler, 2009).Any business has to
listen to its customers. The enduring success of a business is strongly linked to its capacity
to adjust to the varying customer expectations and liking. The prime goal of any futureoriented business should be to satisfy the customers (Eklöf and Westlund, 2002). Thus, if
the marketer understands the customer needs or expectations, develops products and services
of superior customer value and sells them, it will help in satisfying customer needs and build
strong, loyal relationships. Loyal and satisfied customers are a revenue-generating asset to
the firm and hence, implementing a customer-asset orientation is inevitable for the success
of the firms (Anderson et al., 1994). The concept of customer satisfaction is one among the
oldest and core concepts of marketing (Kotler, 2009). It plays a pivotal role in the field of
marketing research (Churchill and Surprenant, 1982). Customer satisfaction research has
been carried out for several decades by various stakeholders including business managers,
investors, marketers, government as well as academicians.
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Defining Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction has been diversely defined by various researchers. Some of the earlier
definitions revolved around the concept of satisfaction as the discrepancy between the
customer's expectation and evaluation after consumption which is popularly accepted even
today. Howard and Sheth (1969) state that satisfaction ensures a degree of congruency
between aspirations and perceived reality of experiences.
On similar lines, it has been defined as an evaluation of the perceived discrepancy between
prior expectations and the actual performance of the product (Oliver, 1980; Tse and Wilton,
1988). Oliver (1997) defined satisfaction as a consumer's pleasurable fulfillment response.
This implies that whenever a customer purchases and consumes a product or experiences a
service, his need, desire or goal is fulfilled and this fulfillment is pleasurable including the
amount of under or over-fulfillment. Thus, satisfaction is a judgment of the degree of
pleasure experienced by the customer through consumption or experience of a product or
service (Oliver, 1999). This is a remarkable definition of characteristic aspects to be noted.
First, this conceptualization focuses on consumer instead of the customer. A customer is
somebody who buys the product, while the consumer is the one who consumes the product
or service. A customer can also be a consumer. Thus, it is essential to experience the usage
of a product or service to perceive satisfaction. Second, satisfaction is a feeling which resides
in the consumer's mind and is different from visible behaviors such as complaining or
repurchasing. Third, satisfaction has thresholds for lower i.e. under fulfillment and upper i.e.
over fulfillment (Hom, 2000). Thus, these aspects sum up the concept of satisfaction based
on the popular definition of Oliver (1999; 1997).
According to Hoyer and MacInnis (2001), satisfaction can be related to feelings and
emotions of happiness, excitement, acceptance, relief, and delight. Hansemark and
Albinsson (2004) explained satisfaction as an overall customer attitude towards a product or
service or an emotional response to the disparity between what they expect and what they
actually receive, in terms of the fulfillment of certain need or desire. Kotler (2009) describes
satisfaction as a person's feelings or attitude resulting from comparing a product's perceived
performance in relation to his or her expectations.
Thus, satisfaction can be commonly defined as the measure of the degree to which a product
or service meets or exceeds the customer's expectations. After examining the various
definitions of customer satisfaction, it is essential to review some of the important theories
of customer satisfaction.
The concept of customer satisfaction is traditionally proposed as a relative concept and is
evaluated with reference to a standard (Yi, 1990). A number of theories have been proposed
by researchers over the years for explaining the formation of customer satisfaction. Some of
the well-known theories are the Expectancy-Disconfirmation Paradigm (EDP), the Equity
Theory, the Value-Precept Theory and the Attribution Theory (Hom, 2000). Oliver (1980)
defines satisfaction as a function of an initial standard and a perceived discrepancy from the
initial reference point.
Kotler (2009) describes satisfaction as a person's feelings or attitude resulting from
comparing a product's perceived performance in relation to his or her expectations.
In other words, it is an attitude or emotive response to the disparity in terms of what
customers expect and what they actually obtain (Hansemark and Albinsson, 2004). From the
business perspective, customer satisfaction is the quantification of the extent to which the
products and services offered by the firm either fulfills or exceeds the customer expectation.
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In their book about marketing metrics, Paul et al. (2009) define customer satisfaction as the
number of customers, or percentage of total customers, whose reported experience with a
firm, its products, or its services (ratings) exceeds specified satisfaction goals. It is viewed
as a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for any business and is generally an important
component of the balanced scorecard (Gitman and McDaniel, 2005). In a survey of around
200 senior marketing managers, it has been found that around 71 percent of them believe
customer satisfaction metric to be extremely valuable in managing and monitoring the
businesses (Paul et al., 2009). According to Zairi (2000), customers are the reason for the
existence of any business and hence, businesses rely on customers rather than customers
being dependent on businesses. Customer satisfaction is a significant indicator of customer
retention and loyalty (Zairi, 2000; Fornell, 1992; Bei and Chiao, 2001). This was reiterated
by Gerpott et al. (2001), who posit that customer satisfaction is a direct determining factor
in customer loyalty, which, in turn, is a central determinant of customer retention.
In a competitive marketplace, customer satisfaction serves as a key point of differentiation
and is used as a key aspect in designing the business strategy (Gitman and McDaniel, 2005).
It helps in improving customer advocacy and the reputation of the business firm. It has a
constructive influence on the firm's profitability and market share (Anderson et al., 1994;
Hallowell, 1996; Rego et al., 2013). It also has a considerable impact on the long-standing
financial metrics, stock prices, market performance and shareholder value (Gruca and Rego,
2005; Aksoy et al., 2008).
As per Fornell et al. (1996), satisfied customers are economic assets generating superior
returns at lower systematic risks. They believe that the economic value of satisfied customers
is undervalued and the investments based on customer satisfaction produce substantial
excess returns and net cash flows with low volatility. Thus, satisfied customers should be
regarded as an asset and incorporated as such in the balance sheet (Anderson and Fornell,
2000). The findings of Tuli and Bharadwaj (2009) put forth that consumer based satisfaction
measures offer beneficial details to financial markets and further propose that companies
should publish their customer satisfaction scores in their annual reports and disclose them in
public forums to amplify its impact on stock returns risk. This has again been substantiated
by O'Sullivan and McCallig (2009), who state that customer satisfaction scores are of
importance to the stock market and the market views the satisfaction data as a reliable
indicator of future performance of the firms.
According to Fornell (1992), the firm's ability to satisfy its customers is a gauge of its general
health, present, and future performance. Thus, customer satisfaction acts as a pivotal aspect
of efficient functioning and growth of any business. Especially, in case of services compared
to goods, customer satisfaction plays an important role rather than other indicators like
quantity, productivity, etc. (Anderson et al., 1994). Thus, these philosophical stances and
empirical evidence from the past demonstrating the eminence of customer satisfaction have
driven the interest to explore and measure customer satisfaction over the years. The
preceding comprehensive review gives descriptions for various theories and antecedents of
customer satisfaction from past studies.
Customer Satisfaction Theories
Since the inception of the concept of customer satisfaction, various theories have been
proposed for explaining the same. Some of the theories are the Expectancy-Disconfirmation
Paradigm (EDP), the Importance-Performance model, the Value-Precept Theory and the
Equity Theory.
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i. Expectancy-Disconfirmation Paradigm
Oliver (1980; 1977) postulated the Expectancy-Disconfirmation Paradigm which is one of
the most promising theoretical frameworks for measurement of customer satisfaction as
presented in Figure 2.1.

Source: Oliver (1977)
Figure 2.1: Expectancy-Disconfirmation Model
The theory states that consumers have some prior expectations about the anticipated
performance during the purchase of products or services. This expectation becomes the
baseline for judging the performance by the consumer. After consumption, their
consequences are weighed against the prior anticipations. If it matches the expectations,
there is confirmation; else there is disconfirmation due to differences in actual performance
and expectations. A consumer is satisfied or dissatisfied depending on the positive and
negative discrepancy between the expectations and perceived performance.
However, there are few limitations in the EDP theory which have been analyzed and
criticized by many researchers. The first limitation is that consumers with lesser or nil
experience or knowledge may not provide a valid expectation (Haistead et al., 1994). On the
other hand, experienced customers may have better awareness and knowledge which may
help in forming a more realistic expectation (Day, 1977a; 1977b). The second limitation
points to the fact that the post-purchase evaluation might not be on the basis of pre-purchase
expectations. According to Whipple and Thach (1988), it is proven that there is a high chance
of the evaluating criteria changing over time with learning or circumstances which renders
the initial expectation framework illogical. The third limitation is that the meaning of
expectation is not the same for everyone and respondents may perceive it differently (Yüksel
and Yüksel, 2008). Given these problems, the EDP theory for assessing customer satisfaction
has to be used with caution and appropriate assumptions.
ii. Value-Precept Disparity Theory
Since a number of researchers critiqued the EDP paradigm on the ground that using
predictive expectation as a primary determinant of customer satisfaction is not viable,
Westbrook and Reilly (1983) proposed the Value-Precept Disparity theory, where values
have been used as a better comparative standard than expectations. According to this theory,
“Satisfaction is an emotional response triggered by a cognitive evaluative process in which
post-purchase perceptions are compared to one's values, needs or desires.”
Similar to the Expectancy-Disconfirmation Paradigm, a high discrepancy between one's
values and one's perceptions (value-perception) signifies high dissatisfaction. However, this
theory was also criticized based on the fact that value alone is not sufficient as it requires
realistic expectations (Yüksel and Yüksel, 2008).
Importance-Performance Model
Although EDP has dominated in terms of the theoretical constructs used to measure
satisfaction, researchers have recognized the importance of attributes of a product (Barsky,
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1992; Martilla and James, 1977). Barsky (1992) used the Importance-Performance model to
measure customer satisfaction which was initially proposed by Martilla and James (1977).
This model states that overall satisfaction/dissatisfaction toward a product/service is dictated
by the importance of specific characteristics and the degree to which that product provides
the specific characteristics.
According to this model, consumers generally have a belief about an attribute and each
attribute is assigned importance weight relative to the others. Thus, satisfaction is influenced
by the customers' perceived importance of specific characteristics of product or service and
how well these characteristics meet their expectations. This can be regarded as a modified
version of EDP to measure customer satisfaction. According to Hemmasi et al. (1994), this
is an effective futuristic technique which provides a direction to identify areas to be focused
for improvement.
iii. Equity Theory
Another popular theory for assessing customer satisfaction is the Equity theory originally
proposed by Adams (1963). Equity theory (Oliver and Swan, 1989) states that satisfaction
exists when consumers perceive their output-to-input ratio as being fair.
According to this theory, a person feels equitably treated and satisfied if they perceive the
ratio of their outcomes to inputs is fair (Oliver and Swan, 1989). The output and input
analysis relates to the benefits received compared to the sacrifices made for purchasing the
product or service. A consumer feeling equitably treated depends upon a number of factors
such as price paid, psychological costs, time and effort spent compared to the benefits
obtained (Woodruff et al., 1983).
Some of the popular theoretical frameworks developed to assess customer satisfaction have
been discussed. A commonly accepted notion across the theories is that satisfaction is a
judgment based on comparison to some standard. Despite several comparison standards
being proposed, there is no general consensus on which standard is the most appropriate to
predict customer satisfaction (Yüksel and Yüksel, 2008).
Antecedents of Customer Satisfaction
Since every related definition or theory elucidates customer satisfaction in a different
manner, bringing forth various factors or variables which cause or affect satisfaction is quite
essential. Some of these factors have been selected based on detailed perusal of past research
and they have been briefed as follows.
i. Perceived Quality
An examination of the existing definitions and theories suggest that quality is one of the
most commonly accepted and applied antecedents of customer satisfaction in marketing
literature. Theoretically, through various customer satisfaction theories have differing ideas,
they uniformly agree that the performance of a product or service perceived by the customer
leads to his or her satisfaction, i.e. satisfaction is an outcome of customer's perception of
performance. This performance is treated as a proxy for quality by many researchers (Fornell
et al., 1996; Cronin and Taylor, 1994; Johnson et al., 1995). Hence, perceived quality is
considered as a vital driver of customer satisfaction in marketing literature (Fornell et al.,
1996; Eklöf and Westlund, 2002; Johnson et al., 2001; Cronin et al., 2000).
In a user-based approach, quality is defined as fitness for use (Juran and Godfrey, 1999);
while in a manufacturing-based approach, it is defined as conformance to requirements
(Crosby, 1979a; 1979b) [96,97]. Zeithaml (1988) defines perceived quality as the consumer's
judgment about an entity's overall excellence or superiority.
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This individual perception is subjective in nature which differentiates it from objective
quality. Thus, perceived quality is the customer's evaluation of a product or service after
purchase experiences. Inspired by this, Yarimoglu (2014) stated that according to the
transcendent view, quality means innate excellence. It is a sign of universally recognizable
standard and achievement. Depending on the type of business offering, it can be referred to
as perceived product quality and service quality for goods and services, respectively. The
quality of products which are nearly pure tangible is considered as perceived product quality;
while the quality of pure intangible service is known as perceived service quality. There are
certain key distinctions between products and services. Unlike products, the nature of
services is intangible making the measurement of service quality more complicated
(Yarimoglu, 2014). In today's market, there are hardly any businesses without services and
most companies fall between both extremes, making both aspects of quality important (Bei
and Chiao, 2001).
There are multiple scales established for measuring perceived quality in the past. It is
essential to review some of the standard and popular quality scales (both generic and banking
industry specific) to develop a theoretical framework for this study. The research on
perceived quality can be traced back to earlier works on services marketing by researchers
like Grönroos (1984), Parasuraman et al. (1985; 1988; 1994a; 1994b), Cronin and Taylor
(1994; 1992), Dabholkar et al. (2000) and Cronin et al. (2000).
Gronroos (1984) conceptualized service quality using two dimensions; namely technical
quality and functional quality. The technical quality deals with what the consumer gets i.e.
the actual service received during his/her interaction with the service firm; while functional
quality deals with how the consumer gets the service i.e. the expressive performance of
service. Parasuraman et al. (1988) introduced the SERVQUAL scale which is probably the
most well-known, universal scale designed for service quality based on the gap model. It
consists of five dimensions: reliability, assurance, tangibility, empathy, and responsiveness.
In this scale, service quality is evaluated based on the gap between the performance expected
of by the customers and the performance they perceive that they are receiving. This concept
was criticized by Cronin and Taylor (1994; 1992) who introduced the SERVPERF scale
employing a single measurement of performance relative to expectations rather than two
different measures (expected and perceived performance) adopted by Parasuraman et al.
(1988). Some of these earlier and pioneer work on quality measurement served as the
foundation, based on which other prominent researchers continued the scale development
work and added new dimensions over the years.
ii. Perceived Value
The review of definitions and theories on customer satisfaction highlight the point that value
is an important antecedent of customer satisfaction. Theories such as Value-Precept theory
and Equity theory posit that value of a product or service perceived by the customers play a
key role in shaping customer satisfaction. Hence, perceived value is regarded as an
antecedent of customer satisfaction in numerous studies (Johnson et al., 2001; Cronin et al.,
2000; McDougall and Levesque, 2000; Day and Crask, 2000; Ryu et al., 2012).
Customer perception of value has been a concept of interest to researchers and marketing
practitioners. There are multiple terms and meanings owing to the diversity of perceptions
about its nature, dimensionality, and features reflecting the complexity of this concept
(Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo, 2006). One of the earlier definitions of perceived
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value was presented by Zeithaml (1988) as the consumer's overall assessment of the utility
of a product based on the perception of what is received and what is given.
Monroe (1990) [61] defines perceived value as a trade-off between the quality and benefits
in the product perceived by the customers relative to the sacrifice perceived by paying the
price.
On similar lines, other researchers like Spreng et al. (1993) and Chen and Dubinsky (2003)
define perceived value as consumer's perception of net benefits gained in exchange for the
costs (sacrifices) incurred in obtaining the benefits.
Sirohi et al. (1998) simply state perceived value as what you get for what you pay. However,
according to Zeithaml (1988) [55], consumers do not perceive monetary price as the only
sacrifice they make. Time, effort, social and emotional costs also contribute to the sacrifice
that consumers perceive while deciding the value (Zeithaml, 1988; Sweeney and Soutar,
2001; Heinonen, 2004a; 2004b; 2006). Similarly, the benefits gained are more than
ownership and physical in nature; it includes emotional gains such as happiness, contentment
or satisfaction through purchase (Zeithaml, 1988; Broekhuizen, 2006). Thus, the definition
of perceived value should ideally present a holistic view of all benefits and sacrifices
involved in during purchase or consumption. Perceived value is not an objective assessment,
but a subjective valuation which differs with individuals under different circumstances. This
subjectivity indicates the multi-dimensional nature of perceived value and makes its
measurement a complicated task.
There are very few standard scales established for measuring perceived value. Sheth et al.
(1991) offer a broad measure with five dimensions; functional value (quality or performance
related, utilitarian benefits), emotional value (emotional benefits), social value (social or
symbolic benefits), epistemic value, and conditional value. This classification by Sheth et al.
(1991) was criticized by researchers since it only discussed the benefits and did not take
into account the costs (Broekhuizen, 2006).
Inspired by the classification by Sheth et al. (1991), Sweeney and Soutar (2001) created a
more general measure for perceived value i.e. PERVAL scale for a wider product range by
omitting the epistemic and conditional value dimensions. The scale comprised four
dimensions with 16 items: functional value (price/value for money), functional value
(performance/quality), social value and emotional value. The scale has been tested for
consumers' perceptions of consumer durable goods and was found reliable (Broekhuizen,
2006). Later, Walsh et al. (2008; 2014) proposed an abbreviated version of PERVAL scale
with 12 items and assessed that the dimensional properties were equally qualified as the
original scale.
Sánchez et al. (2006) developed an exclusive scale for the perceived value of tourism
products i.e. GLOVAL scale with six dimensions: the functional value of the travel agency,
the functional value of the tourism package, the functional value of the contact personnel of
travel agency, functional value price, emotional value and social value. Carlos Fandos Roig
et al. (2006) adopted the GLOVAL scale to analyze the dimensionality of perceived value
in the banking sector. The study partly validated the original scale and proposed a modified
version with six dimensions and 22 items.
Heinonen (2007) proposed a theoretical model for measuring perceived value for e-banking
services. The scale consisted of four dimensions; technical, functional, temporal, and spatial
service value. Technical value and functional value are traditional dimensions dealing with
the core service and operational aspects of banking. The temporal value represents customer
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perceptions of time issues when the service interaction occurs. It relates to time allocations,
time availability, time orientations, opening hours, and punctuality. The spatial value
indicates spatial flexibility and restrictions such as choice of service site and service delivery
at multiple locations. The findings of Heinonen (2007) suggested that the temporal and
spatial dimensions are more significant than the traditional dimensions.
iii. Brand Image
Although there are no formal theories that highlight brand image as a driver of customer
satisfaction, it has been established in literature as an important antecedent of satisfaction
(Andreassen and Lindestad, 1998a; 1998b; O'Loughlin and Coenders, 2004; Sondoh et al.,
2007; Bayol et al., 2000; Koo, 2003; Upamannyu and Sankpal, 2014) . Brand image assists
consumers to appreciate the brand better and to identify the differentiating, unique features
of the brand. This helps consumers to recognize and satisfy their needs and desires with a
particular brand. It eventually improves the probability of future purchase and loyalty of the
consumers (Hsieh et al., 2004).
Brand image has been appreciated as a significant area in the field of marketing for a long
time (Gardner and Levy, 1955). However, there are differing views on its definition. Gardner
and Levy (1955) define a brand image as the set of ideas, feelings, and attitudes that
consumers have about the brand.
Martineau (1957) described it as a symbol of the buyer's personality. But, a number of
researchers such as Newman (1957) [139], Herzog (1963) [140], Dichter (1985) and Gordon
(1996) define it as the sum of impressions created in the minds of buyers about the brand.
Reynolds and Gutman (1984) [143], Biel (1993) and Zikmund and d'Amico (1996) concur
on the idea that brand image is a set of associations, attributes, and meanings that consumers
relate to the brand. It helps to distinguish the firm's offering from its competitors (Reynolds
and Gutman, 1984). Consistent with these definitions, the image can be conceptualized as
the perceptions about a brand represented by the brand associations held in the consumer
memory (Keller, 1993).
Measuring image will help firms to understand the customers' perceptions towards their
products and services and to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the brand. Over the
years, brand image has been theorized and evaluated in varied forms. It can be classified
based on brand associations which can be divided into three main groups i.e. attribute,
benefit and overall brand attitude (Wilkie, 1986). A consumer's mind can encompass all
these brand associations; however, it might be difficult to incorporate and measure all these
aspects given the complexity involved (Hsieh et al., 2004). Hence, researchers over the years
have developed and used measures of the brand image based on different criteria depending
on the local market and consumers.
Brand image was quantified using attributes i.e. descriptive features of the product or service
(Koo, 2003; Kandampully and Suhartanto, 2000; Faircloth et al., 2001). The product-based
attributes denote the features required for the functioning of product or service such as
appearance, quality, price, etc.; while non-product attributes signify the exterior features
during purchase and consumption of product or service such as packaging, delivery channel,
etc. Kandampully and Suhartanto (2000) in their study of hotel industry have operationalized
the brand image construct using attributes like the hotel location, interior design, physical
facilities, price, quality, and staff performance. Brand image has also been measured on the
basis of brand benefits or values (Hsieh et al., 2004; Bhat and Reddy, 1998). Benefits can be
described as the personalized value attached by the consumers i.e. the perception that what
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the product or service can do for them (Keller, 1993). It can be classified as functional
benefits, symbolic benefits, social benefits, experiential benefits and appearance
enhancements (Sondoh et al., 2007). Apart from these measures, the national customer
satisfaction indices like ECSI, NCSB use a standard brand image scale for overall evaluation
of the company consisting of five items such as level of trust, opinion on stability, social
contribution, concern for customers and innovation (O'Loughlin and Coenders, 2004; Bayol
et al., 2000) .
Conclusion
Understanding the antecedents and theories of customer satisfaction is a critical issue for
both academics and bank marketers. Many authors view customer satisfaction as one of the
variables that have exercised the strongest influence on loyalty. This study has developed a
comprehensive understanding of the antecedents of customer satisfaction through the
examination of theories, definitions, and past studies. It contributes to the literature in many
ways. In fact, this study can be further extended by considering other relevant antecedents
of customer satisfaction. Moreover, in the electronic context, customer satisfaction is
considered as a critical factor (Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003; Ankit, 2011), and thus, the
future studies can be extended by incorporating the antecedents and theories for electronic
customer satisfaction.
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Evaluation Of Human Resource Development Mechanisms In
SKIMS
Dr. Qurrat A Hamdani
Abstract
Human resource developers are involved in facilitating and monitoring learning in the work
place. HRD is a process through which employees in an organization are assisted to realize
their full potential for their present and future jobs. It involves long term perspective which
visualizes change through involvement and ownership of such change by the participants.
HRD believes that individual in an organization have unlimited potential for growth and
development and that their potential can be built through appropriate and systematic efforts.
The present study was conducted in the leading hospital of Kashmir i.e. SKIMS, to study the
performance appraisal and training and development. The results revealed that HRD
mechanisms in hospital are satisfactory and the Para medical staff has an above satisfactory
perception towards HRD mechanisms.
Keywords: HRD mechanisms, Performance Appraisal System, Training and Development.
Introduction
Human Resource Development is a field of study and practice responsible for fostering long
term work related planning capacity of the individual group and organizational levels. It
includes training and development, career development and organizational development.
HRD subsystems include performance appraisal, career planning, and organization
development, quality of work life, career development, potential appraisal, feedback,
performance coaching, training, rewards and employee welfare. Present research paper
focused on training and development and performance appraisal system.
Performance appraisal process is a single most important management tool. There is no other
management process that has as much influence over individuals’ careers and work lives as
performance appraisal. If used well, it is the most powerful instrument that organizations
have to mobilize the energy of every employee of the organizations towards the achievement
of strategic goals. It can also focus every person’s attention on the company’s mission, vision
and values [3]. A well developed performance appraisal system increases the probability of
retaining, motivating and promoting productive people although employees charge that the
appraisals are often too subjective. Performance appraisal tells the manager and the
employees how much they are making progress towards meeting the established goals. It
gives the manager an opportunity to reinforce the expectation she/she has for the employees
[2]; [8].
Training and development refers to the process of imparting specific skills, abilities and
knowledge to an employee. It is short-term process of utilizing a systematic and organized
procedure by which non-managerial personnel learn technical knowledge and skills for a
definite purpose. An employee who undergoes training is presumed to have some formal
education. A program of training becomes essential for the purpose of meeting the specific
problems of a particular organization arising out of the new lines of production, changes in
design, the demands of changes in economy, the quality of materials processed, individual
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adjustments, promotions, career development, and changes in the nature of job and changes
in the volume of business [9].
Training and development helps the company to create a workforce that is able to cope with
change, meet the increasing demand of the industry, and prepare the future leadership of the
company. It is a process that helps companies and employees to cope with the effects of
changes in the business world that result from competition, globalization and technological
advancement [7]. It is a planned effort to facilitate the learning of job-related knowledge,
skills and behavior by employees. It is a planned process to modify attitude, knowledge,
skill, behavior etc of executives through learning which leads to effective performance in an
activity or range of activities. The purpose of training is to develop the abilities of an
individual, to satisfy current and future manpower needs, to supplement education and to
train for taking up higher responsibilities. Training and development programs which are
sometimes used interchangeably are seen as actively associated with managers. In contrast,
training has a more immediate concern and has been associated with improving the
knowledge and skill of non management employees in the present job. Such a distinction is
too naive in an age characterized by development in human resource management, because
now a day, development of all employees is crucial. Such development would facilitate
multiskilling and flexible mode of operation. These days’ even managers require training as
they need current operational skills associated with management development. Training and
development may be regarded as interactive and each complementing to other. It as a vehicle,
for HRD is concerned with improving skill of employees and enhancing their capacity to
cope with ever changing demands of work situation. It makes a positive contribution to
empowerment of employees [7].
Review Of Literature
A study on 360 degree Performance Appraisal System in Reliance Life Insurance,
Udumalpet by Banu & Umamaheshwari (2009), was carried with the objective to study the
effectiveness of an employee’s performance based on 360 degree performance appraisal
system in Reliance Life Insurance. To evaluate the performance of the employee from the
perspective of immediate supervisors and from the perspective of customers and to suggest
suitable measures to improve the performance of the individuals based on the analysis. The
researcher concluded that the 360 degree performance appraisal system helped to identify
training needs, performance of employees, and determination of rewards/incentives and
steps to promote communication from the perspective of the employees themselves,
superiors and from the customers.
Kumar (2000), focused on the neglected activity i.e. Performance Appraisal of Senior level
Managers. The findings indicated that the managers of the companies were by and large
aware of the importance of HRD. However, most of them did not fully understand the
techniques of HRD and the linkage between HRD and performance appraisal. Of the 20
companies taken up, one did not favour the study in its organization on the ground that it did
not have any formal appraisal system while other company did not want the study in the
organization due to obvious reasons. Of the balance 18 companies studied, 8 did not have
any formal appraisal system. Among the remaining 10, in 8 companies the form for assessing
all level managers was the same. Only two companies were having somewhat satisfactory
to good systems for managers including a separate format for assessing the performance of
senior level managers. It was observed that there was lack of Performance planning,
counseling and feedback, non inclusion of potential appraisal, inappropriate factors of
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assessment, too many factors of assessment, lack of transparency, limited use of appropriate
data, non availability of appraisal manual, non consideration of the views of the executives
in designing a suitable appraisal system, even the management of some of the companies
were not satisfied with the operation of the system but were continuing with the same system.
A fact which emerged clearly was that the proper and formal appraisal of performance of
senior level managers was practically non-existent.
Impact of training programs in HRD activities in PSU, a study by Nath (2011), revealed that
the employees were aware of the training facilities offered by the company. It also explained
that training had impact on workers attitude, which meant that employees felt to work for
the benefit of the organization if they found training for their benefit. Kundu & Handa
(2008), identified training and development needs a study of Indian and Multinational
companies and the results revealed that the Multinational executives seemed to have higher
training and development satisfaction comparatively more than National enterprises in
identification of training needs. Surprisingly, the same trend maintained by the individual
groups i.e. Indian and Multinationals with the three top variables i.e. knowledge, skill and
attitude for identification of training needs. Krishnaveni & Sripirabaa (2008), studied
whether partnering and financial support had impact on alignment of training and
development with strategic goals and the result revealed that there was a positive impact on
alignment and on training and development function. A study of KVK trainers in training
management by Kumar (2008) concluded that there was need for trainers training in the
areas of training management.
Sample Organization At A Glance
The sample organization includes:
Sher-i-Kashmir Institute of Medical Sciences (SKIMS), Srinagar. Sher-i-Kashmir Institute
of Medical Sciences is a post graduate Institute for training, research and patient care. By an
act of legislature, Institute of Medical Sciences was granted a deemed university status.
SKIMS was conceived with the objectives to provide facilities of specialized medical care.
Objective Of The Present Study
1) To study the existing status of HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS Soura, Srinagar,
2) To examine the perception of Para medical staff towards HRD mechanisms.
Hypothesis
In consonance to the above objective, the hypotheses formulated for the present research are
as under:
1) HRD Mechanisms in the hospitals is satisfactory.
2) Para medical staff has a positive perception towards HRD Mechanisms.
Research Approach And Design
The tool used for obtaining the information was a ‘Structured Non Disguised Questionnaire’,
a questionnaire was designed keeping in view both major and minor objectives of study. A
close format questionnaire was used. This questionnaire is proposed by Dr. Udai Pareek. It
consisted of two Sections and 39 statements. Sec “A” consisted of 38 statements, the rating
for each to be done on a scale from 5 to 1,(5)=Almost always true,(4)=Mostly
true,(3)=Sometimes true,(2)=Rarely true,(1)=Not at all true. Sec “B” sought for suggestions
and name, gender, age, pay scale, designation of the respondent.
Simple Random Sampling Method (SRSM) was used to cover employees from Medical,
Administrative, Supportive and Technical cadres in the sample selected organizations. A
sample of 100-125 was targeted from each organization covering doctors, officers,
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engineers, nurses and others covering Operators, Attendants, Technicians, Technologists,
Drivers, Gardeners and other fourth class employees. Thus the total sample for the study was
100-125.
Data Analysis And Interpretation
Hrd Mechanisms In SKIMS
Table I reveals that HRD Mechanisms for SKIMS is satisfactory. A total mean score of M.S=
3.1 (52.5%) is scored by the sample study organization. On analyzing T&D and Performance
Appraisal system separately, it is found that the overall environment for T&D is satisfactory
in the organization. Statement 8 i.e. “Employees are sponsored for training programs on the
basis of genuine training needs in health care sector”, and statement 6, i.e. “When
employees in health care sector are sponsored for training, they take it seriously and try to
learn from the programs they attend.”, scores the largest mean score of 3.6(65%). On the
other hand, Performance Appraisal System is found to be unsatisfactory. Statement 2, i.e.
“Performance Appraisal reports in this organization are based on objective assessment and
adequate information and not on favoritism”, scores the highest mean score of 3.1(52.7%)
in sample study organization. Statement 4 scores the next comparable mean score of
3.1(52.7%) i.e. “When behavior feedback is given to employees in health care sector, they
take it seriously and use it for development”. Least mean score of 2.7(42.5%) is scored by
statement 1, i.e. “When an employee in the health care sector does good work his supervising
officers take special care to appreciate it”.
Comparing the two mechanisms, the data reveals that, though both the mechanisms are found
to be satisfactory but Training and Development (3.41) is valued and practiced more than
PAS (3.00).
Table I: HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS.
SKIMS
(No. 106)
St.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Statements
When an employee in the health care sector does good work his
supervising officers take special care to appreciate it.
Performance Appraisal reports in this organization are based on
objective assessment and adequate information and not on favoritism.
Weaknesses of employees in this organization are communicated to
them in a non threatening way.
When behaviour feedback is given to employees in health care sector,
they take it seriously and use it for development
Employees in this organization take pains to find out their strengths
weaknesses from their officers and colleagues.
When employees in health care sector are sponsored for training, they
take it seriously and try to learn from the programs they attend.
Employees in this organization when returning from training programs
are given opportunities to tryout what they have learnt
Employees are sponsored for training programs on the basis of
genuine training needs in health care sector.

M.S

S.D

%age

2.7

1.3

42.5

3.1

1.2

52.7

2.8

1

45

3.1

1.1

52.7

2.8

1.2

45

3.6

1.1

65

3.3

1

57.5

3.6

1

65

3.1

TOTAL

52.7

Notes
1. M.S: mean score, S.D: standard deviation
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Figure I: HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS
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HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS with Z values
To test the level of significance, Z test was conducted and it is concluded from table II that
the mean for the dimension of Performance Appraisal System (PAS) is 2.9 and Training and
Development (T&D) is 3.5. Result depicts unsatisfactory PAS in SKIMS and above
satisfactory environment of T&D in the sample organization. The P value for PAS (P value=
0.66) i.e. >0.05 and T&D (P value=0.00) < 0.05 (significance level). Thus Ho is accepted at
0.05 level of significance for PAS and Ha is accepted for T&D.
Table II: HRD Mechanisms SKIMS using Z values.
SKIMS
(No. 106)
Dimensions
M.S
S.D
Z value P Value
Performance
Appraisal System
Training and
Development

2.9

0.8

-0.4

3.5

0.8

6.8

0.66*

0.00**
Note
1. Scoring Scale : same as in table 1
2. *= Ho accepted, **= Ha accepted.
Figure II: HRD Mechanisms SKIMS using Z values.
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Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS.
Table III reveals that the perception of Para medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms for
SKIMS is satisfactory. A total mean score of M.S= 3.1 (52.5%) is scored by the staff. On
analyzing T&D and Performance Appraisal system separately, it is found that the overall
perception of staff for T&D is above satisfactory in the organization. Statement 8 i.e.
“Employees are sponsored for training programs on the basis of genuine training needs in
health care sector”, and statement 6, i.e. “When employees in health care sector are
sponsored for training, they take it seriously and try to learn from the programs they
attend.”, scores the largest mean score of 3.8(70%) and 3.7(67.5%). On the other hand,
perception of staff towards Performance Appraisal System is found to be below satisfactory.
Least mean score of 2.7(42.5%) is scored by statement 1, i.e. “When an employee in the
health care sector does good work his supervising officers take special care to appreciate
it”.
Table III: Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS.
Non Medical Staff
(No. 56)
St.
No
Statements
M.S S.D %age
When an employee in the health care sector does good
1
work his supervising officers take special care to
2.7
1.1
42.5
appreciate it.
Performance Appraisal reports in this organization are
2
based on objective assessment and adequate information
3
1.2
50
and not on favoritism.
Weaknesses of employees in this organization are
2.9
1.2
47.5
3
communicated to them in a non threatening way.
When behaviour feedback is given to employees in health
4
care sector, they take it seriously and use it for
3.1
1.2
52.7
development
Employees in this organization take pains to find out their
2.8
1.2
45
5
strengths weaknesses from their officers and colleagues.
When employees in health care sector are sponsored for
6
training, they take it seriously and try to learn from the
3.7
1.2
67.5
programs they attend.
Employees in this organization when returning from
7
training programs are given opportunities to tryout what
3.2
1
55
they have learnt
Employees are sponsored for training programs on the
3.8
0.9
70
8
basis of genuine training needs in health care sector.
TOTAL
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Figure III: Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS.
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Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS using Z Values.
To test the level of significance, Z test was conducted and it is concluded from table IV that
the mean for the dimension of Performance Appraisal System (PAS) is 2.9 and Training and
Development (T&D) is 3.6. Result depicts unsatisfactory perception of Para medical staff
towards PAS in SKIMS and above satisfactory perception of staff towards environment of
T&D in the sample organization. The P value for PAS (P value= 0.53) i.e. >0.05 and T&D
(P value=0.00) < 0.05 (significance level). Thus Ho is accepted at 0.05 level of significance
for PAS and Ha is accepted for T&D.
Table IV: Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS
using Z Values
SKIMS
(No. 106)
Dimensions
M.S
S.D
Z value P Value
Performance Appraisal
2.9
0.8
-0.6
0.53*
System
Training and
3.6
0.7
5.7
Development
0.00**
1. Scoring Scale : same as in table 1
2. *= Ho accepted, **= Ha accepted.
Figure IV: Perception of Para Medical staff towards HRD Mechanisms in SKIMS
using Z Values
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Conclusions
1) HRD Mechanisms for SKIMS is satisfactory.
2) Overall environment for T&D is satisfactory in the organization.
3) Performance Appraisal System is unsatisfactory.
4) Para medical staff has an above satisfactory perception towards HRD mechanism in
SKIMS.
5) Employees in SKIMS are sponsored for training programs on the basis of genuine
training needs. The same statement holds true for the Para medical staff.
6) When employees in sample study hospital are sponsored for training, they take it
seriously and try to learn from the programs they attend especially the Para medical staff.
7) Performance Appraisal reports are based on objective assessment and adequate
information and not on favoritism.
8) When behavior feedback is given to employees in health care sector, they take it
seriously and use it for development.
9) When an employee in the hospital does good work his supervising officers don’t take
special care to appreciate it. Para medical staff is also least satisfied with this statement.
10) Training and Development is valued and practiced more than PAS.
Suggestions
Though the HRD Mechanisms practiced in the hospitals is satisfactory but there is always a
scope for improvement. There should be sincere efforts on the part of whole of human
resource to polish the mechanisms and fill up the loop holes if any. When an employee in
the health care sector does good work his supervising officers should take special care to
appreciate it. Weaknesses of employees in the hospital should be communicated to them in
a non threatening way. Employees should take pains to find out their strengths weaknesses
from their officers and colleagues.
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Digitalisation In India : A Study
Manoj Kumar
Abstract
The central theme of the recent report on ‘Economic Outlook for Southeast Asia, China and
India’, released by OECD development centre, is fostering growth through digitisation. The
report indicates that ICT (information and communication technology) services embodied
in manufacturing and services account for a considerable share of the value of exports from
China, India and other Asian nations.Improved telecom and Internet penetration,
availability of skilled manpower for providing IT services, entrepreneurship exhibited in
building ICT start-ups, along with government embracing ICT in its operations and services
are enabling India to play a significant role in the digital economy. A digitally
knowledgeable and empowered population can transform the whole economy. The
automation of the economic sectors will lead to better performance and growth of the sectors,
which in turn impact the growth rate of the economy.Digitalisation will will lead to cost
savings, increased output, better employment, enhanced productivity & literacy, etc. In the
agricultural sector and in Industrial sector, digitalisation will help in betterment of all the
processes, be it, purchasing, selling, inventory control, trade relations, employment, product
innovation & development, etc. Automation of Service Sector will help in growth of the
sector by increasing the ease in access to and rendering of the services.
Keywords: Economic, India, digit ,India ,Economy, Digitalisation
Introduction
"Digital India" is basically a Programme which was started by the Government of India on
1st July of 2015. This programme was headed and Planned by the Department of
Electronics and Information Technology under the Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology. The basic Objective of this Programme is to ensure that the
Government Services are made available to the Citizens of India electronically in a faster
and easy way. In order to give a boost to this Programme, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
announced "Digital India Week" to be celebrated From 1st July to 7th July every year.
Moreover, Prime Minister Narendra Modi appointed Ms. Kruti Tiwari, IIT-JEE Topper2015, Indore girl, as Brand Ambassador of "Digital India" Programme on 1st July 2015.
This Programme is scheduled to be completed by 2019.
EMPOWER

POWER TO

DIGITAL INDIA



An Employee in Judicial Department
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Narender Modi had a dream of Digital India and this dream may come true only when the
youth of this country will take the responsibility upon its shoulders to make that kind of India
that our Prime Minister wants. We should not forget the contribution of Sh. Vijay Shekhar
Sharma, a young Indian Entrepeneur, who founded Paytm to make India Cashless and
digital. Similarly, Reliance Industries Chairman, Mukesh Ambani, committed to make an
investment of Rs.2,50,000 Crore for "Digital India" Programme and by introducing
Reliance JIO, he has initiated a Step towards Digital India. No doubt, the youth of this
country can achieve the impossible and be better than anybody in the world.
Objectives Of The Study
The basic objective of the study is to make an analysis of the Digial India Programme and
to study the Nine Pillars and key projects of Digital India Programme.
Research Methodology
The study is completely based on the secondary sources of data. The data used in this study
has been collected from various newspapers, journals, magazines, published articles and
government websites.
Nine Pillars Of Digital India

PILLAR 1 (BROADBAND HIGHWAYS)
In the inaugural function of Digital India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said "I dream
of digital India where high speed digital highways unite the nation". In pursuance of this
dream, 2,50,000 village panchayats would be covered under the National Optical Fibre
Network (NOFN) by December 2016.
PILLAR 2 (UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO MOBILE CONNECTIVITY)
In this Pillar, Government of India focuses on network connectivity especially in rural areas.
Earlier, there was 2G connectivity which has almost become obsolete. Now, improved
technology like 3G and 4G are being used today for better and efficient connectivity. But
still there is a need of further more improved technology and the Government is looking for
5G network connectivity in future period.
PILLAR 3 (PUBLIC INTERNET ACCESS PROGRAMME)
The two sub components of Public Internet Access Programme are Common Service
Centres and Post Offices as Multi-Service centres. One Common Service Centre would be
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establish in each Gram Panchayat. CSCs would be made viable and mult-functional for
delivery of government services.
A Total of 1,50,000 Post offices are proposed to be converted into Multi Service Centres.
Department of Post would be the Nodal department to implement this scheme.
PILLAR 4 (E-GOVERNANCE)
E-governance is the application of information and communication technology for
delivering government services. Through E-governance, government services will be made
available to the citizens in a convenient, efficient and transparent manner.
PILLAR 5 (E-KRANTI)
E-Kranti means Electronic delivery of Government Services. E-Kranti is one of the imporant
pillars of Digital India Programme. Following facilities have been initiated in this regard:
Technology for Education (E-education)
All schools will be connected with broadband. Free wi-fi will be provided in all secondary
and higher secondary schools. A programme on digital literacy would be taken up at National
Level.
Technology for Health (E-Healthcare)
This facility will cover online medical consultation, online medical records, online medicien
supply etc.
Technology for Farmers
This facility will helps the farmers in getting real time price information, online ordering of
inputs and online cash payment with mobile banking.
Technology for Justice
E-Courts, E-Police, E-Jails and E-Prosecution will make the jJdicial Services easily available
to the citizens of the country.
PILLAR 6 (INFORMATION FOR ALL)
Open data platform and online information would facilitate easy access to information for
citizens.
PILLAR 7 (ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING)
This Pillar focuses on promoting Electronic manufacturing in the Country with the target of
Zero Import by 2020.
PILLAR 8 (IT FOR JOBS)
This pillar aims at providing training to the youth in the skills required for obtaining
employment opportunities in IT Sector. 1 Crore students from smaller towns and villages
will be trained for IT Sector jobs over 5 years. 5 Lakh rural work force would be trained by
the Telecome Service Providers to cater to their own needs.
PILLAR 9 (EARLY HARVEST PROGRAMME)
Early Harvest Programme mainly consists of those programmes which are to be
implemented within a short timeline like bio-metric attendance, wi-fi in all Universities, Sms
Based weather information and disaster alert, national portal for lost and found childred etc.
Challenges Before Digital India Programme
1. One of the biggest challenges before the "Digital India" Programme is Cyber
Security. In the current scenario, it has been observered that the young minds are fond
of involvng themselves in hacking activities. Protection of data from hackers and a strong
security system is needed. In this regard, the Cyber Laws of the Country will have to be
strengthened and updated according to the International Standards.
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2. Low Internet speed and High Cost of data is another big challenge before "Digital
India" Programme. Although the 3G, 4G and upcoming 5G systems have resolved the
problem to some extent but still there is a problem of low internet speed especially in
Rural areas.
3. Another major challenge before "Digital India" is the security of the Nation. Now a
day, many communal forces and Terrorist Organizations are using Internet to mis-lead
the youth. So, it cannot be denied that Digital India would stregthen the Communal
forces.
4. Lack of digital literacy is another big challenge before "Digital India" programme.
Although, the Digital literacy programme is in progress through NDLM (National
Digital Literacy Mission) which makes rurual citizens digitally literate by providing
various training programmes but yet it has to achieve a lot in this regard.
Key Projects Of Digital India Programme
1. Digi Locker
This facility will help the citizens to digitally store their important documenents like, PAN,
Passport and Mark Sheets etc. This facility makes possible to submit their documents and
certificates online anywhere which reduces the physical work. Three Key stakeholders of
digi Locker are Citizen, Issuer and Requester.
2. Attendance.gov.in
This facility was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi to keep the record of attendance
of governement employees on real time basis.
3. My Gov.in
This Portal gives an opportunity to the citizens of the country to participate in governance
through a "Discuss", "Do" and "Disseminate" approach.
4. E-Sign Framework
This facility enables the user to digitally sign a document online by using Aadhar
authentication.
5. E-Hospital
This facility provides important services such as online registration, online appointment,
online diagonistic reports, online payment of fee and availability of blood etc.
6. National Scholarship Portal
This facility has been introduced to make the scholarship process easy. Everything related
to Government Scholarships can be done on this single portal online.
7. Bharat Net
Under this facility, a high speed digital highway will connect all 2,50,000 gram panchayats
of the country.
8. Next Generation Network
This facility has been launched by BSNL. It will replace 30 years old telephone exchane to
manage all types of services.
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COMPARISON WITH DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

The above Chart, India has placed at 2nd Position with regard to the number of Internet users
in June 2017 with 462.12 Million poeple whereas China has placed at Ist Position with
738.54 Million People. No doubt India is far behind from China in the matter of Internet
Users. But India is far better than United States, Brazil, Japan, Russia, Indonesia etc.
DIGITAL POPULATION IN INDIA

Conclusion
Digital India Programme aims to transform our country into a digital economy with the
participation of every citizen of the nation. The Digital India Programme is just the beginning
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of digital revolution, once implemented properly, it will open new opportunities for the youth
of the nation. Digital India is palying an important role in the development of the Country
by providing e-services to all. There is no doubt that Digital India Programme is
transforming the lives of young people in many ways and it will empower the society in a
better way. Digital India Programme is one of the most ambitious Programme of the
Government of India with the colloboration of State Governments, Local Governments and
Gram Panchayats. If the Government of India is successful in implementing this programme,
then it will provide a high pace of growth to our economy. No doubt, our country is far
behind in the matter of digital literacy as compared to other countries but now the time has
come to prove that India is going to be the world power in the time to come
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A Study On Customer Satisfaction In Indian Public Sector And
Private Sector Banks
Sachin Kumar
Abstract
Indian Banking has gone outstanding modifications over time and the entry of non-public
quarter banks has transformed the Indian banking each structurally and functionally. In this
aggressive banking environment, consumer satisfaction is considered as most imperative
issue for the success of banks. To reap the high level of customer pleasure and to hold the
purchaser base, it is important for the banks to deliver nice services to its customers. Hence,
the find out about analysed relative customer satisfaction levels of private and public area
banks. Introduction of new technologies, economic uncertainties, fierce opposition and
altering demand of clients created a competitive scenario for banks. This paper attempts to
quantify fulfilment dimension of clients of Public and Private Banks and considers in charge
of variety clients' fulfilment among Private and Public banks in India. The goal of the
examination is to get the fulfilment level, varieties in fulfilment level and reasons in charge
of varieties in fulfilment level or disappointment in broad daylight and private banks. This
exploration depends on essential information’s acquired from clients of Public and Private
segments banks in India.
Keywords: Customer Satisfaction, Public Sector Banks, Private Sector Banks, Banking
Industry, Service Quality, Customer Perception.
1. Introduction
The fulfilment of the clients is vital factor in all administration businesses to upgrade and
improve the gainfulness and budgetary execution of the worry. Banking segment is
absolutely budgetary administration industry and the consumer loyalty's is substantially
more imperative to run banking business effectively. The fulfilments dimension of the clients
is fluctuating because of various types of banking administrations and their advantage to the
clients. In the organised segment, banking system occupies an important place in nation’s
economy. It plays a pivotal role in the economic development of a country and forms the
core of the money market in an advanced country. The commercial banks in India comprise
of both Public sector as well as Private sector banks. Banks have to deal with many
customers’ every day and render various types of services to its customer. It’s a well-known
fact that no business can exist without customers. Researchers suggest that increased levels
of customer satisfaction and loyalty are frequently attributed or linked to positive outcomes
for a firm (Colgate, 1999). Satisfaction is a multidimensional construct which has been
conceptualized as a prerequisite for building relationships and is generally described as the
full meeting of one's expectations (Oliver, 1980), and is a feeling or attitude of a customer
towards a product or service after it has been used (Jhan and Khan, 2008). Anderson and
colleagues (19940, found out that firms with higher reported satisfaction levels also show
significantly higher returns. They say that an annual 1% increase in customer satisfaction is
worth an 11.4% improvement in current return on investment.
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In today’s quickly moving life and especially competitive environment, the banking area has
to apprehend and analyse the customer’s perception and necessities for service quality. To
attain the high level of customer delight and to keep the patron base, it is important for the
banks to deliver quality services to its customers. In this quick ever-changing state of affairs,
it's necessary that banks ought to go for client segmentation and supply reliable, freelance,
impartial opinion and tailored treatment that customers currently expect. Customer
satisfaction could be an imprecise and theoretical thought and actual expression of the state
of satisfaction can vary from person to person and repair to service.
Numerous specialists have started to concentrate more specifically on expanding consumer
loyalty as an express objective. Fulfilling and keeping customers is basically more affordable
than continually supplanting them. Specialists have too contended that expanding client
devotion makes future incomes (Fornell, 1992), decline value versatility (Anderson, 1996)
and diminish cost of future collaborations (Reicheld and Sasser, 1990).
2. Review of Literature
Kotler and Armstrong (1999), characterized consumer loyalty as clients' discernment that
contrasts their pre-buy desire and post buy discernment. Farriss et al (2008) characterize
consumer loyalty as "the quantity of clients, or level of complete clients, whose detailed
involvement with a firm, its items, or its administrations (evaluations) surpasses indicated
fulfilment objectives." Gonu and Boohene (2016) in their study tried to work out if factors
like client trust, client satisfaction, client commitment, service quality and switch barriers
were antecedents of client retention in Gold Coast depository financial institution. Caruana
(2002) and Kaura V. & Datta S.K. (2012) in their several studies determined that service
quality affected client satisfaction that successively had a sway on customer loyalty. Nalini
(2006) in her study, “A Service Quality Model for Customers in Public Sector Banks” has
opined that entry of new private sector banks in the banking industry of India has led to
higher utilisation of technology, improved customer service and better products. Pandit C
Bilamge (2011) in his examination A Comparative Study of Customer Perception towards
Services rendered by Public Sector Banks and Private Sector Bank's concentrated the issues
identifying with client administrations in the ICICI Bank and SBI. The investigation
uncovers that the ICICI Bank is a long ways in front of the SBI in giving quality
administrations to their clients. Puja Khatri and Yukti Ahuja (2010) through their analysis
work, a comparative Study of client Satisfaction in Indian Public Sector and personal Sector
Banks, compares the general public sector banks and personal sector banks in terms of client
satisfaction. The study showed that non-public banks appear to possess happy their
customers higher than public sector banks by providing better facilities. Naveen kumar and
Gangal (2011) led an examination on consumer loyalty in new age’s banks. They discovered
that most of India's banks are not enhanced as far as the items and administrations they offer
what's more, key center that banks and execute to stay aggressive is hold the same number
of clients as conceivable and client maintenance is conceivable through consumer loyalty's
as it were. Subsequently, Customer's fulfillment is the key of achievement in the present
aggressive period. MajidKaboli, Saeed-Fathi, Marjan Azizi (2011) led their exploration on
consumer loyalty of the banking client in Isfahan city. They found that specialized
information and condition of the bank are primary factors which make disappointment
among the clients.
Researchers have discovered that improved administration quality expanded consumer
loyalty in the Indian financial division (Lenka et al., 2009; Bedi, 2010, Kaura and Datta,
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2012). Dark colored et al. (1996) and Lemmink and Mattsson (1998) found that positive
representative conduct expanded client administration experience fulfillment. An
examination directed by Kaura and Datta (2012) found that individuals factor positively
affects consumer loyalty in the Indian financial area. An investigation directed by Lenka et
al. (2009), Kaura and Datta (2012) found that better unmistakable parts of administration
nature of the bank offices upgrade clients' fulfillment. Technology‐enabled administrations
give consistent, dependable and quality administration and improved specialized parts of
administration quality increment consumer loyalty (Bitner et al., 2000; Lenka et al., 2009;
Kaura and Datta, 2012).
3. Need of the Study
Fulfilled clients are fundamental to ideal execution and monetary outcomes. As we realize
that client is the ruler so the prime obligation of the banks is to fulfill and hold its clients by
giving them the best of administrations and items. Consumer loyalty is a significant complex
issue and there is a great deal of discussion and disarray about it. In the event that the banks
give great administration quality the client will be steadfast and demonstrate their dedication
and trust for the bank. The banks need to realize that fantastic and keeping clients is
essentially more affordable than continually supplanting them. The bank framework is
confronting numerous difficulties with solid rivalry and headway of innovation, so the
administrations given to be simple and advantageous.
4. Banking scenario in India
The image of Indian banking was totally diverse as the Government of India started measures
to play a functioning job in the monetary existence of the country. Another Work done by
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (Leonard L) between 1985 and 1988 gives the between
the clients desire for execution and their apparent encounters of execution. As indicated by
Garbrand consumer loyalty breaks even with impression of execution partitioned by desire
for execution. The Indian industry is characterized by an oversized range of banks with
mixed ownership. The business banking phase includes twenty seven public sector banks
within which the govt. has majority ownership, forty non-public sector banks, and thirty
three foreign banks. In 1991, by comparison, public sector banks share of the entire assets
of the industry was a touch over ninety Percent.
Right now, generally speaking banking in India is considered as genuinely develop as far as
supply, item range and reach despite the fact that reach in provincial India still remains a test
for the private division and outside banks. Very much automated outside banks are starting
to contend truly with the nationalized banks. The bank framework is confronting the
difficulties with solid challenge and headway of innovation; the administrations given by
banks have turned out to be all the more simple and helpful.
5. The banking Industry in India
Like a few option fiscal administrations is confronting a rapidly changing market, new
advances vulnerabilities, savage challenge and more strict clients and along these lines the
dynamic atmosphere has blessing an unprecedented set of difficulties. Banking might be a
customer bound services industry; therefore, the customer is that the concentration and client
administrations are the differentiating factors. Deregulation, relaxation and economic
process have created intense competition in banking industry ensuing into declining margins
in ancient businesses, exaggerated price pressures and larger risks. Market positioning, price
of intervention and repair delivery are doubtless to be determinants of the potency of banks
with reference to their aggressiveness. Within the modified setting making new customers
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and retentive the existing ones became tough tasks for banks. To satisfy the competition,
making satisfaction of customers has become primary objective of every bank.
6. Customer Satisfaction in Banking
Financial easing and freeing has accumulated the competition among banks to draw in
potential customers. Each banker tries to produce superior services to stay happy customers.
In India, emergence and growing quality of Indian banking merchandise raises competition
among Indian banks. Indian banks should face various challenges within the recent age.
Firstly, they are competitor with their peers and second they need to address the traditional
banks. It is found that satisfied customer repeat his/her experience to buy the products and
also creates new customers by communication of positive message about it to others
(Dispensa, 1997).
6.1. Consumer loyalty in Banking
According to Juran, Deming and Crosby it’s the quality of the product or service, that
satisfies a customer. A business term might be a live of anyway item and services prepared
by a partnership meet or outperform customer desire. It is seen as a key exhibition marker at
interims business. Customer fulfilment is an ambiguous and theoretical idea and in this
manner the genuine appearance of the condition of fulfilments can differ from individual to
individual and fix to support. The state of fulfilment relies upon assortment of each
psychological and physical variable.
Money related progression and deregulation has expanded the rivalry among banks to pull
in potential clients. Each financier endeavours to give better administrations than keep
fulfilled clients. In India, development and developing prevalence of Indian financial items
raises rivalry among Indian banks. Indian banks need to confront various difficulties in the
late age. Initially, they are contending with their companions and also they need to adapt to
the regular banks. Fulfilled client is the genuine resource for any association that guarantees
long haul benefit even in the time of incredible rivalry. It is discovered that fulfilled client
rehash his/her experience to purchase the items and furthermore makes new clients by
correspondence of positive message about it to other people (Dispensa, 1997). Then again,
disappointed client may change to elective items/benefits and impart negative message to
other people.
6.2. Customers Perceptions and Expectations
Quality expectation and therefore the valuation of services received are slightly additional
within the non-public sector banks as compared with the general public sector banks. Service
quality is one in all main parts of client satisfaction and their intention to purchase. However,
the shoppers of public and personal sector banks totally different in terms of their perception
of service quality. Non-public Banks are determined to be higher on dimensions of service
quality: effectiveness and convenient whereas, the nationalized banks are better on the scale
of value and consistency (Sachinet, al). Private bank customers are additional happy with
the services then public banks. Managers in the banking sector undertake vital efforts to
conduct client satisfaction surveys and it are seems that customers are voice communication
that they expect sensible product and quality to their banks which might the sole issue
necessary to them (Muhammad Naveed)
6.3. Service convenience and customer satisfaction
Distinctive creators have given diverse sorts of administration accommodation. As indicated
by Anderson (1971) time and exertion sparing are the two parts of accommodation. Dark
colored (1989) proposed five kinds of comfort: time, place, obtaining, use and execution.
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Shopping comfort has been inspected by Seiders et al. (2000), who built up a comfort
structure identified with buyer shopping velocity and straightforwardness. Berry et al. (2002)
conceptualized five elements of administration accommodation: choice comfort, get to
accommodation, exchange comfort, advantage accommodation and post‐benefit
accommodation. Seiders et al. (2007) built up the SERVCON scale and exactly approved
the administration comfort develop. Administration comfort measurements as proposed by
Berry et al. (2002) were utilized by Colwell et al. (2008) through SERVCON scale in
Canadian cell and web administrations. Aagja et al. (2011) likewise utilized SERVCON
scale in the Indian composed sustenance and basic supply retail setting. This investigation
likewise utilizes SERVCON measurements proposed by Colwell et al. (2008).
Administration comfort was observed to be a huge indicator of generally speaking
fulfillment (Seiders et al., 2007; Colwell et al., 2008; Aagja et al., 2011).
6.4. Customer satisfaction in public/private banks
In an examination, Nirmaljeet Virk, Prahhjot Kaur Mahal (2012) has distinguished that
private division banks are favored by the vast majority of the clients as they underscore
relationship working with their customers and are better outfitted with present day
framework as compared to open area banks. Surabhi Singh and Renu Arora (2011) have
inferred that the clients of nationalized banks are not happy with conduct of representatives
and foundation, yet if there should arise an occurrence of private and outside banks, they
stressed over high charges, openness and correspondence. Outside banks are driving in
giving better administrations and items when thought about to different banks (RBI 2001).
A large portion of the scientist’s discoveries demonstrates that consumer loyalty in private
segments banks is relatively superior to anything open part banks in India. Susesh (2007)
uncovered that poor administration quality in open division’s banks is because of
insufficiency in substantial quality, absence of responsiveness and compassion however this
isn't the situation in private parts banks. The execution of privatized state claimed banks that
contrasted and different banks have expanded by 95% after their privatization. This brought
about more noteworthy piece of the pie for privatized state – possessed banks than before
Lkhodaei et al 2012). Administration quality is an imperative component of client’s
fulfilment in Indian financial industry regardless of open area banks and private segments
banks also, observed to be emphatically connected with affinity to suggest (Monica Bedi
2010). M.J. Vidhyaa (2009) presumed that both SBI and ICICI banks are contending balance
with one another however SBI is somewhat underneath the line in client objections taking
care of when contrasted with ICICI bank.
7. Conclusion
Customers’ expectation of personal banks is quite the general public banks just in case of all
the service dimensions. This indicates that customers expect higher services in private banks
than publically banks, and as a result could also be additional interested in conducting
transactions with the non-public banks. Customers believe that the possibility of obtaining
satisfactory service is additional with the non-public banks. In order to satisfy customers, the
banks ought to give specialised services. The services like the record maintaining procedure
of their account, the service quality of the bank. The bank workers ought to be powerfully
motivated to render whole hearted services to the shoppers. Service delayed is service
denied, the bankers ought to not forget this reality different wise the shoppers can move to
other bank. Fulfilment dimension of clients can be expanded by improving the elements, for
example, the administrations given by the bank as guaranteed, the lucidity of bank
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explanation, the way bank illuminates about when administrations will be played out, the
bank's administrations of giving clients best enthusiasm on a fundamental level and so on.
To achieve success in banking sector, banks should offer service to their client that a
minimum of meets or higher if exceeds their expectations, and also the gift study can offer
some form of pointers to the policy manufacturers (managers) of banks to require acceptable
call to boost the standard of services in Indian banking. Open segment banks like PNB fall
much beneath the impression of their clients on all components of administration quality.
Private Banks, for example, HDFC bank are surpassing the impression of their clients on all
components of administration quality.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the link between the behavior of the salesperson at
the point of sales and its impact on the overall integrated marketing communication of the
firm. It reviews the variables like behavior traits, skill-sets and moralistic approach of the
sales person at Point of Sales (POS). It also analyses the causes for which Lead generation
is not the sole factor contributing to the revenue and closing of the sales deal at the end
channel. There has been a significant relationship observed between control by organization
and the performance of the salesperson where perceived organization support through
training and guidance has a visible impact. Understanding the management control–POS
relationship provides important insights for sales managers attempting to increase desired
salesperson behaviors. It also analyzes the extent to which contact personnel trust their
supervisors positively influence their willingness to participate in strategic activities. It
examines one-on-one relationships between customers and their sales associates on a deeper
level considering how much understanding they have between them and how much connect
they have developed, which is referred to as relationship selling to differentiate it from
relationship marketing, using a qualitative research approach. The impact of perceived
salesperson listening behavior on relationship outcomes can be observed significantly on the
long-term relationships from the works that have been done earlier. The paper also tries to
examine the relationship between performance and specific abilities conceptually related to
interpersonal persuasion and indicates that effectiveness in sales interactions is related to the
salesperson's ability to develop accurate impressions of customer beliefs about product
performance, the salesperson's ability to use these impressions in selecting influence
strategies and the salesperson's ability to detect the impact of influence strategies and make
adaptations.
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On the basis of preceding literature, this paper represents the link between the behavior of
the salesperson at the point of sales and its impact on the overall integrated marketing
communication of the firm. It reviews the variables like behavior traits, skill-sets and
moralistic approach of the sales person at Point of Sales (POS). These variables are selected
according to the previous theories, conceptual, and theoretical models which determine the
behavior of sales person.
A comprehensive review and survey of related literature forms an important part of research.
Literature review is the written and systematic summary of the research that summarizes the
background and context of the research. It summarizes, interprets and critically evaluates
existing literature in order to establish current knowledge of a subject. It also shows the gap
between the researcher’s curiosity and knowledge of the subject area. It verifies that the work
on the topic has not been already done. Thus, we present the behavioral aspects of sales staffs
which have an impact on integrated marketing communication as follows:
Follow up of Sales lead
Smith et al. (2006) attempts to fill the gap in literature by adding new dimensions that focuses
on defining the role of behavioral aspect of salesperson which determine sales, resale or
further recommendation. Firstly, we examine the various components of integrated
marketing communication and its interdependence on aspects of sales of the firm.
Secondly, the study presents the consistent disconnect between marketing and sales. This
disconnect is examined in detail which could prove to be detrimental. Plethora of leads
generated by the effective market campaign can be made futile by poor follow up from the
sales up front (Smith et al., 2006) Though marketing and sales function have similar
objective of contributing to the revenue of the firm, dissonance has been observed leading
to incomplete utilization of the resources. The paper analyses the causes for which Lead
generation is not the sole factor contributing to the revenue and closing of the sales deal at
the end channel playing an important role.
Both the function in most of the organizations are often at odds even though they have a
common goal. The conflict arises considering Marketing complains of poor lead follow-up
by sales, and in turn, sales criticizes about the quality of leads generated by marketing team.
This disconnect can be harmful; high lead volumes generated through effective marketing
campaigns could hurt downstream sales because of wasted effort on poorly qualified leads
and/or delays in sales follow-up resulting from constrained capacity of sales team.
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Source: Traditional stages of selling by Pickton and Broderick (2005), “Integrated
Marketing Communication”, Second Edition, Prentice Hall
To evaluate the revenue and profit inferences of coordinated communications efforts at the
marketing–sales interface, numerous models have been developed like a three-stage model
that captures the effects of sequential marketing/sales communications on lead generation,
appointment conversion, and sales closure. The results, which are based on a collaborative
effort with a large home improvement retailer, suggest a complex interplay among marketing
efforts (multiple media that generate leads), delays in follow-up (time lag between inquiry
and sales force contact), and sales efficiencies (appointment and sales conversion). The
findings underscore the impact of multimedia spending on the timing and effectiveness of
subsequent communications, implying that improved internal collaboration between
marketing and sales can offer significant upside potential for the firm.
Sales Support and Training & Guidance
There is a relationship between the impact of training provided by top management to its
sales people and its subsequent execution. There has been a significant relationship observed
between control by organization and the performance of the salesperson where perceived
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organization support through training and guidance has a visible impact (Piercy et al., 2006).
Increasing amount of company investment in its salesforces and salespeople (e.g., see Galea
2004), and the rising importance of effectively managing business to-business customer
relationships (e.g., see Weitz and Bradford 1999), have directed the interest of scholars and
executives in methods toward the objective of achieving better salesperson performance.
Many firms have seen a change in resource allocation pattern from marketing to sales as
company seeks sales as primary function to garner revenue (Webster, Malter, and Ganesan
2003).
In 1978, the average expenditure for training each industrial salesperson in USA was over
$15,000 (Sales and Marketing Management 1979). Even though annual sales training
expenses are well over one billion dollars, there is only limited knowledge about which
selling behaviors are most effective in customer interactions. A conceptual idea for exploring
this issue is presented in this study. The initial classification is based on whether the variable
relates to the salesperson's macro environment or micro environment. Macro environmental
variables include territorial characteristics such as potential and workload and the level of
effort expended by the salesperson in covering the territory.
However, the objective of the framework presented in this paper is to delineate factors
related to the effectiveness of salespeople in influencing customers during Barton A. Weitz
is Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Management, University of California at Los
Angeles (Winter 1981). Thus, the study focuses on the effectiveness of sales behaviors in
the microenvironment of the sales interaction. Variables related to effectiveness in the
microenvironment are further classified into those related to the sales situation and those
related to the salesperson. Variables related to the salesperson's effort during customer
interactions are not treated in the framework.
The fundamental idea behind the framework is that effectiveness in sales interactions can be
understood best by examining the interactions between sales behaviors, resources of the
salesperson, the nature of the customer's buying task, and characteristics of the salespersoncustomer relationship. This framework provides a mechanism for integrating previous
research and a direction for future research. In the next section, the shortcomings of prior
research on effectiveness in sales interactions are discussed. These shortcomings suggest the
need for a contingency approach. After presenting the nature and applications of a
contingency approach, the approach is expanded into a framework. The basic postulate of
the framework is stated, constructs in the framework are defined, and a set of propositions.
Propositions are supported by research in leadership, bargaining, social psychology, and
personal selling.
Behavior Control
a. Exercised by sales manager
Behavior control, as exercised by sales managers, is expected to have a positive antecedent
impact on POS. This relationship has also not been examined in prior research. The
importance of sales manager behavior control lies in the logic that salespeople who believe
their managers use collaborative management control (monitoring, directing, evaluating, and
rewarding activities) are likely to believe that the organization is treating them favorably and
supportively, leading to reciprocation by “paying back” through greater exercise of
discretionary behavior such as organizational commitment behavior (OCB). Understanding
the management control–POS relationship provides important insights for sales managers
attempting to increase desired salesperson behaviors.
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Beatty et al. (1996) mention that the participation of customer contact personnel in the
strategy process is a largely unmapped area in both marketing as well as strategic
management. Based on social exchange theory, and in particular, the notion of trust within
this area of discussion, we examine the nature and scope of strategy participation exhibited
by customer contact personnel. Exploring dyadic associations, we can find the extent to
which contact personnel trust their supervisors positively influence their willingness to
participate in strategic activities. It also explores other avenues of studies wherein we can
poach more on the topic of how contact personnel can influence the sales action if he is
involved in the strategic activities.
This is useful because not only it helps in using the insights that are accumulated from the
customers directly and incorporate them in the firm’s strategy but also it makes the contact
personnel feel more valuable. More so ever, he will be willing to participate more actively
in the actions which are direct results of the brainwork that has been done by him. This also
could be an added incentive more employees to make him feel more valuable.
Furthermore, we found that communication and information sharing moderate the
relationship between confidence and strategic happenings. Thus, a possible outcome for the
involvement could be that the more contact personnel are involved in the strategic process,
the more likely supervisors are to rate the contact person's selling performance as high.
b. Exercised by salesperson
(i) Ethical Behavior
Beatty et al. (1996) find out that while examining the role ethical of salesperson behavior
plays in relationship selling emphasizes on four key findings that emerge from plethora of
research available. First, ethical salesperson behavior is positively related to trust in the
salesperson. Second, the effects of ethical salesperson behavior on buyer commitment and
buyer behavior are completely mediated by this trust. Third, ethical salesperson behavior is
most influential in driving desirable resource-based and social relationship returns, and least
influential in driving desirable economic returns. Fourth, the effects of ethical salesperson
behavior are moderated by buyer age such that they become significantly stronger as buyer
age increases. Managerial and theoretical implications are discussed, and avenues for future
research in the area are provided.
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Figure: Variables related to salesperson performance, Journal of Marketing, Weitz (1981),
“Effectiveness in Sales Interaction: A Contingency Framework”.
We examine one-on-one relationships between customers and their sales associates on a
deeper level considering how much understanding they have between them and how much
connect they have developed., which we refer to as relationship selling to differentiate it
from relationship marketing, using a qualitative research approach. This study will explore
observations of a successful group of retail sales associates and a set of their “call
customers.”
Based on this data, we will be able to focus on following points: (1) commitment and
orientation to customer service by senior management and their employees at leadership
levels, as well as a desire for a relationship by the customer with their subsequent
counterpart; (2) augmented personal service and team playing by employees towards the
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relationship building plays a crucial role; (3) repeat customer-employee interactions is
mostly based on three traits developed over time and communication i.e. trust, friendship,
and functionality; and (4) development of customer loyalty to the sales associate that is
interacting with him and hence representative of firm in front of the customer, and employee
reinforcement and faithfulness to the company and the firm under consideration (Beatty et
al., 1996).
(ii) Contact information
Moving forward from participation of contact personnel in the strategic initiatives, there are
other traits that are crucial for a sales personnel to be an effective point of contact when it
comes to end sales. Listening to your customers is one of these most important traits. The
impact of perceived salesperson listening behavior on relationship outcomes (Ramsey and
Sohi, 1997) can be observed significantly on the long-term relationships from the works that
have been done earlier.
A thorough understanding of how businesses gain and maintain long-term relationships with
clients is critical in today’s environment because sustainable business is devised from the
long-term relationships that are being forged between client and the customer. This study
develops a scale for salesperson listening behavior and investigates the impact of customers’
perceptions of salespeople’s listening behavior on trust, satisfaction, and anticipation of
future interaction. The research will comprise of the various outcomes related to that
listening is a higher-order construct composed of three dimensions: (a) sensing, (b)
evaluating, and (c) responding.
When customers perceive a high level of listening behavior by a salesperson, it enhances
their trust in the salesperson and leads to greater anticipation of future interaction.
Implications and future research issues are discussed. Sensing about the customer’s wants
motives and needs could play a crucial role in the sales process. If the contact personnel is
able to devise from the different attributes of the customer, it could greatly help in how is
going to steer the conversation with the customer and probably will also have a great impact
on the end outcome of the sales cycle. Once the sensing part is done, evaluating the attributes
of customer and taking action is also important. Once he is thorough with the motives and
requirements, he can use those insights to provide the customer with better service and
increase the chances of sales process to have a positive outcome.
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Source: Sales role by Pickton and Broderick (2005), “Integrated Marketing
Communication”, Second Edition, Prentice Hall
Markets have been rapidly moving forward from traditional brick and mortar store towards
online sales. This has wholly transformed the sales process in many of the sectors. This
overhaul has led to new type of service standards that are perceived by the customer as well
has had a significant impact on the expectations of the customer. As a new type of word-ofmouth information, online consumer product review is an emerging market phenomenon
that is playing an increasingly important role in consumers' purchase decisions. From the
different online marketing platforms that are available for one’s perusal, number of options
has increased considerably. Since, these online platforms lack the ability to provide the touch
and feel experience that customer ask for, people rely on the experience of other users to
provide some assurance.
This study argues that online consumer review, a type of product information created by
users based on personal usage experience, can serve as a new element in the marketing
communications mix and work as free “sales assistants” to help consumers identify the
products that best match their idiosyncratic usage conditions. Examining these however
would be more data reliant. However with recent advents in technology and Internet of
Things and Artificial Intelligence becoming a widespread used technologies, it has become
easier to gather data and use them for analysis. It will definitely transform one’s
understanding of how the contact between the customer and sales personnel is happening
considering we are talking about virtual sales personnel.
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This could variedly alter the odds of how the perception of customer changes and how these
virtual sales personnel respond to the customer who behave differently in a significant
manner. Apart from the traits of sales personnel, customer attributes will hold a key in the
process. Since traditional traits are not involved in this, attributes like listening to the
customer will no longer will be valid and a new approach will have to be designed to study
the impact of virtual contact personnel.
This study will attempt to address several important strategic issues related to consumer
reviews. First, we show when and how the seller should adjust its own marketing
communication strategy in response to consumer reviews. It has been observed from
previous studies that customers are more prone to give feedback in case negative reviews
are observed, however positives are ignored more often. Despite this, the review information
is sufficiently informative, the two types of product information, i.e., the seller-created
product attribute information and buyer-created review information, will interact with each
other. For example, when the product cost is low and/or there are sufficient expert (more
sophisticated) product users, the two types of information are complements, and the seller's
best response is to increase the amount of product attribute information conveyed via its
marketing communications after the reviews become available.
However, when the product cost is high and there are sufficient novice (less sophisticated)
product users, the two types of information are substitutes, and the seller's best response is
to reduce the amount of product attribute information it offers, even if it is cost-free to
provide such information. We can also derive precise conditions under which the seller can
increase its profit by adopting a proactive strategy, i.e., adjusting its marketing strategies
even before consumer reviews become available.
Second, we can identify product/market conditions under which the seller benefits from
facilitating such buyer-created information (e.g., by allowing consumers to post user-based
product reviews on the seller's website). Finally, we can also illustrate the importance of the
timing of the introduction of consumer reviews available as a strategic variable and show
that delaying the availability of consumer reviews for a given product can be beneficial on a
long term basis. These key inputs can play a vital role in designing the role and attributes of
virtual sales personnel and how it would be different from the attributes of sales personnel
that deals with the customer in person.
(iii)Influence Behavior
A stream of research has examined relationships between performance and the salesperson's
resources and capabilities. Several studies have examined the relationship between
performance and specific abilities conceptually related to interpersonal persuasion. These
studies indicate that effectiveness in sales interactions is related to the salesperson's ability
to develop accurate impressions of customer beliefs about product performance (Weitz,
1981); the salesperson's ability to use these impressions in selecting influence strategies
(Weitz, 1981), and the salesperson's ability to detect the impact of influence strategies and
make adaptations (Grikscheit and Crissey 1973).
The result indicates that the relationship between capabilities and performance, like the
relationship between performance and behavioral predispositions, is quite inconsistent, and
in some cases, even contradictory. In some cases these inconsistencies may be due to
variations in methodology across studies. However, several studies have used the same
methodology across different sales forces and reported inconsistent results (Dunnette and
Kirchner 1960; Howells 1968; Mattheiss et al. 1977; Scheibelhut and Albaum 1973). Even
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variables that can be assessed with high accuracy and reliability, such as age, education, and
sales experience, are related to performance in some studies and unrelated in others.
Customer Characteristics-The Dyadic Approach, the results from prior research on sales
behaviors, behavioral predispositions, and general salesperson capabilities have led to a
growing interest in dyadic research approaches. While there are a wide variety of studies
associated with the dyadic approach, the unifying theme of these studies is that
characteristics of the customer as well as those of the salesperson are considered. This
approach is consistent with a contingency approach because it suggests that effectiveness in
sales interactions is moderated by or dependent upon characteristics of both the salesperson
and the customer. Dyadic similarity studies have not demonstrated a meaningful relationship
between similarity and effectiveness. Several correlational studies have either not supported
the relationship (Doreen, Emery, and Sweitzer 1979) or found similarity explains a low
percentage of the variance (Churchill, Collins, and Strang 1975).
In addition, the correlation studies (Churchill et al. 1975; Evans 1963; Riordan, Oliver and
Donnelly 1977) have not controlled for the plausible rival hypothesis that customers who
made purchases perceived that they were more similar to the salespeople than customers
who did not make purchases (Davis and Silk 1972).
While experimental studies found that similarity is a significant factor in determining sales
performance, it has not been as important as expertise (Bambic 1978; Busch and Wilson
1976; Woodside and Davenport 1974).' Research exploring the effectiveness of dyadic
similarity has not provided the new approach needed for studying effectiveness in sales
interactions. These dyadic studies have focused on a single, static property and have not
considered the interaction between sales behaviors and dyadic characteristics. The
contingency framework presented in this paper expands upon the dyadic approach by
describing the relationship between effectiveness, sales behaviors, and a variety of
salesperson and customer characteristics.
Salesperson Behaviors while marketers have described salesperson orientations (Blake and
Mouton 1970) or general sales approaches (Gwinner 1968), most empirical research on
salesperson behaviors have considered micro behaviors such as the effectiveness of specific
sales messages. Little though has been directed toward identifying underlying dimensions in
which a salesperson's behavior can be assessed.
In the study we discuss in detail about some of these dimensions related to adapting to the
Customer. The behavior of salespeople can be characterized by the degree to which they
adapt their behavior to the interaction. At one extreme, salespeople are non-adaptive when
they deliver the same "canned" presentation (Jolson 1975) to all customers. In contrast to
this non-adaptive behavior, salespeople can engage in a unique behavior pattern oriented to
each customer. Dimensions on which sales behavior can be adapted are discussed in
following sections. It seems reasonable to assume that the effectiveness of influence bases,
influence techniques, specific messages and formats, and the degree of control exerted varies
across a salesperson's customers. Thus a salesperson could increase effectiveness in a
specific interaction by altering behavior along the above mentioned dimensions (Weitz
1980).
Measures of adaptively in sales behavior have not been developed; however, there are some
personality measures that indicate a predisposition to engage in adaptive behaviors. For
example, one would expect dogmatism and authoritarianism to be negatively related to
adaptively while tolerance for ambiguity would be positively related to adaptively. A
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dispositional measure that appears to be closely related to adaptive behavior is selfmonitoring. Snyder (1974) has developed a scale to measure the degree to which people
monitor their environment and use these environmental cues to alter their behavior. One
would expect that high self-monitors would be more adaptive in sales situations. Establishing
a base of Influence. is another dimension of salesperson behavior which attempts to establish
a base of influence.
Wilson (1975) suggests that salespeople need to develop source credibility and legitimacy
during the initial stages of an interaction. Without such a base of influence, salespeople
cannot effectively influence their customers. In a review of the use of influence bases in
organizational setting, McCaU (1979) concluded that "the relevance of a given power base,
the appropriateness of various tactics, and the likely impacts of power use are intimately
linked with each other and with the situation at hand." (p. 205) Thus, given a set of possible
influence bases (French and Raven 1959), salespeople need guidance as to which bases are
most effective in specific circumstances. Propositions concerning variables that moderate
the effectiveness of these influence bases are presented in the next section. Influence
Techniques Used.
Salesperson behaviors can be classified in terms of the influence techniques used. Several
studies have been directed toward defining and analyzing a wide variety of influence
techniques (Capon and Swasy 1977; Falbo 1977; Spiro and Perreault 1979). These studies
suggest that influence techniques can be classified using the following dimensions: (a)
open/direct vs. closed /indirect and (b) business /product-related v. emotional/person-related.
When open/direct influence attempts are used, the purpose of the influence attempt is not
hidden. Closed influence techniques involve the use of deception and hidden purposes.
Product-related influence techniques are defined as business or task-oriented messagesinformation messages directed toward the product and the purchase decision. In contrast,
emotional messages are directed toward the customer with the intent of appealing to
psychological needs and improving customer-salesperson relations. Emotional messages
attempt to reduce risks associated with the social consequences of the purchase decision,
while product messages attempt to reduce risks associated with product performance
(Newton 1967).
Influence techniques can also be classified by the target and format of the messages
delivered. The target can be defined as the specific cognitive element, belief, or value toward
which the message is directed. Message formats include comparative v. non-comparative
messages and one-sided v. two-sided appeals. The final dimension of sales behavior to be
considered is the extent to which the salesperson controls the sales interaction. This
behavioral dimension is closely related to the dominant-submissive dimension proposed by
Buzzota, Lefton, and Sherberg (1972), the salesperson-oriented dimension proposed by
Blake and Mouton (1970), and the traditional salesperson behavior of using high or low
pressure. The use of control or pressure is a method of aggressively directing the flow of the
interaction toward making a sale. Several researchers have attempted to assess the degree of
control exercised by salespeople by analyzing recordings of sales interactions (Willett and
Pennington 1966, Olshavsky 1973).
Some insights into control behaviors of salespeople can be gained by examining leader
control behaviors. Autocratic and "initiating structure" leader behaviors are associated with
a high degree of leader control. In the context of a sales interaction, autocratic behavior is
related to the use of high pressure tactics. Initiating structure behavior is related to the
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salesperson aggressively structuring the customer's problem so that the solution involves
purchasing the salesperson's product.
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A Review Of The Emerging Nanotechnology Applications In
Medicine Treatment
Mrs. Sangita Gupta
Abstract: Current modalities of determination and treatment of different diseases, especially
cancer have significant impediments, for example, poor affectability or specificity and
Medicine toxicities separately. Fresher and enhanced techniques for cancer detection in light
of nanoparticles are being produced. They are utilized as contrast agents, fluorescent
materials, molecular research tools and Medicines with targeting antibodies. Paramagnetic
nanoparticles, quantum dabs, Nano shells and Nano some are few of the nanoparticles
utilized for diagnostic purposes. Meds with high dangerous potential like cancer
chemotherapeutic Medicinescan be given with a superior security profile with the utility of
nanotechnology. These can be made to act particularly at the objective tissue by dynamic
and additionally aloof means. Different modalities of therapy, for example, warm prompted
removal of cancer cells by Nano shells and gene therapy are likewise being produced. This
review discusses the different stages of nanotechnology being utilized as a part of various
perspectives of medicine like diagnostics and therapeutics. The potential toxicities of the
nanoparticles are likewise portrayed notwithstanding speculative plans, for example,
responds and micro biomes. The safety of Nano medicine isn't yet completely characterized.
In any case, it is conceivable that Nano medicine in future would assume an essential part in
the treatment of human diseases and furthermore in improvement of ordinary human
physiology.
Keywords: Nanotechnology, Applications, Medicine Treatment, diseases, limitations,
improved, nanoparticles, cancer cells, therapeutics.
Introduction: Nano medicine includes use of nanotechnology for the benefit of human
health and wellbeing. The utilization of nanotechnology in different areas of therapeutics
has changed the field of medicine where nanoparticles of measurements running between 1
- 100 nm are outlined and utilized for diagnostics, therapeutics and as biomedical tools for
research. It is presently conceivable to provide therapy at a sub-atomic level with the
assistance of these apparatuses, in this way treating the disease and aiding investigation of
the pathogenesis of disease. Conventional Medicines experience the ill effects of real
constraints of unfriendly impacts happening because of non-specificity of Medicine action
and absence of viability because of dishonorable or ineffectual measurements detailing (e.g.,
cancer chemotherapy and ant diabetic operators). Outlining of Medicines with more
noteworthy level of cell specificity improves viability and limits adverse effects. Diagnostic
methods with more noteworthy level of affectability help in early identification of the disease
and give better prognosis. Nanotechnology is being connected widely to give focused on
Medicine therapy, diagnostics, tissue regeneration,cell culture, biosensors and different
devices in the field of molecular biology. Various nanotechnology stages like fullerenes,
nanotubes, quantum dots, Nano pores, dendrites, liposomes, magnetic Nano probes and radio
controlled nanoparticles are being developed.
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Review Of Literature: The major factors impacting the treatment outcome in a patient are
the adequacy and safety profile of the Medicine all the more so when utilized for cancer
chemotherapy. These Medicines have poor cell specificity and high lethality like bone
marrow suppression, gastric erosion, hair loss, renal toxicity, cardiomyopathy, and a few
impacts on other systems. Correspondingly treatment for diabetes faces challenges with the
course of conveyance and deficient glycemic control. Accessibility of non-parenteral
measurements types of insulin would be an achievement and improvement of a suitable
Medicine delivery device can help in this approach. Much of the time, the affectability and
specificity of different diagnostic methods as in radio imaging and different examines for
discovery of harm are not sufficiently adequate for early identification and treatment.
Nanotechnology And Medical Applications:Development of fresher Medicine delivery
frameworks in view of nanotechnology methods is being striven for conditions like cancer,
diabetes, fungal infections, and viral infections and in gene therapy. The main advantages of
this methodology of treatment are focusing of the Medicine and upgraded wellbeing profile.
Nanotechnology has additionally discovered its utilization in diagnostic medicine as
complexity operators, fluorescent colors and magnetic nanoparticles (Table 1).
Table.1- Some nanoparticles used for medical applications

Liposomes:Liposomes discovered in mid 1960s were the first models of Nano scaled
Medicine delivery devices. They are round nanoparticles made of lipid bilayer layers with a
watery inside however can be Unilamellar with a solitary lamella of film or multilamellar
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with multiple membranes. They can be utilized as viable Medicine delivery frameworks.
Cancer chemotherapeutic Medicinesand different toxicMedicines like amphotericin and
hacking, when utilized as liposomal Medicines produce much better viability and security
when contrasted with customary arrangements. These liposomes can be stacked with
Medicines either in the watery compartment or in the lipid membrane. Usually water soluble
Medicines are stacked in watery compartment and lipid soluble Medicines are joined in the
liposomal membrane. The major limitation of liposome is its quick corruption and leeway
by the liver macrophages, hence diminishing the length of activity of the Medicine it
conveys. This can be decreased to a specific degree with the appearance of stealth liposomes
where the liposomes are covered with materials like polyethylene which avoids of the
liposome and their take-up by macrophages. Different methods for dragging out the
dissemination time of liposomes are consolidation of substances like cholesterol,
polyacrylamide lipids and high transition temperature phospholipids.
Nano pores:Nano pores composed in 1997 by Desai and Ferrari comprise of wafers with
high density of pores (20 nm in diameter). The pores permit passage of oxygen, glucose and
different items like insulin to go through. In any case, it doesn't allow immunoglobulin and
cells to go through them. Nano pores can be utilized as devices to protect transplanted tissues
from the host immune framework, in the meantime, using the benefit of transplantation. β
cells of pancreas can be encased inside the Nano pore device and embedded in the recipient’s
body. This tissue sample gets the supplements from the surrounding tissues and in the
meantime stays undetected by the immune system and consequently don't get rejected. This
could fill in as a fresher methodology of treatment for insulin subordinate diabetes mellitus.
Nano pores can likewise be employed in DNAsequencing. Brinton’s group at Harvard
University has been taking a shot at changed Nano pores that can separate DNAstrands in
view of contrasts in base pair sequences. Nano pores are additionally being produced with
capacity to separate purines from pyrimidines. Further, fuse of electricity conducting
electrodes is being intended to enhance longitudinal resolution for base combine
distinguishing proof. Such a technique could read a thousand bases for every second per
pore. These can be utilized for minimal effort high throughput genome sequencing which
would be of extraordinary advantage for application of pharmacogenomics in Medicine
development process.
Nanotubes:Carbon nanotubes found in 199134 are tubular structures like a sheet of graphite
moved into a cylinder capped at one or the two finishes by a Bucky ball. Nanotubes can be
single walledcarbon nanotube (SWCNT) or multiwallcarbon nanotube (MWCNT) in
concentric design. Single wallednanotube hasan internal measurement of 1-2 nm and
multiwall nanotubehas a diameter of 2-25 nm with 0.36 nm distance betweenlayers of
MWCNT. These change in their length extending from 1 µm to a few micrometers. These
are described by more prominent quality and solidness henceforth can be utilized as steady
Medicine carriers. Cell specificity can be accomplished by conjugating antibodies to carbon
nanotubeswith fluorescentor radiolabelling. Passage of nanotubes into the cell may be
mediated by endocytosis or by addition through the cell membrane. Carbon nanotubes can
be made more solvent by fuse of carboxylic or ammonium gatherings to their structure and
can be utilized for the vehicle of peptides, nucleic acids and different Medicine molecules.
Indium-111 radionuclide named carbon nanotubes are being researched for killing
cancercells selectively.
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An Amphotericin B nanotube has demonstrated expanded Medicine delivery to the inside of
cells thought about to amphotericin B organization without nanotubes. The adequacy of
amphotericin B nanotubes was more noteworthy as an antifungal specialist contrasted with
amphotericin B alone and it was powerful on strains of fungi which are typically safe to
amphotericin B alone. Further, there was lessened lethality to mammalian cellswith
amphotericin B nanotubes.The capacity of nanotubes to transport DNAacross cell membrane
is utilized as a part of studies including gene therapy. DNAcan be joined to the tips of
nanotubes or can be consolidated inside the tubes. Prato et al indicated more noteworthy
articulation of the β galactocidasemarker gene throughnanotubes compared to exchange of
nakedDNA. This gives the preferred standpoint ofnon-immunogenicity in difference to viral
vectors utilized for gene transfer. Gene silencing contemplates with little interferingRNA
(siRNA) have been done as a methodology of cancer therapy where tumorscells will be
specifically adjusted. Functionalized single walled carbon nanotubes can be utilized with
siRNA to hush focused on gene expression.
Nano shells: Nano shells were developed by West and Halas45 at Rice University as a new
modality of targeted therapy. Nano shells consist of nanoparticles with a core of silica and a
coating of thin metallic shell. These can be targeted to desired tissue by using immunological
methods. This technology is being evaluated for cancer therapy. Hirsh et al used Nano shells
which are tuned to absorb infra-red rays when exposed from a source outside the body to
demonstrate the thermo ablative property of Nano shells. The Nano shells when exposed to
NIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum get heated and cause destruction of the tissue.
This has been studied in both in vitro and in vivo experiments with HER 2 expressing SKBR-3 human breast carcinoma cells. The control cells did not lose their viability even after
treatment with Nano shells with non-specific anti IgG or PEG and NIR ablation.
Nano shells can also be embedded in a hydrogel polymer containing the Medicine. After
directing the Nano shells to the tumour tissue by immunological methods, with an infrared
laser, these can be made to get heated up, melting the polymer and releasing the Medicine at
the tumour tissue. Targeting the Medicine release avoids the toxicity of cancer chemotherapy
Medicines. Nano shells are currently being investigated for micro metastasis of tumours and
also for treatment of diabetes. Nano shells are also useful for diagnostic purposes in whole
blood immunoassays. Gold Nano shells can be coupled to antibodies and the size can be
modulated so that it responds to NIR wavelength, which has the ability to penetrate whole
blood specimens. With this method it is possible to detect immunoglobulins at a
concentration range of Nano grams per millilitre in plasma and whole blood.
Nano bubbles: Cancer therapeutic Medicines can be incorporated into nanoscale bubble
like structures calledasNano bubbles. These Nano bubbles remain stable at room temperature
and when heated to physiological temperature within the body coalesce to form
microbubbles.These have the advantages of targeting the tumourtissue and delivering the
Medicine selectively under the influence of ultrasound exposure. This results in increased
intracellular uptake of the Medicine by the tumour cells. It also provides an additional
advantage of enabling visualisation of the tumour by means of ultrasound methods. Rapaport
et al have demonstrated the utility of Nano bubbles in delivery of Medicines like doxorubicin
based on in vitro and in vivo experiments using breast cancer cells MDA MB231 and mice
with breast cancer xenograft respectively. On administration of Nano bubble loaded
doxorubicin, these reach the tumour tissue through leaky vasculature and get accumulated at
the site of tumour. This is followed by formation of microbubbles by coalescing of Nano
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bubbles which can be visualized by ultrasound techniques. When the site is focused with
high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU), it causes disruption of the microbubbles resulting
in release of the Medicine. The microbubbles retained the Medicine in a stable state until
stimulated byHIFU.Thisresults in attainment of higher levels of Medicine in the target cells
and hence reduced toxicity and increased efficacy. This method needs further exploration
for its utility in treatment of various malignancies. Liposomal Nano bubbles and
microbubbles are also being investigated for their role as effective non-viral vectors for gene
therapy.
Nano-Technology In Gene Therapy: Gene therapy is a more up to date methodology of
approach for treatment of numerous genetic disorders including diabetes mellitus, cystic
fibrosis, and alpha 1 antitrypsin inadequacy. Viral vectors utilized for gene transfer have the
impediments of security concerns and incitement of immune system with generation of
antibodies against the viral vectors. Further, bare DNAcannot cross the contrarily charged
cell membrane as these are likewise negatively charged. Thus, there is a requirement for
different methods of exchange of genetic material such as nanoparticle based gene therapy.
Liposomes measuring less than 100 nm can be utilized for conveyance of genetic material
into cells. Liposomes incorporated with polyethylene glycol and galactose target liver cells
effectively because of their fast take-up by liver Chuffer cells. Hence gene therapy might be
attempted with such liposomal nanoparticles for different liver disorders, for example,
Wilson's disease and inherited hemochromatosis. Niu et al utilized human insulin gene in
chitosan nanoparticles to transfect STZ diabetic rat through gastrointestinal tract. They found
a noteworthy abatement in fasting blood glucose level, increment in plasma insulin levels
and articulation of human insulin gene mRNA in the investigation rats. This investigation
may prompt the improvement of a more up to date methodology of therapy for sort 1 diabetes
mellitus. A "mixture Nano device" outlined by laborers of Northwestern University and
Argonne National Laboratory comprises of a titanium dioxide (TiO2) semiconductor
nanoparticle of measurement 4.5 nm connected covalently to oligonucleotideDNA. The
oligonucleotide sequence can guide the half breed Nano device to the comparing
DNAsegment inside the cell nucleus. At the point when fortified with light or X beams, TiO2
incites nucleic acid endonuclease which separates off the particular DNAfragment. This
gadget is yet to be tried in a laboratory model. In any case, it might have a potential utility
in treatment of different malignancies in the future.
Regulatory Challenges With Nano Medicines:Regulatory issues assume a noteworthy part
in the development ofNano formulationMedicines. These incorporate, the kind of Nano
Medicine created and the different administrative necessities that the makers must take after
amid the assembling of Nano Medicines. A Nano formulation of a Medicine which depends
on a formerly approved Medicine in micro formulation can experience a shorter endorsement
pathway by methods for contracted new Medicineapplication ifbioequivalence can be
exhibited to its micro formulationMedicine. However, if bioequivalence cannot be
illustrated, it would require endorsement of the considerable number of stages of
newMedicine application. Further, when a Nano Medicine is designed as another chemical
entity, the assessment technique turns out to be more stringent.
Nano Medicinemanufacturers must consent to FDA's Current GoodManufacturing Practices
(CGMP) and QualitySystem Regulations (QSR). Noncompliance with these regulations
would warrant authorization activities by theFDA. Forexample, 21 CFR 211.25 of FDA's
CGMP requires that the faculty associated with the manufacturing process, in giving
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preparing to the workers and the staff directing the manufacturing process have satisfactory
training, education and experience. Further, the preparation must be led at satisfactory
frequency and there must be sufficient number of qualified staff for the relegated obligations.
ANanoMedicine manufacturer must contribute significant measure of financial resources to
have such qualified faculty in the working unit. Maintenance of hardware for manufacture
of Nano Medicines and control of pollution are additionally administrative necessities for
manufacturers. TheMedicine products are refined by the utilization of channels and CGMP
requests that the channels don't release fibers. Be that as it may, when liquid filtration is
utilized, Nano Medicinemanufacturers will not have the capacity to agree to CGMP; since
the littlest filtration level accessible is around 15 nm and Nano Medicines could be at the
scope of 5 to 6 nm long. The FDAcenters in particular, the Center for Medicine
Evaluationand Research (CDER), the Center forDevices andRadiological Health (CDRH)
and the Center for Biologics Evaluationand Research (CBER) regulate Medicines, devices,
andbiologics respectively and are in charge of managing Nano medical products.FDA
arranges medicinal products as Medicine, device or biologics according to their essential
method of activity to allot middle for their primary jurisdiction amid the evaluation process.
In the event of a Nano Medicine it is hard to order it as a Medicine, device or biologics since
it has a tendency to have a blend of the above. Thus, the assignment of the Center winds up
noticeably troublesome. Further, the Medicine has to go through every one of the Centers of
FDAowing to its complexity.This result in more noteworthy day and age for endorsement of
the Medicine The staff ofFDA should likewise be adequately instructed and prepared in
nanotechnology in the field of medicine toevaluate NanoMedicine products.
Nanotechnology In Health And Medicine
Even today various disease like diabetes, cancer, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease,
cardiovascular diseases and multiple sclerosis as well as different kinds of serious
inflammatory or infectious diseases (e.g. HIV) constitute a high number of serious and
complex illnesses which are posing a major problem for the mankind. Nano medicine is an
application of nanotechnology which works in the field of health and medicine. Nanomedicine makes use of nano materials, and nano electronic biosensors. In the future, nano
medicine will benefit molecular nanotechnology. The medical area of nano science
application has many projected benefits and is potentially valuable for all human races. With
the help of nano medicine early detection and prevention, improved diagnosis, proper
treatment and follow-up of diseases is possible. Certain nano scale particles are used as tags
and labels, biological can be performed quickly, the testing has become more sensitive and
more flexible. Gene sequencing has become more efficient with the invention of nano
devices like gold nano particles, these gold particles when tagged with short segments of
DNA can be used for detection of genetic sequence in a sample. With the help of
nanotechnology, damaged tissue can be reproduced or repaired. These so called artificially
stimulated cells are used in tissue engineering, which might revolutionize the transplantation
of organs or artificial implants. Advanced biosensors with novel features can be developed
with the help of Carbon nano tubes. These biosensors can be used for astrobiology and can
throw light on study origins of life. This technology is also being used to develop sensors
for cancer diagnostics. Though CNT is inert, it can be functionalized at the tip with a probe
molecule. Their study uses AFM as an experimental platform.
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i. Probe molecule to serve as signature of leukemia cells identified. ii. Current flow due to
hybridization will be through CNT electrode to an IC chip. iii. Prototype biosensors catheter
development.

Figure 1: Nanotechnology applications in stem cell biology and medicine
Nanotechnology has made excellent contribution in the fieldof stem cell research. For
example, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been successfully used to isolate and group
stem cells. Quantum dots have been used for molecular imaging and tracing of stem cells,
for delivery of gene or Medicines into stem cells, nano materials such as carbon nano tubes,
fluorescent CNTs and fluorescent MNPs have been used. Unique nanostructures were
designed for controllable regulation of proliferation and differentiation of stem cells is done
by designed unique nano structures. All these advances speed up the development of stem
cells toward the application in regenerative medicine [3]. The recent applications of
nanotechnology in stem cell research promises to open new avenues in regenerative
medicine. Nanotechnology can be a valuable tool to track and image stem cells, to drive their
differentiation into specific cell lineage and ultimately to understand their biology. This will
hopefully lead to stem cell-based therapeutics for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
human diseases [4]. Nano devices can be used in stem cell research in tracking and imaging
them. It has its applications for basic science as well as translational medicine. Stem cells
can be modulated by mixing of nano carriers with biological molecules (Figure 6). Nano
devices can be used for intracellular access and also for intelligent delivery and sensing of
biomolecules. These technologies have a great impact in stem cell microenvironment and
tissue engineering studies and have a great potential for biomedical applications [5].
Conclusion:Although the desires from nanotechnology in medicine are high and the
potential advantages are interminably enrolled; the security of Nano medicine isn't yet
completely characterized. Utilize of nanotechnology in medical therapeutics needs sufficient
assessment of its hazard and wellbeing factors. Notwithstanding, it is conceivable that Nano
medicine in future would assume a vital part in treatment of human diseases and furthermore
in improvement of ordinary human physiology. With concurrent application of
nanotechnology in different fields, its utility is probably going to broaden promote into
diagnostics, molecular research techniques and devices. Nano materials have expanded
surface region and Nano scale impacts, henceforth utilized as a promising apparatus for the
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headway of Medicine and gene delivery, biomedical imaging and diagnostic biosensors.
Nano materials have novel physicochemical and biological properties when contrasted with
their larger counterparts. The properties of Nanomaterials can incredibly impact their
connections with biomolecules and cells, because of their exceptional size, shape, chemical
composition, surface structure, charge, dissolvability and agglomeration. For example,
nanoparticles can be utilized to create exceptional images of tumor destinations; single
walled carbon nanotubes, have been utilized as high-productivity conveyance transporters
for biomolecules into cells. There is a brilliant future to nanotechnology, by its converging
with other technologies and the consequent development of perplexing and inventive hybrid
technologies. Biology based technologies are interweaved with Nanotechnology is as of now
used to control genetic material, and Nano materials are now being assembled utilizing
biological components. The capacity of Nanotechnology to design matter at the littlest scale
is altering zones, for example, information technology subjective science and biotechnology
and is prompting new and interlinking these and different fields. By additionally look into
in Nanotechnology; it can be helpful for each part of human life. Medicine, regenerative
medicine, stem cell research and nutraceuticalsare among the main parts that will be changed
by Nanotechnology innovations.
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Risk And Return Analysis Of Stocks In India: A Study Of
Pharmaceutical Industry
SMRITI
Abstract
"Higher the Risk, Higher the profit"
Every economy needs savings and investment as a fuel for its smooth functioning. There are
lots of investment avenues that are available to park the surplus funds and it's conversion
into a more profitable bundle. One of such alternative is the investment of funds in the
financial instruments issued by various industries in the stock market. A potential investor
invests his funds in the market on the basis of a critical risk return analysis. So the present
paper will focus on the risk and return analysis of the selected stocks of pharmaceutical
industry and correlation analysis of the returns of the selected stocks with benchmark index.
Monthly data have been used for 4 years i.e. 2015-2018. The research reveals that the returns
of the Piramil Enter were the highest and the total risk of the Divis Labs was the maximum.
Systematic risk of the Piramil Enter was also the highest and there was a positive correlation
between the returns of the selected stocks and BSE Sensex.
Keywords: Risk, Return, Investment, Pharmaceutical, Benchmark.
Introduction
Every market is dependent upon the mobilization of funds for its growth and development.
Stock exchange is the most desirable place for the investment of surplus savings held by any
investor. But before investing their precious amount in any stock investor must go for risk
return analysis to be sure and secured regarding his investment. Stocks of various industries
are listed and trade in a stock exchange and now a day’s pharmaceutical sector is the most
lucrative one. Pharmaceutical industry plays a very crucial role in terms of economic and
social inclusion and growth of this sector leads to not just an increment in national income
and GDP but it will also have a forward multiplier effect for social well being also. Investor
is said to be rational and make decisions according to risk and return analysis of the stocks.
Mostly the investment is directly proportional to the risk bearing capacity of the investor and
their objectives. The investors who want regular returns with less risk will have some
different bundle of stocks in his basket in comparison to the one who can bear high risk and
want higher returns. Today, Tailor-made portfolios are constructed on the basis of their
preferences in terms of returns and risk bearing. So in order to add more securities, an
investor should analyze them and it is the central theme of this paper.
Literature Review
1. Prameela S. Shetty and Devaraj K. (2017) analyzed selected group stock listed on BSE
of Indian Pharmaceutical industry on the basis of their returns and risk over the year
2011-2015 and on the basis of Alpha and Beta value they have depicted the market
volatility and investor's preference. Further the returns of the selected stocks over the
period are very good and can be varied as preference according to the risk bearing
capacity of the investor.
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2. M. Mutthu Gopalakrishnan and Amal Vijay AK (2017) analyzed the equity shares of
NSE listed ten pharmaceutical companies of India for the period of 2012-17 and found
that the mean return of all the companies is negative and there is high degree of
correlation exists between the selected stocks and Nifty 50.
Statement of the problem
Country's economic development is dependent upon the growth of its industries and there
are certain industries which are even more significant due to their social relevance, one of
them is pharmaceutical industry. So the major concern of this paper is to analyze whether
the stocks of this industry are performing better than the market or not.
Objectives of the study
• To analyze risk and return of selected stocks and compare it with market index.
• To study the relation of selected stock returns with the returns of market index.
Research Methodology
In the present paper stocks of top five pharmaceutical companies have been selected on the
basis of market capitalization i.e. Sun Pharma, Piramal Enter, Dr Reddy Labs, Aurobindo
Pharm and Divis Labs. Listed on BSE have been taken into consideration and BSE Sensex
have been used as the benchmark index. Secondary data of monthly stock prices have been
taken from the official website of BSE for 4 years i.e. 2015-2018 have been used for the
study. Tools like Average returns, Standard deviation, Beta and Correlation analysis have
been used for this study.
Analysis and Interpretation
1. To analyze risk and return of selected stocks and compare it with market index.
• Analysis of Stock Returns
Returns of the selected five pharmaceutical stocks are depicted below. Returns are calculated
as the Difference between the opening and closing price in proportion to original price. The
average annual returns of each stock from the year 2015-18 have been taken into
consideration.

STOCK RETURNS
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

STOCK RETURNS

-0.10
-0.20
-0.30

It has been analysed from the above bar diagram that returns of the Piramal Enter limited
were the highest followed by Divis Labs as compared to other stock as well as BSE Sensex.
Further the returns of Dr Reddy Labs, Aurobindo Pharm and Sun Pharma were negative.
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• Analysis of Total risk of Stocks
Selected stocks are analysed on the basis of the total risk as denoted by standard deviation
and standard deviation is calculated as sqare root of deviation of actual returns from the
Average returns proportionate to the total number of years.

STANDARD DEVIATION
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

47.99%
38.64%
15.45%

9.70%

20.62%

14.10%
STANDARD DEVIATION

It has been analysed from the above bar diagram that the total risk of Sun Pharma was the
minimum in comparison to all other stocks as well as BSE Sensex. Whereas Divis Labs was
having the highest risk followed by Piramal Enter, Aurobindo Pharm and Dr Reddy Labs.
• Analysis of stocks on the basis of systematic risk
Risk is basically classified as Systematic risk and unsystematic risk, former is uncontrollable
whereas latter is controllable. This justifies the fact that investor must consider systematic
risk of Stocks before taking investment decision.

BETA
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

1.22
1
0.60
BETA
0.16
SUN PHARMA

0.17

0.05
PIRAMAL
ENTER

Dr REDDY
Labs

AUROBINDO
PHARM

DIVIS Labs

BSE SENSEX

It has been analysed from the above bar diagram that Dr Reddy Labs had the minimum
systematic risk where as Piramal Enter had the highest systematic risk followed by
Aurobindo, Divis Labs and Sun Pharma and all the stocks except Piramal Enter had less
volatility as compared to BSE sensex.
2. To study the relation of selected stock returns with the returns of market index.
• Correlation Analysis of stocks and BSE Sensex
The correlation analysis is done to analyze the interrelationship between the stock returns
and the bench mark BSE Sensex.
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CORRELATION
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The above bar diagram discloses that though there was a positive correlation between the
two but the responsiveness is of low to moderate degree. Piramal Enter stated moderate
degree of positive correlation followed by Aurobindo Pharm, Sun Pharma, DivisLlabs and
Dr Reddy Labs.
Conclusion
Hence in a nutshell, it can be said that for any investor risk and return analysis plays an
utmost significant role because it helps them to recognize the riskier and the fruitful stocks
among the all available for investment. Market is said to be volatile in nature and it's
volatility brings risk and make the returns endangered. So, it becomes the prior requisite for
any investor to analyze the various components of risk and their impact on the probable
returns. Risk and returns are the two poles which can act either as an opportunity or as a
threat for investors and there analysis will act as a tool for savior to the investors.
Suggestions
• As there is a basic rule " Higher the risk, higher the returns". In accordance to this rule
Piramal Enter limited should be the appropriate stock for investment for the risk takers
because it offers the highest return but that too with the highest risk.
• For the moderate risk takers Divis Labs can be appropriate because it has the high total
risk but minimum systematic risk which signifies that the major part of the risk is
unsystematic which can be controlled and the returns for this stock is also positive and
moderate.
Limitation of study
The study can be further generalized and explored as this study is restricted to
pharmaceutical industry only and BSE listed top five stocks on the basis of market
capitalization are taken for study. The study is also limited to the 4 years i.e. 2015-18.
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Job Satisfaction Of Employees In Regional Rural Banks- A
Study Of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank, YSR Kadapa
District
Shaik Rehana Banu.
Dr. B.Gangaiah
Dr Shaik Balkhis Banu.
Abstract
The contributing role of financial institutions towards stabilization and growth of an
economy cannot be overlooked. Employees play a pivotal role in achieving organizational
goals. Gaining employee satisfaction and commitment is a gnawing concern facing banking
industry of Regional Bank of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank. This paper aims to
investigate the impact of factors such as work–family balance, Nature of the job, use of
skills and knowledge, perceived job security and Economic -environment on employee
satisfaction working hours, preference and importance, working conditions, motivation or
encouragement, remuneration in the banking sector of Regional Rural bank, Andhra Pragati
Grameena bank. Using systematic sampling technique, a sample of 100 employees from
various branches of Andhra Pragathi Grameena bank was surveyed using a structured and
standardized questionnaire. perceived values items developed by the researcher on Job
satisfaction items developed and scale reliability tool the study observe the reliability
(Cronbach’s Alpha), the inter- item correlation between Job satisfaction of employees and
few dimension’s, were applied to analyze the data. The results supported the study
objectives, hypotheses, revealing that work-family balance, perceived job security and
person-environment fit the impact of employee satisfaction in the banking sector.
Key Words: Job satisfaction, banking sector, work employees, job security environment
Introduction
The fundamental duty of the management is to direct the employees and to observe their
work. Creating nations have a huge natural and Human Resources however because of
inappropriate management economic progress is less. The management is a group action of
human strength and material things. Management is not the administrators but rather
specialists of changes. The task of the management is to keep up good conditions in all
sectors so that employees can work together to achieve common goals with efficiency.
Now- a- days, nearly in all areas the services of employees are being used in the most ideal
approach to winning mighty tasks, there is no sector in which services of employees are not
taken. At the point when their work is so important, their Job Satisfaction is also important.
In this manner, the researcher needs to peer inside the Job Satisfaction dimension of
employees of Regional Rural Bank Sectors.
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Regional Rural Bank Sectors predictable a key place in the Indian economy as far as work
and speculation. Throughout the years, Regional Rural Bank Sectors have become both in
number and size and spread to the greater part of the indispensable areas of the economy.
They have been considered as integral assets during the time spent monetary advancement.
Regional Rural Bank Sectors are expected to fulfill the social and also financial
commitments to guarantee all-round development of the economy. But unfortunately, due to
many reasons, a large portion of the occasions the guarantees of many Regional Rural Bank
Sectors have not been fulfilled for which these Rural Bank Sectors have been established.
Concept Of Job Satisfaction
In any organization, 5Ms are essential, i.e. Men, Machine, Money, Method and Materials.
At the point when an organization is equipped with the wonderful machine, material and has
a great potential market, utilizing great strategies yet doesn’t have very much prepared, fast
and qualified men control at that point, its business never contacts the peak of achievement.
Nowadays every organization is giving much significance to their men control (human
resource). The chances of the organization failure are less if that organization owns good,
clever and prepared human resource. Without great human resource, all resources can't be
worked adequately. It is demonstrated by this sentence of Andrew Carnegie he is cited and
saying: "Take away my people, yet leave my manufacturing plants, and before long grass
will develop on the industrial facility floors. Take away my factories, yet leave my people,
and soon we will have another and better factory".
Andrew Carnegie characterizes the significance of men power in an organization. Along
these lines, people are very important in the management, at present their conduct is likewise
getting more significance in organizations. For effective management, it is important to
understand people’s conduct at work place. As we realize that human conduct is
uncontrollable, unpredictable and regularly changing, so it is very difficult to predict about
it.
In today’s scenario, the management can't disregard human behavior. The management must
think about their expectations, their desires from the organization. On the off chance that
workers are satisfied with the organizations, then surely they work effectively. On the off
chance that organization neglects to make work job satisfaction, then it may suffer many
problems from employees like regular absenteeism on job venue, they may quit the job, may
spread negative publicity of organization and improper work etc.
For the success of any organization job satisfaction is of essential significance. The
employees who are fulfilled are the biggest resources for an organization where as the
dissatisfied employees are the greatest liabilities. The organization can't accomplish its
objectives and targets except if its workforce which comprises the organization is happy with
its job. Employment job satisfaction assumes an important role in the happiness and
prosperity of the individuals and the organization that has employed them.
A lack of personal satisfaction is an incessant reason numerous individuals talk about when
they choose to stop their jobs. What is personal satisfaction? What can a supervisor do to
develop dimensions of satisfaction in people on jobs? Luckily, there are numerous things
that should be possible to give working conditions where the level of satisfaction can be
developed. There are no assurances that it will develop but at least conditions empowering
the development of satisfaction can be maintained in work place.
Employees should be able to understand where they fit into the business. They should know
the significance of their work nature, how would they perform with their function, how can
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it influence on other people, parts of the business and the consequences on other individuals
of both great and bad performances of their duties. This can be cultivated by asking for them
to work multi-day or more at an assortment of assignments as a component of an introduction
procedure. Some production units require a person to work one day every month in some
other piece of the business other than their normal duties.
Review Of Literature
Ramon Bastida, Frederic Marimon, Liuis Carreras (2017): In this study, the purpose of
this study is to establish a measurement scale for human resource management human
resource management practices in nonprofit organizations and to analyze their impact on
employee job satisfaction. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using principal components
was performed. The analyzed sample is composed of 62 organizations with 2,030
employees. The results demonstrate that 8 out of 20 analyzed variables determine the
measurement scale of HRM practices in these organizations. These variables are related to
psychological demands, active work and development possibilities, social relations and
leadership, and the degree of coherence in the organization with its principles. According to
the results, these practices have an impact on employee job satisfaction. We believe that
these results are relevant due to the lack of similar studies and the relevance of nonprofit
organizations as job creators in the European.
K. Nath Gangai, R. Agrawal (2015): The purpose of this study is to examine the
relationship between components of organizational commitment and job satisfaction among
employee at EN Reality solution Pvt.Ltd.in Lucknow, UP, therefore this study could make
an important contribution to extend research in management and organizational behavior.
There is a highly significant correlation among factors of organizational commitment,
including both genders. But there is no significant correlation between job satisfaction and
organizational commitment and among three dimensions, only continuance commitment and
normative commitment is a significant correlation with job satisfaction at 0.5 level. Similar
finding is shown in the case of gender (male and female) that there is no correlation between
organizational commitment components and job satisfaction.
Beham & Drobnic (2010) examined the relationship of work-family balance and
satisfaction of 716 office workers working in banking and information technology firms in
Germany. Multivariate regression analysis was used to test the study hypothesis. Results of
the hypothesis indicated that social support was positively associated with work-family
balance and due to overload of work and tight schedules employees were not able to fulfil
their family responsibilities, which resulted in dissatisfaction at work. This study also
showed that if employees spent more time in an organization due to heavy workload and it
had negative consequences on satisfaction of employees.
Carlson (2013) observed the relationship between family balance and organizational
citizenship behavior. Sample of the study consisted of 75 supervisors and 205 subordinates.
Correlation test was applied. The results of the study revealed that work-family balance
could build positive behavior among employees in their workplace. If there was positive
behavior among employees then the organization would also benefit as the employees would
give their best and help organization achieve its goals.
Mafini & Pooe (2013) conducted a research in public sector of South Africa. The research
examined the relationship between employee satisfaction and organizational performance.
Data were collected from a sample of 272 members of government department using survey
technique. Pearson Correlation and regression analysis were applied. The results of study
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demonstrated that there was positive association between organizational performance and
all employee satisfaction factors i.e. ability utilization, working conditions, teamwork,
creativity and autonomy. Teamwork had greater association with organizational
performance. Higher organizational performance could be achieved by increasing each of
five factors.
Research Methodology
Research Design
The current study was descriptive in nature and It transformed raw data into information and
also revealed new facts and information.
Population
The target population of the study included all employees of Andhra pragathi grameena bank
in kadapa.
Sampling
Systematic sampling technique was used in the study. The data were collected directly from
the employees of Andhra pragathi grameena bank. For purpose of data collection head
offices of the banks from kadapa were selected. Systematic sampling was incorporated to
select the respondents. Sample for this research was 100 respondents
Scales And Measures
Structured questionnaire was used for this study. All the questions were assigned 5 point
Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 represented strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neutral,
4 agree and 5 represented strongly agree. Job satisfaction was measured 3.5
Statistical Technique And Statistical Tool
Inferential statistics are used for hypothesis testing. Validity and reliability of data is checked
to ensure that there is accuracy of measures through Cronbach’s Alpha. The techniques
applied for Reliability tests, Inter-Item Correlation Matrix Item-Total Statistics analysis are
done through through Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
Results
Reliability Test
Cronbach alpha is used to measure the reliability of scales. The values of reliability analysis
are in the table below. The overall value of Cronbach’s alpha for all variables indicates that
all the items of measurement used are accurate and reliable.
Research Question
To measure the job satisfaction of employees scale appropriateness of the present research
study
Objectives
❖ To study the existing facilities and services provided to the employees working in
Regional Rural Bank of APGB
❖ To examine the social aspect of job satisfaction as regards to relationship with collegues,
team work and working conditions.
Hypothesis
❖ There is no significant differences exist between the different variables regarding the
facilities and services provided to the employees working in regional rural bank of
Andhra pragathi grameena bank kadapa district.
❖ There is no significant differences exist between the different variables in the
social aspect of job satisfaction as regards to relationship with collegues, team work and
working conditions.
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Need For The Study
The present study checks the reliability and develop Multiple-Item Scale for Assessing Job
Satisfaction Of Employees In Rural Banks- A Study Of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank,
Ysr Kadapa District
Data Analysis & Interpretation
Frequency Table
Frequency Analysis on Gender
1. Gender
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Male
68
68.0
68.0
68.0
Valid Female
32
32.0
32.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of
respondents were males (68%) and (32%) are female.
2.Age in years
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
25- 30 Years
29
29.0
29.0
29.0
31- 35 years
35
35.0
35.0
64.0
Valid
36 - 40 years
36
36.0
36.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of
respondents are in the age group of 36-40 years (36%) and least age group is 25-30 years
(29%).
3. Educational Qualification
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Graduates
52
52.0
52.0
52.0
Post Graduates
31
31.0
31.0
83.0
Valid
others
17
17.0
17.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Most of the
respondents of education qualification is employees (52%), and remaining are post graduates
(31%), others are (17%),
4.Marital Status
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Married
91
91.0
91.0
91.0
UnValid
9
9.0
9.0
100.0
Married
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Most of the respondents
of Marital status of employees (91%), and remaining least unmarried employees are ( 9%).
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5.Type Of Family
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Joint
26
26.0
26.0
26.0
Valid Nuclear
74
74.0
74.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Most of the
respondents of Type of Family of employees (74%), off employees are from nuclear and
remaining respondents are from joint family (26%),
6. No of Dependents
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
0- 2
63
63.0
63.0
63.0
2- 3
21
21.0
21.0
84.0
Valid 3 - 4
13
13.0
13.0
97.0
above 5
3
3.0
3.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of number of dependents of employees (63%), off employees are from 0-2 and
most of the respondents are from 2-3 remaining respondents are from 3-4 and the least
respondents from above 5 (3%),
7. Designation (Please Specify)
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent

Valid

Officer Scale-I

21

21.0

21.0

21.0

Officer Scale-II

19

19.0

19.0

40.0

Officer Scale-III

10

10.0

10.0

50.0

Officer Scale50
50.0
50.0
100.0
IV
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of Designation of employees (50%), off employees are from officer scale –lV
and most of the respondents are from officer scale – l (21%) remaining respondents are from
officer scale –ll (19%) and the least respondents from officer scale -lll (10%),
8. Monthly Salary
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Below 25000
21
21.0
21.0
21.0
26000- 35000
25
25.0
25.0
46.0
Valid 36000-45000
1
1.0
1.0
47.0
Above 46000
53
53.0
53.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
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From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of Monthly salary (53%), of the employees are from above 46000 and most of
the respondents are from 26000-35000 (25%) remaining respondents are from below 25000
(21%) and the least respondents from 36000-45000 (1%),
9. Location of job
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
48
48.0
48.0
48.0
29
29.0
29.0
77.0

City
Urban
SemiValid
17
17.0
17.0
94.0
Urban
Village
6
6.0
6.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of Location of job (48%), of the employees are from city and most of the
respondents are from urban (29%) and the least respondents from semi urban (17%),
10. Type Of Accommodation
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Own
30
30.0
30.0
30.0
Valid Rented
70
70.0
70.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of Type of accommodation (70%), of the employees are from rented house and
the least respondents from own (30%),
11. Length of Service
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
0 - 5 years
41
41.0
41.0
41.0
6 - 10 years
28
28.0
28.0
69.0
11 - 20 years
3
3.0
3.0
72.0
Valid
Above 21
28
28.0
28.0
100.0
years
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents of length of service (41%), of the employees are from 0-5 years and most of
the respondents are from 6 -10 and above 21 years (28%) and the least respondents from
11-20 years (3%),
12. Nativity
Frequency Percent
Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
Urban
92
92.0
92.0
92.0
Valid Rural
8
8.0
8.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
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From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents are from Urban (92%), and the least respondents from rural (8%).
13. Number of childern
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
One
41
41.0
41.0
41.0
Two
26
26.0
26.0
67.0
Three
13
13.0
13.0
80.0
Valid
Above four
20
20.0
20.0
100.0
Total
100
100.0
100.0
From the above Table shows The Demographic profile of the respondents. Majority of the
respondents have (41%), of the employees have one child and most of the respondents have
(26%) of the employees have two children and the least respondents have three children
(13%).
Descriptives
Statistic
Std. Error
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

total

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

3.5905
3.5164
3.6646

.03734

3.6297
3.6323
.139
.37340
2.11
4.12
2.01
.39
-2.173

.241

7.006

.478

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
Sig.
Statistic
df
Sig.
total
.154
100
.000
.791
100
.000
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction
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1.Nature of the Job and use of Skills and Knowledge
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardized Items
.840
.822
Item Statistics
Mean

My present Job gives sense of
Accomplishment.
Iam very much satisfied that my job
is very much secured.
The place where i work is very
much interesting.
The work which i do needs patience
and is highly challenging.
The job which i do is very much
suitable accordingly my work and
skills.
I experience personal growth such as
updating skills and learning different
jobs.

N of Items
6

Std. Deviation

N

3.5000

1.17670

40

3.6750

1.11832

40

3.8250

.98417

40

4.1250

.64798

40

3.4500

1.21845

40

3.7750

.89120

40

Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
My present Iam very
The place
The work
The job I experience
Job gives
much
where i
which i do which i do
personal
sense of
satisfied
work is
needs
is very
growth such
Accomplish that my job very much
patience
much
as updating
ment.
is very
interesting.
and is
suitable
skills and
much
highly
accordingly learning
secured.
challenging. my work
different
and skills.
jobs.
My present Job gives
sense of
Accomplishment.
Iam very much
satisfied that my job
is very much
secured.
The place where i
work is very much
interesting.
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1.000

.731

.697

.017

.662

.648

.731

1.000

.390

.022

.543

.414

.697

.390

1.000

-.005

.516

.860
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The work which i do
needs patience and is
highly challenging.
The job which i do is
very much suitable
accordingly my work
and skills.
I experience personal
growth such as
updating skills and
learning different
jobs.

.017

.022

-.005

1.000

.447

.006

.662

.543

.516

.447

1.000

.568

.648

.414

.860

.006

.568

1.000

Summary Item Statistics
Minimu Maximu Range
Maximum / Variance
m
m
Minimum
3.725
3.450
4.125
.675
1.196
.060

Mean
Item Means
Item
Variances

1.050

.420

1.485

1.065

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation
My present Job gives
sense of
Accomplishment.
Iam very much
satisfied that my job is
very much secured.
The place where i
work is very much
interesting.
The work which i do
needs patience and is
highly challenging.
The job which i do is
very much suitable
accordingly my work
and skills.
I experience personal
growth such as
updating skills and
learning different jobs.
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3.536

N of
Items
6

.162

6

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple
Alpha if
Correlation Item Deleted

18.8500

12.797

.810

.768

.770

18.6750

14.635

.598

.577

.819

18.5250

14.820

.688

.789

.800

18.2250

19.820

.132

.368

.879

18.9000

12.964

.747

.676

.785

18.5750

15.276

.708

.768

.799
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Mean

Scale Statistics
Variance
Std. Deviation

N of Items

22.3500
21.003
4.58286
6
Cronbach's Alpha value above 0.7 suggests good reliability .Cronbach's Alpha of efficiency
is 0.840 and inter item correlation shows that all items were correlated each other.inter item
Value are also satisfactory. Item 1 has high correlation with item 5 and low correlation with
item 4.
Since corrected item –total correlation is above 0.3 for all items, we conclude that all 6
items fit well into the Nature of the Job and use of Skills and Knowledge
2.Job Security and Working Hours
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha Based
N of Items
on Standardized Items
.792

.796

6

Item Statistics
Mean
Std. Deviation

N

How satisfied you are with your
involvement in decisions that
affect your work?

3.3250

1.04728

40

How much satisfied you are
with the insurance?

3.1500

1.05125

40

3.8500

.92126

40

3.5250

.93336

40

3.0750

.99711

40

3.5000

.98710

40

Until I do my duties correctly, I
do not have any stress to lose
my job.
Iam very much satisfied by the
securities provided by
employer?
How much satisfaction do you
have with your working hours?
Employees get Reasonable
break time during working
hours.
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How satisfied
you are with
your
involvement in
decisions that
affect your
work?
How satisfied you are
with your involvement in
decisions that affect your
work?
How much satisfied you
are with the insurance?
Until I do my duties
correctly, I do not have
any stress to lose my job.
Iam very much satisfied
by the securities provided
by employer?
How much satisfaction do
you have with your
working hours?
Employees get
Reasonable break time
during working hours.

Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
How much
Until I do my Iam very much How much
Employees get
satisfied you
duties
satisfied by the satisfaction do
Reasonable
are with the
correctly, I do
securities
you have with
break time
insurance?
not have any
provided by
your working
during
stress to lose
employer?
hours?
working hours.
my job.

1.000

.211

.371

.424

.614

.186

.211

1.000

.474

.545

.209

.321

.371

.474

1.000

.631

.320

.508

.424

.545

.631

1.000

.260

.431

.614

.209

.320

.260

1.000

.404

.186

.321

.508

.431

.404

1.000

Summary Item Statistics
Minimu Maximu Range Maximum / Varianc
m
m
Minimum
e
3.404
3.075
3.850
.775
1.252
.080

Mean
Item Means
Item
Variances

.982

.849

Scale Mean if
Item Deleted
How satisfied you are with
your involvement in
decisions that affect your
work?
How much satisfied you
are with the insurance?
Until I do my duties
correctly, I do not have
any stress to lose my job.
Iam very much satisfied by
the securities provided by
employer?
How much satisfaction do
you have with your
working hours?

161

1.105

.256

1.302

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Variance
Corrected
if Item Deleted
Item-Total
Correlation

N of
Items
6

.012

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

6

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

17.1000

12.554

.495

.497

.773

17.2750

12.666

.475

.333

.778

16.5750

12.251

.656

.495

.736

16.9000

12.195

.654

.539

.736

17.3500

12.746

.504

.484

.770
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Employees get Reasonable
break time during working
hours.

Mean

16.9250

Variance

12.789

.505

.385

Scale Statistics
Std. Deviation

.770

N of Items

20.4250
17.328
4.16264
6
Cronbach's Alpha value above 0.7 suggests good reliability .Cronbach's Alpha of System
availability is 0.792 and inter item correlation shows that all items were correlated each
other. inter item Value are also satisfactory. Item 1 has high correlation with item 3 and low
correlation with item 1.Since corrected item –total correlation is above 0.5 for all items, we
conclude that all 6 items fit well into the Job Security and Working Hours.
3.Working conditions and Preference and importance
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha Based on
N of Items
Standardized Items
.726

.736
Item Statistics
Mean

Branch has enough staff to
discharge the work.
Branch has comfortable seating
lighting, ventilation and toilet
facilities.
In our organization Assignment of
work load is reasonable.
My colleagues are so important for
me.
Iam satisfied with the banks people
programs, such as birthday
announcements, valuable employee
of the month, bulletins and
newsletter, etc.
Customer satisfaction is so
important for me.
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6

Std. Deviation

N

2.6000

1.03280

40

3.8000

.79097

40

3.1750

.98417

40

3.8500

.80224

40

2.6750

1.02250

40

4.1500

.53349

40
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Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
Branch has
In our
My colleagues
comfortable
organization
are so
seating
Assignment of important for
lighting,
work load is
me.
ventilation and
reasonable.
toilet facilities.

Branch has
enough staff to
discharge the
work.

Branch has enough staff to
discharge the work.
Branch has comfortable
seating lighting, ventilation
and toilet facilities.
In our organization
Assignment of work load is
reasonable.
My colleagues are so
important for me.
Iam satisfied with the
banks people programs,
such as birthday
announcements, valuable
employee of the month,
bulletins and newsletter,
etc.
Customer satisfaction is so
important for me.

Iam satisfied
with the banks
people
programs, such
as birthday
announcements
, valuable
employee of
the month,
bulletins and
newsletter, etc.

1.000

.402

.600

.235

.165

.344

.402

1.000

.507

.234

.552

.194

.600

.507

1.000

.067

.262

-.002

.235

.234

.067

1.000

.283

.593

.165

.552

.262

.283

1.000

.327

.344

.194

-.002

.593

.327

1.000

Summary Item Statistics
Minimu Maximu Range
Maximum / Variance
m
m
Minimum
3.375
2.600
4.150
1.550
1.596
.428

Mean
Item Means
Item
Variances

.772

.285

1.067

.782

3.748

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item Deleted Correlation
Branch has enough
staff to discharge the
work.
Branch has
comfortable seating
lighting, ventilation
and toilet facilities.

163

Customer
satisfaction is
so important
for me.

N of
Items

.095

6
6

Squared
Cronbach's
Multiple
Alpha if
Correlation Item Deleted

17.6500

7.669

.524

.504

.668

16.4500

8.305

.614

.464

.647
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In our organization
Assignment of work
load is reasonable.
My colleagues are so
important for me.
Iam satisfied with the
banks people
programs, such as
birthday
announcements,
valuable employee of
the month, bulletins
and newsletter, etc.
Customer satisfaction
is so important for me.

17.0750

8.122

.471

.511

.686

16.4000

9.323

.360

.368

.715

17.5750

8.097

.445

.383

.696

16.1000

10.041

.416

.483

.708

Scale Statistics
Mean Variance
Std.
N of
Deviation
Items
20.2500
11.731
3.42502
6
Cronbach's Alpha value above 0.7 suggests good reliability .Cronbach's Alpha of Fulfillment
is 0.726 and inter item correlation shows that all items were correlated each other. inter item
Value are also satisfactory. Item 1 has high correlation with item 2 and low correlation with
item 6.
Since corrected item –total correlation is above 0.3 for all items, we conclude that all 6 items
fit well into the Working conditions and Preference and importance
4.Motivation/ Encouragement
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha
Cronbach's Alpha Based on
N of Items
Standardized Items
.810

.739
Item Statistics
Mean

Iam rewarded for the quality of
my efforts.
Does your organization recognize
and acknowledge your work.
If you get Promotion, and salary
increases does it motivates you
more?
Customer satisfaction motivates
me more.
Promotion goes to those who
most deserve it.
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5

Std. Deviation

N

3.3750

.92508

40

3.5000

.87706

40

3.7500

.77625

40

4.1750

.38481

40

3.4500

1.06096

40
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Inter-Item Correlation Matrix
Iam
Does your
If you get
Customer
Promotion
rewarded for organization Promotion, satisfaction goes to those
the quality of recognize
and salary motivates me who most
my efforts.
and
increases
more.
deserve it.
acknowledge
does it
your work.
motivates
you more?
Iam rewarded for the
quality of my efforts.
Does your
organization recognize
and acknowledge your
work.
If you get Promotion,
and salary increases
does it motivates you
more?
Customer satisfaction
motivates me more.
Promotion goes to
those who most
deserve it.

Item Means
Item
Variances

1.000

.743

.777

-.045

.581

.743

1.000

.791

-.114

.799

.777

.791

1.000

-.107

.514

-.045

-.114

-.107

1.000

-.323

.581

.799

.514

-.323

1.000

Summary Item Statistics
Mean Minimu Maximu Range Maximum / Varianc
m
m
Minimum
e
3.650
3.375
4.175
.800
1.237
.106
.700

.148

1.126

.978

7.602

Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean
Scale
Corrected
if Item
Variance if Item-Total
Deleted
Item
Correlation
Deleted
Iam rewarded for the
quality of my efforts.
Does your
organization
recognize and
acknowledge your
work.

165

N of
Items
5

.131

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

5

Cronbach's
Alpha if
Item
Deleted

14.8750

5.651

.780

.663

.709

14.7500

5.474

.900

.851

.668
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If you get Promotion,
and salary increases
does it motivates you
more?
Customer satisfaction
motivates me more.
Promotion goes to
those who most
deserve it.

14.5000

6.359

.760

.754

.726

14.0750

10.225

-.178

.208

.896

14.8000

5.600

.639

.743

.768

Scale Statistics
Mean Variance
Std.
N of
Deviation
Items
18.2500
9.936
3.15213
5
Cronbach's Alpha value above 0.7 suggests good reliability.Cronbach's Alpha of Privacy is
0.810 and inter-item correlation shows that all items were correlated each other. Inter-item
Value are also satisfactory. Item 1 has high correlation with item 2 and low correlation with
item 4.Since corrected item –total correlation is above 0.3 for all items, we conclude that all
5 items fit well into the Motivation/ Encouragement
Findings : The study discloses that job satisfaction of employees in Regional Rural Bank of
Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank data is valid Cronbach's Alpha value above 0.7 suggests
good reliability. Cronbach's Alpha of Nature of the Job and use of Skills and Knowledge, is
0.884,System availability is 0.0.874, Fulfillment is 0.840, Job Security and Working Hours
is 0.792 , Working conditions and Preference and importance - is 0.726, Motivation/
Encouragement is 0.810 All Job satisfaction factors, Perceived value and job satisfaction
Item-Total Statistics were correlated each other. Inter item Value are also satisfactory. Since
corrected item –total correlation is above 0.3 for all items; we conclude that job satisfaction
of employees factor’s, perceived value and job satisfaction fit well for the further research.
Uniqueness/assessment – The study supports the researcher to do further research on job
satisfaction of employees in regional rural banks of Andhra pragathi grameena bank.
Conclusion: So the Job satisfaction of employees A Multiple-Item Scale for Assessing
bnaking sector employees of Andhra Pragathi Grameena Bank perceived by different factors
and dimensions were tested using pilot study. Researcher found that the reliability for the
scale is high with response to my present study, with this finding .researcher may confidently
to use this scale for the researcher final study.
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Measures Of Supply Chain Performance In Manufacturing
Sector

Roshanpreet Kaur
Dr. Sarang Narula

Abstract: In today’s world supply chain management (SCM) plays an important role in the
achievement of organisational performance. Also now a days the competition not among the
organisations but among the supply chain of organisations. Hence to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of supply chain it is important to measure its performance.
Through an empirical research an attempt has been made to find out the various factors that
can be considered for measuring the performance of supply chain.
Keywords: supply chain management, supply chain performance
Introduction: In today’s ever changing and booming economy every business is facing
severe competition in local as well as international market. In the new economy, customers
require business enterprises to offer better and cheaper products, shorter response time, more
product lines and higher service levels. Business executives and managers recognize that the
ultimate success of any enterprise is built on supply chain capability and capacity. To
respond to these challenges, it is important to integrate supply chain processes and listen to
the voice of customers. Supply chain management plays a pivotal role in adding value to the
product delivered to the customer and also helps the business units in existing challenging
environment to attain competitive advantage.
Business success is no longer a matter of analysing only the individual firm, but rather a
chain of delivering and supplying organizations, the individual firm is only a part of supply
chain. Therefore companies are focusing on supply chain strategies, boosting plant’s
productivity, improving product quality and reducing manufacturing cost. In this digital age,
internet is challenging the traditional supply chain structures. Market has become more
transparent, customer demands are met in more customized manner and the rate of change
in business world keep increasing. All these reasons have led companies to employ
technology in their supply chains because now a days competition is not among the
companies, but among the supply chains of companies.
There are various ways to look at supply chain. One can say that it starts from the raw
material vendor and ends with the customer; thus, it includes purchasing, marketing and even
consumer buying the product. Therefore all the processes involved in the entire spectrum
from demand generation to demand satisfaction can be called as supply chain management.
Today, in some advanced companies supply chain extend right from the vendor procuring
his raw material to the point of sale where the last sale of the product takes place. This
implies that there is transparency and information flow in the entire chain resulting in
appropriate action at each point. This action by each entity contributes to the smooth
functioning of supply chain.
Supply chain deals in improving the whole performance of business by managing the
relationships with other members of supply chain. Executives of companies who want to
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implement SCM feels the necessity of integrating the business activities throughout the
organisation (Lambert et al., 1996). The managing of three flows i.e. goods, information and
cash will lead to higher customer service. Hence, improving both efficiency (reduction of
cost), effectiveness (customer service) will lead to achieve competitive advantage, thus
improving the profitability too (Mentzer et al., 2001).
Therefore, the performance of a supply chain depends not only on improving the operational
capability and other functional area of the firm rather the managers need to achieve
competitive advantage through high customer service and satisfaction. Hence, the
manufacturing companies in India need to find strategic ways to improve the performance
of their supply chain and to develop some benchmark in order to perform better than their
competitors.
Literature Review
Saad and Patel (2006) attempted to identify a set of measures for supply chain performance
in Indian automotive firms. The results show that the concept of supply chain performance
was not fully adopted and also highlighted the difficulties in implementation of the same.
Chae (2009) measured supply chain performance through key performance indicators
(KPIs). Author suggested that companies should focus on less KPIs which are critical for
their organisation such as customer service, financial viability etc. Potential KPIs should be
developed for each of the supply chain operations-reference (SCOR) model’s four processes
(plan, make, source, deliver). Chin et al (2010) examined the relationship among SCM
practices and their impact on firm’s financial and non-financial performance. The results
show that external customer-firm-supplier relation management positively impacts firm
internal contextual factors, which in turn have positive effects on firm performance. The
findings suggest that a successful implementation of SCM not only directly improves
operational performance but also has indirectly enhances customer satisfaction and financial
performance. The operational performance metric measures a company’s relative
performance with its main competitors on the three competitive priorities of speed, delivery
and quality items commonly used to represent the operational excellence of an organisation.
On the other hand the financial performance is measured using company’s cost and profit –
related aspects compared with its direct competitors (Sengupta et al., 2006). Arawati
(2011) analysed the importance f incorporating SCM in Malyasian manufacturing
companies. The results suggest that SCM has significant correlations with supply chain
flexibility and business performance. Specifically, supply chain supply chain flexibility and
business performance have high correlations with strategic supplier partnership, lean
production postponement concept and technology and innovation.
Research Methodology, results and discussion
Factor Analysis
The factor analysis was applied for the identification of the core factors which are important
to measure the performance of supply chain. In the following section the factors for the same
have been evaluated and after that the impact of information technology on supply chain
performance has been studied. After extensive study of literature on the different studies
done in the different parts of the world, a questionnaire was developed with 35 statements
that are considered important measures of supply chain performance in manufacturing units.
The EFA will define the main constructs and factor loadings to calculate the reliability of
measures used. According to results, all the factors which were loading highly on a factor
are merged thereby giving five major constructs.
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Test Adequacy Of Sample
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin is the measure of sampling adequacy, which varies between 0-1.
The values closer to 1 are better and the value of 0.6 is suggested minimum. The Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity is the test for null hypothesis that the correlation matrix has an identity
matrix. Taking this into consideration, these tests provide the minimum standard to proceed
for Factor Analysis.
KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
.875
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square
6222.427
df
561
Sig.
.000
If KMO>0.6, the sample size is adequate. Here, KMO= 0.875 which indicates that the
sample is adequate and we may proceed with the Factor Analysis.
BARLETT’S TEST OF SPHERICITY: Taking a 95% level of significance, α=0.05. The
p-value (sig.) of .000<0.05, therefore the Factor Analysis is valid as in table
COMMUNALITIES: The lowest value of communality is 0.513 which is more than the
desired value of 0.50. Hence the appropriate variance was retained in the variables by the
factors extracted.
Communalities
Initial
Extraction
SCP1
1.000
.681
SCP2

1.000

.552

SCP3
SCP4
SCP5
SCP6
SCP7
SCP8
SCP9
SCP10
SCP11
SCP12
SCP13
SCP14
SCP16
SCP17
SCP18
SCP19
SCP20
SCP21
SCP22
SCP23
SCP24

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

.598
.547
.674
.769
.878
.873
.801
.866
.695
.740
.787
.693
.586
.684
.653
.807
.792
.799
.769
.769
.718
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SCP25
1.000
.660
SCP26
1.000
.666
SCP27
1.000
.644
SCP28
1.000
.579
SCP29
1.000
.626
SCP30
1.000
.643
SCP31
1.000
.513
SCP32
1.000
.524
SCP33
1.000
.772
SCP34
1.000
.726
SCP35
1.000
.734
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Eigen Values And Total Variance Explained
Eigen values >=1. The initial components are the number of variables used in the Factor
Analysis. The Eigen values are the variance of the factors. The total column contains the
Eigen values. The first factor will always account for the most variance and hence have
highest Eigen value. The next factor will account for as much of the left over variance as it
can and the same will continue till the last factor. The percentage of variance represents the
percentage of total variance accounted by each factor and the cumulative percentage gives
the cumulative percentage of variance account by the present and preceding factors.
The five factor solution was found to be very good. After rotation, the percentage of variance
explained by each factor was different from what it was before rotation. The rotation changed
the position of the points with respect to the axis, which altered the variance explained.
In the present research, the first 5 factors explain 70.052% of variance. The varimax rotation
tries to maximise the variance of each of the factor.
Total Variance Explained
Compone
nt

Initial Eigenvalues
%
of
Varianc Cumulati
Total e
ve %
11.32 33.300
33.300
2

Extraction Sums
Loadings
%
of
Varianc
Total e
11.32 33.300
2

2

5.180

15.236

48.536

5.180

15.236

48.536

3

3.822

11.240

59.776

3.822

11.240

59.776

4

1.922

5.652

65.428

1.922

5.652

65.428

5

1.572

4.624

70.052

1.572

4.624

70.052

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1.236
.908
.781
.685
.647
.569
.522

3.636
2.671
2.296
2.013
1.901
1.672
1.534

73.688
76.359
78.655
80.668
82.570
84.242
85.776

1
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of Squared

Cumulati
ve %
33.300

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
%
of
Tota Varianc Cumulati
l
e
ve %
7.59 22.347
22.347
8
5.02
3
4.80
0
4.01
6
2.38
0

14.775

37.122

14.119

51.241

11.812

63.053

6.999

70.052
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

.460
.443
.409
.371
.332
.314
.300
.264
.236
.213
.204
.179
.173
.157
.151
.140
.120
.107
.096
.083
.054
.030

1.352
1.303
1.204
1.091
.976
.924
.882
.776
.695
.628
.601
.527
.509
.462
.445
.412
.352
.316
.281
.243
.158
.088

87.128
88.431
89.635
90.726
91.702
92.627
93.508
94.284
94.979
95.607
96.208
96.735
97.244
97.706
98.151
98.563
98.914
99.231
99.512
99.754
99.912
100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
ROTATED COMPONENT MATRIX: The Rotated Component matrix represents the
rotated factor loadings, which are in correlations between the variables and the factors. The
factor column represents the rotated factors that have been extracted out of the total factor.
These are core factors, which have been used as the final factor after data reduction.
According to the grouping of the factors, each group of factors is names which will represent
the grouped factor and represent the factors.
The following table demonstrate the values of factor loading of each item of the construct
which have the satisfactory values of ≥±0.7
Rotated Component Matrix
Supply chain
performance
measures
Supplier cost
saving
initiatives
Supplier ability
to respond to
quality
problems
Supplier
rejection rate
Supplier order
entry method
Supplier
assistance
in
solving
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Component
SCP Supplier
Performance
.931

SCP
Operational
Performance

Delivery
Performance

Customer
Service
Performance

SCP
Cost
Performance

.927

.922
.889
.870
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technical
problems
Order lead time
Buyer-supplier
partnership
level
Level
of
suppliers defect
free deliveries
Capacity
utilisation
Total cash flow
time
Effectiveness
of
master
production plan
Planned
process cycle
time
Quality
of
deliver
documentation
Distribution
planning
schedule
Responsiveness
to
urgent
deliveries
Delivery
performance
Achievement
of defect free
deliveries
Delivery lead
time
Frequency of
delivery
Customer
query time
Range
of
products and
services
Flexibility of
service system
to
meet
particular
customer needs
Customer
perceived level
of value of
product
Information
carrying cost

173

.819
.668

.656

.871
.778
.774

.719

.698

.639

.784

.748
.738

.715
.703
.718
.677

.667

.623

.884
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Total
transportation
cost
Manufacturing
cost
Inventory
carrying cost
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

.876

.871
.837

Psychometric Checks
In this study, the questionnaire was administered on 200 respondents and the impact of
various factors affecting IT adoption with respect to supply chain management were
identified. In this process the psychometrics checks were investigated by applying partial
least square structural equation modelling in SmartPLS software version 3.0 (Hair et al.,
2017). The focus was to check reliability, validity of the model where second order construct
of IT adoption with respect to cost and operational benefits, collaboration and information
visibility, innovation benefits, quick response and better customer service was conducted.
In PLS-SEM the measurement model is assessed by composite reliability (CR) for internal
consistency and validity (discriminant and convergent validity) (Hair, Hult, Ringle, &
Sarstest, 2013)
Reliability Measures
Reliability is termed as consistency and reproducibility of the instrument toward the results
which are consistent over a period of time on repeated trials. These are the tests which are
considered to be the best measure of inter item consistence reliability measure, that is,
Cronbach’s Alpha(α) (Cronbach,1951; Nunnally,1979). The Cronbach alpha will be
measured in this study for internal consistency of the scales used in the questionnaire, which
is conducted on summated scales and not for individual items. The value of Cronbach alpha
will be in the range of 0-1 where the internal reliability of the scale is said to be maximum
when it is closer to 1. In this study, we are investigating IT adoption as a second order
construct where the value will always be 1. Mathematically the formula for cronbach alpha
is

Where,
K= number of variables
r= average correlation among all pairs of variables
In addition to this, composite reliability as a benchmark value of 0.7 is considered to be
adequate where SEM is applied (Werts et al., 1978). Also, Joreskog’s (1971) composite
reliability is studies along with Dijkstra-Henscler’s rho as a reliability estimate for reflective
sonstruch with multiple indicators in investigated ( Dijkstra and Henscler 2015). The
findings of reliability are mentioned in table below
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Table
Cronbach's
Alpha
0.752
0.768
0.936
0.807
0.895

Composite
Reliability
0.844
0.843
0.954
0.861
0.892

RELIABILITY TEST
rho_A
Customer Service_Performance
0.755
Delivery_Performance
0.762
SCP Cost _Performance
0.937
SCP Operational_Performance
0.818
Supplier _Performance
0.939
Validity measures
After investigating the reliability measures of the instrument, the next step is to establish the
validity of the questionnaire where the following types of validity were checked.
Convergent Validity
The next step was to consider the convergent validity of the constructs in the study. The
convergent validity measures the degree of association of multiple items towards their
constructs as per the theoretical background ad review of literature. (Hair et al 2017)
The convergent validity is primarily assessed with average variance extracted (AVE) for all
the items related with their construct, and is calculated as the mean of the square loadings of
all variables associated with the construct, which must be higher than the acceptable value
of 0.50 on an average in order to explain at least fifty per cent variance of the items in their
construct.
In this study the AVE is fully established in the measurement model and is in accordance to
the suggestions by Hair et al., (2010, 2013), and mentioned in table below
Average
Variance
CONVERGENT VALIDITY
Extracted (AVE)
Customer Service_Performance
0.576
Delivery_Performance
0.521
SCP Cost _Performance
0.838
SCP Operational_Performance
0.511
Supplier _Performance
0.508
In addition to this, the composite reliability, AVE and standardised factor loadings were
found to be above the desired cut off values and benchmarks in the leading researches (Chin
2010; Hair et al., 2017b) and mentioned in table below
Measurement item
Standard factor loading
AVE
CR
1. Customer service
performance
SCP31
0.785
SCP32
0.797
SCP33
0.781
SCP35
0.665
2.
Delivery
performance
SCP12
0.779
SCP13
0.79
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0.521
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SCP25
0.627
SCP28
0.664
SCP30
0.732
3.
SCP
cost
performance
SCP19
0.933
0.838
0.954
SCP21
0.911
SCP22
0.92
SCP23
0.897
4.SCP
operational
performancce
SCP26
0.661
0.511
0.861
SCP27
0.638
SCP16
0.802
SCP17
0.819
SCP20
0.727
SCP34
0.616
5.
Supplier
performance
SCP4
0.745
0.508
0.892
SCP6
0.738
SCP7
0.727
SCP8
0.727
SCP9
0.684
SCP10
0.721
SCP11
0.664
Discriminant Validity
An empirical investigation of discriminant validity of the constructs was conducted in the
study to find out as to how much distinct one construct is, from one another in the path
model. In major studies conducted by the researchers in the past, Fornell and Larcker (1981)
criteria was used to compare each constructs square root of AVE, with their inter construct
correlation of all other constructs in the measurement model. Statistically, the square root of
AVE must be higher than the inter construct correlations to establish discriminant validity
of the variables under the study. In the present study, the Fornell and Lacker (1981) is fully
acceptable to establish discriminant validity as mentioned in table…
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SCP
Operatio
SCP Cost nal
Performa Performa
nce
nce

Customer
FORNELL
AND Service
Delivery
Supplier
LARCKER
Performa Performa
Performa
CRITERIA
nce
nce
nce
Customer
0.759
Service_Performance
Delivery_Performance
0.747
0.721
SCP Cost _Performance 0.309
0.523
0.916
SCP
0.607
0.686
0.757
0.715
Operational_Performan
ce
Supplier _Performance 0.3
0.391
0.406
0.416
0.713
Note: diagonal elements are the square root of AVE; non diagonal elements are interconstruct correlations; Fornell and Lacker criteria 1981
In less regrous approach to assess discriminant validity to examine the cross loadings in the
study which means that indicator variable must exhibit a higher loadings on its own construct
than on any other construct included in the measurement model (Hair et al., 2014). Table ..
Demonstrate the cross loadings in the study.
CROSS
Customer
Delivery_ SCP Cost SCP
Supplier
LOADIN Service_Perfor Performa _Performa Operational_P _Performa
GS
mance
nce
nce
erformance
nce
SCP31
0.785
SCP32
0.797
SCP33
0.781
SCP35
0.665
SCP12
0.779
SCP13
0.79
SCP25
0.627
SCP28
0.664
SCP30
0.732
SCP19
0.933
SCP21
0.911
SCP22
0.92
SCP23
0.897
SCP26
0.661
SCP27
0.638
SCP16
0.802
SCP17
0.819
SCP20
0.727
SCP34
0.616
SCP4
0.745
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SCP6
0.738
SCP7
0.727
SCP8
0.727
SCP9
0.684
SCP10
0.721
SCP11
0.664
Even though the Fornell and Lacker criteria and cross loadings are established in the study,
still they are considered to be insufficiently sensitive to establish discriminant validity
problems. Therefore, a new criterion for establishing discriminant validity is used in the
study Heterotrait-Momotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT), as proposed by Henseler, Ringle
and Sarstedt, (2015). The HTMT ratio must be less than 0.90 (Gold, Malhotra and Srgars,
2001) or less than 0.85 (Kline, 2011) to establish the disattenuated correlation between two
constructs (Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt, 2015). Findings of HTMT criteria is mentioned
in table… as below:
Customer
SCP
Service
Delivery
SCP
Cost Operational
HTMT RATIO
Performance Performance Performance Performance
Delivery_Performance
0.886
SCP Cost _Performance
0.365
0.575
SCP
0.801
0.859
0.828
Operational_Performance
Supplier _Performance
0.279
0.327
0.257
0.331
Measurement Model Assessment
The measurement model in this study after reliability and validity checks is summarised in
figure below:

According to the measurement model of Supply Chain Performance, the highest value of
Beta accounts for SC Operational performance (0.313), followed by SC Cost performance
(0.306), Delivery Performance (0.235), Supplier performance (0.225) and Customer service
performance (0.182).
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The results of measurement model reveal that the most important criteria to measure the
performance of supply is by measuring its operational performance. Implementing
information technology in supply chain performance will help in improving the effectiveness
of distribution planning schedule, quality of deliver documentation, planned process cycle
time, effectiveness of master production plan improved, capacity utilisation etc.
Next important performance measurement is SC cost performance. Minimising the cost is
the ultimate aim of implementing IT in supply chain thus improving its performance by
reducing various types of costs involved in supply chain such as information carrying cost,
total transportation cost, manufacturing cost, inventory carrying cost etc.
Improving the delivery performance is also one of the important criteria to measure the
performance of supply chain. Reducing the delivery lead time shows how effective the
delivery performance is. Other criteria are responsiveness to urgent deliveries, improvement
in frequency of delivery, defect free deliveries etc.
Supplier performance is also one of the criteria to measure the performance of supply chain.
Since the supply chain starts from the suppliers it is important to measure the performance
of suppliers through looking at the level of defect free deliveries, their assistance in solving
technical problems, their ability to respond to problems, their initiatives for saving costs,
supplier order entry method, supplier rejection rate, improving the order lead time etc.
The performance of supply chain is also measured through measuring the customer
performance in terms of adding the value to the product, flexibility in service system to meet
particular customer needs, maximising the range of products and services, reducing the
customer query time etc.
Structural Model Assessment
After the constructs are confirmed as reliable and valid, the next step is to assess the
structural model results. However, a thorough examination of structural model for
collinearity was also established to see whether the path coefficients based upon ordinary
least square regression is free from the bias of collinearity (Hair et al 2014). The problem of
multicollinearity does not exist in the structural model since all the VIF values are less than
5.
VIF VALUES
Supply Chain Performance
Customer Service_Performance
2.705
Delivery_Performance
2.994
SCP Cost _Performance
2.758
SCP Operational_Performance
3.774
Supplier _Performance
1.272
The collinearity diagnostics revealed that all the constructs in the structural model are not
negatively affected by the problem by multicollinearity. The detailed examination of
endogenous constructs predictive power has a substantial R2 of 1 because SCP is a second
order construct in the objective of the study where we identified various factors that are
important in measuring supply chain performance. The results from PLS using SmartPLS
software 3.0 version is shown in figure 4.2 whereby the Beta co-efficient of SCP construct
are significant at 1% during the bootstrapping process.
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Hypothesis Testing And Discussion Of Results
Ha1: Customer service performance is a significant measurement of supply chain
performance.
Ha2: Delivery performance is a significant measurement of supply chain performance.
Ha3: SC Cost performance is a significant measurement of supply chain performance.
Ha4: SC Operational performance is significant measurement of supply chain performance.
Ha5: Supplier performance is significant measurement of supply chain performance.
The entire five hypotheses were supported and accepted. Following table exhibits the
estimated path coefficients of hypothesis in the structural model. SCP operational
performance is the most important measurement of supply chain performance (Ha4)
(b=0.313, t=18.506, p<.01). Followed by SCP cost performance (Ha3) (b=0.306, t=13.001,
p<.01), delivery performance (Ha2) (b= 0.235, t=13.393, p<.01), supplier performance
(Ha5) (b=0.225, t=3.579, p<.01), customer service performance (Ha1) (b=0.182, t=11.969,
p<.01).
Test of
variables

relations

between

Original
Sample
(O)
0.182

Standard
Deviation
(STDEV)
0.015

T Statistics
(|O/STDEV|)

Delivery_Performance -> Supply
Chain Performance

0.235

0.018

SCP Cost _Performance
Supply Chain Performance

->

0.306

SCP Operational_Performance ->
Supply Chain Performance
Supplier _Performance -> Supply
Chain Performance

Customer Service_Performance > Supply Chain Performance
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P
Valu
es
0.00
0***

Hypo
thesis

Resu
lt

Ha1

13.393

0.00
0***

Ha2

0.024

13.001

0.00
0***

Ha3

0.313

0.017

18.506

0.00
0***

Ha4

0.225

0.063

3.579

0.00
0***

Ha5

Acc
epte
d
Acc
epte
d
Acc
epte
d
Acc
epte
d
Acc
epte
d

11.969
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Evaluation Of Post-Merger Efficiencies Of Airline Companies
In India
Dileepa S Hari
Introduction
The Indian economy has experienced a major structural transformation following the
introduction of economic reforms by the Government of India in 1991. The forces of
Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization unleashed by these reforms have brought
about a sea change in the traditional Indian business mindset. Indian business leaders started
thinking in terms of inorganic growth both within and beyond the borders of the country. In
this backdrop, M&A presented a viable alternative for the businesses aspiring to grow
quickly and gain the benefits of sustainable competitive advantage by realizing the benefits
of scale and scope economies, fast changing technologies for effectively facing rapidly
intensifying domestic and international competition. Many corporate embarked upon several
corporate restructuring activities like M&As, Joint Ventures, Spin-offs and Divestitures. The
major industry sectors influenced by the forces of consolidation in India, though varied from
time to time, were mostly in the realm of infrastructure sectors like cement, power and steel,
drugs, telecommunications, media & entertainment and banking. A major change evident
after 2002 in the corporate restructuring activity in India is that of Indian companies making
forays into developed foreign markets through acquisitions and joint ventures (JVs). During
this period India also became an attractive destination for foreign direct investment (FDI) as
the inbound acquisitions also gained considerable momentum. Merger and Acquisition
activity in India comes under the purview of the various provisions of the Companies Act,
Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and Competition Commission Act of India,
2002.
Mergers and Acquisitions
Business Combinations are a critical part of the fabric of doing business in a free market
economy and are deeply ingrained in the business strategy the world over. Such
combinations include mergers, acquisitions and other forms of corporate restructuring
undertaken both within a country and across international boundaries. The intensity of M&A
activity, in US in 1990s was unlike any other year in US history. Following a drop in both
the number of transactions and the total dollar volume during the 1990 recession, M&A
activity rebounded sharply in 1992. Deals during the nineties were prompted more by
strategic considerations and used less debt as compared to 1980s. The financial environment
which was quite favorable in terms of vibrant stock markets and relatively low interest rates
facilitated the resurgence of M&A activity in US. According to the data furnished by
Thomson Financials, the global M&A activity jumped by 30 per cent in the year 2006 to hit
an all time record of $3.7 trillion surpassing the year 2000 high of $3.4 trillion. The USA
which accounted for over 40 per cent global M&A activity was the most targeted country
for acquisitions. The UK was the most targeted European country for acquisitions,
accounting for cross border and domestic transactions valued at $339 billion.
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In the meantime according to the data released by Dealogic, a deal tracking firm, Europe had
overtaken the United States of America (USA) as the most targeted region, accounting for
$1.34 trillion or about 40 per cent of the total deal value compared with the USA share of 36
per cent, or $1.22 trillion. This increase in M&A activity in Europe was caused by
demographics and economic changes which were the major factors driving M&A activity as
an integral part of the overall corporate restructuring activity in Europe according to experts.
The cash surplus held by private equity firms (PEs) and public companies, the interest rates
which touched their historic lows and the willingness of banks to provide financing were
found to be the key factors for the global surge in M&A activity in 2006. The year 2007 was
again a record year for global M&A volumes which were estimated at a record figure of
around $4.4 billion according to Thomson Financials and $ 4.7 billion according to Dealogic.
Volumes in Europe were higher than in the US for the first time in five years and only the
second time ever: $1.78 trillion vs. $1.57 trillion according to Thomson Financial. This has
been partially attributed to the lag in Europe being affected by the credit markets.
M&As in the Indian Airline Sector
The forces of globalization, deregulation and liberalization unleashed by the economic
reforms, set in motion in 1991, have transformed the face of the Indian services sector
landscape, including that of the Indian Airline sector in a big way. There has been a paradigm
shift from a regulated to a deregulated environment. The larger developments in the
economies across the globe, the economic crisis in 1991 & more recently the sub-prime crisis
and the changing outlook of the policy makers in India have forced the pace of change of the
Indian Airline industry. The economic liberalization and deregulation measures initiated in
the 1990s have opened up the doors to foreign competition and made the markets more
efficient and competitive. Continuous innovation and keeping pace with technological
change have become a must for survival of the firms in the services industry including the
Airline sector. The developments in the Indian Airline sector have witnessed quite a few
mergers and acquisitions (M&A’s).
The Indian airline sector has undergone massive upheaval in terms of the sophistication and
innovation in the product and service mix, technological up gradation, customer reach and
sectoral coverage fully exploiting the opportunities which help increasing revenues while
optimizing on costs. At the same time, the expectations of the consumers of airline services
have increased many folds. The entry of private and foreign airlines has changed the
competitive landscape and ushered in an era of intense competition. As a result, the customer
has become the focal point in the decision making process of a bank and factoring his
views/expectations in designing or developing various airline services is a must for
achieving sustainable competitive advantage.
Businesses feel the need to merge when they exhaust possibilities of organic growth, or when
they want to achieve increased market share in good time. In the era of globalization, airlines
will have to be financially strong and competitive to face the challenges and leverage the
opportunities. Grant Thornton (2006) conducted a survey of Indian corporate managers
across various sectors. Their findings revealed that M&A’s continued to be a significant
form of business strategy for Indian corporate. The results of the survey are furnished below:
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Objectives of Indian Corporate For Mergers (In percentage)
Objective behind the Mergers &Acquisition
Responses
Transaction
To improve revenues and profitability
33
Faster growth in scale and quicker time to market
28
Acquisition of new technology or competence
22
To eliminate competition and increase market share
11
Tax shields and investment savings
3
Any other reason
3
Source: Grant Thornton (India),The M&A and Private Equity Scenario, 2006.
Airline Mergers & Acquisitions
Airlines consider mergers and acquisitions as a means to increase their profitability and
financial viability, but at the same time they must consider the operational and regulatory
challenges to consummating a combination. Intended financial benefits stem from both cost
reductions and increased revenues.
Major Mergers in Indian Aviation Sector
1. Jet -Sahara Merger
Jet Airways acquired Sahara, in the April of 2007, after a long round of negotiations that
lasted for almost two years. It all began with a shown interest in taking over the ailing airlines
(Sahara Airlines), by the then leader of the skies (Jet Airways). The combined duo formed a
formidable opposition to the growing competition. It also promised to see the ailing Sahara
Airlines out of the blue and black to being profitable. Naresh Goyal (CEO, Jet Airways) was
determined to be the leader in Indian Civil Aviation Industry. The two years long tussle for
the deal saw many ups and downs, and almost seemed to fall out. Following look at the
events as they progressed with the passing time, as that will give the real picture of how the
deal was finally linked after a two year long tussle.
2. Air India – Indian Airlines Merger
The largest domestic as well as international airways of India till the early 21st century saw
some tough competition after the opening up of the skies for the private airlines. They were
no more dictating the terms and were loosing market share very soon. Thus the long awaited
merger of these two public sector airlines was one of the biggest events in Indian civil
aviation sector. This deal also was the victim of poor decision making and negotiation skills
of the Government. Following look into the events going into the deal as it went along.
3. Acquisition of Air Deccan by Kingfisher Airlines
The acquisition of largest low cost airlines of India, Air Deccan, by the Full service airlines,
Kingfisher Airlines, was one of the much awaited deals in the civil aviation sector of India.
But the main question at that time to be asked was how Vijay Mallaya is going to integrate
the two airlines, operating with almost opposing Business Models in the Aviation Industry.
Studies to evaluate the impact of Mergers and Acquisitions (Global scenario)
M&A is one of the hotly debated topics from the perspective of finance or strategy. M&A’s,
as a strategy for speedier growth and increased market share among other things, has been
researched intensively across the globe over the last two decades or so. One interesting and
pertinent question that engages the attention of any researcher is “Does M&A Pay”? To
evaluate acquisition success, financial economists have used a number of measures. Studies
of post-merger performance usually follow either of the two approaches. i) Change in the
value of the company at the time of the announcement ii) Accounting based studies, which
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look at the change over time(usually 1 to 5 years) in some measure of earnings, operating
cash flows, margins or productivity. Both approaches have their strengths and limitations.
In the former approach, the analysis assumes that the acquisition event is completely
unanticipated by investors and Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) holds good. The
aggregate returns to the acquisition understate its true impact to the extent that the acquisition
is partially anticipated. Researchers control for this by stretching the event window chosen
for measuring the returns, over a number of days before the acquisition announcement. The
empirical evidence finds that the announcement returns do convey information about the
acquisition’s subsequent success. Kaplan and Weisbach (1992) found that combined
acquisition announcement returns to be significantly positively related to success (Kaplan,
2006).
This method of analysis, popularly known as event-studies, has employed market-based
measures to capture gains from synergy which in turn impact valuation of the combined
firm. According to these studies, the value generated by mergers and acquisitions is reflected
in the stock prices (Singh and Montgomery, 1987). This in turn is based on the theory of
efficient market hypothesis. But there are critical commentaries on whether announcement
returns are meaningful. The fact remains that there is noise in the announcement returns and
the information which the acquisition announcement itself releases may not completely
reflect the value of acquisition alone. It is an empirical question as to whether the noise and
other information are great enough to mask the information about the acquisition itself
(Kaplan, 2006). The empirical research in this field suggests that the shareholders of the
target firm enjoy returns that are significantly and materially positive but when it comes to
acquiring firms, the conclusion is that in the aggregate, abnormal(or market-adjusted) returns
to buyer(acquirer) shareholders from M&A activity are essentially zero(Bruner,2004).
Indian scenario
Despite substantial studies conducted regarding the efficiency of airline services industry in
the US, Europe and Asia-Pacific airlines industries, such comprehensive studies in the Indian
context are rare to come by especially in the area of commercial airlines mergers. This is
partly attributable to the non-availability of data sources and the small sample of airlines that
have undergone mergers.
Bhattacharyya, Lovell & Sahay (1997) examined the productive efficiency of 70 Indian
commercial airlines between 1986 and 1991 using DEA and technical efficiency scores.
Their finding revealed that public sector airlines were the most efficient when compared to
foreign-owned and privately-owned Indian airlines. Another interesting finding of the study
was that though foreign airlines were the least efficient at the beginning of the sample period,
they became as efficient as public sector airlines by the end of the study period, possibly
through efficient adaptation to an increasingly competitive environment. GunjanM.Saneev
(2008) analyzed the efficiency of Indian public sector airlines for the period 2003-2007 using
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach. His findings revealed that the efficiency of
these airlines had not increased over the study period.
A plethora of information is available about the financial and human resource implications
of mergers in general and airline mergers in particular from various sources. Many studies
talk about the scale and scope economies, diversification benefits, and growth in market
share, impact on valuation and other financial performance parameter improvements. A good
number of studies have also investigated into the HR and cultural conflict related issues in
the context of airline mergers. However, there is very little quantitative information available
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about the impact of these mergers on consumers of airline services and on their perceptions
of airline services in India. So there is a need for the evaluation in the area of service quality
of the customers of Airline sector after the merging.
It is very important to focus especially on the side of ground handling area of airline as they
are the most important affected area of post merger evaluation. Ground handling functions
plays 70 percent of the airline activities as it contributes the major revenue of Airline
Management. As the technology improves, the scope of the digitalization is also on focal
point. The major ground handling areas in airports have been a playing a significant role in
mergers synergy process. It affects the managerial, financial, marketing and operational
areas.
Conclusion
The Indian airline sector has undergone massive upheaval in terms of the sophistication and
innovation in the product and service mix, technological up gradation, customer reach and
sectoral coverage fully exploiting the opportunities which help increasing revenues while
optimizing on costs. At the same time, the expectations of the consumers of airline services
have increased many fold. The entry of private and foreign airlines has changed the
competitive landscape and ushered in an era of intense competition. As a result, the customer
has become the focal point in the decision making process of an airline and his
views/expectations in designing or developing various airline services is a must for
achieving sustainable competitive advantage.
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Network Security
Dr. Sunil Kumar
Abstract
Recent work in security has illustrated that solutions aimed at detection and elimination of
security threats alone are unlikely to result in a robust cyberspace. As an orthogonal approach
to mitigating security problems, some have pursued the use of cyber. Wireless network is a
most popular technique now days. Wireless Sensor network is one of the popular
applications of wireless network . The sensor network uses some kind devices. There are
number of devices are used in the network area.
Introduction
Wireless telecommunications is the transfer of information between two or more points that
are not physically connected. Distances can be short, such as a few metres for television
remote control, or as far as thousands or even millions of kilometres for deep-space radio
communications. It encompasses various types of fixed, mobile, and portable two-way
radios, cellular telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and wireless networking.
Other examples of wireless technology include GPS units, Garage door openers or garage
doors, wireless computer mice, keyboards and Headset (audio), headphones, radio receivers,
satellite television, broadcast television and cordless telephones.
What is a wireless network?
In a few simple words, a basic home wireless network means connecting an Internet access
point, such as a cable from your Internet Service Provider, to a (wireless) router in order to
allow multiple devices to connect to the network very quickly.
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In many cases, once a Wireless router has been installed, we find a place in our home for it
and forget about it. As long as all our devices are set up and connected via the Wi-fi network,
that’s all that matters, right? Wrong!
Probably many of you don’t realize, but the Internet router is one of the most important
devices in our home. It’s the gateway to our Internet access and also prone to exploits by
cybercriminals who can sneak into our devices and get access to our system.
Let’s not forget that we live in the age of data breaches, ransomware attacks, and many other
online threats. Thus, you should be worried about the security of your home network and
take all the needed security measures to increase Wifi security.
• Increase your Wi-Fi security by activating network encryption
Wireless networks come with multiple encryption languages, such as WEP, WPA or
WPA2.To better understand this terminology, WPA2 stands for Wi-Fi Protected Access 2
and is both a security protocol and a current standard in the industry (WPA2 networks are
almost everywhere) and encrypts traffic on Wi-Fi networks. It also replaces the older and
less secure WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy), and is an upgrade of the original WPA (WiFi Protected Access) technology. Since 2006, all Wi-Fi certified products should use WPA2
security.
WPA2 AES is also a standard security system now, so all wireless networks are compatible
with it. If you want to enable WPA2 encryption on your Wireless router, use these six steps.
If you are using a TP-Link wireless router, here’s how to secure your wireless network.
The good news is that the WPA3 is already here and will replace WPA2. The Wi-Fi Alliance
recently announced its next-generation wireless network security standard which aims to
solve a common security issue: open Wi-Fi networks. More than that, it comes with security
enhancements and includes a suite of features to simplify Wi-fi security configuration for
users and service providers.
• Turn off the wireless network when Not in use
In order to secure your network, we strongly recommend you to disable the wireless home
network, in case of extended periods of non use. You should do the same thing with all your
devices that are using Ethernet cables or when you won’t be at home.
By doing this, you are closing any windows of opportunity malicious hackers might attempt
to get access to it while you are away.
Here are a few advantages of disabling your wireless network:
• Security reasons – Turning off your network devices, it minimizes the chances of
becoming a target for hackers.
• Surge protection – When you power off your network device, you also lower the
possibility of being damaged by electric power surges;
• Noise reduction – Although the modern home networks are much quieter these days,
disabling your wireless home network can add calmness to your home.
• Change your default IP address on the Wireless router
Changing the default IP address to a less common one is another thing you should consider
doing to better secure your home network and make it more difficult for hackers to track it.
To change the IP address of a router, you should follow these steps:
1. Log into your router’s console as an administrator. These basic steps will teach you how
to easily connect to your home network as an admin. Usually, the address bar type looks
like http://192.168.1.1 or http://192.168.0.1
2. Once you are there, insert the username and password on the login page;
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3. Then select Network > LAN which is in the menu of the left side;
4. Change the IP address to preference, then click Save.
Note: After you’ve changed the IP address, you’ll need to type the new IP address into the
web browser bar.
You can also change the DNS server that your Wireless router is using to filter the Internet
traffic and this guide will show how to do it.
Conclusions
Securing the network should be a top priority for each of us interested in keeping the data
safe and secure. These steps can be really useful even for the non-tech savvy person to apply.
Also, do not forget that your wireless network security can be sometimes weak, and prone
to exploits. It almost doesn’t matter how strong your password is or if your software is up
to date if cybercriminals can just hijack your Wi-Fi data.
So this is why we’ve written this guide on how to secure a wireless network. You still have
to keep an eye out for insecure Wi-Fi routers out there, however, since most will probably
still use WEP and not follow these safety procedures.
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A Review on Digital Steganography
Raj Shree, Ashwani Kant Shukla & Vivek Anand Sharma
Abstract
Digital steganography is an art and science of hiding information or messages in digital files
such as image, audio, text and other digital form. It’s holding the hidden information may
appear to be inoffensive, and it cannot be detected by casual observer. The method which is
use to hiding the digital information has grown undoubtedly since the 1990s. In comparison
of cryptography where the information is encrypted and decrypted, the aim of steganography
is to hide the information with digital files. The salient prons of steganography over
cryptography is that the transmit information do not attract attention to messengers, or to
recipients. Modern information technology enables beginners to create steganographic
messages, transmit, and unhide without applying special expertise.
Keywords: Digital Steganography, Steganalysis, Encryption, Digital Forensic, Computer
Crime.
In the recent digital world the steganography is being used all over the world on computer
systems for various purposes. There are many tools and techniques have been designed with
the help of old steganographic techniques such as null ciphers, coding in images, audio,
video and microdot (McDonald, A.D., Kuhn, 2000). The great changes and enhanced the
services of internet the users has connected to internet globally and its very challenging task
to send the data over the public network to maintain the confidentiality, integrity of data that
required to be secured from the attackers on public network and this proficient through
masking of informations (White, W. 1989). It is a most popular technique to masking the
important informations into a cover medium so that attackers will not be able to access the
conceal information by steganography method (Swanson, M.D., Zhu, Twefik, 1996). The
most common salient approach between steganography and cryptography is that, both are
used to mask the data but the main difference between both, steganography does not
acknowledge any fishy stuff about the masked information to the user. Therefore the
attackers will not try to attempt to decrypt information (Collberg, C., Thomborson, 1998).
This paper reviews the various methods of steganography such as image, audio, video, text,
to hide the information.
Steganography and Encryption
The salient objectives of steganography are not to keep users from acknowledgeable the
concealed information; it is to keep others from considering that the set of data even present
(Busch, Funk, Wolthusen, 1999). If the steganography technique defines anyone to identify
the medium through which data is transmitting, then the method has failed. Encryption and
steganography both have different objectives. Encryption is encrypts the data into cipher text
such that attackers or unauthorized user cannot determine their real meaning. Steganography
does not modify the data and meaning itself to make it non-usable to unauthorized user
(Andreasson, O., 2006). Instead, the steganographer tries to prevent unauthorized user from
suspecting that the real information is there. For private communication to achieving the
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maximum security by using encryption and steganography methods together (Backbone
Security, 2010). Encrypted data is very difficult to differentiate from actual possible way
that can suspect the plain text is in the carrier medium. There are many existing
steganography tools available that can encrypt data before hiding it in the carrier medium
(Lu, Chen, Fan, 2005).
Methods of Digital Steganography
There are many techniques available in the field of digital steganography. The most common
techniques are discussed below:
Images Steganography
Images are a quite good way for masking the data. The more spacious an image, the less
restriction there are to know that how much information it can conceal before it get
suspected. The JPHide/JPSeek package uses the factors in a JPEG to mask information
(Chang, Chin-Chen., Lin, Iuan-Chang, YU., 2007). An advanced method inserts information
in optically irrelevant details of an image. Both of these techniques modify the image;
however, you can analyze image depravity using different images and information of
increasing length (Cheddad, Condell, Curran, McKevitt, 2010). The other, particular to GIF
images, is to employ an image’s palette in order to conceal information. Gifshuffl does not
modify the image itself in any detectable way; moderately, it inverts a GIF image’s color
map, leaving the real image exactly perfect. Hiding the data by taking the cover object as
image is referred as image steganography and used pixel intensities method to conceal the
information. In digital steganography, images are widely used cover source because there
are number of bits presents in digital representation of an image (Cole, E., 2003).
Audio Steganography
There are many way for masking information in audio files. MP3-Stego not only the perfect
method to hides irrational information, but also application to be not completely robust
method of watermarking MP3 audio files (Diqun, Rangding, Liguang, 2009). The Windows
Wave pattern lets users mask information by using StegoWav or Steghide. Steghide modifies
the least significant bits of data in the transmitting medium. Although nearly equal in hiding
data promising the maximum size of essential audio files makes them less important than
image set of data as a steganographic medium (Garfinkel, S.L., Shelat, 2003).
This method hides the data in WAV, AU and MP3 sound files. There are also some different
methods of audio steganography following as:
• Low Bit Encoding
• Phase Coding
• Spread Spectrum
Text Steganography
It is a method that uses to hiding the information inside the text files and the most important
data is concealed to trailing every nth word of every words of text message. Some other
methods also exist to hiding information in text file (Halderman, J.A., Schoen, Heninger,
Clarkson, 2009) are following as:
•
Format Based Method
•
Random and Statistical Method
•
Linguistics Method
Video Steganography
It is a method of masking any kind of data or set of information into digital video pattern. In
the combination of pictures is used to transmitting for masking the data or set of information.
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Usually discrete cosine transform (DCT) round off the values (e.g., 2.667 to 3) which is used
to conceal the information in each of the pictures in the video, which is not detectable by the
human eye. H.264, Mp4, MPEG, AVI are the patterns used by video steganography method
(Mazurczyk, W., Szczypiorski, 2008).
Network or Protocol Steganography
The method uses for hiding the information by taking the network protocol e.g. TCP, UDP,
ICMP, IP etc, as cover medium. In the OSI layer network model the hidden carrier present
where steganography technique can be used (Kulhandjian, Pados, Li, Batalama, Medley,
2013).
Method Comparison
Comparison of Steganography, Cryptography, and Watermarking are following as:
Table 1: Method Comparison (Morkel, T., Eloff, Olivier, 2005)
Technique
Objective
Remark
Steganography
Masking information to Content usually of short
prevent
unauthorized time span
access
Needs carrier file
Cryptography
Interpretation the digital Content usually of short
content inaccessible to time span
outsiders
No need for carrier file
Watermarking
Used to verify the identity May or may not be readily
and authenticity
detectable
Durability is essential
Factors Affecting a Steganographic Method
The efficiency of any steganographic technique can be determined by comparing stegoimage with the mask image. There are some coefficients that determine the effectiveness of
methods is following as:
Robustness: It refers to the capability of inserted set of information to remain flawless if the
stego-image go through complete change for example linear and non-linear filtering,
sharpening or blurring, addition of random noise, rotations and scaling, cropping or
decimation, lossy compression (Moulin, P., O’Sullivan, 2003).
Imperceptibility: It means invisibility of a steganographic algorithm because it is the first
and foremost need, since the durability of steganography exists in its capability that not be
identified by the human eye (Warkentin, Bekkering, Schmidt, 2008).
Payload Capacity: It refers to the amount of important set of information that can be masked
in the medium. Watermarking usually inserted only less copyright information, whereas, the
steganography technique target at concealed communication and therefore have enough
inserting volume (Wang, H., Wang, 2004).
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio: It is defined the ratios of maximum permute power of a signal
and power of noxious noise that degrades the loyalty of its descriptions. This ratio finds out
the precision between the real and compressed data. The maximum value of PSNR shows
the better precision of compressed data (Chung, Fei Xu., 2006).
Mean Square Error: It is defined as the average squared difference of a reference image and
a distorted image. The smaller MSE is more effective the image steganography method.
MSE is calculated to pixel-by-pixel by adding the squared differences of all the pixels and
dividing by the total pixel count (Yang, Chunfang., Liu, Fenlin., Luo, Xiangyang., Zeng,
Ying., 2013).
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Signal to Noise Ratio: Its ratio of signal and noise power and compares the level of a
specified signal to the level of background noise (Zander, Armitage, Branch, 2007).
Conclusions
As steganography becomes more widely used in computing, there are issues that need to be
resolved. There are a wide variety of different techniques with their own advantages and
disadvantages. Many currently used techniques are not robust enough to prevent detection
and removal of embedded data. The use of benchmarking to evaluate techniques should
become more common and a more standard definition of robustness is required to help
overcome this. For a method is to deliberate robust it must have certain following properties:
a) The precision of the media should not decrease by adding the secret data.
b) Important data should not be identified without important knowledge, typically the key.
c) If more than one data are present they should not hamper with each other.
d) The secret data should survive attacks that don’t degrade the perceived quality of the
work.
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iadt lqchj dk miU;kl ^vdky esa mRlo* fdlku thou ij dsfUnzr gSA ^vdky esa mRlo* miU;kl esa nks dFkk,¡
lekUrj :i ls pyrh gSaA ,d rjQ xjhc fdlku jkeizlkn vkSj mudh iRuh deyk rFkk nwljh rjQ Hkz"V ljdkjh
ra= esa Jhjke ifjgkj dysDVj o mudh iwjh Vhe gSA ^vdky esa mRlo* miU;kl esa ,d rjQ fdlku dk fØ;kdeZ
py jgk gS vkSj nwljh rjQ Hkz"V ljdkjh ra= dk dk;ZØe py jgk gSA vius ns'k dk fdlku irk ugha viuh
ftUnxh esa fdruh ckj ejrk gSA dHkh mldks izkd`frd vkink ekjrh gS] dHkh Hkz"V ljdkjh rU= ekjrk gSA cl
lhekUr fdlku dk rks fØ;kdeZ gh pyrk jgrk gSA dHkh mldh Qly dk fØ;kdeZ] dHkh mldh vk'kkvksa dk
fØ;kdeZ rFkk vUr esa mldk [kqn dk fØ;kdeZ gks tkrk gSA nwljh rjQ Hkz"V ljdkjh rU= esa lky Hkj dk;ZØe
pyrs jgrs gSaA ljdkjh iSls dks dSls fBdkus yxkuk gS] mudh ;kstuk,¡ curh jgrh gSaA Jhjke ifjgkj tSls dysDVj
irk ugha fdrus uxj mRlo ds dk;ZØe djokrs jgrs gSaA
fdlku] dtZ] ljdkj] Hkz"VkpkjA
iadt lqchj 21oha lnh ds egRoiw.kZ dFkkdkjksa esa LFkku j[krs gSaA mUgksua s fofHkUu dgkuh laxzgksa vkSj miU;klksa dh
jpuk djds fgUnh lkfgR; txr esa viuh fof'k"V igpku cukbZ gSA mUgksua s lu~ 2016 esa ^vdky esa mRlo* uked
miU;kl dh jpuk djds u;k dhfrZeku LFkkfir fd;k gSA vktdy xzkeh.k thou dks dsUnz esa j[kdj cgqr gh de
miU;kl fy[ks tk jgs gSaA blfy, ^vdky esa mRlo* tSls miU;klksa dk egRo vkSj Hkh c<+ tkrk gSA ^vdky esa
mRlo* miU;kl fdlku thou dks dsUnz esa j[kdj fy[kk x;k gSA vkt fdlku dh vkfFkZd fLFkfr cgqr n;uh; gks
xbZ gSA xjhc fdlku dh rjQ cgqr gh de yksxksa dk /;ku tkrk gSA ^vdky esa mRlo* miU;kl esa nks dFkk,¡
lekUrj :i ls pyrh jgrh gSaA ,d rjQ xjhc fdlku viuh ftUnxh ls tax yM+ jgk gS vkSj nwljh rjQ Hkz "V
ljdkjh rU= uxj mRlo eukus esa yxk gqvk gSA
fdlku thou tUe ls ysdj e`R;q rd foinkvksa vkSj d"V esa O;rhr gksrk gSA ,d foink tkrh gS rks nqljh vk
tkrh gSA dHkh [kRe ugha gksrh gaS cl ,d dk tkus dk bartkj djrh jgrh gSA Hkkjr esa NksVh tksr ds fdlkuksa dh
gkyr rks cgqr n;uh; gSA vkt fdlku [ksrh dks NksM+dj etnwj cu jgk gSA fdlku thou rks ges'kk ladVksa ls
f?kjk jgrk gSA iadt lqchj ds miU;kl ^vdky esa mRlo* esa jkeizlkn vkSj deyk dh dgkuh gh lewps Hkkjr ds
fdlkuksa dh gh dgkuh gSA NksVh tksr ds fdlkuksa dk lHkh dk ;gh gky gSA
^^xk¡oksa esa vkt Hkh fookg vkSj e`R;q nksuksa gh] ifjokj dks leku :i ls dtsZ esa Mqck dj pys tkrs gSaA fookg esa Hkh
ogh gksrk gS] esgeku tqVrs gSa] iwjs xk¡o dks vkSj vklikl ds fj'rsnkjksa dks [kkuk fn;k tkrk gS vkSj e`R;q gksus ij Hkh
ogh gksrk gSA varj flQZ bruk gksrk gS fd fookg ds volj ij ,d mYykl gksrk gS eu esa vkSj e`R;q ds volj
ij nq%[k gksrk gSA**1
fdlku vkSj dtZ nksuksa dk fj'rk cgqr iqjkuk gSA nksuksa lkFk&lkFk pyrs gSaA fdlku ej tkrk gS ysfdu dtZ ftank
jgrk gSA fdlku ds ejus ds ckn fdlku dk csVk ml dtZ dk lkFk fuHkkrk gSA dc rd\ tc rd fdlku ds
[ksr ugha fcd tkrs gSa vkSj og fdlku ls etnwj ugha cu tkrk gS rc rdA fdlku ls rks etnwj dh ftUnxh
vPNh gSA etnwj dks rks fQj Hkh etnwjh fey tkrh gS vkSj ifjokj dk isV Hkj tkrk gS ysfdu fdlku ds ifjokj
dks rks dbZ ckj vUu Hkh ulhc ugha gksrk gSA ;g ns'k dh fdruh cM+h foMEcuk gS fd ,d vUunkrk vUu iSnk djus
ds ckn Hkh Hkw[kk lks tkrk gS vkSj mlds }kjk iSnk fd;k x;k vUu ij vU; yksx Lokfn"V O;atu cuk dj viuh
Fkkyh ltkrs gSaA
fdlku ds ikl tc xqtkjk djus ds fy, dqN ugha cprk gS rks var esa og viuh iRuh ds xgus csp dj dke
pykrk gS vkSj tc lc xgus fcd tkrs gSa rks var esa mldk [ksr fcdrk gS vkSj og fdlku ls etnwj cu tkrk
gSA ^^tc ifjokj dh efgyk ds ikl bu /kkrqvksa dk var gks tkrk gS] rc ;g r; gks tkrk gS fd fdlkuh djus
okyh cl ;g vafre ih<+h gS] blds ckn vc tks gksx
a s] og etnwj gksx
a sA ;g /kkrq,¡ fcd&fcd dj fdlku dks etnwj
cuus ls jksdrh gSaA rc rd] tc rd ;g lekIr ugha gks tkrh gSaA bls ge ;w¡ Hkh le> ldrs gSa fd /kkrq,¡ ugha


fgUnh 'kks/kkFkhZ yoyh izkQ
s s'kuy fo'ofo|ky;] QxokM+k¼iatkc½
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cprh] rks fQj [ksr fcdus 'kq: gksrs gSaA ;fn /kkrq,¡ ugha gksrh rks [ksr rks igys gh fcd tkrsA fdlku dh tsc ls
tks lfClMh] leFkZu ewY; ds vk¡dM+ksa dk [ksy djds ge lcds fgLls esa Mkyh tkrh gS] ml lfClMh ls gksus okys
?kkVs dks iwjk djus ds fy, fcdrs gSa ;g tsojA gekjh Fkkyh ds vUu lLrs jgs]a blfy, fdlku dh iRuh ds tsoj
fcdrs gSaA**2
fdlku thou esa fdrus d"V gSa ;g flQZ ogh tku ldrk gS ftlus dHkh [ksrh dh gksA ckdh yksxksa dks rks cgqr
vklku lk dk;Z yxrk gS [ksrh djukA miU;kl dk ik= jes'k pkSjfl;k dgrk gS fd ^^eSa [kqn Hkh fdlku gw¡] eq>s
irk gS fd fdlkuh vkt dh rkjh[k esa fdruk eqf'dy dke gks xbZ gSA ckgj ls fn[krk gS fd [kwc vPNk dke gS]
,d ckj tkdj cht Mky vk,] [kkn Mky nh] ikuh Qsj fn;k vkSj fQj dkV yh QlyA vlfy;r esa D;k gksrk gS
;g dsoy ogh tkurk gS] tks fdlkuh djrk gSA**3
tc rd Qly id dj fdlku ds ?kj ugha vk tkrh] rc rd fdlku viuh Qly dh fpark esa jgrk gS D;ksfa d
ekSle dk irk ugha gksrk fd dc djoV cny ysA jkeizlkn viuh Qly dks ysdj vkSj vius cPpksa ds Hkfo"; dh
fpark esa Mwck gqvk gS vkSj mldh iRuh deyk mlds nq%[k dks de djus dk vlQy iz;kl dj jgh gSA ^^;fn bl
?kj dh Nr gVk nh tk, vkSj fQj bl n`'; dks varfj{k ls ns[kk tk,] bldh /ofu;ksa dks lquk tk,] rks ;g vius
le; dk lcls d#.k 'kksdxhr vkSj lcls ekfeZd n`'; gksxkA Fkd dj] gkj dj] VwV dj] lks;k gqvk fdlku] mlds
iSjksa ds ryoksa esa iM+s gq, Nkyksa dks Nw&Nwdj nnZ dh f'kn~/kr dks eglwl djrh rFkk mldks de djus ds vlQy
iz;kl esa yxh ,d L=h] mldh iRuhA pkgrh gS fd mldh m¡xfy;k¡ mu Nkyksa dk iwjk nnZ ih tk,¡] mudh lkjh
Vhl dks gj ys ysfdu m¡xfy;k¡ eglwl gh dj ik jgh gSa] dqN Hkh de ugha dj ik jghA vxj xk¡o ds lkjs NksVs
fdlkuksa ds ?kj ls Nr gVk nh tk, rks varfj{k ls ns[kus ij ;gh iq#"k vkSj ;gh L=h vkidks gj NksVs fdlku ds
?kj esa feyax
s sA ,sls ghA**4
fdlku ds flj ij izkd`frd vkinkvksa dk ladV ges'kk gh eaMjkrk jgrk gSA dHkh ckfj'k ugha gqbZ rks lw[kk iM+ x;k
vkSj dHkh ckfj'k T;knk gks xbZ rks ck<+ us Qly dks cckZn dj fn;kA dHkh csekSle ckfj'k ;k vksys iM+ x;s rks Hkh
Qly dk fØ;kdeZ gks tkrk gSA ^vdky esa mRlo* esa tc cw¡n fxjus yxh rks jkeizlkn dk fny /kd&/kd djus
yx x;kA ^^VIi--------vk¡xu esa igyh cw¡n fxjhA cw¡n dh vkokt us mls NksVs ls VwVs&QwVs edku ds vanj ng'kr Hkj
nh ml lk/kkj.k lh vkokt esa fdruh ng'kr Hkjh FkhA vkoktsa ;k n`'; vius vki esa ng'kr ugha gksrs] og fLFkfr;k¡]
ftuesa og iSnk gks jgs gSa] muds lkFk feydj og ng'kr iSnk djrs gSaA ojuk rks blh VIi dh vkokt ij tkus
fdrus xhr] fdruh dfork,¡ jp nh xbZ gSaA dgha bl vkokt dks ik;y dh #u>qu crk;k x;k] rks dgha c¡nw ksa dh
Ne&NeA budh vkokt esa ftanxh dh laxhr <w¡+<+k tkrk gS vkSj vkt blh vkokt esa ekSr dk 'kksd xhr gSA**5
^^ dV~V------dV~V------ vkokt dh rhozrk c<+rh tk jgh gS] tSls dadjks dk vkdkj c<+rk tk jgk gksA --------tehu ij
lQsn xksfy;k¡ iM+h gqbZ gSa] b/kj&m/kj fNrjh gqbZA ekSr dh xksfy;k¡] fouk'k dh xksfy;k¡A lius] mEehns a] vk'kk,¡]
;kstuk,¡-------- lc ,d&,d dj vksys dh ekj esa fxj dj ej jgs gSaA**6
FkksM+h nsj dh ckfj'k vkSj vksyksa us jkeizlkn dh Qly vkSj vk'kkvksa dk fØ;kdeZ dj fn;k FkkA viuh esgur ij
ikuh fQjk ns[k dj cspkjk jkeizlkn 'kksd esa Mwc x;k gSA
iadt lqchj Hkh ,d vUos"kh miU;kldkj gSaA mUgksus vius miU;kl esa rqyukRed fof/k dk iz;ksx djrs gq, fdlku
ds vFkZ'kkL= dh jpuk dj Mkyh gSA mUgksua s vius miU;kl esa lu~ 1975 esa fdlku dh Qly dh dher vkSj ml
le; lksus tSlh vU; oLrqvksa dh dher rFkk vf/kdkfj;ks&
a deZpkfj;ksa dh vk; dh rqyuk lu~ 2015 esa fdlku dh
Qly dk leFkZu ewY; vkSj vU; oLrqvksa dk ewY; rFkk vf/kdkfj;ks&
a deZpkfj;ksa dh vk; ls dh gSA
mUgksua s vius miU;kl esa vk¡dM+ksa ds lkFk crk;k gS fd lu~ 1975 esa xsga w¡ dk leFkZu ewY; 100 #i;s izfr fDaoVy
Fkk vkSj lksus dk ewY; 540 #i;s izfr nl xzke Fkk rFkk pk¡nh dh dher 1200 #i;s izfr fdyks FkhA tcfd lu~
2015 dh ckr djsa rks lu~ 2015 esa xags w¡ dk leFkZu ewY; 1500 #i;s izfr fDaoVy gks x;k Fkk vkSj lksus ds Hkko ckr
djsa rks lksuk 30000 #i;s izfr nl xzke gks x;k FkkA pk¡nh dk Hkko Hkh 38000 #i;s izfr fdyks gks x;k FkkA bl
izdkj fiNys 40 o"kksZa esa fdlku dh Qly ds leFkZu ewY; esa 15 xquk o`f) gqbZ gS vkSj lksus ds Hkko esa yxHkx 55
xquk dh o`f) gqbZ gSA pk¡nh dh dherksa esa Hkh yxHkx 32 xquk dh o`f) gqbZ gSA
lu~ 1975 esa ,d ljdkjh vf/kdkjh dks yxHkx 400 #i;s izfr eghuk ds fglkc ls osru feyrk Fkk tcfd lu~
2015 esa 40000 #i;s izfr eghuk gks x;k Fkk vkSj lkrosa osru vk;ksx dh vuqla'kk ds ckn rks yk[kksa esa pyk x;kA
;fn ge lu~ 1990 esa Mhty ds jsV dh rqyuk djsa rks lu~ 1990 esa lk<+s rhu #i;s izfr yhVj dk jsV Fkk vkSj ml
le; xsga w¡ dk leFkZu ewY; Fkk yxHkx 250 #i;s izfr fDaoVy ysfdu lu~ 2015 esa Mhty dk jsV c<+dj 65 #i;s
izfr yhVj gks x;k Fkk vkSj xsga w¡ dk jsV 1500 #i;s izfr fDaoVy gks x;k FkkA Mhty dk jsV esa yxHkx 20 xquk
tcfd xsagw¡ dk leFkZu ewY; esa 6 xquk dh gh o`f) gqbZA
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iadt lqchj us vius miU;kl ^vdky esa mRlo* esa fiNys 40 o"kksaZ dh rqyuk djds crk;k gS fd ,d xjhc fdlku
dh rjQ fdlh Hkh ljdkj us dksbZ /;ku ugha fn;k gSA ;fn fdlku dh ,d ,dM+ esa Qly mxkus dk [kpZ vkSj
Qly dh mit dk fglkc&fdrkc yxk;k tk;s rks NksVh tksr ds fdlkuksa dks viuh etnwjh Hkh ugha cprh gSA
^^xsgw¡ dh Qly ysus ds fy, ,d ,dM+ esa djhc pkyhl fdyks cht cksuk iM+rk gS] ftldk ljdkjh nke gksrk gS
yxHkx ckjg lkS #i;sA cksus ls igys [ksr rS;kj djus dk [kpZ djhc nks gTkkj #i;s izfr ,dM+ cSBrk gSA ,d
,dM+ esa [kjirokj uk'kd] dhV uk'kd vkSj [kkn dk [kpZ gksrk gS yxHkx ik¡p gtkj #i;sA iysok vkSj flapkbZ ij
fctyh ;k Mhty dk [kpZ djhc rhu gtkj #i;s izfr ,dM+ gksrk gSA vkSj yxHkx lkr vkB lkS #i;s izfr ,dM+
eaMh rd dh <qyokbZA ,d gtkj #i;s vU; lHkh izdkj dk [kpZ gksxkA bl izdkj eksVk&eksVk fglkc yxk;k tk;s
rks izfr ,dM+ iUnzg gtkj dk [kpZ rks r; gh gSA ,d ,dM+ esa ;fn lc dqN fcYdqy Bhd&Bkd jgk] rks yxHkx
lksyg ls chl fDaoVy ds chp xsga ¡qw dk mRiknu gksrk gSA ;fn ge vBkjg fDaoVy ds vk¡dM+s dks gh vkSlr eku dj
pysa] rks ,d ,dM+ dk fdlku vius ifjokj ds lky Hkj [kkus ds fy, de ls de lkr&vkB fDaoVy rks cpk,xkA
ckdh cpk nl fDaoVy ds fglkc ls cspus ij feysxk iUnzg gtkj #i;s] vkSj ykxr\ ogh iUnzg gtkj #i;sA ;fn
fdlku dk leFkZu ewY; Hkh fiNys iPphl lkyksa esa c<+s lksus ds fglkc ls c<+rk] rks mls vkt iUnzg ugha lkB
gtkj feyrs vkSj vxj vf/kdkfj;ks&
a deZpkfj;ks]a lkalnks&
a fo/kk;dksa ds iS'kkfpd osru vk;ksxksa ds fglkc ls lkS xquk
c<+rk] rks mudks vkt nl fDaoVy ds ,d yk[k feyrsA exj ugha] mls feyrk gS dsoy og vkB fDaoVy izfr ,dM+
xsga w¡] tks mldk ifjokj lky Hkj [kk,xkA**7
vius ns'k esa NksVs ls NksVs leku dk mRiknu djus okys m|ksxifr vius leku dh fder [kqn r; djrs gSa vkSj
,d xjhc fdlku dh Qly dk ewY; ljdkj ;k O;kikjh r; djrs gSaA ^^fdruk cM+k etkd gS fd xjhc fdlku
dh eDdk dk rks U;wure leFkZu ewY; r; gS exj ml eDdk ls dkWuZ&¶ySDl cukus okyh cgqjk"Vªh; daiuh ds fy,
dksbZ Hkh U;wure leFkZu ewY; ugha gSA Ms<+ #i;s fdyks dh eDdk dks cgqjk"Vªh; daiuh dkWuZ&¶ySDl cuk dj rhu
lkS #i;s fdyks csprh gSA------ D;k ;g chl xquk vkt rd fdlh for ;k d`f"k ea=h dks fn[kkbZ ugha fn;kA D;k ,d
lh/kk&lk ykWftd fdlh dks ugha fn[krk fd tks fdlku /kwi] cjlkr] BaM esa] [ksrksa esa viuh ftUnxh dks >ksd
a rs gq,
ik¡p eghus esa tks Qly iSnk djrk gS] mls dsoy 1500 #i;s fDoaVy fey jgk gS vkSj tks okrkuqdwfyr pSEcj esa
cSB dj e'khu ls ml eDdk dks dsoy ik¡p fefuV esa piVk dj dkWuZ&¶ySDl cuk jgk gS] mls chl xquk] rhl
gtkj #i;s\**8
vius ns'k esa cgqr ;kstuk,¡ curh gSaA vki D;k lksp jgs gks fd ;kstuk,¡ rks turk dh HkykbZ ds fy, vkSj ns'k dk
fodkl ds fy, curh gSaA ysfdu vius ns'k esa ;kstuk,¡ turk dh HkykbZ ds fy, ugha cfYd ljdkjh iSls dks gM+ius
ds fy, curh gSA ;g ljdkjh iSls dks yqVus dk ,d tfj;k gSA vius ns'k esa lcls igys dsUnz esa cSBs exjePN
ljdkjh iSls dk cgqr cM+k fgLlk gM+i ysrs gSa mlds ckn jkT; ljdkjksa dh ckjh vkrh gS rFkk var esa tks cpk&dqNk
gksrk gS oks ftyk dysDVj tSls vf/kdkjh gM+i tkrs gSaA bl izdkj ;kstukvksa dk var gks tkrk gSA ftuds fy,
;kstuk,¡ curh gS mudh fLFkfr rks cn ls cnrj gksrh tk jgh gSA
Jhjke ifjgkj dysDVj dks vius uxj mRlo dh rks fpark gS tcfd xjhc fdlkuksa ds lkFk D;k gks jgk gS mldh
dksbZ fpark ugha gSA tc 'kgj esa ckfj'k ugha gqbZ vkSj xk¡oksa esa ckfj'k us Qly dks cckZn dj fn;k rks dgrk gS fd
^^xqM] osjh xqMA ;g Hkh vPNk gqvk fd jkr dh cjlkr tks m/kj xk¡oksa esa gqbZ] og ;gk¡ ugha gqbZA ;gk¡ gks tkrh rks]
lc dqN pkSiV gks tkrkA vki yksxksa dh brus fnuksa dh esgur lc csdkj gks tkrhA FkSaDl xkWM] ;gk¡ ij cl
cw¡nk&ck¡nh gh gksdj jg xbZA**9
iadt lqchj us Hkz"V ljdkjh rU= dh ,d vkSj rLohj lkeus j[k nh fd tc izkd`frd vkink ;k ekSle dh ekj ds
dkj.k fdlkuksa dh Qly cckZn gks tkrh gS rks fdlkuksa ij gennhZ fn[kkrs gq, ljdkj eqvkots dh ?kks"k.kk dj nsrh
gSA fdlkuksa dh Qly fdruh cckZn gqbZ gS bldh tk¡p djokus ds fy, ljdkjh vkns'k gks tkrs gSa rkfd ftl&ftl
fdlku dh Qly dk uqdlku gqvk gS mudks eqvkots ds iSls fey tk,] ysfdu ljdkjh tksd
a ;gk¡ Hkh fdlku dk
[kwu pqlus esa ihNs ugha gVrh gSA tks iVokjh xk¡oksa esa Qlyksa dk uqdlku dh fxjnkojh djus vkrk gS] og fcuk
iSlksa ds fjiksVZ Hkh ugha fy[krk gSA tks iSlk nsrk gS mldh fjiksVZ vPNh fy[kh tkrh gS vkSj tks iSls ugha nsrk mldh
fjiksVZ gha fy[kh tkrh gSA vpkud ckfj'k ds dkj.k jkeizlkn dh Qly Hkh cckZn gks xbZ FkhA mlds ?kj ij [kkus
ds fy, vUu Hkh ugha Fkk rks ,slh gkyr esa oks iVokjh dks ?kwl dgk¡ ls nsA var esa og vkRegR;k dj ysrk gS vkSj
ljdkjh rU= ml gkykr dks ugha ns[krk gS fd mlus vkRegR;k D;ksa dh gS cfYd iqjk iz'kklu mldks ikxy ?kksf"kr
djds ekeys dks nckus esa yxk gqvk gSA ,sls irk ugha fdrus jkeizlkn viuh tku xok¡ nsrs gSaA bl izdkj ,d rjQ
fØ;kdeZ tkjh jgrk gS rks nwljh rjQ dk;ZØe tkjh gSA
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+
vkt ns'k dh dqy vkcknh esa ls yxHkx vk/kh vkcknh efgykvksa dh gSA blds ckotwn Hkh os vius ewyHkwr vf/kdkjksa
ls Hkh oafpr gSa] [kkldj ckr djs nks xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esaA vf/kdkjksa ds vfrfjä ns[kk tk;s rks ftu {ks=ksa esa efgyk,sa
iq#"kksa ds lekUrj in ij gSa] ogk¡ ij Hkh mudh fxurh iq#"kksa dh vis{kk derj gh vk¡dh tk jgh gSA ,slk gh ,d
{ks= gS
A ftlesa efgykvksa dks vf/kdrj etnwj dk ntkZ gh çkIr gS] —"kd dk ughaA fo'ks"kKksa dh ekuuh
tk;s rks —f"k esa efgykvksa dks iq:"kksa ds leku cjkcj dk ntkZ feys rks —f"k dk;ksZa esa efgykvksa dh c<+rh la[;k ls
mRiknu esa c<+ksÙkjh gks ldrh gSA blds vykok ikfjokfjd vkthfodk esa lq/kkj gksxk] bldk ykHk iq#"k vkSj efgykvksa
nksuksa dks gksxkA ftlls og viuh lkekftd ,oa vkfFkZd fLFkfr esa lq/kkj dj ldsxhA lekt esa QSyh Hkw[kejh vkSj
dqiks"k.k dks Hkh jksdk tk ldrk gSA efgykvksa dks vPNk volj rFkk lqfo/kk feys rks os ns'k dh —f"k dks f}rh;
gfjr ØkfUr dh rjQ ys tkus ds lkFk ns'k ds fodkl dk ifj–'; Hkh cny ldrh gSaA blh fopkj dks n`f"Vxr
j[krs gq, vkt 15 väwcj dks la;qä jk"Vª }kjk
vkSj Hkkjr esa
ds :i esa euk;k tkrk gSA o"kZ 2016 esa —f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky; us —f"k ds
çR;sd Lrj ¼cqvkbZ ls ysdj jksi.k] ty fudklh] flapkbZ] moZjd] ikS/k laj{k.k] dVkbZ] [kjirokj gVkus] vkSj HkaMkj.k
rd½ ds dk;ksZa esa efgykvksa }kjk fuHkkbZ tk jgh vxz.kh Hkwfedk ds egÙo dks js[kkafdr djus ds fy;s bl fnu dks
jk"Vªh; efgyk fdlku fnol ds :i esa eukus dk QSlyk fd;k x;kA
d`f"k] efgyk fdlku] ukjhokn] efgyk d`f"kd lk{kjrkA
Hkkjr esa d`"kd dh igpku mldh tehau ls gksrh gSA ijUrq cktkj dh ifjHkk"kk esa vuqdwy —"kd gksus dh igpku
bl ckr ls r; gksrh gS fd tehu dk ekfydkuk gd fdlds ikl gS] bl ckr ls ugha fd mlesa Je fdldk vkSj
fdruk yx jgk gSA bls foMEcuk gh dgk tk,xk fd Hkkjr esa efgykvksa dks Hkwfe dk ekfydkuk gd uk ds cjkcj
gSA bu lcds vfrfjä vxj efgyk —"kdksa ds çksRlkgu dh ckr dh tk;s rks ns'k esa dsUæ vkSj jkT; ljdkj }kjk
—f"k {ks= dks c<+kok nsus gsrq vusd çdkj dh ;kstuk,¡] uhfr;k¡ o dk;ZØe dk fØ;kUo;u le;&le; ij fd;k
tkrk jgrk gSA ijUrq mu lcdh igq¡p efgykvksa rd ;k rks de gS ;k fcYdqy ugha gSA ;gh dkj.k gS fd ns'k dh
vk/kh vkcknh ns'k ds lcls cM+s —f"k {ks= esa gkf'k, ij gSA
—f"k tux.kuk ¼2010&11½ dh fjiksVZ ds eqrkfcd Hkkjr esa ekStwnk fLFkfr esa dsoy 12-78 çfr'kr —f"k [ksr efgykvksa
ds uke ij gSaA ;gh dkj.k gS fd ^—f"k {ks=* esa mudh fu.kkZ;d Hkwfedk ugha gSA —f"k Hkwfe ij ekfydkuk gd egt
,d ç'kklfud igyw ugha gS] cfYd bldk lkekftd&vkfFkZd fufgrkFkZ Hkh gSA bl ,d gd ls O;fä dh igpku]
mlds vf/kdkj] fu.kZ; dh {kerk] vkRefuHkZjrk o vkRefo'okl tqM+k gqvk gSA efgykvksa ds ikl tehu ij vf/kdkj
u gksus ls mudk lokaZxh.k fodkl vkSj l'kähdj.k çHkkfor gks jgk gSA lkFk gh xEHkhj vkSj vkink dh fLFkfr es a
vius iSr`d Hkwfe dk mi;ksx djus esa Hkh v{ke gksrh gSaA vr% t:jh gS fd iSr`d d`’kd Hkwfe esa iRuh o iq= ds
lkFk&lkFk iq=h dk uke Hkh ntZ gks] ,slk dkuwu esa çko/kku fd;k tkuk pkfg,A ;g Hkh le>us dh vko';drk gS
fd iq#"kksa ds iyk;u ds dkj.k —f"k dk;Z iq#"kksa ls T;knk efgykvksa ds gkFk esa pyk x;k gS] blds ckotwn efgyk,¡
—"kd ugha gSa] D;ksfa d muds ikl —f"k ds ekfydkuk gd dk nLrkost ugha gS vFkkZr~ og [ksr dh okLrfod ekfyd
ugha gSaA —f"k {ks= esa mudh lgHkkfxrk dk nwljk igyw Hkh gS] vf/kdrj ?kjsyw dke tSls& tykou dh ydM+h]
i'kqvksa ds fy;s pkjk] ifjokj ds fy;s y?kq ou mit] ihus dk ikuh] ifjokj dk Hkj.k&iks’k.k lesr gj dke esa
efgykvksa dh dsUæh; Hkwfedk gS] fdUrq mudh igpku Jfed vFkok iq#"k lgk;d ds :i esa gh gksrh gSA ekr`lÙkkRed
ifjokjksa dks NksM+ fn;k tk;s rks os lkekU; ifjokjksa esa dHkh ?kj dh ekfyd ugha cu ikrh gSaA ftldh otg ls ifjokj
lEcU/kh fu.kZ;] —f"k lEcU/kh fu.kZ;] fu;a=.k ds lkFk&lkFk fdlkuksa dks feyus okyh leLr lqfo/kkvksa ,oa 65 çfr'kr



ICSSR,'kks/kdrhZ] f'k{kk foHkkx] xq# ?kklhnkl fo'ofo|ky;] fcykliqj] NÙkhlx<+
,lksfl,V çksQslj] f'k{kk foHkkx] xq# ?kklhnkl fo'ofo|ky;] fcykliqj] NÙkhlx<+
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—f"k dk;Z dk Hkkj vius da/kksa ij mBkus okyh efgyk,a vius vf/kdkjksa ls oafpr jg tkrh gSaA bl lcds dkj.k mUgsa
fdlku dk ntkZ ugha feyrk ikrk gSA
fo'o [kk| ,oa —f"k laxBu ds vuqlkj Hkkjrh; —f"k esa efgykvksa dk ;ksxnku djhc 32 çfr'kr gS] tcfd dqN
jkT;ksa ¼tSls fd igkM+h rFkk mÙkj&iwohZ {ks= rFkk dsjy jkT;½ esa efgykvksa dk ;ksxnku d`f"k rFkk xzkeh.k vFkZO;oLFkk
esa iq#"kksa ls Hkh T;knk gSA Hkkjr ds 48 çfr'kr —f"k ls lEcfU/kr jkstxkj esa efgyk,a dk;Zjr~ gSa] tcfd djhc 7-5
djksM+ efgyk,¡ nqX/k mRiknu rFkk i'kq/ku O;olk; ls lEcfU/kr xfrfof/k;ksa esa lkFkZd Hkwfedk fuHkk jgh gSaAvk¡dM+ksa
ds eqrkfcd —f"k mRiknuksa esa efgykvksa dk ;ksxnku 20 ls 30 çfr'kr gh gSA fo'ks"kKksa dk ekuuk gS fd vxj —f"k
{ks= esa efgykvksa dks iq:"kksa ds cjkcj dk ntkZ feys rks —f"k dk;ksZa esa efgykvksa dh c<+rh la[;k ls mRiknu esa
c<+ksÙkjh gks ldrh gSA Hkw[k vkSj dqiks"k.k dks Hkh jksdk tk ldrk gSA blds vykok xzkeh.k vkthfodk esa lq/kkj gksxk]
bldk ykHk iq#"k vkSj efgykvks]a nksuksa dks gksxkA ljdkj dh fofHkUu uhfr;ksa tSls tSfod [ksrh] Lojkstxkj ;kstuk]
Hkkjrh; dkS'ky fodkl ;kstuk bR;kfn esa efgykvksa dks çkFkfedrk nh tk jgh gSA fofHkUu {ks=ksa esa efgykvksa dh
lgHkkfxrk ls mudh fLFkfr esa ifjorZu ns[k tk ldrk gSA ;fn efgykvksa dks vPNk volj rFkk lqfo/kk feys rks os
ns'k dh —f"k dks f}rh; gfjr ØkfUr dh rjQ ys tkus ds lkFk ns'k ds fodkl dk ifj–'; Hkh cny ldrh gSaA
;gh otg gS fd efgykvksa dks —f"k {ks= ds çfr tkx:d djus vkSj mUgsa bl {ks= esa lEekutud LFkku fnykus ds
mís'; ls fiNys o"kZ —f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky; }kjk çfr o"kZ 15 vDVwcj dks
ds :i esa eukus dk fu.kZ; fy;k x;k FkkA fu.kZ; dk vk/kkj la;qä jk"Vª laxBu }kjk 15 vDVwcj dks
ds :i esa eukuk FkkA 15 vDVwcj] 2017 dks ns'k Hkj ds leLr —f"k fo'ofo|ky;ks]a
laLFkkuksa ,oa —f"k foKku dsUæksa esa ^jk"Vªh; efgyk fdlku fnol* euk;k x;kA bl fnol dk mís'; —f"k esa efgykvksa
dh lfØ; Hkkxhnkjh dks c<+kuk gSA blds vykok] —f"k vkSj lEc) {ks=ksa esa efgykvksa dks vkSj vf/kd l'kä cukus
ds fy;s rFkk mudh tehu] _.k vkSj vU; lqfo/kkvksa rd igq¡p dks c<+kus ds fy;s —f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky;
us fdlkuksa ds fy;s cuh jk"Vªh; —f"k uhfr esa mUgsa ?kjsyw vkSj —f"k Hkwfe nksuksa ij la;qä iês nsus tSls uhfrxr çko/kku
fd;s gSaA blds lkFk —f"k uhfr esa mUgsa fdlku ØsfMV dkMZ tkjh djuk] Qly] i'kq/ku i)fr;ks]a —f"k çlaLdj.k
vkfn ds ek/;e ls thfodk ds voljksa dk l`tu djok, tkus tSls çko/kkuksa dk Hkh ftØ gSA
—f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky; dk y{; —f"k mRiknu vkSj mRikndrk c<+kus ds lkFk&lkFk fdlkuksa ds dY;k.k
ds fy;s mik; djuk gSA lkFk gh vius lexz tukns'k y{;ksa vkSj mís';ksa ds Hkhrj ;g Hkh lqfuf'pr djuk gS fd
efgyk,¡ —f"k mRiknu vkSj mRikndrk esa çHkkoh <ax ls ;ksxnku nsaA mUgsa csgrj thou;kiu ds volj feysA blfy;s
efgykvksa dks l'kä cukus vkSj mudh {kerkvksa dk fuekZ.k djus vkSj buiqV çkS|ksfxdh vkSj vU; —f"k lalk/kuksa rd
mudh igq¡p dks c<+kus ds fy;s mfpr lajpukRed] dk;kZRed vkSj laLFkkxr mik;ksa dks c<+kok fn;k tk jgk gS vkSj
blds fy;s dbZ çdkj dh igy dh tk pqdh gSA blh rjg dh igy esa ,d egÙoiw.kZ igy gS] —f"k esa efgykvksa
dh vge HkwfedkA
efgykvksa dh Hkkxhnkjh dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, —f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky; us o"kZ 1996 esa Hkkjrh; —f"k
vuqlU/kku ifj"kn~ ds vUrxZr dsUæh; —f"kjr~ efgyk laLFkku dh LFkkiuk Hkqous'oj esa dhA ;g laLFkku —f"k esa
efgykvksa ls tqM+s fofHkUu vk;keksa ij dk;Z djrk gSA blds vykok] Hkkjrh; —f"k vuqlU/kku ifj"kn ds 100 ls vf/kd
laLFkkuksa us dbZ rduhdksa dk l`tu fd;k rkfd efgykvksa dh d`f"k lEcU/kh dfBukb;ksa dks de dj mudk l'kfädj.k
fd;k tk ldsA ns'k esa 680 —f"k foKku dsUæ gSaA gj —f"k foKku dsUæ esa ,d efgyk oLrq fo'ks"kK gSaA o"kZ 2016&17
esa efgykvksa ls lEcfU/kr 21 rduhfd;ksa dk ewY;kadu fd;k x;k vkSj 2-56 yk[k efgykvksa dks —f"k lEcfU/kr {ks=ksa
tSls flapkbZ] xq<+kbZ bR;kfn ls mRikn c<+kuk] oSY;w ,fM'ku] xzkeh.k gLrdyk] i'kqikyu] e/kqeD[kh ikyu] iksYVªh]
eNyh ikyu vkfn dk çf'k{k.k fn;k x;kA bu lcds lkFk —f"k vkSj lEc) xfrfof/k;ksa esa efgykvksa dh Hkkxhnkjh
dks lq–<+ cukus ds fy;s] dsUæ ljdkj }kjk mfpr lajpukRed] dk;kZRed vkSj laLFkkxr mik;ksa }kjk efgykvksa dks
l'kä] {kerk fuekZ.k vkSj buiqV çkS|ksfxdh rd mudh igq¡p c<+kbZ tk jgh gSA
ljdkj }kjk fofHkUu ;kstukvks]a dk;ZØeksa vkSj fodkl lEcU/kh xfrfof/k;ksa ds vUrxZr efgykvksa ds fy;s de&ls&de
30 çfr'kr /kujkf'k dk vkoaVu lqfuf'pr fd;k x;k gSA lkFk gh fofHkUu ykHkkFkhZ&mUeq[kh dk;ZØeksa] ;kstukvksa vkSj
fe'kuksa ds ?kVdksa dk ykHk efgykvksa rd igq¡pkus ds fy;s efgyk lefFkZr xfrfof/k;k¡ 'kq: dh x;h gSA lkFk gh
efgyk Lo;a lgk;rk lewgksa ds xBu ij /;ku dsfUær djuk rkfd {kerk fuekZ.k tSlh xfrfof/k;ksa ds ek/;e ls mUgsa
lw{e _.k ls tksM+k tk lds vkSj tkx:drk ds }kjk fofHkUu lwpukvksa ,oa ljdkj }kjk iznRr ykHkka’k rd mudh
igq¡p c<+ ldsA lkFk gh fofHkUu Lrjksa ij fu.kZ; ysus okys fudk;ksa esa mudk çfrfuf/kRo gk ldsA blds vykok —
f"k ea=ky; }kjk dbZ efgyk lefFkZr dne Hkh mBk, x, gSa tks dkQh egÙoiw.kZ gSaA
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efgyk l'kfädj.k ds fy;s ljdkj }kjk bruk gh dkQh ugha gSA l'kfädj.k ds fy;s rks oSf'od&Lrj ij Hkh
reke ç;kl fd;s x, gSaA fdUrq bldk lexz :i esa vc rd ykHk efgykvksa }kjk ugha fy;k tk ldk gSA vc
vk/kqfud le; esa ;fn bl rjg dh igy dh tkrh gS] ftlesa bu leL;kvksa ls eqfä dk jkLrk fudyrk gS rks bls
lkekftd :i ls Lohdk;Z cukus dh pqukSrh çdV gks ldrh gSA efgyk l'kähdj.k vkSj efgyk f'k{kk dh fn'kk esa
fd;s tk jgs ç;klksa dk Hkh ;gh gky gSA fdUrq blds foijhr lkekftd #>ku Hkh ;g gS fd yM+fd;ksa ds çfr reke
vadq'k vkSj 'kks"k.k ds ckotwn vkt efgykvksa ds chp vius iSjksa ij [kM+s gksus dh ftn Hkh lekt esa ns[kus dks feyrh
gSA okLrfod Hkkjr ;kuh xzkeh.k {ks= dh tks rLohj gS mls cnyus dh Hkh t:jr gSA oSls efgykvksa dh f'k{kk]
vkfFkZd& lkekftd l'kfädj.k ds fy;s dkQh ç;kl ljdkj }kjk fd;s x, gSaA fdUrq t:jr bl ckr dh gS fd
cnyrs le; ds vuqdwy muds gd esa leqfpr fo/kku cuk, tk,¡A efgyk —"kd dks oS/kkfud vk/kkj feys] rc tkdj
ge lekt esa okLrfod cnyko yk ldrs gSaA blds lkFk gh mudks lkekftd Loh—fr Hkh feyuh çkjEHk gksuh
pkfg;sA
Hkkjr ljdkj us jkT;ksa dks fo/kok] vcyk] ifjR;ä vkSj fujkfJr efgykvksa dh igpku djus dh lykg nh gSA ftUgsa
eujsxk ds rgr 100 fnu dk jkstxkj çkIr gksxkA tc —f"k {ks= vkSj efgyk ds mRFkku dh ckr vkrh gS] rks ckxokuh
dh Hkwfedk dks Hkwyuk ugha pkfg,A ;s Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk esa egÙoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrs gSaA ckxokuh —f"k xgu Jelk/;
{ks= gSA bl dkj.k ;s efgyk jkstxkj ds voljksa dks c<+krs gSaA Qyksa vkSj lfCt;ksa dk bLrseky ?kjsyw miHkksx ds
fy;s gh ugha fd;k tkrk gS] cfYd ;s fofHkUu mRiknks&
a tSls vpkj] lalkf/kr l‚l] tSe] tsyh LDoS'k vkfn ds fy;s
Hkh t:jh gSaA okLro esa] ns'k ds dbZ jkT;ksa tSls& iwohZ {ks= esa flfDde] es?kky;] f=iqjk] fetksje] ukxkySaM] v#.kkpy
çns'k lfgr fgekpy çns'k] tEew vkSj d'ehj mÙkj çns'k esa xzkeh.k efgykvksa ds fy;s ckxokuh ,d çeq[k O;olk;
gSA jk"Vªh;&Lrj ij ns[ksa rks 28-2 yk[k Vu Qy vkSj 66 yk[k Vu lfCt;ksa ds mRiknu ds lkFk Hkkjr fo'o esa
Qyksa vkSj lfCt;ksa dk nwljk lcls cM+k mRiknd gSA
efgyk jkstxkj vkSj xzkeh.k fodkl ds {ks= esa ;fn ns[ksa rks >kj[k.M jkT; us egÙoiw.kZ mnkgj.k is'k fd;k gSA jkT;
ljdkj us yhd ls gVdj LFkkuh; Hkkoukvksa ds çfr laosnu'khyrk fn[kkrs gq, ,d ;kstuk cukbZ gS ftlds rgr gj
xk¡o esa ,d ikuh vkSj LoPNrk lfefr 'kkfey gksxhA ftlesa vfuok;Z :i ls xk¡o dh ,d efgyk lnL; gksxhA
lfefr ds ml fo'ks"k lnL; dks
¼ty fe=½ ds :i esa igpkuk tk,xkA ml lfefr esa efgyk
l'kfädj.k lqfuf'pr djus ds fy;s ;g Hkh vfuok;Z fd;k x;k gS fd mä efgyk lnL; lfefr dh dks"kk/;{k
gksxhA vf/kdkfj;ksa ds eqrkfcd] ;g lfefr xk¡oksa esa ty vkiwfrZ ;kstukvksa ds dk;kZUo;u ds fy;s ftEesnkj gSA blls
fuf'pr :i ls lkeqnkf;d Hkkxhnkjh lqfuf'pr gqbZ gS vkSj csgrj ifj.kke Hkh lkeus vk;s gSaA efgykvksa dks —f"k dh
eq[;/kkjk esa ykus ds fy, ea=ky; }kjk fuEuor~ dk;Z fd, x, gSa&
fofHkUu çeq[k ;kstukvks@
a dk;ZØeksa vkSj fodkl laca/kh xfrfof/k;ksa ds varxZr efgykvksa ds fy, de ls de 30
çfr'kr /kujkf'k dk vkcaVu
fofHkUu ykHkkFkhZ&mUeq[kh dk;ZØeks/a ;kstukvksa vkSj fe'kuksa ds ?kVdksa dk ykHk efgykvksa rd igqpkus ds fy,
efgyk lefFkZr xfrfof/k;ka 'kq# djuk; rFkk
efgyk Lo;a lgk;rk lewgksa ¼,l,pth½ ds xBu ij /;ku dsfa ær djuk rkfd {kerk fuekZ.k tSlh xfrfof/k;ksa
ds ek/;e ls mUgsa ekbØks ØsfMV ls tksMk tk lds vkSj lwpukvksa rd mudh igqap c<+ lds ,oa lkFk gh fofHkUu
Lrjksa ij fu.kZ; ysus fudk;ksa esa mudk çfrfuf/kRo gksA
dsUæh; —f"k ,oa fdlku dY;k.k ea=ky; us fiNys o"kZ ls çfro"kZ 15 vDVwcj dks efgyk fdlku fnol eukus
dk QSlyk fd;k gSA ;g efgyk l'kfDrdj.k dh fn'kk esa c<+rs dne dk çrhd gSA
ea=ky; us bl o"kZ Qly dh [ksrh] i'kqikyu] Ms;jh vkSj eRL;ikyu esa efgyk fdlkuksa ds lkeus vkus okyh pqukSfr;ksa
ij ppkZ djus ds fy;s fopkj&foe'kZ dk çLrko fn;k gSA bldk mís'; ØsfMV] dkS'ky fodkl vkSj m|eh voljksa
rd csgrj igq¡p dk mi;ksx djds ,d dk;Z&;kstuk ij dke djuk gSA ysfdu dsoy ;g dg nsus ls [ksrksa esa mu
efgykvksa ds lkeus vkus okyh dfBukbZ de ugha gksus okyhA v‚DlQSe bafM;k ds vuqlkj] [kk| mRiknu ds fy;s
60 ls 80 çfr'kr rFkk Ms;jh mRiknu ds fy;s yxHkx 90 çfr'kr efgyk,¡ ftEesnkj gSaA pkgs Qlyksa dh [ksrh dh
ckr gks] i'kq/ku çca/ku ;k fQj ?kj ij dke djus dh ckr gks] efgyk fdlkuksa }kjk fd;s tkus okys dke ij dHkh
fdlh dk /;ku ugha tkrk gSA gkyk¡fd ljdkj }kjk bu efgykvksa dks eqxhZikyu] e/kqeD[kh ikyu vkSj xzkeh.k
gLrf'kYi esa çf'k{k.k nsus ds ç;kl fd;s x, gSa ysfdu ljdkj ds ;s ç;kl efgyk fdlkuksa dh bruh cM+h la[;k
ds lkeus ekewyh gSaA —f"k esa efgykvksa dh #fp dks cuk, j[kus vkSj
muds mRFkku ds fy;s ,d ,slh nwjnf'kZrk dh vko';drk gS tks mfpr uhfr vkSj dk;Zokgh okyh dk;Z&;kstukvksa
}kjk lefFkZr gks ldrh gSA
—f"k tux.kuk ¼2010&11½ ds vuqlkj] vuqekfur 118-7 fefy;u fdlkuksa esa ls 30-3 çfr'kr efgyk,¡ FkhaA blh
çdkj] vuqekfur 144-3 fefy;u —f"k Jfedksa esa ls 42-6 çfr'kr efgyk,¡ FkhaA ifjpkyu laifÙk ds LokfeRo ds ekeys
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esa uohure —f"k tux.kuk ¼2015&16½ pkSadkus okyh gSA dqy 146 fefy;u ifjpkyu laifÙk esa ls efgyk ifjpkyu
laifÙk /kkjdksa dk fgLlk 13-87 çfr'kr ¼20-25 fefy;u½ gS] ftlesa ik¡p o"kksZa esa yxHkx ,d çfr'kr dh o`f) gqbZ gSA
tcfd —f"k esa efgykvksa dh la[;k rsth ls c<+ jgh gS] ljdkj dks efgyk fdlkuksa vkSj etnwjksa ds lkeus vkus okyh
pqukSfr;ksa dk lek/kku djus ds fy;s rS;kj gksuk 'ks"k gSA
efgyk fdlkuksa dh vf/kdkjghurk dk eq[; dkj.k muesa vf’k{kk ds lkFk&lkFk mudk lkekftd ifjos’k esa ftEesnkj
gSA dqN efgyk,a tks f’kf{kr gS rFkk vius vf/kdkjksa ds izfr dqN ltx gSa] os lekt ds Hk; ls dqN dg ugha ikrh
gSA blds vfrfjDr iq#"k fdlkuksa dh rqyuk esa yacs le; rd vf/kd dke ¼oSrfud rFkk voSrfud½ djus ds ckotwn
efgyk fdlku u rks mRiknu ij dksbZ nkok dj ldrh gSa vkSj u gh mPp etnwjh nj dh ek¡x dj ldrh gSaA
[ksr ij dke djus ds vykok] muds ikl ?kj vkSj ikfjokfjd ftEesnkfj;k¡ Hkh gSaA de eqvkots ds lkFk c<+s gq,
dke dk cks> mUgsa gkf'k;s ij ys tkus ds fy;s ftEesnkj ,d egÙoiw. kZ dkjd gSA vHkh rd] efgyk fdlkuksa dk
lekt esa 'kk;n gh dksbZ çfrfuf/kRo gS vkSj fdlkuksa ds laxBuksa ;k le;–le; ij fd;s tkus okys vkanksyuksa esa
mudk dgha Hkh Li"V çfrfuf/kRo ugha gSaA os ,slh v–'; Jfed gSa] ftuds fcuk —f"k vFkZO;oLFkk esa o`f) djuk
eqf'dy gSA blh dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, gesa mUgsa f’k{kk ls tksM+uk gksxk vkSj mUgsa vius vf/kdkjksa ds fy, ltx Hkh
djuk gksxkA rHkh muds vf/kdkjksa dk guu jksdk tk ldrk gSaA
&
efgyk fdlkuksa ds lkeus lcls cM+h pqukSrh ;g gS fd ftl Hkwfe ij os [ksrh dj jgh gSa] ml ij LokfeÙo dk nkok
djus ds ekeys esa os 'kfäghu gSaA —f"k tux.kuk 2015 ds vuqlkj] yxHkx 86 izfr’kr efgyk fdlku bl laifÙk
ls 'kk;n blfy;s oafpr gSa] D;ksfa d gekjs lekt esa fir`lÙkkRed O;oLFkk LFkkfir gSA fo'ks"k :i ls Hkwfe ij LokfeRo
dh deh efgyk fdlkuksa dks laLFkkxr _.k ds fy;s cSadksa ls laidZ djus dh vuqefr ugha nsrh] D;ksfa d cSad vkerkSj
ij tehu ds vk/kkj ij gh _.k Loh—r djrs gSaA nqfu;k Hkj esa fd;s x, 'kks/kksa ls irk pyrk gS fd ftu efgykvksa
dh igq¡p lqjf{kr Hkwfe] vkSipkfjd _.k vkSj cktkj rd gS] os Qly&lq/kkj] mRikndrk esa o`f) vkSj ?kjsyw [kk|
lqj{kk rFkk iks"k.k esa lq/kkj djus ds fy;s vf/kd fuos'k dj ikrh gSaA
&
fiNys o"kksZa esa Hkwfe vf/kxzg.k nksxquk gks x;k gS ftlds ifj.kkeLo:i [ksrksa dk vkSlr vkdkj ?kV x;k gSA blfy;s]
vf/kdka'k fdlku NksVs vkSj lhekar oxZ ¼,d Js.kh tks fufoZokn :i ls efgyk fdlkuksa dks 'kkfey djrh gS½ ds
varxZr vkrs gSa] buds ikl 2 gsDVs;j ls de Hkwfe gksrh gSA
efgyk fdlku vkSj etnwj vkerkSj ij Je&dsfa ær dk;Z ¼dqnky ;k QkoM+s dh enn ls xïk [kksnuk] ?kkl dkVuk]
[kjirokj gVkuk] dVkbZ djuk] csra dk laxzg] i'kq/ku dh ns[kHkky½ djrh gSaA fofHkUu —f"k ifjpkyuksa ds fy;s
efgyk&vuqdwy midj.k vkSj e'khujh j[kuk egÙoiw.kZ gSA vf/kdk¡'k d`f"k e'khujh ,slh gSa] ftudk lapkyu djuk
efgykvksa ds fy;s eqf'dy gSA bl leL;k ds csgrj lek/kku ds fy;s fuekZrkvksa dks çksRlkfgr fd;k tkuk pkfg;sA
—f"k dh vf/kd mRikndrk dks cukus ds fy;s lalk/kuksa vkSj vk/kqfud midj.kksa ¼cht] moZjd] dhVuk'kd½ rd
efgyk fdlkuksa dh igq¡p vkerkSj ij iq#"kksa dh rqyuk esa de gksrh gSA [kk| vkSj —f"k laxBu ds vuqlkj] efgyk
vkSj iq#"k fdlkuksa ds fy;s mRiknd lalk/kuksa rd leku igq¡p lqfuf'pr gks tkus ls fodkl'khy ns'kksa ds —f"k
mRiknu esa 2-5 izfr’kr ls 4 izfr’kr dh o`f) gks ldrh gSA
—f"k vkSj xzkeh.k fodkl ds fy;s us'kuy cSad ds ekbØks&Qkbusal igy ds rgr fdlh vkuqokaf’kd ds fcuk gh fn;s
tkus okys _.k çko/kku dks çksRlkfgr fd;k tkuk pkfg;sA ØsfMV] çkS|ksfxdh vkSj m|e'khyrk {kerkvksa ds çko/kku
rd csgrj igq¡p efgykvksa ds vkRefo'okl dks vkSj c<+kok nsxh vkSj mUgsa fdlkuksa ds :i esa ekU;rk çkIr djus esa
enn djsxhA efgykvksa dks vkRefuHkZj cukus ds fy;s lkewfgd [ksrh dh laHkkouk dks çksRlkfgr fd;k tk ldrk gSA
dqN Lo;a&lgk;rk lewgksa vkSj lgdkjh&Ms;jh xfrfof/k;ksa ¼jktLFkku esa ljl vkSj xqtjkr esa vewy½ }kjk efgykvksa
dks çf'k{k.k rFkk dkS'ky çnku fd;k x;k gSA bUgsa fdlku fuekZrk laxBuksa ds ek/;e ls vkSj vf/kd fodflr fd;k
tk ldrk gSA blds vykok] jk"Vªh; [kk| lqj{kk fe'ku] cht vkSj jksi.k lkexzh ij mi&fe'ku rFkk jk"Vªh; —f"k
fodkl ;kstuk tSlh ljdkjh çeq[k ;kstukvksa esa efgyk dsfa ær j.kuhfr;ksa vkSj lefiZr O;; dks 'kkfey fd;k tkuk
pkfg;sA efgyk fdlkuksa dks lfClMh okyh lsok,¡ çnku djus ds fy;s jkT; ljdkjksa }kjk çpkfjr —f"k e'khujh cSad
vkSj dLVe HkrhZ dsæa ksa dks rS;kj fd;k tk ldrk gSA çR;sd ftys esa —f"k foKku dsæa ksa dks foLrkj lsokvksa ds
lkFk&lkFk vfHkuo çkS|ksfxdh ds ckjs esa efgyk fdlkuksa dks f'kf{kr vkSj çf'kf{kr djus dk ,d vfrfjä dk;Z lkSaik
tk ldrk gSA
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tc efgyk,¡ —f"k ds {ks= esa ços'k dj jgh gSa] rks bl dk;Z esa mudh fujarjrk dks cuk, j[kus ds fy;s lcls
egÙoiw.kZ dk;Z gS] mudks Hkwfe laifÙk dk vf/kdkj fn;k tk;sA ;s vf/kdkj mUgsa lekt esa ,d mfpr in ,oa izfr’Bk
fn;kus esa lgk;d gksxAsa ,d ckj efgyk fdlkuksa dks çkFkfed vtZd vkSj Hkwfe ifjlaifÙk;ksa ds ekfydksa ds :i esa
lwphc) dj fn;k tk,] rks muds fy;s cSadksa ls _.k çkIr djuk vklku gks tk,xkA lkFk gh efgyk fdlku rduhd
vkSj e'khuksa dk mi;ksx djds Qly mxkus vkSj xk¡o ds O;kikfj;ksa ;k Fkksd cktkjksa esa mit dk fuiVku djus dk
fu.kZ; ys ldsx
a hA blds dkj.k og viuh ikfjokfjd ,oa vkfFkZd fLFkfr esa lq/kkj ds lkFk okLrfod vkSj –';eku
fdlkuksa ds :i esa mudh igpku lqfuf'pr gks ldsxhA lkFk gh og ns’k dh izxfr esa Hkh viuk iw.kZ lg;ksx ns
ldsxhA og fnu nwj ugha gS tc os ns'k dh —f"k dks f}rh; gfjr ØkfUr dh rjQ ys tkus ds lkFk ns'k ds fodkl
dk ifj–'; Hkh cny nsxhA
1&efgyk fdlku l'kfädju ;kstuk fonHkZ ewY;kadu dh fjiksVZA
2&http://agricoop.nic.in/hi/divisiontype/—f"k&tux.kuk
3&efgyk fdlku l'kfädj.k ;kstuk % cslykbu losZ{k.k fjiksVZ twu&2014A
4&https://yourstory.com/hindi/5b02967d74-these-female-farmers-o
5&https://www.downtoearth.org.in/hindistory/महिला-हिसान -ों िी-पिचान-िा-ख ला-म चाा
62329
6&https://icar.org.in/content/icar-institutes-and-kvks-celebrates-mahila-kisan-diwas
7&http://mssrf-fs-mksp.org/docs/MSSRF/MKSP_Endline%20Report_Aug2017.pdf
8&efgyk fdlku l'kfädj.k ;kstuk ds rgr ifj;kstukvksa ds {ks= ewY;kadu dh fjiksVZ % Qjojh& ekpZ 2014A
9&http://mksp.gov.in/images/MKSP_Agriculture_Guidelines.pdf
10&jk"Vªh; Ñf"k efgyk lalk/ku dsUæ % Ekfgyk fdlkuksa ds fy, fe=or~ iqfLrdk
11&http://vikaspedia.in/agriculture/women-and-agriculture/mahila-kisan-sashaktikaranpariyojana
12&https://www.bhadas4media.com/dd-kisan-par-mahila-kisan/
13&Agrawal B., Rural Women, Poverty and natural Resources Sustencace, Sustainabily and
Stuggle weekly, 24 (43) : 1989. W.S. 46-78.
14&—f"k tkxj.k if=dk % —f"k {ks= dh lQy efgyk fdlkuA
15&Hkkjrh; ckxokuh vuqla/kku laLFkku% fjiksVZ 2018A
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Factors Influencing Customer’s Perception Towards Internet
Banking - A Study
Sreelakshmi.S.
Jayashankar.J.
Abstract
Internet banking also known as online banking is an electronic mode of payment system used
by financial institutions to render their services to its customers. Internet banking began in
the year 1981 in New York. . It was in 1983 that the Bank of Scotland had introduced the
first internet banking service in the United Kingdom called “Home link”, in which the
customers had access to the internet through telephones and television for payment and
transfer of money. Internet banking has now emerged as one of the main concept regarding
to customer satisfaction. The emergence of the internet banking facilities has also led to a
competition between the banks of the country as to which bank offers the best internet
banking facility. This paper tries to study the factors influencing customer’s perception
towards internet banking.
Keywords: Internet banking, customer perception demonetization,
Introduction
Internet banking is also known as online banking, web banking, virtual banking or ebanking. It is a mode of electronic payment system used by banks and other financial
institutions to deliver its financial service to its customer. Net banking enables the customers
to manage their bank account and carry out financial transactions. The journey of online
banking began in 1981 in New York, in the United States. It was these four major banks in
New York- Citibank, Chase Manhattan, Chemical and Manufacturers Hanover which made
banking facility available at home for its customers. It was in 1983 that the Bank of Scotland
had introduced the first internet banking service in the United Kingdom called “Home link”,
in which the customers had access to the internet through telephones and television for
payment and transfer of money. In 1994, Stanford Federal Credit Union in the United States
became the first financial institution to offer online banking service to its customers. In India,
ICICI bank was the first to offer online banking services in the year 1994.
Nowadays, internet banking is growing faster than internet. It is mainly because of its
convenience. With the arrival of online banking, there is no need for the customers to go to
the bank to access their accounts. Net banking helps the customers to access their bank
accounts from anywhere at any time. Banks offer facilities like payment of bill, transfer of
money, check account balance etc. via internet. Transfer of funds and payment are faster
through net banking
Technology has had a huge impact on people’s life. Majority of the people deal with all the
transactions with the use of internet. Internet banking has now emerged as one of the main
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concept regarding to customer satisfaction. The emergence of the internet banking facilities
has also led to a competition between the banks of the country as to which bank offers the
best internet banking facility. Online banking has changed the face of transactions across the
country and also plays a major role in trading. This study is conducted to know about the
different perceptions that the common people have towards internet banking, the factors
responsible and the awareness and knowledge the people have about the same.
Review Of Literature
• Pranjali. A. Shendge, Bhushan. G. Shelar(2017), in their study “Impact and Importance
of Cashless Transaction in India” focuses on the implications of the cashless policy in
India. It also depicts the impact of information technology on the cashless society. Also,
it is inferred from the study that cashless transactions are increasing day by day in India
and the consumers prefer E-wallet payment methods over the other methods of payment.
• Mathangi. R, Latasri. O. T. V, Isiah OnsarigoMiencha (2017), in their study “Improving
Service Quality through Digital Banking- Issues and Challenges”, highlights the recent
technological changes coming about through digital banking. It has been observed that
there has been an overall increase in digital transactions after demonetization. Measures
are also being taken to provide the benefits of the same to the rural and remote areas.
• Kesh Surya Pratim (2017), in his study “Usage of Plastic Money and Virtual Wallet as
Modes of Payments in and around Bengaluru City”, makes an assessment of the level of
awareness among the newline banking customers pertaining to the use, spend and
awareness of plastic money and virtual wallets; its use and benefits to the customers. The
study reveals that over 50 per cent of the customers are not clearly aware about the uses
and benefits of cards and virtual wallets and it is observed that the users share their cards
with their relatives. The main uses are restricted to money transfer, mobile recharge and
banking transactions.
• AbhaniDhara. K (2017), in his study “A Study on the Impact of Demonetization over the
Banking sector with reference to Veraval City”, investigates the impact of
demonetization over the banking sector with respect to the city of Veraval. The analysis
of the data collected from bank employees reveal that almost 55 per cent of the
employees agree with the positive impact of demonetization and also stated that the
current accounts and savings accounts were the most affected ones from this. According
to them, a good per cent of customers were moving towards online banking and were
willing to keep their money with the bank.
• Syamsundar. P (2017), in his study “Demonetization- A Comparative Study” with
special reference to India, provides a comparison and analysis of the impact and
significance of demonetization towards the economic development of India, by making
a comparison with other countries. It is inferred from the study that demonetization will
create a huge positive impact in the long run and that India will achieve a significant
growth by adapting the demonetization strategy.
• Koushik Halder (2016), in his study “Online Banking of India”, makes an overview of
carrying out banking transactions via the internet. From the primary survey conducted,
it is found out that, out of 114 respondents; about 100 of them use internet banking
services and a majority of the respondents using this is within the age group of 20-35
years. Being aware about the security threats, they have secured their net banking and
mainly use it for ATM banking, online shopping, online recharge, bills payment, balance
enquiry etc.
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• EH Arunkumar(2015), in his study“Retail Banking and Online Services” focuses on the
attitude
of
the
customers
towards
these
services.
According to this study 48 per cent of the respondents are using ATM twice a week.
Almost half of the respondent are using debit card than other type of card. 85 per cent of
the respondents are having accounts in more than one bank. Majority of the respondents
use savings bank account. Majority of the respondent use individual account when
compared to other accounts.
• Kadalarasane T (2015) in his study “Acceptance of Mobile Banking Services antecedence
and consequences” explains that mobile payment services are developed and operated
by National Payment Corporation of India which enables cashless rupee transfers
between customers account using mobile phones. Almost every commercial bank has
implemented mobile banking services from May 2013. 100 per cent of the public sector
banks are providing mobile banking services. 35.53 million people in India are using
mobile banking. There is a hike in usage of mobile banking transaction in private sector
in India during a period of May 2009 to May 2013.
• Mirsath Begum M (2015) in her study “Adoption and Usage of Innovative TechniquesA Study on Mobile Banking in Coimbatore city” reveals that people prefer mobile
banking because it is easy to learn, reliable, available 24 hours per day, complete banking
task more quickly and reasonably priced. About 63 per cent from the sample use smart
phones and others have basic mobile phones. According to this study state bank of India
has the highest number of mobile banking customers among public sector banks.
• Mishra Suyash (2015), in her study “E- banking in Public and Private Sector in India- an
Analogy” analyses that the growth of NEFT/EFT indicates the growth electronic banking
system in India. The public sector bank has more on- site ATM facility. While the private
sector bank have more off- site ATM facility. There has been an increase in the usage of
mobile banking, usage of debit card and credit card at ATMs and at POS, NEFT, and
RTGS etc.
Need And Importance Of The Study
Digital India programme has been launched by the Government of India to transform the
nation into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The main aim of the
Digital India programme is to transform the nation into a cashless economy. India is standing
very behind as compared to other economies, with regard to cashless transactions. After the
demonetization step was taken on Nov 8, 2016, there has been a slight increase in the use of
internet for transactions due to the exhaustion of cash in the economy. The expected number
of internet users is 650 million by 2020 and nearly half i.e., 325 million being net banking
users. This study is expected to be very useful for the banking industry, as the factors that
are concerning the customers with regard to internet banking are looked into.
Statement Of The Problem
Demonetization has made people, those who do not have a bank account to the date, to open
one and increased the usage of digital banking transaction. But, there is still confusion in the
minds of people when it comes to cashless transaction and cash transaction. Mainly, in the
rural area, the number of people using smart phone is still less and the availability of internet
is also low. Lack of knowledge about the usage of smart phones and internet facilities in the
rural area, makes the people to rely on cash transaction; especially the senior citizens, who
are not familiar with the smart phone and internet usage, prefer traditional mode of payment
only. The cost per transaction via internet is sometimes not affordable by many of the people.
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Bank customers are mainly worried about giving their account number during online
transaction. They are mainly concerned about the security problems that they may face
during the transaction. At present, the net capacity to handle all the transactions is not
sufficient, when everyone starts using net banking. So, in some cases, net banking is also
time-consuming. This made us to conduct a study on customer’s satisfaction and awareness
regarding net banking and factors influencing the customer’s adoption of net banking before
and after demonetization.
Objectives Of The Study
The main objectives of the study are as follows:
• To understand the concept of Internet Banking.
• To evaluate the factors influencing the customers for the adoption of Internet Banking.
• To study the impact of Demonetization on Internet Banking.
• To analyse the level of satisfaction of net banking users.
• To evaluate the awareness of customers towards Internet Banking.
Research Methodology
Sources of Data: The data for the study has been collected from both primary and secondary
source. The primary data has been collected by way of well-structured questionnaires and
the secondary data has been collected with reference to various online websites.
Population: The sample for the study has been selected from the banking customers in the
city of Ernakulam. With the advent of technology and political reforms, more number of
people are on the verge of availing banking services.
Sample Size: In order to get a complete picture of the topic, data has been collected from
both the users and non-users of Internet Banking. To facilitate the same, a sample of 100
respondents are taken, out of which 70 respondents are net banking users and the remaining
30 are non-users.
Tool for analysis: Analysis of the data, which has been collected, is an important aspect of
any study. This can be done using various statistical tools. In this study, the tool used for
analysing the collected data is Percentage Analysis.
Presentation: The collected data is, primarily, presented in the form of tables, to provide a
better understanding of data. After tabulation, a pictorial representation of the tabulated data
is made with the help of Graphs, Pie Diagrams and Bar Charts etc. This provides ease in
analysis of data.
Limitations Of The Study
Although the study is based on the data collected from both internet banking users and nonusers, the findings cannot be generalised. The limitations of this study are as follows:
• The study was conducted within a short span of time.
• The sample for the study is restricted to only 100 respondents. The findings may vary
for a larger sample size.
• The data collection for the study is restricted to the city of Ernakulam.
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Analysis And Interpretation
TABLE 1: AGE GROUP OF THE RESPONDENTS
Sl.
No.
Age group
Frequency Percentage
1
18- 25 years
56
56
2
25- 35 years
20
20
3
35- 50 years
15
15
4
Above 50 years
9
9
Total
100
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table , it can be seen that 56% of the respondents belonged to the age group of 1825 years, 20% belonged to 25-35 years age group, 15% belonged to 35-50 years age group
and the remaining 9% belonged to age group of above 50 years.
TABLE 2: GENDER OF THE RESPONDENTS
Sl. No.
Gender
Frequency
Percentage
1
Male
50
50
2
Female
50
50
Total
100
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be noted that there are equal number of respondents from both the male
and female categories.
TABLE 3: USERS AND NON-USERS OF INTERNET BANKING
Sl.
Category
Frequency Percentage
No.
1
Users
70
70
2
Non-Users
30
30
Total
100
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the above table 6.6, out of the 100 respondents, 70 were users of Internet banking and
the remaining 30 were the non-users.
TABLE 4: REASONS FOR CHOOSING THE BANK FOR INTERNET BANKING
Sl.
No.
Reasons
Frequency Percentage
1
Brand name of the bank
12
17.1
2
Services offered by the bank
40
57.1
3
Traditional bank account with same bank
13
18.6
4
Others
5
7.1
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
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Interpretation
From the above table, out of the 70 net banking users, 57.1% select their internet bank
account based on the service offered by the bank.18.6% choose their net bank account on
the basis of their traditional bank account with the same bank and 17.1% choose their internet
bank account by the brand name of the bank. The remaining 7.1% prefer other factors for
selecting their Internet bank account.
TABLE 5: VISITS TO BANKS BY THE INTERNET BANKING USERS
Sl. No.

Visit to Branch

Frequency

Percentage

1

Daily

1

1.4

2

Weekly

4

5.7

3

Monthly

43

61.4

4

Never

22

31.4

Total

70

100

Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From table, it can be noted that 61.4% of the respondents visits the bank branches monthly,
31.4% of the respondents never visit the bank, 5.7% of the respondents visits the bank
weekly and the remaining 1.4% visits the bank daily.
TABLE 6: VISITS TO BANK BY INTERNET BANKING USERS AFTER USING
INTERNET BANKING
Sl. Visit to bank after use of Internet
No.
Banking Service
Frequency Percentage
1
Visitors
36
51.4
2
Non- Visitors
31
44.3
3
Not Applicable
3
4.3
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be seen that 51.4% visit the bank after using internet banking services,
44.3% do not visit the bank and the remaining 4.3% chose the option not applicable.
TABLE 7: USAGE OF INTERNET BANKING
Sl.
No. Usage of Internet Banking Service
Frequency Percentage
1
Daily
8
11.4
2
Weekly
30
42.86
3
Monthly
30
42.86
4
Never
2
2.87
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
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Interpretation
From the table, it can be seen that 42.86% of the respondents use internet banking weekly,
another 42.86% use internet banking monthly, 11.4% of the respondents use internet banking
daily and 2.87% never use Internet Banking service.
TABLE 8: SATISFACTION LEVEL REGARDING ONLINE BANKING
SERVICES
Sl.
No.
Satisfaction
Frequency
Percentage
1
Highly Satisfied
24
34.29
2
Satisfied
40
57.14
3
Neutral
4
5.71
4
Unsatisfied
1
1.43
5
Highly Unsatisfied
1
1.43
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be noted that 57.14% of the respondents are satisfied, 34.29% are
highly satisfied, 5.7% have chosen the option neutral and 1% are unsatisfied as well as highly
unsatisfied with online banking service.
TABLE 9: RESPONSE REGARDING EFFECT OF DEMONETIZATION ON
INTERNET BANKING
Effect of
Sl. No.
Demonetization
Frequency Percentage
1
Strongly Agree
16
22.9
2
Agree
27
38.6
3
Neutral
16
22.9
4
Disagree
18
11.4
5
Strongly Disagree
3
4.3
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be noted that 38.6% of the respondents agree, 22.9% of the respondents
strongly agree, another 22.9% of the respondents disagree and the remaining 4.3% strongly
disagree that demonetization has affected the banking sector.
TABLE 10: RESPONSE REGARDING USAGE OF INTERNET BANKING POST
DEMONETIZATION
Usage of Internet Banking
Sl. No.
Service Post- Demonetization
Frequency
Percentage
1
Users
33
47.1
2
Non- Users
37
52.9
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
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Interpretation
From the table, it can be seen that 52.9% of the respondents did not start using internet
banking post demonetization and the remaining 47.1% started using internet banking post
demonetization.
TABLE 11: VARIATION IN THE USAGE OF INTERNET BANKING POST
DEMONETIZATION
Usage of Internet Banking Service
Sl. No.
Post- Demonetization
Frequency Percentage
1
Increase
26
37.1
2
No Increase
21
30
3
Not Applicable
23
32.9
Total
70
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be inferred that 37.1% of the respondents have increased the usage of
Internet Banking service Post- Demonetization. There was no increase in usage of 30% of
the respondents and the remaining 32.9% of the respondents chose the option Not
Applicable.
TABLE 12: VISITS TO THE BANKS BY NON- USERS OF INTERNET BANKING
Sl. No
Visit to Bank Branch
Frequency
Percentage
1
Daily
1
3.3
2
Weekly
1
3.3
3
Monthly
18
60
4
Never
10
33.33
Total
30
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be noted that 60% of the respondents visit the bank branch monthly,
33.33% of the respondents do not the visit the bank branch and the remaining 3.3% visit the
bank branch daily as well as weekly.
TABLE 13: RESPONSE TOWARDS OPENING OF AN INTERNET BANK
ACCOUNT BY THE NON- USERS
Opening of Internet
Sl. No
Bank account
Frequency
Percentage
1
Very Likely
2
6.7
2
Likely
11
36.7
3
Unlikely
9
30
4
Very Unlikely
3
10
5
Not at all
5
16.7
Total
30
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From the table, it can be noted that 36.7% of the respondents are likely to open an internet
banking account, 30% are unlikely to open an internet banking account, 16.7% have no
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chance of opening an internet banking account, 10% are very unlikely to open an internet
banking account and remaining are very likely to open an internet banking account.
TABLE 14: RESPONDENTS PREFERNCE TOWARDS INTERNET BANKING
OVER TRADITIONAL BANKING
Preference of Internet
Banking over Traditional
Sl. No.
Banking
Frequency
Percentage
1
Favourable
14
46.7
2
Unfavourable
16
53.3
Total
30
100
Source: Primary Data
Interpretation
From table, it can be seen that 53.3% prefer traditional banking over internet banking and
remaining respondents prefer internet banking over traditional banking.
Findings And Suggestions
Findings
1. Out of the 100 respondents, 56% belongs to the age group of 18-25 years.
2. There was an equal response from the male and female category for the survey.
3. Out of the 100 respondents, 70% were users of Internet banking.
4. Among the users of online banking, 57.1% choose their Internet bank account on the
basis of the service offered by the bank.
5. According to the users of online banking, 61.4% of them visit their bank branches
monthly.
6. Even after availing the Internet banking services, 51.4% users of online banking visit
their bank branches.
7. Demonetization has a strong impact on the banking sector and this was agreed by 38.6%
of the respondents.
8. Even after demonetization, 52.9% of the users are not using online banking.
9. After demonetization, 37.1% of the users have increased the usage of Internet banking.
10. According to 70% of the non-users of Internet banking, time consumption is the
disadvantage of visiting the bank branch.
11. Among the non-user respondents, 36.7% is likely to open online bank account within the
next 12 months.
12. Out of the total non-users of Internet Banking, 53.3% prefer traditional mode of banking
over Internet banking.
Suggestions
1. The people are to be made aware of Internet Banking and the facilities provided by it in
a better way of organizing training programmes for them.
2. The people are more conscious about the security of transactions through Internet
Banking. So, the banks are to make their security policies stringent to create a trust in
the minds of the customers towards the same.
3. The online portals of the banks are to be made user- friendly in order to attract more
customers.
4. By providing access to different accounts at a time without extra charges, customers may
switch over to Internet Banking.
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5. Internet Banking should not be confined to urban areas. Proper marketing is to be done
by the banks to ensure that the Internet Banking facilities are available in rural areas too.
Conclusion
Internet Banking, being a significant part of Digitalization, has influenced the customers to
a great extent. Unlike traditional banking, Internet Banking is not at all time consuming.
They have access to their bank accounts at their fingertips, thereby making it more
convenient for them to carry out transactions. The use of internet banking has also increased
significantly after demonetization. This study has helped to analyse the various perceptions
of the customers towards internet banking and the factors affecting the same.
Nowadays internet banking is utilized by both male and female customers. It has made
transactions much easier and hence most of the youths are inclined towards online
transactions. The banking sector must provide more awareness and assistance to all the
banking customers to bring about greater customer satisfaction. The success of internet
banking is not only dependent on the technology, the customer perceptions, satisfaction and
the benefits acquired from it also play a very important role. The renowned phrase
“Customer is the king” prevails here also.
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Hemodynamics indicators of pulsatile unsteady flow of blood
through stenosed artery filled with porous medium under the
influence of magnetic field and slip velocity
Dr. Mahender Singh
Dr.Seema Bansal
Sanjay Kumar
Abstract: The present paper deals with the pulsatile flow of blood through a stenosed artery
under the influence of static magnetic field and slip velocity . Numerical solution is found
by Frobenius method. The effect of non-dimensional parameters on hemodynamics
indicators are discussed through graphs.
Keywords: Newtonian fluid, Stenosed artery, Slip velocity, Frobenius method.
Introduction: Many researchers Mazumdar(1992), Halder and Ghosh(1994), Layek and
Mukhopadhyay (2008), Sharma and Bansal (2012, 2014) studied the blood flow through
stenosed artery under the various physiological conditions. Sanyal et al. (2007) studied the
characteristic of blood flow in a rigid inclined circular tube with periodic body acceleration
under the influence of a uniform magnetic field and conclude that velocity increases with
acceleration due to gravity, inclination and womersley parameter and decreases with
magnetic number. Mwanthi et al. (2017) considered the unsteady, incompressible, viscous
and Newtonian blood flow through an inclined circular tube under MHD effects and
concluded that with the increase of Hartmann number leads to decrease the axial velocity of
the blood. incompressible, viscous and Newtonian. Singh et al. (2018) dealth with the
velocity profiles of blood flow through stenosed artery under magnetic effects and slip
condition.El-Shahed (2003) studied pulsatile flow of blood through stenosed porous medium
in the presence of periodic body acceleration.
In the present paper we considered the blood flow through a narrow stenosed artery filled
with porous medium subject to a slip velocity at arterial wall . Effects of various nondimensional parameters on hemodynamic indicators are discussed and showen by graphs.
Formulation of Problem
We dealt with axially symmetrical cylindrical tube (stenosed artery) with axis coinciding
with z-axis. Blood is taken as Newtonian, incompressible and viscous. A transverse magnetic
field is applied and a slip velocity is consider at arterial wall. The basic equations of motion
in the cylindrical co-ordinate system(r, θ, z) are given by
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u
p 1  
u 

2
=− +
  r  − B0 u − u
T
z r r 
r 
K

(1)
Where, u is the axial velocity of blood, p is the pressure of blood, ρ is the density of blood.
The viscosity of blood is Hematocrit concentration dependent given by Einstein as

 = 0 1 +  h(r )

where, 0 is coefficient of viscosity of plasma ,  is a constant and h(r) is the hematocrit
concentration which is govern by the equation

  r n 
h(r ) = H m 1 −   
  R0  

(2)
Here, Hm is maximum hematocrit concentration at the center of tube. The shape of the
stenosis is shown in Figure 1. and is determined as

z

−L z  L
 R0 − (1 + cos )
(3)
R( z ) = 
2
L

otherwise
 R0
Where, R0 is the radius of normal tube, 2L is the length of stenosis and δ is the maximum
thickness of the stenosis
Geometry of the Model

Figure 1
The boundary conditions are
du
=0
r =0
dr
u = us
r = R( z )
(4)
2
Where,- B0 u is the magnetohydrodynamic force .
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Putting the values of ν, μ and h(r) in the equation and using the length and time scaling
parameter, the governing equation reduced to

 R02 u − R02 p 1  
u  R02 B02u (a − ky n )
n
=
+
(
a
−
ky
)
y
−
−
u
t0 0 t
0 z y y 
y 
0
Da 2
(5)

r
T
t = , y = , βHm=k, a=1+k
t0
R0

Where,

Taking u(y, t) = U(y) eit
(6)

R p
= ce it
 0 z
where, c is the amplitude of the pulsatile flow.
Then the equation reduced to
1 d 
dU 
a
ky n
n
2
2
(
a
−
ky
)
y
−
(

i
+
H
+
)
U
+
U = −c
y dy 
dy 
Da 2
Da 2
and −

2
0

R02B02

 R02
K
2
2
With
=H ,
= Da ,  =
2
0
t0 0
R0
The corresponding boundary conditions (10)
dU
=0
y=0
dy

(7)

2

and

(11)

are

R( z )
y=
R0

U = us

transformed

to

(8)

Method Of Solution
Calculation for Hemodynamics parameters
We have used Frobenius method for the solution of differential equation (7) under the
boundary condition (8) and is given by [16]
m
 c   R ( z )  m+ 2

R 
c 
m


 + us  Am y −  Am    m y m+2
1 
m 
 2

 m =0
 ( i + 2 )   4a m=0  R0 
4a m=0  R0  m=0

Da  
u=
c0




1


m
I 0 (  2i + 2 y ) 



R
Da 
Am   1 −


1 
m =0
 R0  
I 0 (  2i + 2 ) 
Da 

(9)
Calculation for Hemodynamic Indicator Volumetric Flow Rate (Q)
The volumetric flow rate Q of the fluid in the stenotic region is given by
R / R0

Q = 2 R0



uy dy

0
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Let Q0 denotes the flow rate of plasma fluid in unconstricted tube ( M=0 and H=0) which is
given by
R03  p 
Q0 = −
 
80  z 0

 p 
where,   being the pressure gradient of the fluid in unconstricted uniform tube.
 z 0
Thus non-dimensional flow rate Q =

p
4 z
Q=
a  p 
 
 z 0





m=0

Q
is given by
Q0

m+2
m
m+4

  R m + 2

R 
Am  R 
m  R 
    + 4au 
  −  Am   
 
s 
 m  R0 
m = 0 m + 2  R0 
R0  m = 0 m + 4  R0 
m=0



m

R
 Am  R 
m=0
 0

(10)
The expression for the relative pressure gradient can be obtained by
 p   p 
P = / 
 z   z 0
P=

a Q
4 Q0





m =0
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 R0 

m+ 2





m =0

m

 R 
 Am  R 
m =0
 0
m
m
m+4
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m  R 
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A
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m =0
 0  m =0
 0


Calculation for Hemodynamic Indicator Wall Shear Stress (WSS)
The shear stress at the surface of stenosis is described by

du 
s = −   ( r )
dr 

r =R

m+2
m
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Also, if N is the shear stress at the wall in the absence of stenosis, then
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The non-dimensional form of shear stress is now obtained as
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Results and Discussion: The expression of volumetric flow rate is found and the
plotted for different values of Hartmann number (H) , Darcy number (Da), Wormersley
number (α) and Hematocrit concentration(Hm). The profiles of volumetric flow rate versus
radial co-ordinate for various physical parameters are shown in Figures [2-5].
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Fig2. Variation of volumetric flow rate through stenosed artery
with magnetic field(H) at Hm=0.45, Da=10, α=1.83, β=2.5
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Fig3. Variation of volumetric flow rate in stenosed region with
Hematocrit(Hm) at H=5,Da=10,p=0.5,α=1.83,β=2.5
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Fig4. Variation of volumetric flow rate in stenosed
region with womersely number at
H=2,Hm=0.45,p=0.5,Da=10,β=2.5
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Fig5. Variation of volumetric flow rate in stenosed region
with Darcy number at n=2, Hm=0.45, α=1.83, H=2, β=2.5
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Fig6. Variation of WSS along the stenosis with magnetic
field at n=2, Da=10, Hm=0.45, α=1.83, β=2.5.
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Fig7. Variation of pressure gradient through stenosed
region with magnetic number at n=2, Da=10, Hm=0.45,
α=1.83, β=2.5, Q=0.5
In figures 2 to 5, it is observed that volumetric flow rate decreases with the increase of
magnetic field, Hematocrit concentration, Womersley number and Darcy number in both the
cases, with slip or without slip at arterial wall. The Slip velocity fairly increase the
volumetric flow rate as compare to the no-slip at the wall of artery. WSS and WSSG
increases with the increase of magnetic field which is in good agreement with earlier results.
Conclusion
The magnetic field, Hematocrit concentration and Darcy number is more effective than
Womersley number in volumetric flow rate.
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jktuhfrd vaxzsth 'kCn iksfyfVDl dk fgUnh :ikarj.k gSA tks bl izfdz;k dk |ksrd gSA ftlds ek/;e ls lkekftd
uhfr;ks]a fu;eksa o dkuwuksa dks n`<+hHkwr fd;k tkrk gSA nwljs 'kCnksa esa ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd jktuhfrd fdlh Hkh
lekt esa mu lHkh 'kfDr;ks]a laLFkkvksa vkSj laxBukRed izdkjksa ls lacaf/kr gksrh gS tks fdlh lekt dh varfojksZ/kkRed
fLFkfr;kas esa lkeatL; LFkkfir djrs gq, lekt esa lqO;oLFkk dh LFkkiuk djrh gSA rFkk rkRdkfyd leL;kvksa ,oa
iz'uksa dk lek/kku Hkh djrh gSA lkekftd O;oLFkk dks cuk, j[kus ds fy, jktuhfr esa izR;sd ml dk;Z dks vijk/k
ekuk tkrk gSA tks lkekftd izxfr esa ck/kd gksA vr% ,slk O;fDr tks lkekftd fu;eksa o dkuwuksa dk mYya?ku
djrk gSA mls jkT; n~okjk naM fn;k tkrk gSA rkRi;Z ;g gS fd jktuhfr euq"; dh ikf'od o`fr;ksa ij vadq'k
yxkrs gq, lekt esa uSfrdrk izfrf"Br djrh gSA bl lanHkZ esa MkW- jktiky dk er voyksduh; gS& ß;g jktuhfr
lkFkZd gS tgka muesa dsoy Lofgr dh Hkkouk gh ugha oju~ ijfgr dh Hkkouk Hkh gksAÞ 1 ysfdu ledkyhu lanHkZ esa
uSfrdrk dk dksbZ fo'ks"k egRo yf{kr ugha gksrk] D;ksfa d jktuhfr vkt yksd eaxy dh Hkkouk dks Hkwydj vkReiks"kh
vkSj vkRedsfa nzr gksdj lqdha.kZ nk;jksa esa dSn gks xbZ gSA ekuo dk /ku ds izfr bruk eksg gks x;k gS fd og jktuhfr
esa vkus ds fy, lkjs gFkdaMs viuk jgk gSA dbZ ckj rks ;gka rd ns[kk tkrk gS fd dbZ yksx jktuhfr ds pDdj
esa vkdj ,d nwljs ds izk.k ysus dks rS;kj gks tkrs gSA
MkW- vkseizdk'k xzsoky fy[krs gS] ßoxZ foHkDr lekt esa lkfgR; D;ksfa d oxZ&la/k"kZ esa foHkDr ugha jg ldrk]
lkSan;kZfHk:fp;k¡ bR;kfn lekt esa tkjh oxZ la?k"kZ ds fof'k"V :i ls izHkkfor gksrh gSA vr% lkfgR; vkSj jktuhfr
ds dk;Z {ks= ;|fi fHkUu gksrs gS fQj Hkh mudh fHkUu&fHkUu Hkwfedk,a ,d leku y{; dh fn'kk esa lekt dks izsfjr
djus okyh gksrh gSAÞ2
jktuhfr us ekuo thou dks bruk izHkkfor fd;k gS fd blls rVLFk jguk bZekunkjh ugha gSA ;fn jktuhfr dks
lkfgR; ls vyx dj fn;k tk, rks mldk ifj.kke gksxk] lkfgR; dks thou ls vyx dj nsukA vFkkZr~ tks
lkfgR;dkj la?k"kZjr turk ls ftruk] vf/kd utnhd jgsxk] mldh leL;kvksa dks iSuh n`f"V ls ns[ksxk] vuqHko
djsxk] og vius ys[ku esa mruk vf/kd jktuhfrd gksxkA fo'o jktuhfr esa izpfyr lektokn] xka/khokn] lkE;okn]
ekuookn ,oa iwt
a hokn] bR;kfn fopkj/kkjkvksa dk izHkko lkfgR; esa Li"V :i ls yf{kr gksrk gSA fgUnh lkfgR; esa
xka/khoknh vkSj ekDlZoknh fopkj/kkjk dks ysdj foiqy ek=k esa lkfgR; l`tu gqvk gSA
;fn orZeku le; dks ns[kk tk, rks Hkkjr foLQksVd fLFkfr;ksa ds Øe ls xqtj jgk gSA dbZ {ks=ksa es laaØe.k ygkfj;k¡
mB fxj jgh gSA rks dgha mrky rjaxs gS fdUgha {ks=ksa esa cgqr /kheh thou xfr gS rks dgha rh[kk osx] ftldk vojks/k
dfBu gh ugha iM+ jgk] cfYd nq?kZukRed [krjksa rd c<k gSA ledkyhu dfork dk eq[; ljksdkj jktuhfrd ;qxcks/k
jgk gSA okLro esa yksdrkaf=d 'kklu iz.kkyh tc vke vkneh dh vko';drkvksa vkdk{kkavksa dks iwjk djus esa vlQy
jgh rks mldk tura= ls eksg Hkax gksus yxkA turk jktuhfr ds vlyh psgjs dks igpkuus yxhA
LorU=rk izkfIRk ds ckn ds o"kksZa esa Hkkjrh; lekt ds bu nks i{kksa esa varj bruk vf/kd c<+k gS fd vc ØkfUr rd
dh ifjdYiuk,a yksx djus yxs gSA dkj.k ;g gS fd vxz Hkkx bruh rhozrk ls vkxs c<k gS fd mlus fiNys Hkkx
dks lkFk ys pyus] dh rfud Hkh fpark ugha dh vkSj bldk ifj.kke ;g gks jgk gS fd /kM+ gh VwVdj vyx gks tkus
rd dh fLFkfr vk x;h yxrh gSA
Hkkjr dh jktuhfr ns'k vSkj fl)karksa ij fuHkZj u gksdj fons'kh funsZ'k ij fuHkZj gS vkSj lqfo/kkuqlkj cnyrh jgrh
gSA nwljh vksj dchj] rqylh] izsepan] fujkyk] eqfDrcks/k vkfn lkfgR;dkjksa us vius fparu ds ek/;e ls e`r izk;% gks
pqds lekt rFkk Hkz"V gks pqdh jktuhfr dks mlds nkf;Ro ls voxr djk;kA cynso oa'kh th us vius dkO; ds
ek/;e ls jktuhfrd ;qxcks/k ds vusd :iksa dk o.kZu fd;k gSA
ledkyhu dfork dk eq[; ljksdkj jktuhfrd psruk jgk gSA ledkyhu oSPkkfjdrk ds fpard dfo cynso oa'kh us
O;oLFkk fonzksg dks vius jpukRed Qyd ij vfHkO;Dr djrs gq, ledkyhu cks/k dks u, vk;ke fn, gSA budh
jpukvksa esa Lokra;ksÙkj Hkkjrh; jktuhfr dh dqN vR;ar Hk;kog okLrfodrkvksa vkSj rzkln fLFkfr;ksa dh laosnu'khy
igpku feyrh gSA buds O;oLFkk fojks/k esa likV dgus dh vis{kk laf'y"V :ikdkjksa ds nokjk dfork dks vf/kd
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lkFkZd vkSj egRoiw.kZ igpku feyrh gSA bruk gh ugha budh iwjh jpuk /kfeZrk esa O;oLFkk esa fil jgs vkneh ls
ysdj lHkh oxksZa ds tuleqnk; dh ;FkkFkZ fLFkfr dks lkFkZd vfHkO;fDr nh xbZ gSA
dfo oa'kh th dh jpukvksa us O;oLFkkxr folaxfr;ks]a vara foZjks/kkRed uhfr;ks]a "kM+;akf=d pkyksa dh igpku vusd
/kjkryksa ij dh xbZ gSA mUgksua s O;oLFkk dh mu vekuoh; uhfr;ksa ij O;aX;kRed izgkj fd, gSA ftUgksua s iwjs ns'k dks
;kruk ?kj esa rCnhy dj fn;k gSA ;s vke vkneh ds thou ds ruko] ;a=.kk] osnuk vkSj vglklksa ds n~okjk mlds
f?kukSus d`R;ksa dh vksj ladsr ugha djrs cfYd vijk/k ds vlyh eqdke dks rg nj rg Hksnus dk iz;kl Hkh djrs gSA
vke vkneh dh yM+[kM+k jgh ftUnxh ds izfr O;oLFkk oxZ dh mnklhurk 1970 bZ - ds vklikl Fkh tks vc rd R;ksa
dh R;ksa cjdjkj gSA dfo dh bl psruk dk lk{kkRdkj ^n'kZd nh?kkZ ls* dh vusd dforkvksa esa cht :i esa gksrk gSA
esjs /kS;Z ds yM[kM+krs ik¡o
Nkrh ds lQsn gksrs cky
vka[kksa esa fujk'kk] ihM+k] grk'kk ds
feys tqys jaxksa dh vk¡/kh
xgjs mrjrs tMrk ds fcEc
vklikl vfHku; esa O;Lr gS xwaxs cgjs yksxAAÞ3
^va/ksjs ds ckotwn* uked iwjk dkO;&laxzg lkekftd cks/k rFkk jktuhfrd cks/k dk vglkl djokrk gSA bl laxzg
dh fijkfeM dfork esa O;oLFkk dh laosnuk 'kwU;rk] LokFkZ ijdrk vkSj vR;kpkjh izo`fr;ksa ij dkjxj <ax ls okj
fd;k x;k gSA ftlls mldk okLrfod f?kukSuk psgjk iwjh rjg uaxk gks tkrk gS& flQZ jktk tkurk gS
fd ;g fijkfeM cu jgk gSA
gksxk
flQZ jktk tkurk gS
fd bl fijkfeM dk uD'kk dSlk gSA
gksxk flQZ jktk tkurk gS
fd fijkfeM ds Åij ,d psgjk gksrk gSA
^gksxk*
flQZ jktk dks [kcj gS
fd og psgjk balku dk vkSj /kM+ 'ksj dk gS
^gksxk*
flQZ jktk dks gh irk gS
lfn;ksa m/kj flQZ jktk gh ;g lc tkurk gS
lfn;ksa b/kjAÞ4
izLrqr iafDr;ksa esa Li"V ladsr gS fd vkReh;rk vkSj lgkuqHkwfr dk izn'kZu djus okys yksdrU= ds jguqek Hkhrj ls
flag dh Hkkafr u`'kal vkSj vR;kpkjh gSA lfn;ksa ls pys vk jgs bl dze esa Hkksyh&Hkkyh turk dks Nyk tk jgk gSA
,slh fo"ke ifjfLFkfr;ksa dk lkeuk djrs gq, tu lkekU; le>us yxk gS fd ns'k ds d.kZ /kkjksa n~okjk muds thou
dks lq[ke; cukus dh bZekunkj dlesa fBBqjrs xhnMksa dh gqvkad gks xbZ gSA bruk gh ugha xhrk dqjku] ckbZcy dh
dlesa [kkdj ekuorkokn dk vfHku; dj jgs usrk O;oLFkk fojks/kh euq"; ds thou dks cnrj ifjLFkfr;ksa esa igq¡pk
nsrs gSA
ßtc tc yh tkrh gS jktlh dlesa
gkFkksa esa dqjku] xhrk ;k ckbZcy mBk
'kkafr Hkou gks ;k ;q) f'kfoj
fgald bPNk,a ysrh gS tUe
vkSj vnk dh tkrh gS vkjafHkd jlesaAAÞ5
;gka ij dfo us orZeku le; dh 'kklu O;oLFkk nokjk izlkfjr vkrad js[kkafdr fd;k gS fd bl le; dh O;oLFkk
fdruh funZ;rk ls dzkafrdkjh vkanksyuksa dks dqpy nsrh gSA og vke turk ds cqfu;knh euksosxksa dks lekIr dj mUgsa
xwx
a k cuk nsrh gSA dfo lekt vkSj ifjos'k ds ;FkkFkZ dks O;aX; n~okjk vukgr djrk gSA Lorarzrk ds ckn Hkkjr dh
fLFkfr dks ns[kdj dfo viuh fpark dks bu 'kCnksa esa O;Dr djrk gS&
,d ,sls ns'k dh i`"BHkwfe ij [kMk gw¡
tks ;kSou esa Hkh jsx
a jgk gS ?kqVuksa ds cy
vkRefo'okl dks nk¡o ij yxk;s
f?kf?k;krk@ijeq[kkis{khA6
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vktknh ds i'pkr~ jkt usrkvksa us viuh LokFkZ fyIlk dks iwjk djus ds fy, ns'k ds fgr dks gh nkao ij yxk fn;kA
ftlds ifj.kke Lo:i ns'k ;kSou esa gh jsaxus yxkA usrkvksa dh 'kks"kd] Hkz"V voljoknh vkSj ns'knzkgs h eukso`fr;k¡
mHkj dj lkeus vkus yxhA
;fn ge fiNys o"kksZa dh jktuhfr vkSj jktusrkvksa dh Nkuchu djs rks gesa ;gh yxus yxsxk fd bl ns'k esa ;k rks
jktusrkvksa dh pyh ;k fQj jktusrkvksa us jktuhfr dk xyr Qk;nk mBk;k gSA orZeku Hkkjrh; jktuhfr Hkh vius
uSfrd nkf;Ro dks Hkwykdj vekuoh; laosnughu] vU;k;h ,oa fgald gks xbZ gSA dfo us vf/kdka'k dforkvksa esa fgalk]
gR;k] vkSj vf/kuk;doknh rkdrksa ds f[kykQ viuh vkokt dks cqyan fd;k gS&
;g ns'k ds vf/kdka'k fgLls esa cgrk
vf/kdka'k yksxksa dk
cwna &cwna ] fjlrk&lw[krk [kwu gS
fu/kZu [kkeks'kh esa ngkM+rk
tks viuh xjt esa dqN ugha dgrk
ij rqEgkjs gkFkks]a oL=ks]a vkSj psgjksa ij
ped jgk gSA MkWDVj ;k xq.Mk u gksdj Hkh
rqe [kwu esa D;ksa lus gks\Þ7
bu iafDr;ksa esa dfo us vkdka{kh yksxksa ds fonzksg vkSj vkdzks'k ds izfr lgefr izdV djrs gq, lQsn iks'k usrkvksa dh
fgald izo`fr;kas ij iz'ufpUg yxk;k gSA
^ekulwu* dfork esa dfo jktusrkvksa dh LokFkZ fyIlk rFkk lekt esa c<+ jgh ywV&[klksV dh uhfr dk o.kZu djrk
gS&
ßLokFkZ fnu dh rjg >u>ukrk gqvk
ns'k ij fcNk jgk gS jkr dh [kkeks'kh
vkSj ywV&[klwV i<+ jgh gSA
tura= dk lafo/kku
ck<+ ds gksus okys uqdlku ds Bhd foijhr
,d ubZ mfDr ds lkFk
usrk ysV tkrk gS lksQs ijAÞ8
^[krjukd dy* uked dfork esa dfo us orZeku le; dh ifjfLFkfr;ks]a jktuhfrd ekgkSy] fgalkRed xfrfof/k;ksa
dk o.kZu cPps ds ek/;e ls fd;k gSA
ßog cPpk tks ek¡ ds xHkZ esa
xqykc&lk f[ky jgk gS ia[kqMh ia[kqMh
dy ce foLQksVksa esa mM jgk gksxk
fpanh&fpanhAÞ9
Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa vktknh ls gksdj vc rd pkgs tks Hkh ny ljdkj esa vk;k gks] pkgs og Hkkjrh; turk ikVhZ
gks ;k fQj dkaxzsl dh ljdkj gks] vke vkneh dh uCt dks ugha idM+ ik;kA xjhch] csjkstxkjh] csdkjh] vui<rk]
vkSj Hkz"Vkpkj vkt Hkh cjdjkj gSA vFkkZr~ lÙkk esa pkgs tks Hkh vk;k gks vke turk ds fy, Øwj vkSj vkradoknh gh
fl) gqvk gSA
^dkSu gS ;s yksx* dfork esa tfy;kokyka ckx dh ?kVuk dk o.kZu fd;k gSA oa'kh th us bl dfork esa crk;k gS fd
bl ckx dh nhokjksa ij vkt Hkh xksfy;ksa ds fu'kku gS tks le; :ih pØ dk ladsr nsrs gSA lrk O;oLFkk dh
vekuoh; fLFkfr esa vusd funksZ"k yksxksa dks xksfy;ksa ls >qdk;k x;k&
ßpkjksa vksj ls] Å¡ps mBs bu Hkouksa ds ?ksjs esa
bl ckx esa os yksx dkSu FksA
tks xksfy;ksa ls >qdk;s]a x;s lansg jktra= esa
,d nwljs dh vksV ysrs f?kjs&f?kjs ejsA
bl ckx esa nhokjksa ij vkt Hkh xksfy;ksa ds fu'kku gSA
tks HkqjHkjk jgh gS dkypØ esAa Þ10
volj vkSj lqfo/kk us usrkvksa dks nkf;Roghu cuk fn;k gSA usrk yksx yacs pkSM +s Hkk"k.k ds nkSjku turk dh 'kks"k.k
dh uhfr;k¡ Hkh rS;kj djrs gSA
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oa'kh th dh fopkj dfork,a vkt Hkh vlfy;r dk vUos"k.k djrh gSA vkSj ledkyhu O;fDr dk mlds vklikl
dk vkSj mldh lgh gkyr dk cks/k djkrh gS vkSj mls lfdz; djrh gSA bl cks/k dh okpdrk oSpkfjd eu% fLFkfr;ksa
esa ls Nudj vk;h gSA
^;q)&izsr*] dfork vkt dh lkezkT;oknh ;q)& fiiklq 'kfDr;ksa ij izgkj djrh gSA ^miuxj esa okilh* laxzg dh
dfork ^;q)&izsr* pØ laqnj jpuk gSA
bl dfork esa dfo nks fcac fn[kkrk gS& galrs] fdydrs] [kq'kh ls ph[krs vkSj [ksyrs cPpsA nwljs fcac esa dfo cPpksa
dks Mjs] lgesa vkSj Nqis cPps fn[kkrk gSA vly esa bl dfork esa ;q) dk izrhd ,d tgkt dk o.kZu oa'kh th vius
'kCnksa esa djrs gS&
ßvHkh FkksMh nsj igys
;gka cPps Fks
cPps g¡lrs fdydrs
[kq'kh esa ph[krs
vkdk'k esa ,d tgkt xqtj x;k gS
b/kj ls m/kj
vcA cPps dgha ugha nh[krsAÞ11
dfork esa ;q) dh laHkkouk] vlqj{kk dk Mj cPpksa ds euksa esa fo|eku gSA fdlh Hkh le; dgh ij Hkh dqN Hkh gks
ldrk gSA lkEiznkf;d naxs] gM+rky] uxjcan] vkSj ;q) dh laHkkouk ges'kk O;fDr dks Mjkrh jgrh gSA
ns'k vktkn gksus ds ckn vke yksxksa dh bPNk,a vkSj vis{kk,a c<+hA ns'k dk u;k lafo/kku cuk] turk dh pquh gqbZ
ljdkj cuhA ns'k ds fodkl dh ;kstuk,¡ cuhA f'k{kk ds izpkj dh ;kstuk,a cuhA f'k{kk ds izpkj ds fy, fofHkUu
f'k{kk] laLFkk,a [kksyh xbZA nwljh vkSj folaxfr;k¡ vkSj foMEcuk,a Hkh ,d ds ckn ,d Qu mBk, lkaiksa dh rjg c<+rh
gh pyh xbZA pksj&cktkjh] ywV&[klwV] ?kwl[kksjh] ujlagkj] vR;kpkj vkfn dk uXu :i ns[kusa dks feykA iqfyl
pksj] mpDdks]a Mkdqvks]a yqVjs ksa dk j{k.k vkSj Hkksys & Hkkys ukxfjdksa dk Hk{k.k djus yxhA
^eSa gh gw¡ lk{kh* dfork esa dfo us usrkvksa dh xqaMkxnhZ ls cnjax gksrh nqfu;k dks Lo;a viuh vk¡[kksa ls ns[kk gS&
eSa gh gw¡ lk{kh
gtkjksa ujdksa ds o{k ij mxs
bl jaxegy dh jaxhu jkrksa dk nz"Vk
;g lfØ; gS
o`{kksa esa QwVs u;s dYyksa ds dkfry
bUlkuh lkalksa dks Mqcksus okys ennxkj
ukikd bjknksa Hkjs iqUbu ds vkKkdkjh tYykn
gkFkksa esa Qjeku cjnkjh dh ryokj idM+s va/ks fliglkykj-----AÞ12
dSlh fcMEcuk gS fd Hkkjrh; turk vkSj turarz pqukoksa ds Hk¡oj esa my> dj Mwc jgs gSA ,d vke vkneh
jktuhfrKksa ds vk'okluksa ij Hkjkslk djrk gqvk viuk thou&th jgk gSA Hkkjrh; pquko izfdz;k Hkh va/kh LokFkZe;h
jktuhfrd dh fxj¶r esa vk xbZ gSA oa'kh th us Hkkjrh; pquko iz.kkyh dh okLrfodrk dks turk ds lkeus mtkxj
fd;k gSA dfo dh dfork,a lekt dks tkx`r djds mlesa lkewfgd Økafr ykus ds fy, lkgl iznku djrh gSA
cynso oa'kh th dh dfork,a i<+us ds ckn eSa rks D;k gj O;fDr ;gh dgsxk fd mUgksua s lkEiznkf;drk vkSj vyxkokn
ds ckjs esa ;FkkFkZ fp=.k fd;k gS&
^gfjtu&cLrh* dfork esa euq"; ds fupys gkykrksa dks fn[kk;k x;k gS vkSj crk;k x;k gS fd mUgsa lekurk dk
vf/kdkj u nsdj mldh foo'krk dks Hkqukus dh dksf'k'k jkgr jkf'k nsdj dh tk jgh gS&
ßvkdk'kok.kh gks jgh gS fd gfjtu cLrh esa
iSls ck¡V jgh gS ljdkj
gfjtu cLrh esa gj jkst vkx yx jgh
gj jkst jkgr jkf'k ck¡V jgh gS
eq¶r ds dEcyksa ds lkFk
ljdkj [kqn vk jgh gS pydj
gj jkst gfjtu ty jgs gS ftankAAÞ13
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^[ksrksa dh lH;rk* dfork esa dfo us crk;k gS fd cspkjk cPpk lekt ds O;ogkj ls nq%[kh rks tUe gksrs gh gks tkrk
gS vkSj ekrk firk ds ikl le; u gksus ds dkj.k fdrkcksa dks <+ksrk <+ksrk gh vius cpiu dks uhjl <ax ls xqtkj
jgk gS&
ßnhokj&nj&nhokj
vkneh nj vkneh
lH;rk nj lH;rk
os inkZ gks pqds gks
vkSj Hkhrj py jgk O;kikj
[kqyh lM+d ds Hkko ls mrj pqdk gks uhpsAÞ14
^cPps dh nqfu;k* dkO; laxzg dh dforkvksa esa vyxkookn gSA orZeku le; esa ekrk&firk cPps dks vk;k ls iyokrs
gSA og cPpk ekrk&firk ds I;kj ds vHkko es]a Li'kZ ds vHkko esa vius ekrk&firk ls nwjh cuk ysrk gSA
cPpk ek¡ cki ds ikl nq%[kh
fdarq vk;k ds ikl D;ksa fdyfdyk jgk gS\
cPps ds fy, ek¡&cki vkSj ek¡&cki ds fy, cPpkA
Qkyrw curk tk jgk gSAÞ15
ßfdldk gS ;g cPpkÞ] dfork esa xjhch esa iSnk gq, cPps] ykokfjl vkSj cslgkjk cPpksa ds fy, dfo ds ân; esa
laosnuk gSA QqVikFkksa ij iSnk gksus okyk cPpk viuh ftanxh dks ?klhVrk gqvk tSls rSls cMk gks jgk gSA bl izdkj
oa'kh th dh vusd dforkvksa esa lkEiznkf;drk vkSj vyxkookn ds n'kZu gksrs gSA
mi;qZDr foospu ds vk/kkj ij ge dg ldrs gS fd oa'kh th us jktuhfrd O;oLFkk ij viuh dye [kqydj pykbZ
gSA oa'kh th us vke vkneh dh =kln fLFkfr;ksa dh vfHkO;fDr lVhd <ax ls dh gSA dfo dh dforkvksa ds ek/;e
ls irk pyrk gS fd gekjh jktuhfrd O;oLFkk Bhd ugha gSA
1234567891112131415-
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ukjh Hkxoku dh vn~Hkqr d`fr ugha gS oju~ ekuoksa dh vn~Hkqr l`f"V gSA euq"; fujarj vius vUrjre ls ukjh dks
lkSan;Z dh foHkwfr ls foHkwf"kr djrk gSA dfox.k Lof.kZe dYiuk ds /kkxksa ls mlds fy, ,d tky&lk cqurs jgrs
gSA fp=dkj mlds Lo:i dks mlds ckg~; lkSUn;Z dks vejRo iznku djrs gSA ekuo ân; dh okluk us lnSo ukjh
ds ;kSou dks ,s'o;Z iznku fd;k gSA ukjh v)Z ukjh vkSj LiIuA l`f"V ds m"kkdky ls gh ukjh iq:"k dh dksey
Hkkoukvksa esa psruk Qwd
a rh vkSj mldh dYiuksa esa jax Hkjrh vkbZ gSA dnkfpr~ blh dkj.k og 'kkL=ksa esa Hkh of.kZr gSA
_Xosn dkyhu x`g laLFkk esa L=h dks iq:"k ls vf/kd LkEeku fn;k tkrk FkkA mu fnuksa yksxksa dh ;g /kkj.kk Fkh fd
fookg mijkUr tc L=h ?kj esa izos'k djrh gS rc mlds dVk{kksa ls gh ?kj dk okrkoj.k fodflr vkSj lqokflr gks
tkrk gSA blh dkj.k _Xosn esa ukjh dks lkezkKh vkSj ;qtosZn esa iqfjU/k vkfn dgdj iqdkjk x;k gSA

nsodh dk csVk miU;kl ds l'kDr rFkk izeq[k L=h ik= ds :i esa ;'kksnk mYys[kuh; gSA ;'kksnk ds fofo/k :ixq.kksa
dk ifjp; miU;kl }kjk gks tkrk gSA ;'kksnk uanxksi dh iRuh] Jh d`".k dh ekrk] xksdqy ds iztk dh ikfydk]
vk;Z olqnos dh rsjg ifRu;ksa rFkk muds vusd iq=ksa dks vkJ; nsus okyh Lusfgr ukjh ds :i esa ogka fpf=r gSA
n;k] eerk] d:.kk] vkSj lgkuqHkwfr vkfn L=h LkqyHk xq.kksa dh og ewfrZ FkhA blfy, cyjke vkSj Jhd`".k dh eeRo
rFkk viukiu ns ldhA muds lq[k nq%[k dks viuk ekurh FkhA d`".k dh Hkh yhykvksa dk og jlkLoknu djrh gSaA
og R;kxh rFkk Lka;eh gksus ds dkj.k viuh dU;k dks nsodh ds gokys rFkk ekSr ds gokys djds Hkh csVh ds cnys
feys d`".k ij viuh larku tSlk gh O;ogkj djrh gSA ;g ij mlds vlekU;Ro ds n'kZu gksrs gSA lkekU; ukjh
gksrh rks viuh larku dh cfy p<+kdj nwljksa dh larku dks ikyus ds fy, dHkh rS;kj ugha gksrhA MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko
us ;'kksnk ds ekr`Ro dk cM+h lw{erk ls v/;;u fd;k gSA vkSj fy[kk gS] ßek¡ lqurh gS pkgs fdruh Hkh NksVh ckr
D;ksa u gks] D;ksfa d eka rks tc iwjh ckr lqu ysxh rc gh mls r`fIr gksxhA og bruh O;kid laosnuk dgka ls ys vkrh
gSA lcds fy, uk dj nsrh gSA ijUrq viuh larku ds fy, uk D;ksa ugha dj ikrh\Þ1
bl izdkj ;'kksnk ds Lusg :i dk fp=.k izLrqr miU;kl esa izHkkoh <ax ls fd;k gSA viuh iq=h dh cfy p<kdj
d`".k dks upkus okyh rFkk mls eeRo ls iky&iksl dj var esa nsodh ds gokys djus okyh R;kxe;h ewfrZ ds :i
esa ;'kksnk dk fp=.k fd;k x;k gSA tks vR;ar ekfeZd cu x;k gSA
nsodh dal dh lcls NksVh cgu gS vkSj olqnos dh pkSngoha iRuh gSA rFkk d`".k dh ekrk gSA og cM+h lqanj gSA
mldk oSokfgd thou vkjaHk ls gh la/k"kZiw.kZ jgk gSA bldk dkj.k mldk HkkbZ dal gSA tks cgqr gh vR;kpkjh gSA
olqnso mlds vR;kpkj dks can djds x.kjkT; dh LFkkiuk djuk pkgrk FkkA blesa nsodh Hkh viuk ;ksxnku nsrh
gSA mlds bl dk;Z ls Øksf/kr gksdj dal olqnso dks ekj Mkyuk pkgrk gSA ijUrq nsodh mlls izkFkZUkk djrh gS fd
og mlds lqgkx dks u"V u djsA nsodh dh izkFkZuk ds vuqlkj dal olqnos dks thounku nsrk gSA fdarq canh cukdj
dkjkxzg esa Mky nsrk gSA blds ckn ,d T;ksfr"kh vkdj dal dks ;g crkrk gS fd nsodh dk vkBoka iq= mldk
o/k djsxkA rc viuh j{kk gsrq og nsodh ds iq=ksa dh gR;k djus yxrk gSA tc nsodh ds igys iq= dh gR;k dh
tkrh gS rks nsodh ewfPNZr gks tkrh gSA bl rjg og viuh vka[kksa ds lEeq[k viuh larku dh gR;k gksrh ns[krh gSA
,d iq= d`".k dks cpkus esa og lQy gksrh gSA dal ds Hk; ls og mlls fey Hkh ugha ldrh FkhA ;g ckr fNih
gqbZ Fkh fd d`".k nsodh dk csVk gSA
eka dk gn; lnk vius cPps dk lq[k ns[kuk pkgrk gSA nsodh Hkh d`".k ds fy, ;gh lksprh gS] ßogka og lq[kh gS
;gh esjs fy, cgqr gSA og ;'kLoh cus rks ;'kksnk gh mldk lq[k HkksxsA eSa rks cl lqu ywa vkSj dqN ugha pkgrhAÞ2
bl rjg og vius iq= ds ;'k dh dkeuk djrh gSA vkSj tc lqurh gS fd mldk iq= ohj cu x;k gS og cztHkwfe
ds tufgr ds lRdk;Z esa yx x;k gS rc og mlds firk ls dgrh gS fd rqEgkjh ohjrk ds dkj.k gh rks og fdruk
ohj gSA og iq= ds bl ;'k dks ijaijkxr rFkk oa'kkuqxr ohjrk dk dkj.k ekurh gSA
nsodh ifr ijk;.k vkSj fojgh ekrk ds :i esa fpf=r gqbZ gSA ekr`Ro ls oafpr jgdj Hkh ;g ;'kksnk eS;k ds lq[k
esa viuk lq[k ekurh gSA ;'kksnk dh dU;k dh gR;k dh ftEesnkjh Lo;a dks ekurs gq, d`".k izse dk vf/kdkj var esa
;'kksnk dks gh nsuk ilan djrh gSA ekrk gksdj eka Hkh ekr`Ro ls lnSo misf{kr jgh] nsodh dk ekfeZd fp=.k fd;k
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x;k gSA vkt rd ds miU;klksa esa nsodh dk bruk lEeku dHkh ugha gqvk Fkk ftruk fd ys[kd us fd;k gSA bruk
gh ugha miU;kl dk 'kh"kZd Hkh bl misf{kr ekrk ds uke ij nsdj nsodh ds pkfjf=d xkSjo dh Jh o`f) dh gSA
var esa ge dg ldrs gS fd nsodh dk thou vius fy, u gksdj vU;ksa ds fy, gh jgk gSA og R;kx vkSj lgu'khyrk
ds dkj.k egk pfj= dh L=h cu ldhA
MkW- jkxs; jk?ko th us ;'kks/kjk dks ,d fonzkfs g.kh] LokfHkekuh rFkk l'kDr ukjh ds :i esa fpf=r fd;k gS vkSj mlesa
os lQy Hkh jgs gSA ;'kks/kjk ds fofo/k :iksa ds n'kZu gesa ;'kks/kjk thr xbZ miU;kl esa gksrs gSA dksfy;dU;k]
uo;kSouk] xksik] fl)kFkZ dh iRuh] jkgqy dh ekrk] ifjR;Drk jkuh] LokfHkekuh rFkk fonzksfg.kh L=h] iztkoRly]
dÙkZO;ijk;.kk L=h vkSj var esa vijkftrk ,sls fdrus :i izLrqr miU;kl esa mHkjs gSA
dfiyoLrq uxjh dh jktjkuh Hknzkdkfiykf;uh laqnj ru vkSj eu okyh gSA vius ifr ds lq[k nq%[k esa 'kkfey gksdj
lgkjk nsrh jgrh gSA og O;ogkj prqj rFkk dq'ky jktuhfrK Hkh gSA blfy, fl)kFkZ tc mlls iwNrk gS] ß;s
{kf=; nklksa ij n;k ugha dj ldrs\ rc Hknzzk dgrh gS& ßn;k! n;k rks Lokeh lcds eu esa vkrh gS ijUrq D;k
n;k ls ;g jkT;] ;g /keZ] ;g lc py ldrk gS\ dfg, x.k O;oLFkk vPNk ugha gS\ ,djkV vPNk gSAÞ4 ;'kks/kjk
vius vkidks vcyk ugha le>rh og ifr vkSj iRuh ds leUo; ls gh lkalkfjd ckrksa esa iw.kZrk ekurh gSA ,d ds
fcuk nwljk v/kwjk gSA tc fl)kFkZ mls fcuk dgs ?kj ls pys tkrs gS rc mls xgjh osnuk gksrh gSA rc og
egkiztkifr xkSreh ls dgrh gS] ßekuk fd os L=h ls nwj jgrs gS muesa L=h dks ns[kdj okluk Hkh ugha txrh] ijarq
ikuh vkSj vUu ds fcuk rks ugha jg ldrs os yksx-------------\ ckfd l`f"V dh j{kk cM+h gS fd viuh j{kk-----------AÞ5
fonzksfg.kh L=h ds :i esa og vius fopkj izdV djrs gq, vkos'k esa dgrh gS] ßlalkj dks tUe nsdj iq:"k ds vga
dks thfor j[kus okyh ukjh gSA ew[kkZ! tks vieku vkSj izrkM+uk lgdj Hkh Hkzw.kgR;k ugha djrh ;k vk;~;sZA tks izlo
djrh gSA nsoh ;fn lalkj dh fL=;ka xHkZ /kkj.k djuk NksM nsa rks iq:"k dk ;g xoZ ,d gh Bksdj esa pdukpwj gks
tk,AÞ6 Nand }kjk fl)kFkZ ds x`gR;kx dh ckr lqudj og Øks/k] vkos'k] fookn] vieku vkSj vkReXykfu ls O;kdqy
gksdj vius fo{kksHk esa fleV xbZ Fkh] ßØks/k Fkk fd iq:"k mls ?k`f.kr le>dj R;kx x;k Fkk] vkos'k Fkk fd og mls
viuk ekurh Fkh vkSj mlds fo"k; esa tkuuk pkgrh Fkh fdarq buesa Hkh cM+k fookn Fkk ftlesa fjDr gqvk thou
vrykar egklkxj dh&lh r`".kkvksa ygjksa ds nqnZeuh; osx ls xtZu djds egk 'kwU; dks Vwd Vwd dj vius Hkhrj
Mqck ysus ds iz;Ru esa FkkA mldk iq:"k mlds Hkkj ls >wy ugha ldk] ;g dFkk mldk de vieku Fkk vkSj fQj
Hkh og thfor FkhAÞ7
LokfHkekuh ;'kks/kjk xkSre cq) ds n'kZUk ds fy, ugha tkrh ijarq tc Lo;a cq) mlds egy esa vkrs gSa rc mfpr
lEeku nsdj jkgqy dks ns nsrh gSA blesa gh mldh egkurk gSA blfy, lc dqN [kksdj Hkh ;'kks/kjk var eas thr
xbZ gSA og mnkjân;k] laIkUuk L=h ikBdksa ij viuk vehV izHkko NksM+rh gSA
yksbZ dk rkuk miU;kl ds l'kDr ik= ds :i esa yksbZ izLrqr gSA ;'kks/kjk dh rjg yksbZ ds Hkh vusd :iksa ds n'kZu
gksrs gSA dchj dh izs;lh] deky dh ekrk] Li"V rFkk fufHkZd L=h] O;ogkj dq'ky vkfnA yksbZ esa ukjh ds lHkh vkn'kZ
xq.k gS og inazg o"kZ dh Fkh rHkh ls dchj ds izse ca/ku esa Qalh gqbZ FkhA muds izse dks lkekftd ca/ku FkkA blfy,
,d fnu yksbZ ,dkar esa dchj ls dgrh gS] ßvc eSa rc gh vkÅaxh tc dchj rqe eq>s fnu ngkM+s gtkj tqykgksa ds
chp lkeus ls ckts ctokdj ykvksxsAÞ8 bl izdkj ls yksbZ dchj dh lekt lEer iRuh cuuk pkgrh gSA og vius
dÙkZO; dks tkurs gq, ifr dks izxfr ds ekxZ dh vksj c<+krh gSA
yksbZ ifr dh vuqxkeh jgh gS] mlds nq%[k lq[k esa lelgHkkxh jgh gSA mlds lEkiZ.k ij dchj izlUu gks mBrk gSA
yksbZ dks vius ifr ij iw.kZ fo'okl gSA blfy, ,d ckj muds ?kj ls fcuk crk;s pys tkus ij og ukjkt ugha
gksrhA cfYd fo'okl ds lkFk dgrh gS] ßos vo'; ykSVax
s s csVkA t:j vk,axsA os D;k ogk¡ 'kkafr ik ldrs gSA ugha]
dHkh ughaAÞ9 vius ifr dh egkurk ls izHkkfor og ukjh vius ifr }kjk lquk;s x, vueksy fopkjksa ,oa oDrO; dks
vius csVs dh lgk;rk ls fyfic) djrh gSA vius thou dk gj {k.k og ifr ds fy, lefiZr dj nsrh gSA
yksbZ ijaijkoknh vkSj ifr ijk;.k ukjh gSA ifr us dekdj ykuk vkSj mlus x`gdk;Z djuk rFkk ifr dks Lusg nsdj
izlUu j[kus dk dk;Z djus okyh og vkn'kZ x`fg.kh gSA vius mÙkjnkf;Ro ,oa dÙkZO; dk mls Kku gSA blfy, og
vius ifr ls dgrh gS] ßrw dek ds xsgw¡] puk tks ykA eSa ihl ds jksVh d:axhA rw [kk vkSj eq>s f[kykA vius dke
rw dj] viuk dke eSa d:axhA eSa rkuk Mkywaxh rw ckuk MkyAÞ10
bfrgkl ds vuqlkj dchj vkSj yksbZ dh nks larku Fkh ijarq miU;kl esa dsoy iq= deky dk gh o.kZu fd;k gSA yksbZ
vius iq= deky dks le>krs gq, dchj dh egkurk dk ifjp; nsrh gSA dchj ds inksa dks fy[kdj laxzfgr djus
dh lykg dks nsdj dchj ok.kh dks thfor j[kus dk iz;Ru djrh gSA blfy, deky vknjiwoZd dgrk gS] ßog
fdruh d:.k Fkh esjh ek¡] esjk vEek] esjk og isM
s + ftlus /kwi esa ty&tydj Hkh eq> ij Nk;k dj j[kh FkhA rFkk
vkt eq>s ;kn vkus ij yxrk gS fd og rks ekrk /kjrh Fkh] [kwna h xbZ lwjt us rik;k] iou us /kwa&/kwa djds vax&vax
dh phe dks /kkj /kkj dj fn;kA
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bl izdkj yksbZ dk pfj= fufHkZd ijarq mnkjân;h] dq'kydehZ lQy iRuh rFkk ekrk] vkn'kZ x`fg.kh vkfn :iksa ls
Li"V vkSj ekfeZd cu x;k gSA
jRuk czkg~e.k dU;k gSA og fn[kus esa cM+h lqanj gSA mldh blh lqanjrk ij eqX/k gksdj rqylhnkl mls iRuh ds :i
esa ekaxus gsrq mlds firk ds ikl tkrs gSA rc mlds firk jRuk ds laca/k esa crkrs gS] ßesjh csVh Hkksx foykl dh
nklh ugha gSA og viuh ekrk ds leku gh /keZ ijk;.kk gSA mldk eu cM+k ljy gSA vkSj cM+k gh LokfHkekuh gSA
eq>s og cgqr fiz; gSA rqe dfo gks og Hkh dfork djrh gSA tSls og cqf)efr gS tks mlh e;kZnk dk fuokZg djsxhAÞ 12
jRuk vkSj rqylh ds izFke ifjp; dk o.kZu miU;kl esa bl rjg gqvk gS] ßdSlk feyu Fkk og\ e;kZnk us nksuksa dks
tdM+ j[kk FkkA og rks xfjek ls vko`Ùk FkhA lc dg xbZ] ij dgk dqN Hkh ughaA bl rjg jRuk xfjeke;h ukjh
FkhA ftldh gj ckr ,oa fØ;k esa fo'ks"k vkst izdV gksrk FkkA
fookgksijkar og ifr izse esa vkuafnr jgrh gSA mldk ifr mlds izfr iw.kZ lefiZr gksrk gSA ijarq jRuk ugha pkgrh
fd mldk ifr dsoy mlds izse esa gh vuqjDr jgsA og pkgrh gS fd mUgsa /kkfeZd vkSj lkekftd dk;ksaZ esa Hkh /;ku
nsuk pkfg,A blh ckr dks y{; djds og ifr ls dgrh gS] ßeSa v)kZafxuh gw¡A /keZiRuh gw¡A eSa L=h gw¡A rqe iq:"k gksA
bruk gh esjk rqEgkjk laca/k ugha gSA gekjk rqEgkjk /keZ dk Hkh rks laca/k gSA ge rqe rks xkM+h ds nks ifg, gSA ,d
ij nwljk vVddj jg tk,xk rks xkM+h pysxh dSls\ bl rjg og ifr dks lkekftd rFkk /kkfeZd e;kZnk ls voxr
djkrh gSA
bl izdkj MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko th us jRuk ds thou dks ukjh tkxj.k dk izrhd ekuk gSA ukjh dsoy Hkksx&foykl dk
lk/ku ugha] og thou dh lafxuh Hkh gSA ukjh dk xkSjo c<krs gq, jRuk ds O;fDrRo dks izsjd cuk;k gSA
fu"d"kZ :Ik esa dgk tk ldrk gS fd jkaxs; jk?ko th us vius thouhijd miU;klksa esa izeq[k ukjh&ik=ksa dk [kqydj
fp=.k fd;k gSA
1234567891011121314-

MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko] nsodh dk csVk] i`-58
MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko] nsodh dk csVk] i`-58
ogh] i`- 62
;'kks/kjk thr xbZ] i`- 44
ogh] i`- 96
ogh] i`- 97
ogh] i`- 100
MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko] yksbZ dk rkuk] i`- 88
ogh] i`- 62
ogh] i`- 99
ogh] i`- 69
MkW- jkaxs; jk?ko] jRuk dh ckr i`- 88
ogh] i`- 87
ogh] i`- 97
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A Review on Object Detection and Tracking Techniques
Vivek Shukla, Dhirendra Pandey & Raj Shree
Abstract
Object detection and tracking is very popular and challenging issue in vision based computer
applications. The extension of the application of object detection can be seen as a analytical
part in different applications such as image processing, security surveillance, artificial
intelligence, and some more areas. It is applied to detect whether targeted object is present
in the frame or not. It can be one object or many objects to detect in any video. These objects
can come in the categories of vehicles, pedestrian, animals etc. There are three main stages
required whenever data processing takes place for object detection and tracking that are:
Identification of object, classification of object and object tracking. In this review paper we
have studied the different methods for object detection and tracking.
Keywords - Object detection, Object tracking, Object detection methods, Object extraction,
Object classification.
The Modern history of object detection and tracking is quite interesting with successive
inventions and up-gradation or the greater precision and controlling. There are so many
important object detection concepts which were not quite easy for the past but as an outcome
of various research and successive advancements in technologies such concepts can be easily
identified and understand. Detecting the moving objects and tracking them is very important
to navigation around objects and predicting its locations and trajectories. Object detection
and tracking is still an open research area even after many years research has done in field
of object detection and tracking. A qualitative, great accurate and best performance
technique is still a great challenges now a days in the field of object detection and tracking.
The hierarchy of difficulties of this issue is totally based on that how to define the targeted
object to be detected and tracked with better precision.
There are a few defined characteristics of an object which is not very difficult to detect all
pixels with similar color as the object presented in frame. However, there are always chances
to appeared another object or background with the similar color information. This will make
an issue to differentiate the background with an object. This issue is much difficult when the
object is changing from one frame to another frame. This perceptibility defines from three
principle origin such as difference in target positions, change in illumination and less or more
occlusion of the targeted object. The way to detecting and tracking the objects are following
as:
Object Detection: It is detecting the objects in the frame sequence and combines the pixels
of all these objects. There are some more popular techniques also that help to detect the
object named as Frame Differencing, Optical flow and Background subtraction method.
Object Classification: In frame the moving background detected, it may matches to different
objects in real time e.g. humans, vehicles and other etc. There are many other ways to
classifying the objects such as Shape based method, Motion based method and Color based
classification method.
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Object Tracking: The objective of a moving object tracking is to create the way for an object
in given time by detecting its position and location in every single frame of the video.
Object tracking challenges that should be taken care by following as:
Frame illumination changes.
Noise in detected object.
Difficult to define the objects shapes and size.
Intricate objects motion.
Less and more object occlusions.
Related Work
This method stated that (Horprasert, Thanarat, Harwood, Davis, 1999) the ranges from very
simple technique to state of the art published methods are divided on the basis of speed,
memory requirements, quality, precision and better performance. They applied the methods
named as frame differencing method, Real time background subtraction method and shadow
detection method for object detection and tracking, for real time tracking of object that they
applied adaptive background mixture model and techniques ranges from changing the degree
of precision, quality and measure the complexity. A few of them handle with real time object
detection obstruction like snow, rain, changing the position of objects in frame, objects
overlapping, effect of lights or slow moving objects.
The most difficult thing to getting high rate of detection with low error rate for human
detection and tracking in frame sequence is to increasing the performance, quality and
increase the response time. It discussed the main causes that to affect the complexity of
object, differences in range and object background human interactions. Simple two-steps
refine solution which is human detection and tracking with two novels categorization
arrangement discussed in (Zhou, Hoang, 2005).
There are basically three simple modes in video analysis that are detection of targeting
objects in video frame, tracking of objects in frame differences and determining to detect
and track the object with their movements. Detecting humans from video is a very
challenging issue due to the changing in the postion of objects.
In (Mikolajczyk, Schmid, Zisserman, 2004) they developed a detector for moving human in
frames with possibly dynamic cameras and backgrounds, testing different coding functions
for moving object and resulting that conformed by the histograms and differential optical
flow gives the expected accuracy. Moving inscriptions are integrated with histogram of
conformed Gradient appearance inscriptions. The designed detector is tested on different
databases and some other critical test set taken from video and holding wide point ranges,
location, change in position and background inequality by containing moving cameras and
backgrounds ( Paragios, Deriche, 2000).
In ( Zhang, Sun, Fu, Wang, Wang, 2014) they have proposed the object detection techniques
such as moving object detection methods, frame differencing and approximate median
method (AMM). The frame differencing method has been taking reference frame selection
and step length. They have considered the moving object detection and tracking by applying
the customized frame differencing method. In the controlling and monitoring system for
object captured by a camera is to be considered for the space under the adequate
measurement. This method tested on multiple videos and the results are quite acceptable.
In ( Belongie, Puzicha, 2002) they have proposed the cascade-of-rejecters techniques with
the histograms of conformed Gradients characteristics to get a qualitative most efficient and
accurate human detection system. This method used histograms conformed Gradients of
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variable size blocks that taking the main characteristics of humans automatically. This
technique applied for characteristic selection, it detects the accurate set of blocks from a
large set of possible blocks. It uses the important image representation and a non- acceptance
waterfall which significantly increases the calculation. For an image, the system can process
certain number of frames per second based on the density in which it process the image,
while maintaining the precision level and this method is similar to existing methods.
In (del-Blanco, Jaureguizar, García, 2012) they have proposed a novel method for detecting
the moving objects from a static background by using background subtraction technique.
Method Comparison
In below all the methods described for object detection and tracking have some advantage
and disadvantage:
Table 1 – Method Comparison
Methods
Advantage
Disadvantage
Object Identified
Simple to implement
Very less accuracy
Background
Objects are allowed to Hard to manage speedy
subtraction methods become a part of the changes.
background without Initializing
the
removing the existing Gaussians is important. Any targeted object
background
Not a decent subtraction
It learns itself and when shadow or some
Doesn’t
require other hindrances are
reprogramming.
there.
Easy to implemented Gives false positives.
with any applications. It doesn't make with
Fast recovery process. multi-model
Less
memory background.
requirement.
Real Time
Accuracy is greater
Target foreground
Background
than frame difference
Intricate method.
objects
Subtraction and
It detects shadow as
Shadow Detection
Well.
Technique Theory
Best method for
One-to-one matching.
Takes sub-image of
Template Matching explicit condition.
Moderate process for a target image frame
perceive new variation
of a pattern.
No scanning procedure
is
done
on
the
percentage so Cannot
anticipate the better
precision.
Very Simple and Multiple values are
Image Differencing straight forward.
absolute so value may Determine changes
Easy to interpret the have different meaning. between images
output.
Require environmental
adjustment.
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Shape Based

Optical Flow

Frame Differencing

Requires choice of
limits.
Simple
pattern- More
striking
matching
technique.
methodology
Frequently utilized as a
Having not able to substitution to local
moderate precision.
features.
Does not function
admirably in unique
circumstances.
Not able to determine
internal
movements
well.
Processing time is low.
It can produce the
complete Information Require large amount of
of moving object calculation.
containing
good
precision.
Good
for
static
background.
High precision.
Very simple method

Outline of
the objects.

Flow vectors of
moving objects over
time
to
detect
moving regions in an
image
It needs a background comparisons
without
moving between
two
objects.
successive frames to
Method with low to detect
moving
moderate
targets
computational time.
Struggles to distinguish Number of moving
a non-moving human objects in each
object.
frame

It does not require
detection
of
predefined
motion
patterns.
Provides
enhanced High
computational Texture available
Texture based
quality with the cost of time.
over the surface of
extra time.
the object
Table 1: Method Comparison of Object Detection and Tracking (Tan, Wang, Maybanks,
2004).
Tracking Learning Detection Method
Tracking Learning Detection (TLD) method became a very popular tracking algorithm as it
gives the robust and long term tracking outputs. TLD has been developed for long-term
tracking of unpredictable objects in abandoned conditions. The ocular object was tracked
and concurrently proficient in order to design a detection mechanism that helps the tracker
which failed once. The purpose to design the detector that to provides the information by
tracker as well as information from the first frame.
Conclusions
It is very difficult task to focus on one method for detecting all type of images, nor can all
methods gives the better accuracy result for specific types of image. The background
subtraction method detects noisy object and its directly affect to the accuracy. Object behind
Motion based
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object is not detected and problem occurs during detection of object when any un-specified
objects comes before the object. If the position of camera is not set appropriately then object
cannot be captured properly and leads to decrease the quality and accuracy of object
detection method. To solve the identified problems with high quality and accuracy needs to
develop the novel object detection and tracking methods by combining the multiple object
detection and tracking methods to make use of it together according to the application.
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Impact of Social Infrastructure on Economic Growth in
Haryana

Anju Devi

Abstract
This paper attempts to explore the impact of social infrastructure on economic growth in
Haryana. Indicators of social infrastructure are primarily education and health. This study
has taken Haryana as its study area because of increased expenditure on social sector in
Haryana. This study examines the growth trends in education and health infrastructure in
Haryana. The result of the analysis is that Haryana is having solid infrastructure for
education and health but it is not used in adequate manner as such. On the basis of our study
suggestion is that in Haryana there is current need of hour for proper utilisation of education
and health infrastructure besides focus on the quality education as well as quantity.
Key wards - Social infrastructure, Education and health.
Introduction
In present conditions of national economy modernization era the importance of various
factors which affects the economic parameters of its growth is significantly increasing out
of which the social infrastructure plays an important role. The sectors of social infrastructure
today influences our gross domestic product and the number of employed population, the
rates of profit growth, the volume of capital investments, the level of innovation activity.
However, the influence of social infrastructure on the enterprises, industries and regional
economy growth parameters as a whole is still understudied. There are no official methods
of assessing the impact of the social overhead on the dynamics of economic Growth. All
these demands designing and implementing the measures of an institutional nature related
to creating the development concept of national, regional and municipal social infrastructure,
developing the state institutions of control and monitoring of the social infrastructure,
developing the tools of public-private partnerships, drafting special laws regulating the
activities of social overhead as a form of economic activity, implementing the measures of
state support for small business in the social overhead.
The relationships between the economic growth and development parameters of the social
infrastructure have mutual, not unilateral but having cross character. It is clear that the
acceleration of economic growth will give rise to activation processes of certain sectors of
social infrastructure, stimulate the emergence of new types of services that measure up
today’s phase and nature of economic growth. For example, activation of the innovation
processes in various sectors of the economy, the construction of industrial parks and business
incubators, initiated by the Government necessitated the development of special education
programs on innovation management and their implementation into the training courses of
major national research universities.
Social Infrastructure
Infrastructure can broadly be defined as long-term physical assets that operate in markets
with high barriers to entry and enable the provision of goods and services. Social
Infrastructure is a subset of the infrastructure sector and typically includes assets that
accommodate social services. We can take examples of Social Infrastructure Assets which
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include schools, universities, hospitals, prisons and community housing. Social
Infrastructure does not typically extend to the provision of social services, such as the
provision of teachers at a school or custodial services at a prison. In contrast, economic
infrastructure supports economic activity and is often characterised by ‘user-pays’ or
demand-based revenue streams (such as tolls on toll roads or landing fees for an airport).
Education is a very important source of economic growth as the Denison study reflects.
Even though education is a social investment but it is also an economic investment since it
enhances the stock of human capital. Denison’s conclusions on the economic contribution
of education may be summarized in his own words.
Health, like education, is a very important argument in the socio-economic production
function. A popular adage says that a sound mind usually resides in a healthy body. Health
is one of the major determinants of labour productivity and efficiency. Again, since health
as a social good provides externalities, large-scale health facilities can only be provided with
public resources.
Public health deals with the environment in which economic activities take place. If that
environment were conducive, it would be permissive of accelerated growth and
development. “Public health measures include the improvement of environmental sanitation
both in rural and urban areas, removal of stagnant and polluted water, slum clearance, better
housing, clean water supply, better sewage facilities, control of communicable diseases,
provision of medical and health services especially in maternal and child welfare, health
education, family planning and above all, for the training of health and medical personnel”.
Economic Growth is the increase in the inflation adjusted market value of the goods and
services produce by an economy over time. It is conventionally measured as the percent rate
of increase in real gross domestic product (GDP).
Review of Literature
Pravakas Sahoo and Ranjan Kumar Dash (2009) conducted a study on ‘Infrastructure
development and economic growth in India’. They investigated the role of infrastructure in
economic growth in India for the period 1970-2006 on the basis of a theoretical frame
worked developed by Solow (1956) and Romer (1987) and empirics inspired by Aschauer
(1989). In the study analysis developed a composite index for infrastructure stocks to
examine the impact of physical infrastructure on growth. Overall, the results reveal that
infrastructure stocks labour force and total investment play on important role in the economic
growth of India.
Dash and Sahoo (2010) conducted a study on “Economic growth in India: The role of
physical and social infrastructure”. In the study they revealed the role of physical and social
infrastructure in economic growth in India after controlling for other important variables
such as investment, labour force and trade using the two stage least squares (TSLS) and
Dynamic ordinary least square (DOLS) techniques for the period 1970-2006. In this contest
we develop a composite index of physical infrastructure stocks and examine its impact on
output. They found that physical and social infrastructure have a significant positive impact
on output a part from gross domestic capital formation and international trade. Future, the
causality analysis supports the results, revealing unidirectional causality from infrastructure
development and human capital to output growth in India.
Milyausha K. Bikemirova (2015) conducted a study on ‘The Social Infrastructure Services
in the Context of Economic Growth Factors’. The objectives of the study was a theoretical
underpinning of the relationship between the social infrastructure and economic growth
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parameters determination of the extent and indicators that reflect the influences of social
overhead on the growth parameters of the national economy ,the analysis of the main
components of the social infrastructure, their role and importance in the process of the
national modernization, the development of the criteria for the social infrastructure
establishment and development, its territorial arrangement, structure frame work, the level
of intra industry priority at every particular stage of economic development.
Henk Gnade and Phillip Frederick Blaauw (2017) conducted a study on “The Impact of
Basic and Social Infrastructure Investment on South African Economic Growth and
Development” this study revealed that the basic and social infrastructure investment can
assist in addressing widespread inequality and divided societies by promoting economic
growth and social development. The aim of this study was to determine whether basic and
social infrastructure investment differently affect economic growth and social development
indicators of urban and rural municipalities. In this study used a balanced panel dataset
containing infrastructure, economic, demographic and social indicators for rural and urban
municipalities for the period from 1996 to 2012. Principal component analysis was used to
construct synthetic indices of basic and social infrastructure. Restricted within least squares
dummy variable estimation techniques are used to evaluate the differences between urban
and rural municipalities. The elasticity of basic and social infrastructure investment
generally are more pronounced for economic growth and social development indicators in
rural municipalities.
Need for Research
Social infrastructure had played a vital role in economic development. The developed
countries have strong base of social infrastructure such as education, health facilities, social
security’s, roadways, railways, communication technologies etc. The growth of urban and
social infrastructure contributes considerably to inclusive development. With urbanization
on the rise, educational Institutes, healthcare centre, IT infrastructure and commercial
centers (malls and IT offices) are crucial requirements of a State’s social infrastructure, and
real-estate plays a pivotal role in fulfilling these requirements. The present research work
had tried to present the critical understanding of the role that the social and urban
infrastructure sector plays and the challenges that slow down the growth process. The study
had also tried to relate growth of Haryana and the contribution of social infrastructure in
total GDP.
Objectives of the study
The prime objectives of the study are to find out the impact of social infrastructure on
economic growth in Haryana.
Research Methodology
The study basically depends on secondary sources of data to achieve the mentioned
objectives. The concerned data would be collected from Census of India, Statistical abstract
of Haryana and other related government reports, bulletins, publications. Variables of the
study are -Education, Health, Area of study Haryana.
Data Analysis
Education is the element which enhances the quality of human life and ensures social and
economic progress (UN WSS Report 1997). Education is the key to economic growth as it
creates the highly productive and technically experienced labour force; provide the
employment and skills development.
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Table No. 1: No. of Recognised Universities, Colleges and Schools in Haryana
Type of Institution
1966-67
2017-18
Universities
1
46
Technical Universities/Engineering Colleges
1
127
Art & Science Colleges
40
297
Teacher Training Colleges
5
491
High/Senior Secondary Schools
597
8024
Middles Schools
735
5228
Primary/Pre Primary Schools
4447
9974
Source: Statistical abstract of Haryana 2017-18
Table No. 1 suggest that in Haryana there are 9974 primary schools; 5228 middle schools;
8024 high and senior secondary schools; 297 art & science colleges; 491 teacher training
colleges and 46 universities as compared with in year 1966-67 when Haryana had emerged
as a new State on Nov. 1, 1966. This table clearly reveals that Haryana has become an
educational hub and educational facilities are available in every nook and corner of the state.
Table No. 2: Gross Enrolment Ratio by Education level in Haryana and India during
2015-16
Education
India
Haryana
Level
Boys
Girls
Total
Boys
Girls
Total
Primary
97.87
100.69
99.21
89.96
93.21
91.41
Upper
88.72
97.57
92.81
87.39
99.22
92.39
Primary
Elementary
94.53
99.59
96.91
88.98
95.37
91.77
Secondary
79.16
80.97
80.01
84.20
84.23
84.22
Higher
55.95
56.41
56.16
59.68
59.48
59.59
Secondary
Source: Statistical abstract of Haryana 2017-18
Table No. 2 highlight that in Haryana the gross enrolment ratio is lesser than the country’s
overall ratio at primary, upper primary & elementary educational level, whereas at secondary
& higher secondary level it is greater than national average. This table shows the GER at
primary level of Haryana is 91.41 and India is 99.21. And at higher secondary level of
Haryana is 59.59 and India is 56.16 respectively.
Health is one of the most important possessions a human being has as it permits us to
develop its capacities not only as a social agent but also as an economic agent. Many existing
studies links labour quality with growth via health status. It is being argued that with a given
labour and capital an improvement in health status pushes the economy towards the higher
welfare level and hence improved health has a significant effect on the rate of growth of
GDP per capita. So, good health has a positive, sizable and statistically significant effect on
aggregate output.
Health Infrastructure The State Govt. is committed to provide quality healthcare services
to all citizens of the State. At present, the health services are being provided through a
network of 63 Hospitals, 125 Community Health Centres, 509 Primary Health Centres and
2,636 Sub-Health Centres. In addition to this, there are 7 Trauma Centres, 3 Burn Units and
57 urban Dispensaries/Polyclinics. There is a constant endeavour to keep communicable and
non-communicable diseases at check and to have strong and robust systems of maintaining
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data, reporting and planning. For the financial year 2018-19, the budget estimates of the
Health Department was Rs.2, 588.54 crore.
A flagship programme of GOI, National Health Mission, in which Haryana has brought
down its Infant Mortality Rate by 8 points from 41 to 33 per thousand live births, as well as
Neonatal Mortality with 4 points from 26 to 22 per thousand live births (SRS, 2016 report
released in September, 2017) which points out as under:
➢ Haryana has brought down its Under 5 Mortality to 37 per thousand live births with a
remarkable 6 points dip.
➢ Haryana has been crowned with the best score in the country for Special 122 National
Care Unit (SNCU) and Special Quality of Care Index (SQCI) as per fact sheet shared
during National Child Health Review cum workshop in October, 2017 organized by
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
➢ Haryana is among first few states to have developed Haryana New Born Action Plan
(HNAP) in response to India New Born Action Plan (INAP) to address state specific
challenges and to provide consistent guidance to districts for planning, implementation
and review.
Gross State Domestic Product
The Department of Economic & Statistical Analysis, Haryana prepares the estimates of
Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP). As per the Advance Estimates for the year 2018-19,
the GSDP of the State at current prices was estimated as Rs. 7,07,126.33 crore, while
recording growth of 12.9 percent in 2018-19 as against the growth rate of 12.5 percent
achieved in previous year 2017-18 was achieved. The GSDP at constant (2011-12) prices is
expected to reach the level of Rs. 5,26,055.24 crore with a growth of 8.2 percent in 2018-19
as compared to the growth of 7.9 percent recorded in preceding financial year 2017-18. The
real growth of 8.2 percent recorded in GSDP of the State in 2018-19 which is even higher
than the All India GDP growth of 7.2 percent. The GSDP of the State at current and constant
(2011-12) prices is given in table below.
Table No. 3: Gross State Domestic Product of Haryana
(Rs. in Crore)
Year
At Current Prices
At Constant (2011-12) Prices
2011-12
297538.52
297538.52
2012-13
347032.01
320911.91
2013-14
399268.12
347506.60
2014-15
437144.71
370534.51
2015-16
495249.01
413175.07
2016-17 (P)
556324.58
450667.68
2017-18 (Q)
626053.52
486238.67
2018-19 (A)
707126.33
526055.24
P: Provisional Estimates Q: Quick Estimates, A: Advance Estimates
Source: Department of Economic & Statistical Analysis, Haryana.
The growth of Gross State Value Added (GSVA) decreased from 9.6 percent in 2015-16 to
8.6 percent in 2016-17 and further declined to 7.6 percent in 2017-18. The low growth of
5.5 percent in Industry Sector led to the decline in growth in 2017-18. During the year 201819, the growth in GSVA improved to 7.8 percent.
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Table No. 4: Growth in Gross State Value Added at Constant (2011-12) Prices
(Percent) All
Sector
Haryana
India
2013- 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2018-19
14
(P)
(Q)
(A)
(A)
Agriculture
2.8
-2.2
3.8
10.4
5.5
5.5
3.8
& Allied
Industry
7.4
4.7
11.4
10.4
5.5
8.6
7.8
Services
10.1
10.4
10.7
6.8
9.8
8.2
7.3
GSVA
7.6
6.0
9.6
8.6
7.6
7.8
7.0
Source: Department of Economic and Statistical Analysis, Haryana and CSO, New Delhi.
In the above backdrop we can say that social infrastructure always pours impact on economic
growth of the state. As we visualize from data that availability of infrastructure results in to
educated community and having health seeking behaviour as well and when people will be
healthy both in physical & mental level it will directly give impact on GDP or GSDP. The
same is in case of Haryana state as well which is highlighted in respective tables having
sound position of state and indicators also show the positive impact. Needless to mention
here that there is need to address the problem of availing health & educational facilities from
govt. set up however in modern age people are believing and become more dependent on
private sector thinking it more reliable and dignified.
Conclusion
Social infrastructure play indirect role in economic growth. Human beings are educated and
healthy then they done work with full dedication and satisfactory. Impact of this is that the
productions are increasing in efficient way. On the other hand human beings are not educated
or healthy then they do not work properly. For this reason the responsibility of the govt. and
society to provides the healthy social infrastructure to the human beings for doing our best
contribution in economic growth. Because education is the pillar on which efficiency of
human resources depends and it enhances the globalization. Without strengthening the
education, the national income and per capita income cannot be increased sustainably.
Health also affected economic growth by affecting labour productivity.
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A Study of Profitability Analysis Financial Performance of
Reliance Groups in India with Special Reference
Dr. Dineshkumar R. Chavda
Abstract
The paper focuses on the financial strength of the Reliance Industry in India. The Reliance
industry of India plays a substantive role in the economy. This is one of the largest industries
in India in terms of employment generation, and earning foreign exchange. The study has
analysed the profitability of selected Reliance unit in India. It is empirical in nature it selected
seven major Reliance units in India such as Reliance Industries, Reliance Capital, Reliance
Nippon Life Asset Management, Reliance Power, Reliance Infrastructure, Reliance Home
Finance and Reliance Communications as sample of the study. It collected data from annual
reports of the selected companies for the period of seven years from 2011-12 to 2017-18.
The study mainly used ratio analysis as statistical tool. The present study of profitability
analysis of selected Reliance unit in India
Keywords: Reliance Industry Development, financial performance, Net Profit Margin,
Return on Capital Employed, Return on Net worth, Assets Turnover Ratio
Introduction
Reliance Industries is India's largest private sector company on all major financial
parameters. In 2004, Reliance Industries (RIL) became the first Indian private sector
organisation to be listed in the Fortune Global 500 list. The company operates world-class
manufacturing facilities across the country at Allahabad, Barabanki, Dahej, Hazira,
Hoshiarpur, Jamnagar, Nagothane, Nagpur, Naroda, Patalganga, Silvassa and Vadodara.
Reliance Industries' activities span hydrocarbon exploration and production, petroleum
refining and marketing, petrochemicals, retail and telecommunications. The petrochemicals
segment includes production and marketing operations of petrochemical products. The
refining segment includes production and marketing operations of the petroleum products.
The oil and gas segment includes exploration, development and production of crude oil and
natural gas. The other segment of the company includes textile, retail business and special
economic zone (SEZ) development.
Review of literature
Marimuthu, K. N., (2012), the main objective is to evaluate the financial performance of
Indian textile Industry and any influence on the financial performance and business growth
through the changes on working capital, liquidity position etc. An empirical study is based
on secondary data (2001-02 to 2010-12) select Bombay Dyeing and Manufacturing
Company (BDMC) from the topmost listed NSE Indian textile industry. Findings and
suggestions; normally funds are highly required for day-to-day business activities of the firm
and what way utilize it and in what way should exit from loses of investment are discussed.
Results may not generalize whole company of India or to other financial firms.
Dr. S. Ayyappan, Dr. M. Sadika Sultana, M. Sakthivadivel, (2014), the financial
performance of the industry can be studied with regard to various factors namely market
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place, competitiveness, technology, environment protection and strategic positioning. All
the above some factors play a major role in the changes in financial performance of the
textile industry.
Dr. Meenakshi Anand, (2014), this purpose profitability, liquidity and solvency position of
Reliance companies has examined. In this paper comparative ratio analysis technique has
used to know the financial soundness of Reliance companies. The result shows the
profitability margins has slightly different due to volatile Reliance market and volatility in
raw material prices. The liquidity and solvency position is almost same in all the Reliance
companies.
Varsha Gupta,(2017) To measure the financial performance of selected
Reliancecompanies, in terms of Managerial efficiency, Liquidity, Profitability and Solvency
position of the companies, ratio analysis has been used. Further one way ANOVA has been
used to identify if there exist a significant difference in the mean and performance of
different Reliancecompanies. The results showed that there is significance difference in the
Return on Capital Employed, Net Profit Margin, Current Ratio, Debt to Equity Ratio, and
Fixed Asset turnover ratio of sample Reliancecompanies at 5% level of significance.
Objectives of the study
In the present research paper has the following objectives:
 To study the financial position of selected Reliance Industry of India.
 To study the effective financial structure of selected Reliance Industry of India.
 To improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Indian Reliance Industry.
Period of the Study
The period of the study is of 7 years. The study period cover the period from year 2011-12
to year 2017-18. The Financial solvency and liquidity ratios calculated for the last 7 years
from 2011-12 to 2017-18.
Data collection
This study is based on secondary data. The data is collect from published annual report of
selected Reliance units of India. Other information related to selected Reliance industry of
India will be collected from official website and net sources, annual report, various books,
different publication, journals and relating Reliance industry etc.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Profitability Ratios
This section of the tutorial discusses the different measures of corporate profitability and
financial performance. These ratios, much like the operational performance ratios, give users
a good understanding of how well the company utilized its resources in generating profit and
shareholder value. The long-term profitability of a company is vital for both the survivability
of the company as well as the benefit received by shareholders. It is these ratios that can give
insight into the all important "profit". In this section, we will look at four important profit
margins, which display the amount of profit a company generates on its sales at the different
stages of an income statement. We'll also show you how to calculate the effective tax rate of
a company. The last three ratios covered in this section - Return on Assets, Return on Equity
and Return on Capital Employed - detail how effective a company is at generating income
from its resources.
1. Net Profit Margin (%)
Often referred to simply as a company's profit margin, the so-called bottom line is the most
often mentioned when discussing a company's profitability? While undeniably an important
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number, investors can easily see from a complete profit margin analysis that there are several
income and expense operating elements in an income statement that determine a net profit
margin. It behooves investors to take a comprehensive look at a company's profit margins
on a systematic basis.
Formula:
Table no. 1 Net Profit Margin (%)
Sample Units
Reliance
Industries
Reliance
Capital
Reli. Nippon
Life Asset
Mgt
Reliance
Power
Reliance
Infrastructur
e
Reliance
Home
Finance
Reliance
Communicati
ons
Mean

201112

201314

201415

201516

201617

201718

Mean

SD

CV

6.07

5.82

5.63

6.9

11.75

12.98

11.58

8.68

3.26

10.63

15.88

17.29

12.9

19.17

23.96

21.44

25.28

19.42

4.45

19.78

51

45.67

42.53

32.96

61.59

18.42

33.51
2,314.5
6

31.88

470.14

33.72
4,279.1
8

133.7

5.08

38.75
1040.
38

7.59
1649.9
9

57.62
272248
0.10

11.17

13.96

13.98

14.55

19.93

14.75

18.55

15.27

2.98

8.91

7.8

7.72

10.26

13.78

10.89

16.08

11.26

11.11

3.03

9.18

1.4

5.53

6.53

-1.42

-3.79

-50.77

-442.4

165.73

27465.
74

80.49

623.32
1492.5
3
259891
1

22.37

16.28

344.40

25.72

-48.24

-69.27
152.0
5

20.42

12.61

486.49

185.42

804.39
754877
.80

50.63
2990.3
7

161.15
30297.
22

SD
159.80
29792.
32

CV

201213

It is found the above Table no. 1 highest Net profit Margin is reported by Reliance Power
(1040.38) selected companies of the selected Reliance units of India during study Period
where as Reliance Communications (-69.27) Ltd showed lowest Net Profit Margin during
these Periods. The data was for the seven years. Fluctuating trend in mean Net profit margin
ratios of selected Reliance units of India sample units has been observed during the entire
study period. The mean unit of Net profit margin of Reliance units in highest year wise mean
344.40 in year 2015-16, and lowest 22.37 in year 2013-14 in study period. It is show the
overall mean 152.05 during the research study.
It is describe Company wise of SD of highest Net Profit Margin Reliance Power (1649.99),
and lowest Reliance Infrastructure (2.98), across different samples during study period. It is
clearly show Year wise of SD lowest Net Profit Margin 2014-15 (12.61), is compared to
other samples during the study period.
The study period may be considered as uniform as compared to selected Reliance units of
India, as it is evident by lowest maximum ratio year wise 185.42 in year 2014-15 and highest
maximum ratio 2598911 in year 2012-13, and Company wise lowest maximum ratio 8.91
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Reliance Infrastructure and highest 2722480.10 Reliance Power all sample unit. It shows the
overall fluctuation in the ratio within the study period.
Hypothesis Testing:
For the Testing of Hypothesis Researcher has applied F (ANOVA) Test.
➢ H0: There is no Significant of difference in Net Profit Margin in selected Reliance units
of India.
➢ H1: There is Significant of difference in Net Profit Margin in selected Reliance units of
India.
Table no. 2 Analysis of Variance (Anova)
Source of variation

S.S.

d.f.

M.S.

F-Cal.
Value
2.75

F-Table
value
2.32

Between Groups
6493711.81
6
1082285.30
Within Group
16500311.72
42
392864.56
Total
22994023.53
48
It is clear from table No. 2 that the calculated value of ‘F’ was 2.75, which is higher than
table value of ‘F’ 2.32. So, alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected.
So, it can be concluded that there is Significant of difference in Net Profit Margin in selected
Reliance units of India.
2. Return on Capital Employed (%)
The return on capital employed (ROCE) ratio, expressed as a percentage, complements the
return on equity (ROE) ratio by adding a company's debt liabilities, or funded debt, to equity
to reflect a company's total "capital employed". This measure narrows the focus to gain a
better understanding of a company's ability to generate returns from its available capital base.
By comparing net income to the sum of a company's debt and equity capital, investors can
get a clear picture of how the use of leverage impacts a company's profitability. Financial
analysts consider the ROCE measurement to be a more comprehensive profitability indicator
because it gauges management's ability to generate earnings from a company's total pool of
capital.
Formula:

Table no. 3 Return on Capital Employed (%)
Sample
Units
Reliance
Industries
Reliance
Capital
Reli. Nippon
Life Asset Mgt
Reliance
Power
Reliance
Infrastructure
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201112

201213

201314

201415

201516

201617

201718

Mea
n

SD

CV

8.85

8.92

8.08

7.41

8.24

11.04

11.8

9.19

1.62

2.62

2.36

2.76

1.71

2.81

3.6

6.79

8.82

2.64

22.92

14

19.62

22.96

22.01

31.27

22.34

4.12
22.1
6

5.12

6.99
26.2
2

1.91

3.05

0.33

0.14

7.27

1.95

2.07

2.39

2.38

5.68

6.92

7.12

5.03

4.64

5.65

8.5

10.86

6.96

2.18

4.74
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Reliance Home
Finance
Reliance
Communicatio
ns
Mean
SD
CV

1.17

1.16

1.63

2.03

1.64

10.4

10.42

4.06

4.35

18.8
8

0.34
6.35
7.96
63.29

1.88
5.56
4.69
22.00

2.32
5.53
6.74
45.40

-0.24
5.68
8.06
65.00

-0.67
6.82
7.39
54.60

0.29
10.03
10.21
104.21

0.34
9.52
7.22
52.07

0.61
7.07

1.09

1.19

Above Table no. 3 it is found that the highest Return on Capital Employed is reported by
Reliance Nippon Life Asset Management (22.16) selected companies of the selected
Reliance units of India during study Period where as Reliance Communications (0.61) Ltd
showed lowest Return on Capital Employed during these Periods. The data was for the seven
years. Fluctuating trend in mean Return on Capital Employed ratios of selected Reliance
units of India sample units has been observed during the entire study period. The mean unit
of Return on Capital Employed of Reliance industry in highest year wise mean 6.24 in year
2012-13, and lowest 10.03 in year 2016-17 in study period. It is show the overall mean 7.07
during the research study.
Company wise of SD of highest Return on Capital Employed Reliance Nippon Life Asset
Management (5.12), and lowest Reliance Communications (1.09), across different samples
during study period. It is clearly show Year wise of SD lowest Return on Capital Employed
2012-13 (4.69) is compared to other samples during the study period.
The study period may be considered as uniform as compared to selected Reliance units of
India, as it is evident by lowest CV year wise 22.00 in year 2012-13 and highest Minimum
ratio 104.21 in year 2016-17, and Company wise lowest CV 1.19 Reliance Communications
and highest 26.22 Reliance Nippon Life Asset Management all sample unit. It shows the
overall fluctuation in the ratio within the study period. It shows the overall fluctuation in the
ratio within the study period.
Hypothesis Testing:
For the Testing of Hypothesis Researcher has applied F (ANOVA) Test.
➢ H0: There is no Significant of difference in Return on Capital Employed in selected
Reliance units of India.
➢ H1: There is Significant of difference in Return on Capital Employed in selected
Reliance units of India.
Table no. 4 Analysis of Variance (Anova)
Source of variation

S.S.

d.f.

M.S.

F-Cal.
Value
38.62

F-Table
value
2.32

Between Groups
2195.30
6
365.88
Within Group
397.94
42
9.47
Total
2593.24
48
It is clear from table No. 4 that the calculated value of ‘F’ was 38.62, which is higher than
table value of ‘F’ 2.32. So, alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected.
So, it can be concluded that there is Significant of difference in Return on Capital Employed
in selected Reliance units of India.
3. Return on Net worth (%)
This Ratio measures the ability of company’s management to realize an adequate return on
capital invested by the owners in the company. This is the ratio of PAT to Net worth:=
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PAT
Net worth
The term “Net-worth” means money belonging to equity share holders and includes reserves
net of fictitious assets awaiting write off. It measures how much income a firm generates for
each rupee stockholders have invested. Higher the percentage the better it is for the company.
Table no. 5 Return on Net worth (%)
Sample Units
Reliance
Industries
Reliance Capital
Reli. Nippon
Life Asset Mgt
Reliance Power
Reliance
Infrastructure
Reliance Home
Finance
Reliance
Communications
Mean
SD
CV

201112

201213

201314

201415

201516

201617

201718

Mean

12.29
4.69

11.73
5.75

11.15
3.51

10.51
6.01

11.41
7.35

10.89
3.05

10.68
5.84

11.24
5.17

0.63
1.51

0.39
2.29

22.99
1.93

14.03
3.05

19.65
0.33

23.48
0.14

22.48
7.69

22.23
0.38

22.49
0.01

21.05
1.93

3.33
2.78

11.07
7.71

11.09

10.36

7.78

7.41

9.32

6.13

7.57

8.52

1.78

3.17

6.76

6.52

9.34

12.94

13.98

15.71

9.51

3.59

12.86

0.34
8.58
7.73
59.71

1.88
7.62
4.55
20.67

2.32
7.73
6.56
43.04

-0.42
8.58
8.22
67.49

-1.38
10.12
7.25
52.63

-7.45
7.28
9.93
98.57

-105.94
-7.12
44.10
1945.02

10.68
15.81
6.11

39.88

1590.14

SD

CV

On analyzing the Table no. 5 it is found that the highest Return on Net Worth is reported by
Reliance Nippon Life Asset Management (21.05) selected companies of the selected
Reliance units of India during study Period where as Reliance Communications (-15.81)
showed lowest Return on Net Worth during these Periods. The data was for the seven years.
Fluctuating trend in mean Return on Net Worth ratios of selected Reliance units of India
sample units has been observed during the entire study period. The mean unit of Return on
Net Worth of Reliance Units in highest year wise mean 10.12 in year 2015-16, and lowest 7.12 in year 2017-18 in study period. It is show the overall mean 6.11 during the research
study.
It is describe Company wise of SD of highest Return on Net worth Reliance
Communications (39.28), and lowest Reliance Industries (0.64), across different samples
during study period. It is clearly show Year wise of SD highest Return on Net Worth 201718 (44.10) is compared to other samples during the study period.
The study period may be considered as uniform as compared to selected Reliance units of
India, as it is evident by lowest CV year wise 20.67 in year 2012-13 and highest CV 1945.02
in year 2017-18, and Company wise lowest CV 0.39 Reliance Industries and highest 1590.14
Reliance Communications all sample unit. It shows the overall fluctuation in the ratio within
the study period.
Hypothesis Testing:
For the Testing of Hypothesis Researcher has applied F (ANOVA) Test.
➢ H0: There is no Significant of difference in Return on Net Worth in selected Reliance
units of India.
➢ H1: There is Significant of difference in Return on Net Worth in selected Reliance units
of India.
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Table no. 6 Analysis of Variance (Anova)
Source of variation

S.S.

d.f.

M.S.

F-Cal.
Value
3.89

F-Table
value
2.32

Between Groups
5424.22
6
904.04
Within Group
9765.78
42
232.52
Total
15190.00
48
It is clear from table No.6 that the calculated value of ‘F’ was 3.89, which is higher than
table value of ‘F’ 2.32. So, alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected.
So, it can be concluded that there is Significant of difference in Return on Net Worth in
selected Reliance units of India.
4. Assets Turnover Ratio
Assets Turnover Ratio:
Turnover
---------------------------------------Total assets or Capital Employed
This shows how much sales are generated for every L1 of capital employed. A low asset
Turnover indicates that the business is not using its assets affectively and should either try
to increase its sales or dispose of some of the assets. A Company with old non-current assets
that completely depreciated will show a high asset turnover, whereas a company with
recently acquired ratios, for example using the cost model to or revaluation model.
The age of the non Current assets is important in understanding the ratio. Recently acquired
non-current assets will not be generating revenues to their full extent. Interaction between
ROCE, Operating profit margin and asset turnover.
ROCE = PBIT
× Turnover =
PBIT
Turnover
CE
CE
(ROCE = Operating Profit Margin x assets t/o
Table no. 7 Assets Turnover Ratio
Sample Units
Reliance
Industries
Reliance
Capital
Reli. Nippon
Life Asset Mgt
Reliance Power
Reliance
Infrastructure
Reliance Home
Finance
Reliance
Communicatio
ns
Mean
SD
CV
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201112

201213

201314

201415

201516

201617

201718

Mea
n

111.77

113.11

106.13

82.72

50.93

44.26

46.96

79.41

29.30

Min
1001.2
3

10.82

11.4

8.67

11.05

11.21

5.84

9

9.71

16.43

4.12

36

39.1

39.36

49.41

61.73

62.85

61.35

49.97

143.32

0.44

0.06

0.4

0.63

0.25

0.19

0.17

0.31

41.27

32.39

23.11

21.25

19.46

15.2

15.25

23.99

13.18

12.03

11.29

9.01

10.34

9.45

10.22

10.79

16.52
365.9
4
390.1
5
421.6
4

12.96
32.35
37.92
1437.6
1

14.83
31.85
38.23
1461.2
3

14.53
29.07
36.16
1307.5
5

14.33
26.91
29.08

13.49
23.92
23.07

4.78
20.37
23.74

3.98
20.99
23.52

11.27
26.49

845.65

532.34

563.78

553.15

Max

459.7
5

0.04
91.94
2.17

22.62
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On examine the Table no.7 it is found that the highest Assets Turnover Ratio is reported by
Reliance Industries (79.41) selected companies of the selected Reliance units of India during
study Period where as Reliance Power (0.31) showed lowest Assets Turnover Ratio during
these Periods. The data was for the seven years. Fluctuating trend in mean Assets Turnover
Ratio of selected Reliance units of India sample units has been observed during the entire
study period. The mean unit of Assets Turnover Ratio of Reliance industry in highest year
wise mean 32.35 in year 2011-12, and lowest 20.99 in year 2017-18 in study period. It is
show the overall mean 26.49 during the research study.
It is describe Company wise of SD of highest Assets Turnover Ratio Reliance
Communication (459.75), and lowest Reliance Capital (16.43), across different samples
during study period. It is clearly show Year wise of SD highest Assets Turnover Ratio 201213 (38.23), and lowest 2015-16 (23.07) is compared to other samples during the study period.
The study period may be considered as uniform as compared to selected Reliance units of
India, as it is evident by lowest CV year wise 532.34 in year 2011-12 and highest CV 1461.23
in year 2012-13, and Company wise lowest CV 0.04 Reliance Power and highest 1001.23
Reliance Industries all sample unit. It shows the overall fluctuation in the ratio within the
study period.
Hypothesis Testing
For the Testing of Hypothesis Researcher has applied F (ANOVA) Test.
➢ H0: There is no Significant of difference in Assets Turnover Ratio in selected Reliance
units of India.
➢ H1: There is Significant of difference in Assets Turnover Ratio in selected Reliance units
of India.
Table no. 8 Analysis of Variance (Anova)
Source of
S.S.
d.f.
M.S.
F-Cal.
F-Table
variation
Value
value
Between Groups
33624.74
6
5604.12
31.00
2.32
Within Group
7592.55
42
180.78
Total
41217.29
48
It is clear from table No.8 that the calculated value of ‘F’ was 31.00, which is higher than
table value of ‘F’ 2.32. So, alternative hypothesis is accepted and null hypothesis is rejected.
So, it can be concluded that there is Significant of difference in Assets Turnover Ratio in
selected Reliance units of India.
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A Study on Customer Perception towards E-Currency in
Bangalore

Dr. Jahnavi M
Dr. B. Percy Bose

Abstract
A Crypto currency is a digital asset designed to work as medium of exchange; they are
classified as a subset of digital currencies/alternative currencies/virtual currencies. Bit coin
became the first decentralized crypto currency in 2009. Since then numerous crypto
currencies have been created. These are frequently called Altcoins. The legal status of crypto
currencies varies substantially from country to country and is still undefined or changing
frequently. In this paper an attempt is made to give a short introduction to crypto currencies
and block chain technology, it also covers the idea, motivation, the mode of operation and
possible applications of crypto currencies and at last it is concluded with the results obtained
from the survey that covers the privacy, security, functionality, acceptance level of customers
as financial asset for trading and feasibility aspects of Crypto currencies.
Keywords: Crypto Currency, Block Chain, Feasibility, Security, Functionality, Altcoins,
Virtual
1. Introduction
A crypto currency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange that uses
strong cryptography to secure financial transactions, control the creation of additional units,
and verify the transfer of assets.
Crypto currencies are a kind of alternative currency and digital currency (of which virtual
currency is a subset). Crypto currencies use decentralized control as opposed to centralized
digital currency and central banking systems. The decentralized control of each crypto
currency works through distributed ledger technology, typically a block chain that serves as
a public financial transaction database.
1.1 Meaning
A crypto currency is a digital or virtual currency designed to work as a medium of exchange.
It uses cryptography to secure and verify transactions as well as to control the creation of
new units of a particular crypto currency. Essentially, crypto currencies are limited entries
in a database that no one can change unless specific conditions are fulfilled.
1.2 Virtual Currency
In 2014, the European Banking Authority defined virtual currency as "a digital
representation of value that is neither issued by a central bank or a public authority, nor
necessarily attached to a fiat currency, but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means
of payment and can be transferred, stored or traded electronically". By contrast, a digital
currency that is issued by a central bank is defined as "central bank digital currency".
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1.3 Types of Crypto Currency
Among the different types of crypto currency, BIT COIN is considered the main and
important type of crypto currency.
1.5.1 Bit Coin
Bit coin is a crypto currency, a form of electronic cash. It is a decentralized digital currency
without a central bank or single administrator that can be sent from user to user on the peerto-peer bit coin network without the need for intermediaries.
Bit coin uses peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority or banks;
managing transactions and the issuing of bit coins is carried out collectively by the network.
Bit coin is open-source; its design is public, nobody owns or controls Bit coin and everyone
can take part. Through many of its unique properties, Bit coin allows exciting uses that could
not be covered by any previous payment system.
Bit coin is a crypto currency, meaning it’s supported by a source code that uses highly
complex algorithms to prevent unauthorized duplication or creation of Bit coin units. The
code’s underlying principles, known as cryptography, are based on advanced mathematical
and computer engineering principles. It’s virtually impossible to break Bit coin’s source code
and manipulate the currency’s supply.
1.5.2 Other Forms of Crypto currency Other Than Bit coin
➢ LITECOIN (LTC), ETHEREUM (ETH), Z CASH (ZEC), Dash (DASH), RIPPLE
(XRP), MONERO (XMR), BIT COIN CASH (BCH), NEO (NEO), CARDANO (ADA),
EOS (EOS)
2. Literature Review
Anmol Mehrotra, Mr Vanishree – “A study to understand the awareness about bit coins
among the youth population in Bangalore”
The recent boom in crypto currencies has gathered a lot of attention from everyone a lot of
attention from everyone around the globe. The year 2017 saw a 2000% rise in the value of
bit coins making it a household name. However, this wasn’t enough for India to accept it as
a legal tender and the future of crypto currency in India is still uncertain. This study was
conducted to understand the awareness about bit coins among the youth population in
Bangalore. The data was collected using a structured questionnaire distributed via Google
form survey and the data was recorded. The tool used for analysis was correlation to find out
if two variables were related and how they affect each other. The researcher found that the
variables showed a positive a correlation.
Usman W Chohan – “Crypto currencies: A brief thematic review”
Crypto currencies are an area of heightened pecuniary, numismatic, technological, and
investment interest, and yet a comprehensive understanding of their theories and foundations
is still left wanting among many practitioners and stakeholders. This discussion paper
synthesizes and summaries the salient literature on crypto currencies with a view to
advancing a more general understanding of their order and purpose.
Crypto currencies are getting better known every day with more people investing in the
different currencies and using them for transactions because of the various advantages that
they represent such as have no bank regulations, but few people actually understand the
characteristics of how they are formed. The way they are mined is through complicated
algorithms and when these have been solved then a crypto currency is created. The good
aspect of using this system is that each crypto currency is determined through a certain result
and cannot be duplicated or forged. These crypto currencies are stored on our computers and
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they cannot be sent twice, forged and the transactions cannot be changed or cancelled. In the
“Crypto currency Volatility Lessons” by Richard Bauer, CFA, the author helps to point out
some kinds of crypto currencies by market capitalization as reported by the website
coinmarket.com on September 1, 2017. Bit coin is still the dominant currency with its market
cap exceeding the total value of the other nine. Two of the ten have a severely limited history.
Bit coin cash came into existence on August 1, 2017, and Iota came into existence on June
13, 2017.
3. Methodology
Research Methodology
This report is theoretical as well as experienced based. Methodology includes the overall
research procedures used during the course of study. This involves gaining the knowledge
from the earlier research. Findings are based on the respondent’s responses and shared by
various experts of the financial industry.
Research Problem
The present research is exploratory in nature. Since cryptocurrency is not a new phenomenon
in India, even though there are hardly any studies have done in this area. Especially there is
a huge gap of empirical and behaviour studies on crypto currency in India. The study tries
to find the significance of popular perception regarding cryptocurrency.
Need for the Study
The Need of study is to understand the concept of cryptocurrency and its technical impact
on economy as well as on society. Under the present study we will come to know how much
level of understanding and perception towards cryptocurrency, as well as government,
financial regulators concerned by the technical issues in cryptocurrency.
Scope of the Study
This study is conducted to find out the views of people regarding the use of cryptocurrency
as medium of exchange and to know about their knowledge towards the new innovative
technology. The respondents selected are of mixed group which will give wider difference
in understanding. The scope of the study is limited only to the concerned area of study which
cannot be justified for any other place.
Objectives of Study
➢ Understanding the concept of bitcoin.
➢ Study the legal position of bitcoin and view around the world.
➢ Analyzing the position of bitcoin in India.
➢ Studying the regulatory concerns regarding the bitcoin.
➢ Understanding the intellectual properties issues.
➢ Analyzing the Security, Privacy and Data protection issues.
➢ Understanding and analyzing the other risks and vulnerabilities in Bitcoin transaction.
➢ Studying the regulatory consideration setting up of Bitcoin related business in India.
Research Design
A research design is purely and simply the framework for a study that guide the collection
and analysis of data. In this project the research design used is called Exploratory Research.
Development of research plan has the following steps
➢ Sample Design: The complete study of all items in the populations is knows as a census
inquiry. Sample is a group of few items, which represents the population, from where it
is taken.
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➢ Sample Size: The sample size of the study is 50. The responses were captured from
respondents on a 5-point Likert scale. The area of study is India.
➢ Sample Method: The sampling method was Judgment Sampling (only those
respondents were chosen who had some knowledge about cryptocurrency).
Data collection
Data collection is the process to gather information about the relevant topic research. Data
collection usually takes place early in an improvement project, and is often formalized
through data collection plan which often contains the following activity:
Pre-collection activity on goals, target data, definitions and methods.
Collection of Data.
Presenting findings involving some form of sorting analysis.
For accomplishing the objective of study, both Primary and Secondary data have been
used.
➢ Primary Data: The study is largely based on the primary data which has been collected
through the structured Mail-Questionnaire Method.
Primary Data Collection Tools
Questionnaire: - The data has been collected by administering a structured schedule of
questions. The questions are generally framed by using 5-point Likert Scale and
Dichotomous scale. The Questionnaire has been prepared to study the people perception
towards the new innovated technique in the world. For the present study questionnaire
method is used to collect the Primary data. This questionnaire is self-administrated
questionnaire and it is divided into two section - Section A and Section B. Section A consist
the questions regarding Personal Information i.e., demographic information for E.g., Gender,
Occupation. Section B contains the questions which fulfil the research objectives and it
contains 20 Questions.
➢ Secondary Data
This type of data has already been collected by someone else and has already passed through
statistical process. This type of data has been collected from the following resources:
Sources of Collection of Secondary Data - Internet, Books & Journals, Thesis, News Paper,
Govt. Gazettes, Magazines etc.
Tools of Analysis: Percentage Method
Limitation of Study:
This study too has its limitations that limits the applicability and validity of study. The limi
tation for the study are as follows:
1. The Sample size is small and cannot be applied to the entire population.
2. The study is restricted within India.
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4. Data Analysis And Interpretation
Chart 4.1 Gender

The majority of responses in the survey are female accounted around 80.4%.
Chart 4.2 Qualification

The responses received from majority of the post graduates (68.6%)
Chart 4.3 Employment Status

Majority of the respondents are Post graduate students and followed by employees (22%).
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Chart 4.4 about Crypto Currency

According to the respondents, 47% of respondents say it is a digital currency; and 37.3%
said it is a digital asset, alternative currency as well as Digital currency. Most of the people
are aware of this, it is considered as all the above-mentioned options.
Chart 4.5 Usage of Crypto Currency

There are a moderate and various ideas towards the term, it is used as - 17 out of 51 says that
it is a medium of exchange (maximum responses); they say it can also be used as investment
and speculative. By this, we get to know that cryptocurrency is used as medium of exchange,
as investment as well as a speculative.
Chart 4.6 Applications across World

According to the respondents, 49% of them say that, the cryptocurrency is used across the
world, and 19.6%, people may not be used; whereas 51.4% people doesn’t know about it.
We conclude that, it is used all over the world.
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Chart 4.7 Buying Probability of Crypto Currency

In India, according to our research, 100% (respondents) have never bought or used
cryptocurrency, just because of lack of knowledge towards the use of bitcoin and its technical
terms.
Chart 4.8 Legal Acceptance of Crypto Currency

Here, we arrived at mixed responses from the public, where few say yes, and few say No,
and other have No knowledge about it. According to Indian law, it is illegal in India.
Chart 4.9 Legal Issues in Bit coin

As it is an unknown and illegal concept in India, majority of people have no ideas on the
legal issues about cryptocurrency. According to our research, we got to know all the above
are the legal issues in the usage of Bit coin.
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Chart 4.10 Banning Crypto currency is Good or Bad Decision

Crypto currency is not the well-known concept in India, as well as, lack of knowledge on
the concept, they have no opinion or No idea on the banning of cryptocurrency. Because in
Bitcoin, there is lack of innovative technology, taxation problems and security issues and
may lead to illegal activities like hacking etc.
Chart 4.11 Indian Government should allow crypto currency in India

As many people says it is digital currency, they think that, the government should allow
cryptocurrency in India. They should allow Cryptocurrency in India, to remove the
mediators, brokers and others. It allows peer to peer transaction, therefore, there will be not
extra charges.
But, if it is innovated with a strong technology and security, it can be allowed in India. For
example: Indian government not allows Bitcoin but, they are thinking to allow Block chain
technology which is used in making cryptocurrency.
Chart 4.12 Sovereign or central banks create their own crypto currency
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The respondents don’t have an idea of creating its own currency by the central government
of India and 33.3% of them say, to create an own crypto currency. It is because of its
innovative idea and technology to make the financial transactions easier.
Chart 4.13 Risk of investments in Bit coin

According to the respondents, they say it is a digital currency and not popular in India, they
are not aware of risk involved in cryptocurrency.
Chart 4.14 Security Concern

Crypto currency is a digital currency, it involves online transaction. The response says (25
out of 51) it would increase the security concern. As we mentioned above, the concerns are
hacking and trafficking.
Chart 4.15 Constraints in Usage

People think there are many constraints in the usage of cryptocurrency. It includes criminal
activities, extreme volatility, exits only in computer, and only few merchants would accept
it.
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Chart 4.16 Technological Application

Respondents have different opinions, as there are no maximum responses for a particular
option, consolidated particular response say No, hence its technology is not useful for long
term.
Chart 4.17 Bit coins are like a general Currencies or Speculative Asset

56% responses say that it is a speculative asset and can also be used as a currency for trading
in market. People want to use cryptocurrency as a speculative asset more than as a currency
for transaction.
Chart 4.18 Risk in managing Crypto currency

Only 2% of the population (respondents) say it involves no risk, But majority says it
involves risk (may be average or strong).
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Chart 4.19 Willingness to take legal risk in investments

More than 45% of the respondents are not interested in taking up the risk involved in
cryptocurrency by investing in it. If it is towards me, I’ll be investing in cryptocurrency with
my excess money.
Chart 4.20 Reason behind investments into crypto currency

As majority of the people are not interested in taking up the risk in it, they don’t want to
invest in the cryptocurrency.
Conclusion
Bitcoin is unique not because it is Virtual currency, but because it is proof of concept of a
decentralized non-issued electronic currency. Bitcoin has a number of weakness and may
have long-term viability issues for the economic reasons referred to earlier. But it shows that
Virtual currencies can and probably will succeed in time, as innovators build on the lessons
from the Bitcoin experience. The evidence suggests that virtual currencies _Bitcoin and
others- might play an increasing role in payments system, worldwide According to
CoinDesk, they are Being in north\ and south America Europe Africa And Asia. The number
of companies accepting Bitcoin September 2014 soared to over 80000. “Use bitcoin info”
reported more than 2000 business using Bitcoin worldwide.
It must be kept in mind that the issues with Cryptocurrency, hacking is one that any Software
must face. But all the attempts that have to date made to hack the coding of Bitcoin
themselves have met with failure, though attempts at hacking Bitcoin exchanges and Wallets
have been more successful. According to Nakamoto, as long as the total computing power
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of the ‘honest ’nodes dedicated to keeping the Bitcoin network up and running is more than
the computing power of a group of attackers, the network will remain unharmed. Crucially,
this does not mean that the Bitcoin Software will certain un-hacked forever Just as
Nakamoto’s genius created the Bitcoin, it is quite possible that someone will someday
successfully crack the Bitcoin software.
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The Empowered Woman – A Study of work life balance in
Bollywood film “Dil Dhadakne Do”
Pooja Choudhary
Dr. Preeti Yadav
Introduction
Films are a reflection of the society and Bollwood has been a medium of showcasing the
changes dawning upon our society. It is also instrumental in creating awareness, influencing
and channelizing growth and development in the society. From time to time it has been used
to inculcate revolutionary ideas in the society. Bollywood as a medium of mass
communication and a tool of propagation has brought radical changes in the society.
Bollywood is the world’s largest producer of films covering myriad of themes from family
love story, to “‘devotional films, social films and topical films’’ (Takhar et al, 2012). To
quote the words of D. Bhoopaty as found in Therwath (2010), ‘cinema is widely considered
a microcosm of the social, political, economic, and cultural life of a nation. It is the contested
site where meanings are negotiated, traditions made and remade, identities affirmed or
rejected’. Bollywood has come a long way from presenting a weak, marginalised, dependent
image of Indian women to empowered, strong willed, independent, confident, self made new
age women. As opposed to their socially submissive counterparts, the new age women are
ready to take challenges head long. These women are manifestations of super women,
multitasking divas respecting their culture and tradition, grounded to values but in
subservient to shackles of society and confines of the gendered roles. They command
respect, equality, right to education and are not ready to be treated as an object of recreation
or sex object. According to Bharathi et al., (2015), to quote “this opened new vistas,
increased awareness and raised aspirations of personal growth.” Indian women have carved
a place for them in every spheres of life today. Expanding her role, she has stepped out of
the shackles of the house hold chores and is sharing equal responsibility of the household
along with their spouses and has become an economic symbol.
However, women are not completely protected against the patriarchal elements of the
society. Thus from time to time have to struggle against these unwanted and socially
restricting criticisms that go against the traditional role and image of the women in the Indian
society. According to a report by SIOP White Paper Series (2015) by Rife and Hall stated
that “a survey by the Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM) in 2002 showed
70% of employees report an unhealthy balance between their work and personal lives.” The
garb of modernity is not immune to the criticism and does not offer respite from household
chores and responsibilities of a women. According to Chaudhary (2019) “Maintaining
equilibrium between work and life is much more demanding that fulfilling either familial
responsibilities or professional task. Women are supposed to perform their so called “real”
tasks besides their fancy desire to earn. Despite contributing to the family finances they
cannot be expected to return home after a long tiring day at office to peacefully sip a cup of
coffee.” “India is one of the countries where unrest among working women is increasing in
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leaps and bounds, and hence starts the practice for working on work life balance”, as
mentioned by Tapliyal.
Work life balance captured the attention of social scientists and researchers who explored
and delved into microscopic study of a woman’s life including her struggles and pleasures
of life. Pahuja (2016) cited work life balance as an act of striking a positive balance between
one’s personal and professional life. The concept came into existence, for the first time, in
UK and US in the late 1970s and 1980s, respectively. Organizations and companies also feel
morally obliged to help women in striking a balance between their personal and professional
life and have thus taken up several WLB (Work – life balance) activities and programmes to
help employees develop a balance between work activities and non- work activities. This
paper endeavours to analyse work life conflict that are faced by working women in Indian
society through the depiction of Ayesha Mehra presented in Bollywood film Dil Dhadhakne
Do. In an article published by Rediff titled The hidden lessons of Dil Dhadakne Do (2015)
says, “Dil Dhadakne Do self-consciously joins the debate over the role of women in an India
which is confident of its place in the world and can give China a run for its money.”
Significance of the study
As discussed earlier that films are reflection of the society, the silver screen showcases the
reality or the true face of the society. The film Dil Dhadkne Do is a reflection of the
marginalization of working women or so called “modern” woman by their near and dear
ones. Study of the film acquaints the readers with the difficulties faced by working woman
in India. Society that comprises of one’s family and relatives is the one that criticises,
ridicules, and tries to pull down the woman who wants to raise her standard in terms of
individuality and assert her independence. It is also evident in the film that it is mostly female
figures in the families that hinder growth of another woman but wants them to be grounded
to the rules and ways of the society. It is the same force whose dominance was accepted by
those women and they silently dealt with it. The transition from an active to a passive woman
is beautifully captured in the film – an idea worth studying.
Rationale for choosing the film
Dil Dhadkne Do offers a reality check to the society. The film set against the background of
an elite, educated Mehra family deal with the struggle of a modern woman who wants to
break out of the shackles of the pre defined gendered roles and endeavours to crate her own
identity by coming out of the shadow of her father and husband. The film shows the
resistance, verbal and emotional abuse from her parents, in – laws and husband that the
“new” woman has to go through in order to assert her independence. Elements of patriarchy
are deep rooted in the mindset of her own parents and that of her in – laws, besides the
members of the society in which she lives. Mother, father, mother - in – law and husband
are shown as people who do not credit her independence, business acumen, perseverance
and had work rather criticise her for not participating in house hold chores, not extending
her family and thus s considered non homely. Her desire to walk out of an unhappy marriage
is met vehemently by her parents on the grounds of protecting their family honour and
prestige. The film is a fight of a 21st century woman against the dominant norms of society
laid out for woman. Oppression of the “modern” woman is aptly captured through the
characters.
Research: An overview
The purpose of the research paper is to explore the work life balance of a modern woman as
found among the number of working women in India. The study is conducted based on
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review of the content of a commercially successful Indian film – Dil Dhadkne Do. The
research is quantitative in nature. Methodology used is content analysis. The research paper
makes use of primary and a wide variety of secondary sources. Secondary sources included
research articles, book chapters, newspaper review, and blogs. The film was released in
2015. The movie is reviewed based on the following opinion of the characters • 21st Century modern woman’s life and struggles
• Primitive view of society against working or modern woman
• Dominating husband’s attitude towards his working wife
Choice of the movie is based on the following factors –
• The movie is set in an elite Indian nuclear family
• Female protagonist is a modern working woman and married
• The family adopts a modern outgoing lifestyle resonating with western lifestyle
• Supporting female character of mother is westernised yet conservative
• Supporting female character of mother – in – law is westernised yet dominating and
criticising
• Husband wants a submissive and homely wife
• Sub plots of struggling relationships and conflict faced by working woman is the main
element of the theme of the film
Brief about the Film
Released on June 5, 2015 Dil Dhadkne Do revolves around Mehra family and the dynamics
their interpersonal relationships. Each character of the film has some uniqueness and
contributes beautifully to the central idea of the film. A review of the film appeared in
Women’s Web captures the peculiarity of each character and defines their struggles and
perspectives of their lives:
“A rich Delhi-based business family, the Mehras consist of four members who together
make a unique, noteworthy unit for a simple reason: This family is a living, moving,
breathing piece of hell. A hell they have created themselves with their supercilious attitude
and confused selves.
The senior Mehra in the movie is played by Anil Kapoor with great panache. He is a man
who talks, eats and breathes success. For Kamal Mehra, it seems as though people or things
are not divided into good and bad. They are, in fact, classified into successful and
unsuccessful. A man with salt and pepper hair, a suave, charming demeanour and a way with
women, he is in reality a businessman desperately trying to save his business from falling
apart and has no qualms in being ruthless in crushing people’s emotions and sometimes,
people who come in the way of his path to success. A handsome man who thinks it is his
right to be high and mighty, he has drifted far away from his roots and it seems life in general.
Kamal Mehra’s wife Neelam Mehra, played by Shefali Shah, is a feisty woman. Prim and
proper, with elegance and élan, she is fully, completely, wholly and painfully aware of her
husband’s philandering ways but decides to turn a blind eye to his deeds because for her,
concentrating on making things work in a relationship is more important than running away
from it. A woman who is bitter from the inside but hides her insecure self behind the veil of
a posh life, she works hard to give an impression of being happy and content in the marriage.
Ayesha Mehra (Priyanka Chopra) is the eldest child of the Mehras. A successful, self-made
woman caught in a loveless marriage, she has inherited her father’s sharpness and business
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acumen. A calm and mostly composed woman, she is sensitive to the fact that her parents
conveniently forget her success and advise her to have a child so that her world is ‘complete’.
The youngest Mehra, Kabir , played by Ranvir Singh, is a man who at heart is still a boy
trying desperately to come out of the shadow and protection his moneyed family provides
him but is too scared of the outside world and fears the discomforts that he might have to
come across.”
The ending of the film shows transition of the entire Mehra family from supposedly smart,
business oriented, outgoing but orthodox to genuinely modernised family that accept the
“changes” and does not attach their false prestige and social status to the wishes of their
children.
Analysis – Ayesha Mehra’s work life balance
An article published in Feminism India talks about the character of Aysha, “The character
of Ayesha Mehra, in particular, strikes a chord as she faces the fate of most strong, successful
married women in India – a mother-in-law’s jibes about her outrageous independence, a
husband who sees her career as little more than a hobby to be benignly entertained and
“allowed” until she serves her actual purpose of bearing him children, and parents who think
of her as the exported commodity, now the belonging of another family.”In her article, 9
Times ‘Dil Dhadakne Do’ Understood Our Society Perfectly & Gave Us A Reality Check,
Devika Sahni (2016) talks about the character of Ayesha saying, “Priyanka's character is a
bang-on depiction of a young, independent woman with a successful business, striving to
earn the respect of her father and husband. But her self-centred husband tries to take the
credit for letting her work and her success.” Carrying herself with elegance and
professionalism she single handed manages and owns a travel agency funding it from her
marriage jewellery. Owner of a successful business enterprise, she is also covered by Forbes
as “Successful Businesswoman”. Ayesha owns a successful business but is unhappy with
her marriage to Manav Sangha, a controlling, narcissistic husband who, together with his
mother Smita, hates Ayesha's family. Caught in unhappy marriage she is hurled with
comments and taunts by her mother –in – law and husband from time to time for “neglecting”
her duties and responsibilities as a wife and daughter –in – law. She is also shown fulfilling
her husband’s carnal desire without her wish. Ayesha presents the contested image of a
modern working woman who strives to balance between work and home. Juggling from one
end to the other, she is trapped between her desire and passion for independence and her
family’s and extended family’s demand for having a baby. As pointed out in the article in
Rediff:
“In a significant scene where Manav's (Rahul Bose) and Aisha's (Priyanka Chopra) families
sit together to find a solution to their marital problems, the easiest solution that is offered is
motherhood. Once a child is born to a woman, so goes the argument, she would be busy with
its upbringing and the marital issues, thus displaced, will appear 'solved'. It is the immanent
female self that is emphasised in this solution.”
According to them the end goal of a women’s life is to have a child, increase the progeny
and take care of family members. If a woman is allowed to work that means she is granted
liberty by her family and she should not misuse it. Her mother – in – law also asserts that if
there is no physical abuse that means the marriage is normal, family has invested in the girl
and there is no question of ending it. Mother –in – law also compares her life with the kind
of life her daughter – in – law leads. She is also critical of Ayesha’s way of living and
appreciates her own docile, submissive and obedient life style. She also points at her clothes
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and too much independence that Ayesha is enjoying. Excerpt from the film as pointed out
in Feminism India says:
“When Ayesha contemplates a divorce, family meetings are held in which she is questioned
and counselled by her parents and in-laws. Something that comes through rather strongly
during these counselling sessions is how everyone in the room sees the divorce as something
she is doing to them. “How can you do this to us?” is literally the overwhelming emotion in
the room. Without laying it on too thick, these reactions portray the plight of the average
Indian woman seeking freedom from an unhappy marriage. Even when the woman in
question, like Ayesha, is strong and financially independent, the threat of not supporting her
financially comes easily to her family – when the only support she needs from them is
actually emotional.”
Character of Ayesha is a radical shift in the picture of orthodox Indian woman, who passively
accepts the gendered roles, gleefully follows the societal institutions of marriage and remains
faithful to the idea of marriage while men enjoys all liberty and freedom from any such
restrictions. As opposed to the figure of a traditional woman, Ayesha takes up the challenge
of living a dual life, that is, of being professional and homely at the same time. However,
this extrovert ambitious nature is not supported by either her parents or her in – laws. A
woman has to undergo several challenges in order to meet her desired self, fight several
battles, put up a brave face, even though she may be hurt or in pain. This is true in case of
most of the working woman in Indian society. Character of Ayesha Mehra embodies the
hardships that Indian woman face on day to day basis on account of turning her dreams in to
reality.
A modern woman independent, educated, financially stable, she expresses her desire to get
out of the marriage to her mother only to be rebuked. Although her mother who has been
living through an abusive marriage herself, aware of her husband’s extra – marital affair,
could not take the bold step of walking out of the marriage. For a woman, it is of utmost
importance as “she has to fight the historical baggage of a narrowly-defined role in a
patriarchal set-up. The film unambiguously makes the statement that it is her transcendent
self, the self which refuses to be trapped in marriage and motherhood, which should be the
ultimate goal. If, in the process divorce is used as an easy option, so be it. Aisha takes pills
to avoid pregnancy even though her husband and his family are keen that she delivers a baby
(the contraceptive pill has played a very important role in women's emancipation, giving
them greater control of their bodies). Aisha pursues her passion to become a successful
businesswoman instead” (Rediff review).
The character of the mother, presents the kind of woman who have donned on the garb of
modernity in terms of attire but deep within remains every bit of the traditional woman who
accepts subversion as part and parcel of her life and whines but lives with t for the sake of
family honour and prestige. Finally advices her to be rational and stay in the marriage as it
is good for her family’s social standing. Similar response id received from her father too on
divorce. Parents blame Ayesha’s independence for such irrationality. In a review that
appeared in Hindustan Times says, “The mother sagely advises her to abandon her career
and focus on her family.” Though strong willed and outgoing Ayesha succumbs to her
parents advice and falls silent. “This is a woman who has spent her life thwarting her desires.
She has the confidence to build a successful business but can’t summon the strength to stand
up to her parents” stated in Hindustan Times review.
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Conclusion
Indian society has undergone a tectonic shift in the last couple of decades where woman
have started coming out of the confines of their houses, taking up challenging roles and has
been deftly maintaining the two equally demanding and challenging profiles of being a home
maker cum professional. The duality of their self chosen lifestyle is sharp, stressful, and
keeps them on the edge of their sanity. The turmoil of balancing work and life is a perpetual
challenge that they undertake. Ayesha’s portrayal is an image of several thousands of women
in India who strive to strike a balance between homely tasks and being a professional.
However, only a few have a happy ending as seen in the film and a note of success,
acceptance, and recognition as given to Ayesha Mehra in the end of the film.
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Review Of Existing Research On Managerial Agency In Capital
Budgeting Decision Making
Dr. Pooja Mishra
Nidhi Mahajan
The “capital budgeting practices” across Indian corporates have been viewed from
perspective of firm perspective as well as with perspective of industry practices. Yet there is
substantial role of “managerial cognitions” and “mindsets” in shaping the decision making
and sense making. Such a mindset has often been observed to possess consequences for the
decision making, choice making across various courses of action as well as execution of
financial strategy and policies. In fact the review of literature on the non-financial
determinants of capital budgeting, investment appraisal and choice making underlines the
growing significance of “manager” and “human factor”(Sumadilaga, 2017) as an agency
shaping the stimulus for financial decision making, choice of depreciation methods, sense
making with regard to risk mitigation as well as rampant differences in utilizing asset based
depreciation as a source of funding for organizational competence. The paper hence
concentrates on the review of literature on the subject matter in order to explore the different
ways and means in which aforesaid factor and the construct has been operationalized across
existing studies. The rationale is to examine and interpret the role of factor operationalization
vis a vis managerial perspective and mindset.
Ever since the emergence of studies on human perspective as shaping financial and strategic
domains across organizational decision making, there is dearth of appropriate research
attention on the exploration of “human agency” as leading to dismal or optimum financial
performance across quarters and especially across strategic aspects of capital mobilization,
capital allocation and asset management as well as asset impairment. Essentially there is
substantial global research that categorically underlines the role of human aspect in capital
budgeting propositions. “Human capital” as managing and deciding on course of action with
regard to financial capital management is a novel phenomenon that is recently being viewed
as determining the choice and prediction of accounting methods by the managers across
accounting departments. A review of recent literature on the subject matter reveals that a
substantial impact is exerted from managerial perceptions of self-gains in shorter time frame.
The traditional positive accounting theory(Beattie, 2013) elaborates on the three common
biases that easily creeps in; in form of determination of standards and protocols. The
tendency for choosing a method could be influenced by firm based presence of bonus plans,
firm based consistent indulgence in violations of accounting based debt covenants or by
incidence of political costs. The managerial agency for decision execution has been observed
to rest across middle managerial class and the next to senior management who under board
and top management influence articulate and act upon the determined and identified
corporate interest(Garicano, 2016). Managerial agency and respective identification of
corporate interest(Garicano, 2016) has a lot in common with firm based choice of decisions
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that ultimately benefit or fail to benefit the firm based survival, sustenance as well as asset
usage and market value of the assets under consideration.
The tendency for narrative establishment(Beattie, 2013) in accounting practice choice
making and biased articulation of corporate interest as well as choice of accounting practices
is essentially driven by top management’s sense making with regard to current business
situations engulfing the business. The corporate narrative setting has a potential role in
establishment of the ideology, business philosophy as well as trends. The construct of
“positive accounting” has reflected well across existing literature and emphasizes the focus
on determination of accounting standards. The proposition(Daoud, 2013) believes that firm
based management is vital in shaping and influencing the origins and operationalization of
the construct as per their unique understanding of the factors that seem to influence the
production, usage of assets and the market based utility of the assets currently under
operation. The essence of forecasting earnings, contracting processes, internal bonus
allocation, debt contracts, information asymmetries as well as resource allocations; all seem
to invariably influenced by human effort, human tendency to undergo bias as well as face
uncertainty.
“Managerial choice making”(Garicano, 2016) with regard to accounting seems to be driven
by the “mindsets”, “opinions”, “ideologies”, “sense making” as well as “managerial
perceptions” as harnessed over period of time and across interactions with stakeholders,
markets, creditors and supply chain partners. The literature(Chattopadhaya, 1997)
distinguishes the rational and irrational aspects of managerial sense making across complex
matters of financial decisions and accounting principles. The often identified “rational”
aspect identifies with the managerial inclination for application of intellect, independent
review and sense making while undertaking decision. The “irrational notions” on the other
hand stem from the managerial haste, indecisiveness as well as influences, biases, cognitive
biases and cognitive loads, inertia to change and learn as well as pressures from the upper
hierarchy to follow a course of action vis a vis the acquisition and usage of productive assets.
The irrational managerial (Beattie, 2013)origins have been observed to possess their roots in
the conduct, in the principal-agency relations, in the training, in the initial organizational
conditioning and in the education of the employees or financial decision makers. The
financial decision makers(Elvira, 2016) essentially are not aloof from the biases that interfere
and laterally influence the effective decision making. The debate between rationality and
irrationality while undertaking and executing a decision with regard to asset usage and value
retrieval.
Accountants, financial managers and financial board(Tiwana, 2013); often undertakes
decision making in a manner that purely promotes their own self-interest and perceptions of
short term monetary gains. The incidence of adoption of practices increases which leads to
rewards and positive support from across the markets. The managers often inculcate the
tendency to restrain(Garicano, 2016) from coursesof action that seem to lead to isolation or
punishment from the market. “Managerial choice making” with regard to accounting seems
to be driven by the mindsets, opinions, ideologies, sense making as well as managerial
perceptions as harnessed over period of time and across interactions with stakeholders,
markets, creditors and supply chain partners.
A research study (Daoud, 2013) across Tunisian enterprises on accounting system
integration and managerial perceptions revealed the substantial impact of top management
involvement and support in shaping the prospects for the expertise, accounting knowledge
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structures, accounting information quality as well as implications for practice adoption as
well as staff based competency. The study across 102 Tunisian firms established the
rationale for the managerial agency as interfering with organizational working, efficiency
management and choosing across alternatives as identified.
In a study across 169 MNCs operating in Finland, Russia and America (Minbaeva, 2014);
the research explored the quantum of relationship amongst the MNC subsidiary based
practices, emphasis on knowledge transfer, HRM practices, absorptive capacity(Sumadilaga,
2017) and the extent of inertia and stickiness. The research outcomes pointed towards the
incidence of moderating role of employee’s ability and levels of motivation in shaping the
impetus to successfully transfer the practice based tacit knowledge across departments,
divisions and organizational entities.
Managerial discretion(Theodore, 2017) has been observed to be stringent in choice making.
Accounting methods and their choice is not aloof from managerial discretionary
attitude(Carpenter, 1997) and perceptions(Sumadilaga, 2017) regarding organizational state
of affairs.A research study (Chattopadhaya, 1997) explored the incidence of the manager’s
perceptions in Walsh’s framework and observed the prevalence of negative relationships
across manager’s respective areas of experience and perceptions; thus pointing to prevalence
of functional experience of manager as leading to selection imperceptions as well as selective
perception.
A research study (Theodore, 2017) across Indonesian middle level managers revealed the
incidence of substantial influence of “task environment”, “organizational agility”, “cognitive
complexity” on the formation of distinct manager based” discretion” which was observed to
lead to substantial changes in “strategy implementation” as well as “unit based
performance”. The study based inputs further underlined the relevance of human agency in
shaping the corporate prospects.The existing literature(Larsen, 1999) speaks and reflects on
the resetting of clock with more emphasis on the feedback approach to dynamics of
organizational inertia, survival and change management propositions.A study (Bontis, 1998)
examined the role of managerial capital, human relationships, customer capital and structural
capital as shaping the prospects for the firm based decision making, and managerial myopia
as well as relative firm based performance across balance-sheet prospects.
The research studies(Elvira, 2016) on development of professional expertise ponder a lot on
the aspects that focus on consistent transformation and upholding of unique ways and means
of accomplishing the task, tacit knowledge, skills and attitudes essential to sort out domain
specific problems and occupational challenges. Expertise integration and
absorption(Tiwana, 2013) cross modern organizational information systems and decision
making eco systems is also a challenge in developed and developing economies alike.
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From the above literature review it is clear that as far as the capital budgeting techniques are
used across corporates operating in India, the “managerial agency” seems to matter and
should be responsible for differences in choice making and selection of a particular
depreciation method. As evident depreciation plays an important role in the discounted
techniques of capital budgeting, managerial differences in perceptions and opinions do lead
to execution of different methods of depreciation. This paper is an attempt to understand
what “factors” ultimately lead to “differences” in “choosing and using” different methods of
depreciation while undertaking capital budgeting decisions. Most of the existing studies
reveal the managerial oriented difference between techniques used in corporates but only a
few studies reveals the effect of difference in choice making mechanisms and subsequent
factors that seem to impact managerial agency vis a vis choice of depreciation techniques
keeping in view the long term investment decisions.
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Game Playing: Introduction, Application areas and Working
Simarjeet Kaur
Abstract: There are many real life problems which are difficult to solve directly without any
particular logic and intelligence. Some of these problems belong to the area of artificial
intelligence also .To solve such kind of problems ,intelligence and proper logics are
required. The concept of Game playing is useful to solve such kind complex problems in
efficient and effective manner . Four queen problem, Chess playing, eight queen problem
are the examples of such complex problems which can be solved with the help concept of
Game playing .All of such type of problems can be solved easily with the help of the concept
of game playing. playing. To use the concept of Game playing ,there should be the proper
logic and strategy to solve the problem and to reach the goal by using the game playing.
Without proper logic and strategy, one cannot reach the goal or solve the problem for which
the game playing initiated. Any particular game has logic to play game , participants to play
game and destination stage to achieve the goal . There are many search problems of
artificial intelligence and Game playing is also one of them. The field of game playing is
very broad . With the new inventions and developments of new technologies the Scope of
game playing increased. This research paper will cover the game playing core concepts
which include working game playing, need and application areas of game playing along
with introduction to it.
Key Words: Intelligence ,logic, Strategy ,Core, queen
Introduction: A game includes players/participants to play the game and a goal state. For
reaching the goal, players have to follow some rules and use the strategy .By using this
procedure many complex problems of real life and search problems of artificial intelligence
can be solved. [1] In artificial intelligence, game playing is an important branch of it which
can solve the complex problems like eight queen, four queen, chess playing etc. Game
playing is a search problem that is solve many complex problems. [2] Complex problems
can be consider as games which needs the proper logic and intelligence to solve and proper
method to interpret the given input .[3] Games are well defined search problems that are
solved using multiple strategies. [4]The concept of game playing can also be used for making
action scenes of movies easily which can be difficult to make them in reality.
Objective: There are many objectives and aims of game playing. The major and main
objectives for which the game playing can be use are-:
• To solve the complex search problems like queen problem and chess playing, game
playing can be used.
• To provide the mechanism of defining any problem using various states like initial state,
goal state. In this way using various modules for solving the problem can be used to
achieve the goal state.
• To provide the system like inference engine to interpret the given input and getting some
useful results from it.
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•

Using various methods and strategies to solve the problems related to artificial
intelligence and real life also.
• The main two popular methods of game playing for solving problems that can be used
are alpha beta and min max cutoff. Min and Max is the name given for variables one for
maximum value and other can be used for minimum value.
NEED: Various problems like eight queen problem, four queen problem, chess problems
can be solved with the help of game playing which is an important application of game
playing. In these problems, it is not possible to know the moves of opponent in advance. So,
game playing helps to solve such kind of the problems by predicting the possible moves in
such kind of complex problems. In this way, one can say that game playing is helpful and
useful for solving the complex problems related to AI by using Alpha beta and min max
strategy to solve the problems effectively.
WORKING: Generally game is represented by the initial state. Working of game playing
is given below :

•
•
•
•

•

Fig.1-An Example of Game’s Working
Agent: Agent is a user of the game who will play the game. Game should be
understandable so that user of the game can easily play the game. All the actions
performed by the agent or user of the game who play the game.
Game: Game is a problem which defined with particular goal to achieve and on the same
time demands some intelligence to achieve such a goal and represented by initial state.
Action: For every move made by the agent or user or the person who is playing game,
there possible result and reaction for it. Such possible reaction comes after any move
made by the game player. This is known as game action.
Controller: To play any game a controller is needed. Without any controller, it is
impossible to perform any move in the game. Agent uses the controller for performing
the various actions like left, right, up, down, jump etc. For playing any game, move is
made by the user or agent of the game. Without the help of any controller it is not possible
to perform any move while playing the game. Controller may be some joystick, gaming
remote or virtual controller
Gaming Strategy: Games are made for entertainment purpose and require some
intelligence of player or user who is playing the game. For making any game project
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successful, there should be some strategy to play the game. Without proper logic and
strategy game will be boring and not interesting.
Desirable Features: Any game may have many features, but There should certain features
that a game should have. Some of them are given below-:
1. There should some rules to follow in game. Without the presence of any rule in the game,
the game become very boring and not interesting.
2. The gaming characters should aware about how to act in the gaming environment means
to say that game should be user friendly .
3. There should be some algorithm to find the path from initial state of the game to reach
the goal state. In this way game works properly.
4. In game playing, there should exist some mechanism to decide the best feasible and
optimal path from the available path that exist.
5. Game playing need a proper planning and strategy to play the game. Without any proper
strategy or planning game is meaningless.
APPLICATIONS AREAS: Games are used in both the real world and virtual world. There
are many applications of the game playing. Some of them are given below-:
• Game playing is used in the real life for human to test their intelligence by various types
of available options and type of games including puzzle and strategic games.
• Various software and machines use artificial intelligence. Such type of intelligence that
is artificial not of human, can be tested easily with the help of game playing.
• Game playing is also used in various problems for solving them. Most of these problems
are related with artificial intelligence and real life based problems.
• In complex problems like chess playing where it is difficult to predict the possible move
of the player, game playing is used to generate all the possible combinations.
• Various simulators and emulator tools are used for getting the realistic experience for
learning many things like games related with driving car or motorcycle and so on.
• Lots of options available in market for playing games like single play, multi player,
strategic, adventure , puzzle, racing games for the entertainment purpose.
• Concept of game playing is also used in various action based movies for making the
action scenes of the movies realistic and powerful.
Acknowledment: While making this research paper, I have put all of my best and possible
efforts for making this research paper. I hope this research paper will be useful and helpful
for the authors who want to do further research Related to game and working of game
playing.
Conclusion: There is no doubt that without proper strategy and logic, it is not possible to
reach on any conclusion or achieve any goal or destination or result. Game playing is helpful
to the solve any particular problem from initial state by declaring all the possible moves and
players. By following the particular strategy and rules a player can the destination and
achieve the goal state. In this way many problems of artificial intelligence can be solved.
Moreover, game playing is also helpful in real life situations like the field of medical line
where a patient with stroke history can gain the movement and sensory control for example
arm up and leg down etc. In this way ,game playing is helpful not only in AI related problems
but in real life situations also.
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Child Labour

Anju
Dr. Ashok Kumar(Guide)
Almost one third of the world population comprises children. Therefore, they deserve to be
cared and protected to keep up and improve posterity. They are important component of the
social structure and the potential future careers of culture. Social Justice demands to children.
Abstract
If you want to see Godliness, watch a child smiling. The innocence of a child reveals the
purity of his heart but sadly, this world of cruel human beings and the universal disease
called poverty have not left this beautiful and innocent form of life untouched. The existence
of child labour is a ground reality, a social crime and a crime against humanity, which steals
away the innocence of a child and leaves him as a machine in this cruel world of human
beings, the most savage animal of this world.
A good proportion of children throughout the world, especially in India, form a part of the
toiling masses-destitute, deprived and disadvantaged. It is a matter of shame that maximum
number of child labourers is in India. As per the Government data, the number of child
labourers in India is approximately two crores. They work in fields and factories, at street
corners and a garbage dumps. With low level of education and no sense of social
responsibility, these children can do much harm to the society, if they are not given
protection and equal opportunities to develop.
The existence of child labour in India is a complex problem. Poverty is the main and parent
cause of the existence of child labour in India. Ineffective laws and more often, lack of
political will to implement them and social unawareness contribute to the continuation of
this problem. Child labourers are preferred by many employers as they are available at cheap
rates, and come without much liability. They are easy to be moulded to different
circumstances but lack of education, games and fun make them mechanical and hamper their
all round development.
Child Labour
Child labour keeps a child away from all the benefits of the childhood, a happiest and
memorable period of the life of everyone. It interferes with the ability of attending regular
school which makes them socially dangerous and harmful citizen of the country. This illegal
activity of the child labour is increasing day by day even after lots of the rules and regulations
against this by the government to completely prohibit the act of child labour.
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In many developing countries child labour is very common because of the existence of high
level of poverty and poor schooling opportunities for the children. The highest incidence rate
of the child labour is still more than 50 percent in which children of age group 5 to 14 are
working in the developing country. The rate of child labour is high in the agriculture field
which is mostly found in the rural and informal urban economy where most of the children
are predominantly employed into the agriculture work by their own parents.
The issue of the child labour has now been an international concern as it highly involved in
inhabiting the growth and development of the country. Healthy children are the bright future
and power of any country thus child labour is damaging, spoiling and destroying the future
of the children and finally the country.
Children are the new flower with powerful fragrance of any nation however some people are
declining the power and destroying the future of the country just for earning small money
by illegally involving the growing kids. They are playing with the moral of the innocent
people and their kids. After the independence of the country, various laws and regulations
has been implemented regarding the child labour hosever it did not found its end in the
country. Child labour is the global issue which is more common in the underdeveloped
countries.
Important Law/Provision against Child Labour
The Constitution has prohibited the employment of children below the age of 14 in any
hazardous industry under Article 24. The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act of
1986 was also a welcome step. Their employment at homes as domestic help and at dhabas
has also been banned by an amendment made effective from 10th October, 2006. The
amendment included houses, hotels, Dhabas restaurants etc. in Part A of the Child Labour
(Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986, by recognizing the above mentioned places as place
of hazardous occupation. But the reality is far away from what was expected. Inspite of
various safeguards provided in the different Acts, the existence of child labour is a shocking
reality. Hunger and starvation push the poor children to do odd jobs. More often the parents
in greed of some extra income push their children to do various odd jobs but there is also
another rstark reality. Abrupt end to child labour without any solution to the problem of
hunger, starvation and poverty may lead to more grim exploitation. The plight of the poor
children would be more severe if they are suddenly deprived of their livelihood. Crime,
prostitution and destitution can hardly be a better fate than child labour but at the same time,
with this huge population of child labourers, the dream of a developed India seems distant.
International Organisation
The need for providing protection and safeguards to children have first been stated in the
Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the child, 1925 and was recognized in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 and in Statutes of specialized agencies of U.N.O. Art.
25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 provides that "Motherhood and
Childhood and entitled to special care and assistance. All Children, whether born in or out
of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection". Rights to free and compulsory
elementary education to children is assured by Article 26.
According to the International Labour Organization (ILO), there is an age limit applied to
the children that children up to age fifteen will not involve in any type of work forcefully. It
is an employment of the children in any type of work which makes children deprived of
childhood, proper education, physical, mental and social well being. It is completely
forbidden in some countries however has been an international concern in most of the
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countries as it is destroying the future of children to a great extent. It is not surprising boys
and girls (38.7 million vs. 8.8 millions) are forced into doing hazardous work (According to
International Labour Organisation's (ILO) World Report on Child Labour 2015.
It is a serious matter (a big social problem) in most of the developing countries. Small age
group children are being involved in the child labour hugely by the people of high status.
They are avoiding the fact that children are the big hope and future of the nation. Millions
of children have been deprived $f the childhood and proper education in our country which
is a dangerous sign. Such children do not get the chance of living a healthy life as they are
not satisfied physically, mentally and socially from their childhood.
In Indian Laws
According to the Indian law, children below the age of 14 years cannot be employed to any
type of work forcefully whether by the parents or owner in a factories, offices or restaurants.
It is a common practice in India as well as other developing countries in a small scale
industry, domestic aid, restaurant service, stone breaking, shopkeeper's assistant, every
house-hold industry, book binding, etc. According to Census data, there are over 82 lacs
children labourers (aged 5 to 14 years) in India.
Child labour as a Crime
Child labour is still practiced in many countries even after being a big crime. Business
owners of the industries, mines, factories, etc are using child labour at great level in order to
get more work at low labour cost. Poor children are more prone to be involved in the child
labour as they are forced by parents to earn some money to give economic help to their
family in the very young age (too young to realize their responsibilities towards family)
instead of getting proper education and play with friends in childhood.
In India
India one of the leading countries in Asia has a whopping 33 million children employed in
various forms of child labour. The World's largest democracy is yet to ratify the Minimum
Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138) of International Labour Organisation (ILO) that lays down
ground rules for employment of minor across the global World Day against child labour, on
June 12 is an ILO sanctioned holiday first launched in 2002 with the objective to raise
awareness and activism to prevent child labour under the above convention an estimated 150
million children are involved in child labour worldwide as per UNICEF data.
What are the reason of Child labour
There are various reasons of child labor in our country. Some of-the causes of global child
labour are similar however differ country to country. Most common reasons are like poverty,
repression of child rights, improper education, limited rules and laws on child labor, etc.
Following are some important points regarding causes of child labour:
•
Poverty and high level of unemployment in the developing countries are the main
reason of child labor.
•
According to the U.N. statistics more than 1/4th of people worldwide are living in
extreme poverty.
•
Lack of access to the regular education in many countries. It was found that around
75 million children were away from the school life.
•
Violating laws regarding child labour give the way to increased child labor in any
developing country.
•
Inadequate social control gives rise to the child labour in the agriculture or domestic
work.
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•

Limited child or Workers' rights which affect labour standards and living standards
to a great extent In order to eliminate child labour.
•
They are hired by the industries to get more Work at reduced labour cost.
What are the Solutions to Child labour
In order to eliminate the Social issue of child labour, there is need to follow some effective
solutions on urgent basis to save the future of any developing country. Following are some
solutions to prevent child labour:
•
Creating more unions may help in preventing the child labor as it will encourage
more people to help against child labour.
•
All the children should be given first priority by their parents to take proper and
regular education from their early childhood. This step needs much Cooperation by
the parents as well as schools to free children for education and take admission of
children from all walks of life respectively.
•
Child labour needs high level social awareness with the proper statistics of huge loss
in the future for any developing country.
•
Every family must earn their minimum income in order to survive and prevent child
labour. It will reduce the level of poverty and thus child labour.
•
Family control will also help in controlling the child labour by reducing the families
burden of child care and education.
•
There is need of more effective and strict government laws against child labour in
order to prevent children from working in their little age.
•
Child trafficking should be completely abolished by the governments of all
Countries.
•
Child workers should be replaced by the adult Workers as almost 800 million adults
are unemployed in this world. In this way adult will get job and children will be free
from child labour.
•
Employment opportunities should be increased For adults in order to overcome
problem of poverty and child labor.
•
Employment opportunities should be increased For adults in order to overcome
problem of poverty and child labor.
•
Business owners of factories, industries, mines, etc should take the pledge of not
involving children in any type of labour.
Conclusion
Nothing effective is happening to prevent the child labour from society as quickly as
possible. Children are too young, cute and innocent to realize the things happening to them
in the early age. They are unable to recognize that what is wrong and illegal for them instead
they become happy getting small money for their work. Unknowingly they become
interested in the getting money on daily basis and ruining their whole life and future.
Child labour has become a biggest social issue in India which needs to be solved on regular
basis. It is not the responsibility of the government only, it should be solved and taken care
by all the parents, owners and other social organizations. It is the issue of everyone which
should be solved personality as it can be happened with the child of any person.
Child labour is a big Social problem which needs to be solved on urgent basis by the support
of both, people (especially parents and teachers) and government. Children are very little
however they carry a prosperous future of any developing country. So, they are the big
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responsibility of all the adult citizens and should not be used in negative ways. They should
get proper chance to develop and grow within the happy environment of family.
Parents want to make them very responsible towards their family in the early childhood of
their kids. They do not understand that their kids need love and care, they need proper
schooling and play with friends to grow properly. Such parents understand that their kids are
the only property of them, they can use them as they want. But really, every parents need to
understand that they have some responsibility towards their country too. They need to make
their kids healthy in every aspect to make the future of the country bright. Parents should
take all the responsibility of the family by own and let their kids to live their childhood with
lots of love and care. The main causes of the child labour all over the world are poverty,
parents, society, low salary, joblessness, poor living standard and understanding, social
injustice, lack of schools, backwardness, ineffective laws which are directly affecting the
development of the country.
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Attributes of Brand Preference towards Purchase of Mobile
Phone: With Reference to Jaipur City
Mayank Tiwari
Abstract
This is a general belief that in most of the case, customer is having a pre-set of mind before
deciding on purchase of any product or availing any service. Now there is a dilemma
between the researchers and marketers that this mindset of the customers remains the same
of all kind of products and services or there is any difference for variety of products. In this
present study the researcher has taken the mobile phones to study the modality of brand
preference. Mobile phone is a kind of product which is gradually becoming a necessity for
all and the gradual purchase of the same is dependent on number of factors, in the present
study the researcher has taken the gender discretion for the purchase decision of mobile
phones. This present study is mostly based on the primary data and exploratory research
method is used to carry the research. The sample of the study are the faculty members from
different colleges in Jaipur, the total sample size is around 100. A structured questionnaire
is used to collect the data and SPSS ver. 20.0 is used to analyze the data.
Key words: attributes, brand, consumer preference, entertainment, technical feature.
Introduction
The mobile phones are having a prominent place in the life of a average human being and it
is gradually becoming the essential part of the daily routine life of the people. Not only in
India but across the globe it has become the basic source of communication between the
people. In less than the period of 12-15 years it has taken over all the means of
communication used by the people at large. As a matter of fact the researches have proved
that in some parts of the globe it has been considered as the best companion of a person and
people use to give it a preference over all other things in a given scenario. The development
of mobile communication technology e. g. wireless internet, mobile phone, MP3 player, GPS
navigation system has been a long journey of innovation, which is constantly evolving and
updating as a result of consumers changing needs and preferences Yaakop et al. 2014.
This is a well known fact the there is a fierce competition between the mobile phone brands
in any of the given markets. The technology used in the mobile phones is enhancing with
every passing day and as a result of the same we can see a new phone in the market with
every passing day. Nevertheless of the fact that this competition has provided the consumer
a wide variety of mobile phones to choose from at the same time there is also confusion
prevailing in the minds of consumer about which of particular mobile phone suits their
requirements the most. This problem of choice is known as brand preference. Brand
preference has negatively impacted the marketers as well as consumers. For marketers
increase in competition leads to decrease in sales for mobile phones as market share is now
divided among more sellers. For consumers, it involves opportunity cost, i.e. cost of
foregoing best alternate. So the study of brand preference is of great importance for the
marketers as well as consumers. So the marketers have to study the various mobile phone
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attributes that influence the consumer brand preference towards mobile phones to face this
competition. Perhaps a study which investigates the Consumer Brand Preference towards
Mobile Phones by Factor Analysis method could remedy the situation.
Meaning of Consumer/Brand Preference
Consumer preferences or brand preference is very closely related to the taste and preference
of the individual customer, and the same is being measured by every customer on the basis
of subjective issues like individual taste, usage and variety seeking nature of every person.
Now these subjective preferences use to categories all kind of products and services into
sections of variety and importance. Having a closer look we will find that this categorization
is independent of income and prices as because the taste and preferences are not related to
the ability of a person to purchase the item i.e. the ownership is different from the liking. In
totality we can say that the preference of a customer towards a given brand explains the
subjective categorization made by the customer and it also depicts the present or future
purchase of the same. This definition assumes that consumers rank goods or services by the
amount of satisfaction, or utility, afforded. Consumer preference theory does not take the
consumer's income, good or service's price, or the consumer's ability to purchase the product
or service.
Growth of Mobile Phones in India
As per the most recent patterns in the Indian Smartphone showcase is warming up as global
and homegrown organizations contend to change over clients from old-age highlight
telephones. The cell entrance at simply 73%, handset producers still have space to draw in
new clients in India and purchasers' are likewise updating, with a flourishing substitution
advertise supported by dropping costs and shabby financing plans. According to the August
report from to innovation scientist IDC India (International Data Corporation), just 10% of
India's portable populace utilizes cell phones however this is the quickest developing section,
representing 29% of handset shipments in the quarter finished June 2017, up from 16% in
Q2 2016. According to this examination, amid the quarter the general India versatile handset
advertise remained at 63.21m units with a 5% quarterly development, while Smartphone
shipments became 11% quarterly and 84% year-on-year. Notwithstanding, the UK-based
consultancy Analysis says that India is currently the world's quickest developing
Smartphone showcase all around and the third-biggest market after China and the United
States. Additionally as indicated by a July report by We Are Social, India has just 243m
Internet clients, a 19% infiltration rate, yet seventy five percent of these utilization their cell
phones to go on the web. Google says it anticipates that India should be the world's secondbiggest Internet advertise by 2017, driven by versatile use.
Intestinally, this has added to the transient ascent of nearby organizations. Not even on the
guide five years prior, they currently represent 33% of handset deals and command the piece
of the overall industry rankings. As per IDC, in Q2 2017, Samsung Electronics Co. driven
the general handset showcase with a 17% piece of the pie pursued by Micromax (14%),
Karbonn (9%) and Lava (8%). The examination firm IDC says it is imperative that
Micromax is becoming quicker than Samsung and that among the main five merchants, just
Micromax and Lava are becoming quicker than the market, at 18% and 54% separately, in
spite of the fact that Samsung still serenely drives the Smartphone section with a 29% offer
against 18% for Micromax. eight-year-old Micromax may before long surpass Samsung: to
be sure, a report from Hong Kong-based Counterpoint Technology Market Research
evaluated a 16.6% by and large piece of the overall industry for Micromax in a similar June
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quarter, against 14.4% for Samsung's 14.4%. There are some new dangers from China in
this field. Well known Smartphone brands are looking to India. For instance, China's Gionee,
prior a provider to Micromax, has sold 3milion units since its Indian presentation in March
2016 and Taiwanese PC producer Asus entered the Smartphone advertise in July 2017 with
four advanced cells estimated somewhere in the range of Rs. 5,999 and Rs16,999, selling
more than 100,000 units since. This organization is presently intends to be among India's
main five Smartphone players by end of 2018. Additionally, China's Xiaomi has likewise
sold 100,000 units of its lead Mi3 gadget, valued at Rs13, 999, since it was propelled in July
2017 as per this site (http://www.eiu.com). Be that as it may, the nearby organizations are
likewise joining forces with worldwide ones. (http://www.eiu.com).
Review of Literature
Chowdhury et al 2014. Stated that the demographic factors are having a very close
relationship with the preference of a customer towards a particular brand of mobile phone.
This study was based in the Chennai city, and the respondents stated that the factors of
durability, price and reference groups are the preferred basis for deciding on the purchase of
mobile phones and these are the factors that are responsible for switching the same decision
towards a different brand. The study revealed that Samsung is the most preferred brand and
it is competing with existing market giants like Nokia, Symphony, Sony Erricson and other
brands grab a share of the market, as far as young people i.e. 25-35, are concerned.
Gopal et al 2015. Conducted a study on the preference of the customers for a mobile phone
with respect to the size of the screen. the researchers found that in the present market the
mobile phones with medium screen are more popular among the customers as compared to
the large screen mobile phones. The study also revealed that the mobile phones with small
screens are least preferred by the customers. The researchers also found that the weight of
the mobile phone is again a deciding factor for the purchase of the same. This study was the
based on the primary data using a likert scale questionnaire conducted in the metro city of
Delhi.
Thakur et al, 2016 conducted a study to identify brand image positively influence the
consumer brand preference and is also having a positive effect in enhancing the satisfaction
of the customer, this phenomenon can be taken as landmark by the marketers and may yield
a positive selection criteria for the given set of brands in a market.
Objectives
• To study the attributes responsible for framing the brand preference of the customers
towards mobile phones.
Hypothesis
Hypothesis 1
H0: Related perceptions towards branded mobile phones are not significantly different
between male and female.
H1: Related perceptions towards branded mobile phones are significantly different between
male and female.
Research Methodology
The research design used in this study is exploratory, descriptive, pure and empirical in
nature. The present research paper attempts to identify the effect of mobile phone attributes
on consumer brand preference. To achieve the said objective, only 17 question item of the
questionnaire was used. The study used primary Data collected with the help of a wellstructured questionnaire. The sampling technique employed in research was a non
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probability sample method and judgment sampling technique was selected for the study of
population. A total 100 questionnaire had been sent out and to which 93 respondents are
received are included and time of data collected is December 2018 to January, 2019. Further,
to analyze and interpret the data frequency factor analysis were used for confirmatory data
analysis.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Graphical Presentation
Distribution of Age
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As far as age of the respondents is concerned, most of the respondents belong to the age
group of 25-35 years, other than this 31% of the customers are from the age group of less
than 25 years, these are the respondents who have just started their job and still searching
for the attributes to frame their brand preferences.
Distribution of Gender

Female
37%
Male
63%

As can be seen from the above diagram, there are 63% of the male respondents and 37% of
the female respondents, here the researcher would like to mention that in case of the female
respondents, they are dependent on their male counterpart for the analysis of the
technological aspects, as far as mobile phones are concerned.
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Ranking of Shopping Attributes
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As can be seen from the above diagram that the most preferred brand of mobile phone is
Samsung, followed by the other brands like Vivo, Oppo, Xiaomi, etc. in the given market of
Jaipur still Samsung is the most preferred brand.
Present Brand Represent Luxury
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The above given diagram states that, in most of the cases the customers do not find their
existing brand as a luxury, irrespective of their ability to purchase they stated that there are
other brands in the market which are technologically more sound and having high rated
features and if an opportunity is given they will prefer the same.
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Most of the respondents agreed to the fact that the price that they have paid for their existing
brand of mobile phone, they deserve more features. This belief is related to the fact the
technological features and variation are the copyright of the concerned brand and the
customer is having no claim on the availability of the same at any level.
Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis 1
H0: Related perceptions towards branded mobile phones are not significantly different
between male and female.
On the Basis of Age
F
Sign
My present device is fully loaded (existing brand)
.155
.926
Wish to change the device in next one or two months (existing
.688
.559
brand)
Always looking for desired deal (any brand)
.660
.577
Found comparable deficiencies in my previous device (Existing
.365
.778
Brand)
I go by the market trends (any brand)
.889
.446
On the Basis of Education
My present device is fully loaded (existing brand)
3.098
.016
Wish to change the device in next one or two months (existing
.534
.711
brand)
Always looking for desired deal (any brand)
.983
.417
Found comparable deficiencies in my previous device (Existing
1.885
.112
Brand)
I go by the market trends (any brand)
1.117
.348
On the Basis of Income
My present device is fully loaded (existing brand)
.209
.890
Wish to change the device in next one or two months (existing
.579
.629
brand)
Always looking for desired deal (any brand)
.993
.396
Found comparable deficiencies in my previous device (Existing
.593
.620
Brand)
I go by the market trends (any brand)
.301
.825
On the Basis of age
My present device is fully loaded (existing brand)
1.056
.367
Wish to change the device in next one or two months (existing
1.398
.242
brand)
Always looking for desired deal (any brand)
2.036
.108
Found comparable deficiencies in my previous device (Existing
.371
.774
Brand)
I go by the market trends (any brand)
1.750
.156
Interpretation
As far as the age of the respondents is concerned it can be seen from the above analysis that
the level of variation is less between the ‘F’ and ‘Sign.’ value, in almost all the cases. Though
in some of the cases like, the features of existing brand of mobile phone and following the
market trends, some amount of variation is experienced.
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Then on the basis of education of the respondents it was found that most of the respondents
were not agreed to the fact that the perception of the males and females is different in case
of preference towards a particular brand of mobile phones. Though in some of the cases the
respondents agreed that if the desired features are available in any other brand then they can
change their existing brand with the new one. The amount of variation is high in almost all
the cases. This refers to the fact that the respondents are informed enough to buy the mobile
phones of different brands.
Then on the basis of income of the respondents, the amount of variation is high in case of
satisfaction with the existing brand, looking for desired deal and following the market trends.
This variation may be due to the income variation of the respondents i.e. the respondents of
the high income group are not buying the high value mobile phones, but they also prefer the
low end mobile phones with the desired features. This situation may be viewed in a viceversa condition.
Here the researcher would like to mention that as far as the perception of the respondents for
the mobile phones is concerned, gender is not the deciding factor or we can say that gender
is not the only factor, rather respondents from different gender are having inclination for the
mobile phones with desired features in relation to their income, age and education. Rather
it is clear that demographic factors are having collective impact on the purchase decision of
the respondents and not a single factor can levy the desired impact.
Result
In light of the above interpretation, it can be said that gender related perceptions towards
mobile phones are not significantly different between male and female i.e. there are some
other demographic variables like age, income, education, etc. are also responsible for the
same, hence the null hypothesis can be rejected.
Conclusion
As can be seen from the analysis of above data that most of the customers are having a
preference towards the compatibility and social influence, as far as the purchase of the
mobile phone is concerned. The companies that the manufacturing the mobile phones are
giving social and electronic media to advertise their products, as it is one of the most
preferred source of information by the young generation of the customers. Then on the other
hand most of the customer uses to prefer a mobile phone that is high on features and low on
prices, hence the companies are required to present structured deals related to the same.
While observing the relationship between preferred usability features and age, the highest
level of significance emerged for differentiated features and price. While looking for
relationship between preferred usability features and occupational status, the highest level
of significance emerged for internet browser, game applications and entertainment. While
observing relationship between preferred usability features and income status, the highest
level of significance emerged for game applications. Thus, more emphasis should be laid on
enhancing features for game applications for positioning their Smartphone for various
targeted consumers.
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Mudra Scheme: Funding The Unfunded
Preeti Singh
Abstract
In India, many things revolve around mere perceptions, while getting into detail is often
point a different picture. It is a common misperception people have that large industries
create more employment, though the truth is that “in India only 1.25 crore people find
employment in large industries whereas small industries employ 12 crore people.” In India,
small business plays an important role by providing employment to a large number of people.
But millions of low income earning group person aspire to set up small businesses are not
getting adequate credit since banks do not find them eligible for credit loan. Therefore,
Government of India launched MUDRA Yojana to address the financial and other
constraints.
Keywords:-Financial Inclusion, MUDRA, Micro credit.
Introduction
Pradhan mantri MUDRA Yojana has come as a boon for MSME (Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises) sector and is widely hailed as robust measure to achieve inclusive growth.
Recently PM interacted with MUDRA Yojana beneficiaries from across the country through
a video bridge and claimed that MUDRA Yojana has opened up new opportunities for youth,
women and those who wanted to expand their businesses. Of the total loans disbursed, 74%
of the beneficiaries were women and 55% belonged to SC/ST and OBC communities. The
scheme has transformed the lives of the poor.
The Mudra Scheme
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) is a scheme launched by the Hon’ble Prime
Minister on April 8, 2015 for providing loans upto Rs 10 lakh to the non-corporate, non –
farm small/micro enterprises. These loans are classified as MUDRA loans under PMMY.
These loans are given by Commercials Banks, RRBs, Small Finance Banks, Cooperative
Banks, MFIs and NBFCs. Under the aegis of PMMY, MUDRA has created these products
namely, ‘Shishu’, ‘Kishore’ and ‘Tarun’ to signify the stage of growth or development and
funding needs of the beneficiary micro unit or entrepreneur. The applicable limits and rates
are as follows;1. SHISHU- this is for starter or small entrepreneur. Under this scheme, the lending amount
will be Rs. 50000 with 10% to 12% interest rate.
2. KISHORE- this scheme is meant for the mid-level business organizations with the
lending amount of Rs 50,000 to Rs 5,00,000. The rate of interest is around 10% to 12%.
3. TARUN- this scheme is for manufacturing organizations providing loan of Rs 5 lakh to
Rs. 10 lakh. The rate of interest starts at 16%.
Performance Of Mudra Scheme
As per the research done by SKOCH Group on MUDRA Scheme, MUDRA Yojana has led
to the creation of a total number of 54,479,763 jobs. This includes 37,753,217 direct jobs
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and 16,726,545 indirect jobs. Out of the total jobs created under the scheduled castes,
scheduled tribes and other backward class categories.
The average loan size under PMMY during FY 2016-17 increased to Rs. 45,471.98 as
against Rs 39,405.28 crore in the previous year. Similarly, the average loan size under the
Shishu category at Rs. 23,317 has been higher than that of Rs. 19,411 in the previous year.
The participation of women was very high under PMMY during FY 2016-17 also with 73%
of the loan accounts and 44% of loan amount sanctioned being the share of women
borrowers. The participation of the weaker sections of the society in the PMMY programme
was at 57% in terms of loan accounts.
Table: CATEGORY-WISE ANALYSIS OF PMMY SCHEME
Category No. of loan
Loan
Loan
%change
Share
Share
accounts
sanctioned
sanctioned
2015-16 2016-17
for FY
2016-17
2015-17
2016-17
SHISHU 3,64,97,813 85,100.74
62,894.96
35.31%
45.76%
(92)
47.14%
KISHOR 26,63,502
53,545.14
43,052.55
24.37% 31.32%
29.66%
(7)
TARUN
5,39,732
41,882.66
31,501.76
32.95%
22.92% 23.20%
(1)
TOTAL 3,97,01,047 1,80,528.54 1,37,449.27 31.34%
100.00% 100.00
(100)
%
Challlenges To Mudra
MUDRA Yojana has to address the following challenges:➢ One of the most persistent problems that Indian economy is facing is the inequitable
distribution of funds.
➢ At present the non- profit micro financing institutes (MFIs) are not able to provide
enough support to small businesses
➢ Even within the organized sector in India, it is the larger units that are deploying the most
capital, providing the most jobs, wages and emoluments and generating the most output.
➢ Another problem is that the firm’s age in India, they fail to employ more people.
Way Ahead
The government should measure the success or failure of its interventions including
MUDRA Yojana by the extent of reduction in informal employment and the rise in formal
employment. Objective criteria will help in making these decisions in a political fashion, for
that, one of the conditions of the loans must be that entrepreneurs start to maintain books of
account on employment, outputs, revenues, and taxes. Government should also bring in
policy measures to create incentives for firms in India to increase their size. The aim of
policy must be to make them grow out of their sizes at birth.
Conclusion
Under this scheme, Rs 1.25 trillion disbursements have been done in the space of less than
a year. If such rates of growth were maintained, they would constitute a sizeable chunk of
total non- farm credit in the economy. Therefore, given its importance to the future evolution
of the economy, it is useful to have as precise an idea as possible, ex-ante, of the economic
and social outcomes that the government is seeking with such generous credit support
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Stock Market Operations And Invesment Opportunities
Bindu Aggarwal
Abstract
Stock market is an important part of the economy of a country. The stock market plays a
pivotal role in the growth of the industry and commerce of a country that eventually affects
the economy of the country to a great extent. That is the reason that the government, industry
and even the central banks of the country keep a close watch on the happenings of the stock
market. The stock market is important from both the industry’s point of view as well as the
investor’s point of view. This paper explains in detail about investment opportunities
available in the stock market. It explores the concept of stock market operations, important
points to be considered before investment in the stock market and highlights the process to
be followed for making an investment. This paper may prove to be very beneficial for all
new comers who want to invest in the stock market.
Stock Market Operations – An Introduction
The stock market lets investors participate in the financial achievements of the companies
whose shares they hold. When companies are profitable, stock market investors make money
through the dividends the companies pay out and by selling appreciated stocks at a profit
called a capital gain. The downside is that investors can lose money if the companies whose
stocks they hold lose money, the stocks' prices go down and the investor sells the stocks at
a loss.
Review Of Literature
Randall, Shleifer and Robert mentioned how the stock market effects the investment habits
of an individual with the help of four theories that explained the relation between stock
market returns and subsequent investments.
The first theory suggested that stock market cannot directly determine the returns on
investment as it cannot predict the future of a particular stock. Hence, most of the managers
do not rely on the same. The second theory examined stock market as a source of information
for making the investment decisions by the managers keeping in mind the future
fundamentals of any stock. The third theory determined the cost of funds and external
financing for investing in stock market as the finance available with an investor and the value
of the total funds to be invested by him will determine his level of entry in the stock market.
The fourth theory mentioned the pressure as exerted by the stock market on investment
habits. They led stress on the habits of investors in the growing and falling markets.
According to them, if an investors feels that the market is bullish, he shall buy some stock
or funds to be sold at a later stage to realize some profits out of them and if he thinks that
the market is bearish, he shall liquidate the stocks ad stay away from the market and wait
for an appropriate time to re-enter into the market. Thus, the trend of the market also decides
the investment habits.
Aparna and Burghate conducted a study to know regarding the preference of investment
instruments and the pattern of investment of middle class household. It was concluded by
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them that it is not only the income of the household that has an immediate effect on the
investment preferences but also the age group to which the head of the household belongs
that influences the choice of the investment aveneues . They mentioned that savings and
investments are classified by analyzing the amount of money left after consumption and
paying taxes and when these savings are used for all sorts of earning like return on
investment, generating wealth, formation of assets like gold, property, etc. then these are
considered as investment. Another important analysis was regarding the objective of
investment by an investor. The conclusions drawn were that investors invest their money to
conserve the value of money and inflation rate in near future. Another important objective
was to keep their investment more liquid. Tax advantage was the third desired objective of
the investors.
Christopher and Paola identified the fact that how stock market mispricing may influence
individual firms’ decisions. They found a positive relation between abnormal investment and
discretionary accruals. They analysed that if a company’s stock is mispriced, a manager can
issue overvalued stock. When the stock prices are above the base or fundamental price, the
managers find it more lucrative to issue equity based stocks. But in the opposite scenario, if
the stocks are underpriced, the managers do not invest. They also found that company’s with
high abnormal investment have low stock returns on average.
The stock market can be split into two main sections: the primary market and the secondary
market.
Primary Market
The primary market is the market where new issues are first sold through initial public
offerings. Institutional investors typically purchase most of these shares from investment
banks.
Secondary Market
In secondary market, an investor can buy a share directly from a seller and the stock
exchange/broker act as an intermediary in this case. Secondary markets are important for
price discovery. Secondary market operations are carried out on stock exchanges. All
subsequent trading goes on in the secondary market where participants include both
institutional and individual investors.
Stock Exchanges in India
In India mainly there are two exchanges which deals in stock market.
NSE (National Stock Exchange)
NSE started its operations in 1994. The Index of NSE is called Nifty. Nifty consists of 50
top companies, the movement of which influences the Nifty Index. It is the largest stock
exchange in India in terms of daily turnover and number of trades for both equities and
derivative trading.
BSE ( Bombay Stock Exchange )
The BSE is the oldest exchange in India which was started in 1875. The Index of BSE is
called Sensex. Sensex consists of 30 top companies, the movement of which influences the
BSE Index. The Bombay Stock Exchange is the oldest stock exchange in Asia and has the
greatest number of listed companies in the world. It is located at Dalal Street in Mumbai.
Different Investment opportunities available in the Stock Market
There are many ways for an investor to invest the money, which are different from each
other depending on the risk factor and returns they provide. To know which investment
options are suitable, the investor has to find the characteristics and other details of all these
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investments methods. Mainly an investor can invest in Bonds, stocks, Mutual funds, Futures,
Exchange traded funds, Forex etc. A brief summary of the investment opportunities available
in stock market are mentioned as under :
• Bonds A company needs fund to expand into new markets, new products etc, while government
need money for everything from infrastructure to social programs. In such scenarios they
issue BONDS. A bond is nothing more than a loan for which you are the lender
(provider) and the organization that sells a bond is known as the issuer.
• Stocks Stocks are exactly opposite of bonds. Stocks provide high returns with high risk. If an
investor buys some stocks then he/she will become share holder responsible for profit as
well as loss for that company.
If company makes profit then it may pay back in terms of dividends, but it is not guaranteed.
Some companies reinvest the profit for further growth and expansion plans which will
increase the stock price of that company. If the company makes loss then the stock price may
come down.
• Mutual Funds –
Mutual fund consists of fund manager and investors. The fund manager collects the money
from
all
investors
and
invest
in
stocks,
bonds
etc.
It is the decision and responsibilities of the fund manager to invest the pooled money
collected from investors and generate the profit from investments. As some part of the
investment is done in stock market so risk factor is present but as the investment is done
through highly qualified and experience person the risk is moderate.
• Options and Futures –
These
are
high
risk
and
high
returns
related
investments.
This investment method is advanced, which requires good knowledge of stock market.
• Exchange Traded FundsAn exchange-traded fund (ETF) is an investment fund traded on stock exchanges, much
like stocks. An ETF holds assets such as stocks, commodities, or bonds, and trades close to
its net asset value over the course of the trading day. Most ETFs track an index, such as
a stock index or bond index. ETFs may be attractive as investments because of their low
costs, tax efficiency, and stock-like features. ETFs are the most popular type of exchangetraded product.
• Forex ( Currency trading ):
An investor can trade in Currencies in the Indian market. Presently, an investor can trade in
four major currencies in the Indian Market. These are US Dollar, Great British Pound, Euro
and Japanese Yen. The trading is done under NSE under the NSE currency segment.
Important Do’s For An Investor Before Investment In The Stock Market
Save Before investing, an investor needs money. So he/she needs to learn how to budget
the money and to spend the earnings wisely. Most investors have to be careful not to spend
any of their profits, and to keep some aside for future use, and for retirement, as well as
emergencies.
Read
Before investing, an investor needs a basic understanding of what a stock is, what it means
to invest, and how to evaluate stocks. This knowledge can be gathered by reading some basic
books in stock investing.
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Think
After gaining some basic knowledge, the investor needs to think about the stocks on which
the trading can be initiated. There should be valid reasons for an investor to invest in a
particular stock.
Practice
An investor can trade stocks on paper before actually trading stocks with real money. This
can be done by trading in stock trades on paper, keeping track of dates of the trades, number
of shares, stock prices, profit or loss, including commissions, taxes on dividend, and short
or long term capital gains taxes which he/she would have to pay for each trade. It is also
helpful to record the reasons for each buy or sell decision
Open an account with a broker
Open a stock brokerage account with a discount broker. No specific recommendation can be
offered here, as the stock brokerage business is a rapidly changing field. Trial and error is
probably the only way to find a good broker, but an investor should take due diligence by
checking out their site and looking at reviews online. The most important factor to consider
here is cost, namely, how much commission is charged, and what other fees are involved.
How To Invest In The Indian Stock Market
The Indian Stock market is growing at a rapid pace and this has in turn resulted in the growth
of the economy as a whole. The number of investors has also grown manifold as a result of
this and stock market has become a very interesting and knowledgeable topic for all the
common people as compared to the earlier times where stock market was confined to a
limited number of rich and sophisticated investors. The process for stock trading has also
been simplified and has become a very quick process.
Open a Demat / trading account
For investing in the stocks or to trade in the stock the investors have to go through the brokers
of the stock market. Brokers actually execute the buy and sell orders of the investors and
settle the deals to keep the stock trading alive. The brokers basically act as a middle man
between the buyers and sellers. Once the buyer places a buy order in the stock market the
brokers finds a seller of the stock and thus the deal is closed. All these take place at the stock
market and it is the demand and supply of the stock of a company that determines the price
of the stock of that particular company. To invest in the stock market, an investor will need
to open a DEMAT account. This account can be either offline or online.
Offline account
This is a traditional broking account, where an investor can place an order either through the
telephone or by visiting the brokerage house personally. While there are some advantages of
this method like professional advise, personal service, etc. there are some drawbacks like
longer execution time, high maintenance and service costs, etc. as well.
Online account
An investor can also open an online account, which is linked to a depository participant and
his bank account. The investor can place buy/sell orders directly, and the money will be
accordingly debited from/credited into your bank account. Maintaining an online account is
less expensive, and the execution is quick.
Conclusion
With the rapid growth of the Indian economy and the change in the habits of the investors
with regard to investing their hard earned money, stock market has emerged as an option
which can cater to both small and large investors. The growth in this investment pattern has
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been manifold. It helps both the business houses and the normal investors to meet their
financial needs. So the stock market is not only providing the much required funds for
boosting the business, but also providing a common place for stock trading. It is the stock
market that makes the stocks a liquid asset unlike the real estate investment. It is the stock
market that makes it possible to sell the stocks at any point of time and get back the
investment along with the profit. This makes the stocks much more liquid in nature and
thereby attracting investors to invest in the stock market.
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Start-Up India and Stand-Up India : opportunities &challenges
Rozy
Abstract
The economic development of any country is depending upon their people. In India, more
than 65 percent of its population is youth (under 28 years of age). With the growing
percentage of the youth, the need for jobs is also increased. To cope with the rising
challenges of the economy’s, the innovative programs become driving forces for any
country. Honourable Prime Minister ‘Narendra Modi’ had announced the Start up India
and Stand Up India on 15th August, 2015. The aim of these action plans is to promote and
enhance the bank financing for Start UP ventures, offer incentives to boost such ventures,
and job creation. The main objectives of this paper is to discuss the government plans,
policies, schemes, and strategies related to Start up and Stand up India. This paper also
explores the various challenges and opportunities of Start up India and Stand Up India.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Start Up, Action Plan, Stand Up.
Introduction
The economy of any country depends upon its citizens. If the countrymen grow, the country
will automatically grow. India has more than 65% of its population of young people. So, the
new generation is very motivated, creative, and innovative. But the younger generation
seems more discouraged about job market. Besides detecting a job, matching salary
expectations remains another challenge for the younger generation. According to the You
Gov- Mint Millennial Survey (2018) the most of the young people, aged between 22 to 28
years, mostly earn less than Rs.30,000 per month. India’s “Jobless Growth” has been the
most controversial issue in the present globally competitive scenario. Thus all of these
conditions in the economy should require making our youth from ‘Job Seekers to Job
Creators’. In order to meet this objective Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the
‘Start Up India’ and ‘Stand Up India’ on 15th August, 2015
The Action Plan taken by the Government on ‘Start Up India’
The role of government is very important in setting up the new enterprises. The plans,
policies, initiatives, strategies of the government affect the entrepreneurs. Following are the
19 plans as an initiative for start-ups:
1) Simplification and Handholding
2) Funding Support and Incentives
3) Industry- Academia Partnership and Incubation
The explanation of these schemes are described as1.1 Compliance Regime based on Self certification: The main objective of the government
is to make compliance for the start ups friendly and flexible. The burden on the start ups
hence permitting them to focus fully on their business and keeping the low cost of
adherence. It will include nine labour laws and environment related laws.
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1.2 Start-up India hub: The main objective is to make a single point of contract for the
entire start-ups in India, which will enable them to exchange knowledge and access to
funds.
1.3 Register through Mobile App and the Portal: An online portal is providing single
platform for start ups which will help entrepreneurs to interact with the government and
other regulatory officials.
1.4 Legal support and Fast Tracking Patent Examination at Lower Cost: The main
objective of the action plan is to enhance adoption and commercialisation of Intellectual
Property Rights by start ups by providing access to high quality intellectual property
services and resources. Various measures i.e. patent application of start ups shall be fast
tracked for examination, a panel of facilitator shall be empanelled by the CGPDTM
(Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trademark) to promoting and protecting
IPRs in other countries.
1.5 Relaxed Norms of Public Procurement for Start ups: The main aim is to provide an
equal platform to start-ups vis-à-vis the experienced start ups/ companies in public
procurement. Start-ups in the manufacturing sector shall be exempted from the criteria
of ‘prior experience/ turnover’ without any relaxation in quality standards or technical
parameters.
1.6 Faster Exit for Start Ups : to become easier for Start-ups to wind up operations. Start
ups with simple debt structures may be wound up within a period of 90 days from making
of an application for winding up on a fast track basis.
2) Funding Support and Incentives
2.1)Financial Support through a Fund of Funds: The government provide funding
support for development and growth of innovation to driven enterprises with a starting
aggregation of Rs 2,500 crore and a total aggregation of Rs 10,000 crore over four years, to
help new entrepreneurs.
2.2) Credit Guaranteed Fund: A National Credit Guarantee Trust Company will be created
with a budget of Rs 500 crore per year for the next four years to help the entrepreneurs across
all the sections of society.
2.3) Exemptions from Capital Gains Tax: The objective is to encourage the investments
into start ups by giving tax exemption on the Capital Gains through the fund of funds
recognised by the government.
2.4) No Income Tax for three years: Start-ups would not pay Income Tax for the first three
years which will facilitate the growth of business and meet the working capital requirements
during the initial years of operations.
2.5) Tax exemption on investments above Fair Market Value: In case of ventures of
higher amount than the market price, they will be exempted from paying tax. The main
objective is to encourage seed capital investments in start-ups.
3) Industry- Academia Partnership and Incubation
3.1) Organising Start up Fests: Creative plans are proposing by the government to
introduce start-up ecosystem in India at national and international stages. It includes the
various activities such as sessions to connect with investors, mentors, incubators, and startups, exhibitions, launches etc.
3.2) Atal Innovation Mission: This Mission will provide a platform for promotion of ideas
and motivate creative youngsters. The two basic functions are entrepreneurship promotion
through self employment & talent utilisation and providing platform for innovative ideas.
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3.3) Setting up Incubators: A private-public partnership model is being considered for 35
new incubators and 31 innovation centres at national institutes. NITI Aayog shall provide
funding for establishing of the incubators Ayog.
3.4) Building Innovation Centres at National Institutes: To promote the successful
innovation of new centres through step-up of incubation and R&D efforts.
3.5) Research Parks: The government plans to lay seven innovative research parks,
including six in the Indian Institute of Technology campuses and one in the Indian Institute
of Science campus.
3.6) Promoting Start UP in biotechnology Sector: The government plans to construct 5
advanced biotech nests, 50 advanced bio incubators, 150 technology transplant offices and
20 bio-connect offices in the country. The main objective of the action plan is to promote
start ups in biotechnology sector and leveraging global partnerships in biotech set up.
3.7) Focussed Programmes for Students: The aim of the plan is to foster a culture of
innovation in the field of Science and Technology amongst students. Various measures like
innovative core, NIDHI, Uchhattar Avishkar Yojna have been implemented to promote
research and innovation among young students. The government plans to inculcate
transformational programs for scholars in over 5,00,000 schools.
3.8) Legal reinforce: A committee of moderators will give legal help and reinforcement in
complying patent applications and other papers.
3.9) Rebate: An exemption value of 80 percent of the total value will be given to the start
ups on filing the patent applications.
Challenges For Start -Up & Stand -Up India
In India the opportunities for the start- up & stand -up India are immense but so are
challenges .It will take combined efforts from the government and the start -ups to overcome
these challenges.
1. Government policies :The govt. is the single largest facilitator . The policies of govt.
than are slowly and steadily increasing although; it must be noted that India still maintain a
dismal ease of doing business raking as per the world bank report . Due to maze of laws and
regulations it takes more of an effort for an entrepreneur to start a business in India most of
the other places in the world and after they succeeds in setting up a business it takes even a
greater effort to comply with sector, department, state and center law.
2. Talent and skill requirement : A successful start-up can not start a business just with
passion and an idea .A high level of leadership skills with clear understanding of market ,
excellente communication skills, maturity to see things in high perspective along with the
ability to take calculated risks are required on the part of the entrepreneur .In start-ups
employment is uncertain due to companies reaching scale and then downsizing for better
efficiencies. However this is a small problem as compared to finding the right skilled talent
and retaining the talent . Skilled talent is hesitant to join start-ups because early stage they
have lesser pay than their corporate peers. Asper Nitin Sharma principal and founder
member, lightbox India advisors private ltd. ”Hiring and retaining high quality talent
especially in the area of product and technology remains a key challenge.
3. Revenue generation : several start-ups and stand-ups fail due to poor revenue generation
as the business grows as the operation increase , expenses grow with reduced revenue forcing
start-ups to concentrate on the funding aspect , hence revenue generation is critical. In initial
stage challenges is not to generate enough capital but also to expand and sustain the growth.
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4. Team members: to find and hire the right kind of talent for the business with skills to
match growing customer expectations are one of the biggest challenge .Assembly a good
team is the first major requirement , failure to have one sometimes could break the star-up.
According to a survey ,23% start-ups fail because members did not work as a team. Chirag
Garg, CEO, HYPER DEL feels that bringing in affordable talent at the right time is a
challenge.
5. Infrastructure: there are numbers of support mechanism that play a significant role in
life cycle of start-ups which include incubators , science and technology parks, business
development centers etc. Lack of access to such support mechanism increases the risk of
failure.
6. Creating awareness in the market: There are lack of attention in the markets because
the environment for a start-up is usually more difficult than for an established firm due to
uniqueness of the product. The situation is more difficult for a new product as the start -up
has to build everything from scratch.
7. Funding: Raising the capital has been a big challenge for start-ups. Angel investment and
seed investment is easier to find as the amount are smaller; it has gotten much tougher to go
for later stage round as companies burn too fast and do not look units economics very limited
funding is available in forms of larger cheques in India.
8. Lack of mentorship : Millan Hoogan vice president -sales and marketing at Erflog life
sciences feels that lack of proper guidance mentorship is one of the biggest problem that
exist in the Indian start-ups ecosystems. Most of the start-ups have brilliant ideas but have
little business . There are lack of adequate mentoring ,guidance is the biggest challenge
which could bring to potentially good idea to an end.
9. Lack of strategy : Absence of effective branding strategy is another issue that prevents
start -ups and stand -ups from flourishing at a faster pace. Branding demand paramount
attention as it gives an identity and occupies a space in the consumers minds.
10. Exceed customer expectation: The most important challenge is gauging the market
need for the product, existing trends etc. Innovations play an important role since that the
start-ups has to fine tune the product offering suit the market demands. Also, the entrepreneur
should have through domain knowledge to counter competition with appropriate strategies.
Namrata Garg ,director, Sendkado feels that the biggest challenge is the need to constantly
reinvest yourself and come up with a service to be able to match up customer expectation
and exceed them.
Opportunities of start-up & stand -up India
Inspite of challenges and problems that start-ups are facing below is a list of few of the
opportunities that are discussed for consideration by start-up and stand-ups.
1. Population: India has the largest youth population which is the largest driver for
innovation , workforce , talent and future leaders. India has its owns challenges of education,
health, infrastructure. This represents big opportunities for start-ups to solve a variety of
problems. India has the population of 1.3 billion peoples the country’s middle class growing
along with the consumers. Unique demographic advantage will offer a great opportunity to
any start-up. So the population of India is a huge asset of the country.
2. Change of mind set: Traditional career paths will be giving way to Indian start-up space.
Challenging assignment, good compensation packages would attract talented
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peoples. Also it is seen that several high profile executives are quitting their jobs to start or
work for start-ups. A survey conducted by Economic Times also confirmed that the number
of students joining start-ups and e-commerce companies has grown in recent years.
3.Connectivity: Indian telecom industry has nearly 100 crore subscribers, mobile
connectivity has made in roads in the rural and urban population. The race to cheapest data
has started and distribution is certain. The cheap data has helps everyone to get their hand
on it. Start-ups will have an easier time to top into markets, territories and even traditional
business.
4. De-globalization: some people thought that this will be a challenge but it is opportunities
for the others .”Make in India” is also a part of this de globalized world where we promoting
to make in India rather than anywhere else in the world. This is an opportunities for the
Indian start-ups and also help to reduce brain drain .
5. Government initiatives : There are many govt. and semi govt. initiatives to assist startup and stand-up India.
A. Mudra: in this scheme start-ups get loans from the banks to set up, grow and stabilize
their businesses.
B. SETU(self-employment and talent utilization): govt. has allotted Rs.1000 crore in order
to create opportunities for self employment and new jobs mainly in technology-driven
domains.
C. E-BIZ Portal :it integrates 14 regulatory permissions and licenses at one source to enable
faster clearances and improves the ease of doing business in India.
D. Royalty tax: Indian govt. has reduced the royalty tax paid by businesses and start-ups
firms from 25 % to 10% .
Conclusion
Start up India and Stand up India has played an important role in the growth of economy. It
has emerged in various sectors i.e. retail, medicine, industry, hotel, education,
transportation. According to the NASSCOM, India ranks third in global start up ecosystem.
More than 65% growth has been seen in 2015. Start up and stand up India become rapid
approvals for starting business, easier exit, tax rebates, faster registration for the patents etc.
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Evaluation of Foreign Direct Investment in Indian Telecom
Sector
Neeraj Naruka
Abstract
The present study is an attempt for understanding the trend of FDI inflow in the
telecommunication sector of Indian economy. It focuses on the role played by Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in the development of the Telecommunications sector. FDI in services
responds well to openness especially when it comes to the telecommunications sector. This
is quite evident looking at the recent boom in the Indian Telecommunication sector. Further
liberalization of services involves potential advantages for Indian economy. Benefits can
arise from increased competition, lower prices, and better quality of services. FDI in
services like Telecommunications provide key inputs to other productive activities that lead
to further investment and competitiveness of an economy. Efforts should be made towards
attracting efficiency seeking FDI through a right policy that expands operation, improve
local skills, establish linkages and upgrade technology.
Keywords: FDI, Telecommunications Sector, Liberalization, Indian Economy.
Introduction
FDI in India: FDI means holding assets in a foreign country, by any firm or
individuals/group of individuals. This holding of assets or the investment in some economy
can be made directly or indirectly, where the direct investment refers to a long-term equity
investment in a foreign company and the investing company has the control (Managerial)
and in case of indirect investment includes portfolio investment, acquisition of stock of an
enterprise, medium-term and long-term loans by financial institutions and intermediaries,
and investment in new issues of national loans, bonds and debentures. This can be done in
many ways, one of the ways by which the nature of investment in a foreign country can be
decided, defines FDI. This explains which of the investments are direct and which of the
investments are done by the MNC’s. As defined by IMF, “It is the category of international
investment that reflects the objective of a resident entity in one economy obtaining a lasting
interest in company, resident in another economy (RBI, 2003). The lasting interest implies
the existence of a long term relationship between the direct investor and the company and a
significant degree of influence by the investor on the management of the company.”(Where
the resident entity is the direct investor and the company is the direct investment
company)(IMF, 1993).
Different Types of FDI
a) Outward FDI: In this case a long term capital outflows in the home country by the host
country. It is a kind of investment which is other than any kind of aid, portfolio
investment or a repayable debt.
b) Inward FDI: The inward FDI also includes a long term capital in the form of inflow,
which is other than any kind of aid, portfolio investment or a repayable debt. It is done
by an entity outside the host country in the home country.
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c) Greenfield Foreign Direct Investment: Greenfield FDI refers to the kind of investment
which any Multinational Corporation use to do in the host country, in order to develop
and construct new facilities. These facilities are favourable for both the recipient country
and the investing country (Balasubramanyam et al., 2003).
d) Brownfield FDI: Brownfield FDI refers to the formation of new MNC affiliate by the
way of Merger and Acquisition, where any MNC or its affiliate merges with or acquire
any of the existing companies of the recipient country.
e) Horizontal FDI: This refers to a multi-plant firm producing the same line of goods from
plants located in different countries
f) Vertical FDI: This type of FDI is aimed at the economies of scale for the recipient
country, i.e. production, where the assemblies are involved, can be met by the exports
only, where the components are collected from the home country by the way of exports.
Scenario of Telecom Sector in India
Telecommunication has been recognized the world-over as a powerful tool of development
and poverty reduction through empowerment of masses. It is one of the key enabler for
'inclusive and sustainable' growth and in areas of poverty reduction, employment generation,
gender equity, balanced regional development and special protection for vulnerable sections
of the society. Indian telecommunication sector has emerged as a strong growth engine for
the Indian economy in the last decade with the country witnessing tremendous growth in
wireless sector. The penetration of internet and broadband has also improved. In order to
increase penetration of telecom network in rural areas, Government of India has been
implementing a project for creation of National Optical Fiber Network for connecting about
2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats with support from Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF).
The proposed National Telecom Policy, under finalization in consultation with various
stakeholders is a step forward for bringing rapid and equitable growth of this sector.
Indian Telecommunication sector maintained the impressive growth rate during last decade.
Indian telecom network has crossed one billion connection mark at the end of 2015-16 with
total telephone connection 1.05 billion from 36 million connection in 2000-01 and it is now
the second largest network in the world after China. The penetration of internet and
broadband has also improved with about 17 million broadband subscribers across the
country in 2015-16. The future progress of telecommunication in our country is very
encouraging as operators have started rolling out advance networks with high speed internet
connectivity in the country. The present status of telecom sector is as:
• Indian Telecom market is one of the fastest growing markets in the world.
• With its 1059 million telephone connections making it the second largest network.
• Mobile Telephones are 97.62% of the total telephone connections.
• The share of private sector in total telephones is 90%.
• Tele-density has been reached to 83.37% and increasing steadily.
Telecom subscriber base expands substantially: India is currently the second-largest
telecommunication market and has the third highest number of internet users in the world,
Between FY 07-16, India’s telephone subscriber base expanded at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 22 per cent to 1059 million and tele-density to 83.37%.
Wireless segment dominates the market: India’s telephone subscriber base reached 1034
million in March, 2016. The wireless segment which is about 97.62 per cent of the total
telephone connections dominates the market, while the wire line segment accounts for the
rest, urban regions account for 58.58 per cent of telecom subscriptions, while rural areas
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constitute the remaining.
Objective of the study
1) To find out the status of telecom sector in India.
2) To know the FDI policies in Telecommunication Industry of India.
3) To analyze the sector wise, year wise and countries wise FDI in Indian
Telecommunication Industry.
Literature Review
Yadav et al. In his paper on rapid changes in technology in Indian telecom sector stated that
there is a significant impact of technology on the operational aspect of telecom business with
increased competition and emergence of rural market.
Fathima et al. in her article on FDI in Telecom Sector presented an overview of FDI in
Indian Telecom sector. The article examined the current status of FDI in the Indian
telecommunication sector and the issues being faced by foreign companies. The paper
concludes with a brief economic examination through relevant factors influencing the level
of FDI.
Chennappa, in his research discussed on “FDI in Telecom sector in India”, he opined that
many countries allowed FDI based on the growth of tele-density and the per capita income
that had gone up to considerable levels.
Research Methodology
The present paper is an analytical and conclusive research, it used secondary sources of data
to ascertain the objectives and examine the hypotheses. To analyses trend and growth of
subscribers of telecommunications sector under FDI, data was taken for 15 years period,
which spans over 2001-2015.
This includes the various reports published by the different liable agencies, statistical data
published in various government and non-government publications.
FDI Policy for Telecom Sector
Telecom sector has been witnessing tremendous growth in last decade and government is
keen to keep the pace of this growth. This requires massive investment in the sector as it
requires new technologies and heavy investment in the rolling out upgraded services in every
nuke and corner of this vast country. This not only create affordable and accessible network
to the people but also creates many job opportunities to the unemployed youth. Therefore,
besides other policy decisions, Government of India issued revised FDI Policy for telecom
sector to attract heavy foreign direct investments. Following is the present FDI Policy for
the telecom sector:
Sector/Activity

FDI
Cap/Equity

Entry
Route

Telecom Services (including Telecom Infrastructure Providers
Category–I): All telecom services including Telecom Infrastructure
Providers Category-I, viz. Basic, Cellular, Unified Access Services, Unified
Automatic
license (Access services), Unified License, National/ International Long
up to 49%.
100 %
Distance, Commercial V-Sat, Public Mobile Radio Trunked Services
FIPB
(PMRTS), Global Mobile Personal Communications Services (GMPCS), All
beyond
types of ISP licenses, Voice Mail/Audio text/UMS, Resale of IPLC, Mobile
49%.
Number Portability services, Infrastructure Provider Category – I (providing
dark fiber, right of way, duct space, tower) except Other Service Providers.
Other conditions: FDI up to 100% with 49% under automatic route and beyond 49% through FIPB route
subject to observance of licensing and security conditions by licensee as well as investors as notified by the
Department of Telecommunications (DOT) from time to time.
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Source: http://www.dot.gov.in/fdi-policy-telecom
As per the policy, 100% FDI is allowed in the telecom sector with 49% through automatic
entry route and after that it is through the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB)
which is a national agency of Government of India. Earlier, it used to be 74%. The 100%
FDI is allowed in Service, Manufacturing and Infrastructure area of the sector. Following
is the FDI inflow in telecom sector:
Table 1: FDI Equity inflows
S. No.
Year
FDI in Rs billions
1.
2005-06
27.51
2.
2006-07
21.50
3.
2007-08
51.00
4.
2008-09
116.85
5.
2009-10
122.70
6.
2010-11
75.42
7.
2011-12
90.12
8.
2012-13
16.54
9.
2013-14
79.87
10.
2014-15
173.72
Source: DIPP, 2016.
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Source: Authors Compilation, Based on data given in table 1
Figure 1: FDI inflows (From 2000-01 to 2014-15)
From above, it is seen that FDI was around Rs. 7.84 billion in 2000-01 and remained low till
2004-05. After that, it increased from Rs. 5.41 billion in 2004-05 to Rs. 122.70 billion. It
remained around Rs. 75 – 80 billion and reached to all time maximum Rs.173.72 billion in
2014-15 which is primarily impact of revision in FDI policies and the boom in telecom sector
in India. It is seen that FDI in telecom sector has been around 5% of the total FDI in India.
After service sector, telecom sector is receiving highest share of total FDI in India.
Following is the list of top investing countries from where the FDI has come in the telecom
sector during 2001 to 2015:
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Table 2: Top 10 countries for FDI Equity in India (2001-2015)
SN
Country
Amount of FDI Inflows (in US million $)
Telecom Sector
Total Economy
1.
Mauritius
8810.99
89644
2.
Singapore
1537.90
35861
3.
Russia
394.48
22329
4.
Japan
318.17
18811
5.
USA
278.20
14378
6.
Cyprus
251.11
8140
7.
United Kingdom
242.04
22329
8.
Germany
100.16
8198
9.
Netherlands
84.24
15323
10. UAE
48.81
4651
Mauritius is the top most country from where maximum FDI has come in telecom sector. It
contributes about 73% of the total FDI in the country. Top four countries, Mauritius,
Singapore, Russia, and Japan contributes more than 90% of the total FDI in telecom sector.
Following is the above table, it can be seen that FDI in telecom sector is about 5% of the
total FDI in the economy. Mauritius, with 9.8% share, is giving highest share of its total FDI
in telecom sector out of total FDI in the economy followed by Singapore with 4.3% and then
Cyprus at 3.1%.
Interpretation
- The major impact of FDI in Telecom sector can be seen in the form of following
components: greater participation of foreign investment has helped fostered competition
in the industry. Currently, there are more than a dozen telecom service providers who
operate in the wire line and wireless segment, primarily 11 GSM and 5 CDMA operators
providing mobile services in 22 telecommunication circles, covering more than 2000
towns and cities across the country.
- The subscriber base of the industry grew from under 20 million in 1998 to almost 1059
million in March, 2016. The tele-density of mobile and fixed-line telephone subscribers
was below 2% in the late 1990s but suddenly boom to over 69% in India in 2011 thanks
to the significant indirect impact of massive FDI inflows.
- The impact of foreign direct investment on employment in telecommunication sector has
been remarkable, especially around 2005 when government adopted more liberalised
policies on FDI approval. Total employment for telecommunication, transport and
storage industries as a whole has increased from 14.61 million in 1999-00 to 18.47
million in 2004-2005, a net increase of 3.86 million into the labour force. And in 20092010, employment reached 19.36 million, which accounts for 4.2% of total employment
in the Indian labour market. Consequently, telecommunication becomes the fourth
largest contributor to employment following service, construction and agriculture and
the top contributor among all non-manufacturing sectors. It is also estimated that
telecommunication sector would continue to be the engine of Indian economy in the next
5 years.
- Attracting foreign direct investment is the best way to resolve the problem. Technology
transferred from foreign investment projects will improve the efficiency of local firms
as well. Knowledge transferred through FDI in telecom sector apparently helps the
technology development for the whole country, in terms of appearance of new services
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and technologies along with telecom booming, fast technology diffusion from urban to
rural areas and huge impact on other sectors needing technologies.
- The huge amount of FDI made the diffusion of wireless technology very fast. The wire
line telephone increased to 41.42 million in March 2005 but then started declining largely
after the policy was launched. An analysis of tele-density in India has shown that the
overall tele-density grew from 3.58% in 2001 to 77.58 % at end of the December 2014.
Conclusion
FDI in India has a significant role in the economic growth and development of India. FDI in
India to various sectors can attain sustained economic growth and development through
creation of jobs, expansion of existing manufacturing industries. The inflow of FDI in
service sectors and construction and development sector, from April, 2000 to June, 2015
attained substantial sustained economic growth and development through creation of jobs in
India. Computer, Software & Hardware and Drugs & Pharmaceuticals sector were the other
sectors to which attention was shown by Foreign Direct Investors (FDI). The other sectors
in Indian economy the Foreign Direct Investors interest was, in fact has been quite poor. The
study by analysis found that in the trend of FDI flows in India and telecommunication sector
is significant different because the total flow into telecommunication sector was just 5% over
the total FDI flows in India over the 10 years period of time that spans over 10 years. Not
only that growth in subscribers among Telecom, Internet and Broadcasting and Cable
services is also differing a lot as proved by Kendall trend analysis caused by the change in
requirement of people. Even in the case of growth in subscriber in numbers among major
telecom is also highly volatility and insistence give to intimacy commutation. Hence, the
impact of growth in FDI on the growth of subscriber of in number in telecommunication
sector is in significant. It does mean to say that FDI is playing a submissive role in
telecommunication sector as it is working as only a focal source of capital and not able to
create any difference. It is also caused by less utilization of FDI give cost of FDI.
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A Study on Consumer Perception towards Buying Knitted
Shirts
Dr. Shivkumar Belli
Abstract
The study aims to understand how consumers perceive knitted shirts and identify the
consumer profile for men’s knit shirts. By using structured questionnaire and the study bring
out major finding that the knit shirt properties of built in stretch, unravelling quality and the
fact that it is not as wrinkly as a woven fabric is what makes it a preferred choice. The
preferred price points fall between 1,000-2,000 and colors liked are greys and blacks.
Keywords: knit shirts, perception, consumer, profile
1. Introduction
The consumer wardrobe in international as well as in the Indian market is witnessing a
constant shift from formal to casual attire. Consequently, casual wear categories like Tshirts, denims, casual shirts and trousers are witnessing a comparatively higher growth rate.
The Indian consumer is no longer restricted to same combo of woven shirt and trouser for
all occasions. Wardrobe of an Indian consumer has evolved with time and now it is a
combination of various different kinds of clothing for different occasions like office, gym,
shopping, morning or evening walk, marriage and social gatherings etc. This trend of
occasion specific clothing has also provided an additional impetus for the growth of the
adaptable casual wear categories like T-shirts. T-shirt market of India that includes knit
shirts, polos, knit tops etc. is estimated to be Rs. 13,830 40 crore in 2014. This market is
expected to grow at an impressive compound annual growth rate of 13 percent to reach Rs.
24,940 crore in 2019. This market remains dominated by the men’s/ boys’ segment that
contributes 83 percent to the total market.
Shirt Market in India: The shirt market has evolved along with the rest of the global
apparel market. With increasing disposable incomes, growing middle class, increasing
penetration of e-tail and increasing acceptance for branded apparel, the shirt market has
expanded its consumer base in past decade. Also, consumers are embracing the idea of
fashion for its own sake, as a means of self expression, and not merely as a functional
purchase. Similar trend can be seen for shirts; they are no more category of functional buy
but have become a part of self-statement.
In 2015, the domestic shirt market in India was estimated to be worth Rs 34,717 crore. This
market is expected to grow at compound annual growth rate of 8 per cent to reach Rs 51,913
crore by 2020. Shirts accounts for 13 per cent of the total apparel market. The market is
dominated by men’s segment accounting for 94 per cent of the total market. The men’s shirt
market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 8 per cent while the women’s segment is expected
to grow at a CAGR of 14 per cent, owing to its current smaller base.
Select trends and growth drivers: The shirt market in India has witnessed several fashion
trends and fashion fads in fabric, style and design. With personalization emerging as a key
concept in fashion retail, major shirt retailers are focusing on developing customized
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products to suit customer needs. The retailers have brought in various size segments like
slim fits, skinny fits, etc., to cater various
demographics.
In line with the global trend of casualization, the Indian shirt market is anticipated to witness
higher growth for semi-formal shirts compared to formal shirts. Consequently, semi-formal
look – polo shirts – have gained popularity, accounted to its combination of classic and
causal look. Shirt market has witnessed diversification in terms of colour and fabrics.
Retailers today provide customer with wide range of choices in colours, styles and patterns.
There is also a growing market for linen shirts as the demand for linen shirts has grown in
past few years.
With growing disposable income and rising middle class, the shirt market has experienced a
major thrust. Further, growing urbanization and corporate culture are additional growth
drivers for shirts retail market (for both in men’s and women’s category). Women’s category
being comparatively new and smaller in base is expected to show higher growth rate.
The conventional trend of buying fabric and getting shirt stitched from tailor
has lost its popularity. The Indian populace has shown high acceptability ready to wear shirts
rather than going for fabric. Value brands and private labels catering to this segment have
grown rapidly as the consumers’ awareness of brands has increased substantially.
Increasing penetration of e-tailing in apparel has further led to expansion in consumer base
for shirts. With increasing brick and mortar brand association with established e-tailers, the
domestic market of the shirts has been on growth trajectory.
2. Review of Literature
Despite being strong in wovens, the knitwear industry in India is on a double digit growth
trajectory. The industry is gearing up for bigger play in the Indian apparel industry. The
Indian knitwear industry has witnessed strong growth in past one year. Globally, trade in
knitwear fared better compared to wovens and there is an increased demand for knitted
apparels. A study by consultancy firm Wisedge, knitwear constitutes 50 percent of the
domestic apparel market in India and 45 percent of the apparel exports from India. Globally,
knitwear grew at a CAGR of seven percent (from 2005-11) and is expected to grow at a
much faster pace in coming years. In India too, the growth of knitwear has been upward of
9-10 percent. Its growing acceptance has helped boost the knitwear industry in India. As
Rupesh Puri, Director, Hues explains, “At one time you’d hardly find T-shirts on 40-yearolds. But now the picture has changed considerably.” Traditionally India has been wovensbased. Adds Rajiv Ramchandani, Director of Tantra, “Many consumers wonder why they
should pay Rs 800 for a T-shirt when they can get a good shirt for Rs 1,200. The fact is Tshirts suit the Indian climate.”
Despite the growth story, the segment is facing its own set of troubles and rising cotton and
yarn prices is the most immediate one. Strong competition from global brands is another
challenge. Davinder Singh Mankoo, Partner Granzstein & Gavio, adds, “International brands
have arrived in the market. However, higher priced brands are not a challenge, but some of
them come at lower price points. Naturally customers prefer them.”
Another problem is that the industry is fragmented. As Ashish Dhir Founder and MD,
Wisedge points out, “Processing is one area where the country lags and players can enhance
the value of products by applying innovative finishing systems.” And as Usha Periasamy,
VP Operations and Brand Head, Classic Polo, says, “There are very few players in T-shirts
because a heavy investment is required. The infrastructure is very specific. It’s a risky
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business.” Bangladesh today is one of the biggest reasons for decline in India’s knitwear
industry. What helps Bangladesh and gives them an edge over India is the cost, their wages
costs are lower. It is able to give cheap products at lower costs. But Vikram Chopra, Rishi
Chopra, Managing
Directors of Raves, feel these impacts are short term. “Some big brands tried outsourcing
from Bangladesh but discovered that the logistics costs were huge. So the cost effectiveness
which they looked at did not actually happen.”
What’s more in knits, Bangladesh has yet to reach a level to be a threat to Ludhiana or
Tirupur. And the removal of excise duty on branded garments has come as a boon. Rajat
Misra, Vice President-Marketing and Designing UV&W avers, “Prices are more
manageable. It will have a good impact on sales.”
Today, the knitwear industry is spread across the nation. It used to be Tirupur and Ludhiana.
“There is a good knitwear industry in Bangalore, Gujarat, Rajasthan. Vapi has some good
units. Indian knitwear industry is more than a century old. Calcutta, the cultural capital of
India, and the commercial capital of East India owns the credit of giving verve to this
industry. The initiative started with a small hosiery unit, which later grew multi-fold during
the years. Currently, Indian knitwear makes a significant contribution to the countrys
economy, and employment. Several other units support this sector by making relative
products.
Ludhiana in Punjab, Tirupur in Tamil Nadu, Delhi, Bangalore, and Mumbai are the
important knitwear centres. Almost 100 different types of wool are manufactured in
Rajasthan, popular varieties being joria, magna, chokla, jaisalmer etc. These varieties are
blended with other relevant fibres. With the advent of ideas from international designers,
domestic industry is flooded with fashionable knitted apparels.
Export market for India’s knitwear is showing positive signs of growth. It is steadily
emerging as one of the fastest growing export segments. Textile accounts for 30% of the
total exports of the country, and knitwear comprises 45% of it; volume wise. The role of
knitwear within textile sector shows an increasing pace, as being preferred comparatively
over woven garments due to their virtues of comfort, stretchability, easy care, and the pattern
of being built within the knitted fabric structure. While the domestic market is mainly based
on festive and summer seasons, export markets are mainly based on summer seasons in the
West. Mostly apparels with cotton knit is preferred in the export market.
Knitwear today has become an accepted form of wear because of the new emphasis on
leisure and casualness. Indian exports for knitwear are already quite phenomenal since India
is able to provide reasonably priced fashion knits for the world markets. With the body
conscious look very much in vogue all over the world, knitwear becomes the ideal form of
clothing that can achieve the body conscious look that is so much aspired for by designers
and the fashion elite.
Knitwear forms a very important facet of the Indian readymade garment industry. The unit
price of a knitted garment is less than that for a woven garment. This industry now caters to
a wide variety of markets and mainly the summer and winter seasons. The process Fashion
in clothing has always been a reflector of changes in lifestyle of people, their state of mind,
and social and economic status. Rising disposable income levels, shift towards urbanisation
and the retail boom have given way to the "look good, feel good" attitude. Within apparels,
knitwear has become extremely popular owing to higher degree of comfort it tends to provide
to the skin.
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With India's rich history of textile traditions and the skills of her craftsmen, it is not
surprising that the country should make a foray into the exciting world of woollen knitwear.
The art of hand knitting has been practiced since thousands of years. Knitted socks
discovered in Egyptian tombs have been dated between the 3rd and 6th centuries AD. In the
medieval Europe hand knitting was an important industry and had developed into an
advanced craft by 16th century.
3. Method
For the purpose of this study, the research will be both exploratory and descriptive in nature.
Primary data collection involved obtaining first hand information from the customers of knit
shirts through a detailed customer survey by the way of questionnaires. In addition to this,
data was also obtained from interviewing the retailing experts such as store managers as well
as fashion consultants at various multi-brand outlets as well as exclusive brand outlets visited
during market visits. The use of secondary data from both published and unpublished data
sources is necessary for carrying out the research. The information was gathered from
website of Arrow, Indian Terrain, Allen Solly, Louis Phillipe, United Colors of Benetton
and other authentic online data, research papers, magazines, text books and journals.
MS Excel will be used for quantitative data analysis and presentation of findings.
Non-Probability method of judgmental sampling will be used for the purpose of this
research. The sample will be representative of the population containing men who purchase
knit shirts. The respondents will be selected on basis of their availability and easy access.
The advantages of this type of sampling will be the availability and the quickness with which
data can be gathered. The sampling will be carried out without replacement, i.e., each
respondent will be interviewed only once. Sample size was 100 and the main characteristic
of the sample was that the individual should be a man and is a purchaser of knit shirt.
4. Findings
• The major segment is 18-25 years age group.
• Students are the major respondents i.e, 58.8%, followed by work professionals being
25% of the respondents.
• The majority has family income above 1lac per month
• 49% of the respondents mostly buy casual wear.
• 62.7% have purchased a knit shirt
• About 50% have purchased a knit shirt 3 months back while 40.5 bought one about a
month back and only 9.5% of the respondents purchased it a week ago.
• 60% of the respondents would prefer a knit shirt for casual wear.
• The quality of some degree of built in stretch has attracted 50% of the respondents to
buy while 30% prefer the product due its property of unravelling and 20% like it because
it does not get as wrinkly as a woven shirt.
• Solids are preferred pattern as 45.1% people like this and 35.3% people prefer checks.
• 51% respondents like Louis Phillipe and only 25.5% like Arrow.
• Slim Fit is preferred fit by 51% respondents while regular fit appeals to 27.5% of
respondents.
• Greys and blacks are liked by 37.3% and blues by 31.4%
• The bracket of 1,000-2,000 is a preferred price point by 58.8% and 33.3% is willing to
pay 2,000-3,000 for a knit shirt.
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•

Fit is most important buying factor followed by comfort, quality and look and feel of the
fabric.
5. Suggestions
• 58.8% people prefer buying in the 1000-2000 brackets and thus the pricing can be revised
offering some options at lower prices.
• More patterns such as prints, textures can be introduced offering a better mix for the
customers.
• More colour options should be available according to the survey.
• 50% of respondents prefer a knit shirt due to its stretch ability, 30% prefer due to its
quality of unravelling while 20% respondents prefer a knit shirt as it does not get wrinkly
as woven fabrics and thus is low maintenance.
• 60% respondents would like to wear a knit shirt for casual wear thus number of options
produced can be increased particularly in solids.
• Also increasing number of people are shifting to casual wear and thus there is a good
scope for knit shirts.
6. Conclusion
• Knitwear today has become an accepted form of wear because of the new emphasis on
leisure and casualness and thus a budding industry.
• Knitwear also suits the Indian climate and is a comfort wear for the people and thus can
be increasingly produced.
• Despite being strong in woven’s, the knitwear industry in India is on a double digit
growth trajectory and
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Impact Of Exchange Rate On Indian Stock Market
SAHIL KAPOOR
SHUBHAM KAPOOR
Abstract
Exchange rate serves as a measure to assess the state of economic condition of any
developing or developed nation majorly after increasing the pace of globalization around the
whole world and the stock market of a country depicts the economic condition of that
particular country. So the main purpose of this paper is to establish a relationship between
exchange rate and stock market and also to know the impact of exchange rate on stock market
with reference to India. Secondary data of monthly closing prices have been used for the
study for 5 years i.e. 2014-2018. Econometric tools like Unit root test, Johansen
cointegeration test, Granger causality test and Regression have been used. The study has
concluded that both the variables are non stationery at level, there exists long run relationship
between exchange rate and stock returns. Further there was no causality found between
exchange rate and stock returns. At last a significant impact of exchange rate has been found
on stock market of India.
Keywords: Globalization, Econometric, Stationery, Cointegeration, Causality.
Introduction
Today is the world of globalization, where any individual, group of individuals, body
corporate etc. can trade, make investment, open subsidiary in any country and as far as India
is concerned, after the economic reforms of Liberalization, Privatisation,
Globalization,1991, foreign trade and investments are in increasing trend which has a direct
relationship with the exchange rate. Any payment made by India or to India is dependent
upon the exchange rate of India with that country’s currency and it is totally dependent upon
demand and supply forces. Majority of the trade around the world is done in US $ because
it is the international accepted currency. The business of India with the rest of the world have
a great impact on Indian economy and as the Stock market is considered as the barometer of
the economy, So the present study focuses in establishing the relationship between the
exchange rate and stock market with special reference to India only.
Literature Review
• S. POORNIMA AND M. GANESHWARI (2016) had examined the relationship of
exchange rate with Indian stock market index. Secondary daily closing data have been
used for the study from the period of 1-7-2014 to 29-7-2016 of INR-US DOLLAR
Exchange rate and Nifty Index. Econometric tools like Unit root test, Johansen
cointegeration test, Granger causality test have been used. They concluded that data was
stationery at 1st difference and negative correlation found between variables under the
study. Further, Exchange rate grangerly causes stock returns.
• V. INGALHALLI et al (2016) had examined the causal relationship between selected
macro economic variables and stock prices . They collected secondary data in their study
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for the period ranging from 2005 to 2015 of INR-US DOLLAR Exchange rate and BSE
Sensex. Econometric tools like Unit root test, Augmented Dickey Fuller Test,
Correlation matrix, granger causality test.they concluded that all the variables were non
stationery at level and stationery at first difference, Moderate degree of positive
correlation found between exchange rate and Sensex. Further Sensex grangerly cause
exchange rate.
Statement Of The Problem
Exchange rate determines the payments and revenue of a country which also includes the
business of the companies traded in stock market so to know whether there exist any
causality between both variables or not and to assess the impact of exchange rate on stock
market is the cental theme of this research paper.
Objectives Of The Study
1. To study the characteristics of Exchange rate and stock index.
2. To analyze the relationship between Exchange rate and stock returns.
3. To analyze the causality between Exchange rate and stock returns.
4. To analyze the impact of Exchange rate on stock index.
Research Methodology
The present study includes 2 variables i.e. exchange rate and stock market. For exchange
rate (INDIAN RUPEE- US DOLLAR) and for stock market performance (BSE SENSEX)
have been used. Secondary data have been collected of monthly closing prices for 5 years
i.e. 2014-2018 from the official websites of RBI and BSE. The method of data analysis
includes Augmented dicky fuller test, Johansen cointegeration test, Granger causality test
and Regression.
Analysis And Interpretation
1. To study the characteristics of Exchange rate and stock prices.
Null Hypothesis: Data of Exchange rate and BSE Sensex has a unit root.
Alternate Hypothesis: Data of Exchange rate and BSE Sensex has no unit root.
At Level:
Variables

BSE Sensex
Exchange rate

Test
Equation
includes
t statistics
Intercept
-1.404657
Intercept and trend -2.237691

Probability value
0.5741
0.4604

None
Intercept
Intercept and trend

1.540959
-1.195864
-2.163293

0.9684
0.6707
0.5005

None

0.759182

0.8753

Test
Equation
includes
Intercept
Intercept and trend
None
Intercept
Intercept and trend
None

t statistics
-6.815438
-6.753487
-7.494250
-7.812366
-7.751009
-7.777248

Probability value
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*

At First Difference:
Variables

BSE Sensex
Exchange rate
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Interpretations
From the above 2 tables of ADF test, it can be concluded that at level, the data of both the
variables were showing p value (> 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was accepted.
So, the data was non stationery or the data was having unit root at level.
At 1st difference, the data of both the variables were showing p value (< 0.05) which means
that the null hypotheis was rejected. So, the data was stationery or the data was not having
unit root at 1st difference.
2. To analyze the relationship between Exchange rate and stock prices.
Null Hypothesis: No long run relationship exists between Exchange rate and BSE
Sensex.
Alternate Hypothesis: Long run relationship exists between Exchange rate and BSE
Sensex.
TRACE TEST
NULL
HYPOTHESIS

TRACE
STATISTIC

CRITICAL
VALUE

PROBABILITY DECISION
VALUE

NONE

48.48209

15.49471

0.0000*

REJECT H0

ATMOST 1
16.01452
3.841466
MAXIMUM EIGENVALUE TEST

0.0001*

REJECT H0

NULL
HYPOTHESIS

MAX-EIGEN
STATISTIC

CRITICAL
VALUE

PROBABILITY DECISION
VALUE

NONE

32.46757

14.6460

0.0000*

REJECT H0

ATMOST 1
16.01452
3.841466
0.0001*
REJECT H0
Interpretation
From the above 2 tables of johansen cointegeration test, it can be concluded that according
to trace test, the p value was (< 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was rejected. So,
the data of both the variables were having relationship.
According to maximum eigen value test, the p value was (< 0.05) which means that the null
hypotheis was rejected. So, the data of both the variables were having relationship.
Both the test were showing same results which concludes that as this test is used to measure
long run relationship, so there exists the long run relationship.
3. To analyze the causality between Exchange rate and stock prices.
NULL Hypothesis

F-Statistics

Exchange rate does not Granger
Cause BSE Sensex
0.88577
BSE Sensex does not Granger Cause
Exchange rate
3.71720
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Probability
Value

Decision

0.3507

Accept H0

0.0590

Accept H0
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Interpretation
From the above table of granger causality test, it can be concluded that the first null
hypothesis was Exchange rate does not Granger Cause BSE Sensex and it was showing
p value (> 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was accepted.
Second null hypothesis was BSE Sensex does not Granger Cause Exchange rate and it
was also showing p value (> 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was accepted.
So, no causality found between exchange rate and stock prices.
4. To analyze the impact of Exchange rate on stock prices.
Dependent Variable: BSE
Method: Least Squares
Date: 06/07/19 Time: 01:14
Sample (adjusted): 2014M02 2018M12
Included observations: 59 after adjustments

Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
EX

0.012043
-1.320599

0.004166
0.239910

2.890563
-5.504557

0.0054
0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.347080
0.335625
0.031815
0.057695
120.7214
30.30015
0.000001

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.009565
0.039032
-4.024453
-3.954028
-3.996962
1.863191

Source: Eviews10.0
Interpretation
From the above table of regression analysis, it can be concluded that independent variable
(Exchange rate) was having the p value (< 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was
rejected and here the null hypothesis was independent variable was not significantly impact
the dependent variable (BSE Sensex). Also there was negative coefficient value of
independent variable which depicts the negative correlation between both the variables..
P value of F statistic was also (< 0.05) which means that the null hypotheis was rejected and
here the null hypothesis was that this whole model is not fit for prediction of the BSE sensex
on the basis of exchange rate.
Further R square was (0.34) which indicates that 34% variation in BSE Sensex was explained
by Exchange rate only and rest 66% explained by other factors.
At last for diagnostic checking of this model, all three conditions were satisfied which were
that there exists no serial correlation, homoskedasticity was there in the model and the data
was normally distributed.
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So, this model is statistically fit for prediction or forecasting of stock prices on the basis of
exchange rate.
Conclusion
At last it can be concluded that the data of both Exchange rate and BSE Sensex were non
stationery at level and stationery at first difference. There exists long run relationship
between Exchange rate and BSE Sensex. There was no causality found between both the
variables under study. Further there exists significant impact of Exchange rate on BSE
Sensex.
Limitations Of The Study
The study is limited to the sample of 1 macroeconomic variable only and also the period of
study is only 5 years. Hence more information will be needed in order to generalize the
results.
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A Note On General Distribution Of Pure Birth And Death
Process
Dr. Jyoti Jaiswal
Abstract
Distribution of arrivals, inter-arrival times, service times and departures have been
investigated in pure birth and death processes.
Key words
Medical system/pure birth process / pure death process / Rouche’s theorem / inter-arrival
times.
Introduction
Queueing models have been used effectively as performance evaluation of medical system /
facilities, analysis of queueing models in health / medical services have received
considerable attention in the recent studies. For broader insight one can see, Goffin1, W.C.,
Cox2, D.R., Gross3 and Harris C.M., Kleinrock4, L. and Pandey5, O.N. etc.
In the present study we have investigated the general probability distribution of pure birth
and death process. We have also worked out Laplace Steiltjes Transform of the distribution
of arrivals, inter-arrival times and departure. At last we have obtained Laplace steiltijes
Transform of distribution of service times.
We consider a single server queueing system for which the inter-arrival times are
independent, identically distributed as random variables. A customer who arrives and finds
the server idle enters services immediately, and service times of the customers successive
are identically distributed random variables that are independent of the inter-arrival times.
A customer who arrives and finds server busy joins the end of the single queue.
We consider a model in which only arrivals are counted and no departures take place and
this type of model is called to be a pure birth model. Stated in terms of queueing birth process
which usually arise when there is a customer that is increased by birth as arrival in the system
and decreased by death of departure of serviced customer from system. Sometimes a
situation may arise when no additional customer joins the system while service is continued
for those who are in line.
DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVEALS : (Pure Birth Process)
Let Pn ( t + t ) be the probability of N customers in the system at time ( t + t ) Here two
cases arise :
Case I : When N  1 and t  0 , then
(i)
The system contains N Customers at time t and there is no arrival during time interval
At.
(ii)
The system contains (N~a) customers at time t and there is no departure during time
interval t .
Thus
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PN ( t + t ) = {(Prob. Of N customers in the system at time t)  (Prob. Of no arrival during
time t ) {(Prob. Of (N~a) customers in the system at time t)  (Prob. Of ‘a’ arrivals during
time t )}
= PN ( t )(1 − at ) + PN −a ( t )( at + ot ) , a  1
(1)
Case II : When N = 0 and t f 0, then
There is no customer in the system at time t + t and there is no customer arrived
during t .
Po ( t + t ) = {(Prob. of no customer at time t)  (Prob. of no arrival during time t )}

(i)

= Po ( t )(1 − at )

(2)

Equations (1) and (2) may be written respectively as
PN ( t + t ) PN ( t )
t
t o ( t )
=
− a PN ( t ) + PN − a ( t ) a
+
, N  1, a  1
t
t
t
( t ) ( t )
Po ( t + t ) Po ( t )
t
=
− a Po ( t ) , N = 0
t
t
t
Taking limits t → 0 on both sides the above equations take the form :

P 'N ( t ) = − a PN ( t ) + a PN −a ( t )

(3)

and

P 'o ( t ) = − a Po ( t )
(4)
Applying Z-transform to the equation (3), we arrive at, in the light of (4),


 P ' (t ) Z

N =a

N

N





N =a

N =a

+ P '0 ( t ) = −a  PN ( t ) Z N + a  PN −a ( t ) Z N − a P0 ( t )

(5)

After a little simplification, (5) reduces to






N =0

N =a

N =a

 P 'N ( t ) Z N + P '0 (t ) = −a  PN (t ) Z N + a  PN −a (t ) Z N − a Pa−1 (t ) − a P0 (t ) (6)

Finally it is fairly easy to observe that




 P ' (t ) Z

N

N

N =0



= −a  PN ( t ) Z + a  PN −a ( t ) Z k − a Pa −1 ( t ) − a P0 ( t ) + P 'a −1 (t )
N

N =0

K =0

Now putting


 P ' (t ) Z
N

N =0

N

= −P ' ( Z , t )

and


 P (t ) Z

N =0

N

N

= − P ( Z , t ) , we have

P ' ( Z , t = − a + a z 0 ) P ( Z , t ) + P ( Z , t ) + a Pa −1 ( t ) + a P0 ( t ) + P 'a −1 ( t )

(7)

Further we define the Laplace Transform with respect to time of P(Z, t) as
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P ( Z ,  ) =  e − P ( Z , t ) dt
0

(8)

0

Where | Z | 1 and Re ( )  0
Integration by parts yields the relation


e

−

P ' ( Z , t ) dt = − Z ' +  P * ( Z ,  )

0

Putting this value in the equation (7) we get,

P * ( Z , ) =

Z '+ a P * ( a − 1, ) − a P * ( 0, ) +  P * ( a − 1, ) −  P * ( 0, )

( + a ) − a Z 
a

(9)

Where | Z | 1 and Re ( )  0 ,
In this region, where | Z | 1 Re ( )  0 we have

| a Z a | = | a |  + a

(10)
By an appeal to Rouche’s Theorem, the denominator on the right hand side of (9)
( + a ) − a Z a , has only zero in unit circle
Thus

P * ( Z , ) =

Z '+ a P * ( a − 1, ) − a P * ( 0, ) +  P * + ( a − 1, ) − ( 0, )

( + a ) − a Z 
a

(11)

Taking Z → 1 one can get
a P * ( a − 1, ) − a P * ( 0, ) +  P * ( a − 1, ) = ( a − 1,  ) −  P * ( 0,  ) +1
(12)
P * ( Z , ) =

By an appeal to equation (12) equation (9) yields


 P (t ) = 1

N =0

N

Equation (11) is the transform of the transition probability for the process.
DISTRIBUTIONOF INTER-ARRIVAL TIMES :
Let the arrival distribution be Poisson. Let t0 be a fixed time and t be a variable time interval
and t infinitesimal unit time interval.
Let Q(t) be the probability that inter-arrival time is at least t.
Now Q(t) = Prob. (that no customer arrives after t0 and before ( t0 + t )
and
Q ( t + t ) = Prob. that neither customer arrives in ( t0 , t0 + t ) nor in time interval

( t

0

+ t ) , ( t0 + t + t )

Thus probability Q(t) and Q ( t + t ) connected by product law of probability provide us
2
Q ( t + t ) = Q ( t ) , (1 − at )  , a 1
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Simplifying a little more, we have
Q ( t ) = aQ ( t ) , which gives the solution

Q ( t ) = gae− a
(14)
Where g is integrating constant and form initial condition
Q ( 0) = a
(15)
In view of equation (13) and (15) we get
g=1
Finally we have
Q ( t ) = ae − a
(16)
Again taking Laplace Transform of the above equation
LQ ' ( t ) = − Z '+  Q * ( t )
(17)
Now equation (13) takes the form
Z'
Q *(t ) =
(18)
 − a
The probability density function (Pdt) of interval between an arrival and the next subsequent
arrival f(t) is therefore.
lim f ( x ) =
x →

Pr ob.)int erval lies between ( t + M )
t

F(t) = −Q ' ( t )

(19)

If f * ( ) is the Laplace Transform, the equation (19) takes the form
f ' ( ) =  + Z '−  Q * ( t ) 

(20)

Equation (20) presents Laplace Transform of the probability density function (Pdf) of interarrival time distribution.
DISTRIBUTION OF DEPARTURE : (Pure Death Process)
Now, we analyse the distribution of departure in view of the following assumptions.
(i)
Departure occurs at the  d per unit time.
(ii)
Departure of customers during time interval of time is independent and identically
distributed.
(iii) Probability of departure in any given time interval is proportional to the width of the
interval but is independent of the location of the interval.
(iv)
There is no arrival in the system and there are N patients in the system at t = 0
(v)
The probability of more than a m departures in the infinitesimal interval of length
t → 0 .
Under the above assumptions the departure distribution can be developed as follows :
Let PN ( t ) be the probability that there are n customers in the system at time t.
(i)

The probability that these N customers in the system at time t + t will be equal to
saying that there were N customers is the system at time t and no departure of any
customer occurred in t .

Thus
PN ( t + t ) = PN ( t ) = 1 −  d t  , d 1
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The probability that there were only n patients at time ( t + t ) , ( 0  n  N ) is same

(ii)

as saying that there were (n+d) patients in the system at time t + t with ‘d’
departures in t or no departure in time t when there were only n patients in the
system at time t.
Pn ( t + t ) = Pn ( t )(1 − d t ) + Pn+ d ( t )  d t , 0  n  N
(22)
d 1
(iii)

The probability that there were no customers in the system at time t + t is
equivalent to saying that there were no customers in the system at time t + t whose
departure to took place in t .

Hence

P0 ( t + t ) = P0 ( t ) , 1 + Pd ( t )  d t
After a little simplification it is fairly easy to observe that
P 'N ( t ) = −  dPN ( t )

(23)
(24)

P 'n ( t ) = −  dPn ( t ) +  dPn+d ( t ) , 0  n  N , d 1

(25)

P 'n ( t ) = −  dPd ( t ) , n = 0
(26)
To solve the first equation of the above three equations, we proceed with
P 'N ( t ) = −  dPd ( t ) with initial condition PN ( o ) d ,
Which gives the solution
PN ( t ) = de− d t
(27)
Now to solve remaining two equations (25) and (26) apply Z-transform in equation (25).
After a little simplification, we have




 P 'n ( t ) Z n − P 'd −1 ( t ) + P '0 (t ) =  d  Pn (t ) Z n + dPd −1 (t ) +
n =

n =

d
Z

d



 P (t )Z
j =d

j

j

+

d
Z

d

Pd −1 (t ) −

d
Zd

Pd −1 (t )

(28)
In view of the assumption


 ( t ) Z

n

= P ( Z , t ) , equation (28) takes the form

n=

Z d P ' ( Z , t ) = P ( Z , t ) ( −  dZ d + +  d ) + (  d −  dZ d ) Pd −1 ( t ) + Pd −1 ( t ) − P '0 ( t )

(29)

To solve this we make use of Laplace Transform
| Z | 1 and Re ( )  0


P * ( Z ,  ) =  e − t P ( Z , t ) dt ,


Thus


LP ' ( Z , t ) =  e − t P ( Z , t ) dt = − Z ' + 0 P * ( Z , 0 )

(30)



Again from equation (29) we have
Z d P ' ( Z , t ) = ( −  dZ d +  d ) P ( Z , t ) + (  dZ d −  d ) Pd −1 ( t ) − P 'd −1 ( t ) + P '0 ( t )
In view of equation (30) the above equation, yields
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P ' ( Z , ) =

Z d +1 + (  dZ d −  d ) P * ( d − 1,  ) −  P * ( d − 1,  ) +  P * ( 0,  )

( dZ

d

+  dZ d −  d )

(31)

In the region | Z |= 1 (Re ( )  0 we have,

| ( +  d ) Z d |=|  +  d |   d
(32)
By an appeal to Rouche’s Theorem, the denominator of the right hand side of equation (32)
( +  d ) Z d −  d  , has only zero in the unit circle if Z =  . Now since the Laplace
Transform P*(Z,  ), converges in the region | Z | =1, Re ( )  0 the zeros of the numerator
and denominator on the right hand side of equation (31) must coincide and therefore.
 d + d −  P * ( d − 1) +  P * ( 0, )
P * ( d − 1,  ) =
(33)
 d −  d d
Substituting equation (33) in equation (31) we obtain
Z i + d − ( −  dZ d +  d ) .  i + d +  P * ( d − 1, ) −  P * ( 0, ) −  P * ( d − 1, ) +  P * ( 0,  )
P * ( Z , ) =
 dZ d +  dZ d −  d
(34)
Equation (34) is the transform of the transition probabilities for the process.
DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICE TIMES
To obtain the probability density of service times for the Poisson departure system if we
consider the probability density function (Pdf) of service times S(t) as a continuous to the
probability of occurring no departure during the same period.
i.e.
Prob. (Service time, t  t0 ) = Prob. (no departure during t0 )
Or


PN ( t0 ) =1 − d  s ( t ) dt , d  1
0

using equation (27) in the above equation, we get after little simplification
s ( t ) =  dedt
Taking Laplace Transform of the above equation we get,
d
S * (t ) =
, d 1
d −
Which gives required distribution of service times.
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Benefits of Digital India
Sushma
Abstract
India not only emerging as one of the fastest growing economy, but also posses efficient
financial market in terms of technology, regulation and systems and also continues to remain
one of the highest savers among the emerging market economies recognizing the fact that
that high domestic savings and investment are crucial for sustenance of high stable rates of
growth of the economy. Moving one step forward, various efforts has been made by
governments to induce the growth of cash less economy. Thus, this paper analyzes the
effective policies adopted to promote the cash less economy and its benefits.
Key Words: Financial inclusion, banks, cashless economy.
Introduction
Indian economy is one of the fastest growing economies in the worlds, but it suffers from
various issues like black money, corruption, increasing numbers of NPAs, twin balance sheet
problems and so on. One way to cope these problems were the idea of the population is
estimated to have ever used any kind of non-cash payment instrument. This indicates the
major scope for strengthening the base of the untapped non- case user market. Digital
payments can promote women’s economic empowerment by facilitating greater account
ownership and asset accumulation and increasing women’s participation. Digital payments,
particularly by governments and employers, enable the confidentiality and convenience
women require in financial services. Payments provided via an account can provide the onramp to financial inclusion and in many cases the first account that a woman has in her own
name and under her control. Opening an account can be an important first step for
introduction to the formal economy for an entrepreneur and can lead to formalization of her
small business.
Research Methodology
The study was based on the secondary information which has been collected through
websites, newspapers, magazines, government reports, books, research paper etc. Main
objectives of this study: To Analysis the Benefits of Digital Payments.
Benefits of Digital Payments
Advantages arrives from use/implication of digital payment doesn`t retain to the person
specific, alike it will affect the economy as well as society as the whole. If implemented
efficiently and effectively. Thus, benefits were discuss in the context of government,
consumers and providers of these services.
Benefits for Govt
1. Increase in Transparency and Monitoring
Digital Transaction can be easily monitored by government, Comparatively to the cash
payments which are subject to `leakages`. Along with increase in transparency due to digital
transaction tax evasion would be difficult and promote revenue collection.
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2. Decline in cost
Shifting from cash economy to will result into low cost in various aspects. For instance, due
to use of digital transaction methods the cost of printing money will reduce, cost of leakages
bearing by government, in social transfers will also reduce.
Benefits for Consumers
Convenient mode of payment
Digital transaction is convenient enough to conduct. In this form, payments can be made
without delay when the need is greatest.
Lower cost
Due to digital transaction `shoe leather` cost which includes visits to banks, share of
financial intermediaries or agents and so on will decline.
Lower risk
There always remains safety issues white carrying cash with proper cyber security, online
payments is relatively risk free.
Inducement to savings
Digital payments can help to overcome the psychological barriers to savings by providing
automatic deposits, scheduled text reminders and positive default options.
More financial inclusion
Financial inclusion now days become a major component of economics development.
Normally, digital payments were considered as first entry point into the financial system for
individuals.
Increase in Women’s economic participation and Empowerment
Various studies revealed that women are most efficient savers. Access to these services will
promote their saving capacity and allow them to actively participate in economy.
Benefits for service providers
Reduce incidence of NPAs
Due to availability of all transaction related information and data reduce the possibility of
providing fund to defaulters.
Digital Payment Methods
The Digital India programme is a flagship programme of the Government of India with a
vision to transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.
“Faceless, Paperless, Cashless” is one of professed role of Digital India.
As part of promoting cashless transactions and converting India into less-cash society,
various modes of digital payments are available.
These Mode are:
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Conclusion
Achieving 100% cashless society, in present scenario of India, quit hard nut to crack as most
of the population especially in rural area are financially excluded as well as digitally
illiterate. However, steps towards less cash economy depends on many factors like
awareness campaigning, financially inclusion into the formal banking system and so on.
Reference
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Socio Economic Status of Agriculture Labour: with Special
Reference to Female Agricultural Labour
Prof. Shivaji Mane
Dr. D. S. Bagade
Abstract
Agriculture labour is one of most vulnerable factor in the society. Because they are
unorganized in nature and their inbuilt features like uneducated, non skilled and non
negotiating abilities make them helpless. Their level of income is low as compare to nonfarm
wages that’s the reason of their social and economic backwardness. Agriculture labour faces
many social problems like health, Poor Education, Non availability of credit, Poor
accommodation, Lack of Security and standard of living and low level of Income. Even they
face problem like malnourishment due to poor purchasing power. Calories intake fall short
as per the requirement. Another important problem they face is that the non availability of
work throughout the year. This section is economically weaker section of the society. Now
governments should implement the minimum wages act effectively as well as the land owner
should also make sure to pay the wages as per the Act.
Key Words: Socio Economic Status, Agriculture Labour, Social Problems Etc.
Introduction
Labour is one of important factor of production in each and every sector of the economy.
Especially in agricultural sector, it occupies a pivotal position for the each and every activity.
The total demand of 65% of agricultural sector is fulfilled by the labour market.
The size of labour force is determined by the number of people's in the age group of 15-59
years. Agricultural labor mostly belongs to the poorest, economically backwards and
backward communities. They are basically unskilled and un-organized. In India about
6.38 lakh villages and agricultural labour are scattered in this villages. They are dispersed,
unorganized and they have poor bargaining power. Due to seasonal work, they usually
migrate. The demand of agricultural labour is highly in the season periods and uneven in
the off season. Due to the seasonal nature of agricultural operations, there is a peak demand
for labour in the harvesting seasons and next to that in time of transplanting and weeding.
The duration of employment in a year various from five to seven month in dry area and
nine to ten month in irrigated areas.
Numbers of labour demand depend upon the size of holding and the nature of cultivation.
So agriculture sector does not provide full time job for agricultural laborers.
In numerical terms, they constitute about one fourth of the total work force. Their number
has been rising faster than the rate of growth of rural population. Their contribution to rural
economy is highly significant.
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The famous agricultural scientist, Dr. M. S. Swaminathan, explained the importance of women
in agriculture sector by saying that some historians believe that it was woman who
first domesticated crop plants and thereby initiated the art and science of farming.
While men went out hunting in search of food, women started gathering seeds from the
native flora and began cultivating those of interest from the point of view of food, feed,
fodder, fibre and fuel. Women have played and continue to play a key role in the
conservation of basic life support systems such as land, water, flora and fauna. They have
protected the health of the soil through organic recycling and promoted crop security
through the maintenance of varietal diversity and genetic resistance. Therefore,
without the total intellectual and physical participation of women, it will not be
possible to popularize alternative systems of land management to shifting cultivation,
arrest gene and soil erosion, and promote the care of the soil and the health of economic
plants and farm animals. (Prasad & Singh 1992)
Women constitute half of the global population and one third of the labour force, but receive
only one tenth of the world income and own less than one percent of the world's property.
The process of economic development induces several key changes in the structure of
the developing economies that includes changes in the allocation of labour in different
economic activities. The most important change concerns with the participation of women
in the economic activities. Women are more vulnerable than men, disproportionately
concentrated in low-wage sectors or occupations and often segregated into informal sector.
Women constitute nearly half of the adult population in India and 77 % of them belong to
rural area. The major occupation of rural women is agriculture and related activities and
thereby they contribute about three-fourth of the labour required for agricultural operations.
Women workers play a significant role in agricultural development and allied fields
including in the main crop production, livestock production, horticulture, post harvest
operations, agro/social forestry, fisheries etc. Women also play vital role in allied
agricultural activities such as entire management of dairy animals, starting from
collection and cutting of fodder to feeding, cleaning of cattle and cattle shed collection of
dung, milking, preparation of milk products etc. Their role in sectors like poultry, piggery,
duckery, goatery, sheep rearing, rabbit rearing, fisheries, sericulture and mushroom
cultivation, is also overwhelming.
Women contribute in innumerable ways to the development process. Broadly their
contribution to socio economic development has two fold, say within the home, as well as
outside the home. Outside home women try to be an equal and able partner in the
economic activities. In agriculture, she is engaged in seeding, planting, weeding, irrigation,
processing and harvesting operations.
The agriculture sector occupies pivotal role in Indian economy. It contributes around 19 to
21% to the Gross Domestic Product. The mechanization in agriculture sector has been
consistently affecting the agriculture sector. The men laborers have been shifting to semi
industries whereas the women laborers have been consistently increasing. The cropping pattern
has also been change. It has resulted into changing composition of agriculture sector.
Meaning of Agriculture labor
A person who tills the soil for a living 39-51-205 Agricultural labor defined. (1) The term
"agricultural labor" includes all services performed prior to January 1, 1972, which was
agricultural labor as defined in this section prior to such date and remunerated services
performed after December 31, 1971:
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(a) on a farm, in the employ of any person in connection with cultivating the soil, or in
connection with raising or harvesting any agricultural or horticultural commodity,
including the raising, shearing, feeding, caring for, training, and management of
livestock, bees, poultry, and fur-bearing animals and wildlife;
(b) in the employ of the owner or tenant or other operator of a farm in connection with
the operation, management, conservation, improvement, or maintenance of such farm and its
tools and equipment or in salvaging timber or clearing land of brush and other debris left by
a hurricane if the major part of such service is performed on a farm;
(c) in connection with the production or harvesting of any commodity commonly known
as agricultural commodities or in connection with the hatching of poultry or in connection with
the operation or maintenance of ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways used
exclusively for supplying and storing water for farming purposes, except where such
ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways are owned and operated by government entities;
(d) in the employ of the operator of a farm or a group of operators of farms or a
cooperative organization of which such operators are members in handling, planting, drying,
packing, packaging, processing, freezing, grading, storing, or delivering to storage or to
market or to a carrier for transportation to market in its unmanufactured state any
agricultural or horticultural commodity, but only if such operator or operators produced
more than one-half of the commodity with respect to which such service is performed.
Definition of Labor Force
The current definition of the total labor force is that it refers to all noninstitutionalized individuals 16 years of age and over who are at work, seeking work, or
unemployed.
Classification of Agricultural Labourers
Agricultural labourers can be divided into four categories —
1. Landless Labourers, who are attached to the land lords;
2. Landless labourers, who are personally independent, but who work exclusively for others;
3. Petty farmers with tiny bits of land who devote most of their time working for others and
4. Farmers who have economic holdings but who have one or more of their sons and dependants
working for other prosperous farmers.
The first group of labourers has been more or less in the position of serfs or slaves; they are
also known as bonded labourers.
Agricultural labourers can also be divided in the following manner:
1. Landless agricultural labourers
2. Very small cultivators whose main source of earnings due to their small and submarginal
holdings is wage employment. Landless labourers in turn can be classified into two broad
categories:
1. Permanent Labourers attached to cultivating households.
2. Casual Labourers. The second group can again be divided into three subgroups: (i)
Cultivators (ii) Share croppers (iii) Lease holders.
Permanent or attached labourers generally work on annual or seasonal basis and they work
on some sort of contract. Their wages are determined by custom or tradition.
Temporary or casual labourers are engaged only during peak period for work. Their
employment is temporary and they are paid at the market rate. They are not attached to any
landlords.
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Under second group comes small farmers, who possess very little land and therefore, has to
devote most of their time working on the lands of others as labourers.
Share croppers are those who, while sharing the produce of the land for their work, also work
as labourers.
Tenants are those who not only work on the leased land but also work as labourers.
Issues of Agricultural Laborers
The main features, characterizing Indian agricultural labor are as follows:
1. Agricultural Labourers are Scattered: Agricultural labour in India is being widely
scattered over large number of villages in the country and so cannot be effectively
organized.
2. Unskilled and Lack Training: Agricultural labourers, especially in smaller villages
are generally unskilled workers carrying on agricultural operation at a very low wages.
Majority of them are generally conservative and tradition bound. There is hardly any
motivation for change or improvement. Since there is no alternative employment, the
agricultural laborer has to do all types of work- both farm and domestic for landlord.
3. Unorganized: Agricultural laborers are not organized like industrial laborers. These
laborers are illiterate and ignorant. They live in villages scattered all over the country.
Hence they could not be organized in unions. Accordingly, it is difficult for them to bargain
with the land owners and secure good wages.
4. Low Social Status: Most agricultural workers belong to the depressed classes, which
have been neglected for ages. In some parts of India, agricultural laborers are migratory,
moving in search of jobs at the time of harvesting with a lot of dislocation of family life,
dislocation of education of children and numerous other handicaps.
5. Abundance of Labour: The agricultural labourers are abundant in supply in relation to
their demand. It is only during the sowing and harvesting seasons that there appears to be
nearful employment. But, once these seasons are over, majority of agricultural workers
are jobless especially in areas, where there is single cropping pattern. The problem is further
aggravated due to the fact that these labors are generally unskilled and so couldn't find
alternative employment.
6. Low Bargaining Power: Due to all the above mentioned factors, the bargaining power
and position of agricultural laborers in India is very weak. In fact, quite a large number of
them are in the grip of village money lenders, landlords and commission agents, often the
same person functioning in all the three capacities. The agricultural labor is the most
exploited class of people of India. Thus partly because of factors beyond their control and
partly because of their inherent bargaining weakness, the farm laborers have been getting
very low wages and have therefore to live in a miserable sub-human life.
Objectives of the Study
1. To study the social issues with agricultural labour
2. To study the economic status of agricultural labourer
3. To study the corrective measures for social and economic issues
Review of Literature
In a research titled “A Study on Socio Economic Conditions of Agricultural Labourers in
Virudhnagar District” researcher Parvathi, P mentioned that rural labour households and
agricultural labour households percentage has been declining in employment both for male
and female labour. There is also a decline in the average number of wage earners per
household. Clearly, the rural labour households and agricultural labour households in the
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state are characterized by low earning, decline in income, low consumption and high debt.
The government should find certain solutions to generate more employment and income.
Though some improvements have been seen in economy but still agriculture sector is lagging
behind on various grounds like low agricultural growth, low quality employment growth,
low human development, rural-urban divides, gender and social inequalities, and regional
disparities etc.
In another research paper written by M. Radhakrishnaiah and Sankaraiah showed that the
agricultural labourers constitute a considerable proportion of rural work force in India. They
manage their livelihood by working on various farms for wages. The productivity in
agriculture depends upon the efficiency of agricultural labourers, which in turn depends upon
their socio-economic conditions. Most of the agricultural labourers in the village are landless
and so they depend on wage paid employment.
In research paper entitled “Agriculture Labor’s Socio-Economic Conditions: A Study in
Krishna District of Andhra Pradesh state by Dr. B.V.RAJU revealed that majority of the
agricultural labourer belongs to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes. Their income is little
and irregular as compare to urban area. Since they possess no skills or training and they do
not have alternative work opportunities also. Hence they face exploitation from landowner
or whosoever hires them.
The shortfall of labourer in agriculture sector is mainly because of cropping pattern and more
of mechanization of farming. The farmers’ community is dealing with this problem in a way
where they use family labour, heavy use of machinery and hiring labour from outside the
village. Small and medium farmers are unable to pay wage rates equal to the Mahatma
Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) wage rates due to low
income from agriculture. As MGNREGA is a labour bank in the rural areas, these labourers
can be involved in agricultural work in the field of farmers so that labour shortage problem
can be overcome.
The data provided by the census of India reveals that in 1981, about 69 per cent of the total
workers were engaged in agriculture and allied activities; during 1991, the share of
agriculture in total employment slightly declined to 68 percent. In absolute terms, agriculture
provided employment to 256 million persons in 1997, thus bringing percentage of
economically active population in agriculture to 61 per cent. It was increased in 2011 census
to 263.02 million (72.57% of total main workers i.e. 362.45 millions). It is really disturbing
that the proportion of agricultural labourers has increased and the cultivators have indicated
a decline.
One of the most distinguished features of the rural economy of India has been the growth in
the number of agricultural workers, cultivators and agricultural labourers engaged in crop
production. The phenomena of underemployment, under-development and surplus
population are simultaneously manifested in the daily lives and living of the agricultural
labourers. Usually they get low wages, conditions of work put an excessive burden on them,
and the employment which they get is extremely irregular. Agricultural workers constitute
the most neglected class in Indian rural structure. Their income level is low and employment
is also irregular. Since, they possess no skill or training, they have no alternative employment
opportunities either. Socially, a large number of agricultural workers belong to scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes. Therefore, they are a suppressed class. They are scattered and
they cannot fight for their rights. Because of all these reasons this entire group is far away
from economic development.
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Problems of Landless Agricultural Labour
The problem of agricultural landless labourers is increasing year after year and in order to
evaluate the economic conditions of this class. The First Agricultural Labour Enquiry was
conducted in the year 1950-1951 by the Ministry of Labour. The enquiries revealed the
following problems of agricultural landless lobourers.
Low wage rate: The main problem in this sector is low wages. Though agricultural wages
have been revised upward several times since independence, the legislations are poorly
implemented. For instance wages in U.P, Bihar, Orissa and M.P ranges from Rs.20. to 30
per day per man compared to the wage range between Rs. 7.50 and Rs. 9.50 in Punjab and
Haryana there is exploitation by landowners low wages generate the vicious cycle of
poverty.
Large sized families The number of members increased in the families is other problems of
landless agricultural labours. Their income earning available sources only in the field of
agriculture land.
Low social status: The incomes of agricultural labourers are very low. Hence their standard
of living is not improved way social status of the labourers are very low level compare with
other income group of people.
Zero social security: Agriculture workers in the country do not have any social security.
The existing legislations are also not enforced permanently by concerned authorities.
Research Methodology:
The research is being made on the basis of secondary data.
Findings
1. Women face many problems like wage discrimination, exploitation, and irregularity in
availability of work in agriculture.
2. Child marriage is very common in the laborer’s family. Because of low income the head
of the family of labourer cannot give better education to the children so he opts for girl child
marriage at early stage.
3. The male labourer is most probably addicted with addiction of wine, beedi, and tobacco
which in turn makes suffering to women. Men harash the women by scolding, beating etc so
the women go in the search of job by which she can manage the responsibilities and care her
children.
4. The increasing vulnerability among the agricultural labourers is inevitable due to
incompetent schemes of the governments.
5. There is acute poverty persist in the agricultural sector. Agricultural labourers face
several problems like discriminated wages, mechanized practices, cultivation of single
crop, failure of irrigation facilities and other social problems make them highly
vulnerable.
Suggestions for the Improvement of Agricultural Labours: The following suggestions
are be made for the improvement of the socio-economic conditions of the female agricultural
labourers
1. Improvement in the working conditions for female workers is a need of hour
2. Public works programmes should be available for longer period in year.
3. Credit at cheaper rates of interest should be available on easy terms of payment for
undertaking subsidiary occupation
4. Better implementation of legislative measures should be available to female labourers.
5. strengthening of Mahathama Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
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(MGNREGS) is require because it is good alternative source of employment.
6. Protection of women and child labourers is essential.
7. Cooperative farming needs to be adopted to boost production and employment.
8. Proper training needs to be provided to female workers so as to improve the skills of
farm labourers
Conclusion
Labour shortage in agriculture is being major problem in agriculture sector in India. The
main causes of labour shortages are rural out-migration of agricultural labour; MGNREGA
works and its wage rate; high wage rate in nonfarm sector; institutional factors. Former two
factors are more prominent in rural areas. Labour shortage started since 1990s when
economic reform was introduced but acute labour shortage started since 2005-06 when the
MGNREGA was begin. Mechanization in agriculture is the best alternative for labour
shortage but it has some limitation such as costly, small landholding, high maintenance
charges, etc. Wage employment programs and employment guarantee scheme of
MGNREGS regulates the right direction to ensure livelihood security to the agricultural
labourers. This Scheme Safeguard the agricultural landless labours sources of income
earnings and improve standard of living. A technology which best suit and fulfill the
requirement of agricultural labours should be promoted in the direction of sustainable
agricultural without affecting livelihood security of agricultural labour in India. A balanced
approach towards capital intensive technology without affecting the interest of manual
labour is the need of the hour.
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Agriculture And Sustainable Economic Growth
CMA (Dr.) Rajni Bala
Abstract: The decreasing growth in real agricultural GDP and land productivity, increasing
food security among the poor and an increased level and persistence of food inflation all are
having an adverse impact on the growth of the economy.
Keywords - Agriculture, economic growth, inflation.
Introduction: - Agriculture plays an important role in India’s economy. 54.6% of the
population is engaged in agriculture and contributes 12.8 % to the country’s GDP gross value
added for the year 2016-17. Govt. has taken several steps for its sustainable development.
Steps have been taken to improve soil fertility through the social health card scheme, to
enhance the water efficiency through Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yogna (PMKSY), to
support the organic farming through Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yogana (PKVY).
Agriculture is viewed as a source of food and raw material for the economy and its people
so that they can overcome poverty.
India’s current problems are rooted in agricultural and allied sectors. These problems mainly
result in decreasing growth in real agricultural gross domestic product and land productivity
and this also increasing the food insecurity among the poor and an increased level and
persistence of food inflation. India’s agricultural growth rate has averaged less than one third
of the govt. modest target of 4%. Agriculture growths always demands massive public goods
provision and that in turn requires a radical reorientation of central, state and district
government activities.
Review of literature
1. K Palanisami, K.R Karunakaran, Upali Amarasinghe and C.R Ranganathan, ‘Doing
Different Things’ or doing it differently?’ Economic and political weekly, Feb, 23 2013
concluded that the average yield increase of system of Rice intensification (SRI) Parcels
over non SRI is about 22%, though it varies across regions. The southern region, which
dominates rice production in the country, reports in 18% increase in average yield, but
absolute increments in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka are as high as any other region.
2. Harbir Singh and Ramesh Chand, “The Seed Bill, 2011, some reflection. ‘The economic
and political weekly, December 17, 2011 concluded that the Private Sector has an edge
over the public sector in capturing market signals and signals and delivering the desired
seed products in time. There is a strong need to promote competition in the seed sector
to fill the gap between demand and supply or quality seed and to ensure supply at
reasonable prices.
3. Madhavi Sally and Jayashree Bhosale,”Reforms “ From fields to market”; Economic
Times, July , 10 2014 concluded that to establish common national market, it was
suggested to review of the Land Tenancu Act, pursuing direct marketing and contract
farming examining the inclusion of agri-related taxes under the General Goods and
Service Tax(GST) and providing incentive to the private sector to scale up incentives.
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4. Misra S.K and Puri V.K; Indian Economy’ ‘Himalaya publishing house, Mumbai,2012
concluded that Agricultural Research is conducted by the India n Council of Agricultural
Research and Agricultural Universities have evolved in high-yielding varieties of seeds
for different crops, particularly wheat. However, intensive efforts are required for
achieving similar success in other crops. Research should be conducted on a substantial
scale at different regional center’s for testing the quality soil.
Objectives of the study
1. To study the growth and development of agriculture in India.
2. To study the productivity in agriculture.
3. To suggest the measures to achieve sustainable economic growth.
Research Methodology
The study is descriptive and analytical in nature and it is based purely on the secondary date
which has been collected from papers, journals, various reports of ministry of commerce and
from ministry of agriculture. The data is analyzed with the help of various statistical methods
such as averages. A few suggestions have been given in the end in order to achieve the
sustainable economic growth of the country.
Table-I Share of GDP%
Year
Agriculture
Industry
Services
2009
14.6
28.3
57.1
2010
14.6
27.9
57.5
2011
14.4
28.2
57.4
2012
13.9
27.3
58.8
2013
13.9
28.0
59.9
2014
13.9
26.13
59.93
2015
12.9
27.1
60
2016
12.8
26.2
61
2017
11.7
26.3
62
2018
11
26
63
Gross Domestic Product- The share of agriculture, industries and services in Gross
Domestic Product over the years is given in table-1.
Above table shows that the share of agriculture in GDP of the country has fallen over the
past ten years while on the other hand service sector’s contribution towards GDP is on the
rising trend.
Table 2 Trends in Production of Food Grains
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Year

Production(Million Tonnes)

2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
Average

234.47
218.11
244.49
259.32
250.14
265.04
252.02
251.57
275.68
276.78
252.76
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Source – Ministry of Agriculture, Agriculture Statistics Division, DES
This Table 2 shows the trends of food production of food crops this data shows that there is
an increasing trend in production of food grains during the last ten years. The average
production of food grains is 252.76 Million tonnes.
Table 3 India’s Agri Exports and Imports (Rs Cr.)
Year
Exports
Imports
2008-2009
85552
37183
2009-2010
89342
59528
2010-2011
117484
57342
2011-2012
187609
109212
2012-2013
232041
82819
2013-2014
1905011
2715434
2014-2015
1896348
2737087
2015-2016
1716378
2490298
2016-2017
1849429
2577666
2017-2018
1862321
2682104
Source – Ministry of commerce, DGCI &S
Agriculture exports and imports are shown in table 3 over the last 10 years. In this table
agriculture imports are increasing but the imports have reduced having the period 12-13 due
to the govt. controls. The imports must be reduced by increasing the domestic production so
that surplus must be there to bridge the current account deficit.
Conclusion
The share of agriculture in GDP of the country has fallen over the past ten years while on
the other hand service sector’s contribution towards GDP is on the rising trend. the trends of
food production of food crops this data shows that there is an increasing trend in production
of food grains during the last ten years. The average production of food grains is 252.76
Million tonnes. agriculture imports are increasing but the imports have reduced having the
period 12-13 due to the govt. controls. The imports must be reduced by increasing the
domestic production so that surplus must be there to bridge the current account deficit.
Suggestions
1. India’s imports should be reduced by increasing the domestic production
2. Pluses are the main source of proteins for Indians for this the per capita availability of
pulses should be increased.
3. Research must be conducted for testing the quality of soil and various measures must be
suggested for soil conversation and examination of various diseases affecting crops and
improving the quality of agricultural implements etc.
4. Policies of the government, relating to different crops, exports, taxes, subsidies, supplies
of inputs and availability of credit should be favorable to increase agricultural
production.
References
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Sustainable Development of Agriculture by Natural Farming:
An empirical study on farmers of Odisha
Mr. Prakash Chandra Jha
Dr. Manjusmita Dash
Abstract
Natural resources and environmental concerns have been prevalent not only in India, but in
other countries of the world as well, but in most cases, India has been the major country that
has experienced the depletion of natural resources and environmental degradation. In this
research manuscript, main focus has been laid upon India. India is the most populous country
in the world and with the impact of population explosion, there is exhaustion of natural
resources and environmental degradation. The main areas that have been highlighted are
rural poverty and environmental degradation, effects of disasters and natural hazards,
assessing risks, impacts and opportunities from natural resources and the environment,
precise insinuations for environment, sustainability and green development, greening rural
development and economic growth and environmental sustainability. In this article, an effort
has been made to identify the constraints faced by the agricultural sector, discuss the
available farm management options, and to outline the vibrant strategy backed by an efficient
and effective Extension to realize sustainable yields and rural development in the country.
In this paper we are trying to do a study on sustainable development in Agriculture in Odisha
through Natural firming.
Keywords: Natural farming, Sustainable, Growth, Development, Concern, Vital.
Introduction
Nowadays, environmental issues including air and water pollution, climate change,
overexploitation of marine ecosystems, exhaustion of fossil resources, conservation of
biodiversity are receiving major attention from the public, stakeholders and scholars from
the local to the planetary scales. It is now clearly recognized that human activities yield
major ecological and environmental stresses with irreversible loss of species, destruction of
habitat are the most dramatic examples of their effects. In fact these anthropogenic activities
impact not only the states and dynamics of natural resources and ecosystems but also alter
human health, well-being, welfare and economic wealth since these resources are support
features for human life. The numerous outputs furnished by nature include direct goods such
as food, drugs, energy along with indirect services such as the carbon cycle, the water cycle
and pollination, to cite but a few. Hence, the various ecological changes our world is
undergoing draw into question our ability to sustain economic production, wealth and the
evolution of technology by taking natural systems into account. The concept of “sustainable
development” covers such concerns, although no universal consensus exists about this
notion. Sustainable development emphasizes the need to organize and control the dynamics
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and the complex interactions between man, production activities, and natural resources in
order to promote their coexistence and their common evolution.
The concept of “sustainable development” covers such concerns, although no universal
consensus exists about this notion. Sustainable development emphasizes the need to organize
and control the dynamics and the complex interactions between man, production activities,
and natural resources in order to promote their coexistence and their common evolution. It
points out the importance of studying the interfaces between society and nature, and
especially the coupling between economics and ecology. It induces interdisciplinary
scientiﬁc research for the assessment, the conservation and the management of natural
resources.
Odisha is primarily an agrarian economy having nearly 30% contribution to the Net State
Domestic product (NSDP) with 73 percent of the work force engaged in this sector. The
cropped area is about 87.46 lakh hectares out of which 18.79 lakh hectares are irrigated.
Climate and soil play a vital role in Odisha's agriculture economy. The total cultivable land
exploited for cropping is about 40% of the total geographical area and the exploitation is
comparatively more in the coastal districts of Odisha i.e. Balasore, Bhadrak, Cuttack,
Ganjam, Jajpur, Jagatasinghpur, Kendrapara, Khurda, Nayagarh, Puri etc.
With the accelerating population growth, diminishing arable land surface - especially in
developing countries, declining non-renewable energy supplies and an increasing awareness
of potential environmental degradation, there is now much greater demand for sustainable
management in the agricultural sectors of the world’s economies. The agricultural sector
continues to play a crucial role for development, especially in low-income countries where
the sector is large both in terms of aggregate income and total labor force. Having been a
key preoccupation of developing country governments, donors and the international.
Although food production in the developing world is expected to increase at a faster rate
than in developed countries, cereal production will not be able to keep pace with demand.
Cereal imports by developing countries are therefore expected to double in order to bridge
the gap between food production and demand.
Irrigated areas are also projected to grow at a slower rate during the next few decades than
in the previous ones, and soil degradation is an escalating problem, especially in the
developing world. The concept of sustainable agriculture therefore now encompasses
ecological, economic and social issues for which weather and climate are key factors. In
particular, agricultural production is highly dependent upon weather, climate, and water
availability, and sustainable agricultural development needs to incorporate weather and
climate information in order to be most effective. Some examples of this fact include the
use of climate information to select the most appropriate crops for a given region, thus
contributing to sustainability; use of long-term climate information to ensure water
availability for agricultural and other users of water management projects; use of climate
information to assess the risk of land degradation as a possible consequence of certain land
management practices; use of climate forecasts to determine the optimal distribution of crops
to be grown and rangeland management practices to be implemented over the next growing
season; and use of weather and climate forecasts to estimate fire risks in woodland
management. Weather and climate information can also be used to advantage in assessing
the risk of agricultural and land practices that might somehow impact upon the environment.
Recent studies have shown that runoff of agricultural fertilizers can be transported by rivers
over thousands of kilometers and produce considerable impacts on marine ecosystems. In
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addition, weather and climate information is critical for real-time monitoring and long-term
risk assessment of natural disasters, such as droughts, floods, grassland and forest fires,
severe weather and tropical cyclones, which can induce very strong impacts on natural and
environmental resources.
We can grow healthful food without depending too much on toxic chemicals and chemical
fertilizers with Natural Organic and Biological Farming systems. The knowledge and
simple but practical technology in this manuscript can save your crops and help you earn
more from your garden and farm. Let’s return to the “Natural” ways. The growing market
demand is for safe organically grown fruits and vegetables. It is not the intention of this
paper to entirely eliminate the use of beneficial agricultural chemicals and fertilizers that
help to suppress and control destructive pest and diseases and provide food nutrients to the
plants. We also encourage the adoption of the latest improved technology and farming
systems that are environmentally and ecologically friendly. We encourage farmers to adopt
practical Integrated Pest Management (IPM) There is a worldwide shift for safe, chemical
free food and a demand for organically grown food crops. The alarming increase in the use
of toxic chemicals to control pests and diseases on both farm animals and plants has
endangered the environment and reduce bio diversity as well as the health of consumers. We
become too dependent like addicted people as the soil becomes poorer and insect pest
become resistant to chemicals used. The world that we have created is dominated by a
disregard for Nature and agreed that destroys for profit the environment, the ecosystem and
the capacity of the land to produce without artificial human interventions.
Sustainable Development in Agriculture
Sustainable development in agriculture has gained prominence since the publication of the
Brundtland Report in 1987. Yet, the concept of sustainable agriculture is very vague and
ambiguous in its meaning, which renders its use and implementation extremely difficult. In
this research, we aim to understandings of innovations in natural farming through sustainable
agriculture development from a social science and governance perspective by identifying
areas of complementarity and concern between emerging definitions of sustainable
agriculture. The need to integrate paradigms and conceptualizations of sustainable
agriculture demands that knowledge is integrated between scientific disciplines. Indeed,
such integral solutions address a range of different challenges all at once instead of seeking
different isolated solutions for single aspects.
Objectives of the Study
This thesis has the following objectives:
a) To assess the current issues and challenges faced by the farmers.
b) To study the feasibility of Natural Farming for our farmers,
c) To suggest the various Innovative steps for natural farming
Research Methodology
Research Type
It is an exploratory study, as it has focused on particular aspects or dimensions of the problem
studied. Data has been collected by distributing questionnaires.
Research Design
A research design specifies the methods and procedures for conducting a research work.
Both qualitative and quantitative approaches will be used for this purpose of the study.
Sampling
For present study convenience sampling method has been used for collecting data from
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Odisha.
Sample size
The sample size for conducting research is 481 farmers.
Sources of Data
For the present study primary data has been collected. For primary data 481 questionnaires
consisting of questions concerning issues and challenges associated with Sustainable
farming , feasibility of Natural farming for farmers of Odisha.
Data Analysis
The data pertaining to the demographic profile of the farmers is relevant to an analysis of
the understanding of respondents about the perceptions of innovations in natural farming sustainable agriculture and management of natural resources. The demographic
characteristics of the respondents are given in table 1. In gender, all the respondents are
belongs to male i.e. 481 (100 percent). In Age, majority of age group are between 36 to 45
years i.e. 210 no.s (43.66) percent than coming 26 to 35 yrs i.e. 147 (30.56 percent) and less
no. of respondents are coming below 25 yrs (2.49 percent) and above 55 yrs of age (1.87
percent). Further, in household size, majority of the respondents are having less than 3 256
(53.22 percent) than coming 3 to 5 i.e. 105 no.s(21.83 percent), then coming 5 to 9 i.e. 93
no.s(19.33 percent). Further, in education majority of the respondents are intermediate i.e.
379 no.s (78.79 percent), then coming post-graduation 57 no.s (11.85 percent). Less number
of respondents are belongs to 5 to 10 years i.e. 74 no.s (15.38 percent).
Table 1: Demographic Profile of Tourists (N = 481)
Cumulative
Particulars
Frequency
Percent
Percent
Gender
Male
481
100.0
100.0
Total
481
Age
below 25 yrs
12
2.49
2.49
26 - 35 yrs
147
30.56
33.05
36 - 45 yrs
210
43.66
76.71
46 - 55 yrs
103
21.41
98.12
Above 55 yrs
9
1.87
100
Total
481
100
Household size
less than 3
256
53.22
53.22
3-5
105
21.83
75.05
5-9
93
19.33
94.38
9 and more
27
5.61
100
Total
481
100
Qualification
Intermediate
379
78.79
78.79
Graduation
39
8.11
86.9
Post-Graduation
57
11.85
98.75
Others
6
1.25
100
Total
481
100
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less than 5 yrs
5 to 10 yrs
11 to 15 yrs
16 to 20 yrs
above 20 yrs

Work Experience
19
74
93
62
233
Total
481

3.95
15.38
19.33
12.89
48.44
100

3.95
19.33
38.66
51.55
100

Type Of Cropping Seasons
The following table shows the number of respondents doing cultivation for kharif and rabi
season. The results shows maximum of the respondents are doing cultivation to both kharif
and rabi (92.10 percent), then coming kharif (6.20 percent ) and rabi (1.70 percent).
Table 2: Type of cropping seasons in Odisha
Particulars
Frequency
Percent
Valid Percent
Kharif
30
6.20
6.20
Rabi
8
1.70
7.90
Kharif & Rabi
443
92.10
100.00
Total
481
100.0

Fig.1: Type of cropping seasons in Odisha
Validity of Questionnaire
The questionnaires were tested for face validity interactively among three experts including
researchers, consultants and practicing managers. The respondents were asked to indicate
items for understandability, relevancy and also to check whether the items were exhaustive
for the dimension under consideration in the context of marketing of events.
Reliability
Reliability of the variables was ensured through item analysis. Item sum correlations were
calculated and only items with more than 0.5 correlations with the sum was included for
summation (Hair et al 1998). The item sum correlations and the Cronbach Alpha were
calculated for each variable to check for internal consistency of the scale. The Cronbach
Alpha in all cases are higher than 0.7 except in one where it is in the 0.6 range. An Alpha
value of 0.6 and above is considered usable in exploratory studies (Hair et al 1998). The
range of the item sum correlations and reliability coefficients are given in the below table.
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Table 4: Reliability Analysis (Sustainable farming )
Std.
Cronbach's
Sl
Statements
Mean
N
Deviation
Alpha
Whether respondents have heard of
B11
4.012
0.992
0.831 481
sustainable agriculture
Whether respondents have had any
B12
4.094
0.923
0.834 481
training on sustainable agriculture
Environmental balance is one basis for
B13
4.188
0.848
0.820 481
sustainable agricultural practices
Sustainable agriculture discourage and
B14 stop usage of chemical fertilizers and
4.012
0.892
0.820 481
pesticides.
The adaptibility percentage of
sustainable farming practice is less
B15
3.815
0.892
0.829 481
because of its short term losses & long
term risk associated.
Sustainable agricultural practices may
B16 require additional management beyond 3.870
0.925
0.827 481
conventional practices
There is no any readily available
attractive market for high risk bearers
B17
4.027
0.823
0.830 481
of sustainable agriculture adaptors./
retainers.
Homemade Innovations inspired from
traditional and Vedic sciences are
B18
4.085
0.986
0.828 481
important tools to encourage
sustainable agriculture.
Adoption of sustainable agriculture
B19 will be easier for farmers who have
4.036
0.885
0.841 481
both cropped and livestock enterprises
The balance of Integrated efforts of
innovative traditional practices in
different geographies along with
B110
3.997
0.797
0.845 481
innovative green technological
products should be encouraged to
support agriculture.
Cronbach's Alpha
0.845
Factor Analysis (Analysis of internal homogeneity of the items by factor Analysis)
The factor analysis was applied to ten variables of sustainable development of agriculture.
The KMO value of factor analysis is 0.854 which indicates that Factor Analysis is reliable
to be done for the 10 variables which is also cross validated by significant valueof Bartlett’s
test of sphericity i.e. 0.000.
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Table 5: Factor Analysis (KMO and Bartlett's Test)
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
0.854
Approx. Chi1085.416
Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
df
45
Sig.
0.000
Source: developed from research
Kaiser (1974) recommends accepting values greater than 0.5 as acceptable (values below
this should lead to either collect more data or rethink which variable to include).
Furthermore, values between 0.5 and 0.7 are mediocre, values between 0.7 and 0.8 are good,
values between 0.8 and 0.9 are great and values above 0.9 are superb. For these data the
value is 0.854, which falls into range being good. So, we should be confident that factor
analysis is appropriate for these data.
Factor Analysis (Total Variance Explained)
Extraction Sums of Squared
Rotation Sums of Squared
Initial Eigenvalues
Loadings
Loadings
Component
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
% of
Cumulative
Total
Total
Total
Variance
%
Variance
%
Variance
%
1
4.241
42.406
42.406 4.241
42.406
42.406 3.156
31.555
31.555
2
1.141
11.407
53.813 1.141
11.407
53.813 2.226
22.258
53.813
3
.943
9.428
63.241
4
.865
8.646
71.887
5
.638
6.377
78.263
6
.591
5.907
84.171
7
.442
4.422
88.593
8
.418
4.176
92.769
9
.403
4.029
96.798
10
.320
3.202
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
The factor analysis was done for all the 10 variables. All these variables are reduced to two
different factors which explained around 53.813% of the total variance. The first factor with
their loading pattern indicates that a general factor is running throughout all the items
explaining about 31.555% per cent of the variance. The second factor explains about 22.258
%. The entire two factors explain about 53.813% of the total Variance.
Table 6: Factor Analysis (Rotated Component Matrix)
Particulars
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20
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Component
1

2
0.181
0.127
0.578
0.527
0.744
0.634
0.792
0.697
0.492
0.430

0.849
0.847
0.499
0.555
0.121
0.296
0.033
0.197
0.229
0.195
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Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

All the 10 variables are reduced to 2 factors. We have extracted the factors through varimax
method and through principal component analysis where the eigen value should be greater
than 1. Variable 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 defined as factor 1 with new name as Sustainable
agriculture. Similarly, variable 1, 2, and 4 defined as factor 2 with new name as Awareness.
Table 7 : New Factors named
Factors
Variables
New Factor
Factor 1
B13, B15, B16, B17, B18, B19 & B20
Sustainable
Factor 2
B11, B12 & B14
Awareness
Issues And Challenges Associated With Sustainable Farming
The following table shows the reliability analysis of sustainable farming. Five variables are
taken in the questionnaire to measure sustainable farming. The Cronbach’s value of each of
the variable are coming more than 0.8, this shows that the variables are reliable to measure
the sustainable farming.
Table 8: Reliability Analysis of Sustainable farming (N=481)
Std.
Cronbach's
Sl. Particulars
Mean
N
Deviation
Alpha
The adoption of sustainable agricultural
1 practices is slow because farmers lack the
3.861
0.932
0.874 481
knowledge to implement them
Sustainable agricultural practices may
2 require additional management beyond
3.697
1.074
0.875 481
conventional practices
Impact or efficacy level of sustainable
3 farming does not meets farmer 's
3.903
0.911
0.851 481
productivity expectation
The fact of long term benefit over short
4 term losses in adaption of sustainable
3.970
0.938
0.892 481
agriculture is not convincing.
The unavailability of attractive market
5 base for risk takers of sustainable
3.788
1.015
0.815 481
farming, discouraging adaptors.
Cronbach's Alpha
0.749
SEM of Sustinable Farming
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Table 9: SEM results of Sustainable farming
Particulars
CFI RMSEA GFI NFI
Chi-square = 72.410

0.945

0.101

0.981 0.923

Degrees of freedom = 5 RMR
RFI
Probability level = 0.000 0.078
0.873
Source: Developed from Field Study
For construct adequacy and discriminate validity of the test of Fiscal Compliance towards
Corporate Governance in State Bank of India a confirmatory factor analysis through AMOS
was used to test whether the observed measures were associated with their respective
constructs. The fit of the model was examined and verified, that each indicator loaded
significantly with its intended construct. In the model, Chi-square =72.410, df = 5, p<.001,
CFI=0.945, GFI=0.981, NFI=0.923, RFI = 0.873, RMSEA=0.101, provided a good fit to the
data (Browne and Cudek, 1993; Hu and Bentler, 1999). Each item loaded significantly with
its intended construct, as the significant value p<.01). All the p value of regression weights
was acceptable at a signiﬁcant level of 0.05.
Regression Analysis of Variable- Sustinable farming
Table 10: Regression Weights (Sustainable farming)
Particulars
Estimate
S.E. C.R.
P Label
Attractive <--- Sustainable Farming
1.000
Convincing <--- Sustainable Farming
0.997 0.127 7.878 ***
Impact
<--- Sustainable Farming
1.346 0.148 9.083 ***
Practice
<--- Sustainable Farming
1.392 0.158 8.811 ***
Adoption
<--- Sustainable Farming
0.636 0.112 5.679 ***
Source: Field Study
All the p value in the above table was acceptable at a signiﬁcant level of 0.01. Within the
analytical framework of the study, structural equation model (SEM) was performed to
determine the sustainable farming. Linear SEM estimates models: a measurement model and
a structural model. A measurement model is one that speciﬁes some number of latent,
unmeasured variables or factors, each with a speciﬁed number of measured indicators or
variables. A structural model includes a set of paths (regression coefficients) or correlations
between the various measured and unmeasured variables in the overall model. The
assessment of the model ﬁt is also revealed by the goodness of ﬁt index (GFI) and other
statistics such as the NLI and TLI. It is generally recognized that the GFI, NLI and TLI close
or to above 0.90 indicate a good model ﬁt. The root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) residual is a measure of the average explained variances and covariance in the
model. The index should be close to zero if the model ﬁts the data well.
Observations: The above table represents the regression weights of SEM of sustainable
farming through maximum likelihood estimates. The path analysis reveals that - Regression
weights of sustainable farming in agriculture of India is structurally fitted. All the
contributing variables are statistically significant and contributing to sustainable farming.
Out of all the variables, variables - Sustainable agricultural practices may require additional
management beyond conventional practices, Impact or efficacy level of sustainable farming
does not meets farmer 's productivity expectation, contributing maximum towards
sustainable farming.
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feasibility Of Natural Farming
Following table shows the descriptive statistics (mean & standard deviation) along with
Cronbach’s Alpha value of each of the independent variables towards measurement of
feasibility of natural farming.
Table 12: Reliability analysis of feasibility of natural farming
Std.
Cronbach's
Sl.
Particulars
Mean
N
Deviation
Alpha
Land stewardship, ecological
B31
3.71
0.990
0.823 481
sustainability
Chemical avoidance for family/farm
B32
3.97
0.848
0.825 481
worker health
Chemical avoidance for environmental
B33
4.36
0.598
0.828 481
health/ concern for environment
Organic represents good farming
B34
4.38
0.715
0.819 481
practices--like the results
Ecological principles--view farm as
B35
4.02
0.910
0.803 481
ecological system
Community values, tradition, quality of
B36
3.91
0.920
0.811 481
life
Provides economic support on fewer
B37
4.03
1.021
0.812 481
acres than conventional
B38 To reduce input costs
4.00
0.991
0.822 481
To change practices in response to farm
B39
3.61
1.113
0.828 481
chemical regulation
B40 Customer or buyer required it
4.02
0.910
0.803 481
B41 Ease of farming
3.45
1.198
0.817 481
B42 Yield is consistent
3.78
0.976
0.827 481
Cronbach's Alpha
0.831
Since, Cronbach alpha value of each of the independent variable are coming more than 0.8.
The variables are reliable for the measurement of feasibility of natural farming.
Analysis of internal homogeneity of the items by factor Analysis (feasibility of natural
farming):
The factor analysis was applied to twelve variables used for the measurement of feasibility
of natural farming. The KMO value of factor analysis is 0.731 which indicates that Factor
Analysis is reliable to be done for the 12 variables. And also the significance value is coming
to 0.000 which also relates the same.
Table 13: Factor Analysis of Feasibility of Natural farming (KMO and Bartlett's
Test)
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
0.731
Approx. Chi1989.195
Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
df
66
Sig.
0.000
Source: developed from research
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Kaiser (1974) recommends accepting values greater than 0.5 as acceptable (values below
this should lead to either collect more data or rethink which variable to include).
Furthermore, values between 0.5 and 0.7 are mediocre, values between 0.7 and 0.8 are good,
values between 0.8 and 0.9 are great and values above 0.9 are superb. For these data the
value is 0.731, which falls into range being good. So, we should be confident that factor
analysis is appropriate for these data.
Table 14: Factor Analysis of Feasibility of Natural farming (Total Variance
Explained)
Initial Eigenvalues
Component

Extraction Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%
3.843
32.028
32.028
1.771
14.756
46.785
1.342
11.183
57.968
1.148
9.565
67.533

% of
Cumulative
Variance
%
1
3.843
32.028
32.028
2
1.771
14.756
46.785
3
1.342
11.183
57.968
4
1.148
9.565
67.533
5
.757
6.312
73.845
6
.713
5.939
79.784
7
.564
4.697
84.482
8
.542
4.517
88.998
9
.504
4.198
93.196
10
.397
3.306
96.502
11
.217
1.806
98.309
12
.203
1.691
100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Total

Rotation Sums of Squared
Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%
2.503
20.855
20.855
2.108
17.566
38.421
1.930
16.080
54.501
1.564
13.032
67.533

The factor analysis was done for all the 12 variables. All these variables have reduced to
four different factors which explained around 67.533 % of the total variance. The first factor
with their loading pattern indicates that a general factor is running throughout all the items
explaining about 20.855 % per cent of the variance. The second factor explains about 17.566
%, third factor explains 16.080% and the fourth factor explains 13.032% of the total
variance. The entire four factors explain about 67.533% of the total Variance.
Table 15: Factor Analysis of Feasibility of Natural farming (Rotated Component
Matrix)
Component
Particulars
1
2
3
4
B31
0.132
0.098
0.028
0.855
B32
0.061
0.062
0.153
0.843
B33
0.024
0.029
0.823
0.035
B34
0.240 -0.035
0.753
0.053
B35
0.874
0.093
0.249
0.057
B36
0.764
0.100
0.275 -0.014
B37
0.514
0.088
0.502
0.057
B38
0.239
0.238
0.502
0.173
B39
0.007
0.851
0.125
0.021
B40
0.829
0.149 -0.019
0.243
B41
0.248
0.885 -0.022
0.008
B42
0.078
0.693
0.051
0.147
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Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
Table 16: New factors of Feasibility of Natural farming
Factors
Variables
Factors named
Factor 1
B35, B36, B37 & B40
Economic
Factor 2
B39, B41, & B42
Regulation
Factor 3
B33, B34 & B38
Health Concern
Factor 4
B31 & B32
Ecological
Source: Developed from Field Study
All the 12 variables are reduced to 4 factors. We have extracted the factors through varimax
method and through principal component analysis where the eigen value should be greater
than 1. Variable – B35, B36, B37 AND B40 constitute factor 1 named as Economic, variable
– B39, B41 and B42 constitute factor 2 named as Regulation, variable B33, B34 and B38
constitute factor 3 named as Health Concern and variable – B31 and B32 constitute factor
4 named as Ecological.

Fig.6: SEM of Feasibility of natural farming
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Table 17: SEM results of Feasibility of natural farming
Particulars
CFI RMSEA GFI NFI
Chi-square = 259.393

0.892

0.093

0.917 0.897

Degrees of freedom = 50 RMR
Probability level = 0.000 0.250
Source: Developed from Field Study
For construct adequacy and discriminate validity of the test of Feasibility of natural farming
a confirmatory factor analysis through AMOS was used to test whether the observed
measures were associated with their respective constructs. The fit of the model was
examined and verified, that each indicator loaded significantly with its intended construct.
In the model, Chi-square = 259.393, df = 50, p<.001, CFI=0.892, GFI=0.917, NFI=0.897,
RMSEA=0.093, provided a good fit to the data (Browne and Cudek, 1993; Hu and Bentler,
1999). Each item loaded significantly with its intended construct, as the significant value
p<.01). All the p value of regression weights was acceptable at a signiﬁcant level of 0.05.
Regression Analysis of Variable- Feasibility of natural farming
Table 18: Regression Weights (Feasibility of natural farming)
P
Particulars
Estimate S.E.
C.R.
label
Feasibility Natural
F1_Economic
<--2.151 .663
3.242
.001
Farming
Feasibility Natural
F2_Regulation
<--.443 .133
3.326
***
Farming
Feasibility Natural
F3_HealthConcern <--.827 .229
3.614
***
Farming
Feasibility Natural
F4_Ecological
<--.480
Farming
Required
<--- F1_Economic
1.000
Economic Support <--- F1_Economic
.811 .068 11.979
***
Community Values <--- F1_Economic
.960 .062 15.541
***
Ecological
<--- F1_Economic
1.213 .065 18.753
***
Consistent
<--- F2_Regulation
1.000
Ease Farming
<--- F2_Regulation
2.727 .299
9.133
***
Chemcial
<--- F2_Regulation
1.568 .143 10.961
***
Regulation
Reduce Costs
<--- F3_HealthConcern
1.000
Results
<--- F3_HealthConcern
1.226 .158
7.764
***
Concern
<--- F3_HealthConcern
.952 .127
7.478
***
Chem Avoidance
<--- F4_Ecological
1.000
Stewardship
<--- F4_Ecological
1.381 .315
4.381
***
Source: Field Study
All the p value in the above table was acceptable at a signiﬁcant level of 0.01. Within the
analytical framework of the study, structural equation model (SEM) was performed to
determine the feasibility of natural farming.. The assessment of the model ﬁt is also revealed
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by the goodness of ﬁt index (GFI) and other statistics such as the NLI and TLI. It is generally
recognized that the GFI, NLI and TLI close or to above 0.90 indicate a good model ﬁt. The
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) residual is a measure of the average
explained variances and covariance in the model. The index should be close to zero if the
model ﬁts the data well.
Observations: The above table represents the regression weights of SEM of Feasibility of
natural farming through maximum likelihood estimates. The path analysis reveals that Regression weights of feasibility of natural farming is structurally fitted. 12 variables are
reduced to 4 factors as Economic, Regulation, Health Concern and Ecological.
Out of four factors – the factor economic (2.151) contributes maximum towards feasibility
of natural farming, then coming Health concern (0.827) since path coefficient is coming
maximum.
Further, in economic factor, ecological (1.213) contributes maximum then coming required
(1.00), three variables measure regulation factor. Out of three variables, the variable -ease
of farming (2.727) and Chemical regulation (1.568) contributes maximum towards
regulation. Similarly, three variables measure health concern factor. Out of three variables,
the variable results (1.226) contributes maximum. And in ecological, the variable
stewardship (1.381) contributes maximum since path coefficient is coming maximum.
Conclusion
There are many benefits of sustainable agriculture, and overall, they can be divided into
human health benefits and environmental benefits. In terms of human health, crops grown
through sustainable agriculture are better for people. Due to the lack of chemical pesticides
and fertilizers, people are not being exposed to or consuming synthetic materials. This limits
the risk of people becoming ill from exposure to these chemicals. In addition, the crops
produced through sustainable agriculture can also be more nutritious because the overall
crops are healthier and more natural.
Sustainable agriculture has also had positive impacts of the environment. One major benefit
to the environment is that sustainable agriculture uses 30% less energy per unit of crop yield
in comparison to industrialized agriculture. This reduced reliance on fossil fuels results in
the release of less chemicals and pollution into the environment. Sustainable agriculture also
benefits the environment by maintaining soil quality, reducing soil degradation and erosion,
and saving water. In addition to these benefits, sustainable agriculture also increases
biodiversity of the area by providing a variety of organisms with healthy and natural
environments to live in.
Together, the agriculture sector and Extension Service have a significant and positive role
in achieving sustainable rural development. Projects and programs on sustainable agriculture
based on scientific concepts and principles will improve rural livelihood. Hence, we
conclude that effective agriculture management would lead to sustainable rural development.
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Study Of Correlation Betweem Irrigation And Cropping
Intensity Of Bassi Tehsil, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India
Dr. Arjun Lal Meena
Priyanka Bisht
Abstract
Utilization of irrigation facilities becomes crucial in a region having scanty rainfall to get
water for farming. This paper is an attempt to examine the relationship between cropping
and irrigation intensity. There is employed spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to
establish the relation between cropping and irrigation intensity. Along with this, study
throws the light on the role of other factors in agriculture production. The study is carried
out at micro level so there could be focused on the results of different combination of these
factors on the agriculture production. In this way, the focus of study is to analysis at what
extent irrigation play important role in farming and its allied activities in study area.
Key words: Cropping Intensity, Irrigation Intensity, Techniques, agriculture production etc.
Introduction
Agriculture growth is measured by its output (production) in a region. Production depends
on the various factors e.g. water availability, soil fertility, techniques & tools, fertilizers &
pesticides etc. The availability of water is one of the crucial factors of farming which directly
influence the agriculture production. The demand of water could be meet by two methods:
One way is Natural method (rainfall) and another method is employing artificial method
(Irrigation method). India receives 80% of total rainfall through S-W monsoon originated
from Bay of Bengal in months of June- September and rest 20% through western
disturbance. Indian monsoon is well known for its inconsistency and irregularities, so there
is need to utilize the irrigation source for the fulfilment the demand of water for irrigation.
Practice of irrigation becomes more crucial in state like Rajasthan where rainfall is scanty
and unpredictable. As a result state experiences drought frequently (Garhwal et.al, 2017).
Rajasthan is divided into two agro climatic zone; One is Eastern halves having characteristics
of humid and sub-humid region & another one is western halve characterised by arid and
semi-arid climatic conditions. The western halve is famous for the Great Thar and having
the scanty rainfall. Eastern halve receive rainfall comparably high rainfall than the western.
In this way, Farmers of Rajasthan totally reliable on the irrigation sources for irrigation. But
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the declining rainfall delimiting the utilization of irrigation sources as the water level is
declining sharply.
Study Area
Rajasthan is the state of India which is extended between the Latitude 23°3’N to 30°12’N
and longitude 69°30’E to 78°17’E. Jaipur is the district and capital of the state which is
stretched between the latitude 26°23’N to 27°51’N and longitude 74°55’ E to 76°50’E. There
are 13 Sub-Districts and 16 Tehsils in the district. Name of Tehsils are Jaipur, Sanganer,
Bassi, Chaksu, Kotkhawada, Amer, Jamwa-Ramgarh, Chomu, Kotputli, Shahpura,
Viratnagar, Phulera, Kishangarh
Renwal, Mauzamabad, Dudu and
Phagi.
Bassi tehsil is located in south eastern
part of Jaipur district. The latitudinal
expansion of tehsil is 26°41’N to
26°59’N and longitudinal expansion
is 75°54’E to 76°20’E. It is located
1km south off the NH11 leading
towards Agra. The climate of study
area is Semi-Arid. The study area is
influenced by local steppe and desert
climate. The area receives rainfall
mainly from south west monsoon in
summer season and other seasons
remain dry. In past 25 years, the
highest rainfall is recorded in month
of July. Tehsil is divided into 11 L.R.
Circles named as: Bassi, Bashkhoh,
Kanota,
Toonga,
Deogaon,
Sambhariya, Phalaywas, Doodhli,
Tahtra , Jatwara and Lalgarh.

Figure 1: Location of Study Area

Objectives
The research paper investigates on the following aspects of farming:
➢ Spatial distribution of irrigation and cropping intensity.
➢ To establish the relationship between cropping intensity and irrigation intensity.
Material And Methods
The study is carried out with secondary data collected from the L.R. Department, SubRegistrar office, Bassi Tehsil.
1. Data of Gross sown area and Net sown area are employed to calculate the cropping
intensity by using the following formula.
CROPPING INTENSITY= Gross Sown Area × 100
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Net Sown Area
Where, Gross Sown Area= Area sown more than once in a particular year
Net Sown Area= Area sown one time in a particular yea
2. To calculate the irrigation intensity, data of Gross and net irrigated area are used.
IRRIGATION INTENSITY= Gross Irrigated Area × 100
Net Irrigated Area
Gross Irrigated Area= Area irrigated more than once in a particular year
Net Irrigated Area= Area irrigated once in a particular year
All the calculation are made in MS-Excel. All the data are depicted with the maps to show
the spatial distribution of irrigation and cropping intensity at the L.R. circle level.
3. To calculate the coefficient of correlation following formula is usedSpearman’s rank Correlation (ρ) = 6∑d²
n(n²-1)
Where, d= difference between ranks
d²= difference squared, n= number of variables
Table 1: Irrigation and Cropping Intensity of Bassi Tehsil for year (2017-2018)
Net Gross
Net
Gross
Irrigation
Sown Sown
Cropping
Irrigated Irrigated Intensity
LR Circles
Area(ha) Area(ha) Intensity (%) Area(ha) Area(ha) (%)
Kanota
2461
3317
134.78
1283
1451
113.09
Phalaywas
3459
5358
154.90
2580
3067
118.88
Sambhariya
3901
6459
165.57
3251
3744
115.16
Doodhli
2768
3966
143.28
1559
1692
108.53
Bassi
2699
3521
130.46
1347
1445
107.28
Jatwara
3241
4793
147.89
2349
2380
101.32
Tahtra
2229
3119
139.93
827
1006
121.64
Baskhoh
3234
4195
129.72
1704
1794
105.28
Lalgarh
3644
5528
151.70
2666
3247
121.79
Toonga
3157
3647
115.52
1659
1742
105.00
Deogaon
5582
8985
160.96
4000
4844
121.10
Total
36375
52888
145.40
23225
26412
113.72
Source: L.R. Office, Sub- Registrar, Bassi Tehsil.
Spatial Distribution
As it is shown in the above table that there is a calculated value of irrigation and cropping
intensity of different parts of Bassi tehsil. Here is given the spatial distribution of irrigation
and cropping intensity for the Tehsil.
Irrigation Intensity
The Bassi tehsil is categorised into the following:
a. CATEGORY I: REGION WITH LOW IRRIGATION INTENSITY (101.32% to
108.14%) - This category comprises Bassi (107.28%), Baskho (105.28%), Toonga
(105.00%) and Jatwara (101.32%). The lowest irrigation intensity is recorded at Jatwara
followed by Toonga, Baskhoh and Bassi.
b. CATEGORY II: REGION WITH MEDIUM IRRIGATION INTENSITY (108.15% to
114.97%) - In this category, Kanota (113.09%) and Doodhli (108.55%).
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c. CATEGORY III: REGION WITH HIGH IRRIGATION INTENSITY (107.59% to
111.38%) - The highest irrigation intensity is recorded at Lalagarh (121.79%) followed
by Deogaon (121.10%), Tahtra (121.64%), Sambhariya (115.16%) and Phalyawas
(118.88%).

Figure 2: Irrigation Intensity for Bassi Tehsil (2017-18)
Cropping Intensity
This quantity technique implies, how much portion of net sown area is devoted to practise
farming more than once in a particular year. Higher value of cropping intensity implies that
higher portion of net sown area is devoted to practise the farming more than once. It is
expressed as percentage of total sown area to the net sown area. This tool is used to show
the land efficiency and at what extent the sown area could be re-sown. So in this way, this
method is used to calculate the efforts of man to draw amount of output from a particular
part of land by sowing more than once (Pagar, 2016).
Bassi tehsil is categorised into the following:
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a. CATEGORY I: REGION WITH LOW CROPPING INTENSITY (115.52% to
132.20%)- Lowest irrigation intensity is recorded in Toonga (115.52%) followed by
Baskhoh (129.72%) and Bassi (130.46%).
b. CATEGORY II: REGION WITH MEDIUM CROPPING INTENSITY (132.21% to
148.89%)-In this category, Kanota (134.78%), Tahtra (139.93%), Doodhli (143.28%)
and Jatwara (147.89%) are included.
c. CATEGORY III: AREA WITH HIGH CROPPING INTENSITY (148.90% to
165.58%)- Highest irrigation intensity is recorded at Sambhariya (165.57%) followed by
Deogaon (160.96%), Lalgarh (151.70%) and Phalaywas (154.90%).

Figure 3: Cropping Intensity for Bassi Tehsil (2017- 2018)
Findings
1. Fig 2. Demonstrate that the high irrigation intensity occupies in South-West and NorthEast parts of Tehsil. North-eastern part comprises Tahtra while south-western part is
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occupied by Phalaywas, Deogaon, Sambhariya and Lalgarh. Medium
irrigation intensity region is found in western part include Kanota and Northern part
include (Doodhli). Low Irrigation Intensity region runs from North-east to South-east
direction including L.R. Circles Jatwara and Baskhoh and Bassi in Northern part.
2. Fig.3, demonstrate the spatial distribution of cropping intensity of tehsil. High cropping
intensity region occupies in south-west part of tehsil including Phalaywas, Deogaon,
Sambhariya and Lalgarh. Region of medium irrigation intensity comprises in North-west
(Tahtra and Jatwara), western (Kanota) and North (Doodhli) part of tehsil. Low irrigation
intensity region is located in south-east part (Toonga & Baskhoh) and in North Western
part (Bassi).
3. From analysis it is clear that regions of high cropping intensity follow the region of
irrigation intensity respectively.
Conclusion
The spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is +0.56. That shows there is a positive
relationship between irrigation intensity and cropping intensity for the study area. That
indicates towards the low rainfall during the year 2017 and 2018. The annual rainfall was
465mm and 413.5mm for the years 2017 and 2018 respectively which was the lower than
average rainfall (625mm). So in this way, Irrigation facilities are the alternative and crucial
tool for farming in condition of scanty rainfall.
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Securitization A Capital And Risk Management Solution For
Life Insurers In India
Dr. Manisha Gupta
Abstract
Insurance industry worldwide is undergoing a transformation as new risk-management
strategies are being formulated and new financial instruments are being created to
supplement and/or to replace traditional (re) insurance products Once a cause of the financial
world’s problems, securitization is now part of the solution for insurance industry
worldwide. This paper provides an overview of securitization as a financial tool for life
insurance and its relevance to the Indian life insurance market. This study is conducted with
the use of questionnaire and interview to gather relevant data that is statistically analyzed
using percentages and averages. The significance of results obtained has been tested using t
test. The study concludes that Life Insurance Securitizations helps the life insurers in
financing the capital and meeting solvency requirements and helps the life insurers in
managing extreme mortality risk.
Keywords: securitization, reinsurance, risk management
Introduction
Securitization has not entered in the life insurance industry as yet in India neither benefits of
using it in life Insurance sectors are clear. But worldwide life insurance companies are using
securitization to generate additional funds by securitizing the embedded value of the block
of insurance policies, meeting capital adequacy and transferring risk to capital markets
(Guria, 2004) (Anand et al, 2008). Today, securitization is gradually emerging as a catalyst
that has the potential to transform how life insurance companies finance, transfer and
transforms risk (Willkomm, 2006). More than $ 7 billion USD of life insurance linked
securities (life ILS) have already completed in 2010 (Milliman, 2011). (Schreiber &
Silverman, 2006) categorized most life securitizations to date in three categories: Embedded
value or value in force securitizations, Reserve funding securitizations and Pure life risk
securitizations (very few to date). Life securitization was pioneered in the US. It has grown
rapidly over the past few years. Much of the growth has been driven by US statutoryreserving requirements for life insurance business. Regulation XXX reserves funding
remains key asset class in the US
Although, the Indian Insurance sector has seen the total transformation since its privatization
still it is lagging behind in comparison with the world wide insurance development.
Nevertheless, the present market is offering various opportunities for growth and
development. CII and E&Y report on Indian Insurance sector (2010) has provided that
India’s favorable demographics like rising young working population, rising disposable
incomes and rising focus on rural markets, increasing govt. tax incentives, lower level of
insurance penetration, increasing sector’s contribution towards growth of the economy are
the expected growth drivers that will boost the way forward for this sector. Like any other
financial institution, an insurance company assumes risks and can only operate soundly if it
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is appropriately capitalized. Adequate capital is essential for the on-going solvency and
viability of an insurer. Capital adequacy is an important concept in life insurance because of
the need to protect the balance between policyholder and shareholder interests and
expectations. Capital adequacy is the maintenance of solvency while conducting the business
as a viable going concern. The Act also requires a life insurer to be capital adequate. As per
the act capital adequacy is “to ensure, as far as practicable, that there are sufficient assets in
each statutory fund of a life company to provide adequate capital for the conduct of the
business of the fund in accordance with this Act and the interests of the owners of policies
referable to the fund”.
Also the Indian Insurance sector has now entered the third phase of growth. The phase is
marked by bringing the industry to a stable position, ensuring ‘stable profitable’ growth. To
achieve this growth the regulator is all set to introduce certain regulations to help improve
disclosures, profitability and capital as well as ensure consumer protection in the future. The
regulator is amid finalizing the norms for the initial public offering (IPO) of insurance
companies. In a sector where none of the players are listed, the IPO of insurance companies
could be a milestone in the future growth of the sector. Also the increase of FDI limit to 49%
is also underway. As risk management plays a very critical role in the insurance business so
in the next three to four years, India also plans to shift from the current solvency I norms to
risk-based solvency norms, called the solvency II model. This change will result in the better
apportionment of risk in the backdrop of the actual risk associated with the asset. With the
rising competition, the industry may also witness consolidation among smaller players and
the emergence of some large players. So the regulator is in the process of finalizing
guidelines for mergers and acquisitions in the insurance space in India. In all the government,
regulator and the insurance companies are all set for maintaining a favorable environment
for sustainable growth in the future. Towards the achievement of this expected growth by
the Insurance sector, life insurance securitization can be viewed as a step forward to fulfill
the financing, liquidity and risk management needs of Insurers in India. In developed
countries the major uses (Price water house coopers, 2005) of securitized transactions are to
assist in financing new business, to provide capital to fund acquisition activity, to transfer
extreme mortality risk etc. Taking into consideration these uses of Life Insurance
Securitization abroad this study empirically investigates whether securitization can be used
in India as alternative Funding tool for meeting capital adequacy and solvency requirements.
Securitisation Concept
Securitisation is a financial technique that pools assets together and turns them into tradable
securities. Securitisation typically applies to assets that are illiquid. It is very common in
real estate, banking and mortgage industry. In principle any assets can be securitised so long
as they are associated with a stream of cash flow. Life Insurance Securitization is a process
through which an insurer or reinsurer accesses the capital markets through the issue of assetbacked securities that are backed by cash flows from a defined block of insurance contracts.
Review Of Literature
International Association of insurance supervisors (2003) focused on the overview of life
insurance securitization, benefits, obstacles, forms and future of life securitization in U.S.
To date the embedded value and asset securitizations have improved liquidity and have
enabled the recognition of future profits for solvency purposes in certain jurisdictions,
although with limited transfer of risk. In the future, there may be risk transfer securitizations.
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Mathew (2005) analyzed the legal aspects of insurance securitization in India. As yet there
has been no instance of a securitization in life insurance having been carried out in India. An
analysis is made of the legal and regulatory environment relating to securitization in general
followed by a review of the newly enacted securitization law in India.
Soanes & Wu (2007) have explained five main categories of insurance securitizations and
insurance linked securities including XXX redundant Reserve Securitization, Embedded
Value Securitizations, Mortality Cat bonds, Sidecars and Industry Loss warranties. They
concluded that these represent the key recent developments of insurance securitization,
allowing issuers to use innovative capital markets solutions to achieve strategic and financial
objectives through these various forms of securitization
Anand et al (2008) provided an overview of securitization as a financial tool for life
insurance and its relevance to the Indian life insurance market. After discussing the concept
they have identified financing the new business strain, realizing embedded economic values
and freeing up funds to invest in new products, funding regulatory capital requirements,
achieving greater diversification in asset sources, lower cost of capital and transfer of
catastrophe risk as six main reasons for securitizing life insurance.
Kampa (2010) in a Three Part series has shown the evolution market for insurance linked
securities, the state of the market today, and the importance of insurance-linked securities to
the financial system. Part I of the I/C Convergence Series provided a macro-level overview
of the insurance-linked securitization industry. Parts II and III of the I/C Convergence Series
provided a micro-level analysis of the non-life and life insurance-linked security sectors. The
paper has also provided that like most other financial markets, insurance-linked securities
have been impacted by the 2008 financial crisis; however, despite weaknesses in the global
financial markets, ILS has remained relatively strong and issuances in most sectors are
continuing to grow.
Lindset et al (2010) tried to develop, price, and analyze a securitization structure for life
insurance policies. They assessed that by transferring term insurance policies to a special
purpose vehicle, all risk is transferred from insurers to the capital market. They focused on
securitizing term insurance policiesTheir views contributed to the literature on mortality rate
modeling and on securitization
Barrieu & Loubergé (2010) revealed that large systematic risks, such as those arising from
natural catastrophes, climate changes and uncertain trends in longevity increases have
become an issue for society and more particularly for the insurance industry. Against this
background, the combination of reinsurance and capital market solutions (insurance-linked
securities) has received an accrued interest. They developed a general model of optimal risksharing among three representative agents — an insurer, a reinsurer and a financial investor,
making a distinction between systematic and idiosyncratic risks. Their results showed that
different regulatory prescriptions will lead to quite different results in terms of global risksharing
CII and E&Y (2010). The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and Ernst & Young have
co-authored this report to evaluate the current state of the insurance industry, implication of
new regulations and the steps that can be taken to strengthen the penetration of insurance
products.
FICCI & BCG (2011) on “India Insurance Turning 10, going on 20” highlighted that
insurance sector is an important and critical part of the economy. It has come a long way
since its opening up of sector in 2001. It is expected that the insurance industry to continue
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outpacing the rapid economic growth. The insurance industry will be ~US $350–400 billion
in premium income by 2020, making India a top 3 life insurance market and a top 15 non–
life insurance market by 2020.
Research Objectives
• To evaluate the use of Securitization in Life Insurance industry abroad.
• To analyze the use of Securitization as an important capital and risk management
solution for life insurers in India.
• To know the impact of socio economic variables on the perception of Insurers.
Research Hypotheses
The two hypotheses formulated for the study are stated below:
Ho: Life Insurance Securitizations does not help the life insurers in financing the capital and
meeting solvency requirements.
Ha: Life Insurance Securitizations helps the life insurers in financing the capital and meeting
solvency requirements.
Ho: Life Insurance Securitizations does not help the life insurers in managing extreme
mortality risk
Ha: Life Insurance Securitizations help the life insurers in managing extreme mortality risk
Data And Methodology
Both secondary and primary data is used to draw conclusions in this paper. The study of
secondary literature is done by collecting information from available journals, magazines,
and the internet. For collecting the primary data questionnaire is used for surveying the
officials like chief financial officers, actuaries and others employed in product development,
risk assessment and strategic decision making activities in the private and public insurance
companies in India. The questionnaire was designed in open and close ended patterns. In the
course of this study 50 questionnaire were distributed. The sample was selected using
convenience sampling. Out of the total 45 was found to be valid and useful for our study.
The questionnaire was analyzed after which the stated hypotheses were further analyzed for
confirmations. The data so obtained were presented in tables and analyzed using nonparametric simple percentages and t - test statistical technique was applied in order to
confirm the stated hypotheses. Research Hypotheses Testing Our hypothesized statements
were tested using the t - test statistical tool as earlier stated. The tests conducted at 95%
confidence interval and 0.05 significant levels. Following the decision rule of accepting or
rejecting null hypothesis i.e. if calculated t is less than the critical value (1.96), we accept, if
not we reject.
Results And Discussion
The respondents were asked to give their views regarding the different benefits drafted by
researcher from the literature reviewed on a five point scale.
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Research Hypotheses Testing
Table 1: Hypothesis Testing of LIS a funding tool
tValue

Accepted/Rejected

Null Hypothesis
WS
SD
LIS is not Alternative Funding
Rejected
Source.(% of responses)
3.59
1.33
2.09
LIS does not Provide Low cost
Rejected
funding. (% of responses)
3.59
1.10
2.52
It does not Help in meeting
Rejected
regulatory
capital
requirements.(% of responses)
3.91
0.75
5.70
It does not help in Financing the
Accepted
cash strain associated with
writing new business. (% of
responses)
3.36
1.26
1.36
It does not provide Necessary
Accepted
funding required for tapping rural
markets.(% of responses)
2.68
1.49
1.01
Table 2: Hypothesis Testing of LIS helps in managing extreme risks
It is not an Alternative Risk
Rejected
transfer,
management
and
Hedging
Strategy.(%
of
responses)
3.68
1.17
2.73
It does not help in Managing
Rejected
extreme mortality and longevity
risk.(% of responses)
3.59
1.33
2.08
From the Table 1, It is found that in case of benefits of LIS that is it is not Alternative
Funding Source, LIS does not Provide Low cost funding, It does not Help in meeting
regulatory capital requirements, calculated t value is more than table value at 5% level of
significance i.e. 1.96 so we reject the null hypothesis and accepts the alternative hypothesis
which shows Life Insurance Securitizations helps the life insurers in financing the capital
and meeting solvency requirements. These are significant benefits of life insurance
securitization. The other benefits are that LIS helps in financing the cash strain associated
with writing new business, it provides necessary funding required for tapping rural markets
are not significant.
From the Table 2, It is found that calculated t value in case of benefits, LIS It is not an
Alternative Risk transfer, management and Hedging Strategy and It does not help in
Managing extreme mortality and longevity risk, is more than table value at 5% level of
significance i.e. 1.96 so we reject the null hypothesis and accepts the alternative hypothesis
which shows Life Insurance Securitizations help the life insurers in managing extreme
mortality risk and these are significant benefits of life insurance securitization. So it can be
said that there is no doubt that in advanced countries, securitization is serving as a useful
addition for insurers to finance future growth and fund regulatory capital. It is concluded
from the above analysis that considering the growth prospects of life insurance sector in
India, Securitization in life insurance are mainly to provide insurers with alternative funding
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source required to finance future growth, to assist the insurers in meeting regulatory capital
requirements.
Further, through the Analysis of Variance the significance of difference in the views of the
respondents due to various socio economic variables included in general profile of
respondents like age, sex, location and experience is accessed. The level of significance
tested is at 1%, 5%, and 10%.
The impact of age on the benefits is shown in Table 3. It is seen that age has significant
impact on the benefits of LIS. It is found that younger and middle aged people more
consistently perceive the benefits of securitization than older people. The people in the age
group of 30-40 years consistently believes that life insurance securitization will provide
alternative funding and risk transfer strategy to the insurers, provide them economic
alternative to reinsurance, helps in improving the return on equity and transparency. The
middle aged respondents consistently view that LIS will assist in meeting regulatory capital.
Table 3: Impact of Age of insurers on benefits of securitization.
Age
Variables
Assist the insurers in
meeting regulatory capital
requirements.
Helps
in
Improving
Financial indicators like
return on assets, return on
equity.
Economic alternative to
higher priced reinsurance.
Alternative Risk transfer,
management and Hedging
Strategy.
Helps in managing extreme
mortality and longevity risk.
Provides insurers with
necessary funding required
for tapping rural markets.
Assist the insurers in
meeting regulatory capital
requirements.
Economic alternative to
higher priced reinsurance.

X
N
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value

No
response
6
4.3(.52)

Less
than 30
5
4.4(.55)

3.7(.516)

4.4(.548)

3.2(.41)

4.4(.55)

2.8(.98)

4(0)

3.7(.516)

3.2(.44)

3.8(.75)

4(0)

3.8(.75)

4(1)

2.5(1.05)

4(0)

30-40
12
3.3(1.72)
2.39

40-50
13
3.7(1.03)

0.067***
2.8(1.4)
3.4(1.12)
3.39
.018**
3.3(.49)
3.69
.012**
4(.6)
4.09
.007*
2.5(1.4)
2.14
.093***
2.5(1.3)
3.1
.026**
2.5(1.6)
2.99
.03**
2.5(1.2)
2.66
.046**

More
than 50
9
4.7(.5)

4.1(.6)

3.53(.52)

3.22(.97)

3.15(.98)

3.8(.44)

2.6(.77)

2.78(.44)

3.3(1.03)

3(.70)

4.2(.98)

3.7(1.5)

3.3(.855)

3.33(1.32)

* significant at 1%
** significant at 5%
*** significant at 10%
On the similar lines the impact of experience or service is shown in the table 5.9 given below.
It is found that experience has significant impact on how an insurer perceives different
benefits and problems of LIS. The respondents with less years of service but having good
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knowledge of securitization consistently perceives that LIS will improve the liquidity
position of the life insurance companies, provide with better financial management, finance
the much needed funds for growth, monetize the embedded value, Manage and hedge
extreme mortality risks and above all will provide and additional investment avenue to the
investors. But there is a significant difference on the views of experienced respondents and
less experienced respondents on the factor that LIS is an economic alternative to reinsurance
and it provides with better asset liability management.
Table 4: Impact of Service on benefits of Securitization
Service
Variables
Replacement of illiquid
assets with liquid assets
thereby improving the
liquidity position.
Financing the cash strain
associated with writing
new business.
Provides with better Asset
Liability Management.
Monetization
of
the
embedded value of a
defined block of business.
Alternative Risk transfer,
Management and Hedging
Strategy.
Helps
in
managing
extreme mortality and
longevity risk.
Economic alternative to
higher priced reinsurance.

X
N
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
mean(SD)
F value
P Value
P Value

No
response
7
3.7(.76)

Less
than 1
3
4(0)

3.9(.9)

4(0)

3.9(.9)

4.14(.38)

2.86(.9)

3.6(.53)

2.14(1.34)

1-2
4
4.75(.5)
2.01
.111***
4.75(.5)
2.76

.041**
4.3(1.15) 3.3(.5)
2.05
0.105***
4(0)
4.8(.5)
3.27
.021**
3.7(.58)
4(0)
2.51
.057**
2.7(.58)
3.25(.5)
2.13
.096***
2.7(.58)
4(0)
4.71
.003*
.029**

3-5
21
3.8(.75)

More
than 5
10
3.8(.42)

3.2(1.08)

3.5(.85)

3.5(.75)

2.6(1.9)

3.43(.87)

3.7(.82)

3.81(.81)

3.3(.82)

2.7(.64)

2.4(1.5)

3.5(.51)

2.5(1.50

* Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%
*** Significant at 10%
Similarly the impact of location is significant on the benefits/factors as shown in the table
5.11. The respondents in the metro cities also believe that it will act as a funding source as
it will finance the cash strain associated with writing new business as shown by high mean
values. It is found that respondents of big cities consistently perceive that LIS will act as an
alternative to reinsurance, is an alternative risk transfer strategy for passing extreme
longevity and mortality risk and will provide additional source of capital to fund growth..
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Table 5: Impact of location on benefits of Securitization
Location
No
Variables
X
response
Big cities
metros
N
4
8
33
Has a potential to lower
mean(SD)
4(0)
4.25(.46)
3.2(1.2)
funding cost.
F value
3.54
P Value
.038**
Financing the cash strain
mean(SD)
4(0)
2.63(1.06)
3.7(.95)
associated with writing
F value
5.01
new business.
P Value
.011*
Economic alternative to
mean(SD)
3(0)
3.88(.83)
3.4(.66)
higher priced reinsurance. F value
2.51
P Value
.093***
Alternative Risk transfer, mean(SD)
3(0)
4.25(.46)
3.46(.87)
management and Hedging F value
4.44
Strategy.
P Value
.018*
Helps in managing
mean(SD)
3.5(.58)
4.25(.46)
3.46(.87)
extreme mortality and
F value
3.73
longevity risk.
P Value
0.032**
Provides insurers with
mean(SD)
3.5(.58)
3.88(.84)
2.97(1.1)
necessary funding required F value
2.68
for tapping rural markets.
P Value
.08***
From the above analysis it is concluded that the socio economic background of the
respondents has made an impact on what they believe towards securitization and LIS.
Further the open ended questions asked from respondents have helped to analyze Life
Insurance Securitization can emerge as an effective tool for risk management for Indian
financial market. In addition to improving liquidity and transparency and providing a new
source of finance, securitized transactions also offer new sources of risk capital to hedge
against adverse underwriting more efficiently than with traditional techniques such as
reinsurance and letters of credit. It can be effective in controlling longevity risk than the
mortality risk. However, in the absence of proper legal framework of it cannot be started in
India. Also that illiquidity in debt market because of under-developed secondary market,
high costs and lack of standardization of securitization transactions will be spoilers. Other
micro level issue is the homogeneity of the receivables which are the assets to be securitized
in LIS. The investors in Life Insurance policies are of different age with differing premium
commitments that add complexities to the issue of homogeneity. Unlike other assets (other
than perishables) whose longevity could be established with reasonable accuracy, the
longevity of the policy holders who would be paying the premium is based on actuarial
calculation which again is based on averages. It is a common fact that in countries like India
the mortality rate of older people is showing a declining trend and there is every possibility
that the initial actuarial calculations which decide the premium payable might be proved
false and in turn disturbs the receivable flow which forms the basis of Securitization of
Insurance receivables. In all it can be said that these micro issues and other macro issues
highlighted above need proper consideration on the part of all market participants
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Conclusion
The role of LIS as a developmental tool for the life insurance industry is well appreciated
but the problems and hurdles which are distracting the growth path of Securitization in India
like lack of regulatory support, lack of awareness etc must be addressed urgently. The
development of overall securitization market will provide a strong platform for introduction
of life insurance securitization in India as a funding tool.
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Teacher Professional Development Through ICT
Dr.Muttu Vemula
Teacher Professional Development
As teachers we all know that learning about educational practice in general and teaching in
specific is an ongoing activity. The field of educational practice is ever emerging and hence
there is always something new to learn. Most of us start learning about our profession
through a formal teacher preparation program. Since, any such preparation is incomplete
without practicing the profession, the learning continues even after starting the practice of
teaching. Additionally, it is not practical to expect to learn everything through formal
learning in an ever emerging field like teaching. Starting from the initial teacher preparation
program to ongoing teacher learning activities, teacher professional development can be seen
as a continuum. It is in this sense the teacher professional development is defined as follows:
Teacher Professional Development (TPD) is ‘a systematized, initial and continuous,
coherent and modular process of professional development of educators in accordance with
professional competency standards and frameworks’. Teacher professional development
would also include training in the adaptation to the evolution of change of the profession of
teachers and managers of education systems.
From the definition we understand that it consists of systematic activities with clear purpose.
The purposes are concurrent with the needs of teachers that arise from time to time. With the
evolution of professional practice, the professional competency standards and frameworks
that are to be developed in tune with the philosophies that govern the educational theory and
practice. All these would happen on a continuous but in modular process, but always
coherent when seen together. The course you are presently studying is an example of your
professional development activity.
The teacher professional development is now a developing area in teacher education. There
are different models that are in practice for this purpose. One model proposed by Hart J
(2010) that speaks of workplace learning looks useful to understand various avenues for
teacher professional development in the context of ICT.

5 Stages of Workplace Learning
The classroom training here refers to formal professional education programs available for
would be teachers. E-learning in this context refers to the teacher development materials
available in digital form and learning happening mostly through online mode. Though the
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content for the e-learning is same as in classroom transactions, the major difference is in the
absence of face-to-face learning. E-learning is said to be more flexible. The blended learning
brings together the strengths of both face-to-face and e-learning modes. There will be faceto-face learning as well as e-learning components in this model. Social learning will include
a social aspect to the blended mode. Instead of individual learning, here people learn through
social interaction platforms. Social media takes the role of mediating among the learners. In
the last stage of learning in a workplace, one has to collaborate with others as a part of
learning. Here learning and working are assumed to take place together. Additional
assumption is that in this stage learning in the flow of work needs to be enabled, supported
and encouraged; not designed or managed. For this, learner needs to be
autonomous, independent and inter-dependent, and self-directed.
One obvious feature of this model is that it looks professional development as a continuum,
starting from initial formal programs. Apart from this, two other elements are important in
this model.
The first one is that the model is also continuity from top-down control in the extreme left
to bottom-up control in the extreme right. In the formal programs, the program itself is a
package with limited opportunities to pick from. On the other hand, the bottom up control in
the collaborative format allows one to be highly selective, as per the need. The other feature
of this model is formal-informal continuum. The classroom learning platforms are highly
formal where as the collaborative platforms are highly informal.
In this unit, we are interested in the role of ICT in these. ICT is becoming increasingly
prominent in the process of teacher professional development. If we see this continuum of
teacher development models, we would see that ICT is more and more important for these
models as some of them are partially and others are completely organized through ICT tools.
ICT In Teacher Professional Development
Researchers have identified many uses of ICT in relation to TPD that can be grouped in three
categories:
• A focus of study that develops teachers’ abilities to use specific ICT tools, such as online
platforms
• A delivery system providing teachers with information to improve pedagogy and
content mastery,
• A catalyst for new forms of teaching and learning, such as inquiry-based learning,
collaborative learning, and other forms of learner-centered pedagogy (infoDev, 2005).
In other words, professional development in the context of ICT can be placed under three
broad headings, namely
• Learning How to use ICT
• Learning through ICT
• Integration of ICT in teaching and teacher learning
Learning How to Use ICT
ICT with its versatile nature has found its application in every activity related to educational
practice. Some typical questions you may have to address while learning how to use ICT are
as follows:
• How do I use ICTs? (Technical)
• What can ICTs help me do? (Functional)
• How can I use ICT tools with so many students? (Logistical)
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•

Will these ICT tools and technologies replace me as a teacher? Will my students lose
respect if they think the ICT platforms have repositories of knowledge that I don't have?
(Affective)
• How do I organize my classroom to support the use of ICTs? How can they be used as
part of what I already do in the classroom? (Organizational)
• How can I learn from and with ICTs? (Conceptual)
• How can ICTs help my students learn in different ways? How can they support the
curriculum? How can they support my teaching? How should I teach using ICTs?
(Instructional)
• How do I assess student learning in ICT-based projects? (Evaluation related)
Another way to look at learning about ICT use in educational purposes is to see the various
applications of ICT in educational setting. Following is a non-exhaustive list giving an
indication on various areas of ICT application.
• Learning ICT use for instructional planning
• Learning ICT use for facilitating learning
• Learning ICT use for assessment
• Learning ICT use for school management
• Learning ICT use for inclusive classrooms
• Learning ICT use for strengthening school community relationship
In all these areas of educational practice, ICT can be meaningfully integrated. But, one must
know the ICT in the first place. For example, to develop digital lesson plans, one must learn
word processing. In order to develop student record database, one need to learn some
database management tools. A teacher needs to learn a spreadsheet application so that data
can be organized, processed and analyzed. These are only few examples for what you have
already discussed in various earlier units.
Following figure gives a glimpse of illustrative Free and Open Source S
Teacher Professional Development Through ICT
Emergence of new technology, especially web 2 technologies have given many platforms
for teachers to learn. In this section, we explore various opportunities available for
professional development of a teacher through ICT.
Online Learning Platforms
Internet is a host for a large number of learning opportunities. Some of them give learning
opportunities by offering complete online courses. There are free as well as paid courses that
one can choose from. The online learning platform may supply the reading materials as well
as opportunity to post your learning. Following are some examples of online learning
opportunities.
• The Open University, London is offering various courses that are useful for teachers.
Registration for these courses is free. You could see a course title "Learning to teach:
becoming a reflective practitioner" one of the most popular courses offered in
"Education" section accessed from http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education. There are
other courses that might be of your interest in this platform. In order to take any of these
free courses you need to enroll yourself first.
• Massive Open and Online Courses (MOOCs)
• Today a host of platforms is available which offers open and online courses, again many
of them are free. The essential feature of MOOC is that it is offered through online
learning platforms, to anyone interested in learning, to any number of participants, at a
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fixed given timeframe in a modular form. Usually, a course in a MOOC would long
anywhere between 6 to 16 weeks. The course contents are structured on a weekly basis.
The course participants are expected to go through the readings, videos, workshops,
activities, assessment exercises to complete a course. The MOOCs are different from the
online learning platforms in a sense that in MOOCs, one would be able to enroll into a
full-fledged course, consisting of course structure, instructional video, guided
interaction, monitored evaluation, grading of the tasks completed etc. In other words, the
MOOCs provide a complete learning experience online. An online learning platform,
might only provide e-content, assessment tasks which are not graded, and an interaction
platform.
• Social Media Networks
• Social media networks provide teachers with opportunities to get connected with people
who are working in areas connected with educational practice. Most highly valued use
of such a network is sharing ideas. Spaces such as Twitter( https://twitter.com/),
LinkedIn ( https://in.linkedin.com/), Face book ( http://www.facebook.com/) and
Google+ (https://plus.google.com/) offer instant opportunities to follow and learn from
authors, educators, educational leaders and professional heroes who not only share
information and resources but frequently initiate and invite direct engagement. Simply
following people who would otherwise only be names in textbooks or journal articles is
one legitimate way to be in these spaces. Through social media networks, we also have
legitimate opportunities to engage with these individuals and to learn directly from them.
• Web 2.0 Technologies (Blog, Wiki, and Podcasts)
• Web 2.0 technologies such as blogs, wikis, and podcasts have been considered as 'social
software' because they are perceived as being well connected, allowing users to develop
web content collaboratively and open to the public. Web 2.0 tools are easy to use and
quickly developed and organized. Thus, they allow powerful information sharing and
straightforward collaboration. Further, these tools have advantage of requiring minimum
technical skills to use their features. Hence users can focus on the information exchange
and collaborative tasks without bothering about technical knowledge.
• Blog: Following a blog written by others in the profession is a good way for one's
professional development. Since, blog also provides opportunities to interact
asynchronously, there is a possibility of social learning. Since interaction is
asynchronous, responses would be more reflective rather than spontaneous.
• Writing blog is another way of engaging in professional development. Systematic,
articulated writing is only a product of thoughtful engagement in the profession.
• Wiki: Wiki is another web 2.0 technology where teacher could contribute and hence
engage in professional development. Wiki is a type of interactive website where the
webpages are editable by the users of the site. Users are able to edit existing pages and
add new pages to the site. This allows groups to collaborate on the creation of web based
information. The wiki users can keep the content improving till the members of the
community are satisfied with the content. Since putting together information on a
particular topic requires research, synthesis and presentation of the idea for others that
helps teachers develop their knowledge on the area they are exploring, makes a wiki a
powerful tool for professional development.
Social bookmarking: Social bookmarking, an online service through which adding,
annotating, editing and sharing bookmarks of online resource is possible. Let us illustrate its
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use for teachers. Indian Freedom Movement is one of the topics of History in Social
Sciences. A teacher could identify various online sources and shortlist the most useful ones.
Now, the teacher could give an annotation (brief description) for each of the sources. This
collection of sources is useful to every teacher teaching the topic. Sharing such a collection
of sources is easy when social bookmarking service is used. Since there is no one good
collection, collaboration among teachers would help in reviewing the collections, adding
new sources to the list of annotations. Some of the most popular social bookmarking service
providers are Diigo, stumble upon, delicious. Please see links of few social bookmarking
service providers
Online groups: As we mentioned in the beginning of this Unit, WhatsApp groups are
popular among teachers. WhatsApp group is an example of online groups. There are other
ways to connect people through formation of groups. One of them is a mail group. People
having mail ids in a common domain can be brought together. For example people having
g-mail account can be grouped together to form a Google group. Similar mail groups can
also be formed among people with mail id in yahoo domain. Another category of online
groups is instant messaging. WhatsApp and Hike are popular instant messaging groups.
Instant messaging service is very popular among communities for two reasons. First, it is
available in the form of a Smartphone application (app), hence easily accessible to many.
Second, it has a feature of providing real time interaction. In other words synchronous
interaction feature of instant messaging makes interaction very lively and hence very
popular.
All these online groups help teachers to share information and provide platforms for
conversations.
Every member of a group can post information to the group in variety of forms. The posting
could be a text message, image, video, or even an audio file. Documents are frequently
photographed and posted in groups. This flexible feature of online groups is its strength as
well its weakness. Since posts can be in many formats, there is wider participation in the
group interaction. Since there is no scrutiny while posting, there would be indiscriminant
posting in the groups. For example, a Science Teachers' WhatsApp group is expected to
interact on issues of Science teaching and learning. Posting a joke in such a group would be
inappropriate. Group members could arrive at certain norms for posting in groups so that
interaction is fruitful.
Podcast: Podcasts are other web 2.0 technologies that are useful for teachers. Since the
archives of the resources are always available for use, podcasts become very handy when
they are in need. Since the audio format can be played on mobile phones, they are available
for teachers for convenient professional development, i.e., teachers can select what, when
and where they learn.
Web-conferencing
Web conferencing allows us to connect and communicate in real-time with people in
different locations through internet. It allows people to reach in a conversation crossing state,
national and international boundaries, crossing various time zones. Web conferencing
combines graphics, such as Power Point Presentations, with voice and/or video. It also
includes a range of interactive tools such as polling/voting; chat and a ‘hand raising’ feature
to indicate that you have a question or comment. It may also include document sharing, a
whiteboard and web surfing features. As a participant, we see information on our computer
screen and hear the presenter and other participants through telephone or internet.
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No additional equipment is required to organize a web-conference. A computer to browse
and relatively high speed internet connectivity like broadband are sufficient. Participants
will be given a web address. Participants can register and join the session. Web conferencing
combines the power of visuals with the voice and has the advantage of being accessible to
anyone who has an Internet connection.
Teacher Professional Development In Integrating ICT
ICT integration refers to the use of ICTs (specifically, computers and the Internet) to support
teaching and learning across the curriculum. Integrated use of technology may involve
students working with computer productivity tools to complete learning tasks or searching
the Internet for learning, but it is always tied directly to student mastery of their school
subjects.
This definition of ICT integration requires teachers not just learn with basic ICT skills, but
should learn how meaningfully strengths and versatility of technologies can be translated
into learning opportunities for students. This shift from knowing basic skills to integrating
ICT in teaching and learning is a slow and evolving process. In the following paragraphs we
shall see few examples of ICT technologies which lend themselves for easy integration in
teaching and learning.
11.6.1 Online Videos/ Teaching Channels
There are many platforms like YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/) which provide
thousands of videos which can be embedded in the lesson. They are popularly known as
teaching channels. These not only enrich the con
Teacher Portfolio
In earlier unit on ICT and assessment we have discussed the concept of portfolio and
portfolio assessment. Portfolios are also good tools for teacher professional development, as
they can be used to record, display, analyze and reflect on individual teachers' professional
journey.
In a portfolio, as teachers we can assemble records, documents and details of our teaching
and their result in a very creative and systematic way. These documented details give us an
opportunity to look at them at a different point of time. Thus teaching can be seen as an
ongoing process of inquiry, experimentation and reflection.
E-portfolio
Teacher portfolios maintained in digital form are called electronic portfolio, e-portfolio in
short. E-portfolios have advantage over other forms of documentation.
• Accessibility: An e-portfolio can be easily stored and shared without any additional cost.
To add to this, it can be uploaded online in embedding in a website or as a part of the
blog. By this e-portfolio becomes universally accessible.
• Multimedia: Digitization allows multiple forms of experiences and evidences stored in
a portfolio. For example, teacher can include one's own video footage or audio record of
teaching in a classroom. Photographs of students being engaged in classroom tasks,
snapshot of a blackboard organization, typical student response in a worksheet etc. can
be easily included.
• Non-linear presentation: The web presentation of the portfolio need not follow a linear
order. For example, e-temporal sequence of a classroom is one way of presenting but the
components of this lesson can also be presented based on what teacher did, what students
did, how were students assessed etc. can be presented in separate links so that people
interested in specific component can directly go to that section.
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Components of a Teacher Portfolio
Following are few components that are commonly used in teacher portfolios:
• Thoughts About Teaching
o A reflective “teaching statement” describing one's personal teaching philosophy,
strategies, and objectives.
o A personal statement describing one's teaching goals for the next few years
• Documentation of Your Teaching
o A list of courses taught and a description of responsibilities
o Course descriptions with details of content, objectives, methods, and procedures for
evaluating student learning
o Reading lists, references used
o Assignments
o Exams and quizzes, graded and ungraded
o Handouts, problem sets, lecture outlines
o Descriptions and examples of visual materials used
o Descriptions of uses of computers and other technology in teaching
o Video/audio records of teaching
• Teaching Effectiveness
o Summarized student evaluations of teaching
o Written comments from students on class evaluations
o Comments from other teachers teaching the same course
o Letters from students, preferably unsolicited
o Statements from alumni
• Materials Demonstrating Student Learning
o Test/exam scores
o Students’ workbooks
o Students’ essays or creative works
o Graded work from the best and poorest students, with teacher’s feedback to students
o Written feedback on student work
• Activities to Improve Instruction
o Participation in seminars, workshops training programs or professional meetings on
teaching
o Use of new methods of teaching, assessing learning, grading
• Honors, Awards, or Recognitions
o Teaching awards from department, community etc.
o Invitations based on teaching reputation to consult, give workshops, train other teachers
etc.
o Requests for advice on teaching by other teachers
• Teacher Reflections
o Reflective notes written on regular basis
o Plans changed based on the reflections
• ICT integrated Action Research:
• Action research is an example of reflective practices of teacher. Action research refers
to a practice in which teacher investigate teaching and learning so as to improve their
own teaching and their students' learning. One popular action research model proposes
four cyclic phases. Look, Plan, Act and Reflect. The Look phase is an analytical phase
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where one identifies the problem. During the plan phase teacher starts devising a plan to
overcome the problem. In the act phase, the plan is implemented and during the reflect
phase one again looks at the situation and see to what extent the problem has been
addressed. This leads to another cycle of look plan, act, and reflect.
ICTs are helpful to teacher in every phase of action research. Apart from being a tool for
the teacher in taking up action research, ICTs provide many opportunities to integrate it
in teaching learning process and make learning effective.
• Tele-conferencing: EDUSAT Experiment
• EDUSAT is an educational satellite dedicated to serve the educational sectors offering
an interactive satellite based distance education system for the country. EDUSAT was
launched in the year 2004.
• It was intended to provide connectivity to schools, colleges, and other similar
institutions. Initially it was proposed to use the facilities in four different states for
reaching different target groups. In Karnataka State the EDUSAT was used to
supplement classroom teaching in all the elementary and secondary schools. Students
and Teachers of Elementary and Secondary Education were the target groups of the
program.
We have discussed various opportunities for a teacher for professional development. Our
focus was on those opportunities that are provided by ICTs. We have discussed three broad
threads under this. The first one is learning to use ICTs. Most of these are covered in various
units earlier to this. Hence we have summarized such a list for you. The second one is teacher
professional development through ICT. In this section we have explored various avenues
including online learning platforms, MOOCs, social media networks, web 2.0 technologies
and web conferencing for providing teacher professional development. In the third thread
we briefly explored how ICT integration in teaching and learning leads to professional
development, taking examples of teaching channels, e-portfolios and teleconferencing mode
employed in EDUSAT experiment. We have learnt in this unit that various dimensions like
content, pedagogy, technology, technology integration can be addressed by using ICT for
teacher professional development.
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“Trends, Determinants and Factors affecting the OFDI”
Er. Ashish Kumar Saini
Abstract
Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) from India have experienced an impressive
change in size and sectorial structure. Trend Analysis in Outward Foreign direct investments
over the last decade shows that while investment flows in outward, FDI were rather silent
during the early part of the decade, it accelerates in the latter half.
There has been a noticeable move in Overseas Investment Destination (OID) in a decade ago
or somewhere in the vicinity. While in the primary half, abroad investments were
coordinated to developed nations, for example, .Australia, .UAE, and .Sudan and in last one
, OIDs were diverted in those nations which are giving higher tax reductions, for example,
.Mauritius, .Singapore, .British .Virgin .Islands & .Netherlands.
This paper highlights the trends of .Outward Foreign Direct Investment (OFDI) by Indian
companies in foreign countries along with fluctuating trends in the Indian Economy with
respect to the permeation of OFDI, fluctuating process of stocks ratio of the For-ex .revenue
to OFDI stock , Fluctuating Composition Of Indian Outward OFDI, Various trade
agreements, Changing Financial System Composition Compared Between 2007 to 2008 and
2014 to 2015 liberalization policies as well as globalization factors that have underlined the
factors which shape the burgeoning OFDI in the global scenario. It explains the trade
agreements of OFDI in global scenario as well as Liberalization policies of OFDI in global
scenario and further globalization factors of OFDI in global scenario.
It further exhibits the trends of OFDI from India, Country-wise and sector-wise
distribution of OFDI from Indian Companies. It studies the different areas of OFDI
investment by Indian Companies and it’s various composition and reason thereof as
well as change in this composition alongwith fluctuations in investments in different
time periods which finally resulting in the trends of OFDI investments by Indian
companies.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment Outflows; OFDI; OFDI Trends.
1.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of trends in the outward FDI from India & determinants or
factors affecting the same. This chapter also discusses in detail about the fluctuation in trends
in the economy of India with respect to the outward foreign direct investment permeation.
This study also gives a detailed view of the various trade agreements that have leveraged the
factor of the outward FDI in India. In addition, this study also discusses several factors
affecting the liberalization policies in global scenario that acts as factors for influencing the
emergence of the OFDI. Along with that the research also concentrates on the various factor
of globalization that has underlined the variables which shape up the bourgeoning outward
FDI in the global scenario.
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1.2 Fluctuating trends in the Indian Economy with respect to the permeation of OFDI:
Arvind,(2011) clearly explains the rise of the Indian economy with perspectives of the
outward FDI in Indian direct investment. The OFDI outflows of India has revealed that the
companies are induced by reinforce strategies or by accessing the goals of .technology,
.brands & organizational core expertise. This has become censorious issues due to the
fluctuation in the trends across the ownership group and industry group wise to understand
the business interest of the firm. As the ownership group can be the shorter period access
while the industry group wise is the larger period access. Hence, OFDI outflows as well the
respective foreign exchange receipts of revenue in form of dividends & forex revenue is
noted as 36 out of 52 total industrial organisation….
OFDI flows in the service sector are much lower than the manufactured sectors, and the
result is bifurcated.

Figure 1: Fluctuating moves in stocks ratio of the For-ex returns to OFDI stock
Source: RBI databases, (2015)
From the figure above, it is very clear that the OFDI interest, dividend and other earning are
random from the year 2010 to 2015.
Sirisha and Malyadri (2015) analyzed about the changing trends in OFDI flows. FDI has
become the most significant origin of “private capital flows” to “growing .economies”.
Because of unusual departure of commercial bank loaning in the period of 1980’s many
developing countries have to provide different financial and fiscal incentives to the foreign
industries. The outward FDI have started showing fluctuating trends in the financial
commitments from the year 2000. There are three main channels in the OFDI outflows; they
are equity and loads and guarantees issues. The guarantees issued by the bank guarantees
can be extended only based on the needs of the corporate firms but the same should be
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Figure 2: Fluctuating Composition of Indian Outward OFDI;Source: RBI, 2015
The composition of the outward foreign direct investment in India was, equity, loan and
guarantee issues. This figure 2 clearly illustrates the fluctuation in the equity, loan and
guarantee issued in India.
According to Patnaik and Pundit (2014), the economic cycle may be reversed by suitable
stimulus policies as well as worldwide recovery continues; the spillovers will boost the
domestic development. In this research, the authors have observed that a recurrent decline
directed mostly through a recession in the investment post the worldwide economy
meltdown because of domestic cyclical factors like tight credit conditions and because of
subdued external demand. Simultaneously, the financial system has also observed the
negative stuns to the yields' pattern development that brought about by approach
vulnerability, including to the present development decrease. Together with, the authors
have argued that the trend growth decline may be reversed.

Figure 3: Changing Financial System Composition Compared Between 2007to2008
and 2014 to 2015; Source: RBI OFDI
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The financial system has a major change in its total composition between the years 2007-08
to the year 2014-15. This can be clearly shown in the above figure 3.
Hussaini (2010) studied about the connection among FDI and economic elements in India.
The strong fundamentals of financial system were helped through the policy of liberalized
government and also have brought about the bang of Indian FDI inflow. This research has
highlighted the significant FDI inflow’s economic determinants in India as well as the vital
relation with actual FDI inflows.
Ramamurthi, (2012) stated that the multinational enterprises possess advantage in the
ownership that could differ from the normal one in the developed country. The advantage of
the ownership in the emerging MNEs can lead a deep understanding if the outward FDI
gained its choices over the location of the Indian companies based on the market related
factors. In recent times, the economic progress can make the outward FDI guided by the
paradigm of development within the ideology of the political and economic factors. The
outbound FDI have experienced ups and downs while shaping the OFDI policies while
getting guided by the other international MNEs. However, improvising the ease of business
in the outward FDI, there doesn’t have a raise in the domestic constraints, so again there is
a transformation of regulations that the investors have to face fluctuation in the business
environment.
Chopra and Sachdeva (2014) analyzed about the inflows as well as outflows of FDI in India.
This research has analyzed the FDI roles and current trade in advancing economic
development across the chosen developing nation, i.e. communication between trades, FDI
and financial growth of India. This research has been determined that OFDI was related to
the “multi-layered structures”. OFDI was linked to market base expansion, strategic
resources acquisition, pulling new technologies for the local markets and so on. These
strategies were facilitated long term development in India and incorporation of technology
through the MNEs of India.
Jain et al. (2015) determined the factors that influencing the production, industries and
services of Indian perspective. It was identified that the variable that influenced the
development of GDP elements like (industry, services, manufacturing) were as follows: FDI,
Net FII debt, export, import and Net FII equity. The impact of various broad scale financial
component on Gross domestic product (GDP) elements has been analysed in this research.
This research has determined a considerable influence of FDI, import and net equity on
Gross domestic product (GDP) elements. While the compelling influence of net FII debt on
the Gross domestic product (GDP) elements couldn’t be fixed. This has also been identified
that there was no considerable influence of export on Gross domestic product (GDP)
elements while the services has a considerable influence.
Sebastian (2010) studied about OFDI and its growth linkages in India. Indian firms are
reaching destinations to acquire technologies and tap new markets, whereas some investment
has left into Greenfield projects, a key part of Indian overseas investment gone into attaining
companies abroad. On the whole, net foreign exchange earnings are considered as negative
for domestically invested and FDI enabled firms mainly because of deficit in the production
of petroleum products. Firms with positive net foreign exchange are as follows: iron ore
mining, textiles, chemicals and software.
1.3 Various trade agreements, liberalization policies as well as globalization factors that
have underlined the factors which shape the burgeoning OFDI in the global scenario:
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1.3.1 Trade agreements of OFDI in global scenario
Rana and Kebewar, (2014) stated about the political economy of the FDI flows into the
developing nations towards the establishment of the “International Trade Agreements
(ITA)”. The international institution GATT-WTO (“General agreement in tariffs and trade
and world trade organization”) membership, bilateral investments treaties etc, are analyzed
by various researchers to understand the goal of the host countries to the foreign investors.
FDI flows have been the significant and constant source of capital inflows in developing
nations. Preferential Trade agreements (PTA) is considered to be the new phenomenon for
establishment of commitment credibility with a goal to attract FDI flows, but PTA is not
homogeneous and there are several types of PTAs. Hence the FDIs extensive growth gave
rise to competitiveness among the policy makers of developing countries, so that they can
pursue “International Trade Agreements” to boost the FDI flow. As the trade agreement is
basically homogeneous they impact differently on attracting FDI.
OFDI and regional agreements with effects of market size is explained by Jaumotte, (2004).
The market size of the regional trade agreement (RTA) may or may not act as determinant
factors of the foreign direct investments as received by countries that participate in RTA.
The size of the domestic population also seems to impact the availability of the labor supply
in the developing country. But it is found that not all of the countries that participate in the
RTA get benefitted from the partners of RTA. The implementation of the RTA can involve
in the reduction or elimination of the barriers in tariffs and non-tariffs between RTA
members and its imposition on common external tariffs related to non-members. The
positive effects of the FDI inflows like interregional FDI measures depending on structure
or motives of the pre-existing investments arise from the large market size of the outsiders.
According to “Buthe and Milner”, (2008) the policies of the FDI into the developing Nations
are increasing through the “International Trade Agreements (ITA)”. The factors that
influence the outflows aren’t surely known. Hence focusing the relationship between the
investment and trade can lead to GATT/WTO and PTA. These worldwide responsibilities
on business are more tenable than the options in the domestic policies due to the reneging of
cost on them. Developing nations which are the member of WTO and having PTAs, have
a high impact in OFDI flows than the domestic policies preferences. Thus joining in the
international trade agreements can allow the developing nations to attract the high foreign
investment and accelerate the economy.
European Union, (2013) explains the three main sub items of the international trade in
services they are transport, travel and other services. The globalization breaks the barrier of
trade such as technological, political and economic factors. Thus the competitiveness and
performances are increasing with the outflows of the FDI making an extended business
relationship in trade. Thus the competitiveness is well enhanced beyond the traditional
foreign exchange of services and goods. International trade agreements are complemented
by the OFDI factors by producing external dimensions in selling products and goods and
lifting up the economic conditions. International trade agreements in a compact way changes
the view of trade in goods & services and even foreign direct investments.
Gonzalez, (2013) expresses about the FDI as a factor for business and development and
examines about multilateral trade agreement of investment. As OFDI and MNEs business
have joined hands and grown efficiently in last two decades , they have created world
prosperity. In context of political economy, the concerns in trade and investment are
analyzed through multilateral framework of trade via FDI within the “World Trade
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Organization (WTO)”. Now, the business contracts are more feasible with emerging and
developing countries’ economies in inward and outward FDI flows enhance the
understanding between each determinant.The regional trade agreement with the investment
provisions creates economic partnership to ensure consistency in different trade obligations.
Many nations are now unilaterally creates the trade and investment liberalization by signing
with RTA with their outward FDI providers.
1.3.2 Liberalization policies of OFDI in global scenario
Athukorala and Jayasuriya,(2004) presented a study about complementarily of the trade, FDI
liberalization in the industrial growth. With India first breaking from “Hindu growth rate”
following the liberalization polity in the south Asia has thrown a sharper relief in the
economy. It is found that the FDI policies outflows shapes up the outcome of reform by
helping the transformation of product exports to manufactures dominating exports. Thus
improvised performance in domestic manufacturing through the exports of goods has started
seeing improvements in output, employment generation and productivity factor for growth.
The effect of liberalization strategies and OFDI on gender discrimination was investigated
by Ernesto (2011).Trade liberalization policies are basically expected to reduce the
inequalities in wages of the developed countries. But with three decades of the research
empirical evidence, it is found that the larger part of literature of the Trade Liberalization
Policies (TLP)and FDI on employment and wage inequalities have found something
different in both developed and developing countries. Further, this TLP and FDI on gender
inequality and empowerment of women aids in the promotion of the development of
economy that includes human rights, growth, health and education. Hence every single
country around the globe adopted the Trade liberalization policies for increasing the FDI
outflows and to analyse the influence of policies towards the UN goals of gender equality.
Kumar and Dhingra (2011) points out the impact of the liberalization FDI structure in India.
From 1990’s Indian government established liberal policies towards FDI especially for the
areas of high technology and exports as outward FDI creates friendly environment. During
1990’s the host of incentives, relaxations and exemptions in the degree of flexibility gave a
boost for FDI inflows via the foreign ownership adoption. Thus India become a host in the
years 1990’s and 2000’s for the massive inflows and outflows of FDI that favourably worked
towards the trade liberalization as well as national ownership privatization, market deregulation and regional integration encouragement. In fact, FDI in India has deemed to
become a catalyst for the trade liberalization and growth of the Indian economy globally.
Thus FDI basically stands as a vital tool for the developing countries to increase
competitiveness in the business world.
1.3.3 Globalization factors of OFDI in global scenario
Asiedu and Brempong, (2008) studied about the effects of the liberalization in OFDI and
employment. There are remarkable shift in attitudes to the concentrate the globalization. The
discussion among the policy makers and academicians has shifted towards the
encouragement of globalization so that many countries can be benefitted. This study
discusses about both globalization and liberalization in the investment policies and also
analyses about the employment impact and MNC investments globally. Private international
flow of capital especially foreign direct investments is regarded as vital complements in
development efforts of the national and international enterprise. FDI contribute towards the
economic growth through sustained financing over long term. The liberalization and
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globalization has significant impact on MNC via FDI outflows and have positive outcome
on investment.
According to Urata (2002) globalization and free trade agreements growth are analysed due
to the growing trends of the regionalism from 1990’s. After World War 2, globalization of
the world economy has created a rapid pace. This possibly increased the economic activities
in the international trade and FDI. The growth pace of globalization was quickened through
multi- lateral negotiation of trade in the “General Agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT)”;
increasing cheap foreign business through technological development in transport and
telecommunication, liberalization in investment and trade and de- regulation and
privatization of national manufacturing industries are enhanced. Another criterion is the
world trade organization (WTO) being an enhanced strength of the anti- global protestors
perceives trade liberalization under WTO as the main detrimental effects of the
globalization. In contradiction, the radical opposition campaigns of much organization
contributed to globalization advancement in various developing countries.
Effect of multi nationalization and FDI on the local economies was explained by Hlavacek
and Olsova, (2011). The inflows of FDI are main indicator of the national economy
competitiveness. In the transitive economies, globalization gets profoundly related with the
OFDI which can integrate the national economy towards the global market and chains of
production. Because of globalization, the international business relationship and markets are
less likely to get determined in the national borders. In the level of macro regional the growth
of world trade dynamics get reflected in the re- structuralisation of transition economies in
eastern and central part which have undergone a transformation over the past 2 decades and
this have given investment opportunities for many host countries with outward FDI and
globalization as central force.
Dunning, (2002) aims to explore about the determinants of the FDI through the globalization
induced changes and FDI policies role in it. In the last decade the rapidly growing transnationalization us the most remarkable features of many economies in the world. The FDI
policies play a main role in influencing the value added activities in the Multinational
enterprises (MNEs). The main factors that influence recent trends of the FDI through
globalization are the cross border merger and acquisition had a huge boom, as it geared the
augmentation of the entrepreneurial assets, managerial development and technological
advancement. Next factor is the regional integration schemes like internal market completion
and maturation that had influenced the MNE activities geographically. Later the economic
growth of the china mainland and eastern part of Asia lead into economic crisis that reduced
the attractiveness in that region by foreign investors globally.
Donciu, (2013) stated about the evolution of the world from centuries and millenniums and
globalization made the independent process in the key dimensions of political, diplomatic
and economic relationship in trade, technological flows and investments for sustainable
development in a large scale process of geo- economic and strategic conditions. Where these
conditions aid the FDI to develop the economies in areas like infrastructure, health,
agriculture and education, and made the desired life style standard fir investment and create
recovery strong economic factors. The dynamic phenomenon of the globalization works in
full swing within efficient parameters and forces economic globalization by spreading of
knowledge, discourse of power international relations in production etc. moreover the
globalization and FDI has a high bound relationship between them manifesting the mutual
correspondence. So the FDI cause stimulation in deepening the “globalization”, whereas
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globalization manifestation improve economy and FDI works in transforming and shaping
world economy.
2.0 Trends of OFDI from India
The fallowing figure shows the trend of outward OFDI from India which exhibits that from
2003 to 2009, OFDI is continuously increasing from 6073 MUS$ to 80,839 MUS$ and
dropped to 34,901 MUS$ during 2010 when worldwide recession was occurred, in 2011
OFDI was increases again and goes upto 109,509 MUS$ and after dropped to 96,072 MUS$
(2012) and 85,838 MUS$ (2013).From 2014 to 2016, OFDI was increases from 131,524
MUS$ to 144,134 MUS$ and dropped to 126,134 MUS$.

Data source- RBI bulletin
Figure: 4, Trend of OFDI from India (in USM$)
2.1 Country-wise Distribution of OFDI from Indian Companies
It attempts to dissect the idea of undertakings and goal nations of such OFDI from India at
the firm level for the period 2007 to 2017 dependent on the information accessible from RBI
site.
From exploratory examination, it is seen that 8000 firms from India were putting abroad in
80,000 tasks during 2007-2017. Be that as it may top 250 firms represent practically 80% of
the absolute/real OFDI from India during 2007-2017 which is assessed at US$ 108.4 billion.
The load of such surges till 2017 dependent on those main 250 firms has been assessed as
Rs. 4424.8 billion (PROWESS Data Base, CMIE) it attempts to dissect the idea of
undertakings and goal nations of such OFDI from India at the firm level for the period 2007
to 2017 dependent on the information accessible from RBI site.
Out of 8000 forms, most of them are operating in Mauritius and Singapore. In any case top
250 firms speak to for all intents and purposes 80% of irrefutably the/genuine OFDI from
India during 2007-2017 which is evaluated at US$ 108.4 billion. The heap of such floods till
2017 reliant on those primary 250 firms has been evaluated as Rs. 4424.8 billion (PROWESS
Data Base, CMIE)
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Fig.5: Top ten Country-wise Distribution of OFDI of Indian Firms
Indian firms were putting resources into numerous nations during 2007 to 2017, top 5 nations
record for practically 80% of the all-out OFDI (Fig.5). Mauritius, Singapore, Netherland,
USA and UAE are the main have nations of India's OFDI (Fig.3). 76% of such outward
ventures were as entirely claimed backups during 2007 to 2017, while this offer was just
30% during the 80s (Pradhan and Sauvant et al., 2010). Rest five top 10 nations are British
Virgin Islands, United Kingdom, Cyrus, Switzerland and Mozambique.
2.2 Sector-wise Distribution of OFDI from Indian Companies
Top 10 sectors of OFDI investment are Manufacturing, Financial & Banking services,
Insurance Business, Agriculture and mining, Wholesale and Retail Trade, Transport and
Warehouse services, Community, Social & Personal Services, Constructions Electricity, Gas
and Water and various miscellaneous services.

Fig. 6: Top ten Sector-wise Distribution of OFDI of Indian Companies.
33% of such outward speculation was in the assembling segment while budgetary, protection
and business administrations represent 25%. As it were 14% of the all-out outward venture
that spilled out of India during 2007 to 2017 was in the Agriculture division (Fig.6). Indian
Companies have mainly invested in Manufacturing sector either for forward integration for
acquiring technology, innovation in products, R&D in product or product line (mainly in
developed countries) or for backward integration for row material, cheap labour, natural
resources (mainly in developing or underdeveloped countries).Besides this, Indian
companies have invested in financial/Banking services, insurance sectors while keeping its
core competencies in agricultural sector. However, in various time frames, investment
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priority sectors have been changed from agriculture to IT and telecom sector or from mining
to financial/ banking industry. Now, most of the Indian companies are focusing on
infrastructure, gas, structural constructions, electricity (in production and distribution both),
water (treatment and supply).
Summary
Foreign direct investments stand as vital components for the national and international
development. The outward FDI plays a very major role in the trade agreement, liberalization
and globalization as it has the potentiality to transfer technology and knowledge, boost
productivity, enhance competitiveness, creates employment and even helps to eradicate
poverty through the economic development. The fluctuation of trends in the Indian economy
based on the permeation of OFDI can be understood clearly through this research.
The modification and changing composition is the main cause of the fluctuation in exports
and OFDI. The other causes of the fluctuation are the uncertainty in policy, problems in land
acquisition and procedural delays whereas inflows in communication services are good. The
various trade agreements of the OFDI in the global scenario is the establishment of general
agreements in tariffs and trade and world trade organization membership, bilateral
investment treaties with international trade agreements. To attract the FDI flows the
preferential trade agreement is established to create commitment credibility and Regional
trade agreement impacts the labour supply. In addition this research explains the
liberalization policies of the OFDI globally and the benefits acquired by liberalization like
employment generation, economic growth and industrial enhancement as well as boosting
the FDI inflows through foreign ownership adoption.
Indian Companies have fundamentally put resources into Manufacturing area either for
forward reconciliation for obtaining innovation, advancement in products, R&D in product
or product offering (basically in developed nations) or for in reverse incorporation for
column material, shoddy work, characteristic assets (mostly in developing or
underdeveloping countries).Besides this, Indian companies have put its resources into
monetary/Banking services, keeping its core competencies in agricultural sector. However,
in various time frames, investment priority sectors have been changed from agriculture to IT
and telecom sector or from mining to financial/ banking industry. Now, most of the Indian
companies are focusing on infrastructure, gas, structural constructions, electricity (in
production and distribution both), water (treatment and supply).
Globalization and liberalization has remarkable effects on investment policies and
investment of multinational enterprises. Globalization influences the OFDI by creating
international relationship in business and trade dynamics with rapid growth in economic
condition around the world. Hence the dynamic phenomenon of globalization along with
liberalization and trade agreements works in full swing influencing outward FDI to lift up
the economic growth globally.
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Ethics in Financial Analysis and Corporate Reporting
JOSHI GAURAVKUMAR P.
Abstract
In Financial writing it ensures that all users of financial systems must know the generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). In business world accurate accounting plays a
critical role. Ethical financial reporting and accounting practices corresponds to basic human
requirements. It creates reliability with public and employees. Ethics and accounting exist
to protect the public from unscrupulous corporation. Most of the professions accountants
hide or manipulate the information. Most accounting scandals have taken place on fraudulent
financial reporting. It means that the management of company presents the misstatement of
the financial statements. Normally, this is carried out with the intention of misleading
investors and maintaining the company's share price in the present scenario business ethics
has its own significance which helps to come from the global financial scandals. There is a
requirement a direct ethnical guideline which spread a awareness to protecting from this
corporate scandal that had taken place in different areas in different countries which are very
harmful to the economy and our society. Due to the necessities of Information supplied by
an accountant and manager should observe certain professional ethical standards, financial
management adequacy, quality of audit, corporate ethics, embracing ethics etc. This paper
explained the meaning of ethics, causes of ethical issues relating to accounting and financial
reporting, and steps required to solve those issues.
Keywords: Financial reporting, accounting, ethical issues and business.
Introduction
In the modern industrial economy, the finance is blood of life. We cannot think of any
formation of the companies without finance. The success of any companies and organization
is directly subject to the finance adequacy and its efficacious utilizations. But sometimes
different accounting standards of different country create a difficult problem. For growth of
world economy there is need to adopt one global standard so that participants around all over
the world receive the same fair view of enterprises results regardless operating in different
geographic area. The Ethics is defined in legion form, sometimes it contradictory, renditions
. Nowadays in many area of accounting and financial reporting is a endured from problems
of ethics which are a prominent issue. Ethics should have an essential part of the business
and several other areas on ethical decision makings. The dictionary definitions of the word
ethics is a system of principles governing morality and acceptable conduct, and ethical code.
According, to The Oxford Dictionary Ethics means as moral principles or as rules of
conducts. It is combination of moral principles or manner of actions which are acceptable or
unacceptable in field of human activity. Ethics is a voluntary phenomenon. It cannot be
forced but it should be sway. Financial reporting is directly and indirectly related with
accounting and economics. Financial reporting is played a crucial role in corporate
governance. Financial reporting is a financial statement of any organizations or companies
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which disclose the financial status to the government, management and investors. The issue
of ethics sustaining true financial reporting of company assets, liabilities and profits without
forcing on them by management or corporate officers. The ethics have raised the value of
ethical decision on business which is affected to the stockholders, creditors and other parties
by the financial performance of companies. Some unethical activities is high concerns in the
organizations like fraudulent financial reporting, personal trading, insider trading,
misappropriation of assets and disclosure. The significance of ethics in accounting have been
verified by some old scandals. The auditors and accountants can acquired a lot of knowledge
from the mistakes like. 2G Spectrum Scam, Commonwealth Games Scam, Satyam Scam,
Indian Coal Allocation Scam, Enron scandal, etc. The scams have discredited public
confidence and also spoiled the reputation of accountants in the accounting occupation. For
all professional accountants, ethics has become a prominent issue, after a series of financial
reporting scandals brought this issue into the forefront. There is various tricky ethical issues
which bring forth the aboveboard task in financial reporting. The various scandals for
companies is taken place due to breaches in ethics which is not good symbol for any
companies. The results arise to loss of investors and confidence of consumers from the
companies. It also badly affected to national economies growth and development.
Literature Rreview
(Kamat, 1987)Studied that” Ethical Governance Issues in Accounting and Reporting“
conclude that the procedures of accounting ,the accountant integrity, and financial
disclosures on long-term basis are the fundamental quality to corporate transparency and
stakeholder. sound reporting and accounting practices is the cornerstone of the integrity of
an accountant.
(Kermis)Indicates on topic” Financial reporting regulations, ethics and accounting
education” is that in ethical conflicts and dilemmas arise the auditing condition leaves the
accounting profession, client, auditor, regulators and society in a circumstances plunged. In
this study Researcher has found that the rules are insufficient in many situations.
(Azimifar, 7(10) Oct 2013) Researched on the topic “Impact of Professional Ethics on
Financial Reporting Quality”. The study concluded that in the accounting profession
Services provided to users by non-acceptance and confidence is useless. The importance of
the moral standards of honesty and personal training needs, current and future accountants
to lead the noble. In future research to accounting career fair to its historical role in economic
growth and prosperity and the welfare of nations to continue.
(Onyebuchi, Vol. 2 No. 10; June 2011 ) The main findings there studies in business world
to rejuvenate public confidence and trust in the financial reporting, especially public
companies . The lack of transparency is found at the time of financial reporting. It‟s financial
matters followed by financial restatements disclosing billions of dollars of omitted liabilities
and losses, contributed to its demise. That is an denotation that more litigation have to be
taken by government to secure the loopholes that make successful it potential for businesses
and financial institutions to prosecute in illegal financial practices.
Objective Of The Study
To study the problem and challenges of ethics issue of financial reporting and accounting in
business area.
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Research Methodology
The research paper study was carried out with the secondary data and it was taken from
different research papers, journals and websites. The present study based on analytical and
descriptive research.
Challenges Of Financial Reporting And Accounting
1. The continue challenging is Going concern concept: The economic conditions suffers
from chronic problem it premise that in some cases going concern concept is not clear-cut
in the business. There is required for the company to take deliberate decision of the
judgments on related to going concern concept. Business will have an indefinite period of
life and it will not liquidate in the near future. The business entity is made an assumption to
be exists indefinitely to operate profitably for a foreseeable period unless there is evidence
to the contrary.
2. Historical accounting: the present challenges to accounting and financial reporting is
based on historical cost. This concept is strictly followed by companies. If any subsequent
changes in market value of the assets it is not recorded by companies in their accounts. When
the financial statements are prepared it ignored the present market price due to this it fails to
reflect the true worth of the assets. In this situation, it is not relevant to the participants of
the accounting information.
3. Challenges in measurement: Any changes on the basis of measurements it directly and
indirectly effect to the financial performance and statement of the organizations and almost
every users of the society. Measurement of financial reporting is more concern to
conventions, not know how to deal with measurement problem. Measurement of financial
reporting and accounting is include five principals like fair value, realizable value, value in
use, deprival value or value of the business and historical cost. It is challenge to a company
how it works effectively and how to measurement a results of it reliability in some situations
and importance for some purposes.
4. Consistency challenges: When management of company once selected and adopted the
accounting policies it must be followed continuous accounting period to other. If a company
want to change the policies it must require to disclose that there is problem that required
being deal. Sometimes consistency also shows the external consistency. It is useful to
compare the financial statement of other companies but it possible only when the company
prepares the financial statement in same methods and procedures. While sometimes it’s very
challengeable to companies to maintain perfect external consistency.
5. Development of IFRS: .It will be a big gainsay to business concerns to adopt of IFRS
and its influencing strongly among the users of financial statements. International accounting
standards board(IASB) is developed IFRS(International financial reporting standards) it is
set of accounting standards. The companies act 2013 shows various modification to IFRSs
related to joint ventures, consolidation, fair values , financial reporting and accounting
India decide to converge it existing accounting standards with IFRS to provide a high quality
solutions, understandable, transparence and comparable several information in financial
statement and financial reporting. It facilitates to investors to make a economic decisions on
the basis of present information. But it is possible only when management of company fully
disclose the information with proper evidences.
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Some Important Ethical Issues In Accounting And Financial Reporting
1. Financial reporting is deceitful: From the last twenty years the financial scandals is a
center of attention on financial reporting of fraudulent. The management of company is an
intentionally misapplication of amount with intent to deceive the investors and showing fake
the company's share price. The main area of fraudulent activities is by showing the fictitious
revenue, recognition of premature revenue, adjustments of revenue by misstatement entries.
In short period of time, when the company’s stock price is high but in long period it badly
effect on financial position of enterprise then it automatically understand by business
concern the financial reporting is misrepresents their accounts.
2. Assets misappropriation: In accounting one of important ethical issues is the
misappropriation of assets at an individual employee level. It directly and indirectly affects
the company’s staff morale and reputation. The company’s management made a
embezzlement of assets by misleading the accounts and preparing a wrong invoices and
documents. Assets Misappropriation by use of company assets other than company interests
for any other purpose.
3. Full Disclosure: financial reporting is subtopics of fraudulent, disclosure infringement
are errors of ethical mistake resulting from neglect. Sometime information is not disclosed
in a prescribed way with GAAP and accounts are not prepared with honesty then it is to be
considered financial reporting is a fraudulent activities. The entire beneficial person who are
interested in the business sectors but when they know information of full disclosure is not
success to investors. Then business concerns change their decisions for investments in the
enterprises should be reckon as financial reporting is fraudulent.
Limitations Of Accounting And Financial Reporting
1. Antithetical framework and policies of accounting: Accounting generally known as
the language of the business. When entities operating a businesses worldwide then there is
required to follow a single set of accounting standards. But Framework of Indian accounting
standard (IAS) based on historical values and rules. while international financial reporting
standards (IFRS) allow to use the accounting policies for preparing the financial statements.
So that every organization follows a vernacular global language for business matters which
helpful for understandable and comparable the companies account in different international
boundaries. To overcome from this problem it is decided to merge its present accounting
standards with IFRS. Thus information is communicated to users through financial
statements and reports.
2. Judgment of Professional: The concept of professional judgment is developed by the
ICAS (institute of chartered accountants of Scotland. It is one important aspects of preparing
and auditing the financial statement. The demonstrating the professional judgment is to be
made at reasonable period of time when the facts and circumstances are presents those results
in information is more relevant and reliable. It is challenge of regulators to preparer’s
judgment after the event made. Before preparing the judgment report it must be consider
some issues like accounting assessment, collecting and analysis the full knowledge,
document assessments etc.
3. Verifiability objective evidence: A company’s accounting data should be verifiable, free
from personal bias and must be definite. All accounting transactions should be supported
business document and evidences like invoices, sales bills etc. which is verifiable by auditor
in later stage. Verifiability does not provide truthfulness of data but one must ensure that the
data provide must be logically stream. Example Enron scandals which had taken place on
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one of the reputed American corporate of Huston based commodities, energy and service
corporation. When Enron had been declared bankruptcy but there share price was $.26 per
share. It was shot through with unverifiabilty. It will be done through by keeping huge debts
off balance sheet.
4. Use of historical basis: All the transaction is recorded in the book of account at their
monetary cost of acquisition. Measurement of assets based on historical cost. In the book of
account several assets and liabilities are recorded at the price paid to acquire it. Its acquisition
cost will be carried forward from year to year, irrespective of its present value. When we
prepared the financial statement it will not reflect the true worth of assets.
5. Limited predictive value: Predictive value helpful for the investors to form the
expectations about the future. Financial statement is prepared on previous performance of
the companies and it reflects very less predictive value of the future which is more important
point to the investors.
6. Fraud and error: To achieving a predetermined results the companies will made a
deliberate manipulation of financial statements. Example WorldCom. Scandal. It will be
done through with the help of the internal auditing department which underreported line cost
by capitalizing rather than expensing and also inflated revenue with fake accounting entries.
Solution Ethical Issues Relating To Financial Reporting And Accounting
There are certain rules and regulations for financial reporting and accounting standards at
the time of preparing financial statements. It must be followed the GAAP Securities
and Exchange Commission, investment accounting, disclosure rules and International
Financial Reporting Systems guidelines and prepare the financial statement according the
new guidelines.
1. Proper evidenced based approach: the supporting document must be proper arranged
and make provision for it to be kept up to date.
2. Significance of consistency: uniformity is important issues to the users across the
enterprises. Because financial reports are disclose a true and fair view of financial statement
of the enterprises.
3. Involvement in information technology system: optimal use of multiple data systems
which useful at the time of financial closing and reporting activities like workflow of
material, updates account chart and participants experiences etc.
4. Management and internal supports: senior and knowledgeable person of management
must be presenting business speech on various matters of accounts, meeting with external
stakeholders which are very important for any companies. And sometimes also abode on
internal issues of companies like how to deal with factors of risk and assessment of internal
structure.
Conclusion
In present era nobody asked companies financial report, when everything appears bright.
System of financial reporting reckon upon truthfulness of truth and trustworthy generally it
is based on individual decision and actions for whole the companies and society. To impress
the shareholder by providing pertinent information of business, this is more useful to make
investment and economic decisions to the investors. Various financial scandals is taken place
due failure of financial reporting and accounting standards is not properly implemented in
accounting practices. So that there is need to make an awareness of code of professional
ethics through accounting education and practices in the society. It tried to make a balance
between economic, social and professional responsibilities. Motivating an employee and
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management to adopt an ethical behavior which will assist to discourage fraud and it also
facilitates them to feel be a proud of our profession through contributions in accountancy.
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An Analysis of Multinational Corporation in India
Dr. Abha Kumari
Abstract
India has gone through many changes firstly India based on socialist model, but now it bases
its government on a democratic model. During this period India had a very protectionist
against foreign investment in the country, because of this India fell behind in technology.
The collapse of the Soviet Union (India's largest trading partner) and an increase in foreign
debt led to problems for India throughout the eighties.
In the present day world of Globalization Liberalization and Privatization Multinational
Companies have played an important role in the development of home countries where the
MNCs are operating. Foreign direct investment by multinational companies involves much
more than just transfer of capital as it bring with them technologies of production, managerial
services and other business practices.
Employment opportunities created by the MNCs have solved an important problem of
unemployment which is an important characteristic of the underdeveloped as well as
developing countries. With the shortage of savings for financing developmental projects,
there is need to depend on foreign capital. Inviting and making ways for MNCs to operate
in India will enhance the economic development of the country.
Keywords : Multinational Companies (MNCs); Globalization : Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI); Economic Development; Domestic Savings.
Introduction
Since 1991, India has experienced a dramatic increase in the presence of Multinational
Corporations (MNCs), and with it, a tremendous expansion in the amount of foreign direct
investment (FDI) inflows the Indian economy.
Multinational companies (MNCs) are large companies that operate in several countries with
their headquarters at a particular country. Multinational Companies as recently have gain
more momentum in terms of investment and playing a greater role in countries, development,
it succeeded in having more attention and more focus.
The first Multinational Companies were established in the year 1920's. Many more came up
in the 1950's and 1960's as U.S. businesses expanded worldwide and Western Europe and
Japan also recovered to become powerful industrial economies. The world wide spread of
MNCs was a notable feature of 1950's and 1960's.
While it can be argued that Indian liberalization began before the 1990s, most will agree that
it was in 1991 that the Indian Government first began in earnest to adopt policies of
liberalization. There were, in fact, three distinct forces which guided India to this watershed
moment in its history, two of which were external forces, and one which was an internal
force.
The internal factor which directed India toward liberalization was the severe economic
situation it was faced with at the time. The central problems were soaring inflation, a rising
fiscal deficit, a widening trade deficit, and an enormous foreign debt.
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Multinational Companies are generally operated in the less developed or developing
countries with their head office in the foreign developed countries. They have been playing
a significant role in the economies of those countries where they are operating. As the two
sides of a coin, operation of Multinational Companies has both the advantages as well as
drawbacks to such countries.
Need for Multinational Companies
If underdeveloped countries wants to see develop herself, it will have to import capital goods,
technical know-how, spare parts and raw materials. One method of paying for such imports
is through the stepping up of exports. The exports can be increased either by producing more
or curtailing domestic consumption drastically. But underdeveloped countries have only
limited productive capacity and as such it is not possible to increase exports substantially.
Curtailment of consumption, on the other hand, involves a lot of sacrifice and it cannot be
adopted with much success in democratic countries. Thus foreign assistance is the one form
or the other which became important for speeding up the economic growth of a country.
In underdeveloped countries like India domestic savings are not enough to ensure economic
development. In such a case some external helps are required in the form of "foreign aid".
If we turn the pages of history relating to economic development, we find that every country
had to rely on foreign aid for speeding up the economic growth. In the words of W.A. Lewis,
"Nearly every developed state has had the assistance of foreign finance to supplement its
own meager savings during the early stages of its development.
In the past, investment by MNCs was mainly confined to extractive activities but of late
manufacturing interests account for a greater share of their activities.
In recent years there has been tremendous increase in the private foreign investment. In this
connection, it is required to mention that foreign direct investment by multinational
companies involves much more than just transfer of capital as it brings with them
technologies of production, managerial services and other business practices.
Many MNCs have larger annual sales volumes than the entire GNPs of developing nations
in which they operate. By 1980 the 20th largest MNCs had annual sales volume excess of
$10 billion, while more than 200 others had sales in excess of $1 billion. The largest U.S.
transnational (MNCs) like Exxon and General Motors, each sold over $60 billion in 1980;
while Mobile, Texaco and Ford each had annual sales in excess of $30 billion.
Advantage of MNCs in the Host Countries
To make up the Deficiency of Domestic Savings : The domestic sources of capital
formation in underdeveloped countries are inadequate to secure a growth rate of economies.
These countries have not only small capital stock but their current rate of capital
accumulation is very small ranging from 5 to 6 percent in advanced countries. Such a low
rate of capital formation can hardly provide for a rapidly growing population which increases
at the rate of 2 to 3 percent per annum. If they want to depend on themselves for economic
development then they need to wait for a pretty long time. so they need to import foreign
capitals to supplement domestic resources to quicken the pace of economic development.
To solve the Problem of Unfavorable Balance of Payments : In the initial phase of
economic development, developing countries have unfavorable balance of payments. They
have to imports more in order to meet the growing requirements of development and at the
same time their export decreases to meet the growing domestic requirements. These
countries have to take recourse of deficit financing which results in inflationary pressures.
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The prices increase and the cost of production goes up. This further reduces exports and
increases imports. As a result the balance of payment condition is distorted.
Technical know-how : The underdeveloped countries require not only foreign capital but
also technical know-how and skill to ensure the proper use of capital.
MNC's bring along with it modern technology and train people in new skills. The marginal
productivity of labour increases which results in lower prices for consumers and higher real
wages of labour. All this quicken the pace of economic development.
Exploitation of Human and Natural Resources : There is a problem of high population
pressure in underdeveloped countries and there is also the familiar problem of disguised
unemployment on a large scale.
To transfer the surplus labour from agriculture and provide them with work, foreign capital
is needed to start secondary and tertiary industries.
Risky Undertakings : There is a great risk involved in the setting up o fnew undertakings.
The shortage of capital, small extent of the market, absence of enterprising groups and
underdeveloped infrastructure signify a high degree of risk in different fields like mining,
oil exploitation, power, transport etc.
Stimulates Potential Saving : There may be potential savings in the economy which may
be available at a higher level of economic development. It is therefore essential that foreign
capital be imported to speed up economic activities at first instance with the view of
providing inspiration to the people and incentive to the home capitalist.
The Benefits of Indian Liberalization to MNCs
The new economic policy adopted by India in 1991 had three central features: opening the
economy to global markets, “reducing import tariffs and state intervention in domestic policy
decisions”, and stabilizing the economy through structural reforms In practice what occurred
was that the rupee was devalued and made convertible for trade, industrial licensing was
almost entirely removed, import tariffs were cut substantially, import-licensing was
eliminated, and public sector monopolies in power, port, road, telecom and aviation were
abolished. These policies were not directly aimed at increasing India’s attractiveness to
MNCs, but were intended to pull India out of its economic pit. However, just the fact that
India had thrown off its socialist strait-jacket and was attempting t bring about marketfriendly reforms was a major encouragements to foreign investors, who understood India’s
enormous potential, but had been repelled by its isolationist policies.
There were, nonetheless, significant efforts made to increase FDI to India. For example,
India “reduced restrictions on equity, revised investment licensing controls,…… raised
limits on repatriation”, altered import procedures and tariffs in favour of MNCs, and
modified labour laws “to make the business environment more appealing”. As well, “with
the exception of a small list of ‘strategic industries’, all sectors previously reserved for public
enterprises are now open to private investment”. But what impact did these liberalization
policies have on MNCs?
The effect was that FDI increased significantly. In 1990, FDI inflows into India totaled US
$70 million. From 1991 on, FDI began to grow substantially, so that by 1996 the total was
$2 billion, and in 1997, $2.5 billion. In fact, it has been calculated that from 1991 to May
1998, India has accumulated $56.6 billion in FDI contracts (much o which has yet to actually
flow into India). Thus, it is evident that the presence of MNCs has increased dramatically in
India since liberalization. It must be noted here that, while FDI “is usually taken to be the
most important measure of the growth” of MNCs, multinationals “also expand through the
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use of non-equity arrangements, such as subcontracting, franchising, joint ventures, research
consortiums and technology transfer agreements”. However, accurate data is not readily
available for these indicators; therefore, the focus of multinational activity is often limited
to the level of FDI.
The Economic benefits of Liberalization to India
The effects of liberalization on India’s economy have been overwhelmingly positive, and
the statistics confirm this. Due to the crisis of 1991, the growth rate that year was only 1.2%.
Three years later, a growth rate of 5.5% was reached, and then the economy took off in 1995
and 1996, achieving growth of 7.1% and 7.5% respectively. In fact, since 1994, the Indian
economy has grown at an average of 7% per year, placing India among the world’s leaders
in economic growth. However, because of India’s high population growth rate it is necessary
to consider the GNP per capita figures. In 1991, real GNP per capita, adjusted for purchasing
power, was 1$,150. In 1997, it had grown to $1,385, and by the end of 1998 it is projected
to be $1,500. Thus, India’s high growth has been large enough not only to balance the
population growth rate, but also to increase the standard of living. Some other noteworthy
statistics from (http://www.indiaworld.co.in) are the decline of India's death rate, from 10.1
per 1000 in 1991, to 9.0 per 1000 in 1994, and the increase in life expectancy, from 55.9 in
1990, to 63.5 in 1995.
The question which remains, is to what degree can the improvements in India's economic
situation can be attributed to the MNCs? The benefits and advantages which MNCs bring to
host countries have already been discussed, and it was argued that MNCs could have a
significant impact on India's economy. Thus, it can be presumed that MNCs played a vital
role in the economic development India has experience over the past several years. However,
rather than speculating on how much of India's progress can be credited to the multinationals,
the essay will turn instead to the tangible and direct benefits which India has gained through
MNCs.
Direct Benefits of India of the Increasing Presence of MNCs
An emerging trend of increased multinational presence in India is that "about 2,000 Indians
leave India annually to take up middle and senior management jobs elsewhere in Asia". As
MNCs expand operations all over Asia, they eventually experience shortage of qualified
people to fill managerial positions, and India's business schools have come to be seen as a
good source of managerial skill. The reason for this is India's good education system, its
above average English-languages skills, and its business students, who "are quite
entrepreneurial in their outlook". The positive effects this has on India include increased
incomes for those Indians which take these managerial positions, and increased incomes for
Indians in general, as much of the income would be brought back into India as repatriated
earnings and would trickle down through the economy.
Another benefit concerns India's growing middle class. Estimates of the size of the middle
class are wide ranging, but even modest estimates such as 200,000,000 still indicate that over
20% of India's population can afford "durable and semi-durable goods", such as household
appliances and cars. The role here for MNCs is obvious; to supply India with the
international brand name consumer goods it wants. The central economic benefit of this is
that Indian consumption is now able to expand, rather than being limited as it was when only
domestic producers were supplying consumer goods, and this implies that Indian consumers
gain utility, or satisfaction.
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MNCs have also played a crucial role in helping to supply India's ever increasing demand
for infrastructure. Electricity is one of these critical sectors, as India's demand for power is
simply massive. Since India's government opened this sector to private investment, 41
contracts have been awarded, the most notable of which is the enormous $2.8 billion, 2,015
megawatt plant by Enron, which began construction in 1997. Despite these advances, the
Indian government estimates that it will require $170 billion in investment over the next 15
years, in order to meet its demand for power, most of which is expected to be FDI. Another
sector in which FDI has helped to fill the investment gap is telecommunications. In the next
decade, India expects "foreign investors... to provide it with $50 billion, and approvals for
FDI "in cellular phones alone total $5 billion". Thus MNCs have played, and will continue
to play a pivotal role in India in terms of infrastructure development.
Criticisms of MNCs in India, and Economic Counterarguments
There are those who argue, however, that MNCs have brought significant disadvantages to
India. While such views may not be based on reality, they are nonetheless a strong force
opposing the expansion of FDI in India. The first criticism which is usually made is that
MNCs bring inappropriate products to India. Here, the argument is usually made that nondurable products, such as foodstuffs, are better left to the domestic market, which is more in
touch with Indian tastes and needs. As a result, some MNCs, such as PepsiCo, Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Pizza Hut and MacDonald's have experienced opposition over the years. As
well, the argument is made that Western brand names frequently mask products which are
inferior imitations, and unknowing Indian consumers waste their money, sincerely believing
that these goods can make them happy or beautiful. Now, the common economic argument
which counters these two views is that consumers are free to make choices; consumers are,
in fact, all-powerful, and what they do not want to buy will not be produced. Thus, the MNCs
argue, they are meeting a demand which the Indian domestic market cannot provide, and are
therefore helping to raise the utility of Indian consumers.
The Limits of FDI in India and Necessary Response for India
Despite all the evidence which supports the view that MNCs have brought significant
benefits to India, there are, however, two problems associated with FDI in India: the limited
effectiveness of FDI in India, and the limited growth of FDI in India.
The limited effectiveness of FDI in India rests with the fact that MNCs in India are less
export-orientated than in other countries. For example, with Japanese MNCs in India, the
majority of products are sold domestically, whereas in China, the Majority of goods are
produced for export. The main reason for this is that India's vast and growing domestic
market has been the focus of MNCs. Also, because domestic industries were "protected from
internal and external competition" before liberalization, once the market opened, these
domestic industries were no match for the MNCs. As a result, MNCs often achieve
monopolistic profits, and therefore, have no incentive to compete on the global markets. In
terms of India's development, this implies that MNCs are not effectively accomplishing one
of the major expectations of FDI in India, which is to integrate India in the global economy.
In order to counter this trend, India needs to "provide more incentives for export-oriented
foreign investors".
India has got a huge market. It has also got one of the fastest growing economies in the
world. Besides, the policy of the government towards FDI has also played a major role in
attracting the multinational companies in India. However, the scenario changed during the
financial liberalization of the country, especially after 1991.
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Government, nowadays, makes continuous efforts to attract foreign investment by relaxing
many of its policies. As a result, a number of multinational companies have shown interest
in Indian market. 'Make in India' campaign of India's Prime Minister Narendra Modi is an
opportunity for all the MNCs all over the world to establish their businesses in India.
Reasons to Encourage MNCs in India
There are certain advantages that the underdeveloped countries as well as the developing
countries like India derive from the foreign MNCs that establish in India. They are as under
:1. Initiating a higher level of investment.
2. Reducing the technological gap.
3. The natural resources are utilized in true sense.
4. The foreign exchange gap is reduced.
5. Boosts up the basic economic structure.
Suggestions
1) The host countries should adopt a multitask system so that the MNCs should not be able
to evade taxes through transfer pricing or other methods.
2) After a certain limit, there should be check on the repatriation of capital and remittance
of profits by them to the country of origin.
3) The collaborations should be sought with the MNCs only in the selective areas.
4) The MNCs should help the host countries in the promotions of exports and the
development of import-substitution industries.
5) There should be clear cut specification about the transfer of technology.
6) The investment from MNCs should be for specified periods.
The joint participation of the foreign and indigenous capital should be encouraged at the
maximum.
Conclusion
India has taken significant steps toward development, yet serious problems remain, the most
striking of which is that 320 million Indians "remain below the poverty line, almost as many
as India's entire population was in 1947". Thus, the benefits of liberalization and increased
FDI have not positively affected a large portion of India's population. What must be done,
then, in order to "visibly transform the lives of not just a minority, but of the mass of people"?
The first thing which needs to be done is that India "will have to stop using its own dreary
performance as a benchmark and begin comparing itself with its Southeast Asian
neighbours". Second, India "will have to convince foreigners that it's serious about
liberalization and won't abandon reforms at the first sign of local resistance". The simple fact
is that, for India's potential to be realized, economic liberalization must continue. There is
simply no other way.
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Practicing Systematic Mapping learning in Software
Engineering
Bharati Yadav
Abstract: A programming designing precise guide that portray methodology to develop a
portrayal plan and organizing an item constructing part of interest. The examination of
obtaining centers around frequently producing classifications inside the plan. Accordingly,
the inclusion of the examination aspect could be resolved. Various aspects of the plan might
likewise be joined to have addressing the full overall progressively explicating the research
associated questioning. Efficiently mapping is to do visit in therapeutic researching yet that
have generally been disregarded in Software Engineering. A precise mapping of studying
demonstrate a structural part of the sort of research announcing and coming about into that
have been circulated by sorting in two distinctive request and give appropriate
characterization of them and normally meaning a visual summary, the directing system of
its results. It as often as possible requires less effort while giving a continuously coarsegrained audit. Already, an orderly mapping examination in programming building has been
suggested for the most part for research territories where there is an absence of significant,
superb essential investigations. In the paper, explanation and development related to the
contrasts between precise auditing and deliberating the map studies and contending for a
more extensively arranging of circumstances where the former one is proper. It portray a
definitively best procedure for methodical mapping with abridges the current Software
precise auditing and standing out the entire from orderly mapping, at that point examines
extra rules for efficient mapping.
Keywords: Systematic Mapping, Evidence Based Software Engineering, Systematic
Reviews
Introduction: Systematic mapping is a philosophy that is visit in restorative researching,
however that have to a great extent been disregarded in Software Engineering. An exact
guide getting the hang of organizing the kind of looking into and detailing and results that
have been dispersed by requesting them and every now and again gives a visual diagram,
the guide, of its results. As an assessment domain creates there is routinely a sharp increase
in the amount of reporting and conclusion to be achieve in accessible form, and winding
up the imperative to be in a condensed form and giving the system a diagrammatically view.
Mostly possess the explicit systems for such auxiliary examinations, and known for utilizing
in for instance proof based medication. An orderly mapping investigation demonstrates a
structure of the kind of examining about reports and coming about into that have been
dispersed by grouping about them and normal lying demonstrating a visual summary, the
direction of its results. It consistently have necessity of lesser extortion while identified with
a logically coarse-pertinent investigating.
Literature Review: In 2004, A general pattern toward mostly proof based programming
building (Kitchen ham) has lead to an expanded spotlight on latest, experimental and
efficiently researching
methodicalness said that, there have additionally been
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recommendations for increasingly organized detailing of progressing the resulting
mechanism, utilizing for instance organized edited compositions (2007). The precise writing
audit is one optional examination strategy that has gotten much consideration recently in
Software Engineering (by Charters in 2007,by Haney et In 2004, A general pattern for more
proof based programming designing (Kitchen ham) is leading to an expanded spotlight on
new, exact and efficient research methods.Budgen said that, there have likewise been
recommendations for increasingly organized detailing of results, utilizing for instance
organized modified works (2007). The deliberate writing survey is one auxiliary
examination strategy that has gotten much consideration recently in it ( by Charters in
2007,by Haney et al during 2007) and is roused from therapeutic research. Quickly, an
orderly survey experiences existing essential reports, audits them top to bottom and depicts
their system and results. Contrasted with writing audits regular in any exploration venture, a
SR has a few advantages: a well-characterized technique decreases predisposition, a more
extensive scope of circumstances and settings could permit progressively broad ends, and
utilization of measurable meta-investigation can distinguish more than individual
examinations in disengagement (Kitchen ham during 21st century) and is enlivened from
medicinal research. Quickly, a methodical audit experiences existing essential reports,
surveys them from in a top to bottom approach and depicts their technique and the obtained
results. Contrasted with writing audits regular in any examination venture, it has a few
advantages: a well-characterized strategy diminishes inclination, a more extensive scope of
circumstances and settings could serve permission of progressively broad ends, and utilize
factual meta-investigation identifying more than individual examinations in disconnection
(Kitchen ham, 2007-2008).
Methodology: It characterized a deliberate mapping process and connected it to finish an
orderly mapping examination. Moreover, we contrast methodical maps and efficient audits
by methodically breaking down existing precise surveys.
The systematically mapping technique: An adjusted and connected efficient mapping
towards a programming building in an examination concentrating on programming product
offering fluctuation (Mutably ,during 2007- 2008). In the accompanying, description about
the procedure that is being utilized.In addition, a conversation related to enormous decisions
in the methodical guide by Bailey (2008). Which means of Researching Question-ting with
Reviewing Scope, Conducting Search in all Papers, appropriate Screening of Papers,
Relevant Paper Key-wording, use of Abstracts Classifying Scheme, Data Extraction and
Mapping Process Systematic Map Process Steps Outcomes. The Systematic Mapping
Process, in which the principal methodology steps of our efficient mapping examination are
significance of research questions, coordinating the journey for significant papers, screening
of papers, key wording of altered syntheses and data extraction and the related mapping.
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Every

technique

steps

have

a

result.[3,

7]

Figure: Systematic mapping process
Classifying Scheme
The strategy of how the gathering plan was made was not clearly delineated. For our
examination, we sought after a purposeful method showed up. Here, Keyword is a way to
deal with reduces the interim required in structure up the ordering the scheme and ensuring
that the arrangement thinks about the present assessments. Key-wording is acquired in two
stages. In the first place, the investigators read altered syntheses and quest for catchphrases
and thoughts that mirror the dedication of the given work. Simultaneously the analyst in like
manner recognizes the setting of the investigation. Right when this is done, the game plan
of watchwords from different papers are consolidated to develop an unusual state
understanding about the nature and responsibility of the assessment. This enables the
commentators to visualize of a lot of classes that is illustrative of the fundamental populace.
At the point when digests are of excessively lowest qualitative enabling significant
watchwords to be picked, commentators could consider likewise the presentation or results
into segmenting the paper. At the point when a last arrangement of watchwords has been
picked, they could be bunched and motive for framing the classes for the mapping.[2,6]

Figure 2: Classification Scheme
Systematic Mapping
It represents data in an Extracting form and performs the Map analysis of main Studies
,When having the gathering plan set up, the significant articles are organized into the
arrangement, i.e., the genuine data extraction occurs, the request plan propels while doing
the data extraction, for example, including new groupings or mixing and separating existing
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classes. In this movement, we used an Excel tabular form to record the data extraction
process. The table contained each class of the portrayal plot. Right when the pundits entered
the data of a paper into the arrangement, they gave a short strategy for thinking why the
paper should be in a particular class. The frequencies of distributions in every classification
could be determined. The examination of the outcomes centers on exhibiting the frequencies
of distributions for every class. This causes it conceivable to be seen which classifications
to have been underscored in past research and consequently to be recognized in holes and
potential outcomes saved for the future research. The two maps utilized various methods for
displaying and dissecting the outcomes.
Structure guide is being shown in utilizing synopsis measurements in all type of tables,
demonstrating the frequencies of distributions in every class. For instance, they utilized the
mediation type to structure the point and tallied the quantity of papers for every intercession
type. In our investigation, we utilized an air pocket plot to report the recurrence. This is
fundamentally two x-y disperse plots with air pockets in classification crossing points. The
size of an air pocket is relative to the quantity of articles that are in the pair of classes
comparing to the air pocket arranges. A similar thought is utilized multiple times, in various
quadrants of a similar chart to demonstrate the convergence with the third feature. On the
off chance that an efficient guide has a bigger number of features than three extra air pocket
plots could be included either in a similar graph or by having various outlines for various
aspects mixes. It is simpler to consider various features at the same time, and synopsis
insights could be in any case be included for aspects independently. It is likewise
progressively ground-breaking in giving a speedy outline of a field, and in this manner to
give a guide. Further perception choices could be found in insight and data representation
fields.[4,7]
Characterize the prior Systematic Reviewing
For every one of Software Engineering methodical audit is described in dependent on their
examination objectives, criteria for incorporation and avoidance, the quantity of
considerations and prohibitions, grouping plan and methods for investigation and methods
for examination
Denotation of Research Ambition:
An examination that means to 'Recognize Best and Typical Practices' dissects a lot of
observational investigations to figure out which systems are utilized and work practically
speaking. For 'Order and Taxonomy' an examination makes a structure or arranges the
current research. 'Accentuation on Topic Categories' implies that the examination
distinguishes how much research is distributed in various sub-subjects in the field of intrigue.
At long last, an examination which 'Recognize Publication ', distinguishes the diaries,
meetings pertinent in the center area.[2]
Inclusion of Needs:
Two principle consideration prerequisites were discovered: 'Exploration is inside center
territory' and 'Experimental Methodology Used'. In the last class the inclusion of papers
utilized exact techniques. • Count of Articles participation: In this class, recognization of the
quantity of 'Conceivably pertinent examinations' (i.e., searching in the inquiry) and the
quantity of 'Incorporated articles' (in the wake of applying consideration and rejection
criteria just as quality checks). [6]
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Means of Analysis:
Four kinds of learning are utilized: 'Meta learning' coordinates a few examinations through
measurable investigates of the investigations' quantitative information. 'Similar
examination's uses consistent disentanglement and certainty appraisal speculations. 'Topical
examination's tallies papers identified with explicit subjects or classifications. 'Story
outlines' emphasis on subjective survey and account clarifications. Furthermore methods for
investigation are portrayed in (Dixon 2004-2005), however no need of discovering proof of
their utilization in programming building methodical audits. [2]

Figure 3: Means of Analysis
Comparison
A correlation of precise maps and surveys was exhibited as of now in (Charters, 2006-2007),
concentrating for the most part on contrasts in expansiveness and profundity that stretch out
on that based the diagram of methodical surveys and on experience from directing efficient
mapping in the premises of Bangalore over thousand organizations.
Contrast in Goals: When looking at methodical surveys and maps, obviously their
objectives could be unique. As pointed out in (Kitchen, 2008) a methodical survey targets
building up the condition of proof, despite the fact that variant objectives like arrangement
are referenced in Bangalore above 56%. Nonetheless, the efficient surveys we have
discovered spotlight on distinguishing best practices dependent on experimental serving the
proof. This isn't an objective for methodical maps, and could not be since they have not to
study articles in enough detail. Rather, the primary spotlight here is on grouping, leading
topical examination and distinguishing production. Both examination types sharing the point
of distinguishing exploration holes.
Difference in Process: Two fundamental contrasts in the process are being seen out. Inside
maps, the themes are not assessed viewing their quality as the primary objective isn't to build
up the condition of proof. Also, information extracted techniques are in contrast. For the
deliberate mapping study, topical investigation is an intriguing examination technique, as it
sees which classes are all around canvassed as far as number of distributions. In efficient
surveys, the technique for Meta examination requiring another degree of information
extraction so as keeping working with the quantitative information to be gathered in essential
investigations (Charter and kitchen, 2007). Be that as it may, no purpose behind why not a
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few distinct strategies for investigation could be connected in a similar report is being seen.
A topical outline prompting a guide could be the initial phases in a progressively definite
deliberate audit that dependent on (Mutably, 2007-2008).[2,6]
1. Guidelines for systematically mapping and reviewing in software engineering: In
light of the examination above and our involvement with orderly surveys and deliberate
maps that are being proposed shows the accompanying augmentations to rules for these sorts
of studies. Usage of Methodology Complementarities: Two strategies have various
objectives that could be like wisely mostly negate one another. For instance, a great structure
of the point region is ruined by barring most of articles because of absence of experimental
proof. Along these lines, diverse inquiry methodologies and incorporation and avoidance
criteria must be connected [4]
2. Adaptive Reading Depth for Classification: A typical view is that mapping studies are
frequently led dependent on just the modified works. Notwithstanding, we have seen that
digests are frequently deceptive and need significant data. As appeared in the investigation
by (Bud-gen, 2005-2007) organized edited compositions impressively improve the
understand-ability so we energize them being proposed and ordered all the more broadly in
Software Engineering. When they are not accessible, proposal of versatile procedure towards
the decision of level of detail: don't pre-indicate that solitary certain pieces of a paper can be
perused. Rather, permitting increasingly point by point investigation of papers for which it
isn't clear how they ought to be grouped. The more pieces of a paper one consider the more
exertion is required. [3]
Objective: Depiction about, the way to direct a deliberate mapping study in programming
designing and give rules. An additional contrast to efficient maps and precise audits with
explaining how to pick between them. This correlation prompts a lot of rules for methodical
maps
Results: Description about a process for software engineering systematic mapping studies
and comparing it to systematically reviewing. Based on this, conventions for doing
systematic maps are being described
Conclusion In this paper, the precise audit process and contrasted it and orderly surveys is
shown. To do this portrayed are being done and outlined deliberate surveys in programming
building. Our discoveries are that the examination strategies vary as far as objectives,
broadness and profundity. Besides, the utilization of the techniques has various ramifications
for the orders of the theme are and the exploration approach. As a result, the two techniques
ought to and could be utilized in a correlative manner. A precise guide could be led first, to
get a review of the theme zone. At that point the condition of proof in explicit themes could
be explored utilizing an orderly survey. Besides, in light of the examination and our
involvement with efficient maps. In future work increasingly methodical maps ought to be
directed to be at alarming rate, further involvement regarding procedure and rules
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